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Australia's mineral resources and their global status 
Ian B. Lamberti & Donald J. Perkin l 

Australia's known resources of a wide range of mineral commodities 
are considerable in comparison with rates of production. Australia 
has the world's largest economic demonstrated resources of bauxite, 
lead, zinc, silver, ilmenite, rutile, zircon, tantalum, and uranium. In 
addition , Australia is ranked in the top three countries in the world 
for economic demonstrated resources of brown coal, copper, 
cobalt, gold, iron ore, manganese ore, nickel , gem/near-gem and 
industrial diamond. 

Despite a high rate of discovery of significant new mineral 
deposits, particularly since the 1950s, there is considerable potential 
for discovery of further mineral deposits in Australia. This is indi
cated by the abundance of high-quality known resources and the 

Introduction 
This paper reviews Australia's mineral resources, with emphasis 
on the major export commodities. It discusses Australia's mineral 
resource stocks and their global importance, mineral commodities 
likely to be important in the 21 st century, and the requirements 
for sustaining mineral production to meet world demand. 

Australia has been a mining nation since coal was the first 
won in the Newcastle district in the 1790s. The minerals industry 
has played a major role in opening up remote parts of the conti
nent, and it was a major contributor to the economic growth of 
Australia in the second half of the 19th century, mainly through 
gold production. The first half of the 20th century, however, was 
a lean time for exploration and discovery, and the minerals indus
try played a more subdued role in the nation's economy. 

There has been tremendous growth in the minerals industry 
and numerous discoveries of world-class ore deposits since the 
early 1950s. Before then, Australia's known economic mineral 
resources were either non-existent or insignificant for a variety 
of mineral commodities of which we are now a major world 
supplier. Examples include bauxite, iron ore, uranium, nickel, 
and diamonds. There are now at least 70 different styles of 
mineral deposits of economic or potential economic significance 
known in Australia. These have distinct features and formed in 
different geological settings. 

The important position that the minerals sector has assumed 
in the Australian economy is apparent from Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) surveys, which indicate that the minerals sector 
provided export earnings of about $A31 billion in 1996- 97 (pro
cessed and unprocessed exports), amounting to about 30% of 
Australia's total exports of goods and services and over 40% of 
merchandise exports (ABS 1997a). The minerals and petroleum 
industry combined contributed approximately 7% to Australia's 
gross domestic product (GOP) in 1996-97 (ABS 1997b) (ABARE 
I 997a). During 1996, the minerals industry employed over 80 000 
people directly and more than 230 000 in downstream activities 
(metal and mineral product manufacturing), amounting in total to 
3.5% of the work force (ABS I 997c). 

During the recovery of mineral commodities required to sus
tain the world 's population there are impacts on the environment 
at the immediate mine sites. Most underground or small open-pit 
mines, such as many gold, base-metal and uranium mines, have 
very limited areas of impact. Large-scale open-pit coal, bauxite, 
iron ore and mineral sand mines can, for a time, occupy areas up 
to several tens of square kilometres before rehabilitation. Even so, 
only about 0.02% of the Australian landmass is directly affected 
by mining (Woodside & O'Neill 1993). More land is indirectly 
required for mining activities: mine-related infrastructure and settle
ments have been estimated to occupy approximately 0.4% of 
Australia's landmass (Woodside & O'Neill 1993). 

I Mineral Resources and Energy Branch, Bureau of Resource 
Sciences, PO Box Ell , Queen Victoria Terrace, Canberra ACT 
2600, Australia. 

range of prospective geological settings. Increasingly, future discov
eries are likely to be in regions where there has been little explora
tion to date because of their remoteness or the presence of concealing 
regolith or sedimentary cover. 

The few widely used mineral commodities for which Australia 
has low levels of demonstrated resources include chromium, platinum 
group metals, trona, and some components of fertilisers, such as 
potassium salts, and elemental sulphur. 

Given the acceptance of widespread multiple or sequential land 
use , which accommodates responsible exploration and mining, 
Australia is very well placed to maintain its position as one of the 
world's major suppliers of a wide range of mineral commodities. 

Because mineral resource development involves such a very 
small area at any given time, it is a very high-productivity land 
use. In 1996- 97, Australian mine production (ABARE 1997b) 
provided export earnings of roughly A$20 million per square 
kilometre directly affected by mining. If all the areas indirectly 
required for mining activity are taken into account, the return from 
mining is approximately A$0.75 million per square kilometre. 

Australia's mineral resources in a global context 
Progressive improvement in the geoscientific knowledge base 
over the last 50 years has been a major factor leading to high 
levels of exploration, and the consequent discovery of an envi
able breadth and quality of mineral resources. BRS estimates 
that about 150 important mineral deposits were discovered in 
the 17 years before 1967, an average of about 9 a year. The 
number of important deposits discovered over the 30 years 
between the beginning of 1967 and the end of 1996 was 488 , an 
annual average of 16. Over the last decade there has been an 
average of 18 important discoveries each year. 

Australia's main mines and known mineral deposits are 
shown in Figure I. With some notable exceptions, these cluster 
in regions of outcropping basement rocks in areas that are not 
deeply weathered or covered by sedimentary basins. Excep
tions include coal deposits and some lead- zinc deposits devel
oped in basins, bauxite and some nickel deposits in highly 
weathered lateritic areas, and the Olympic Dam deposit, which 
is deeply buried beneath younger sedimentary strata. 

The Mineral Resources and Energy Branch' of the Bureau 
of Resource Sciences (BRS) prepares formal estimates of Aus
tralian resources of the major mineral commodities, continuing 
the annual series established by the former Bureau of Mineral 
Resources in 1975. Table I presents BRS's compilation of 
Australia's economic demonstrated resources (EOR) l, 
subeconomic demonstrated4 and inferred resources5 of minerals 
and fuels to the end of 1996, (BRS 1997). 

2 Since this paper was finished, the Mineral Resources and Energy 
Branch of BRS has been transferred to the Australian Geological 
Survey Organisation (GPO Box 378 , Canberra, ACT 260 I). 

J Economic demonstrated resources are specific bodies of mineral
bearing material whose location, quantity, and quality are known 
from specific measurements or estimated from geological evi
dence and for which , at the time of determination , profitable 
extraction or production under defined investment assumptions 
has been established, analytically demonstrated or assumed with 
reasonable certainty. 

4 As for EDR, but not able to be profitably extracted at the time of 
determination. 

5 Inferred resources are resources for which quantitative estimates 
are based largely on broad knowledge of the geological character 
of the deposit and for which there are few if any samples or 
measurements. The estimates are based on an assumed continuity 
or repetition, of which there is geological evidence. 
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World resources are also included in Table I. These are mainly 
taken from Mineral Commodity Summaries, 1997, (U.S. Geo
logical Survey 1997), updated where BRS has more recent data. 

As indicated in Table 1, Australia has the world 's largest 
EDR of bauxite, lead, mineral sands (ilmenite, rutile and zircon), 
silver, tantalum, uranium, and zinc . In addition, Australia's EDR 
are within the top three worldwide for brown coal , cobalt, cop
per, gold, iron ore, manganese ore, nickel, and industrial and 
gem/near gem diamond. Australia ranks fourth for EDR oflithium 
and rare-earth oxides and sixth for black coal. In addition, Aus
tralia has almost all the world 's opal resources and a significant 
share of world sapphire resources. 

Australia is a world leader in the production of bauxite, 
natural industrial diamond, gem and near-gem diamond, lead, 
lithium, ilmenite, rutile, zircon, tantalum, zinc and opal, and a 
significant world producer and exporter of black coal, gold, iron 
ore, manganese ore, nickel , lithium, silver, copper and sapphire 
(Table 2). 

Table 3 summarises global information for major mineral 
commodities, listing countries with largest resources, uses and 
possible substitute commodities. This compilation draws on 
US Geological Survey (1997) and BRS data. 

Mineral commodities for which Australia has substantial 
resource stocks 

Bauxite. Bauxite, which contains aluminium oxides and various 
impurities (notably iron oxides and silica), is the raw material 
for production of alumina (AIP3) and aluminium metal. Start
ing from a low base in the late 1960s, Australia became the 
world's largest producer and exporter of bauxite and alumina by 
1980. 

In Australia's known regions of laterite development, baux
ite concentrations are widespread. It is mined from open cut 
operations at Weipa in Queensland, Gove in the Northern Ter
ritory, and the Darling Range in southwest Western Australia. 
There are also extensive deposits in the Mitchell Plateau and 
Cape Bougainville regions of northwest Western Australia, but 
these are currently not economic. 

Demonstrated resources of bauxite in Australia are estimated 
at more than 8300 Mt, of which at least 3000 Mt are classified 
as EDR, the highest in the world. In addition, there are at least a 
further 1500 Mt in the inferred resource category (BRS 1997). 
Estimates of bauxite resources worldwide are 55000-75000 Mt 
(US Geological Survey 1997). 

Table 1. Australia 's identified resources of major minerals, 1996, and world economic demonstrated resources , 1996. 
(Sources: BRS 1997; US Geological Survey 1997) 

Commodi~ 

Bauxite (Mt) 

Black coal (recoverable) (Gt) 

Brown coal (recoverable) (Gt) 

Chromium (kt Cr) 

Cobalt (kt Co) 

Copper (Mt Cu) 

Diamonds: 

gem & near-gem (1 0 ' c) 

industrial (10' c) 

Gold (t Au) 

l ron Ofe (Gt) 

Lead (MtPb) 

Lithium (kt Li) 

Magnesite (MtMgC0 3) 

Manganese ore (Mt) 

Mineral sands: 

ilmenite (Mt) 

rutile (Mt) 

zircon (Mt) 

Molybdenum (kt Mo) 

Nickel (Mt Ni) 

Phosphate rock (Mt) 

PGM (Pt,Pd,Os,lr,Ru, Rh) (tmetal) 

Rare earths 

REO& Y,03 (Mt) 

Silver (ktAg) 

Tantalum (kt Ta) 

Tin (kt Sn) 

Tungs ten (kt W) 
Uranium(c) (kt U) 

Zinc (Mt Znl 

Australian 

identified resources 

Demonstrated 

Economic Subeconomic 

3024 5329 

49 6 

4 1 3 

263.3 

414. 1 302. 1 

23.6 17 

85 223.5 

90 240.2 

4454 1263 

17.8 14.2 

18.7 14.2 

166 82 

179.9 328 

11 8.0 194. 1 

135.0 68.8 

14.9 34.5 

2 1.4 25. 1 

7.9 

6.4 5.6 

103 2758 

19. 1 45.2 

I 14.2 

43.3 24.4 

8. 1 5.7 

11 9.5 2 14.0 

0.9 62. 1 

622 93 

39.9 24 .3 

World 

economic· 

lnf! rred demonstrated 

Unditlerentiated resources 

1598 23000 (.) 

very large 705 

166 3 12 

1623.8 3700000 

49 1.9 4000 

14.2 3 10 

34.4 300 (b) 

5 1.2 570(') 

1887 46000 

17.4 15 1 

2 1.9 69 

7 2800(0 

11 0 8600 

166.6 1885(') 

89.2 586 (.) 

25.2 41.99 (') 

20.8 60.95 (') 

859.5 5500 

6.6 5 1 

1947 11000 

87.9 56000 

4.2 100 

23.2 280 

64.8 19 

308.3 7000 

180.1 2 100 

180 2208 (d) 

20.8 140 

Abbreviations: t = tonne; c = carat; m' = cubic metre; L = litre; kt = 10\ Mt = 10\ Gt = 1O"t; GL = IO' L; na = not applicable 

• Based largely on Mineral Commodity Summaries for 1996 (US Geological Survey, February 1997) 

(a) Adjusted by BRS. 

(b) 1994 data. 

(c) BRS scheme for classifying uranium resources. 

(d) Source OECDINEA and [AEA (1997). 

(e) Based on contained manganese content. 

(I) Excludes Russia, China, Portugal, Namibia. 

(g) BRS estimate. 

(h) Ranking as at 1 February 1996. 

Australian 

share of world 

economic resources 

PerceflfGge Ranking 
(h) 

13 1 

7 6 

14 

<1 na 

10 

8 

28 2(') 

16 

10 

12 

27 1 
8 «) 4 

2 4 

6 3 

23 

36 

35 

< 1 na 

13 

< 1 low 

4 

15 

30 1 

9 

< 1 low 

28 

22 
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Australian bauxite deposits are almost exclusively blanket 
type with pisolitic texture, either free-flowing, as at Weipa, or 
partly consolidated with a hard crust, as in the Darling Range. 
They are extensive and associated with Tertiary laterites, which 
overlie Tertiary sediments at Weipa, Mesozoic sediments at 
Gove, and Archaean gneisses in the Darling Range. Recoverable 
AIP3 ranges from 55% for Weipa bauxite to 30% in some of the 
Darling Range deposits. Reactive silica ranges from 0.3 to 
5.3%. 

Over 80% of Australia's bauxite production is processed to 
alumina at refineries near the Darling Range, currently the world's 
leading producing region of bauxite and alumina, and at Gove 
and Gladstone. About 80% of the processed alumina is exported 
and the remainder is smelted to aluminium metal in Queensland, 
New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. 

Iron Ore. Until the mid 1960s Australia's identified iron ore 
resources were limited, mainly occurring in the Middleback 
Ranges of South Australia. Since the discovery of new resources 
in the Pilbara region of Western Australia and the lifting of the 
export embargo, Australia's EDR of iron ore have grown dra
matically. They fell sharply in 1977 as a result of some higher 

phosphorus resources being downgraded to subeconomic, but 
substantial increases in 1991 followed successful exploration. 
EDR were estimated at 17 800 Mt in 1996. 

It is difficult to compare iron ore resources on an interna
tional basis because they are traditionally reported as tonnes of 
ore, ignoring the wide range of grades considered to be economic 
in different mines and different countries. Using a combination 
of U.S. Geological Survey and BRS resource estimates, Australia 
is ranked third in the world in terms of tonnes of ore, with 
11.8% of the total ore EDR. In terms of contained iron, Australia 
is ranked second, but its share of world EDR becomes about 
17%. Russia is the premier iron ore nation with approximately 
23% of ore EDR and 18% of contained iron EDR. The Ukraine 
has the second largest proportion of world EDR. 

Approximately 90% of Australia's EDR occurs in the Pilbara 
region, particularly in the Hamersley Basin. The bulk ofEDR is 
in iron enrichments in banded iron formations (BIF) and Tertiary 
palaeochannel deposits. Typical examples of iron enrichment in 
BI Fs are the hematite deposits of the Brockman Iron Formation 
at Mount Whaleback and Mount Tom Price and the hematite
goethite deposits of the Marra Mamba Iron Formation. Pisolitic 
limonite palaeochannel deposits are exemplified by the mesa 

Table 2. Australian and world production of major minerals 1996, and Australian resource to 
production ratios. (Sources: ABARE 1997a, 1997b; US Geological Survey 1997) 

Australial/ share of 

1996 mine production Il'orld mine production 

Commodil\' Australia ( a l Worfd <t-I Perccllwge Ranking '" 
Bauxite (Mt) 43.1 122.6 35 I 

Black coal (recoverable) (Gt) O.2S (tlJ 3.71 (el 5 6 

Brown coal (recoverahle) (Gt) 0.0536 0.84 

Chromium (kt C r) 12000 nu na 

Cobalt (kt Co) 0.9 24.1 

Copper (MtCu) 0.5 10.7 6 

Diamonds 

gem & near gem (10' c) 18.9 54 33 

industrial (10" c) 23.1 58 46 

Gold (tAu) 289 2300 12 

Iron ore (Gt) 0.147 1.01 14 4 

Lead (Mt Pbl 0.52 2.815 18 

Lithium (kt Li) 3.07 6.4 (CI 27 

Magnesite (M t MgC01) 0.31 9.2 1<:1 

Manganese ore (Mt) 2.1 21.5 14 OJ) 3 ( h ) 

Mineral sands 

Ilmenite (Mt) 2.0 6.6 (e) 24 

Rutile (Mt) 0.18 0.3 (e) 45 

Zircon (Mt) 0.46 0.89 (n 46 

Molybdenum (kt Mo) 126 na na 

Nickel (MtNi ) 0.11 1.04 II 

Phosphate rock (Mt) 0.001 (II 131 <I low 

PGM (Pt.Pd,Os.Ir,Ru. Rh) (t metal) 0.7 260 (g) < I low 

Rare earths 

REO &y,ClJ (Mt) 0.08 na na 

Silver (ktAg) 1.0 14.8 

Tantalum (kt Ta) 0.3 0.431 70 I 

Tin (kt Sn) 8.8 190 4 6 

Tungsten (ktW) 30 na low 

Uranium (kt U) 4.975 36.028 14 

Zine !Mt Znj 1.07 7.229 15 

Abbreviations: t = tonne; c = carat: kt = 10"\ Mt = 10\ Gt = 10\; na = not applicable 

(a) ABARE (1997a,b) 

(b) BRS estimates adapted from Mineral Commodity Summaries for 1996 (US Geological Survey, 1997) and other sources. 

(c) Excludes USA. 

(d) Raw coal. 

(e) Saleable coal. 

(f) BRS estimate. 

(g) Platinum and palladium only. 

(h) Based on contained Mn content. 

(i) Ranking as at I February 1997. 

AJlstmfial1 

resource (EDR) 

10 prodUCTion ratio 

Years (mllllded) 

70 

200 

800 

na 

500 

SO 

4 

4 

15 

120 

40 

50 

600 

60 

70 

80 

50 

na 

60 

na 

30 

na 

40 

30 

15 

na 

130 

40 
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Table 3. World mineral commodities by major resource countries; uses and substitutes'. 

Commodity 

Bauxite 

Chromium 

Coal 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Diamond: 
gem/near-
gem 

Diamond: 
industrial 

Gold 

Iron ore 

Lead 

Lithium 

Magnesite 

Manganese 
ore 
Mineral 
sands: 
ilmenite 
rutile 
zircon 

Nickel 

Phosphate 
Rock 

Platinum-
group 
metals 
Rare-earth 
oxides 

Silver 

Tantalum 

Tin 

Tungsten 

Uranium 

Zinc 

Country ranking of EDR 

Australia [1], Guinea [2], 
Brazil [3], Jamaica [4]. 
Rep. of South Africa [I], 
Kazakhstan [2], 
Zimbabwe[3]. Australia has 
noEDR 

b 
USA [I], FSU [2], China 
[3], Australia [6]. 

Zaire [I], Cuba [2] , 
Australia [3], Zambia [4]. 

Chile [I], USA [2] , 
Australia [3]. 

Botswana [?1]c Australia 

[12], Russia [?3], South 
Africa[?4]. 
Zaire [I], Botswana [2] , 
Australia [3]. 

Rep. of S. Africa. [I], 
USA [2], Australia [3] . 
Russia [I] , Australia [2], 
USA[3], Brazil [4]. 

Australia [1], USA [2], 
China [3]. 

Chile [I]; USA[2], 
Canada [3], Australia [4]. 
China[I], Russia [2], North 
Korea [3], Australia [4]. 
Rep.ofS.Africa[l], 
Ukraine [2] , Australia [3]. 
Australia [1],?Norway[2] , 
China [3], Canada[?]. 
Australia [1], Brazil [2] , 
Rep.ofS.Africa [?] USA [?] 
Australia [1], Rep. of S 
Africa [2], USA [3]. 
Cuba[l], Russia[2] , 
Australia[3], Canada[4] 
Morocco & W.Sahara [1], 
Rep of S. Africa [2], 
USA[3], Australia[7] 
Rep.of S Africa [1], 
Russia [2], Canada [3] 
USA[4]. 
China[I], FSUb [2], USA[3], 
Australia [4], India[5]. 

Australia [1], Canada [2], 
Mexico [3], USA[4], 
Peru[5]. 
Australia [1], Nigeria [2], 
Zaire [3], Canada [4] . 

China[I] , Brazil[2], 
Malaysia[3], Thailand[4], 
Australia[9]. 
China [I], Canada[2], 
Russia[3], USA[ 4]. 

Australia[I], Kazakstan[2], 
Canada[3], South Africa[4]. 
Australia [1], Canada[2], 
USA[3] . 

Uses & Substitutes 

Principal ore for alumina and aluminium production. Other possible sources are clay, alunite 
& oil shales. Magnesium can substitute for aluminium in some applications. 
Stainless steel is the major end-use for chromite.There is no technically or economically 
acceptable substitute for chromite ore in the production of stainless steel, ferrochromium, 
chromium chemicals or chromite refractories. 

Electricity generation, coal-gas generation, making coke for use in blast furnaces (iron 
production); also as a source of industrial and domestic heat. Tars and certain plastics are by
products of coke/gas production. 
Special alloys, magnets, ceramics, catalysts and paints. Nickel may substitute in some 
applications, but with potential loss of product performance; barium/strontium ferrite are 
potential substitutes in magnets. 
Electrical equipment, car radiators and refrigerators. Aluminium may substitute in various 
products; titanium, steel, optical fibre and plastics are substitutes in certain applications. 
Jewellery. In some jewellery, substitutes may include cubic zirconia. 

Abrasives, in cutting tools , wire-drawing dies, boring and milling tools. Substitutes are 
synthetic diamonds, which make up more than 80% of industrial diamonds used. Alternative, 
less-hard materials include cubic boron nitride. 
Jewellery and electrical/electronic applications. Substitutes can be palladium, platinum and 
silver. Regarded as an inherent store of value and used as a hedge against inflation. 
Only source of primary iron, the least expensive and most widely used metal. Iron and steel 
compete with more expensive materials having a property advantage like plastics/aluminium 
or with cheaper non-metallic products like concrete. 
Lead-acid batteries; other uses include shielding in medical radiography, building/construction 
as flashing, weights, and glass additive. Substitutes are plastics, aluminium, tin, and steel in 
certain applications. 
Special glasses, dinnerware, porcelain enamels, electrical ceramics, aluminium smelting, 
lubricants, batteries, medicines. Substitutes include borates and certain feldspars. 
Calcined magnesia and sintered magnesia for high-quality refractory bricks, neutralising acid 
wastes, water treatment, fertiliser. Magnesium metalJlight alloys. 
Stainless and special steels and silico- and ferromanganese alloys, chemicals, batteries, and 
ceramics. No satisfactory substitutes for its major applications. 
Ilmenite and rutile are titanium oxide minerals. Pure white titanium oxide pigments for paper 
and paint manufacture and ceramics. Titanium metal is light yet strong, and corrosion 
resistant; used in aerospace, jet engines, aircraft and prosthetic and medical equipment. 
Substitutes are anatase deposits (Brazil), Ti-rich magnetites, titaniferous slag. 
Ceramics, foundry bricks, furnace linings, refractories, and abrasives. Substitutes include 
baddleyite (Zr02). Chromite and olivine are substitutes in some foundry applications. 
Stainless steel and other special alloys, batteries, and coinage, and as a catalyst. Substitutes 
include cobalt, copper, titanium and platinum, and aluminium, steel and plastics for some uses 
Fertiliser, as essential nutrient in agriCUlture (no satisfactory substitute); also in detergents and 
water treatment. Phosphoric acid used in treatment of iron rust. 

Platinum-group metals (palladium, platinum, osmium, iridium, ruthenium, rhodium) are used 
mainly in catalytic applications; high melting point and corrosion-resistant applications; dies; 
electrical, electronic, dental and medical uses ; jewellery. Substitutes include silver and gold. 
Found principally in monazite in Australia; used in magnets, specialised steel alloys, as 
catalysts, colorants in glassware, TV screens, batteries, and electronic devices. Substitute 
source minerals include bastnaesite, xenotime, phosphorites, apatite, and spent solutions from 
uranium extraction. 
Jewellery, photographic paper and films, plating on tableware, mirrors, dental applications, 
and coinage. Substitutes include stainless steel, aluminium and rhodium, tantalum and gold in 
certain applications. 
So-called superalloys, capacitors, corrosion-resistant equipment and high-temperature 
applications. Substitutes include aluminium in electronic capacitors, titanium, zirconium and 
platinum in corrosion-resistant equipment, and tungsten in high-temperature applications. 
Tin plate for food packaging, solder for use in electonics, and in bearing alloys. Substitutes 
include glass, aluminium, and plastics for containers and cans. 

Light-globe filaments; may not be easily substituted. Tungsten carbide inserts are a major 
component of cutting tools. Substitute cutting materials include ceramic and ceramic-metallic 

composites. 
Fission material in nuclear power reactors. Thorium is a possible substitute. 

Galvanised zinc coatings for iron and steel, diecast alloy products, pigment, and as zinc oxide 
in rubber manufacture. Substitutes include plastics, aluminium and magnesium in diecasting. 

, Source: Mineral Commodity Summaries, 1997; US Geological Survey (February, 1997); Australia's Identified Mineral Resources, 1996 
(BRS 1997). 

b FSU-Former Soviet Union (USSR). 
, Estimates by BRS designated by question marks . 
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deposits of the Robe River area. 
Australia currently produces about 14% of world output 

and is the world's second largest exporter of iron ore after Bra
zil, its main customers being Japan, China and South Korea. 
Between 1976 and 1996 inclusive, Australia produced approxi
mately 2193 Mt of iron ore, principally from the Hamersley 
Basin in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. There is rela
tively minor production also from the Middleback Ranges and 
the Savage River magnetite mine in northwestern Tasmania. 

For the foreseeable future, Australia's iron ore industry will 
continue to be based on iron-enriched BIF and palaeochannel 
resources. In the future, there may be scope for the recovery of 
iron from unenriched BIFs in the Hamersley Basin. The tonnages 
of these are vast and their grade is about 30% Fe, which is similar 
to that mined in some countries. 

Manganese ore. In 1996, Australia's EDR of manganese ore 
were liS Mt. Based on contained manganese, Australia has 
about S% of world EDR and ranks third after South Africa 
(52%) and the Ukraine (19%). 

Australia produced 10% of world manganese ore output in 
1996 and was the second largest exporter after Gabon, having 
displaced South Africa for the first time in 1993. The principal 
mine and resources are on Groote Eylandt, Northern Territory, 
and there is smaller scale production from mines in the Woodie 
Woodie area, in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. 

Australia's resources of manganese ore support a significant 
export industry and significant domestic ferromanganese, silico
manganese and manganese dioxide processing. Manganese alloys 
are produced for domestic use and export at Bell Bay, Tasmania. 
In all, over SO% of annual ore production is exported. 

Mineral sands: titaniulIl minerals and zircon. Australia has 
extensive mineral sand deposits, in which the minerals of eco
nomic interest are ilmenite, rutile, zircon and monazite. Based 
on BRS and US Bureau of Mines data, Australia's EDR are 
estimated at 135 Mt of ilmenite, 14.9 Mt of rutile, and 21.4 Mt 
of zircon. These constitute 23% of world EDR of ilmenite, 36% 
of rutile, and 35% of zircon, the highest in the world for all three 
minerals. Western Australian deposits have about 50% of Aus
tralia's rutile and zircon and over 70% of the ilmenite, while 
deposits in the east host the remainder. Monazite is discussed 
below, under rare earths. 

Of Australia's total EDR of rutile and zircon, about 30% 
and 34%, respectively, are unavailable for mining, being mainly 
in national parks in Queensland and New South Wales. 

Australia is the world's largest producer and exporter of 
alluvial ilmenite, rutile and zircon and its mineral sands industry 
is currently expanding on expectation of forecast growth in demand 
for titanium dioxide pigment, the principal end-use for ilmenite 
and rutile, and on the strong growth in demand for zircon by the 
ceramics industry. In anticipation of forecast increased prices, 
current operators have returned to full production and a new 
operation is underway at the Beenup mine in southwest West
ern Australia. Several deposits near Ivanhoe in southwest New 
South Wales and east of Ouyen in northwest Victoria, and the 
Goodicum ilmenite deposit near Monto in Queensland are cur
rently under investigation. 

In addition to developments in mining, there has been strong 
development in value-added products, in particular, synthetic 
rutile and titanium dioxide pigment. Australia is the world's larg
est producer of synthetic rutile. Over half the ilmenite mined in 
Western Australia is upgraded to synthetic rutile in four plants 
located in the State. Two zirconia plants operate in Western Aus
tralia, producing zirconium chemicals and high purity zirconia. 

Australia's consumption of mineral sands is very small and 
the bulk of production is exported. About 2000 t/yr of rutile is 
used in coatings for welding rod electrodes and about 10-
15 000 t/yr of zircon is used in the form of 'sand' and 'flour' at 
foundries, and in refractory and ceramic products. 

Subeconomic resources of about 50 Mt of contained titanium 
occur in hard rock titaniferous magnetite deposits, mainly in 
Western Australia. 

Black coal. In 1996, Australia's recoverable EDR of black coal 
were 49 000 Mt, about 7% of the world's recoverable EDR. 
This ranked Australia sixth behind the USA, former USSR, China, 
India, and South Africa. Relative to most coal from other coun
tries, Australian black coals have the advantages of low sulphur 
(generally 0.3-0.S% S, which means less potential acid rain 
production) and high energy content (less greenhouse gas pro
duction per unit of energy). 

Of Australia's in-situ black coal EDR, 44% is in the Sydney 
Basin of eastern New South Wales and 34% in the Bowen Basin 
of central Queensland. Relatively small, but locally important, 
EDR of black coal occur in South Australia, Western Australia 
and Tasmania. Some 40% of Australian in-situ black coal EDR 
is amenable to open-cut mining. 

Australian black coal resources are mined for both domestic 
and export markets. In 1996, Australia was the sixth highest 
producer of saleable black coal in the world, producing approxi
mately 5% of total output. In 1994- 95, 72% of Australia's raw 
black coal production came from open-cut operations. Coking 
coal contributed 55% of cxport tonnages. Thermal coal exports 
are expected to continue to rise as new mines are established and 
expansions occur at existing mines to meet projected higher 
demand, particularly from Asian countries. 

The greatest potential threat to the Australian export coal 
industry'S future lies in the development of responses by countries 
to the greenhouse issue. However, there are opportunities for 
wider use of Australia's valued low-sulphur coal and clean coal 
technologies. 

Brown coal. Australia has very large resources of brown coal in 
the Latrobe Valley in the southeast corner of the continent, 
where industrial development and electrical power requirements 
are concentrated. Brown coal is not commonly exported, princi
pally because of its lower calorific value, and is used mainly for 
domestic power generation in Victoria. 

In 1996 Australia's EDR of brown coal were 41 000 Mt, 
about 14% of the world's recoverable EDR. This ranked Australia 
third behind the former USSR and Germany. Australia 's sub
stantial resources of brown coal are mainly in the Latrobe Valley 
of east Gippsland, which has 94% of EDR. In 1996, Australia 
produced about 53 Mt of brown coal, approximately 5% of 
world output, making it the seventh largest producer. For the 
foreseeable future, Victoria will remain the only brown coal 
producer in Australia. 

Shale oil. Australia has vast resources of shale oil, mainly un
der shallow cover in eastern and central-western Queensland. 
The demonstrated resources are currently all classified as 
subeconomic, but this situation will be assessed in the light of 
the results of a demonstration plant under construction at the 
Stuart project near Gladstone in eastern Queensland. Stage I of 
the Stuart shale oil project will be the construction of a 4500 bar
rels/day research and development facility, which is to provide 
information for optimum operation of a full commercial module, 
to be followed by a full commercial plant comprising five more 
processing units. 

Uranium. The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (OECDINEA) 
international scheme for uranium resources classification is some
what different from that used by BRS for other mineral com
modities, particularly in that it specifies cost categories. The 
low-cost resources category of this scheme-Reasonably Assured 
Resources (RAR) at less than US$SO/kg U- is considered here to 
be 'EDR' because, while the uranium price has been well below 
US$SO/kg U for some time, most of Australia's resources in 
this category could be recovered economically at prevailing 
prices. 
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Australia has the world's largest 'EDR' of uranium, ap
proximately 28%. Other countries which have reported large 
resources oflow-cost RAR include Kazakhstan (20%), Canada 
(17%), South Africa (9%) , Brazil (7%) and Namibia (7%) 
(OECDINEA & IAEA 1998). The Russian Federation and 
Uzbekistan also have large low-cost uranium resources, which, 
as yet, are not fully categorised into the OECDINEA scheme. 
Australia's 'EDR' have increased from 8200 t U in 1967 to 
622 000 t U in 1996. Most of its resources are in a group of 
deposits discovered between 1969 and 1975 (McKay et al. 1995). 
The continued growth of low-cost resources during the 1980s 
and 1990s was the result of ongoing reassessment and the delinea
tion of additional resources at these deposits. 

Olympic Dam in South Australia is one of the world's largest 
deposits of uranium, and accounts for more than 60% of 
Australia's low-cost resources. Unconformity-related uranium 
deposits in the Alligator Rivers region of the Northern Territory 
(Ranger, labiluka, Koongarra), and in the Rudall River area of 
Western Australia (Kintyre), constitute more than 20% of 
Australia's resources. The remaining resources are in calcrete 
deposits in Western Australia (Yeelirrie, Lake Way) and a number 
of sandstone deposits, including Westmoreland (Queensland), 
Beverley and Honeymoon (South Australia) . 

World uranium production declined progressively from the 
late 1980s to 1994 in response to massive oversupply, but pro
duction has started to pick up again and prices have increased. 
Uranium oxide is currently produced domestically at two mining/ 
milling operations, Ranger and Olympic Dam. Australia's total 
production for 1996 was a record 4975 t U, making it the second 
largest uranium producer with 14% of world production. Canada 
maintained its leading position in 1996 with 32% of world pro
duction, while Niger with 9% was the third largest producer 
(Nukem 1997). 

Since its election in March 1996, the Australian Liberal! 
National Party Coalition Government has made a number of 
changes to Commonwealth Government policies relating to 
uranium mining, including removal of the former Government's 
'three mines' policy and relaxation of the guidelines for foreign 
investment in Australian uranium mines. These changes, together 
with an improved outlook for the uranium market, have resulted 
in proposals to develop new mines at labiluka (Northern Terri
tory), Kintyre (Western Australia), Beverley and Honeymoon 
(South Australia). 

Furthermore, production from Ranger has been increased 
and Olympic Dam is planning to almost treble production by 
the end of 1999. The labiluka deposit is set to be developed as 
an underground mine and it is proposed to process the ore at the 
Ranger mill. Beverley and Honeymoon are being considered for 
in situ leaching operations. 

With these developments, Australia's annual production is 
likely to increase from its present level of 4975 t U (for 1996) 
to approximately 11 190 t V by the year 2000. 

Gold. Australia's high standard of living in the late 19th century 
was very much a function of wealth generated during the first 
gold rushes, when mining was widespread. From 1851 to 1900, 
the main production was from Victoria (1885 t), Queensland 
(371 t) , New South Wales (355 t) and Western Australia (165 t). 

Following an extended period when gold output stagnated 
as a result of years of depressed prices, Australia's latest gold 
rush started in earnest in 1980, in response to rapid price increases 
and development of low-cost carbon processing technologies. 
EDR rose from 342 t in 1982 to a record 4454 t in 1996. 

Australia now has about 9.5% of world EDR (as estimated 
from BRS and V.S. Geological Survey statistics), the third larg
est EDR of all countries, behind South Africa and the USA. 
Some 61 % of EDR is in Western Australia. Queensland, New 
South Wales and the Northern Territory have similar EDR, 
together amounting to 25% of the total. The remaining EDR 
occur in Tasmania, Victoria, and South Australia. 

From a base annual production of 15-20 t through the 1970s, 

gold increased to 289 t in 1996, mirroring the strong growth in 
resources. This means that Australia now ranks third in produc
tion-up from sixth in 1986-and currently accounts for about 
12% of world output. 

Gold is produced in all States and the Northern Territory, 
overwhelmingly from hard rock deposits. Western Australia 
dominates production, accounting for well over half the total. 
The main mines are in the Archaean Yilgarn Block and these are 
essentially gold-only deposits. Important discoveries in recent 
years include Boddington, Plutonic, Bronzewing, Kanowna Belle 
and Yilgarn Star. Telfer, in Proterozoic rocks in the eastern Pilbara 
region, is also a major mine. 

Continuing additions to gold resources, which are more than 
compensating for ongoing high levels of production, are attributed 
to exploration successes resulting from substantial expenditure 
on gold exploration. In 1995-96 ABS statistics show that 57% 
of all mineral exploration expenditure was directed at the search 
for gold. Some 450 companies have had direct exploration or 
production interests in gold in Australia in recent times. 

Copper. Copper was one of the earliest commodities mined in 
Australia, following discoveries in the 1840s at Kapunda and 
Burra in South Australia, with Australia becoming one of the 
world's leading producers of copper in the mid to late 1800s. 

Australia's EDR of copper in 1996 were estimated at 
23.6 Mt, the third largest in the world. The main resources are 
in the Mount Isa and Ernest Henry deposits in Queensland, 
Olympic Dam in South Australia, Northparkes in New South 
Wales and the Mount Lyell deposit in Tasmania. Production at 
Mount Isa has increased since the opening of the Deep Copper 
mine in 1994. 

The eastern part of the Mount Isa Block is emerging as a 
significant copper-gold province with the operation of the 
Selwyn, Osborne, Ernest Henry, and the Eloise mines. Another 
emerging copper-gold province is in central New South Wales, 
where the large Northparkes mine is operating, the substantial 
Cadia deposit is under construction, and additional resources 
near the Girilambone mine are being evaluated. Other significant 
copper resources are in Palaeozoic volcanogenic massive sulphide 
deposits in eastern Australia (although these have generally lower 
copper:lead+zinc ratios than many deposits of this style in 
other countries), deposits in the Cobar region of central-western 
New South Wales, and the Archaean Scuddles deposit in West
ern Australia. Significant copper resources also occur at the 
Nifty copper mine in Western Australia and at the Mammoth 
mine near Mount Isa. 

Mine production of copper in 1996 was 0.5 Mt, sixth larg
est in the world. A major expansion is planned to increase pro
duction at Olympic Dam to 200 000 t per year of copper metal 
by the year 2000. 

Lead, zinc and silver. Australia has been a major exporter of 
lead, zinc and silver since mining began at Broken Hill, in west
ern New South Wales, over a century ago. 

In 1996, Australia's EDR for lead, zinc and silver were 
18.7 Mt, 39.9 Mt and 43300 t respectively, the world's largest 
for each of these metals. 

Major recent additions to identified resources have been in 
the Mount Isa Block of northwestern Queensland, where min
ing and concentrate production are underway at the unusually 
silver-rich deposit at Cannington. A decision has been made by 
Pasminco to mine the large Century deposit, northwest of 
Mount Isa, with production beginning in late 1999. The Dugald 
River zinc-rich deposit northeast of Mount Isa continues to 
be evaluated. 

Development work is proceeding at the George Fisher lead
zinc mine (Queensland), which is accessed underground from 
the Hilton mine. At Mount Isa, Mount Isa Mines Ltd reduced 
their ore reserves of zinc-lead-silver by 6.6 Mt as a consequence 
of production and downgrading of resources after reappraisal of 
the mining plan. 
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At Rosebery (Tasmania) work is focusing on upgrading con
fidence in inferred resources of5.5 Mt in the deeper parts of the 
mine. 

Final feasibility and underground reconnaissance studies of 
the Blendevale deposit in northwest Western Australia began in 
April 1996. The $20 million study is addressing the mining of 
1.5 Mt of ore per year to produce concentrates containing about 
100 000 t of zinc and 29 000 t of lead. 

Exploration continues for base metals in the Pilbara region 
of Western Australia, where two new small to medium sized 
deposits have been delineated at Sulphur Springs and Salt Creek. 
Added to the known deposits at Mons Cupri and Whim Creek, 
these enhance the prospectivity of the region. 

Australia's 1996 mine production of zinc, lead, and silver 
was 1.07 Mt, 0.52 Mt and 1013 t, respectively, ranking it first 
in the world for lead, second for zinc, and fifth for silver. Pro
duction is mainly from the very large stratiform deposits at 
Mount Isa and Cannington in Queensland, McArthur River in 
the Northern Territory, and Broken Hill, NSW. 

Development of the ISAMILL fine-grinding technology for 
liberating fine-grained ore minerals was a key factor in enabling 
mining to proceed at McArthur River in 1995, some 40 years 
after discovery of the deposit. There is production also from 
the Elura deposit, NSW, and the volcanogenic massive sulphide 
deposits at Hellyer and Rosebery in Tasmania, and Scuddles in 
Western Australia. 

About 80% of Australia's mine production of lead is pro
cessed to either lead bullion or refined metal, whereas less than 
50% of zinc mine production is refined locally. Most of the silver 
mined is exported in other metals (e.g. lead bullion) or other metal 
concentrates. Silver production at the Kidston gold mine should 
be maintained into the next century by the new Eldridge gold
silver resource. The primary lead refinery located at Port Pirie, 
South Australia, is the largest in the world; lead is also smelted at 
Mount Isa and at Cockle Creek, New South Wales. Zinc is refined 
at Port Pirie, Cockle Creek, and at Risdon in Tasmania, which is 
one of the largest zinc refineries in the world. 

Nickel. Australia's nickel EDR have grown dramatically since 
the 1966 discovery of nickel at Kambalda, Western Australia, 
from virtually nil to 6.4 Mt in 1996. A 70% increase in 1996 
over 1995 in EDR reflects successful exploration and reclassifi
cation of some resources, following improved nickel prices. 
Australia 's share ofEDR now stands at 13%, third largest in the 
world after Cuba and Russia, having for the first time displaced 
Canada for that position. 

About two thirds of the EDR are in sulphide deposits in 
Western Australia, where there was a mini-nickel boom in late 
1995 and 1996. Australia's sulphide deposits occur in komatiitic 
dunites and peridotites. Nickel deposits hosted by dunites in
clude the major low-grade disseminated resources at Mount 
Keith, Yakabindie and Honeymoon Well. Nickel resources hosted 
by peridotites and adjacent to sulphidic sedimentary/tuffaceous 
strata include the deposits of the Kambalda field and at Leinster. 

Nickeliferous laterite makes up 37% of Australia's EDR. 
Most of these laterite resources are located in the Archaean 
Yilgarn Block of Western Australia, where the main deposits , 
Murrin Murrin, Cawse and Bulong, are under development. 
Minor lateritic resources occur in central north Queensland. 

Australia produced about 110 000 t of nickel in 1996, about 
11 % of the world's annual mine output of nickel, and was ranked 
third behind Russia and Canada. Most nickel mined in Australia 
is processed to smelted and refined forms domestically, making 
it a substantial value-adding industry. Smelting operations are 
located at Kalgoorlie , and refineries at Kwinana, Western Aus
tralia, and Yabulu, Queensland. The industry also produces sig
nificant copper , cobalt and platinum-group metals as 
by-products. 

Major expansion and revitalisation are based on the expecta
tion of market growth, and have been spurred on by the discovery 
of high-grade nickel mineralisation at Silver Swan, northeast of 

Kalgoorlie, which commenced production in mid 1997. Three 
projects in Western Australia, Murrin Murrin, Cawse and Bulong 
lateritic deposits, with production of 9000-45 000 t of nickel per 
year, are scheduled to come on stream in late 1998. A variety of 
processing plants will be used at these new projects, including 
pressure acid leaching, ammonia leaching and bacterial leaching. 
Other projects at Yakabindie, Maggie Hays and Honeymoon Well 
are at an advanced stage of planning. 

Cobalt. In Australia, cobalt is principally recovered as a by
product of nickel operations. Australian economic demonstrated 
resources are estimated at about 414000 t, 10% of world re
sources and third largest in the world after Zaire and Cuba. 
Cobalt resources increased by 150% in 1996, as a result of 
reassessment and additions from nickel and copper deposits in 
Western Australia and Queensland. Production has decreased 
since 1992, with the closing of the cobalt-rich Greenvale lateritic 
nickel deposit in Queensland. Planned by-product output at the 
Ernest Henry copper- gold deposit near Cloncurry should sig
nificantly bolster cobalt production. Production is also planned 
at the Yakabindie nickel sulphide deposit and the Murrin Murrin 
lateritic nickel deposit in Western Australia. 

TantalulIl and lithium. The Greenbushes pegmatite in south
western Western Australia contains most of Australia's EDR of 
tantalum (8057 t Ta) and is the source of most of the tantalum 
production, which is exported for use in high-strength alloys with 
high-temperature and corrosion-resistance properties. Australia 
has the world's highest EDR of tantalum, with about 30% of the 
world total, and Greenbushes is the world 's largest tantalum de
posit. Other important resources occur in Western Australia, at 
the Wodgina project in the Pilbara district. 

Greenbushes also contains Australia 's only EDR of IithiulIl, 
and is the country's only lithium producer. Australia is estimated 
to have approximately 8% of world EDR, fourth after Chile, 
USA and Canada. Its production in 1996 was the second highest 
in the world after Chile, with about 27% of world output (exclud
ing the USA, where production data are withheld), followed by 
Canada. Spodumene (lithium-bearing) concentrate from 
Greenbushes is mainly exported for use in container glass and 
ceramics. A plant is being built at Greenbushes to produce lithium 
carbonate for use in ceramics, specialty glass, aluminium smelt
ing, and continuous casting of stee l. 

Magnesite. World primary magnesium consumption growth has 
risen to around 15- 20% per year in recent years, its superior 
weight saving properties (33% lighter than aluminium) making 
it increasingly attractive, particularly for use in automotive ap
plications. Demand for magnesite and magnesia products has 
also grown. Australia has 2% of world EDR of magnesite and 
ranks fourth. Other sources of magnesium include magnesium
rich salt deposits and brines. These are widespread worldwide, 
but the cost of extraction and access to markets means that none 
is economically viable in Australia. 

Australia is well positioned to take advantage of increases 
in demand for high-grade magnesi te resources. Significant pro
duction of magnesite has occurred in Australia since 1990 and 
annual production has increased strongly to about 300 000 t of 
beneficiated high-grade magnesite in 1996. This has been mainly 
from the 1.2 billion tonne deposit at Kunwarara in central east
ern Queensland, where magnesite ore is being processed to dead
burned magnesite and electrofused magnesia. In addition, there 
has been significant magnesite production from Thuddungra in 
southeastern New South Wales. Large deposits of magnesite 
also occur near Savage River in northwest Tasmania and at 
Huandot near Woodcutters, in the Northern Territory. 

In 1997, Queensland Metals Corporation (QMC) and 
Normandy Mining Ltd, through a 50/50 joint venture company, 
Australian Magnesium Investment Pty Ltd, announced plans to 
build a magnesium smelter with a 90 000 t per annum capacity 
at Gladstone, which will use a process developed by CSIRO. 

Although Australia accounted for only 2% of the world's 
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EDR of magnesite ore in 1996, the Kunwarara deposit is still the 
world's largest known resource of cryptocrystalline, nodular 
magnesite. 

Diamond. Until the 1970s, Australia had been considered poorly 
endowed with diamond, because only very small quantities had 
been won from time to time from placer deposits, mostly near 
Copeton in New South Wales. This changed in the 1970s with the 
discovery of diamonds at several places in the Kimberley region 
of northwestern Western Australia. Diamonds were found in nu
merous lamproite pipes at Ellendale and, later, in the Argyle 
lamproite and other diatremes, and in alluvial deposits in the 
Smoke Creek and Limestone Creek drainage systems near Argyle. 

The AKI lamproite pipe at the Argyle deposit contains 
virtually all of Australia's diamond EDR, and a significant per
centage of world EDR of industrial diamonds. In 1996, Australia's 
diamond EDR were estimated at 175 million carats, one of the 
highest of any country. Australia currently ranks near the top in 
gem/near gem EDR with over 25% ofthe world's EDR, based on 
previous world estimates. Australia had 16% of world industrial 
diamond in 1996 to rank third behind Zaire and Botswana. 
Australia's EDR of both categories of diamond are falling as a 
result of production at Argyle, where there is large-scale open
pit mining. A feasibility study of an underground operation 
below the open pit has been completed and other options are 
also being assessed. 

Argyle has been a substantial producer since 1983 and pro
duces virtually all Australia's diamond. Its relatively low pro
portion of gem quality stones (about 2.5% gem, 52.5% near 
gem, and 45% industrial grade stones) means that Australia's 
total value of production is less than for several other diamond 
producing countries, including South Africa and Russia. The 
presence of rare, high-value dark-pink diamonds at Argyle partly 
compensates for the low percentage of gem quality stones. In 
1996, Australia was the largest producer in the world of both 
natural industrial diamond and gem/near-gem diamond, with a 
combined production of 42 million metric carats. 

The small Bow River alluvial diamond mine, 30 km northeast 
of Argyle, closed in 1996. Relatively small resources of alluvial 
diamond, derived from the Argyle deposit, are being worked at the 
nearby Argyle Alluvials operation. Minor production commenced 
at Copeton in northeastern NSW during 1997. 

Diamondiferous kimberlite pipes in the Merlin cluster, east
ern Northern Territory, are being developed and other pipes at 
Coanjula to the south of Merlin are under evaluation. The small 
known resources of diamond in the Ellendale area and other 
pipes west of Argyle are presently subeconomic. 

Opal. Opal is an amorphous hydrated form of silica, in which a 
variable proportion of water is chemically bonded within the 
structure. Opal's characteristic play of colours is caused by 
regular layers of silica spheres diffracting light. The opal formed 
as a result of silica mobilisation in the Tertiary Period, during 
extensive weathering of Cretaceous sediments in the Great Arte
sian Basin and older rocks around its margin. Impermeable clay 
lenses, cavities and fossils formed favourable sites for precipita
tion of opaline silica. 

Australia is the world's leading producer of opal, which is 
used solely for jewellery, accounting for some 95% of world 
natural opal production. The resources in the known opal fields 
in South Australia, New South Wales and Queensland, although 
not quantified, are very substantial and should sustain the in
dustry at current production rates for at least 50 years. 

Sapphire. Until 1988, Australia supplied up to 70% by volume 
of the world's sapphire, mainly small dark-blue stones from 
alluvial mines in the Inverell-Glen Innes area of northern New 
South Wales and the Anakie-Rubyvale area of central Queens
land. For the past 20 years or so most of the output has been 
sold to Thai dealers for heat treatment and faceting for jewelry. 
Since 1987, there has been a major increase in production from 
Thailand, Nigeria and China and most recently from Sri Lanka 

and Tanzania, and Australia's market share has decreased to 
approximately one-quarter of world supply. With the shallow, 
richer alluvial deposits being worked out, future resources will 
be increasingly in deeper, lower grade alluvials in known gemfields 
and in poorly consolidated volcaniclastic source rocks. 

Mineral commodities for which Australia has significant 
resource stocks 

Tin. In the past decade, tin has been of relatively minor impor
tance in the Australian mineral industry, largely because of the 
collapse of the tin price in 1985, a lack of high-grade deposits 
and the low cost of production of ore in other major tin-produc
ing countries. In 1996, Australia's EDR of tin were 119490 t, 
less than 2% of world EDR. China, Brazil, Malaysia, Thailand, 
and Indonesia dominate world EDR, whereas China, Indonesia, 
Brazil and Bolivia are the major producers of tin. 

Australia's EDR for tin are dominated by the world-class 
carbonate-replacement deposit at Renison Bell in Tasmania. 
Definition of resources underlying current underground opera
tions at this mine is largely responsible for the increase in 
EDR over recent years. The decision to proceed with develop
ment of the deep resources has increased the expected mine 
life from 5 to 12 years, during which time it is expected that 
Renison Bell will continue to be the major producer of tin 
concentrates in Australia. 

In north Queensland there has been minor production re
cently from some ofthe numerous alluvial deposits in the histori
cal tin mining region around Mount Gamet. In Western Australia 
there is a significant resource of tin at the Greenbushes mine, 
where it is produced as a by-product of tantalite mining. The 
Greenbushes operation is the sole smelter of tin in Australia. 

Tin demand has suffered and prices fallen because of substi 
tution by aluminium and steel for tin-plated cans for beverages 
and food. Since 1993, there have been small improvements in 
both the level and stability of tin prices, but further rises will be 
necessary before Australia's EDR of tin increase substantially. 

Tungsten. Australia was an important western world tungsten 
producer until the mid to late 1980s. The King Island (Tasma
nia) and Mount Carbine (Queensland) deposits were formerly 
among the ten largest known western world tungsten orebodies. 
Most mines closed because of depressed prices driven by over
supply. Small quantities of tungsten, in scheelite concentrate, 
continue to be produced at the Kara mine near Burnie, Tasma
nia, as a by-product of magnetite mining for coal washeries. 

Currently China and Russia dominate world tungsten, both 
in production and EDR. Australia's EDR of tungsten are very 
small, but demonstrated and inferred subeconomic resources are 
still quite large and amount to about 11 % of the world total. 
They occur at Mount Mulgine northeast of Perth, Western Aus
tralia, on King Island, and at Mount Cleveland in Tasmania, 
Torrington in New South Wales, Mount Carbine and Wolfram 
Camp in Queensland, and Molyhill in the Northern Territory. 

Phosphate. Phosphate is one of the main nutrients essential for 
plant life. As Australian soils are generally nutrient poor, fertilis
ers are used extensively in agriculture to enhance productivity. 
The Australian mainland has produced little phosphate in the 
past because of a hitherto lack of an economic resource. 

The recent proving of the commercial feasibility of the pre
viously uneconomic phosphate resources at Phosphate Hill, 
70 km south of Duchess, in northwest Queensland, has taken 
Australia from having virtually no economic phosphate re
sources to a country with sufficient EDR to rank seventh in the 
world. Australia's EDR of phosphate are about 1 % ofthe world's 
total economic resources of II 000 Mt. 

Australia's EDR of phosphate total 103Mt of phosphate 
rock at an average grade of 23.4 % P P 5' all located at Phosphate 
Hill. The Phosphate Hill deposits form part of a much larger 
resource totalling some 2000 Mt of phosphate rock, the bulk of 
which is classified as economically paramarginal. The phos-
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phate occurs as sedimentary phosphate rock beds (phospho
rites) within the Cambrian Georgina Basin. 

In late 1996, WMC announced that the company would pro
ceed with the development of mining and processing facilities at 
Phosphate Hill to produce I Mtlyr of high-analysis ammonium 
phosphate fertilisers at a cost of $650 million. Production is 
expected to commence in late 1999. Sulphur dioxide gases from 
MIM's copper operation at Mount Isa will be captured and 
converted to acid for use in the phosphate processing operation. 

Rock phosphate is exported from Christmas Island, an 
Australian Indian Ocean territory. In Western Australia, a sub
economic resource of phosphate occurs in the regolith of a 
carbonatite at Mount Weld, southeast of Laverton. 

Rare earths. Australia has the world's largest EDR of alluvial 
monazite in mineral sand deposits, the second most important 
source of rare-earth oxides after the giant cerium-bearing 
bastnaesite deposits of China and the USA. Monazite contains 
cerium and yttrium as well as thorium. No monazite is pro
duced in Australia, but a plant to extract rare earths from monazite 
is proposed for Pinjarra, Western Australia, with the capacity 
to produce 1500 t/yr ofrare-earth nitrates. 

Several alkaline rock deposits in Western Australia , at 
Brockman, Cummins Range and Mount Weld, are potential 
sources of rare earths. Mount Weld is a carbonatite pipe with 
particularly high grades ofCe and Nd developed in the regolith; 
the resource amounts to 1.3 Mt at 23.6% total rare earths. 

Other resources of rare earths include the Olympic Dam 
copper~uranium~gold deposit in South Australia, and uranium 
tailings from Mary Kathleen in nOlihwestern Queensland, and 
Mount Painter in South Australia. 

Silica. Australia has considerable, but unquantified, resources 
of silica, mainly as quartz sand. Australian output of silica (ex
cluding construction sand and aggregate) is in the order of 
3.0 Mt/yr. Of this , about 2.5 Mt/yr is exported as sand, mostly 
to Japan and principally from Cape Flattery in northern Queens
land. Large quantities are also exported to Japan from two new 
deposits in Western Australia located near Kemerton and 
Mindijup, northeast of Albany. Silica for domestic use is also 
largely quartz sand, which is used mostly for manufacturing 
glass; lesser amounts are used for foundry sand, filter sand and 
other industrial purposes. About 250000 t/yr of hard rock silica 
(quartzite) is quarried for steel industry flux or for manufactur
ing ferrosilicon and silica manganese alloys. 

Mineral commodities for which Australia has limited 
resource stocks 
There are several mineral commodities for which there are minor 
or no EDR. Notable amongst these are chromium, molybdenum, 
platinum-group metals, potassium (a major nutrient used in 
fertilisers), and sodium salts. 

Potash. Potash is exploited from certain types of salt deposits. 
Australia has no known economic potash resources and im
ports potassium chloride and sulphate from Canada and USA. 

Sulphur. Sulphur is required mainly to make sulphuric acid for 
use in phosphatic fertiliser manufacture, metallurgical opera
tions and in general chemicals. There are no commercial depos
its of elemental sulphur or sulphur-bearing sour gas known in 
Australia, and about three-quarters of demand is met by im
ports, mainly from Canada. Australian refineries recover some 
sulphur from imported petroleum and there is some acid pro
duction from metallurgical plants treating sulphide ores. 

Sodium carbonate and sulphate. Trona and other sodium carbon
ate minerals are widely used, particularly in glass, the chemical 
industry, soaps and detergents, water treatment, pulp and 
paper. Sodium sulphate is also used in detergents, pulp and 
paper, and glass. 

Australia does not have EDR of these sodium minerals. 
There are some sodium carbonate brines in the Denison Basin of 

Queensland, but these cannot be recovered economically. Pseudo
morphs after trona and other sodium carbonate minerals occur 
in the Officer Basin of South Australia, but it appears that all 
the original sodium salts have been dissolved out of the strata. 

Chromium. Australia lIas no EDR of chromite . There are 
subeconomic resources in Western Australia, in layered intrusives 
at Panton and Lamboo in the Kimberleys, and Coobina in the 
Pilbara; in chromiferous laterites at Range Well in the northern 
Yilgarn region, and in New South Wales in polymetallic laterite 
at Syerston near Fifield. These are minor in world terms. 

Almost all chromite used in Australia is imported for refrac
tory and foundry uses, and most chrome alloy and chemical 
product needs are also imported. 

Molybdenum. Australia has no EDR of molybdenum. 
Subeconomic resources, which are minor by world standards, 
occur mainly in Queensland, partly in association with uranium 
and partly with scheelite. The potential for future molybdenum 
production in Australia is expected to depend on the economics 
of recovering the metal as a by-product of mining other com
modities. 

Platillum-group metals. Platinum-group metals produced in 
Australia are a by-product of nickel operations and amount to 
only about 2% of world output. The EDR are contained in 
nickel deposits. Of the total EDR, about 26% is platinum, 47% 
palladium, and 27% other PGM. 

There are significant inferred resources of platinum-group 
metals in intrusives in Western Australia, at Munni Munni and 
Mount Scholl in the Pilbara, at Panton in the Kimberley district, 
and in and beneath lateritic deposits at Range Well in the northern 
Yilgarn. Platinum-group metals also occur in the polymetallic 
lateri tic deposits at Syerston and Fifield in New South Wales, and 
in association with uranium and gold at Coronation Hill and else
where in the Kakadu region of the Northern Territory. Explora
tion and mining are not permitted within Kakadu National Park. 

Mineral commodities ofthe future 
Using trends for this century as a broad guide, it has been fore
cast that every commodity mined today is still likely to have 
uses through the coming century (Skinner 1993). Although ce
ramics, glasses, polymers, composites, laminates and other 
materials will displace some metals from some present uses, the 
same metals are likely to find new roles and niches. 

There will probably be relatively large increases in demand 
for light, strong materials, incorporating magnesium, titanium, 
zirconium, tantalum and carbon fibre. Platinum-group metals 
are likely to be required increasingly in a range of catalytic 
applications. Demand is also likely to increase for some speci
ality mineral commodities, including some rare earths and pure 
silica, for use in high-technology applications. Shale oil depos
its are likely to be exploited increasingly as a source of oil in 
response to petroleum shortages. 

As discussed in the previous section, Australia is fortunate 
in having large stocks of the source materials for most of these 
commodities, with the exception of the platinum-group metals. 

Sustaining mineral production 
The world's socioeconomic system is fundamentally depen
dent on the availability of mineral resources, which are required 
for housing, agriculture, power, communication, transport and 
lifestyle, and the demand is increasing for most mineral and 
energy commodities. This demand is not something which can 
be switched off-it is being driven as much by a burgeoning 
world population and the growing aspirations of people in the 
developing nations of the Asia~Pacific region and elsewhere as 
by high usage of resources in developed nations. 

As the world population grows, there is increasing pressure 
on availability ofland for supplying mineral commodities, food, 
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water, housing and infrastructure, and for disposing of waste. 
There are also simultaneous pressures to protect the environ
ment, commonly by setting aside considerable areas as reserves 
where most human activity, including exploration and mining, is 
prohibited or severely restrained. 

Sustainable development requires social, environmental and 
development objectives to be in balance. The basic requirements 
for sustaining mineral production to meet global demand are: 
1. adequate stocks of the mineral commodities that will be 

required in the future; and 
2. ongoing access to land for exploration and mining of 

additional resources to replace those being worked now. 
Skinner (1993) has documented how, with the world popu

lation increasing rapidly, access to land for specific competing 
or complementary uses is becoming an increasingly important 
consideration. The area available for supplying mineral com
modities, food, water, housing and infrastructure, and for disposal 
of waste is decreasing rapidly. 

Australia is almost unique amongst all the developed coun
tries in that its economic growth and development have been 
sustained for much of the past 150 years by its primary industries, 
particularly in recent decades by the minerals and energy sector 
for a significant proportion of its GDP and export revenue. Up 
until now, there have been few signs that, compared with other 
western world economies, Australia's reliance over such a long 
period on the minerals sector, in conjunction with the manufac
turing and services sector, is a cause for concern. 

How long will Australia's mineral resources last? 
Predictions of how long mineral resources will last are difficult 
because the magnitude and distribution of undiscovered mineral 
resources is never fully known, and we can only make meaning
ful predictions of demand for particular mineral commodities 
for a short time into the future. Even allowing for these uncer
tainties, no significant shortages of Australia's main mineral com
modities are indicated in the foreseeable future . 

The trend over time in the level of EDR for individual 
commodities has been used as a guide to longevity of mineral 
resources. The stable or increasing long-term EDR trends for all 
major commodities in Australia (Fig. 2) are similar to global 
trends reported by the U.S. Geological Survey (1996). Identi
fied resources (IR), or our total stock of known resources 
(including the subeconomic), have also been rising over this 
period and are currently more than twice the level ofEDR (BRS 
1997). This means that the rate of replenishment of resources 
through mineral discoveries, both in Australia and globally, has 
at least kept pace with the rate of depletion of resources by 
mine production. But such trends, in isolation, do not provide a 
reliable indication of how long this situation will persist. 

Trends in the ratio ofEDR to annual production indicate the 
length of time that mining of the current economic resources could 
continue at current production rates. Data for major Australian 
mineral commodities are included in Table 2. Many commodities 
have high ratios : those more than about 40 years include bauxite, 
black coal, iron ore, magnesium, manganese, mineral sands, nickel 
and uranium. Because the addition of new resources through ex
ploration and discovery is at least keeping pace with resource 
loss from production, this ratio should provide a minimum esti
mate of resource longevity. This is clearly indicated for gold, for 
which Australia's EDR to production ratio has remained at around 
10- \5 for the past 15 years or more. 

Exploration is the lifeblood of the minerals industry. Analy
ses by the Bureau of Resource Sciences (Williams 1994) have 
shown a broad correlation between exploration expenditure for 
particular mineral commodities and the magnitude of additional 
resources discovered in the ensuing few years. Additionally, 
precompetitive geoscientific exploration data provided by gov
ernments leads to increased levels and intensity of private explor
ation expenditure in the areas covered. Overall, trends in exploration 
expenditure can provide an early indication of future trends in 
mineral resource stocks. Australia has been maintaining a healthy 

level of exploration expenditure, despite an increasing interest 
in exploration by domestic companies overseas, particularly in 
South America. 

It was concluded by a select group of mineral economists 
and resource specialists in the mid-1980s that known world 
resources for most commodities are sufficient to last a further 
100 years, with the possible exception of some energy materials 
(McLaren & Skinner, 1987). Nothing has arisen in the past 
decade to cast doubt on this assessment. There is a widely held 
view, emphasised by Skinner (1993), that it will be the environ
mental and social consequences of minerals use, rather than the 
size ofthe resource base, that will constrain the use of resources 
in the 21 st century. 

How can it be that mineral resource stocks are not being 
rapidly depleted, bearing in mind that the rate at which new 
deposits are forming is much slower than the rate of mining of 
minerals? After all, concerns about 'non-renewability' have led 
to predictions that the world is rapidly running out of many 
mineral commodities. Such predictions achieved prominence after 
a study by the Club of Rome (Meadows et al. 1972). 

While mineral resources are not 'renewable' in the same 
sense as agricultural and fish resources, this does not mean that 
Australia's or the world's mineral resources will be exhausted in 
the foreseeable future, because: 
• technical advances and lower costs mean that mineral re

sources can be recovered economically in progressively lower 
concentrations and from greater depths; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

the resources able to be recovered economically are a func
tion of commodity prices. Perceived shortages would inevi
tably lead to price increases, which would mean that 
previously sub economic identified resources would become 
economic; 
the identified resource base is large and there is considerable 
potential for discovery of additional resources, especially 
in regions and countries which have remained poorly explored; 
exploration is being made more effective by continuing im
provement of the geoscientific knowledge base, including 
discovery techniques and technologies; and 
there is increasing recycling, substitution and efficiency of 
use of mineral commodities . 

Importance of land access 

The resource base for the mineral commodities required in the 
future is healthy, as far as we can judge. This is one key element 
of a sustainable minerals supply. The other key part of the 
sustainability equation is ongoing new discoveries at a rate needed 
to replace production. Sustaining high rates of mineral produc
tion to meet demand, with consequent revenue from the minerals 
sector, requires continuing access to large areas of land for ex
ploration and to localised areas for mining. 

The minerals industry now generally accepts that there 
should be some special areas where resource development should 
not occur. But continuing the trend to set aside large areas of 
other land for conservation, to the exclusion of other activities, 
is clearly not sustainable in the medium to long term. Wherever 
feasible, land-use decisions need to permit multiple and/or 
sequential use of land in a manner which integrates resource 
development with social and environmental objectives. 

Exploration requires access to large areas ofland because it 
is difficult to discover mineral deposits, which are small and 
distributed sparsely and irregularly, although not randomly, across 
Australia. Furthermore, many deposits will have no obvious 
surface expression, so discovering a significant mineral deposit 
is somewhat analogous to finding 'a needle in a hay stack'. The 
overall discovery rate in Australia is roughly one potential mine 
for every thousand exploration programs (Lacey 1973). 

It is not possible to say with any authority that a given area 
has been fully explored or is barren of any economic mineral 
resources. Decision-makers have not commonly appreciated that 
the assessment of the mineral potential of any area needs con
tinual revision to take account of new knowledge, models and 
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Figure 2. Trends in economic demonstrated resources (EDR) for major commodities since 1975. (Adapted from BRS 1997) 

technology. As new information and understanding will increase 
or decrease the potential for particular styles of mineralisation, 
the minerals industry is anxious to be able to continue low 
impact exploration to gather geoscientific data in all but the 
most environmentally and culturally sensitive areas. 

The industry has expressed concern about a marked increase 
in the area of land where exploration and mining are either pro
hibited or uncertain because of native title claims or possible 
extensions to the national conservation reserve system. It has 
acknowledged that proposed mines in potentially sensitive areas 
should be considered on a case-by-case basis and mining per
mitted only where detailed assessments show it would be very 
unlikely to have lasting adverse impacts on environmental, social 

and cultural values beyond the immediate mine site. 
Furthermore, the minerals industry has expressed concern 

about sovereign risk, following several government decisions in 
the early 1990s which precluded mining in particular areas on 
environmental and cultural grounds; for example, Coronation Hill 
(Au- platinum-group metals, Northern Territory); Shoalwater Bay 
(mineral sands, Queensland); and Lake Cowal (Au, New South 
Wales). The urban sprawl above coal resources in the 
Campbelltown-Picton-Tahmoor area south of Sydney is an 
example of another type of constraint on land access for mining. 

Responsible resource development is a temporary and 
localised land use which can coexist with a range other activities 
and be part of a sequence of uses for a particular parcel of land. 
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There are many examples of mined land being successfully reha
bilitated and used for recreation, conservation or agriculture (BRS 
1997a). With careful planning, resource development can also 
achieve environmental, recreational and other objectives. 

The Bureau of Resource Sciences monitors and analyses 
trends in resource access and security through its TRACS deci
sion-support tool (East et al. 1996). 

Where are Australia ~ undiscovered mineral resources? 

Most new mineral resources in Australia are likely to be found 
under the three-quarters of the continent that is covered by a 
veneer of deeply weathered material or sedimentary strata, 
particularly in extensions of known mineral provinces, and in 
regions that have been too expensive in the past for substantial 
mining operations because of their remoteness and difficult 
logistics. Exploration for concealed deposits is increasing in remote 
regions of central, northern and southern Australia, aided by 
advances in technology and understanding which assist target 
selection and also minimise the impact of exploration on the 
landscape, notably: 
• detailed geophysical surveys and multi-spectral imagery, 

which help in the mapping of rock types beneath surface 
cover, and identify anomalies potentially related to the 
presence of mineralisation; and 

• a greater understanding of the application of geochemical 
exploration in deeply weathered terrains. 

Concluding remarks 
Relative to current rates of production, Australia's known min
eraI resource base is very considerable. Its stock of economic 
mineral resources is of unequalled magnitude and quality across 
a broad range of important world traded commodities. 

The presence oflarge, rich mineral deposits and the variety 
of prospective geological settings imply that Australia has con
siderable potential for discovery of new mineral deposits of a 
range of styles. Most future discoveries are likely to be in re
gions that have received little attention to date because they are 
remote or because geological units that could be considered pro
spective are limited in outcrop or concealed. Exploration is be
ing aided by the latest technology and a sound and improving 
geoscientific knowledge base. 

There is a small number of mineral commodities for which 
Australia currently has few or no demonstrated economic re
sources, including chromite, platinum-group metals, potassium 
salts, and sodium carbonate (trona). 

If a trend to prohibit rather than regulate mining in areas with 
any significant environmental or socio-cultural values does not 
diminish, quarantining of mineral resources will soon begin to 
compromise the sustainable supply of mineral commodities. 

Given widespread multiple or sequential land use, which 
accommodates responsible exploration and mining, Australia is 
very well placed to maintain its position as one of the world's 
leading suppliers of a wide range of mineral commodities. Even 
allowing for uncertainties in future demand and rates of discov
ery of new resources, no shortages of Australia's principal min
eral commodities are indicated for the foreseeable future. 
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The hydrothermal environment 
David L. Huston l 

Hydrothermal mineral deposits are the products of crustal 
geochemical processes that extract metals from source regions 
and concentrate them at depositional sites. These processes and 
the regions in which they occur constitute 'mineral systems'. 
Processes that occur within source regions define the characteristics 
(e.g. temperature, pressure , pH, salinity, redox, sulphur content) 
of hydrothermal fluids, which, in turn , determine the metal carry
ing capacity of the fluid. Mineral deposits that contain Cu, Zn, Pb, 
Ag and/or Au can be classified into three general groupings based 
on metal assemblages: (I) Zn-Pb-Ag±Au, (2) Cu±Au, and (3) 
Au±Ag. These groupings are predicted from fluid characteristics 
and the solubility of metals in the fluids. The hydrothermal 
geochemistry of Sn, W, U and Mo is not considered in this discussion. 

Mineral deposit diversity results from the complex interplay 
of processes in source regions and depositional sites. First-order 
processes that occur in source regions include devolatilisation and 

Introduction 
Until thirty years ago, economic geology was essentially an 
empirical science. Models of hydrothermal ore deposits, which 
centred largely on empirical associations between ore deposits 
and intrusions, were based on the idea that temperature increases 
with pressure in the crust. Hence, ore deposits were classified 
into groups directly related to the crustal level of ore deposition. 
Many terms from this classification, such as 'epithermal ' , 
'mesothermal' and 'hypothermal', persist to this day. 

Three decades ago, economic geology became a more genetic 
and predictive science. The shift in emphasis came about for 
several reasons, the most important of which was the accumu
lation of a sufficiently large descriptive database to allow the 
development of ' genetic models'. The development ofanalytical 
techniques (e.g. fluid inclusion and stable isotope analysis) 
allowed, for the first time, insight into the conditions of metal 
transport and ore deposition. The acquisition of high quality 
thermodynamic data at hydrothermal temperatures allowed 
quantitative modelling of depositional processes (e.g. Reed 1982). 
These three factors and the study of active hydrothermal systems 
resulted in great advances in understanding the many processes 
involved in ore genesis. 

Hydrothermal mineral deposits are ultimately the result of 
chemical reactions, even though they are localised by zones of 
higher penneability such as faults and aquifers. The purpose of 
this paper is to present and discuss chemical processes required 
for the formation of hydrothermal mineral deposits, both in the 
source regime and at the depositional site. 

What are hydrothermal 'ore' deposits and 
mineral systems? 
A metalliferous ore deposit, by definition, is a concentration of 
metals that can be mined and processed at a profit. However, as 
base and precious-metal prices vary considerably over the medi um 
to short term, the economic viability of a particular metal 
accumulation can vary greatly, even over the space of a few 
years. For instance, in the 1970s porphyry Cu deposits with 
grades below 0.5% Cu were economically viable, but in the 
1980s and early 1990s, many of these same deposits became 
uneconomic , owing to the low price of Cu. Only recently have 
these deposits become economic again. Owing to short-term 
economic variations in what is termed an 'ore' deposit, this 
discussion will consider hydrothermal metalliferous deposits, 
which might be defined as accumulations of metals that exceed 
the average crustal abundance by an order of magnitude. Cu and 
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degassing, circulation of surficial fluids, and expulsion of connate 
fluids. These and second-order processes such as SO, dispropor
tionation result in hydrothermal fluids with diverse temperatures, 
acidities , salinities, redox conditions, and, hence, metal-carrying 
capacities. Many of the processes in the source region are directly 
or indirectly linked to geological characteristics of the source 
region, such as granitoid type and basinal lithology. 

Three first-order depositional processes cause metal deposition: 
phase separation, reaction with host rocks , and mixing with ambi
ent fluids. The effic iency of metal deposition depends critically 
on the steepness of chemical gradients in the depositional envi
ronment. The interplay of source and depositional processes 
produces the observed diversity of mineral deposits, and placing 
these processes in a mineral system framework provides a power
ful tool for understanding and, potentially, for discovering mineral 
deposits. 

Zn accumulations exceeding 500- 1000 ppm, and Au exceeding 
0.01 - 0.05 ppm fit this definition. 

Hydrothermal mineral deposits form a small portion of a 
larger entity, the mineral system, which Wyborn et a!. ( 1994) 
defined as 'all geological factors that control the generation and 
preservation of mineral deposits.' In detail, a mineral system 
(Fig. I) can be divided into component parts that include: 
(I) source(s) for the fluid, sulphur, ore metals, chloride and other 
ligands, (2) an energy source, (3) a migration pathway, (4) a 
chemical or physical trap that facilitates ore deposition, and 
(5) an outflow zone. Thc sum of the chemical processes that 
occur within each of these five components ofa mineral systcm 
results in a great diversity of base and precious-metal mineral 
deposits. The lack of one or more of these components within a 
particular mineral system may preclude the fOnllation of mineral 
deposits. 

The solubility of ore metals: limits to ore 
formation 
The most fundamental control on the fOnllation of hydrothermal 
mineral deposits is the ability of a hydrothermal fluid to carry 
metals in solution. Roedder (1968) suggested that the concen
tration of Zn and Pb in ore solutions is 1-10 ppm. Measurements 
of oil field brines (Sverjenski 1984), black smoker vent fluids 
(Rona et a!. 1993; Zierenberg et a!. 1993; Binns et a!. 1993; 
Fouquet et a!. 1993), active geothermal fluids (McKibben & 
Williams 1989) and fluid inclusions (Bodnar 1995) have indicated 
base-metal concentrations of 1-2000 ppm. 

With the exception of fluids associated with porphyry Cu 
deposits (Bodnar 1995), the maximum base-metal concentration 
in most active hydrothermal systems is generally 100 ppm or 
less. However, some hydrothermal fluids can carry much higher 
concentrations of metal than they actually transport. This suggests 
that the concentration of metal in a hydrothermal fluid is also 
limited by its abundance and availability in the source rocks to 
provide metal to the ore-forming fluid. 

The ability of some ore fluids to carry metals can exceed 
the supply from source rocks by several orders of magnitude. 
For example, even though high-temperature (350°C) black 
smoker (VHMS) fluids can carry hundreds of ppm Zn (Fig. 2), 
typical measured values are less than 10 ppm (von Damm 1990). 
Because of this high degree of under saturation, efficient deposi
tion of such metals is impossible. In volcanic-hosted massive 
sulphide (VHMS) deposits, extreme undersaturation of preexisting 
Zn in high-temperature hydrothermal fluids results in the leaching 
of Zn from the bases of ore lenses and redeposition at the top 
when the temperature decreases, owing to mixing with seawater 
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Figure 1. The components of a mineral system (modified from Knox-Robinson & Wyborn 1997). 

(e.g. Ohmoto et al. 1983). Hence, a hydrothermal fluid may be 
able to cany high concentrations of metals, but it may not deposit 
the metal, because of extreme undersaturation or an unfavourable 
temperature- composition path. 

To form significant mineral accumulations, the concentration 
of a particular metal within a hydrothermal fluid must fall within 
a solubility window: if the solubility is too low, the metal can
not be transported in sufficient quantities, but if the solubility 
is too high, the metal will not precipitate, owing to extreme 
undersaturation. For base metals in most deposit types, the 
solubility window appears to be 1- 200 ppm, based on measured 
abundances of modern ore-forming fluids. 

For Au, the solubility window is orders of magnitude lower, 
as the abundance of Au in the crust is four orders of magnitude 
lower than that of base metals. The solubility window of Au in 
mineralising fluid s is poorly constrained. Data from the 
Broadlands geothermal fluid indicates a solubility of 1.5 ppb 
(Seward 1989), which probably defines the lowest possible limit 
of the gold solubility window. By analogy with base metals, the 
upper limit on the window is probably around 100 ppb. 

'Hardness', 'softness' and theformation of metal 
complexes 
The abundances of 'bare' base and precious-metal ions (e.g. 
Zn2+, Au+, etc) that can be dissolved into a fluid are much too 
low to form viable hydrothermal fluids . To produce sufficient 
metal concentrations, simple metallic cations combine with 
anions in solution to form complexes. The particular type of 
anion that forms complexes with a cation is dependent to a large 
degree on the cation's 'hardness' (Pearson 1963). Cations such 
as Au+ are 'soft' bases, elements such as Zn2+ and Pb2+ are 'hard' 
bases, and elements such as Cu+ and Ag+ have an intermediate 
'hardness'. The hardness of the cation governs to a large degree 
the type of anion with which it forms complexes. For instance, 
under many geological conditions, Au preferentially forms 
thiocomplexes (e.g. AuHS or Au(HS)z) with 'soft' HS-, but, 

under the same conditions, Zn and Pb form chlorocomplexes 
(e.g. ZnCI~-n) with 'hard' Cl-. 

Although the concept of 'hardness' of metallic ions is useful 
as a guide to the type of complexes a metal will form, other 
factors also govern complex formation and the solubility. The 
solubility of metals in hydrothermal fluids depends on the 
availability of complexing anions (or 'ligands'), temperature, 
acidity, redox, pressure and the amount of reduced sulphur (H2S 
and HS-). The acidity of the fluid is most commonly expressed 
as pH, but the redox state of a fluid can be expressed in a number 
of ways, including O2 fugacity, H2 fugacity, electrochemical 
potential (Eh) and sulphate/sulphide ratios. In this discussion, 
redox is expressed as sulphate/sulphide ratios because S is the 
most abundant multivalent element present in most hydrother
mal fluids. 

Solubility of Zn, Cu and Au 
Figures 2 to 4 show the solubility of Zn, Cu and Au as a function 
of temperature and salinity, which closely relates to the avail
ability of CI. The diagrams were calculated using existing 
thermodynamic data (see captions for sources) for simple NaCI 
solutions. Allowance was made for the formation of NaCI ion 
pairs, using the data of Helgeson et al. (1981), and activity 
coefficients were calculated with the extended Debye-Hiickel 
equation of Helgeson (1969). 

Diagrams were calculated for pH values of3.5, 4.5 and 5.5, 
which correspond to strongly acid, moderately acid and near
neutral conditions, respectively. For each pH value, diagrams 
are presented for oxidised fluids (redox buffered by pyrite
hematite) and for reduced fluids (LSO/ LH2S = 10-2). The total 
S concentration is assumed to be 100 ppm (_10-2.5 m) for the 
acidic fluids and 300 ppm (-10-2 0 m) for the near-neutral fluid. 
The above conditions are designed to illustrate solubilities of 
metals in common hydrothermal fluids, but the conditions may 
not be appropriate for some specific systems. 



For reduced fluids, the solubility of Cu, Zn and Pb (not 
shown) increases with increasing temperature, increasing salinity, 
and decreasing pH. The solubility of gold is more complex. It 
increases slowly with temperature to about 200°C, where it 
reaches a maximum, particularly under weakly acid to near
neutral conditions. Above 200°C, it decreases until between 
280° and 350°C, depending on salinity and pH, where it increases 
sharply again. This complex solubility results from the inter
play between Au thiocomplexes and chlorocomplexes: lower 
temperature, reduced fluids «280~350°C) are dominated by 
Au thiocomplexes, whereas higher temperature, high salinity 
and acidic fluids are dominated by Au chlorocomplexes. The 
boundary between the stability fields of AuCl, and AuHSo is 
characterised by low Au solubility. -

For oxidised fluids at the hematite~pyrite redox buffer, the 
so lubility of gold increases rapidly and consistently with 
temperature as it forms chlorocomplexes. In contrast, the 
solubility of zinc increases with salinity, but not as dramatically 
with temperature, because LSO/ LH2S decreases and [H2S] 
increases with temperature along the pyrite~hematite buffer, 
partly offsetting the increase in the stability ofZn chlorocomplexes 
with temperature. As in reduced fluids, Cu solubility increases 
with increasing temperature and salinity and with decreasing 
pH. However, if the oxidation state of the fluid is increased 
marginally so that the fluid is in equilibrium with only hematite, 
the solubi lity of Cu increases rapidly (cf. Huston et al. 1993). 

A classification of mineral deposits based on 
metal assemblages 
Since Lindgren (1933) first classified mineral deposits according 
to crustal depth, many classification schemes have been advanced 
to divide mineral deposits into groups for which generalised 
exploration or genetic models can be developed. Table I classifies 
Cu-, Zn-, Pb- , Ag- and Au-bearing mineral deposits into groups 
based on metal assemblages. Most hydrothermal deposits fall 
into one of three metal associations: (I) Zn~Pb~Ag±Au, 
(2) Cu±Au, and (3) Au±Ag. Of the deposits that do not fall 
into one of these three groups, several are zoned, with individual 
zones being characterised by one of these mineral assemblages. 
For instance, although characterised by an overall metal assemblage 
ofZn~Cu~Pb~Ag±Au, VHMS deposits are usually zoned, with 
one zone characterised by a Zn~Pb~Ag±Au assemblage, and 
the other by a Cu±Au assemblage (Eldridge et al. 1983; Large 
1992). 

Fields showing ore fluid conditions for most deposit types 
listed in Table 1 are superimposed on Figures 2-4. Fluid conditions 
for Broken Hill-type (BHT) deposits are not plotted, as they 
are poorly known. Fluid conditions for porphyry Cu, skarn Cu, 
hypothermal Au and sediment-hosted Cu (SHCu) deposits also 
are not plotted, as they lie outside the fields chosen for the 
diagrams (too hot and too cool and oxidised, respectively). 

Using the concept of a solubility 'window', the metal 
assemblages of many ore deposits can be predicted effectively, 
given the temperature, salinity, pH and redox of the ore-forming 
fluid. For instance, the ore fluids for adularia~sericite, Carlin
type and mesothermal Au deposits are within the solubility 
window for Au, but amounts ofCu and Zn that could be carried 
by such fluids are orders of magnitude lower than the minimum 
required to form a mineral deposit. Hence, these deposits are 
characterised in most cases by a Au±Ag-only metal assemblage. 
In contrast, Mississippi Valley-type (MVT) ore fluids can carry 
sufficient Zn, but not sufficient Cu and Au, which results in 
deposits rich in Zn, but poor in Cu and Au. Deposits which 
span the Zn~Pb-Ag±Au and Cu±Au associations are characterised 
by variable temperature, salinity and, possibly, pH. For example, 
ore fluids that form Zn-rich zones of VHMS deposits can 
transport sufficient Zn and Pb, but not significant Cu. In contrast, 
higher temperature ore fluids that form Cu-rich zones can 
transport sufficient Cu, but have the potential to be extremely 
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undersaturated with Zn (1 ~ 3 orders of magnitude), as such fluids 
could carry in excess of 1 % Zn. 

The natural tendency for mineral deposits to be characterised 
by particular metal assemblages arises directly from the solubility 
of metals in solution. Ore fluids that form deposits of the Zn~ 
Pb~Ag±Au association are typically low to moderate tempera
ture, moderate to high salinity, and acidic (Table 1). Ore fluids 
that form deposits of the Cu±Au association tend to be acidic, 
high temperature, and highly saline (Table 1), although highly 
oxidised (hematite stable), low-temperature fluids can also form 
Cu-rich deposits (e.g. SHCu deposits , Haynes 1986; Schwartz 
et al. 1995). Ore fluids that form many AU±Ag-only deposits 
tend to be moderate temperature, low salinity and near neutral 
(Table I). 

Mineral deposit diversity: the direct result of 
chemical processes within mineral systems 
Hydrothermal mineral deposits occur in a diverse range of 
geological environments, and are characterised by an even greater 
diversity in grade, size, morphology, mineralogy and geological 
setting. Much of this diversity stems directly from chemical 
processes in the Earth's crust. Chemical processes in the source 
regime and depositional site, in combination with fluid conduits 
(e.g. faults , shears and aquifers) define where a mineral deposit 
forms. Chemica l processes at the site of deposition and the 
zones in which these processes can occur define the local charac
teristics of hydrothermal mineral deposits. Based on the premises 
that chemical processes within the source environment define 
ore fluid characteristics, and that chemica l processes acting on 
the ore fluids define the mineralogy, metal content and zonation 
of mineral deposits, Figure 5 schematically illustrates how the 
interplay of chemical processes at the source and depositional 
sites produces the diversity present within hydrothennal mineral 
deposits. 

Chemical processes in the source regime 
The origin of hydrothermal fluids in most hydrothermal systems 
can be ascribed to one of three source environments: active 
metamorphic regimes, magmatic provinces (both submarine and 
subaerial), and tectonically active basins. Depending upon crustal 
level, potential mineralising fluids can be derived by the general 
processes of: (I) devolatilisation or degassing, (2) circulation of 
surficial fluids, and (3) expulsion of connate fluids . These first
order processes can be accompanied by second-order processes 
that can change the chemistry, and, thereby, the potential of 
evolved fluids to produce mineral deposits in the depositional 
regime. In addition, in some source regimes, potential mineralising 
fluids can be generated by a combination of two or more first
order processes. 

Devolatilisation and degassing. Metamorphic devolatilisation 
and magmatic degassing are common processes that occur in 
active metamorphic and magmatic environments, respectively. 
Progressive devolatilisation ofa rock occurs as a direct result of 
the crystallisation ofless-hydrous, higher temperature minerals 
as the grade of metamorphism increases. For example, pelitic 
rocks from ' low-grade ' metamorphic terranes contain on average 
4.34% H20 and 2.3 I % CO 2 , but only 2.42% H 20 and 
0.22% CO2 in 'high-grade' terranes (Shaw 1956). CO2-rich ore 
fluids in shear-hosted gold deposits have been inferred to be 
produced by metamorphic devolatilisation (Phillips & Groves 
1983). 

The crystallisation of intermediate to felsic magmas results 
in the exsolution of a separate, H20-rich fluid into which other 
volatile elements, such as Cl and S, partition (Burnham 1979). 
Depending on the characteristics of the magma (e.g. redox, degree 
of magma fractionation, S content), metals such as Cu, Au, Mo, 
Wand Sn also partition into these fluids. Studies by Candela 
(1992) and Blevin & Chappell (1992) suggest that, in oxidised 
magmas, Cu, Au and Mo partition into the fluid; in reduced 
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Table 1. Geochemical c1asssification and geological characteristics of Cu-Zn-Pb-Ag-Au mineral deposits. 
t;I 

Metal assemblage Ore fluid characteristics Lithological association Structural association Jgneous association References r 
::r: 
c::: 

Zn-Pb-Ag Vl 

Mississippi Valley Zn- Pb- Ag 100- ISO°C; 10- 20 eq. Shelf carbonate . Epigenetic, but stratabound None Sverjenski (1984 1986); d 
type wt% NaCI; H2S-poor; acidic Anderson & Macqueen (1982) Z 

Sediment-hosted Zn- Pb- Ag 190- 280°C; 9- 22 eq. Pyritic shale, greywacke Stratiform; commonly near None Gustafson & Williams (1981); 
massive sulphide wt% NaCI; reduced; acidic and carbonate basin margins or associated Sangster (1990) 
(Selwyn type) with syn-sedimentary faults 

Sediment-hosted Zn- Pb- Ag Not established, Pyritic shale and carbonate Stratiform; commonly near None McGoldrick & Keays (1990) 
massive sulphide but oxidised basin margins or associated 
(M t Isa type) with syn-sedimentary faults 

Broken Hill type Zn- Pb-Ag±CU±Au Not established Banded iron formation, Stratabound in high-grade Amphibolites and Walters (1998) 
metapelitic rocks, metamorphic terranes that possible felsic 
metapsammitic rocks, are interpreted as rifts volcanic rocks 
and metavolcanic rocks 

Zn-rich skarn Zn- Pb-Ag±Cu 200- 400°C; I- SO eq. Carbonate Stratabound and in veins Proximal and distal Beaty et al. (1990); 
and manto deposits wt% NaCI; reduced; acidic to granitoid intrusions Megaw et al. (1988) 

VHMS, Zn-rich zones Zn- Pb-Ag±Au 200- 300°C; 3- 10 eq. Stratigraphic breaks in Mainly stratiform, with Volcanic, Pisutha-Arnond & 
wt% NaCI; reduced; acidic submarine volcano- epigenetic stringer zones volcaniclastic Ohmoto (1983) ; 

sedimentary sequences rocks, subvolcanic Franklin et al. (1981) 
intrusions, and synvolcanic 
faults 

Cu±Au 

Acid-sulphate AU±Cu 200- 330°C; 2- 20 eq. Generally massive andesite Local subvertical faults Spatially associated Heald et al. (1987); 
epithermal Au wt% NaCI; reduced; and fractures with shallow intrusions Hedenquist et al. (1994); 

strongly acidic and hosted by coeval Deen et al. (1994); 
volcanic rocks Arribas (199S) 

Porphyry Cu CU±Mo±Au 400- 800°C; 3S- 7S eq. Intermediate stocks, their Epigenetic; controlled Centred and directly Roedder (1984); 
wt% NaCI; reduced; associated volcanic rocks, regionally by basement related to shallow Titley (199S) 
"boiling" ; acidic and enclosing country rocks faulting and pre-existing intermediate stocks 

structural fabrics 

Skarn Cu±Au Cu±Au 300- 600°C; saline; Carbonate rocks adjacent Epigenetic Centred and directly Einaudi (1982) 
reduced; acidic to shallow stocks related to shallow 

intermediate stocks 

Fe-oxide hosted Cu- Au ±Bi 300- 3S0°C; IS- 30 eq. Epigenetic, massive Late- to post-kinematic No direct association, Huston et al. (1993); 
Cu-Au wt% NaCl; oxidised; acidic ironstone bodies but an inferred Khin Zaw et al. (1994) 

association 



Metal assemblage Ore fluid characteristics 

Olympic Dam-type Cu-U-Au-Ag 
Cu-U-Au 

Mt Isa-type Cu Cu 

VHMS, Cu-rich zones CU±Au 

Sediment-hosted Cu 

Au±Ag 

Adularia-sericite 
epithermal Au 

Carlin-type Au 

Shear-hosted Au 

Hypothermal Au 

Cu-Ag-Co 

Au- Ag 

Au 

Au 

Au 

100-360°C; 7-42 eq. 
wt% NaCl; oxidised; acidic 

280- 350°C; 3- 20 eq. 
wt% NaCl; reduced; acidic 

300- 350°C; 3- 10 eq. 
wt% NaCl; reduced; 
acidic to strongly acidic 

50-250°C; 7-25 eq. 
wt% NaCl; strongly 
oxidised; acidic 

200- 300°C; 1- 3 eq. 
wt% NaCl; reduced; 
near neutral 

200-250°C; 0-4 eq. 
wt% NaCl; reduced; acidic 

250- 350°C; 0.5- 5 eq. 
wt% NaCl; reduced; 
near neutral 

220- 450°C; 5- 55 eq. 
wt% NaCl; reduced; acidic; 
poorly constrained 

Lithological association 

Syenogranite 

Dolomitic and pyritic shale 

Stratigraphic breaks in 
submarine volcano
sedimentary sequences 

Reduced sediments 
stratigraph ically 
above red beds 

Mainly subaerial, 
massive volcanic rocks 

Mainly silty carbonate rocks 
and other clastic 
sedimentary rocks 

Fe-rich sedimentary and 
igneous rocks, with 
lesser felsic igneous 
and ultramafic rock s 

Carbonaceous sedimentary 
rocks ,banded iron formation, 
and calcareous metasedi
mentary rocks 

StrllclUral association 

Epigenetic in breccias 

Cross-cutting zone floored 
by folded thrust fault 

Mainly stratiform, with 
epigenetic stringer zones 

Stratabound 

Veins, commonly in 
structures associated with 
calderas, doming or folding 

Commonly in the footwall 
to thrust faults ; may be 
associated with high-angle 
normal faults 

Veins in lower order 
structures associated 
with major shear zones 

Shear-hosted and stratabound; 
associated with anticlines 

Igneous association 

Deposit has 
indistinguishable age 
to the host granite 

None 

Volcanic, 
volcaniclastic rocks , 
and subvolcanic 
intrusions 

None 

References 

Oreskes & Einaudi (1992); 
Johnson & Cross (1995) 

Heinrich et al. (1989) 

Pisutha-Arnond 
& Ohmoto (1983); 
Franklin et al. (198 I) 

Schwartz et al. (1995) 

Temporally associated Heald et al. (1987) 
with waning volcanism 

No direct association 

No direct association 

Commonly closely 
associated with 
granitoids 

Bagby & Berger (1985); 
Kuehn & Rose (1995); 
Presnell & Parry (1996) 

Groves et al. (1989) ; 
Ho et al. (1990) 

Goellnicht et al. (1989); 
Lawrie & Hinman (1998) 
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Figure 5. Generalised diagram showing the interplay between source processes, depositional processes and the formation of mineral 
deposits. 

magmas, Wand Sn partition into the aqueous phase. 
After a magmatic-hydrothermal fluid ex solves from a magma, 

second-order processes can change its character within the source 
region. In magmatic-hydrothermal fluids, S occurs in two forms: 
H2S and S02' As the fluid cools, S02 becomes unstable at 350-
400°C (Ohmoto & Rye 1979). If the fluid exsolved from an 
oxidised melt, S02 disproportionates into H2S04 and H2S, 
whereas for a reduced melt, S02 in the fluid is reduced to H2S by 
reaction with H2. This process produces magmatic- hydrother
mal fluids with a large range in LSO/ LH2S (Whitney 1988) and, 
potentially, pH. Magmatic- hydrothermal fluids can also unmix 
to form a high-salinity brine, and a low-salinity vapour (Henley 
& McNabb 1978). As a result of these second-order processes, 
magmatic-hydrothermal fluids within a magmatic source regime 
can have large variations in LSO/ LH2S, pH and salinity, and 
these fluids will have distinct metal transporting capabilities. 

Another second-order process, which may be important in 
environments dominated by devolatilisation and/or degassing, 
is the leaching of metals and S from wall rocks after the relevant 
fluids are produced. This process is essential to form potential 
ore fluids in active metamorphic regimes and may be important 
in some hybrid magmatic- hydrothermal fluids (e.g. Mt Bischoff, 
Tasmania; Halley & Walshe 1996). 

Circulation of surficial fluids. Isotopic studies of VHMS 
(Ohmoto et al. 1983) and adularia-sericite gold deposits (Field 
& Fifarek 1985) indicate that the dominant origins of the ore
forming fluids are seawater and meteoric water, respectively. 
Even in porphyry copper deposits, isotopic studies implicate 
the circulation of meteoric fluids in the formation of some 
alteration zones (Sheppard et al. 1971). Circulation of surficial 
fluids driven by anomalously high heat flow is an important 
process whereby hydrothermal fluids are produced in the mag
matic/volcanic environment and in tectonically active basins. 
The resulting hydrothermal fluids have low to moderate tem
perature and salinity, and are generally buffered by the rock 

through which they pass to moderately acid or near-neutral pH 
(4-6). 

Metals and, in some cases, Sand CI can be introduced into 
circulating surficial fluids by second-order processes such as 
leaching of wall rocks or incorporation of magmatic- hydrothermal 
fluids. For instance, most evidence suggests that metals in Zn
rich VHMS deposits are leached, but the incorporation of 
magmatic- hydrothermal fluids into seawater-dominated hydro
thermal fluids may provide metals and S to Cu-rich VHMS 
deposits (Ohmoto et al. 1983; Huston et al. 1995). 

Other second-order processes that may affect the character
istics of circulating seawater include thermochemical sulphate 
reduction (Ohmoto et al. 1983), evaporation (Beaty et al. 1988), 
and sub-seafloor boiling (Butterfield et al. 1990). The first process 
is important as it produces H2S, which is essential for sulphide 
mineral deposition on the seafloor. The second and third processes 
can increase the salinity of the resulting hydrothermal fluid, and 
the third process can produce an H2S-rich, low-salinity fluid 
that could effectively transport Au. 

Expulsion of connate waters. During burial and diagenesis, 
fluids trapped within sediments are progressively expelled as 
the confining pressure and temperature increase. Pore water is 
released during initial burial for up to several hundred metres. 
When the temperature increases to 90°C, expandable clays such 
as montmorillonite recrystallise to form clays such as illite 
(Lydon 1983), which releases higher temperature fluids . As the 
process of dewatering proceeds, the salinity ofthe expelled fluids 
increases through processes such as membrane filtration (Graf 
1982). 

During or after expulsion, these fluids undergo second-order 
processes such as leaching metals and S from wall rocks, 
thermochemical sulphate reduction, and reaction with wall rocks 
to buffer pH and redox. The resulting low to moderate tempera
ture, moderate to high salinity fluids can be potent ore fluids. 
Oilfield brines, which form by such processes, carry up to 



300 ppm Zn and 100 ppm Pb (Anderson & Macqueen 1982). 
Ore fluids produced in such a manner are then forced out of their 
source basins by hydrostatic fluid pressures, overpressuring or 
gravity-driven fluid flow (Lydon 1983; Sverjenski 1986). Ore 
fluids potentially travel hundreds of kilometres from the source 
basin to form MVT deposits (Garven 1985). 

Chemical processes in the depositional regime 
Chemical processes in the source regime determine only the 
metal-carrying capacity of a hydrothermal fluid. Processes in 
the depositional regime determine if that fluid will precipitate 
its metal load to form a mineral deposit. As ore metals are 
commonly undersaturated in hydrothermal fluids, highly efficient 
and rapid processes are required for precipitation. Such processes 
include broadly: (1) phase separation, (2) mixing with other fluids, 
and (3) interaction with reactive rocks. These first-order processes 
are important in the formation of most if not all mineral deposits , 
but second-order processes in the context of these broad processes 
are varied and can produce strikingly different mineral deposits. 

Phase separation. 'Phase separation' is a general term that 
describes processes whereby a single homogeneous fluid separates 
into two fluids of different composition and/or physical charac
teristics. Three processes fall under this broad category: (1) boil
ing, (2) effervescence, and (3) condensation. Boiling, a process 
whereby a fluid separates into a low-salinity vapour and a high
density liquid, occurs when the vapour pressure equals the 
confining pressure, either as the result of pressure decrease or 
temperature increase. Effervescence is a process whereby dissolved 
gas (not including water vapour) is rapidly lost as the result of 
pressure decrease (e.g. the opening of a bottle of champagne). 
Condensation is a process whereby a high-density liquid condenses 
from a lower density fluid, generally as the result of tempera
ture decrease. 

A fourth mechanism to generate a gaseous phase in the 
hydrothermal environment is interaction of acidic fluids with 
reactive rocks such as carbonates. This interaction could evolve 
CO2 gas, just as limestone fizzes, owing to CO2 evolution, when 
it interacts with hydrochloric acid. 

Boiling, effervescence and fluid-rock interactions resulting in 
the evolution of a gaseous phase cause significant changes to the 
chemistry of the residual brine. The most important effect is the 
loss of volatile components such as H2S, CO2 and H2• A second 
important effect of boiling is the cooling of the residual brine, as 
boiling is an endothermic process. The loss of volatile H2S causes 
Au deposition in adularia-sericite epithermal systems: 

Au(HS)2 + 0.5H2 (g) ~ Au + 2H2S (g) i (1). 

For dilute, low to moderate temperature, near-neutral fluids, 
characteristic of adularia-sericite epithermal systems, boiling is 
an efficient mechanism for depositing Au and other metals 
transported as thiocomplexes (e.g. Reed & Spycher 1985). Simi
larly, effervescence could also efficiently deposit metals transported 
as thiocomplexes (e.g. some mesothermal Au deposits). 

The condensation of vapour produced by boiling into shallow 
ground waters can result in an aqueous fluid characterised by 
high concentrations of H2S04• Advanced argillic alteration zones 
above adularia-sericite epithermal deposits (Buchanan 1981) 
and modern subaerial geothermal systems are inferred to form 
from these 'steam-heated' waters (Reed & Spycher 1985). At 
the Axial Seamount vent field, vapour formed by sub-seafloor 
boiling has condensed to form a fluid rich in H2S and CO2, but 
poor in Cu and Zn. These fluids are actively producing chimneys 
consisting mainly of anhydrite, whereas the residual brine is 
actively forming sulphide-rich chimneys (Butterfield et al. 1990). 

Although condensed vapour in adularia-sericite epithermal 
and VHMS environments does not appear to carry enough metal 
to form a metalliferous mineral deposit, Heinrich et al. (1992) 
have suggested that metals such as Cu and Au could be trans
ported by thiocomplexes in a vapour, and that condensation of 
this vapour would produce a fluid capable of forming Au deposits 
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such as Kidston, in Queensland. 
Reaction with host rocks. Many types of mineral deposits, 

such as skarns, are restricted to particular rock types, which 
indicates that the interaction between hydrothermal fluids and 
rocks such as carbonates, carbonaceous sediments and Fe-rich 
rocks is an effective depositional mechanism. However, the 
specific mechanism whereby metals are deposited varies accord
ing to the rock type with which the fluids interact. 

Carbonate or carbonate-bearing rocks are by far the most 
important hosts to skarn, manto, MVT, Mt Isa-type Cu, and 
Carlin-type deposits. When a fluid interacts with a carbonate
bearing rock, the most important effect is an increase in pH: 

CaCOJ + 2W ~ Ca2+ + HFOJ (2). 

Increasing pH is a very effective mechanism for depositing 
metals transported as chlorocomplexes, such as Zn, Cu, Ag and, 
under some conditions, Au. Another possible consequence of 
fluid--carbonate interaction is effervescence of CO2• The increase 
in the concentration of H2COJ leads directly to an increase in 
the partial pressure of CO2 according to reaction (3), which can 
lead to effervescence: 

H2C0 3 (aq) ~ Hp + CO2 (g) i (3). 

The resultant increase in fluid pressure could lead to 
hydrofracturing of the rock, enhancing both the passage and 
reactivity of the hydrothermal fluids. A second possible effect 
of effervescence would be H2S loss, which would deposit metals, 
such as Au, that are transported by thiocomplexes. 

Interaction of oxidised, sulphate-rich hydrothermal fluids 
with reduced lithologies such as carbonaceous sedimentary rocks 
or reduced Fe-rich rocks (BIF, ironstone or mafic volcanic rocks) 
also can be an effective depositional process. This interaction 
decreases LSO/EH2S according to the reaction: 

2C + SO!- + 2H+ + 2Hp ~ 2H2C03 + H2S (4), and 

8Fe30 4 + SO!- + 2W ~ 12Fe20 3 + H2S (5). 

Both reactions cause deposition of metals transported as 
chlorocomplexes, because H2S content and pH increase. These 
processes have been inferred to have been important in ironstone
hosted Cu-Au (Huston et al. 1993) deposits. Interaction of 
relatively oxidised fluids (H2S or SO!- dominant) with carbon
aceous sediments could result in CO2 effervescence according to 
reaction (4) and: 

C + 2Hp ~ CO2 (g) i + 2H2 (g) (6). 

As discussed previously, effervescence can result in the 
deposition of metals transported as thiocomplexes. 

Reduction of oxidised fluids by reduced rocks is likely to 
occur only at temperatures above 300°C, owing to sluggish redox 
kinetics. Ramboz et al. (1985) have demonstrated that the Hp
CO2-CH4-graphite system is 'blocked ' below 370°C, and 
Ohmoto & Lasaga (1982) have demonstrated that sulphate
sulphide interaction is slow below 300°C. 

Interaction of H2S-rich fluids with Fe-rich rocks can result 
in a decrease in the concentration of H2S in the fluid through 
wall rock 'sulphidation': 

FeO (rock) + 2 H2S ~ FeS2 + Hp + H2 (g) (7). 

The drop in H2S concentration leads to destabilisation of 
thiocomplexes and Au deposition (reaction 2). This mechanism 
has been suggested for shear-hosted Au (Phillips & Groves 
1983) and ironstone-hosted Cu-Au deposits (Skirrow & Walshe 
1994). 

Fluid mixing. The mixing of hydrothermal fluids with am
bient fluids has been inferred to be a significant depositional 
mechanisms for a range of deposits . Most surficial fluids are 
characterised by low temperature «25°C), low salinity 
(<3.5 eq. wt % NaCl) and near-neutral pH. Hence, mixing with 
surficial fluids cools, dilutes and neutralises upwelling hydro
thermal fluids. Because all three mechanisms destabilise 
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chlorocomplexes, mixing of metalliferous fluids with seawater 
causes ore deposition in SHMS (Sangster 1990) and VHMS 
(Ohmoto et al. 1983) deposits, and mixing of magmatic volatiles 
with meteoric fluids causes deposition in acid-sulphate deposits 
(Hedenquist et al. 1994). 

At deeper levels in the crust, mixing of metalliferous fluids 
with H2S-rich ambient fluids would provide reduced S so that 
initially H2S-poor metalliferous fluids could deposit metal 
sulphides. Such a mechanism has been proposed for MVT 
deposits, where metalliferous, H2S-poor oilfield brines mix with 
H2S-rich 'sour gas' to deposit base-metal sulphides (Sangster 
1990). At temperatures above 250-300°C, the kinetics of sulphate 
reduction are sufficiently quick to allow thermochemical reduction 
of sulphate in an oxidised fluid to form ~S (Ohmoto & Lasaga 
1982). Hence, high-temperature mixing of sulphate-rich, oxidised 
fluids with a reduced fluid may also result in deposition of base
metal sulphides. 

Conclusions 
Over the last three decades, rapid improvements in technology 
and geochemical knowledge have significantly improved our 
understanding ofthe ore-forming environment, which has resulted 
in better genetic and empirical models of ore formation to guide 
mineral exploration. As processes leading to mineral deposition 
are well documented in many classes of mineral deposits, 
emphasis is shifting to other parts of the hydrothermal environ
ment in order to understand 'mineral systems' as a whole. 

As discussed above, chemical processes govern whether a 
particular hydrothermal fluid will form a mineral deposit. 
Processes within the source environment determine if the fluid 
can transport enough metal, and processes in the depositional 
environment determine ifthe fluid can deposit metals. The large 
range of processes in both the source and depositional environ
ments produces the great diversity of mineral deposits observed 
in the Earth's crust. More importantly, the interplay of these 
processes may produce a greater diversity of mineral deposits 
than that known regionally or globally. 
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Precambrian metamorphism, fluid flow, and metallogeny of Australia 
Nicholas H, S, Oliveri, Michael 1 Rubenach l & Richard K Valenta2 

Current models for metamorphic fluid flow provide a framework 
for understanding the setting and genesis of Australian Precam
brian ore deposits thought to have formed during metamorphism, 
Ideal conditions for formation of large metamorphogenic ores are 
a) an initial phase of metals dissolution by penetrative flow of 
devolatilisation, surface or igneous fluids along pathways of constant 
or increasing temperature, because channelised fluid flow will not 
normally provide the required metal volumes or transport continuity 
to subsequently form large ore deposits, and b) a subsequent phase 
of channelised fluid flow, particularly during retrogression or fluid 
mixing where temperature or fluid chemical changes combine with 
rapid fluctuations in fluid pressure accompanying dilatancy pump
ing. Protracted thermal histories and the identification of mul
tiple hydrothermal events in major mineralised blocks (Yilgarn, 
Mt Isa , Broken Hill) provide some weight for multi-stage ore 

Introduction 
Many ore deposits in Australia and world-wide are hosted in 
metamorphic rocks. These deposits are conveniently, but 
sometimes controversially, divided into metamorphogenic
epigenetic deposits formed by the action of fluids in the 
metamorphic environment-and metamorphosed- syngenetic 
or pre-metamorphic deposits. The purposes of this paper are a) 
to outline the main relationships between current models for 
metamorphic fluid flow and those pertaining to mineralisation 
in the metamorphic environment; b) to briefly describe the main 
mechanisms involved in the production of metamorphogenic 
ores; c) to discuss the problems associated with distinguishing 
metamorphogenic from metamorphosed ores in the Australian 
context; d) to summarise the relationships between metamor
phism and mineralisation for the major metallogenic provinces 
of Australia; and e) to provide some metamorphic and metallogenic 
maps (Mt Isa, Pine Creek, Georgetown) to complement the 
AGSO metamorphic and metallogenic maps of Australia. 

From a petrological perspective, the study of metamorphic 
fluid- rock interaction is a young one, but great advances have 
been made in the last decade as new analytical techniques have 
been combined with traditional petrological and geochemical 
techniques. [n Australia, we are blessed with fairly good outcrop 
in many mineralised provinces, and a healthy minerals industry. 
The combination has provided the impetus for a significant 
contribution to world-wide studies offluid-rock interaction and 
ore genesis. The integration of metamorphic petrology/ 
geochemistry, structural geology and ore deposit geology is an 
almost uniquely Australian combination. 

A simple conceptual model for the formation of vein- or 
shear-zone hosted metamorphogenic ore deposits during 
deformation and metamorphism involves a pervasive metals 
leaching phase, and a channelised deposition phase (Fig. I). 
While the specific controls on ore deposition are complex, many 
workers appeal to a combination of structural and chemical! 
lithological controls. Recent petrological and isotopic work 
allows some tentatative links to be drawn between the transport 
and deposition phases of metamorphic- hydrothermal systems 
(with or without associated ore formation). An additional 
complicating issue is that of 'protore' - do giant ore deposits in 
metamorphic rocks require a phase of pre-metamorphic ore
forming element enrichment (Fig. 1)7 

I School of Earth Sciences, James Cook University, Townsville , 
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genesis models, particularly for giant ore deposits. Despite con
tinuing uncertainty about the tectonic setting of many major mineral 
provinces, intra-plate orogeny, particularly in the Palaeoproterozoic 
and Mesoproterozoic, appears to provide the necessary conditions 
for development of rich mineral provinces. Such orogenies have 
the right combinations of temperature- pressure history, fluid evo
lution and magma generation to provide optimum conditions for 
ore genesis. A common feature to intracratonic belts of this age is 
an early phase of crustal extension following or synchronous with 
mafic magma underplating, and this early underplating may be the 
ultimate reason for primary metals enrichment. However, the 
subsequent path history of metals culminating in ore deposition is 
still controversial and poorly understood for most Australia Pre
cambrian terrains. 

Pervasive versus channelised metamorphic 
fluid systems 
Pervasive fluid flow 
The leaching phase of metamorphogenic ore deposits requires 
fluids to have access to a large volume of metal-bearing rocks 
under P- T - fluid conditions appropriate for metal dissolution 
and transport. Pervasive fluid flow through large regions of crust 
is hypothetically the most efficient process for regional metals 
extraction at upper greenschist to amphibolite-facies conditions. 
The driving force for such fluid flow must be broad gradients 
in hydraulic head, generated by correspondingly broad structural 
or thermal gradients (Ferry 1994a, b, Oliver 1996). At 350-
550°C, many metals of economic interest (especially Cu, Au) 
have prograde solubilities in most fluids. So, if fluid can travel 
though a grain-scale network across large regions, locally 
equilibrate with the rock during fluid- rock interaction, and move 
from low-temperature regions to high-temperature regions, the 
changing metal- fluid partitioning coefficients across this themlal 
gradient will allow significant metals extraction (Fig. I) . Other 
situations in which pervasive fluid flow can lead to significant 
metals leaching are where fluids become progressively more 
oxidised or saline during transport, for example due to 
interaction with iron-rich or evaporitic sediments. 

While these combinations of factors may seem difficult to 
achieve, and are certainly not easy to demonstrate, this model 
for up-temperature pervasive fluid flow has been proposed to 
explain broad isotopic and chemical shifts in the composition 
of unmineralised or locally mineralised metamorphic rocks in 
several parts of the world (e.g. Ferry 1992, Dipple & Ferry 
1992a, Cartwright et a1. 1995). In particular, this model requires 
an interconnected permeability in which fluid at the upstream 
parts ' knows ' about the Pf-T state of fluid in the downstream 
part, perhaps across more than 5 km. Possible driving forces 
include convection or some other form of fluid flow related to 
thermal dependancies of fluid behaviour (e.g. Etheridge et a!. 
1983, Ferry 1992, 1994b, Hobbs & Ord 1997), or deformation 
(e,g, Oliver 1996, Ord & Oliver 1997), High permeabilities can 
be achieved through penetrative microcrack networks during 
experimental deformation of fluid-saturated salt- or calcite
rocks, and at relatively low strains (e.g. Zhang et a1. 1994). If 
deformation is responsible for both the regional fluid pressure 
gradients, and the interconnected permeability, then very broad, 
evenly distributed and low strains should be apparent (Oliver 
1996). Such conditions are possible before or soon after major 
tectonothermal events (i,e, regional metamorphism), and in 
relatively rheologically homogeneous rocks. Elastic unloading 
at the end of major deformations may also be significant. 

Alternately, pervasive fluid flow driven by thermal gradients 
rather than deformation requires that a) fluids have pressure 
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Figure 1. Hydrothermal systems and key mechanisms envisaged to contribute to the formation of metamorphogenic ore 
deposits, and their relation to major structural features and isotherm distributions. Darker shading-high temperatures: 
size and spacing of arrows reflect mode of fluid transport, whether pervasive at regional scales (small, closely spaced 
arrows, moderate fluid fluxes), or focussed along major active structures (larger, thicker arrows, higher fluid fluxes). 

gradients that are near-hydrostatic, b) the rocks are highly 
permeable, and/or c) localised deformation is insufficient to 
perturb such regional thermally controlled fluid flow. Such 
situations certainly pertain in relatively shallow hydrothermal 
settings, including contact metamorphic aureoles where convection 
may dominate (e.g. Taylor 1971, Norton & Cathles 1979, Ito et 
al. 1983, Fleck & Criss 1985), but may be less important in the 
regional metamorphic environment, where deformation strongly 
influences hydraulic head and, hence, fluid flow (Oliver 1996, 
Ord & Oliver 1997). However, recent numerical modelling indi
cates that lithostatic fluid pressure gradients will decay rapidly 
to hydrostatic gradients, even though the actual pressures remain 
near lithostatic (Hobbs & Ord 1997). Under such conditions 
mid-crustal fluid convection is possible in rocks which have 
large thermal contrasts and in which deformation does not domi
nate fluid flow systems. 

An alternative line of argument is that penetrative fluid flow 
during metamorphism is not required to produce syntectonic 
ores; rather, these ores derive the bulk of their metals from 
intrusions emplaced during the regional metamorphism. Some 
mass balance arguments suggest that granites are insufficient to 
provide the metals for some giant metamorphogenic ores (e.g. 
Heinrich et al. 1995), but, in other areas, intrusions may indeed 
provide the bulk of the metals for the proposed broadly 
synmetamorphic ores (e.g. Wall & Valenta 1990, Hill et al. 
1992). Although truly metamorphogenic ore deposits may exist, 
many of the proposed synmetamorphic deposits ofthe Australian 
Precambrian appear to be related to hydrothermal systems that 
were driven by synmetamorphic intrusion. These deposits may 
have derived their metals from a combination of fluid sources, 
including intrusion-related and metamorphic. 

Channelised fluid flow 

Channelised fluid flow may operate across prograde tempera
ture gradients, for example in shear zones (Dipple & Ferry 
1992b), allowing metal dissolution and transport for the same 
reasons. However, in order for channelised fluid flow to dissolve 
enough metal to produce a very large ore deposit, the channels 
must move repeatedly during metamorphism and deformation. 

Such a dynamic system is required so that fluid reaches as large a 
volume of rock as possible, because channelised fluid flow often 
leaves large areas of crust relatively untouched (e.g. Oliver et al. 
1990, Valley et al. 1990). Although it is very difficult to recognise 
spatial and temporal dynamics in rocks preserving evidence of 
channelised fluid flow systems, they are predicted by some 
numerical models (Ord 1991, Ord & Oliver 1995,1997). Further
more, shear and fault zones, and many other channels more 
commonly involve decreasing pressures and temperatures 
(Dipple & Ferry 1992b), so special conditions are required for 
shear zones to act in a dissolving rather than precipitating 
capacity. Such conditions could include particularly oxidising or 
saline fluids in the channelways, such as the large, late faults in 
the Mt Isa Block. Several workers have recently proposed the 
downwards passage of near-surface or meteoric fluids into the 
core of actively deforming extensional metamorphic belts 
(Wickham & Taylor 1987, Fricke et al. 1992, Peters & Wickham 
1994, Morrison 1994). Such downwards, channelised fluid flow 
is ideal for leaching of metals that have prograde solubilities 
(e.g. Au, base metals, Fig. 1) and may thus contribute to the 
mass balance requirements of meta morphogenic ores. Incursion 
of shallow-level fluids into contractional metamorphic belts has 
been more speculative (McCaig 1988, Oliver et al. 1990). 

Metamorphogenic ore formation 
Channelised fluid flow mayor may not operate during the dis
solution and transport phases of metamorphogenic ore-forming 
systems, but it is certainly the main process occurring during 
deposition of minerals in epigenetic ore deposits in the near
surface to metamorphic environments. Shear and fault zone
hosted mineral deposits account for the bulk of metamorphogenic 
ores, with mineralisation occurring in actual fault or shear zones, 
or in splays or vein sets related to the deformation. With re
spect to metamorphism, factors that are most likely to assist 
the precipitation, in channels, of minerals with prograde solu
bilities are: 
a) decreasing temperature in long-lived fracture zones; 
b) decreasing fluid pressure accompanying fracturing; and/or 
c) change in fluid speciation, due to a) or b) above, but also 
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Table 1. Ideal combinations of criteria for deciding upon pre- or synmetamorphic origins for ore deposits hosted in metamorphic 
rocks. 

Characteristic Metamorphosed Metamorphogenic Comments 

Deformat ion Most ore is deformed. Some ore crosscuts fab rics; Difficult to determine in very 
most is demonstrably strongly deformed rocks. 
syntectonic. 

Mineral assemblages Comparatively complex. Comparatively simple. Simple pre-metamorphic 
alteration zones and ores 
should prograde to 
complicated equivalents 
during metamorphism. 

Solubili ty requ irements Meta ls of interest highl y soluble Metals of interest show 
under calculated metamorphic strong solubility dependency 
conditions (and are thus unlikely on changing P,T or definable 
to precipitate en masse at high fluid composi tional change 
T) 

Mass balance requirements Unrealistic to be explained by Realistic to be explained by Complicated by protore 
metamorphic processes metamorphic processes. possibilities; e.g. was 
(e.g. where did Mt [sa Pb come Yi lgarn crust already very 
from?). Au rich before 

mineralisation? 
Radiogenic isotopes May show both metamorphic Sho uld show only High-grade metamorphism 

and pre-metamorphic ages for metamorphic ages for may completely reset some 
minera lisation. mineralisation. pre-metamorphic isotopic 

systems. 

Stable isotopes May show seafloor Should reflect metamorphic Metamorphosed ores may be 
hydrothermal signature (esp. or igneous fluid reset if thoroughly 
VHMS) that is preserved contributions; e.g. 0 180 7 to metamorphosed. but this can 
through metamorphism. be tested for by use of 15%0. 

mineral- mineral pairs and 
careful sampling. 

Relation to stratigraphy Bulk of ore stratabound and/or Bulk of ore crosscuts S tructurall y reworked ores 
stratiform. depending on origin. stratigraphy at 100 m scales may form near their original 

or broader. source: are they 
metamorphogenic? 

Fluid inclusions Most should be destroyed or Most should reflect P-T-X Uncertainty in fluid pressure 
overprinted by metamorphic characteristics of history of veins and 
varieties. metamorphic fluids. relationship to inclusion 

due to chemical fluid/rock interaction or fluid mixing. 
Examples include redox reactions, flu id immiscibility or 
boiling triggered by pressure and temperature drops in 
faults, sulphur fugacity changes induced by reaction of 
oxidised fluids with pre-existing sulphides, and a range of 
other metal speciation changes induced by wallrock 
reaction in vein selvages. 
If temperature is the dominant factor in controlling the 

dissolution, transport and deposition of metals, then a change 
from prograde to retrograde metamorphism would be 
particularly important. Increasing temperature during prograde 
metamorphism dissolves metals with prograde solubilities (e.g. 
most Cu, Au, Pb, Zn chloride species); decreasing temperature 
during retrograde metamorphism precipitates them. The amount 
of metal transferred depends on the rate of solubility change 
relative to temperature, pressure and fluid composition during 
the episode(s) of interest, and these data place some constraints 
on the ore-forming mechanism, particularly whether pre- or 
synmetamorphic (see below). However, the depositional stage 
of ore formation also requires a focussing mechanism, which 
may be independent of temperature. The focussing mechanism 
is required to produce economic ore concentrations, because a 
gradual change in temperature along a flow path may disperse 
the potential ore minerals (although juxtaposition of hot and 
cold rocks across a faul t may be one way of rapidly forming a 
deposit) . Mechanical controls of flu id flow thus become para
mount, coupled with fluid pressure and/or rapid changes in fluid 

entrapment. 

composition or state due to deformation, fluid- rock, or fluid
fl uid interaction that allows ore precipitation. Although tempera
ture decreases may not be important at this stage, the sequence 
proposed for some Australian orogenic events involves increasing 
channelisation of deformation and fl uid flow from prograde to 
retrograde stages (Oliver et al. 1991, Connors et al. 1992, 
Reinhardt 1992, Oliver 1995, Cartwright & Buick 1995, Williams 
et al. 1996, Cartwright & Oliver in press). These conditions may 
best be achieved during regional metamorphism that is driven 
by intrusion (or otherwise has an early phase of kilometre-scale 
pervasive fluid flow, Fig. I) or by contact metamorphism around 
shallow plutons followed by post-intrusion faulting. Around 
late syntectonic granites, broad fluid flow systems may be set 
up. Two possibilities for deformation and fluid flow localisation 
accompanying cooling are I) in the granite carapace as it cools, 
superimposing a spatially restricted upwards fluid flow on a 
regional lateral flow regime, and 2) the onset of retrograde defor
mation, localising around granite- metasediment interfaces. If 
there is a short time between regional fluid flow accompanying 
peak temperatures, and localised fluid flow accompanying early 
retrogression, the change in mineral solubi lities may match the 
change in deformation conditions such that economically signifi
cant ore deposits form in the early retrograde part of the thermal 
evolution of a mineralised terrain. In a broader fluid flow system, 
a particular metal may also be leached from one part of the 
system while it is deposited in another (e.g. Fig. I). 
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Mass balance requirements, protore, and 
'crustal sampling' by ore deposits 
If the average Yilgarn or Victorian gold deposit contains 10 ppm 
Au, and the average crustal abundance of gold is 5 ppb, then the 
implied concentration factor is around 2000. How is this con
centration achieved? If the ore deposit concerned is truly 
metamorphogenic and the average gold content of the surround
ing crust prior to the mineralisation cycle was as low as 5 ppb, 
then the ore must have been concentrated by processes operat
ing during metamorphic fluid-rock interaction. Several authors 
have appealed to the ability of metamorphic fluids to provide 
the appropriate plumbing systems (starting with Fyfe et al. 
1978), and this has also provided some of the motivation for 
studies on fluid flow in the mid-crust. None-the-less, if every 
gold deposit in the Yilgarn required a 2000-times Au concentra
tion factor, then appealing to the model above requires a gigantic 
source region, for which a single metamorphic gold concentra
tion episode may not be realistic. Recognition of 'protores' is 
difficult and highly speculative, but may be required in particular 
ore deposits or provinces to explain isotopic (e.g. Page 1983) or 
other geochemical mass balance requirements in particular ore 
deposits or provinces. Similarly, some isotopic and geochemical 
mass imbalances have been explained by models in which metals 
or other components are derived, at least in part, from crystallising 
intrusions during metamorphism, even when igneous rocks of 
an appropriate age are absent (e.g. Oliver et al. 1993). The mass 
balance requirement is a particularly important point to be con
sidered for all giant ore deposits, especially massive base-metal 
sulphide deposits and giant gold deposits, where the concentration 
factors are enormous (Table 1). 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of major metalliferous mineral 
deposits superimposed on the metamorphic map of Australia. 
At this scale, it is not easy to make correlations between meta
morphic grade and abundance or dominant type of ore deposit. 
Furthermore, the map makes no distinction between metamor
phosed and metamorphogenic deposit types. However, most 
high-grade regional metamorphic terrains show a paucity ofCu
Au- U deposits; some contain significant Pb- Zn- Ag deposits, 
for which most (but not all) researchers prefer a pre-metamorphic 
origin for mineralisation. Although there may be far more impor
tant reasons (related to host rocks and fluid chemistry, for ex
ample), it can be speculated that the scarcity of Cu-Au- U in 
these high-grade rocks is because deposits formed during prograde 
greenschist to amphibolite metamorphism were largely dissolved 
during high-grade metamorphism and ' remobilised' to higher parts 
of the crust (now eroded) . The preservation of the giant Pb
Zn- Ag deposit at Broken Hill through granulite-facies meta
morphism is a topic of some debate at present (see below), but 
it is possible that a large part of that deposit was dissolved and! 
or precipitated during this metamorphism. 

Figure 2 also indicates patterning to the types of metal 
present at different times and places in Australia's geological 
history. It is remarkable, for example, that Mt Isa is dominated 
by copper; Pine Creek by U-Au; the Tasman Orogens by gold 
(some Cu and Pb-Zn), and the Yilgarn almost exclusively by 
gold. While details of deposit genesis will surely reveal significant 
inter- and intra-terrain differences in mineralising processes (for 
example, the relative contribution of granite-derived fluids in 
each terrain), it could also be argued that the differences in the 
dominant epigenetic metal in different terrains is a function of 
bulk crustal chemistry with respect to that particular metal, the 
hydrothermal processes having effectively sampled bulk crust 
via the general mechanisms discussed above. Such speculation 
requires metal transport and deposition processes to be broadly 
similar across geological time, irrespective oflocal conditions. 
Furthermore, it suggests that pre-ore enrichment occurred in the 
source regions for the deposits (and hence di fferentiation between 
regions) , and these may range from a general 10-100 krn-scale 
enrichment, owing to the vagaries of crustal evolution and tectonic 

setting (see discussion), to kilometre-scale formation of , prot ores' 
in the near vicinity of existing deposits. 

Metamorphogenic and metamorphosed ore 
deposits 
A problem that plagues many studies of Australian metamorphic
hosted ore deposits is determination of the absolute timing of 
ore genesis relative to metamorphism. There is no question that 
some ore deposits in metamorphic rocks originated before 
metamorphism; likewise, there are other deposits that appear to 
show only evidence for ore deposition during metamorphism. 
Micro- or meso-structural observations of centimetre-scale 
synmetamorphic, syntectonic ore veins may be insufficient to 
determine that an entire ore deposit is metamorphogenic; 
likewise, consideration of broad metal ratios or the stratiform, 
stratabound nature of a deposit may be insufficient to preclude 
a metamorphogenic origin. 

Many ofthe opposing views about ore genesis of particular 
deposits are covered by Solomon & Groves (1994). In ore 
deposits hosted in metamorphic rocks that have an uncertain or 
controversial origin, opposing viewpoints commonly arise because 
of inadequate consideration of evidence from the fullest possible 
range of scales. Consensus amongst Australian geologists about 
the genesis of the giant ore deposits will not generally by achieved 
by focussing attention on one particular detailed aspect of ore 
genesis (e.g. microstructural sulphide distribution, radiogenic 
isotope signatures of selected samples), because of the fairly 
broad perception that controversies have been triggered by such 
approaches in the past. Unfortunately, multidisciplinary studies 
of high quality (e.g. Heinrich et al. 1995) are necessarily com
prehensive and lengthy, potentially reducing the impact of the 
conclusions to readers. Also, healthy controversy has proven to 
be an important driving force in the quest to understand these 
deposits. This paper will not dwell on the controversies, but 
presents some prime examples of the problems from a meta
morphic perspective. 

Metamorphosed or metamorphogenic massive Pb-Zn 
deposits 

Deposits traditionally interpreted as syngenetic VMS or SEDEX 
types have come under increasing scrutiny over the last decade 
with respect to their mode of origin. In particular, Mt Isa, Broken 
Hill and the western Tasmanian massive Pb-Zn sulphide ore 
deposits have had genetic reinterpretations published in recent 
years. Syngenetic models for these deposits are based on strong 
parallels with modern seafloor sedimentary--exhalative and VMS 
systems, and links back through geological time between rela
tively recent deposits and ancient ones. Metamorphogenic hy
potheses for these models are based, in part, upon the 
observation of breccia zones and vein-style mineralisation that 
cross-cuts metamorphic fabrics . Metamorphogenic systems that 
involve deposition of Pb- Zn sulphides have been recognised 
(e.g. Williams & Heinemann 1993), but these are mostly con
fined to relatively small skarns or vein systems, in which galena 
and sphalerite are precipitated at < 450°C, usually in the later 
retrograde history of skarn formation or similar processes. If 
temperature dependence is an important control on ore dissolu
tion and deposition, then the area in T - Xflu;d space of maximum 
solubility change for Pb and Zn sulphosalts is at low temperature 
(Helgeson 1970, Crerar et al. 1985), providing one mechanism 
by which massive Pb- Zn sulphides may precipitate at low tem
perature. At high temperature (> 300°C), Pb and Zn are very 
soluble in metamorphic fluids with modest salinities and low to 
moderate CO2 contents, which may inhibit ore deposition. Be
cause of high Pb-Zn solubility (e.g. Crerar et al. 1985) and the 
moderately low salinity of most regional metamorphic fluids, 
the formation of giant massive Pb- Zn sulphide deposits during 
regional metamorphism should be uncommon. Under metamor
phic conditions, precipitation ofPb-Zn sulphides will require a 
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factor other than temperature changes, because of these solubility 
characteristics. In the skarn environment, this is provided by 
large pH changes as acid, granite-derived fluids interact with 
carbonates. In other environments, redox reactions may con
tribute. In some of the large to giant Pb- Zn deposits for which 
a metamorphogenic origin has been proposed, carbonates are 
present and, in some cases, are intimately associated with ore, 
and could potentially facilitate deposition of Pb-Zn sulphides 
at high temperature. The combination of carbonate hosts (poten
tial pH change) and high fluid salinities (ready dissolution or 
precipitation of Pb-Zn) at Mt Isa and Broken Hill appears to 
have been sufficient to strongly remobilise pre-tectonic ore (if 
a pre-tectonic model is preferred), implying that mechanisms 
did exist for the dissolution and precipitation of Pb and Zn at 
high temperatures. Some researchers have thus proposed 
metamorphogenic origins for these or similar ore bodies (e.g. Xu 
1997, Chapman & Williams in press), even though much evi
dence (structural , stratigraphic, and geochemical) points to a 
pre-metamorphic, syngenetic or diagenetic origin. Controversy has 
ensued, and extensive work on these and related topics is under
way at several universities, CSIRO, industry organisations and 
collaborative research groups. 

Appraisal of Precambrian metallogenic 
provinces of Australia in the metamorphic 
context 
Archaean 

Pilbara Cratoll. This block of ancient crust records a protracted 
early to mid-Archaean history, and it has only recently bcen 
confirmed that the most prominent greenstonc belts ovcrlie pre
existing continental crust of< 3500 Ma (Buick et al. 1995). The 
pattern of domal granites surrounded by arcuate greenstone belts 
has continued to challenge geologists interested in understand
ing the evolution of the Earth 's earliest crust. because of com
plex granite- greenstone relationships. major deformation 
focussed on the granite-greenstone boundaries, the affinities of 
the granites with modern continental margin calc-alkaline 
intrusives. and the uncertainty of timing relationships, despite a 
fairly comprehensive geochronological database (Pidgeon 1978. 
Williams & Collins 1990. Bickle et al. 1993 , Buick et al. 1995) . 
Most greenstone belts formed around 3450 Ma (Pidgeon 1978, 
Cooper et al. 1982, Thorpe et al. 1992), but a sporadic hi story 
of subsequent felsic volcanism, intrusion and formation of 
younger belts continued to about 2900 Ma, particularly in the 
west (Horwitz & Pidgeon 1993). 

Considerable uncertainty also remains about the tectonic 
style of these rocks, with models for diapiric emplacement of 
gneissic granitoid batholiths dominating (Collins 1989), although 
detailed structural studies have only been published for a few 
small localities (e.g. Cooper et al. 1982). This detailed work has 
revealed synchroneity between younger granite emplacement at 
c. 3300 Ma and major deformation of the greenstone terrains, 
but there is an earlier, complex deformation and metamorphism 
history (thrusting and recumbent folding) preserved as 
polydeformed fabrics in gneissic parts of the felsic batholiths 
(Bettenay et al. 1981). Rocks older than about 3320 Ma are 
considered to predate the major phase of regional metamor
phism, and intrusions of3314 and 3304 Ma age are now consid
ered to effectively bracket the main metamorphism in the east 
Pilbara (Williams & Collins 1990). Metamorphic grade in the 
greenstones generally increases towards the granites (Wijbrans 
& McDougall 1987). In the greenstones of the east Pilbara, 
deformation fabrics are dominated by steep foliations, locally 
associated with ductile shearing (inferred to correspond to the 
3300 Ma metamorphism), that have overprinted an earlier com
plex structural history, giving rise to local zones of complex fold 
interference. 

Base-metal mineralisation with strong VMS affinities oc
curs in the Whim Creek Belt in the west Pilbara (Barley 1992, 

Barley et al. 1994). In both the west and east Pilbara, this 
mineralisation appears to predate the c. 2900 Ma and 3300 Ma 
metamorphic events respectively. Gold mineralisation is hosted 
mostly in silicified and fuchsite-sericite-altered metabasalts and 
ultramafic rocks, and so is similar to at least some of the alteration 
associated with Yilgarn lode-gold deposits, despite the large 
difference in inferred timing of the hydrothermal events. Ob
servations in the Warrawoona greenstone belt (Hagen 1996) 
suggest this alteration developed during the late stages of a wide
spread ductile deformation event, in association with intense 
retrograde shearing. Reserves of gold (and also Cu, Pb and Zn) 
are far lower than in the Yilgarn, however, consistent with separate 
tectonothermal and hydrothermal evolution of the two blocks 
prior to Proterozoic cratonisation. 

Yilgarn Craton. The metamorphic evolution of this granite
greenstone terrain is not well understood, owing to poor outcrop, 
but common factors are a predominance of high-T, low-P 
(HTLP) metamorphism, the presence oftrondhjemite- tonalite
granodiorite (TTG) intrusives, and the association oflode-gold 
deposits with regional carbonation (and local silicification and 
K-metasomatism) across a range of metamorphic grades 
(Barnicoat et al. 1991 , Witt 1991 , Mikucki & Ridley 1993, Witt 
et al. 1997). The Yilgarn Craton is viewed by Myers (1993) as 
a series of accreted terranes, contrasting with models for evolution 
of granite-greenstone belts by extension above rising mantle 
plumes and granitoid diapirs (Campbell & Hill 1988). Many of 
the granites have been involved in orogeny; metamorphic grade 
in the greenstones increases towards the granites; and some 
greenstones formed just before granite intrusion and were then 
flattened against the granite margins. Along with the TTG chemis
try of the granitoids, analogies have been drawn by some authors 
with back-arc or marginal-basin portions of modern collisional 
orogens (Witt & Swager 1989). However, a more traditional 
view, held by many workers. involves moderate thickness, granite
dominated crust that was not affected strongly by plate-margin 
processes (Campbell & Hill 1988). The overall tectonic setting 
of the Yilgarn remains open to further interpretation. However, 
new insights are currently being gained by the Australian 
Geodynamics Cooperative Research Centre in collaboration with 
industry partners, using combinations of seismic reflection inter
pretations, 3-dimensionalmanipulation of key structural elements, 
and numerical modelling of the thermal history and fluid flow. 

Metamorphism is characteristically greenschist to amphibo
lite facies, but with some granulite-facies rocks exposed in the 
southwest (Nemchin et al. 1994) around the Darling Range 
Batholith, and in the Narryer Complex in the northwest (Muhling 
1990). Late Archaean metamorphic ages broadly overlap with 
granite emplacement ages, predominantly in the range 2680-
2630 Ma (Hill et al. 1992, Nemchin et al. 1994, Nelson et al. 
1995). Older parts of the craton record a complex history of 
earlier granulite-facies metamorphic events, e.g. at c. 3700 and 
3300 Ma in the Nalryer Complex (Kinny et al. 1988), and c. 2800 
Ma in the Wheat Belt Region of the southwest (Pidgcon et al. 
1990). 

With regard to gold mineralisation, alteration assemblages 
associated with lode-gold deposits (mainly in mafic to ultramafic 
hosts) formed during or soon after the late Archaean metamorphic 
peak, as indicated by textural relationships, geothermobarometry, 
and the high variance of the alteration assemblages (e.g. Groves 
1993, Witt et al. 1997). However, although the go ld probably 
occurred during a single hydrothermal event, it was protracted 
over approximately 30 m.y., culminating at the end of the orogeny 
at around 2640- 2630 Ma (Kent & McDougall 1995, Kent et al. 
1996). Witt et al. (1997) propose that the major deposits within 
the southern Kalgoorlie and Norseman terrains were part of a 
giant hydrothermal system, centred around granitoid plutons 
intruded along the western margin of the main greenstone belts. 
Regional carbonation around these deposits was the immediate 
precursor to mineralisation. It involved widespread development 
of chlorite-calcite assemblages (and equivalents at higher grades) in 
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mafic rocks, and taJc--chlorite- magnesite assemblages in ultramafic 
rocks, although pre-metamorphic talc-carbonate alteration is 
proposed by Gole et al. (1987) to explain amphibolite-facies 
olivine-bearing assemblages around the komatiite-hostedAgnew 
nickel deposit. Mineralisation-related alteration is a complex 
function of host rock, position within the alteration system, 
and metamorphic grade, and includes hornblende-diopside
garnet-bearing assemblages at high grade, and biotite-rich assem
blages at low grades (Barnicoat et a!. 1991, Mikucki & Ridley 
1993, Witt et a!. 1997). Fluids were low salinity Hp-COz-
(CH4), and alteration zonation at individual deposits can be 
explained partly by variations in Xco, (increasing towards inner 
alteration zones), partly by variations in the relative activities 
of K+, Na+, Ca++ and H+ , and partly by temperature (Witt et a!. 
1997). Fluids involved in regional carbonation were probably 
derived by devolatilisation of mafic meta-igneous rocks from 
the metamorphic pile (Will et al. 1990), but may also have 
originated by devolatilisation of subducted oceanic crust (Barley 
et a!. 1989). Fluids involved in mineralisation may have been 
derived from, or equilibrated with, granitic plutons (Mikucki & 
Ridley 1993), but the specific nature of the compositional 
evolution of the fluids from carbonation to mineralisation stages 
is sti ll uncertain, partly because of overlap of these assemblages 
in time and space, depending on proximity to gold lodes (Witt et 
a!. 1997).1. Walshe (pers. comm.) has also suggested mixing of 
fluids of substantially different fo, and fs, to explain ore deposi
tion. Structural controls on fluid 'flow were paramount in this 
system, with most deposits being localised near granite-green
stone interfaces or other zones of anisotropy. The role of granite 
intrusion in controlling buoyant, upwards fluid migration is also 
considered important by Witt et a!. (1997) . The extent of alter
ation and the vast gold tonnages produced from Yilgarn green
stone belts (1850 tonnes of gold from the Eastern Goldfields 
alone) are testimony that thi s metamorphic- hydrothermal sys
tem was one of the largest in the history of the Earth. Ongoing 
work, mainly by the Key Centre at the University of Western 
Australia and the Australian Geodynamics CRC, continues to 
address these problems. 

Proterozoic provinces 

These are collectively characterised by low-pressure metamorphism 
and extensive mineralisation, particularly Pb-Zn (mostly meta
morphosed) and Cu- Au (mostly metamorphogenic), although 
the Arunta, Halls Creek, and Albany- Fraser Orogens have pro
duced minimal ore tonnages. Analysis of metamorphism and 
deformation in these rocks forms the basis for an important 
model for the evolution of the Precambrian crust-that of 
intracratonic reworking of previously attenuated continental 
crust due to thermal perturbations during shortening (Etheridge 
et a!. 1987), based largely on observations of the evolution of 
the Pine Creek, Mt Isa and Broken Hill Blocks. The prevalence 
ofHTLP metamorphism reflects contributions from one or more 
of: a) moderate thickening of previously extended crust (e.g. 
Etheridge et a!. 1987, Oliver et a!. 1991 ); b) sub-crustal lithospheric 
thinning during convergence (e.g. Loosveld & Etheridge 1990, 
Sandiford 1991 ); c) heat advection by mid-crustal intrusion 
accompanying elevated mantle heat flow (Clarke et a!. 1987, 
Vernon et a!. 1990, Rubenach 1992, Sandiford et a!. 1992, 1995); 
d) localisation of heat due to radiogenic decay in enriched granites 
and their high thermal conductivity (Mildren & Sandiford 1995). 

Although models for intracratonic processes dominated 
thinking in Australia in the 1980s, Proterozoic craton margins 
involving major collisional orogeny have been proposed in several 
locations- for the Kimberley at 1850-1830 Ma (e.g. Tyler et a!. 
1995), for the Capricornia at c. 1600 Ma (Horwitz & Smith 
1978, Muhling 1990, Tyler & Thorne 1990, Powell & Horwitz 
1994), and for the Albany-Fraser at 1300-1160 Ma (Beeson et 
al. 1988, Black et a!. 1992a, Nelson et a!. 1995). Absence of 
blueschists and ophiolites, as well as the bimodal chemical 
distribution of igneous rocks in many northern Australian Protero-

zoic provinces, has been used as evidence to support models for 
ensialic orogeny as an important Proterozoic orogenic process 
(Etheridge et al. 1987, Wyborn et a!. 1992). However, blueschists, 
lacking in all these rocks, may be destroyed through extended 
thermal equilibration, and/or structural reworking in the mid 
crust- most exposures of modern blueschists and eclogites have 
only survived through rapid uplift (e.g. Little et al. 1992, Hill & 
Baldwin 1993). In the Halls Creek Orogenic Belt in the Kimberley, 
despite the abundance of bimodal intrusions, Ogasawara (1988) 
and Sheppard et a!. (1995) have noted the presence of grano
dioritic to dioritic, low-Kp intrusives with similarities both to 
Archaean TTG suites and modern Cordilleran batholiths. The 
orogenic belts listed above also show stratigraphic, tectono
metamorphic and geochronologic asymmetry of internal and 
external zones, similar to exhumed Phanerozoic orogenic belts, 
and are similar in many regards to well-documented lower to 
mid-Proterozoic plate margin orogenic belts in the USA, Canada 
and Finland. Consideration of these data for Australia lends 
some weight to the Kroner (1983) model for evolution of 
Proterozoic crust, with both extensive ensialic orogeny in mobile 
belts not floored by oceanic crust, as well as plate-margin orogenies 
involving processes similar to modern plate margins, including 
lateral continental accretion and subduction of oceanic crust. 
Given the firm indications of plate margin processes in at least 
the Capricorn and Albany- Fraser Provinces, Australian Protero
zo ic plate tectonics should be assessed with the view that 
intracraton ic and intercratonic processes did operate, even if 
not exactly in the same way as modern tectonic processes. 

Interestingly, in the Australian context, most major mineral 
deposits occur in the blocks more convincingly assoc iated wi th 
intra-plate orogeny (Mt Isa, Broken Hill , Tennant Creek, Pine 
Creek) . There are also abundant mineral deposits associated 
with granite emplacement of various Proterozoic ages and related 
contact metamorphism. 

Mt /sa. Relative to most other metallogenic provinces of 
Austra lia, Mt Isa is one of the best studied. Early ('Barramundi ' ) 
reg ional metamorphism (1890- 1850 Ma, Blake 1987) is not 
apparently associated with major mineral deposits , and recog
nition of the grade and distribution of this metamorphi sm has 
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been hampered by extensive mid-Proterozoic overprinting. Even 
earlier metamorphism and possible plate margin Archaean activity 
are the focus of ongoing research at the University of Queensland 
(e.g. McDonald et al. 1997). Extensional deformation, granite 
emplacement and contact metamorphism at upper to mid-crustal 
levels occurred at 1740 Ma in the centre of the block (Wonga 
Belt), reaching peak metamorphic conditions of 700°C at 1-2 
kb (Holcombe et al. 1991). This was associated with intense 
soda-metasomatism and rich Au mineralisation at Tick Hill (Oliver 
1995). Sequence 3 sedimentation in the west and east of the 
block (Etheridge et al. 1987) was accompanied or slightly post
dated by formation of major Pb-Zn stratiform deposits (Mt 
Isa, Hilton, Cannington, Dugald River; Raymond 1992), although 
the pre-metamorphic genesis of several of these deposits is in 
dispute (see below). Regional metamorphism occurred during 
the Isan Orogeny at 1600-1500 Ma (Page & Bell 1986, Connors 
& Page 1995). This orogeny involved low-pressure greenschist 
to amphibolite metamorphism, and well-documented anticlockwise 
P-T-t paths (Reinhardt & Rubenach 1989, Oliver et al. 1991, 
Reinhardt 1992, Rubenach 1992, Rubenach & Barker 1998) 
suggestive of magmatic input or asthenospheric upwelling, and 
forms part of the basis for models of intracratonic evolution of 
tectonic belts in the northern Australian Proterozoic (Etheridge 
et al. 1987, Loosveld & Etheridge 1990). Peak metamorphic 
conditions range from 350--400 °C (e.g. Mt Isa, Waring et al. 
1998) to 550-650 °C (e.g. Mary Kathleen Fold Belt) at 3--4 kbar 
(Oliver et al. 1991, Reinhardt 1992). The magmatic influence on 
regional metamorphism and related ore deposits is supported 
by a) regional isograd mapping (Fig. 3), showing higher grade 
regional metamorphism around both pre- and post-tectonic 
granites and b) the stable isotopic composition of metamorphic 
fluids, which suggests a major igneous contribution (Oliver et al. 
1993, Rubenach & Barker 1998). This regional metamorphism 
incorporates one of the world's most extensive hydrothermal 
systems, producing remarkably high tonnages and numbers of 
mineral prospects and ore deposits, including Mt Isa Cu, Ernest 
Henry Cu-Au, Mary Kathleen U-REE, Starra Cu-Au, Osborne 
Cu-Au, Marramungee Zn (Williams & Heinemann 1993) and 
possibly some other Pb- Zn deposits, a spectacular array of 
low-tonnage vein-style copper-calcite prospects and minor 
deposits throughout the central and eastern portions of the block, 
and a large number of Cu- Au mines and prospects in the Eastern 
Succession (e.g. Laing 1993, Williams 1998) that are attracting 
current international interest. Fluxes of fluid associated with 
these hydrothermal systems were locally high enough to permit 
heat advection from deeper magmatic sources, sufficient to elevate 
geotherms in antiformal culminations irrespective of the direct role 
of granites (Fig. 3). All these deposits and related alteration 
systems display characteristics of structural control of meta
morphic fluid flow (Perkins 1984, Bell et al. 1988, Valenta 1988, 
Oliver 1995, Heinrich et al. 1993, 1995, Oliver et al. 1993, Laing 
1993, Valenta et al. 1994, Valenta 1994, Huang & Rubenach 
1995, Rubenach & Barker 1998), and form part of the basis for 
a broader understanding of the role of structurally controlled 
fluid flow during regional metamorphism (Oliver 1996, Ord & 
Oliver 1997). 

General consensus about the origin of the Mt Isa Pb-Zn
Cu- Ag deposits has never been established at any time during 
the half-century of research. Most remarkable is that the most 
popular theory of the day has oscillated between entirely syn
genetic to entirely epigenetic for the ores. The present, most 
popular theory is that the Pb-Zn deposits are metamorphosed 
(Valenta 1994, Heinrich et al. 1995, Waring et al. 1998) and the 
copper deposit is metamorphogenic (e.g. Perkins 1984, Bell et 
al. 1988, Valenta 1994, Heinrich et al. 1995). Clear evidence that 
the Mount Isa copper orebodies are syntectonic has led to a 
re-examination of the Pb-Zn orebodies, partly out of disbelief 
that two giant ore deposits could be spatially coincident yet 
separated in time by > 1 00 m.y. There is undisputed evidence 
that the Mount Isa Block as a whole has seen two (or more) 

major regional hydrothermal systems operating at separate 
times-a phase of syngenetic to early diagenetic mineralisation 
at c. 1650 Ma, during or soon after deposition of the Mt Isa 
Group (e.g. HYC, McArthur River), and a phase of syntectonic 
mineralisation during the 1600-1500 Ma orogeny (e.g. Mt Isa 
Cu, Mary Kathleen U-REE, Ernest Henry Cu-Au). The regional 
template is thus present to permit two separate phases of ore 
deposition at Mount Isa, although this does not prove them. 
Heinrich et al. (1995) and Waring et al. (1998) rationalise the 
Mount Isa coincidental mineralisation issue by proposing that 
pre-metamorphic Pb--Zn sulphide orebodies played an important 
role in providing the appropriate chemical and structural environ
ment to influence subsequent copper sulphide deposition during 
regional metamorphism. Like Broken Hill, Mount Isa Pb--Zn 
shows evidence for pre-, syn-, and post-tectonic mineralisation 
during regional metamorphism (although the bulk appears to 
predate DJ, but unlike Broken Hill, the daunting Pb-Zn-Cu 
association of the broader Mount Isa deposit has led to a continued 
hunt for a syntectonic link between the Cu and Pb-Zn ores 
(Perkins 1997). 

At the province scale, it has now been firmly demonstrated 
that most occurrences of Cu and Cu-Au ores in the Mt Isa region 
are epigenetic and largely metamorphogenic (e.g. Laing 1993, 
Valenta 1994, Oliver 1995, Heinrich et al. 1995), even though 
work in the 70's and 80's favoured syngenetic origins for some 
of these deposits. Consensus has not yet been achieved, however, 
on the origins of the numerous Pb--Zn deposits of the region 
(e.g. Mount Isa, Perkins 1997; Dugald River, Xu 1997; 
Cannington, Chapman & Williams 1998), which broadly appear 
to predate all the Cu-Au mineralisation. 

Georgetown-Coen-Dargalong-Yambo Inliers. These are 
essentially HTLP Mesoproterozoic metamorphic belts, with 
grades ranging up to granulite facies. All have been mapped on 
a regional scale, but only in the Georgetown Inlier have detailed 
metamorphic studies been carried out (Fig. 4). The Etheridge 
Group in the Georgetown Inlier was deposited between about 
1700 and 1650 Ma, based on SHRIMP U-Pb ages on zircons 
from metagabbros, amphibolite, and meta-sedimentary 
leucogneisses (Withnall et al. 1996). Recent SHRIMP U-Pb 
age determinations in the Georgetown Block have also produced 
a metamorphic peak (D2) age of 1554 Ma (Black & Withnall 
1993), which also corresponds to the emplacement of granitoids 
and the eruption of the Croydon Volcanics at 1550-1558 Ma 
(Black & McCulloch 1990, Black & WithnaIl1993). Granitoids, 
mainly S-type, are particularly abundant in the middle 
amphibolite-facies zones (Fig. 4), but the majority crosscut D2 
folds and isograds (Withnall 1996). Metamorphism reached 
granulite grade in the Einasleigh area (McNaughton 1979, Black 
et al. 1979, Withnall et al. 1988), with peak conditions of750°C 
at 6.5 kbar and an inferred anti clockwise P-T - t path, based on 
corona patterns (Mundondo 1996). Significant Proterozoic 
mineralisation in the Georgetown Inlier includes gold deposits 
related to the Esmeralda Granite in the Croydon area, and base
metal deposits (Cu and Ag-Pb- Zn) in granulite to upper 
amphibolite-facies lithologies in the Einasleigh area. The base
metal deposits have been interpreted as syngenetic, mainly VMS, 
by Patrick (1978), Stanton (1982), and Bain et al. (1990), but 
more recently Mundondo (1996) has argued that they are mainly 
skarnoid deposits which overprinted S2 and have been folded 
by F) folds. The skarn origin is supported by the gangue miner
alogy (which includes andradite- grossularite-spessartine gar
nets, diopside and epidote-group) and a Pb--Pb model age of 
1300±80 Ma for pyrite/chalcopyrite from the Einasleigh de
posit (Mundondo 1996, Carr & Mundondo, unpublished data), 
tantalisingly similar in age to an important phase of metamor
phism associated with the Albany-Fraser Province and the 
western Musgraves (see below). Stable isotope data (Mundondo 
1996) are most consistent with a link to abundant late pegmatites 
in the Einasleigh region. 

Although published data are relatively sketchy, the 
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Dargalong, Yambo and Coen Inliers are similar to the Georgetown 
Inlier in terms of lithology (gneisses, amphibolites, schists, 
pegmatites, granitoids) and metamorphic grade (amphibolite to 
granulite facies, HTLP). No significant ore deposits have been 
found. The peak of metamorphism is interpreted as syn-D2' 
with D) manifested as high-grade mylonites, and D6 corresponding 
to Palaeozoic deformation in the adjacent Hodgkinson Province 
(Bultitude et al. 1996). Using geothermobarometry, Shaw et a!. 
(1987) and Bultitude & Rees (1994) recorded granulite-facies 
metamorphic peaks of700°C at 7.3 kbar and 765°C at 8.7 kbar. 
Preliminary SHRIMP dates on zircons indicate no rite and grani
toid intrusion ages in the range 1575- 1590 Ma, with metamor
phic overgrowths of around 1575- 1580 Ma (Black et al I 992b,c, 
Bultitude et al. 1996). It is significant that these dates correspond 
to metamorphic ages of around 1580 Ma in the Eastern Fold 
Belt of the Mount Isa Inlier (Page 1993), and that the granites 
and syn-D2 metamorphic ages in the Georgetown Inlier possibly 
correspond to the syn-D2 pegmatites and metamorphic peak of 
1536 Ma west of Mount Isa (Connors & Page 1995). 

Arunta. Notable for its apparent lack of major mineral 
deposits, this region has attracted considerable interest from 
metamorphic petrologists because of its high metamorphic grade 
and well-exposed migmatites (e.g. Vernon et al. 1990, Dirks & 
Hand 1991), and overprinting by the Devonian- Carboniferous 
Alice Springs Orogeny (Collins & Teyssier 1989). Recent study 
has involved debate about polymetamorphism versus 
anticlockwise P-T -t paths (Clarke et al. 1990, Dirks et al. 1991, 
Hand et al. 1992, Collins & Vernon 1993, Vry & Cartwright 
1994, Vernon 1996) and the role offluids in both the Proterozoic 
(Buick et al. 1994, Cartwright & Buick 1995, Williams et a!. 
1996) and Paleozoic (Cartwright et a!. 1994) orogenies. An 
increasingly complex Proterozoic history is apparent from this 
work, dominated by a series of short-lived metamorphic events, 
and most probably involving heat input from granites (see 
summary by Vernon 1996). Despite uncertainty regarding 
polymetamorphism, the region has provided important informa
tion on isobaric cooling, lack of rapid compression, and models 
for thermally driven rather than collision-driven regional meta
morphism. The most recent dating on the northern part of the 
province suggests three major Proterozoic metamorphic events, 
at 1820 Ma (Stafford Orogeny), 1780- 1730 Ma (Strangways 
and Harts Range Orogenies) and 1600- 1580 Ma (Chewings 
Orogeny), all locally reaching granulite facies, and mostly associ
ated with the emplacement of granitoids at some point during 
the regional metamorphism (Williams et al. 1996). 

Conflicting land-use interests have s lowed mineral 
exploration in this region, but so far it remains one of the least 
productive of all the Proterozoic inliers, with small gold and 
uranium prospects of uncertain genetic history. 

Pine Creek. Early Proterozoic rocks dominated by 
siliciclastic metasediments and carbonaceous slates were region
ally metamorphosed to greenschist facies (locally amphibolite) in 
the Barramundi Orogeny (Nimbuwah Event, c. 1870 Ma), and 
were then intruded and contact metamorphosed by the 1835-
1820 Ma post-tectonic Cullen Batholith (Stuart-Smith et al. 1993). 
The effects of contact metamorphism are widespread, commonly 
obliterating the details of the previous P- T- deformation evolu
tion of the rocks, and leading to the development of hornblende
hornfels zones, 1- 4 km wide, which host most of the gold 
mineralisation in the region (Fig. 5). Gold-bearing quartz veins 
formed near the peak of contact metamorphism at c. 600°C and 
2 kbar (Matthai et a!. 1995) and several lines of evidence point 
to the involvement of saline magmatic- hydrothermal fluids 
derived from the Cullen Batholith. This genetic link is confirmed 
by mutual overprinting relations of mineralisation with aplite 
dykes, and Pb-Pb ages of zircon rims from high-temperature 
sulphide veins within error of the Cullen Batholith ages (Compston 
& Matthai 1994). Reaction of the saline, oxidised Au-bearing 
fluids with carbonaceous and pyrrhotitic host rocks or fluids 
eqilibrated with these hosts appears to have been the dominant 

chemical control on gold mineralisation (Matthai et al. 1995). 
Granites-Tanami. The Granites- Tanami Block experienced 

its main phase of orogeny during the 1880- 1850 Barramundi 
Orogeny, and this orogeny is believed to be responsible for gold 
mineralisation (Scrimgeour & Sandiford 1993). Peak P- T 
conditions of 600°C and 3.5 kbar are consistent with the HTLP 
metamorphism observed in the early to mid-Proterozoic of 
northern Australia, and an apparent anticlockwise P- T - t path 
is observed. Calc-silicate veins with selvages are the immediate 
gold host at The Granites; these cut dominantly metapelitic 
wallrocks. The veins and selvages show structural features , 
reaction relations and textures indicative of high-temperature 
veining and mineralisation just before and during the peak of 
metamorphism, lending some support for models of HTLP 
metamorphism that invoke an early heat source (see above). 
Poor exposure has hampered exploration and research efforts, 
but the region is emerging as a major gold province. 

It is noteworthy that the metamorphic conditions, inferred 
P- T - t paths, vein geometry, structural overprint of gold-bearing 
veins, and inferred compositions of mineralising fluids are 
similar for Pine Creek and The Granites (eg. Scrimgeour & 
Sandiford 1993 , Matthai et al. 1995, Valenta & Wall 1995). At 
Pine Creek, more continuous regional exposure and well
constrained geochronology (Compston & Matthai 1994) have 
allowed the gold mineralising event to be confidently attributed 
to the approximately 1820 Ma Cullen Batholith intrusive event. 
We propose that there may be a similar obliteration of 
Barramundi-age metamorphic assemblages at The Granites, and 
that mineralisation there is spatia lly, temporally and genetically 
linked to Cullen Batholith correlatives in The Granites- Tanami 
region (Valenta & Wall 1995). 

Tenllant Creek. Showing similarities to both Olympic Dam 
and the Pine Creek deposits, a link between mineralisation and 
late-tectonic granite intrusion has also been inferred at Tennant 
Creek (Wall & Valenta 1990, Huston et al. 1993). Ironstones 
formed before or during the earliest deformation phases, possibly 
related to the c. 1870 Ma Barramundi Orogeny. During 
subsequent intrusion, mixing of oxidised magmatic fluids with 
ironstones and/or fluids equilibrated with ironstones resulted 
in precipitation of a range of fairly low-temperature contact
hydrothermal related ores. Ar- Ar dating of alteration-related 
muscovite gives 1830- 1825 Ma ages, probably dating 
mineralisation (Compston & Matthai 1994). These dates place 
a large time interval between deformation of the ironstones in 
the Barramundi Orogeny and intrusion of granitoids and 
formation of the copper and gold deposits. However, this is 
entirely consistent with paragenetic observations from many of 
the Tennant Creek orebodies (e.g. Wall & Valenta 1990, Huston 
et al. 1993), in which the Au-(Cu) stage consistently overprints 
primary Fe-oxide bodies. A possible explanation for this is that 
Au- Cu-bearing fluids associated with the 1830- 1825 Ma 
intrusive event were channelled along reactivated Barramundi
age shear zones and formed mineralisation in the redox and 
permeability traps of the existing ironstones, which had previ
ously formed on the same structures. 

Broken Hill. Broken Hill, not surprisingly, has attracted 
considerable interest over the years, partly driven by the need 
to understand the timing, nature and origin of the main Pb- Zn
Ag ore deposit, but also because it provides a convenient field 
laboratory for undergraduate and postgraduate training for 
universities all around southeastern Australia. Some of 
Australia's pioneering metamorphic petrologists and structural 
geologists 'cut their teeth' in this region, producing a range of 
seminal papers and books, many of which have well withstood 
the test of time. Of particular note in the metamorphic context are 
studies by Binns (1964), who defined the amphibolite-granulite 
transition in the Australian HTLP context, using mineralogical 
and petrographic changes in metapelites and metabasites, Vernon 
& Ransom (1971), Corbett & Phillips (1981), and Etheridge & 
Cooper (1981), who revealed the nature and extent of the wide-
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spread retrograde shear zones that cut the block, Glen (1979), who 
used microstructural arguments to describe complex andalusite
sillimanite reaction relations, and Phillips (1980), who calculated 
a water-activity decrease across the amphibolite- granulite transi
tion and related these to progressive metamorphic devolatilisation 
and extraction of partial melt. A more recent contribution by 
Powell & Downes (1990) describes the phase relations and 
mechanisms of formation of garnet-bearing leucosomes in 
anatectic metapelites. 

A wide range of studies has noted the chemical and physical 
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remobilisation of the Pb- Zn- Ag ore during granulite-facies 
metamorphism and related deformation. This c.1660 Ma Olarian 
metamorphism and associated deformation (Gulson 1984) resulted 
in major modification of the ores (e.g. Maiden 1976, Barnes 
1983). Petrologically, the result has been the production of 
deformed, but coarse-grained, spectacular ores, locally contain
ing combinations of quartz, magnetite, rhodonite, bustamite, 
garnet, galena and sphalerite, along with a host of other primary 
and secondary minerals (e.g. Leyh & Larsen 1983). A variety of 
vein-type ores extends from the main orebody for several hundreds 
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Figure 5. Map of part ofthe Pine Creek Inlier, in which regionalAGSO aeromagnetic data (RTP) and metamorphic zones are superposed. 
This superposition highlights the association of the major mineral deposits of the Cullen Mineral Field with the contact aureoles of the 
younger Cullen Batholith intrusions, also utilising the pre-existing Barramundi structural grain. Most deposits are located in contact 
aureole rocks with higher than background RTP magnetic response developed by production of magnetite during contact metamorphism. 
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of metres, and much further afield in retrograde shear zones (e.g. 
Maiden 1976, Barnes 1983, Stevens 1986, Webster 1994). Despite 
this phase of syntectonic mineralisation, the evidence for an 
exhalative and/or sub-seafloor chemical origin for the lode rocks 
is strong, with preservation of internal layering, stacking of 
tabular stratiform ore lenses, regional association of the ores 
with quartz- gahnite and magnetite-bearing chemical metasediments, 
and the involvement of the bulk of the ores in the earliest 
recognised deformations (e.g. Laing et al. 1978, Willis et al. 1983, 
Leyh & Larsen 1983, Leyh et al. 1992, Leyh 1994, Webster 1994). 

Recent speculation that the Broken Hill Ag-Pb-Zn deposits 
are essentially metamorphogenic (Ehlers et al. 1996) is based 
largely on a preliminary Pb isotope study and reinterpretation 
of earlier data. Their interpretation is questioned, on the grounds 
ofthe methods of calculation and interpretation ofPb- Pb model 
ages, by Sun et al. (1996), who prefer a model for strong 1590 
Ma metamorphic reworking of the 1690 Ma syngenetic ores 
(Page & Laing 1992). Notwithstanding the isotopic arguments, 
the possibility of a synmetamorphic origin for the mineralisation 
has been considered seriously by many workers in the area for 
a long time, but rejected by most of them. 

Various aspects of remobilisation of Broken Hill Pb-Zn
Ag ore, with precipitation in synmetamorphic structural traps , 
have been described and considered by (Maiden 1976, Laing et 
al. 1978, Webster 1994), yet these authors also describe in some 
detail the response of the bulk of the ore deposits to the entire 
deformation history seen outside the mine, and conclude that 
the deposit was in existence prior to all local and regional 
deformation events. This conclusion, however, does not require 
the ores to be syngenetic. None-the-Iess, galena and sphalerite 
are mechanically soft in comparison to most silicate minerals. 
Pre-tectonic massive sulphide deposits surrounded by normal 
metasediments would be expected to accomodate higher strain 
than their surrounds. In such a setting, they would be pal1icularly 
pronc to rcworking, bccausc largc stra in and strain grad ients 
will allow a) 'squcczing' ofsulphidcs into relatively low strain 
sites, b) local dissolution- prccipitation drivcn by pressurc 
gradicnts (rather than thcrmal gradients), and c) access of 
metamorphic fluids into thc sulphides, accompanied by 
enhanced grain-boundary diffusion, which in turn accentuates 
dissolution- precipitation creep and chcmical rcworking of a 
former dcposit (e.g. Marshall & Gilligan 1993). 

Other authors havc compilcd a largc array of rcgional, 
detailed, geological, geochemical, stratigraphic and mineral 
solubility data for the deposits and the broader region around 
Broken Hill (Barnes 1983, Leyh & Larsen 1983, Willis et al. 
1983, Hobbs et al. 1984, Stevens 1986, Leyh et al. 1992, Pagc 
& Laing 1992, Pan & Plimer 1993, Leyh 1994) and all would 
find it difficult to justify an entirely metamorphogenic origin 
for these spectacular ores. Consideration of all the geological, 
geochemical, isotopic and structural data (e.g. Table 1) has led 
most researchers to a two-stage model for ore formation that 
incorporates both syngenetic and syntectonic aspects. Ongoing 
research by several groups continues to address these issues. 

OIary Block. Various bits of the geological histori es of the 
Broken Hill and Olary Blocks have been directly conelated by 
many authors (e.g. Clarke et al. 1986, Stevens 1986). The major 
phascs of rcgional metamorphism and post-tectonic granites 
(c.1660 to 1500 Ma), retrogression, uplift and deposition of the 
Adelaidean sequences, and 520 Ma Delamerian Orogeny appear 
to correlate fairly well, even though the peak metamorphic grade 
reached in the Olary Block did not exceed mid-amphibolite. The 
study by Clarke et al. (1987) is an important contribution to 
cunent models of Protcrozoic orogcny involving anticlockwise 
P- T - t paths, notwithstanding reccnt uncertainties in the con
tribution of polymetamorphism to P- T - t paths (Vernon 1996). 
The widespread retrogression evident in the Broken Hill Block 
also extends into the Olary Block, and phase relations in retro
gressed metapelites have been studied by (Clarke et al. 1995). 

The presence of scapolitic calc-silicates, iron formations 

grading into barite horizons, and other chemical sediments indi
cates a significant evaporitic and exhalative component to the 
early history (e.g. Cook & Ashley 1992), and parallels can be 
drawn with the metamorphism of similar evaporitic calc-silicates 
in the central Mt Isa Block (e.g. Oliver et al. 1992). However, 
known low-tonnage mineralisation is dominated by gold and 
uranium of probable post-peak metamorphic timing (Cook & 
Ashley 1992), despite potentially suitable hosts for larger 
deposits (e.g. Lottermoser et al. 1994). 

Mount Painter Complex. Little has been published on the 
Proterozoic metamorphism of this complex outside the original 
survey report of Coats & Blissett (1971), and this work, although 
comprehensive in its treatment of the overall history of the region 
and the mineralisation, contains only a brief and dated discussion 
of the metamorphism. Some of the following observations are 
based on the authors ' own observations, and those of Mike 
Sandiford and students from the University of Adelaide. HTLP 
metamorphism in the Mount Painter and Mount Babbage Blocks 
reached upper amphibolite facies and, possibly, lower granulite, 
with migmatites occurring in pelitic and metagranitic rocks. The 
Radium Creek Metamorphics also show a wide variety of rocks 
that have undergone extensive fluid-rock interaction, including 
metasomatic biotite rocks with corundum- and spinel-bearing 
equivalents, extensive zones of retrogression of porphyritic 
microgranites to mica rocks, and unusual asymmetric vein-like 
reaction zones (Dipple & Oliver 1993). This fluid- rock interaction 
may correlate with the widespread c.1500 Ma retrogression 
observed in the Olary and Broken Hill Blocks, but there has 
been no geochronological work to substantiate this . Despite the 
intense retrogression and the probable affinities with the nearby 
Willyama rocks, extensive exploration throughout the region, 
based on numerous copper and uranium occurrences (and the 
relative proximity of Olympic Dam) , has failed to reveal major 
Proterozoic ore deposits. 

A second major phase of metamorphism and fluid flow 
occurred during thc Delamerian Orogeny, producing HTLP 
metamorphism near the basement Mt Painter Block, probably 
from the combination of high heat production in the U-enriched 
basement (Mildren & Sandiford 1995), fluid flow accompanying 
this thermal anomaly (Bingemer & Sandiford 1994), and 
Delamcrian granite intrusion, pal1icularly along the basement/ 
covcr boundary (Lottcrmoser 1987, Teale & Lottermoser 1987). 
Associated with this event is the formation of actinolite-rich 
skarns and copper minerali sation in metacarbonates adjacent to 
the basement and/or Delamerian granitoids, many of which are 
located on or ncar fault zones that cut the basement/cover 
interface (Coats & Blissett 1971). 

Cawler. The Kimban Orogeny (1850- 1700 Ma; Parker 
1993) involved amphibolite to granulite-facies metamorphism 
of the Palaeoproterozoic Lincoln Complex, centred on the 
Kalinjala Mylonite Zone exposed along the eastern coast of 
Eyre Peninsula. Although these Hutchison Group rocks arc gener
ally poorly exposed and not well studied, recent work indicates 
amphibolite to granulite-facies metamorphism at 5 kbar 25 km 
away from the shear zone increased in pressure towards the 
mylonite zone to 8- 10 kbar, coinciding with a shallowing of 
extension lineations (Hand et al. 1995). These data are used by 
Hand et al. to infer differential exhumation by oblique convergence, 
synchronous with the Kimban Orogeny, localised along the 
mylonite zone. Ongoing work by University of Adelaide post
graduate students and others is aimed at building on this frame
work of earlier studies. A recent interpretation of the geophysics, 
pctrology and geological evolution of the western Gawler by 
Teasdale (1997) has revealed a hitherto poorly recogni sed pro
tracted Archaean and Proterozoic evolution, incorporating a long 
history of interaction between segments of the former Australian 
and Antarctic plates and substantial reworking and hydrothermal 
acti vity during several (Proterozoic) phases of deformation and 
cratonisation. 

In the eastern Gawler, rocks of the metamorphoscd Hutchison 
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Figure 6. The model for an ideal mountain chain, adapted from Hatcher (1987), is based largely on observations from Phanerozoic 
collision zones, but is equally applicable to the Capricorn Orogenic Belt, as implied here by superposition of key tectonic elements of 
the Capricorn Orogenic Belt onto their schematic cross section. Together with observations from Mount Isa and Broken Hill (Etheridge 
et aI. 1987), this provides support for a model of Proterozoic crustal evolution involving both inter- and intra-cratonic processes. 

Group form the basement to the Gawler Ranges Volcanic Suite, 
which was extruded onto the Gawler Craton at 1590 Ma, syn
chronous with subvolcanic granite emplacement around Olympic 
Dam (Creaser & Cooper 1993). The origins of the world-class 
Olympic Dam Cu-U- Fe- Au deposit remain undecided in detail, 
but are constrained by observations of two or more stages of 
alteration, namely 1) magnetite-rich, with minor sulphides and 
uraninite, and 2) hematite-rich, with major sulphides and pitch
blende. Haynes et al. (1995) propose that the two associations 
developed more-or-Iess simultaneously by mixing of magmatic 
and meteoric fluids, whereas Oreskes & Einaudi (1992) have 
proposed that the low-temperature fluids overprinted an earlier 
magmatic, magnetite-rich association, with a gap of 50-150 m.y. 
between the two phases. Recent U- Pb dating by Johnson & 
Cross (1995) has confirmed that mineralisation was broadly 
synchronous with intrusion of the Roxby Downs Granite at 
c.1590 Ma, supporting the model of Haynes et al. (1995). 

We also draw attention to the stable isotopic data and broader 
contact metamorphic setting of some of the magnetite alteration 
in the Stuart Shelf region. At the Emmie Bluff prospect, some 
75 km south of Olympic Dam, the first magnetite-rich stage is 
contact metasomatic in origin and clearly skarn-related. It 
contains associated clinopyroxene, garnet, amphibole, calcite 
and quartz, derived by interaction of Fe-rich magmatic fluids 
with host volcanics and overlying calc-silicate units of the 
Wandearah metasiltstone, and its stable isotopic signatures are 
consistent with an endoskarn origin (Gow et al. 1994). The 
magnetite-rich paragenesis at Emmie Bluff is completely 
overprinted by later hematite- sulphide mineralisation. The 
hematite- magnetite ratio in the samples correlates well with 
the ore grade (higher Cu grades in the more hematitic). The 
more hematitic varieties approach a bulk rock 0180 value of 0%0, 
as they do at Olympic Dam (Oreskes & Einaudi 1992). The 
results are most consistent with ore formation by interaction of 
low to medium-temperature meteoric fluids (with 0180 0%0 or 
lower) with earlier skarn-like rocks produced in contact aureoles 
of the Gawler Ranges intrusions (Gow et al. 1994). Unlike 
Olympic Dam, where multiple brecciation and overlapping 
parageneses suggest complex multistage mineralisation (Haynes 
et al. 1995), these data from further afield in the hydrothermal 
systems are simpler to interpret and provide some support for 
the model of Oreskes & Einaudi (1992), even if the time gap 
between the magnetite- and hematite-rich stages is very short 
(Johnson & Cross 1995). Rationalisation of these models suggests 
that mixing of meteoric fluids with iron-rich magmatic rocks or 
fluids equilibrated with them, in an evolving hydrothermal system 
driven by granite intrusion, could explain most of the features 
described by the above authors. 

Recent work on the carbonate-hosted Pb-Zn- Ag mineralisation 
at Menninnie Dam in the northern Eyre Peninsula suggests ore 
timing synchronous with the magmatic phase of Olympic Dam 
at 1600 Ma (Roache & Fanning 1994), rather than> 171 0 Ma 

syngenetic calc-silicate mineralisation, with some similarities to 
rocks in Broken Hill (Higgins et al. 1990). Described textures and 
cross-cutting relations for this small deposit seem consistent 
with a skarn-like ore, perhaps analagous to the high-temperature 
phase of skaming described by Gow et al. (1994) as the precursor 
to Olympic Dam-style mineralisation. 

Research and exploration in the central Gawler Craton are 
revealing significant shear-zone deformation and hydrothermal 
activity during emplacement ofthe c.1600 Ma Hiltaba suite, with 
mesothermal shear-hosted mineralisation (e.g. Tungkillia). This area 
is another example of mineralisation and a major rejuvenation of 
structures associated with a younger intrusive event. 

Kimberley. Unlike most other northern Australian terrains, 
the Halls Creek and King Leopold Orogens of the Kimberley 
Province preserve details of the Paleoprotoerozoic tectono
thermal evolution that is elsewhere (e.g. Mt Isa) strongly over
printed by later Proterozoic events. This sequence of largely 
clastic metasediments, metavolcanics and widespread intrusive 
rocks was deposited (1870-1860 Ma) and rapidly metamorphosed 
and intruded (1855- 1830 Ma) over approximately 40 m.y., 
although basement inliers of > 1900 Ma age are exposed in 
structural windows in the south. The metamorphism was of 
particularly HTLP character, with peak conditions in the highest 
grade portions of the Halls Creek belt reaching 700- 800°C at 3-
4 kbar (Thomett 1986). Conflicting tectonic interpretations have 
arisen from appraisal of geochemical and petrological data. Because 
of the relative abundance ofK-poor tonalites, marked asymmetry 
of spatial and temporal processes across the orogen, and very 
rapid crustal evolution, Ogasawara (1988), Tyler et al. (1995) 
and Sheppard et al. (pers. comrn.) have proposed a continental 
margin setting for the tectonic evolution. The coexistence of 
abundant felsic and mafic intrusions previously led to the develop
ment of an intracratonic model for this and other northern 
Australian Proterozoic terrains (Hancock & Rutland 1984, 
Etheridge et al. 1987). 

Although the region provides some excellent examples of 
the relationships between deformation, metamorphism, intrusion 
and anatexis (Gemuts 1971, Blake & Hoatson 1993, Oliver & 
Barr 1997), there are no recognised synmetamorphic ore deposits 
in the region. Probable Proterozoic mineralisation is confined to 
some low-tonnage syngenetic volcanic-hosted Pb- Zn deposits 
near Halls Creek hosted in lower greenschist-facies rocks, Pt
Pd-Ni-Cu prospects related to cumulates in large metagabbroic 
plutons (Perring & Vogt 1991, Hoatson 1993), some fault-related 
gold deposits around the Halls Creek Fault, which may even be 
Phanerozoic, and some minor granite-related Sn-W mineralisation 
in the King Leopold Orogen (Dow & Gemuts 1969, Plumb 
1990). The region is better known for its syngenetic Devonian 
Pb-Zn-Ag mineralisation at Cadjebut, and the Argyle kimberlite
hosted diamonds (c. 1180 Ma, Pidgeon et al. 1988), both of 
which are currently mined. 

Capricornia. This complex assembly ofterrains comprises, 
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from north to south, the Hamersley Province, the Ashburton 
Province, the Bangemall Basin, and the Gascoyne Complex, and 
can also include those parts of the Archaean cratons that have 
been significantly reworked during the Proterozoic, particularly 
the Narryer Gneiss Complex and the Mary Mia Dome along the 
northern Yilgam margin (Fig. 6). All have been affected by various 
stages of protracted Proterozoic orogeny, in what is now generally 
perceived as a collisional setting involving northward movement 
of the Yilgam Craton towards the Pilbara (Myers 1990, Tyler & 
Thome 1990, Powell & Horwitz 1994). The process of conver
gence and amalgamation of the two Archaean blocks occurred 
during the Palaeoproterozoic, either as a protracted convergence 
in the 2000-1600 Ma interval (Tyler & Thorne 1990) or as the 
resu lt of two discrete shortening events separated by an interval 
of several hundred million years (e.g. Powell & Horwitz 1994). 
Orogenic events involved a) deformation and rapid uplift of 
basement rocks on the margins of the colliding continents (e.g. 
Wyloo Dome, Sylvania Inlier, Narryer Complex, e.g. Baker et a!. 
1987, Muhling 1990, Tyler 1991); b) deformation of former 
passive-margin sequences in a foreland thrust and fold belt, 
particularly the BlF-dominated Hamersley Province on the south
ern Pilbara margin (Tyler & Thorne 1990); and c) formation of 
new crust as an accreted volcanic-plutonic complex (Gascoyne 
Province), simultaneously with active foreland basin development 
(the Ashburton Basin) (Fletcher et a!. 1983 , Williams 1986, 
Pidgeon & Horwitz 1991). Miocene exhumation has exposed 
the present crustal profile, which contains thc highest metamor
phic grade rocks in the south and the lowest mctamorphic grade 
rocks in the north, separated by inferred crustal sutures. Parallels 
can be drawn with Phanerozo ic collisional tectonics (Fig. 6), 
even to the point where the present distribution of diffcrent 
blocks within the Capricorn Orogen can be related to idealised 
' typ ical ' Phanerozoic orogenic mountain belts (e.g. Hatcher 
1986). 

A program of mapping, geochronology, and relative 
chronology of deformation, metamorphism, intrusion and 
mineralisation is currently being undertaken by the Gcological 
Survey of Western Australia, and is continuing along with 
researchers from the University of Western Australia Curtin 
Tectonics Special Research Centre and James Cook University. 
In the Narryer Complex, detailed P T t work, particularly of the 
retrograde history, has allowed Baker et a!. (19R7) and Muhling 
(1988, 1990) to determine that granulite-facies rocks of the 3600-
3300 Ma Archaean Narryer Complex were reheated, intruded 
and then rapidly uplifted on shear zones during major 1850-
1600 Ma orogeny. P T conditions prior to uplift were approxi
matel y 750°C and 8 kbar, and thus this zone represents the 
metamorphic root of the Capricorn Orogen, with th e grade 
decreasing to prehnite- pumpellyite in the far fore land of the 
Hamersley Basin, some 400 km to the north (Tyler & Thorne 
1990). In the Gaseoyne Province, widespread intrusion broadly 
accompanied the 1850- 1600 Ma amphibolite-facies regional 
metamorphism (deLaeter 1976, F1ctcher et a!. 1983). 

Intrusion was associated with development ofa widespread, 
but low tonnage U- REE province, mainly in alteration zones 
around and within pegmatites (Williams 1986). As yet, no other 
major metamorphic-related mineralisation has been identified in 
the Gascoyne proper. However, Proterozoic reworking of the 
extensively mineralised Plutonic-Marymia greenstone belt on 
the northern Yilgarn margin has possibly resulted in major re
distribution of earlier go ld . Late Archaean metamorphism, 
deformation and mineralisation (2660 Ma) have been recorded, 
soon after granitc emplacement, but the rocks are also strongly 
affected by Capricorn-age metamorphism, deformation, and 
isotopic resetting (McMillan et a!. 1995), and some of the ore 
deposits may thus have a two-stage genetic history. Galena and 
pyrite sampled from latc-stage mineralised zones are inferred to 
reflect a major hydrothermal event at 1720 Ma. However, to the 
north, in the Gascoyne Province, the absence of major gold, in the 
order of tonnages recorded in the Plutonic- Marymia Greenstone 

Belt, suggests that the conditions for the c.1 700 Ma mineralisation 
were at least partly dependent on the presence oflate Archaean 
lode-gold deposits. Nonetheless, it is apparent that appropriate 
plumbing systems developed at 1850- 1600 Ma, during the 
Capricorn O rogeny, and future w ork m ay un cover other 
metamorphogenic ores. 

In the 2700- 2000 Ma Hamersley Province (e.g . Trendall et 
al. 1998) to the north , the age of metamorphism has previously 
been uncertain, owing to the very low grades involved. Prehnite
pumpellyite to lower greenschi st-faci es conditions (Smith et a!. 
1982) were reached either at c.2200 Ma, during basin contrac
tion accompanying fore land deve lopment (Powell & Horwitz 
1994), and/or during the later c.1850- 1600 Ma orogeny (Tyler 
& Thorne 1990). Recent dating of the Cheela Springs Basalt at 
c.2200 Ma (Powell et a!. 1998), synchronous with the final 
stages of deformation in the Opthalmian Orogeny (Powell & 
Horwitz 1994), provides the best constraint to date on the age 
ofthe dominant, foliation-forming regional metamorphism. 

The most publicised model for iron ore genesis in the basin 
involves supergene enrichment of banded iron formations 
(Mon'is 1985), followed by regional metamorphism to upgrade 
the deposits from goethite to hematite. However, close spatial 
relationships between deformation and mineralisation 
(Harmsworth et a!. 1990) raise the possibility of active structural! 
metamorphic controls on hydrothermal ore fonnation (e.g. Li ct 
a!. 1993, Oliver et a!. 1998, Powell et a!. in press). If the giant 
hematite deposits of the Hamersley Province were formed by 
synmctamorphic hydrothermal processes, then they represent 
the largest ore deposits of this category in Australia. Ongoing 
work by iron orc companies and uni versity researchers is address
ing some of these issucs. 

Other Yilgam alld Pilbara margills. Apart from the major 
and fairly well-exposed Capricorn Orogen, the Yilgarn and 
Pilbara Cratons are surrounded by seve ral other smaller 
Proterozoic orogenic belts (Myers 1993), none ofv.hich have 
been well-stud ied and only a fev. of \\ hich have reasonable 
exposure. These include the mid Proterozoic Rudall Musgra\c 
Orogen and Neoproterozoic Paterson Orogen (hosting Telfer) 
to thc cast of the Pilbara, the Pinjarra Orogen (or Darling Mobile 
Belt) to the southwest of the Yilgarn. and the Albany- Fraser 
Province to the south and southeast of the Yilgarn. The Rudall 
Complex, forming the basement to the Paterson Orogcn , was 
polydeformed and metamorphosed to high-pressure amphibolite 
and granulite facies (transitional to eclogites, Clarke 1991 , 
Smithies & Bagas 1997), similar to conditions recorded in the 
Giles Complex at th e western end of the Musgrave Ranges . 
Conditions of 800°C and 12 kbar were reached between 2000 
and 1760 Ma . Plate margin collision was inferred to have 
produced the high pressures invol ved, possibly equivalent to 
the orogenies recognised in the Capricorn Orogen (including 
high-grade, reworked Yilgarn rocks in the Narryer Complex) to 
the west (e .g. Kinny et a!. 1988, Muhling 1990) and the Giles 
Complex and Strangways Orogenies in the Musgrave/Arunta 
to the east (Smithies & Bagas 1997). In the Neoproterozo ic 
Paterson Orogen away from Tel fer, the metamorphic grade is 
generally low, but at Telfer, Neoproterozoic contact metamorphism 
and skarn formation related to non-magnetic granites under the 
basin were perhaps the precursors to ore, wh ich , however, may 
evell be younger than Neoproterozoic (Goellnicht et a!. 1989). 

The present western margin of the Yilgarn Craton is defined 
by the Darling Fault. West of the Darling Fault, the Perth Basin 
overlies remnants of former Proterozoic margins to the craton, 
the Darling Mobile Belt (the Pinjarra Orogen of Myers 1990). 
This belt developed partly in response to inferred transcurrent 
movement between Greater India and the Yilgarn cratons during 
early Gondwanaland assembly (Harris 1994). The Northampton 
Complex is dominated by rocks with metamorphic and intrusive 
ages of 1080-1050 Ma (Byrne & Harris 1993, Bosch et a!. 
1995), when granulite-facies conditions were attained, but no 
details of the P- T evolution have been published. Vein- and 
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fault-hosted Cu-Pb-Zn-Ag mineralisation postdates the regional 
metamorphism, and also appears to postdate younger 700 Ma 
dolerite dykes (Byrne & Harris 1993). The Mullingarra Complex 
is believed to have a similar history (Harris 1994). 

To the south, the better known Leeuwin Complex has a 
protracted history of emplacement of mafic intrusions and alkali 
granites from 780 to 680 Ma, followed by granulite-facies 
metamorphism at c.615 Ma, and later granite emplacement and 
amphibolite-facies retrogression at 540-530 Ma (summarised 
by Nelson 1995). Granulite metamorphism reached at least 
690°C at low pressures, and did not apparently involve bulk 
granitoid extraction, as the granulites are not LILE depleted 
(Wilde & Murphy 1990). Neither the peak granulite metamorphism 
nor the subsequent amphibolite-facies overprint around the post
tectonic granitoids resulted in significant hydrothermal activity 
or economic mineralisation. 

The more spatially extensive Albany-Fraser Province involved 
reworking of the Yilgarn margins during Mesoproterozoic colli
sion of Australia and Antarctica. Although the exposed orogen is 
narrow relative to other Australian Proterozoic belts, it is signifi
cant because of the high metamorphic grades reached, the 
important correlations with synchronous events on the adjacent 
eastern margin of Antarctica (summarised by Nelson et a1. 1995), 
and the linkages with the Musgrave Province and western 
Gawler Provinces in south-central Australia (e.g. Teasdale 1997). 
This province is now truncated and offset by the Darling 
(Pinjarra) Mobile Belt to the west (Harris 1994). The oldest 
post-Yilgarn rocks are 1700 Ma and confined to the Biranup 
Complex near Esperance (Nelson et a1. 1995); details of the 
processes that accreted these rocks to the Yilgarn Craton are 
poorly understood, largely due to the thorough reworking during 
later orogeny. High-grade metamorphism and associated 
magmatism affected the belt between 1300 and 1150 Ma, and 
have deformed and crosscut (respectively) both the 1700 Ma 
metagranitoids and older Yilgarn margins. Amphibolite to 
granulite-facies metamorphism occurred at moderate pressures 
(up to 8 kbar, Stephenson 1973, Wetherley, pers. comm. 1996), 
and was accompanied by widespread NW -directed thrusting, 
foliation development, and anatexis of both metasedimentary 
and meta-igneous rocks. There is some dispute concerning the 
timing of regional metamorphism and deformation, whether 
1300 Ma or 1170 Ma (or both), as these dates are repeated in 
several different places and rocks within the belt (e.g. Pidgeon 
1990, Black et al. 1992, Nelson et al. 1995, Wetherley & 
McNaugthon 1995). 

Ongoing research by workers from the Geological Survey of 
Western Australia, University of New South Wales, University 
of Western Australia and Curtin University supports the wide
spread association of high-grade foliation development, anatexis, 
and granite emplacement at 1300 Ma (Nelson et al. 1995). A 
later phase oflocalised amphibolite to greenschist-facies meta
morphism was synchronous with emplacement of the 1170-
1150 Ma granitoid suite, possibly as the belt was exhumed. The 
P- T - t evolution of the rocks is poorly understood, however, 
and is the subject of several petrological and geochronological 
investigations. No metamorphic or metamorphosed mineralisation 
of economic significance has yet been recorded in the Albany
Fraser Province, although exploration for reworked greenstone
hosted gold deposits continues in the reworked Yilgarn margins 
in the northern part of the belt. 

Conclusions and discussion 
Ore deposits formed during metamorphism require a combination 
of regional fluid flow systems, local structural and chemical 
traps, and a source for the metals. It is the latter point that 
remains the most contentious, as it appears that many 
'metamorphogenic' ore deposits may have derived the bulk of 
their metals from broadly synmetamorphic intrusions (e.g. 
Mount Isa Eastern Succession Cu- Au deposits). Alternatively, 

such intrusions may provide the necessary thermal energy to 
drive regionally extensive fluid flow, thus allowing for mixing 
between regional metamorphic fluids and those derived directly 
from intrusions. For strictly metamorphogenic deposits (i.e. 
ones for which a direct contribution from intrusions is not re
quired), such as that proposed for the Mount Isa copper system 
(Heinrich et al. 1995), questions will continue to be raised about 
the ultimate metal source, because of the difficulty of assessing 
whether alteration in the probable metal source region (e.g. Eastern 
Creek Volcanics) was temporally and chemically linked with the 
formation of the ores. Furthermore, metamorphic petrologists 
concerned with fluid flow have recognised the difficulty of pen
etrative flow through metamorphosing rocks (probably required 
for the extraction of metals sufficient for giant ore deposits such 
as Mount Isa copper), and this topic has received considerable 
attention in recent years (e.g. Oliver 1996, Ord & Oliver 1997). 
In order to resolve these issues for ore deposits formed in the 
mid-crust, far greater effort is needed to unravel the links between 
regional and local (ore-forming) hydrothermal systems. 

Understanding the effects of metamorphism and deformation 
on pre-existing ore deposits (Table 1) will remain difficult unless 
there are far more wide-reaching attempts to conduct integrated 
ore deposit studies. Modern microstructural or geochronological 
techniques have been used to provoke concerns over the timing 
of some giant Proterozoic orebodies (e.g. Mount Isa Pb- Zn and 
Broken Hill Pb-Zn-Ag). These studies have driven some re
searchers to reassess conservative or traditional ore deposit 
models, and in some cases this has led to significant reinterpreta
tions with wide-reaching exploration implications (e.g. Starra 
Au and other Cloncurry ironstone-hosted Au-Cu deposits) . 
However, dogma can be delivered by proponents of new models 
as well as defenders of old, and only truly integrated studies 
have the potential to make major new advances in the under
standing of giant ore deposits. Although the list of techniques 
desirable for such integration in Table 1 is fairly exhaustive and 
perhaps not achievable in reasonable time scales and with restricted 
R&D budgets, all researchers must remain open to a range of 
possible genetic models, and hence exploration models, when 
dealing with limited datasets. 

Another factor that has emerged in studies of mineralised 
Proterozoic rocks is that intrusion-related reactivation of pre
existing deformational features is an important part of the 
localisation of ores. This is particularly important in the northern 
Australian provinces, where Barramundi-age deformation and 
metamorphism (- 1870 Ma) has commonly been overprinted 
and obliterated by Cullen-age (-1820 Ma) granite-related 
metamorphism, with consequent mineralisation localised along 
Barramundi structures, but with Cullen ages. By inference, such 
processes could well have been important in the shear-zone 
hosted deposits of the Mount Isa Eastern Succession, and in the 
western Gaw1er Province, where a spectrum of mineralisation 
ages is emerging. Indeed the current uncertainty in the timing of 
Archaean gold mineralisation in the Yilgarn, with some authors 
favouring strict links to regional metamorphism and others to 
post-tectonic granites, can also be rationalised by multi-step 
models, in which intrusion of late granitoids results in 
mineralising fluids gaining access to pre-existing shear zones, 
which mayor may not have been mineralised during the regional 
metamorphism. 

Why are some terrains more strongly mineralised than 
others? 
The difference in the mineralisation potential of large regions 
(i.e. 'terrains') of the world remains the single most important 
factor for large exploration companies involved in greenfields 
exploration. In Australia (Fig. 2), some patterns are emerging 
that mayor may not be coincidental with respect to factors that 
control the ultimate profitability of entire provinces. 

1) The most strongly mineralised terrains in Australia do not 
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appear to be associated with Precambrian plate margins, 
rather with 'mobile zones' in which oceanic crust was 
never generated. 

2) Anticlockwise P- T - t paths, with granitoids associated 
with both early and late parts of the orogenic cycle, have 
been defined in several Australian Proterozoic terrains, 
and mainly in the strongly mineralised ones. Links 
between mineralisation and intrusions are direct or 
inferred in many cases. In the weakly mineralised Arunta, 
an apparent anticlockwise P-T - t path has now been 
redefined as a series of separate events, and in the Albany 
Province, a clockwise P- T - t path reminiscent of Alpine 
Orogeny is emerging. 

3) Granulite-dominated terrains are mostly weak ly 
mineralised, with the obvious exception of Broken Hill. 

We thus speculate that intra-plate versus inter-plate orogenic 
processes exert a fundamental control on the volumes of metal 
released through mantle- crust interaction and crust formation. 
Intraplate orogenies are thermally dominated by the effects of 
mafic magma underplating before and during crustal orogeny, 
and involve a cycle of crustal thinning, followed soon after by 
thickening as magma is supplied to the base of the crust. In 
major continent-continent or continent-{)cean collisions, extension 
is due mainly to gravitational collapse after crustal overthickcning, 
and mantle thermal anomalies are generatcd by crustal thickening. 
Thus, early extension accompanying mafic magma underplating 
may be the primary process of metal enrichment in strongly 
mineralised Preca mbrian terrains, relative to those collisional 
terrains in which the mantle is not thermally dominant untillatcr 
in the tcctonomctamorphic cycle. Possible metal-concentrating 
processes, directly or indirectly ensuing from early tcctonic 
underplating, cou ld include a) mantle contributions to syntectonic 
magmas, b) direct mantic contributions to sedimcntary and 
volcanic exhalative processes in extensiona l basi ns, c) lack of 
de\'olatilisation prior to emplacement of early tectonic magmas, 
leading to the development of widespread hydrothermal systems 
in which metals are concentrated. and d) subsequent 
remobilisation of early formed metals by either very broad 
redistribution and reconcentration inmetamorphogenic ± granite 
hydrothermal deposits or by more localised redistribution 
accompanying metamorphism of syngenetic and diagenetic 
deposits. In Phanerozoic continent- continent suture zones, 
devolatilisation can accompany collision (e.g. blueschists and 
eclogites). and by the time granites are produced by relatively 
'dry' melting or decompression melting, the crust has already 
lost much of its water, and the potential for interaction of granitoids 
with regional hydrothermal systems is limited. Interestingly, 
the modern island arc to continentJocean plate margin association 
of porphyry Cu Au and epithermal Au has not been confidently 
recogn ised in the Australian Precambrian- did they ever exist') 

In Australia, broad and speculative hypotheses concerning 
plate tectonics and metallogeny, such as this, arc hindered by 
the difficulty in linking observed regional structural, metamorphic , 
and lithostratigraphic patterns with broad tectonic mode ls. 
However, g iven the relatively good ex posure of the Australian 
Precambrian and the active minerals industry. which is concerned 
with the development of further resources, Australia is the best 
place in the world to test this model, at least for the Precambrian. 
Further inroads can be made by comparison of Precambrian and 
modern tectonic models, particu larly with respect to linking 
metallogenic patterns and trends to regional tectonothermal 
histories during and before major metamorphic events. 

An alternative hypothesis for the broader irregul arity of 
metals distribution in Australia (Fig. 2) might be that the local 
processes of metal extraction and deposition varied in time and 
place, and were not fu ndamentally related to the broader tectonic 
controls on orogeny. Al though we very much doubt this, answers 
will onl y be fully revealed when regional hydrothermal sys-

tems and local ore-forming systems can be appraised for every 
Australian Precambrian terrain and placed in a tectonothermal 
framework. Perhaps in 50 years we will be in a better position 
to consider this question. 
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The Australian regolith and mineral exploration 
Graham Taylorl & C.R.M. Butt2 

Much of the Australian landscape is old. In p laces, such as the western 
shields, its origin can be traced to the Precambrian, but elsewhere it 
dates from the Palaeozoic to Recent and owes much of its character to 
the superimposition of multiple weathering events under different con
ditions. This has resulted in a complex regolith in which many of the 
features of the underly ing bedrock have been greatly modified, 
thereby hindering geological mapping and concealing mineral 
deposits. Conversely, weathering processes have produced ore 
bodies, most importantly of aluminium, gold and nickel. The old
est landscapes are in the shields of the western plateau. Some are 
covered by thick and complex regolith as a rcsult of long exposure 
and tectonic quiescence (e.g. thc Yilgarn Craton), whereas others 
are almost free of regolith, owing to long-term physical erosion 
(e.g. Arnhem Plateau). In comparison, landscapes of the eastern 
third of the continent are younger, having been developed on 
tectonically active Palaeozoic rocks of the eastern highlands. The 
regolith is variable in thickness and complexity and dates mainly 
from the Mesozoic and Tertiary, although some Permian land
scapes and regolith are preserved. Major depositional basins cover 
much of the western shield and Palaeozoic terrains. The landscape 
of these is comparatively flat and dates from the mid-Cretaceous 
to late Tertiary. It is typified by erosional remnants of deeply 

Introduction 
The landscape of Australia is unique. In parts of the continent, 
it has been emergent and exposed to subaerial conditions for 
over one billion years (Fig. I), whereas elsewhere, there is a 
history of marine sedimentation to the Holocene. Many of the 
landforms have their origins 300 million years ago, when the 
break-up of Gondwana began. During this long history, the rocks 
that form the land surface have been subjected to a wide range 
of climates, including glacial, hUlllid temperate to tropical, and 
arid, and to concurrent tectonic events, such as uplift, warping 
and continental break-up. These tactors resulted in great variations 
in the chemical and physical environment that intensively 
altered the exposed rocks to produce a weathered mantle, the 
regolith*. Because of the relative tectonic stability in many 
regions through the Cainozoic, the regolith has been preserved 
rather than eroded, and is present as a widespread cover, 30 to 
> I 00 m thick (Fig. 2) over much of the continent. 

The regolith has complex and overprinted geochemical, 
mineralogical and petrographic characteristics quite different 
from those of the parent rocks frolll which it is derived. In 

• The regolith is the weathered and transported blanket of material 
covering fresh rock. It may be defined as the entire unconsolidated 
and secondarily recemented cover that overlies the more coherent 
bedrock and that has been fonned by thc weathering, crosion, transport 
and/or deposition of o lder material. The regolith thus includes 
fractured and weathered basement rocks, saprolites, soils, organic 
accumulations, glacial deposits, colluvium, alluvium, evaporitic 
sediments, loess and aeolian deposits. These materials may be more 
or less consolidated, some being very indurated (e.g. by silica to form 
silcrete) whereas others arc very friable (e.g. dune sands). The regolith 
forn1s the substrate on which the flora and fauna depend and they, in 
turn, significantly modify the regolith components, both physically 
and chemically. A portion of all water falling on the surface percolates 
into and through the regolith; in many parts of the continent, the 
watertable lies within it, hcnce SOme parts of the regol ith may be 
unsaturated, and others saturated. 
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weathered rocks capped by duricrust (ferricrete, silcrete, bauxite) , 
and in many areas gentle tectonic deformation. 

Deep weathering is a unifying feature of Australian landscape and 
regolith , and a deep weathering profile is present across the continent. 
It typically comprises, from the base, a zone of weathered rock in which 
the primary lithic fabrics are preserved (saprolite), commonly bleached 
towards the top, especially on felsic rocks, overlain by a quartz- and/ 
or clay-rich zone with ferruginous mottling and an upper aluminous, 
ferruginous or siliceous horizon. This profile may be preserved or partly 
eroded, and buried beneath later sediments. Deep weathering mainly 
occurred during the wetter and, at times , warmer periods during the 
late Mesozoic and early Tertiary, although it is unclear whether it was 
cyclical or continuous through this period. Arid climatic phases dur
ing the Quaternary have left a marked imprint on the Australian rc
golith. Most notable are the widespread aeolian sediments which mantle 
much of the continent, and the addition of alkali and alkaline earth 
elements and associated anions (e.g. carbonate, sulphate and halide) 
as overprints to the leached regolith and the groundwater. 

Weathering can result in the complete alteration of mineralogical, 
chemical and petrographic characteristics of the rocks and any 
mineralisation that they host. However, the dispersion of the ore
related elements can crcate larger, though subtle, exploration targets. 

All Pre-Permian 
surfaces south and 
west of this line were 
affected by continental 
glaciation in 
the Permian and 
then re-exposed 
to weathering 
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Figure I. Periods of exposure to subaerial weathering (after 
compilations by Beckmann, 1983, from palaeogeographic 
reconstructions by Browne et al. 19M!, Daniels 1975, and Playford 
et al. 1975). 

places, the regolith materials themselvcs reprcsent significant 
(secondary) mineral deposits. However, for thc most part, their 
presence has proved a major impedimcnt to mineral explora
tion. Conscqucntly, an understanding of regolith development 
and evolution is of direct relevance to the discovery of orc 
deposits concealed within and beneath it. The processes are 
not, in general, well understood and continued intensive research 
is required to develop robust models of regolith formation and 
geochemical dispersion. 

Regolith develops on landscapes, and thus an understand
ing of the evolution of Australian landscapes is an essential 
component of the formulation of models of regolith formation. 
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Figure 2. Degree of preservation of deep weathering profiles in 
Australia (compiled partly from D' Addario 1979). 

The study of regolith and landscape evolution has a long history 
dating back to the early scientific explorers in the mid-nineteenth 
century, although systematic scientific work dates mainly to 
early this century. There are too many pioneers to list here, but 
it is only recently that a systematic approach to combined land
scape and regolith studies has been undertaken. Over the last 
twenty years or so much of the research and data acquisition 
relating to regolith has been driven by mineral exploration im
peratives (e.g. Williams 1995, Smith 1995, Woodall 1993). The 
recent establishment of the Cooperative Research Centre for 
Landscape Evolution and Mineral Exploration is a consequence 
of the demand for a better understanding of regolith geology by 
both government and industry. 

This paper provides a broad overview of the evolution of 
Australian landscapes and their regolith and considers some 
examples of regolith-hosted ores and exploration in regolith
dominated terrains. It also points to some of the major research 
priorities in landscape evolution and regolith research. 

D easins 

D Eastern Highlands 

D Westem Plateau 

OM 
V 

Figure 3. Major geomorphological provinces of Australia. 

Australian landscapes and regolith 
Regional distribution 
There is a close correlation between the major geologicaVtectonic 
provinces and the nature of contemporary Australian landscapes. 
The continent can be broadly divided into two major geological 
provinces: a western province of predominantly Precambrian 
rocks, and an eastern one comprising a Phanerozoic fold belt 
and sedimentary basins. These two provinces are overlain by 
Mesozoic and Cainozoic sedimentary basins containing relatively 
undeformed flat-lying depositional sequences (Fig. 3). The prov
inces are reflected in their landscapes: the western Precambrian 
province is typified by plateaux and ranges, and the Phanerozoic 
province by the highlands along the eastern seaboard and low
lands on the basins. 

Western Plateau and highlands 
The western plateau coincides with the outcropping Precambrian 
Shield and, together with the intracratonic basins of shelf and 
platform sedimentation, forms the western two-thirds of the 
continent. It is characterised by extensive plains oflow relief, at 
elevations of300-600 m. Higher ground, with generally stronger 
relief, is associated either with distinct structural provinces
for example, the Pilbara Craton and Kimberley Basin- or with 
uplifted margins to the plateau, such as the Darling Range. 
Palaeogeographic reconstructions suggest that many of the shield 
blocks have been exposed to subaerial conditions since the 
Proterozoic . Despite glaciations during the late Proterozoic and 
the Permian, some traces of earlier regolith and landforms remain. 
These include some iron ores in the Hamersley Province, possi
bly formed by supergene processes in the mid-Proterozoic 
(Morris 1980), the present Yilgarn and Kimberley plateaux, which 
may represent Proterozoic erosional surfaces, and remnants of 
Permian glacial deposits in the northeastern Yilgarn. In the 
Davenport Ranges, Stewart et al. (1986) recorded the preserva
tion of Cambrian alluvial terraces partly filling even older valleys. 

Tectonically, most of the shield has been relatively quiet 
throughout the Phanerozoic except for epeirogenic movements 
and minor tilting. These allowed marine sedimentation during 
periods of submergence in the Mesozoic and, to a lesser extent, 
the Tertiary, and subaerial weathering during the intervening 
and subsequent periods of uplift. Very broadly, two climatic 
regimes have been particularly important in the development of 
the regolith and landforms: namely, an initial regime of humid, 
cool to warm climates during the Mesozoic and early Tertiary, 
followed by an arid regime that has prevailed to the present. 
Only the southwestern and northern margins currently have 
humid climates, respectively Mediterranean and savanna. In the 
absence of regionally extensive erosion, deep weathering profiles 
were established during the more humid phases and have been 
largely preserved (Fig. 2). Preservation is greatest in the arid 
interior, beyond the marginal zones of valley incision, on land 
surfaces of mainly subdued relief. 

The profiles have broadly similar characteristics through
out the region, being dominantly kaolinitic, and ferruginous in 
the upper part, with thicknesses commonly of 30- 100 m. 
Ferruginisation (and some associated bauxitisation) is particu
larly prominent in some of the currently more humid regions of 
the southwest and north (e.g. Darling Range, Mitchell Plateau, 
Pine Creek Inlier), but in arid regions well-developed ferruginous 
zones are mainly restricted to more ferruginous lithologies, such 
as the weathered mafic rocks of the greenstone belts, and to 
banded iron formations (BIF). On felsic and sedimentary rocks 
ferruginisation is less pronounced, occurring as unconsolidated 
layers of semi-residual pisoliths and nodules, grading down to 
mottling in the upper saprolite. 

Uplands of resistant rocks are present in the Arunta Block 
and Musgrave Ranges and in uplifted intercratonic basin struc
tures , such as the Kimberley Basin. These structures and 
tectonically active units, such as the Flinders Ranges, and isolated 
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inselberg s, such as Uluru (Ayers Rock), the Olgas and the gra
nitic domes on the Yilgam Block and Eyre Peninsula, have either 
resisted weathering or any regolith has been removed. High relief 
in the Hamersley Basin, however, is associated with the preser
vation of deep, highly ferruginous profiles over BIF. 

The mantle of deep weathering has been modified by the 
combined effects of the trend to a generally drier climate s ince 
the mid-Miocene and minor tectonism, which resulted in changes 
to the rate and nature of chemical weathering and erosion . 
Weathering slowed, the watertable fell , surface horizons dehydrated 
and groundwater became saturated with the so luble products of 
weathering. Dehydration of the surface and precipitation of 
cementing agents , such as iron oxides, silica and carbonates, 
resulted in physical , chemical and minera logical modification of 
the regolith. The duricrusts formed by these cements, vegetational 
changes and slope instability due to the onset of aridity also led 
to increased headward stream erosion and pedimentation. 

Fluviati le activity commenced either from the base-level of 
the ocean or from loca l base- levels, such as playas or alluvial 
plains. Dissection of ranges and plateaux resulted in marked 
erosion, particularly of deeply weathered areas, so that only a 
few remnants are preserved. Slopes were locally steep, with 
sheetwash and soil creep active; colluvial deposits can be 
important, and piedmont features, such as fans and terraced 
valley floors. may have developed. In areas of pedimentation, 
erosion occurred by scarp retreat following cavernous undcr
cutting of the duricrust . with sheetwash rcmoving debris across 
the pediments. 

The resultant landforms arc characteriscd by flat upper 
surfaces. which may rclate to the formational weathering surface. 
now often with aeolian features. an escarpmcnt and dcbris s lope 
(together termed thc breakaway) and a gcntly sloping pediment. 
Saprolites are exposed on the upper pediment. whcreas thc lower 
pediment has extcnsive alluvial, colluvial and aeolian dcposits. 
The sediments on the backs lopes, pedimcnts and va ll cy floors 
may conceal comp lete or truncated \\eathered protiks. or fresh 
bcdrock. In somc arcas, thc scdimcnts thcmsehes havc undergone 
deep \\cathcring. 

Stream erosion and pcdimcntation arc not mutually c:xclusi\e 
and commonly ha\e operated togcther in most regions. The 
result is a comple\ landscape in \\ hich crosional and dcpositional 
phascs of \ arious ages arc set in an el1\ ironment of ancient 
\\eathering. During this e\ olution, some esscntial characteristics 
of the landscape changed. An effect of mechanical erosion and 
deposition was to reduce the overall rcliefand hence achieve the 
considerable planation characteristic of the shield. The sediments 
in allm ial plains, for example, commonly conceal a quite marked 
topography, including steep-sided palaeochannels 20 to >80 m 
decp. In addition, minor topographic inversions arc quitc common. 
Consequently. the prescnt surface topography may not accu
rately rcflect that of the palaeosurface (or palaeosurfaces) in 
given areas. Nevertheless, many broad features ofthe landscapc 
have becn retaincd. 

The trend along major valleys is one of decreasing stripping 
upstream, although there are many exceptions to this. as a rcsult 
of local tectonic activity. Thus, in the Yilgarn Craton the upper 
catchments have broad valleys dominated by coarse detritus. 
Thick, mostly residual, regolith is \\idesprcad beneath a veneer 
of sc:diment, v. ith outcrops of saprolite and occas ional fresh 
rock . In the mid to lower catchments, stripping is more extensively 
exposed between isolated residuals . In the southwest, however, 
profiles capped by bauxitic duricrust are well preserved in the 
Darling Range, with stripping only along deeply incised trunk 
valleys. Further north, in the Murchison and Gascoyne. stripping 
is more extensive and deep regolith is found mainly on the major 
divides. In the northwest. in the Pilbara and Kimberley, stripping 
and ex posure of fresh bedrock are common, although some 
isolated laterite-capped plateaux are preserved. such as the baux
ites of the Mitchcll Plateau. 

In inland northern Australia, especially northwest of Mt 

1sa, there has been extensive preservation of deep regolith, with 
dissection towards the coast. The Mt Isa region is partly eroded, 
and is characterised by remnants of a Mesozoic cover sequence 
overlying the basement. 

Extensive areas with deep regolith are present across the 
Precambrian shield blocks and cover sequences in New South 
Wales and South Austra lia, overlain to the north by increas ing 
thicknesses of sediments comprising the inland bas ins, In the 
Broken Hill Block in New South Wales, the regolith and land
scape are primarily controlled by bedrock lithology, faulting 
and ti lting, and by depos ition in bas ins. Deep weathering and 
surface cementation are common, but the ir absolute ages are 
difficu lt to determine. Some probably date from early in the 
history of the area, perhaps the Mesozoic, but other processes 
such as calcrete formation are still active. 

A variety of ancient alluvia l sediments is also widespread 
and in many, silcrete-formation has led to relief inversion. The 
quartzose examples are very similar to the Eyre Formation of 
the basins surrounding the Broken Hill Block. The late Tertiary 
and Quaternary aridity has led to the development of signifi
cant aeolian and alluvial features, particularly in areas with the 
down-faulted or down-tilted bedrock. 

Eastern highlands 

Phanerozoic rocks of the eastern highlands extend from Tasma
nia to north Queensland and occupy the easternmost 500-
600 km of the continent. They rise to an altitude of2000 m and 
average >500 m. Generally, the highlands are asymmetric, with 
a short steep fall to the coast in the east and a long gentle slope 
to the flanking western lowlands. The eastern margin is bounded 
for the most part by an erosional escarpment (the 'Great 
Escarpment', Oilier 1982a) and is flanked by a coastal lowland 
formed by the erosional retreat of the Great Escarpment ovcr 
most of its length. In the southcast. the highlands arc flankcd by 
the onlapping sedimcntary pile of the Gippsland and Otway 
Basins. whereas the \\estern flanks forlll a gradually declining 
ramp that passes under sediments of the Meso/Die and 
Cainozoic basins . 

The highlands arc formed of predominantly Lo\\er and Mid 
Palaeozoic, highly to moderately deformed scdimcntary and 
\ olcanie rocks, intruded b) numcrous granitoids. These arc eo\
ered in placcs by Late PalaeoLoic to Mesozoic sedimcntary 
basins, including the Sydney, Clarence, Moreton, Bowen , and 
Drummond Basins, which contain moderately thick, slightly 
deformed, terrestrial and shallow marine sedimentary rocks. 
Along the length of the high lands, Mesozoic and Cainozoic 
volcanoes erupted onto ancicnt land surfaces, preserving portions 
of them, and it is from these that milch oCthe history of regolith 
and landscape has been reconstructed (e.g. Wellman 1987, Oilier 
1982b. Taylor et al. 1985, 1990. Bishop 1980, 1988, Ash ley et 
al. 1995. Coventry et al. 1985. Nott & Pun is 1995, Pain 1983). 

The southcrn part of thc highlands \\ as swcpt by glaciers 
during the Early Pcrmian. These effectively relllO\ed earlier re
golith , and left glacial deposits in many of the Late Palaeozoic 
basins which form part of the highlands. Ilowcver. in central 
Victoria, relatively unconsolidated glacial regolith rcmains (Craig 
& Brown 1984). 

The age of the componcnt rocks lilllits the maximum agc of 
the eastern highlands (Fig. 3), \\ hich ha\c pro\ ided sediments 
to their flanking basins through much of the Mesozoic and 
Cainozoic (Veevers 1984. Langford ct al. 1995. Quilty 1994), 
clearly indicating they have had sufficient relief to shed largc 
vo lumes of sediment for a long time. The actual age. however, 
although probably different at different places, is a matter of 
considerable dispute . Early researchers (eg. Andrews 191 I. 
Browne 1969, Hill 1975) considered the highlands to be com
paratively young (Late Miocene), but the present ability to 
date materials (basa lts. e.g. Wellman & McDougall 1974. Young 
& McDougall 1982, Ashley et al. 1995, Bishop 1980; weather
ing profiles, C.g. Bird & Chivas 1988, Ruxton & Taylor 1982) 
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has suggested very much older ages when considered with other 
data. Nott & Purvis (1995) have shown that the Great Escarpment 
was west of Mt Dromedary before the latter's eruption and the 
emplacement of the now-exposed intrusives (ca. 100 Ma), 
indicating that the highlands' relief was substantial at that time 
in this region. Apatite fission track data from Kohn & Gleadow 
(1994), O'Sullivan et al (1995) and others suggest that up to 2-
3 km of material has been eroded over the last 100-120 Ma, but 
these data are at odds with the landscape evidence in many 
places (e.g. Monaro, Mt Dromedary). The highlands are ancient 
and probably date back to the Late Mesozoic along most of 
their length. 

The regolith on the highlands is highly variable because of 
the complex history of erosion, deposition, tectonic and volcanic 
activity, and the preservation of older land surfaces. Many such 
surfaces have a deeply weathered regolith composed of saprolite, 
'lateritic profiles' and duricrusts. In areas where relief is great, 
erosion rates are relatively high and the regolith is thin or absent. 
This is the case where tectonic activity has caused uplift, and 
where river valleys have cut deeply into the highlands as, for 
example, along the escarpment. Faulting has caused extreme 
erosion on up-thrown blocks (e.g. Lake George), whereas deep 
weathering profiles are preserved on the downthrown block 
(Abell 1985). 

Cemented and strongly weathered fluvial and colluvial gravels 
in the Canberra region have recently been dated as Miocene (B. 
Pillans, CRC LEME, Australian National University, personal 
communication 1995). Their presence suggests that, even in 
areas of high to moderate local relief, comparatively old regolith 
materials may remain over very long periods. 

Many of the surface mantles have ferruginous and siliceous 
duricrusts. Some of the ferruginous (and bauxitic) materials are 
associated with deep weathering profiles, others not (Ruxton & 
Taylor 1982, Taylor & Ruxton 1987, Nott et al. 1991, Hunt et 
al. 1977, Dury 1966, Pain & Oilier 1992, Grimes & Doutch 
1978, Britt 1993). Silcrete is most commonly associated with 
sediments below and between basalt flows in the eastern high
lands (Taylor & Smith 1975, Young & McDougall 1982, Coven
try et al. 1985, Joyce et al. 1994), but it also occurs in areas 
where there are no basalts, nor have there been any (Oilier 1978, 
Taylor & Ruxton 1987, Pain & Oilier 1992). 

Many areas are covered by varying thicknesses of uncon
solidated or partially consolidated alluvial, colluvial and aeolian 
mantles that have undergone multiple phases of pedogenesis 
(Walker et al. 1988, Walker & Green 1976, Beattie 1972). These 
regolith mantles are thought to be Quaternary; palaeomagnetic 
dating of some ofthe more strongly weathered and deeply buried 
material has shown them to be early Quaternary in the region of 
Canberra and Temora (B. Pillans personal communication 1995). 
Regolith is generally thicker on the western margins ofthe high
lands, where materials eroded from the axis are deposited in 
valley sequences and hill-slopes are gentler. Aeolian mantles are 
thicker and more readily recognisable in this region, because 
they are closer to the probable source-the western plains of 
New South Wales and Victoria. 

In areas where drainage was blocked by faulting or volcanic 
eruption, lacustrine deposits accumulated (Lake George, 5-
o Ma, Abell 1985; Lake Bunyan, 20-10 Ma, Taylor & Walker 
I 986a,b; Canberra, Miocene, B. Pillans personal communication 
1995). These deposits, although not widespread, are important 
in landscape and climatic reconstructions for this part of the 
continent. 

In Queensland, the situation is similar to that in the south. 
Older Cainozoic regolith is preserved beneath extensive Tertiary 
sediments and Cainozoic basalts, and as relics in areas of low 
erosion. These latter areas, e.g. in the Charters Towers region, 
consist oflow rolling hills capped by ferricrete overlying bleached 
and mottled saprolite (and silcrete capping quartzose Cainozoic 
sediments). Ferricrete also occurs low in some landscapes in the 
region (Henderson 1996). Similar landscapes are described from 

as far north as Cape York (Pain & Oilier 1992). Oilier (1982) has 
demonstrated that the 'Great Escarpment' is comparatively 
young in the Johnson River region of north Queensland, but 
little is known definitively about its age along most of 
Queensland. It is, however, less continuous than in New South 
Wales and Victoria, and seems to consist of a series of en echelon 
escarpments separated by relatively low divides. 

Many of the earlier Cainozoic basalts of Queensland (e.g. 
on the Atherton Tableland) are deeply weathered, unlike many 
of their counterparts in the highlands farther south, but many 
younger basalts are still comparatively fresh and preserve many 
of their eruptive features despite the humid, tropical climates. 

Basins 
Some of the sedimentary basins flanking the western plateau 
and eastern highlands have depositional histories dating back to 
the Palaeozoic, but most owe their present landscapes to the 
mid-Cretaceous regression (Eromanga, Officer and Canning), 
which left extensive flat landscapes underlain by detrital sediments. 
Some basins continued to receive sediment through the Late 
Cretaceous (North West Shelf, Gippsland, Otway, and Bight 
Basins). Sedimentation continued in the Murray, Eucla, Eyre, 
and Carpentaria Basins during the Tertiary. 

Since the Cretaceous regression, the landscapes in some ba
sins have been significantly modified by tectonic warping and 
faulting (e.g. Drexel & Preiss 1995, p. 113) or the shift in drain
age from a northerly direction to the Eromanga Basin to south
erly drainage into the Murray Basin during the late Cretaceous 
(Oilier & Pain 1994). Since deposition ceased in the Eromanga, 
Officer and Canning Basins, weathering has led to the develop
ment of thick regolith up to 100 m thick (Senior & Mabbutt 
1979). Minor erosion has occurred in areas of tectonic deforma
tion, and deposition of Tertiary and Quaternary sediments has 
contributed to the regolith, as has the overprint of aridity since 
the mid Miocene. The deep weathering profiles are characterised 
by well-developed mottled zones overlying thick bleached sapro
lites; they are commonly capped by one or more silcrete layers 
(Thiry & Milnes 1991, Senior 1978, Callen 1983). Strong 
ferruginisation is rare in the southern basins, but in northern Aus
tralia ferruginous and bauxitic horizons are more common (e.g. 
Weipa and Gove in the Eromanga/Carpentaria Basin and along 
the coast of the Canning Basin). 

Late Cretaceous sedimentation was restricted to basins that 
are presently offshore, although the deposition reflects consider
able denudation of the adjacent highlands. Thick sequences in 
the Gippsland, Otway and Bight Basins reflect significant erosion 
in the highlands of Victoria and ranges in southern South 
Australia. Most of the deposition during this time on the North 
West Shelf was carbonate rich, indicating relatively little mechanical 
erosion on the adjacent hinterland, but rather, a predominance 
of chemical weathering in the region. 

Terrigenous sedimentation was widespread in the Gippsland, 
Otway and Murray Basins during the Tertiary, but not in the 
Eucla Basin. The volume of the deposits does not necessarily 
indicate excessive erosion rates during the Tertiary, but rather it 
is due to incision of the drainage (Bishop 1985). The remainder 
of Tertiary sedimentation in basin sequences, including the Eucla 
Basin, is carbonate-dominated, indicating continued chemical 
alteration of rocks in the source areas and only minor physical 
erosion. Erosion during arid phases has mostly resulted in 
deposition as colluvial and alluvial sediments onshore, owing to 
the incompetence ofthe drainage. 

Along the northern margin of the Eucla Basin, Eocene coastal 
dune and beach ridges are preserved below a thin veneer of 
Quaternary sand (Benbow 1990). They relate to the early 
transgression of the basin and are preserved as landscape features 
containing significant heavy mineral accumulations. During the 
Late Tertiary regression from the Murray Basin, over 50 beach 
ridges were deposited which now form extant landscape patterns 
(Belperio & Bluck 1988). These ridges are rich in heavy minerals 
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and extend through much of western Victoria and southeastern 
South Australia. Their presence illustrates the long-term stability 
of many landscape features in the Australia. 

Deep weathering 
Many landscapes in Australia retain a deeply weathered mantle. 
It is generally best preserved in regions of low local relief, 
refl ecting long-term tectonic stability, in down-faulted si tua
tions , and where it is protected by duricrusts or later sediments. 
Deep weathering has affected all lithologies and geological prov
inces across the continent, and is evident in most places as 
profi les or part profi les (Fig. 2), except on rocks in which solution 
weathering is dominant (e.g. the quartzose sandstones of the 
Kimberley and Arnhem Plateaux). A typical deep weathering 
profile is shown in Figure 4. Profiles most commonly comprise 
frcsh rock grading upwards into saprock, saprolite, a clay-rich 
(plasmic) or sand-rich (arenose) zone and a ferruginous , bauxitic 
or siliceous upper horizon. The zones above the saprolite com
prise the pedolith and are characterised by the development of 
secondary fabrics. The lower part of the profile is commonly 
bleached (pallid), with ferruginous mottling developed towards 
the top, but thcsc fcatures may not correspond with the fabric 
changes. Ovcr mafic and. particularly, ultramafic rocks, thc 
mottled clay zone is commonly absent; in stead, the saprolite 
becomes increasingly fcrruginous and brecciated, before merging 
into a nodular duricrust. The profiles are generally composed of 
various mixtures of kaolinite. hcmatite and/or goethite and/or 
gibbsite in the upper layers, with less stable primary and 
precursor minerals in the lower parts of the profiles closer to 
bedrock. 

There is some contro\ ersy over the residual or transported 
nature of the upper parts of these profiles, particularly the 
' lateritic' gravels and duricrusts. In places, a residual nature is 
demonstrated by the persistence of lithological contacts or veining, 
whereas. elscwhere, there is c lear evidence for pre- and or post
formational lateral mO\ cment. These horiLons have dC\l:lopcd 
by partial collapsc. \\ hieh cntails both \ertical and lateral 
mo\ clllcnt, follO\\ ing chcmical \\asting. The contnl\ersy then 
C\ ohes to one of scalc. Matcrial may be regarded as essential I y 
residual ifmO\cmcnt duc to collapse and collu\ iation amounts 
toonl; a fe\\ tensof(orc\en 1000r 50) mctres.lt isthis feature 
that makes laterite sampling such a po\\crful nploration tool. 
dependent on the correct identification of thc origin and prO\
enance of the material. 

The age of the deeply weathered regolith is difficult to assess. 
In many regions, particularly on the shield, there is a paucity of 
stratigraphic ev idence or control. In addition. the profiles are 
open systems, commonly of great longev ity, and it is difficult, if 
not impossible. to distinguish the relationship between the ages 
obtained from particular materials. \\hether isotopically, 
palaeontologically or palaeomagnetically, from those of the 
profiles as a whole. Along the eastern margin of the western 
plateau, kaolinisation of Jurassic sandstones indicates some pre
Cretaceolls weathering, and Mesozoic to early Tertiary ages are 
generally assumed for weathering of the emergent shield blocks. 
Sediments in the palaeochannels on the Yilgarn Craton and adjacent 
Officer Basin are derived from, and locally overlie, older regolith 
and are themselve" \\eathered. \\ ith strong mottling and pisolith 
development. Sediments in the channeb includc late Eocene 
lignites; hence, the latest phase of deep weathering may have 
continued into the Oligocene or early Miocene. 

Rcgolith in the eastern highlands has been dated by various 
method s. Taylor et al. (1990) described profiles preserved 
beneath Palaeocene basalts. indicating that weathering dates from 
the late Mesozoic on the Monaro; Bird & Chi vas (1988) have 
dated profiles \\ ithin the highland belt from late Mesozoic to 
late Tertiary, and Young et al. (1996) dated deep weathering 
profiles on the south coast of New South Wales as late Mesozoic. 
Kaolinitic and gibbsitic weathering profiles are preserved be
tween basalt flows from throughout the highlands in volcanic 

provinces of various ages. These profiles clearly show that signifi
cant weathering occurred throughout the Tertiary. Except where 
they are covered, the profiles are rarely preserved intact, but 
much of the deeply weathered regolith observed throughout 
much of the highlands, coastal plain and western slopes is prob
ably a re lic of this earlier late Mesozoic and Tertiary weather
ing. Deep weathering profiles up to 20 m thick are well preserved 
at Northparkes mine at Goonumbula (Tonui 1998) anc!, in places, 
at Cobar, both on the western flank of the highlands. 

The deeply weathered regolith formed under the humid or 
seasonally humid c limates that are considered to have persisted 
through the Mesozoic to early Tertiary (Quilty 1994, Greenwood 
1994). The temperatures may have ranged from coo l temperate 
(Tay lor et a l. 1994, Moore J 996, Bird & C hivas J 988) to 
Mediterranean to subtropical, depending on the palaeo latitude 
of various regions before and during continental break-up. Land
scapes were well vegetated, predominantly with rainforest 
(Greenwood 1994, Martin 1994, Dettmann 1994). During the 
latest Tertiary, aridity began to become a factor (Bowler 1982, 
Kershaw et al. 1994, Langford et al. 1995) and the nature and 
distribution of the vegetation became sim ilar to that currently 
prevai ling. 

The record over the continent is one of deep weathering, or 
at least the survival of deep profiles, over a range of overlapping 
periods from the early Mesozoic; weathering is still advanc
ing, albeit slowly, under the prevailing arid conditions. Many 
researchers (e.g. Frakes et al. 1987. McGowran 1979, 1994) 
have suggested that weathering was cyclical. but most suggest 
different frequencies. Mabbutt (1980), Taylor (1994) and 
Bourman (1995) prefer a continuous weathering model and 
argue that observed deep weathering profiles arc more a function 
of preservation than cyclical weathering. To some extent. the 
debate is semantic, since it is inevitable that weathering has been 
continuous, but that. equally inevitably, the rate will have varied 
over time. and in different parts of the profile, according to local 
and regional conditions. 

Follo\\ing the suggestion of Mabbutl (19110). it is possible 
that the kaolinitic Lonc (saprolite) should be considered sepa
rately from the mottled and ferruginolls horizons of the pedolith. 
Dissection of the proilles has generally been shallo\\' and has 
not proceeded belo\\ the saprolite. particularly in much of the 
western plateau and the basins. Where post-Miocene erosion 
has ad\ anced belo\\ these profiles. the younger land surlilees 
remain largely unweathered. Preservation is, of course, much 
less in the eastern highlands. However, the complex occurrence 
of the profi les and their association with severa l ages of basalt 
nows make it difficult to sustain a hypothesis of periodicity of 
wea thering. Cyclicity in ferruginisation within the upper parts 
of the profiles is supported by a range of palaeomagnetic dates 
from Oligocene to Miocene. HO\\'ever, such crusts may form 
relatively rapidly, perhaps in the order of 10' 10" y.. as indicated 
by the occurrence of normal and reversed magnetic polarities 
\\ ithin a single crust (Schmid t & Embleton 1976), and 
ferruginisation may well have occurred more than once in the 
history of a deep proille. Superlicial ferruginous horiLons are 
vulnerable to dissection and stripping. and an apparent periodicity 
may reflect the fashioning and destruction of associated land 
surtilces, in contrast to sustained. dominantly kaolinitic. weather
ing at depth. 

Cementation and duricrusts 
Types of secondary cement 

Cementation is a very common modification of many deeply 
weathered regolith profiles, resulting from the onset of aridity, 
landscape position, local climatic variables and/or changes in 
drainage status. The most abundant cements are crystalline and 
amorphous silica, hydrous Fe, Mn and AI oxides. aluminosili
cates, calcite, dolomite and gypsum. Duricrust is a general term 
for surficial units that have been indurated by these cements. 
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A . GENERALISED REGOLITH TERMINOLOGY 
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Figure 4. Examples of deep weathering profiles. A, Terminology. B, Granitoid-northern Yilgarn Craton, semi-arid climate (after 
Butt 1985). C, Granitoid and dolerite--Darling Range, Mediterranean climate (Anand et al.199la). D, Mafic rocks--northern Yilgarn 
Craton, semi-arid climate (Anand et al. 1991b). 

The terms 'silcrete' and ' calcrete' commonly refer to intensely 
indurated materials, some essentially monomineralic, whereas 
'ferricrete' is applied more generally to materials with varied 
induration and mineralogy. It is important to note that the cements 
have been introduced into the regolith, so that these terms are 
purely descriptive of the induration and are independent of the 
nature and origin of the matrix. 

Because duricrusts are hard, they protect underlying rocks 
and/or regolith from erosion. Consequently, they are most promi
nent as cappings on hills, ridge crests and scarps, but similar, 
buried cemented units are common and have been widely used 
to correlate regolith and land surfaces across the continent 
(Grimes 1979, Doutch 1976, Twidale 1983, Firman 1994). Such 
'stratigraphic' correlations imply that their formation is intrinsi
cally linked to specific weathering episodes, but this hypothesis 
tends to ignore the morphological and genetic dissimilarities and 
diachronous nature of many of the units. 

F erruginisation and jerricrete 
Ferruginisation is an inherent feature of deeply weathered 
regolith and, although present over all lithologies, it is most 
strongly developed over more Fe-rich rocks. Ferruginisation 
that is essentially contemporaneous with deep weathering is 
commonly referred to as lateritic and includes mottles, 
ferruginised saprolite, and both friable or cemented nodules and 

pisoliths . Such materials commonly have a recognisable 
lithodependence in their composition and, hence, may be con
sidered residual or semi-residual. However, because of the 
vulnerability of the upper horizons to erosion, as discussed 
above, and the lateral transport of dissolved Fe during weathering, 
there may be an apparent imbalance between the relative 
thicknesses of the ferruginous horizons and the underlying 
regolith. Ferruginisation ofthe profiles has continued since deep 
weathering stopped and has affected a range of residual and 
transported regolith materials, including pre-existing ferruginous 
units. All lateritic and post-lateritic ferruginous materials, of 
different ages, matrix composition and provenance can be 
referred to as ' ferricretes' , hence the term is very general and 
imprecise2• Where possible, it is better to describe the matrix 
that has been cemented (e.g. ferruginous saprolite, nodular 
duricrust) . 

Many bauxites resemble some ferruginous materials and 
occupy similar landform environments. The bauxite of the Darling 
Range, for example, is a type oflateritic residuwn. Its distribution 
is related to the present topography and climate, being limited 

2 Ferricrete: a conglomerate of surficial sands and gravels cemented by 
Fe 'salts ' (Lamplugh 1902); more generally, indurated material formed 
by the in-situ cementatiDn or replacement, or both, of existing regolith 
by Fe oxides and oxy-hydroxides precipitated from soil water or 
groundwater. 
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to freely drained sites in high rainfall areas, but it also commonly 
shows a strong lithodependence . It appears to be the product of 
ongoing modification, by desilication, of the upper ferruginous 
and kaolinitic zones of a pre-existing lateritic regolith. The 
deposits at Weipa may be similar, except that part of the bauxite, 
at least, is transported, with numerous erosional scours filled 
with transported pisoliths and, occasionally, by concentrations 
of quartz pebbles. Here, too, the profile is still chemically and 
physically active; the watertable fluctuates seasonally through 
10 m and there is evidence for illuviation and bioturbation. In 
addition, some of the Al occurs as an amorphous phase, indicating 
ongoing mobility and, possi bly, upgrading of the deposit. 

There is no common terminology for ferruginous cemented 
regolith material. However, a classification and description of 
ferruginous regolith material on the Yilgarn Craton has been 
developed (Anand et al. 1989, Anand 1995), highlighting its use 
as an exploration sample medium (Smith 1989). Examples are 
shown in Figure 5. The most important for this purpose are 
duricrusts and loose nodules and pisoliths, collective ly termed 
lateritic residuum. These materials may occur at or near the sUiface 
or be buried by up to 20 m or more of transported overburden; 
their usefulness as sample media depends on distinguishing them 
from similar transported and perhaps recemented units that may 
be distal from their source. Residual and semi-residual nodules 
and pisoliths commonly have thin (I mm) goethite- and kaolin
ite-rich cutans, whereas transported equivalents tend to have no 
cutans. Pisoliths also have cutans if they deve lop in a transpol1ed 
substrate, such as palaeochannel sediments; hence, understand
ing of the landform setting is essential for their identification 
and correct use in exploration. Where the regolith has been 
truncated, ferruginous saprolite, mottles and surface lags can be 
suitable sampl e media, although again an understanding of their 
origin and provenance is paramount. 

There are numerous examples offerruginisation and felTicrete 
development in seepage zones and subaqueous envi ronments. in 
which Fe oxides have impregnatcd and in vaded both rcs idual 
and transportcd regolith units of various agcs. The Fc has been 
derived laterally and may have no genetic relationship to the 
bedrock geology (Anand 1995). Examples include 'bog iron ' and 
spring deposits, mega-mottles in channel sediments and 
ferruginisation of spec ific residual or sed imentary units. Thcse 
commonly mark former lakes, swamps. discharge sites. valley 
floors, aquifers, redox fronts or groundwater mixing zones. They 
may be buried or exposed by erosion and, possibly, form low 
hills due to local topographic inversion. 

Ferruginous materials in the regolith are thus the product 
of several different episodes and processes. Their use, either 
theoretically, in interpreting the evolution of the landscape or, 
practically, as exploration sample media, needs knowledge of 
their distribution and an understanding of their genesis. This 
must include the Fe oxides themselves and the matrix in which 
they arc precipitated. 

Silicification and silcrete 
Silica-indurated material is a feature of the regolith across 
Australia, both in the semi-arid to arid regions and in humid 
areas, from Cape York (Pain et al. 1994) to Tasmania (Yim 1985). 
It includes si lcrete, silicified saprolite, silica segregations and 
veins (such as opal), silica-cemented alluvium and colluvium, 
and relatively young, siliceous soil hardpans. The various forms 
of silcrete are the most prominent, being commonly associated 
with deeply weathered regolith. They are characteristically very 
hard, white, buff to red-brown , with a morphology and field 
appearance largely determined by that of the material being 
cemented. They may be sandy, pebbly, porcelaneous or massive. 
The framework, where present, is invariably highly siliceous, 
lithic fragments having been presumably altered during silicifi
cation. Silcrete generally contains at least 90% SiO" and most 
commonly >97%. The cement is usually microcrystalline qual1z, 
although syntaxial overgrowth, chalcedonic and opaline cements 

also occur; anatase (Ti02) is a component of many silcretes. 
Silcretes have been classified as groundwater and pedogenic 
(Thiry & Milnes 1991), according to their occurrence in the 
profile and presumed mode of origin. Groundwater silcrete tends 
to be massive and more or less structure less, or it may preserve 
original rock or regolith fabrics. It formed deep in the profile or 
in seepage sites, precipitating from laterally moving groundwater. 
Pedogenic silcrete may be discontinuous, sheet-like or columnar, 
precipitated from predominantly downward-moving water, 
commonly at a permeability barrier. 

Silcrete may form over any lithology, but is most abundant 
over felsic rocks, particularly quartz-rich si ltstone and sandstone 
and granite . In the eastern highlands, it is commonly associated 
with basalt, in sediments between flows. Specific types of silcrete 
are found in regolith derived from limestone, including dolomite, 
and, as ' birbirites ', from ultramafic rocks , particularly dunite. 

The most prominent and documented silcrete, developed on 
sandstone and granite, has unsupported or ' floating' quartz grains 
in a matrix of crypto-crystalline si lica (terrazzo fabric; Sma le 
1973). This commonly has significant concentrations of relict 
z ircon and secondari ly mobilised Ti, as anatase, in the cement 
(Hutton et al. 1978, Butt 1985), implying acid conditions during 
formation (Baes & Mesmer 1976). This is pedogenic silcrete, in 
wh ich the anatase occurs geopetally above other fabric elements, 
a feature which, if present, distinguishes both types of silcrete 
from other highly si liceous rocks. Pedogenic silcrete is most 
commonly seen as a prominent duricrust protecting mesas and 
cuesta-like landform s in the continental interior, but its lateral, 
subsurface extent is largely unknown. Some is present in the 
western Officer Basin, concealed within surficial sands at 4-
10m depth, and has been observed in several locations in 
agricultural districts in Western Australia (R. George, Agricul
ture WA, personal commu nication 1991). 

Pervasive silicification, again dominantly in regolith on 
felsic rocks, is more widespread than the terrazzo silcrete. Both 
pedogenic and groundwater silcrcte occur in the Broken Ilill 
region where, at some localities, pedogenic silcrete crops out 
adjacent to groundwater s ilcrete. suggesting that laterally moving 
groundwater gives rise to pedogenic forms on stream banks and 
groundwater forms in the channel sands. 

Silicification is either absolute or, less commo nly, relative 
enrichment. The source may be the profile containing the silicifi ed 
horizon, surrounding higher areas of intensive weathering or 
adjacent weatherable rocks, such as basalt. Low reliefor low-lying 
situations are conducive to regional si li cification through associ
ated ground-surface stabi lity, advanced weathering and sluggish 
drainage with high watertables. As silicification requires the 
contemporary releasc of s ilica by chemical weathering, an 
adequate rainfall is indicated . However, precipitation, whether 
at the surface or at depth, requires concentration, presumably 
by excess evaporation. Accordingly, it seems that silicification 
is possibly a feature of transitional periods between humid and 
arid phases (Mabbutt 1980, Butt 1985). with silica accum ulating 
in groundwater as dra inage becomes less competent, and pre
cipitating at seepages, watertables and porosity barriers. Dating 
suggests the main period of silicification to be Eocene-Miocene 
(Exon et al. 1970, Wopfner el al. 1974, Idnurm & Senior 1978), 
generally postdating deep kaolinisation. 

Silicification is also a feature of younger sediments (Taylor 
1978) and regolith units. The red-brown hardpans (Bettenay & 
Churchward 1974), for example, comprise alluvial and/or colluvial 
sediments and, in places, saprolite, weakly cemented by opaline 
silica (hyalite). These materials are abundant across the northern 
Yilgarn and the Pilbara, eastward towards the centre of the 
continent. They are conformable with the present landscape 
and the cementation appears to be still active. 

Secondary carbonates and calcrete 
Most semi-arid and arid regions are characterised by the retention 
and accumulation of carbonates in the regolith. Cemented forms, 
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____________ Depositional Relict Eroslonal _________ _ _ _ 
Regime Regime Regime 

Base of transported regolith Gravelly (polymictic) colluvium. 
Loose nodules 
and pisoliths 

Lateritic duricrust 

Ferruginous saprolite/mottled zone 
Mottling, in transported clays alluvium + hardpanised 

Transported nodules 
and pisoliths 

Primary Au deposit 

Figure 5. Types of ferruginous materials (after Anand 1995). 

such as nodules, boulders and massive sheets, are termed calcrete, 
which in some classifications (e.g. Netterburg 1969) also includes 
soft and powdery forms. Calcrete and other regolith carbonates 
are terrestrial materials that have accumulated in and/or replaced 
and/or cemented pre-existing regolith3• They are composed 
principally of calcite and/or dolomite, either of which may be 
dominant, and, very rarely, aragonite; in addition, silica, magnesian 
smectites, magnesite and gypsum may be present and even 
abundant. 

Significant calcrete development on lithologies other than 
limestone, dolomite and rocks rich in alkaline earth elements 
typifies arid climates with 100- 600 mm annual rainfall, and its 
occurrence outside this range is interpreted as evidence of 
climatic change (Goudie 1973, Mabbutt 1977). Similarly, its 
presence in otherwise highly leached, deeply weathered profiles 
indicates the change from past humid climates to the present 
arid climates. Carbonates may accumulate and calcrete form in 
either the vadose or phreatic zones and vary in nature and 
abundance, including: thin encrustations on freshly weathering 
(commonly basic) rocks; minor, diffuse enrichments, friable 
powders, nodules and concretions in soils; sheets of indurated 
carbonate or carbonate-cemented regolith material; massive lime
stone. A genetic classification of calcrete is given in Figure 6. 
Upon later exhumation by dissection, massive calcrete, especially 
if partly silicified, forms caprock or duricrust, resulting in 
erosional landforms such as mesas and cuestas, similar to those 
capped by ferricrete and silcrete. Weathering and replacement 
of minerals during calcrete formation is considered an important 
erosional mechanism (Nahon et al. 1977, Ruellan et al. 1979). 

Pedogenic (vadose) carbonates are especially well developed 
in semi-arid areas of southern Australia, south of about latitude 
30o S, from central New South Wales and northern Victoria, 
through South Australia to western Western Australia. They 
occur as single or multi-layered calcareous units in residual or 
transported regolith (Milnes & Hutton 1983). Their distribution 
appears to be related to the occurrence of winter rainfall, where 
high carbonic acid concentrations in soil moisture are maintained 
by CO2 evolution from plant root respiration during the growing 
season. Carbonate enrichment occurs in the upper 10m of the 
regolith, most commonly in the top metre, irrespective of 
whether material is in situ or transported. Precipitation is caused 

J 'Calcrete: terrestrial material composed dominantly, but not 
exclusively, of calcium carbonate, and involving the cementation of, 
accumulation in and/or replacement of greater or lesser quantities of 
soil , rock or weathered material' (after Goudie 1973). 

Bedrock 

Fragments of ferruginous 
saprolite. mottles Iron 

segreaations 

Ferruginous granules 
in soil 

1 km 

by loss of water through evapotranspiration and/or degassing of 
CO2 in response to lower CO2 partial pressures (in turn due to 
the decline of respiration at the end of the growing season or 
percolation of water below the root zone) . 

Where pre-existing weathering profiles have been partly or 
completely stripped, the Ca is largely derived from the weather
ing of primary minerals; in such areas, there is a marked 
lithodependence, with calcrete development strongest on basic 
rocks. However, calcrete may also develop in highly leached, 
fully preserved, lateritic profiles, even in upland sites. Here, 
the derivation of the Ca is less clear, but it is probably from: 

aeolian accession of CaC03 deflated from coastal deposits 
or calcareous soils and sediments lower in the landscape; 
accession, with other ions, as aerosols with rainwater; 
capillary rise and surface concentration under an evaporation 
gradient; and 
uptake by plants from deep in the profile, and surface 
deposition with their eventual decay. 
Groundwater (phreatic) calcrete occurs dominantly north 

of latitude 30oS, particularly in Western Australia, the Northern 
Territory and northern South Australia, where it forms massive 
bodies several kilometres long, a few hundred metres wide, and 
up to 30 m deep, in the axes of major valleys, broadening to 
form extensive platforms or chemical deltas where they debouch 
into playas (Butt et al. 1977, Butt 1988). It forms major aquifers 
in these regions and has significance both as a source of potable 
and irrigation water, and as sites for secondary uranium deposition. 
Precipitation of carbonates at the watertable causes upward 
heaving, so that the calcrete body forms a positive topographic 
feature in the valley axis. Phreatic calcrete is actively developing 
in areas of internal drainage, but, where rivers are rejuvenated, 
such as in the western Yilgarn, Gascoyne and Fortescue, the 
calcrete remains as isolated remnants, up to 30 m above the 
present valley floor. 

Calcrete occurrence appears to be related to areas of summer 
rainfall, where run-off, rapid infiltration and high evapotranspi
ration limit the period of soil dampness and plant respiration. 
Dissolved Ca, Mg and bicarbonate in deep groundwater pre
cipitate in drainage axes and depressions after concentration by 
evaporation or CO2-degassing due to upwelling or capillary rise. 
Carbonates may also precipitate at depths of 5- 20 m in regolith 
in the same regions, at or above the watertable. In this case, the 
distinction between pedogenic and groundwater calcrete is not 
always clear. 

Secondary carbonates in the regolith have both disadvantages 
and advantages for mineral exploration (Butt 1992). Many 
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(Bowler 1978, 1982, Walker & Butler 1983), 
alluvial fans and hillslope deposits accumu
lated in and adjacent to the highlands (Doutch 
1976, van Dijk & Rowe 1980, Grimes 1979), 
and evaporite minerals (calcite, gypsum and 
halite) accumulated in the arid lakes and 
associated lowlands, both from evaporation 
of drainage (Magee et. al 1995, Chen et al. 
1993 , Bowler & Teller 1986), and from 
groundwater discharge sites (Jacobson et al. 
1988, Brown & Stephenson 1991). Glaciers 
covered a small area of the mainland around 
Mt. Kosciusko (Galloway 1963) and the 
higher parts of Tasmania, where Colhoun 
(1985) has identified three glacial episodes 
from their deposits. 

\ 
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water • Valley (channel) calcrete 

• Deltaic calcrete 

• Lake margin calcrete The interglacials were warm and wet 
relative to the glacial times. lee caps melted 
and sea levels were within several metres of 
present levels. The warmest and wettest 
phases (indicated by percentage of trees and 
shrubs) and high lake levels did not correspond 
to the highest sea levels, but lagged them. 

• Alluvial fan, Cienaga, 
fault trace, other 

groundwater calcretes 

Weathering 
and erosion 

DETRITAL AND 
RECONSTITUTED CALCRETE 

Transported 

Brecciated and recemented 
in situ 

Figure 6, Genetic classification of calcrete (after Carlisle \983). 

pedogenic forms represent absolute additions to soils and their 
precipitation causes dilution of the already low abundance of 
many elements. In addition, their high pH reduces the chemical 
mobility and dispersion of many elements. Conversely, gold 
can be enriched in calcareous horizons of soils and may give rise 
to, or enhance, a near-surface expression of concealed primary or 
secondary mineralisation (Lintern & Butt 1993), and ground
water calcrete can host potentially economic U concentrations. 

Quatemary regolith 

From the late Pliocene, aridity increased over the continent 
(Bowler 1982), after an earlier arid phase during the latest 
Miocene (Truswell 1993). During the late Pliocene . evidence 
from vegetation (Kemp 1978. Kershaw et al. 1994), vertebrate 
faunas in northeastern Australia (Archer et al. 1991). and off
shore deposits and fauna (Stein & Robert 1980) indicates 
increasing aridity except along the Great Barrier Reef. Here, 
coral data suggest warmer sea-surface temperatures (Davies et 
al. 1989), which suggest continued wetter onshore conditions 
later in that part of Austral ia. 

During the Quaternary (approximately the last 2 million 
years) there have been at least 20 oscillations from glacial to 
interglacial climates, caused, at least in part, by changes in thermal 
equilibrium resulting from variations in the season and the amount 
of solar radiation reaching Earth (Chappell & Grindrod 1983). 
The general decrease in humidity and these dramatic and relatively 
rapid climatic shifts during the Quaternary have had a significant 
impact on the landscapes and geochemistry of the regolith. 

Climates during glacial maxima were significantly more 
continental (arid) than at present because sea levels were some 
150-200 mlowerthan now. Monsoonal influences were reducecL 
causing less summer rainfall in northern Australia. Temperature 
gradients between the continent and Antarctica were steeper 
than now, resulting in stronger westerly winds across the southern 
part of the continent, which carried less moisture across this 
region. Average temperatures across southern Australia were up 
to 10°C cooler than at present, and the cooler and drier climates 
resulted in decreased vegetation cover across much of the continent 
and consequent increases in erosion . 

During the last glacial maximum (and presumably during 
earlier ones) in regions away from the more humid coast, dune 
aetivity was at a maximum (Wasson 1990), aeolian material 
accreted in the eastern highlands (Walker et al. 1988. Butler 
1956, Beattie 1972), many major rivers deposited sandy phases 

Sandy phases of alluviation similarly correlate 
with the wettest phases. 

Although climates oscillated from warm/ 
wet to cool /dry, the Quaternary was overall drier and vegetation 
less dense than during the Tertiary. Older deeply weathered 
terrains in many places were overprinted and covered by arid 
and semi-arid features. Quaternary quartzose sand dunes and 
sheets cover some 40% of the continent, and saline playa 
sediments are common in major Quaternary depocentres (e.g. 
Lake Eyre Basin, Murray Basin , and drainage depressions 
throughout the arid interior). In the eastern highlands, cyclical 
periods of deposition on hillslopes and in valleys during glacial 
phases were interspersed with periods dominated by soil 
formation (van Dijk & Woodyer 1961, Walker & Butler 1983). 
A number of highland lake sequences record the Quaternary 
climatic fluctuations (Lake George: Singh & Geissler 1985 , 
Coventry & Walker 1977; Atherton Tableland lakes: Kershaw 
& Nix 1990). 

Economic significance 
The presence of thick regolith over much of Australia has two 
main implications for the mineral industry. Firstly, its presence, 
whether residua l or transported, conceals mineral deposits 
hosted by the underlying bedrock. Even in residual regolith, the 
characteristics of mineralisation are greatly altered and difficult 
to recognise, although dispersion during regolith formation and 
evolution potentially yields much larger exploration targets than 
the mineralisation itself (Butt 1981, Zeegers & Butt 1992). 
Secondly, the regolith materials may themselves represent 
economically significant mineral deposits. 

Several important types of mineral deposit form during the 
development and evolution of the regolith: 

Weathering products of otherwise ' unmineralised' rocks: 
bauxites, some Fe and Mn ores, Ni- Co laterites, and various 
industrial minerals, including clays, such as kaolinite and 
attapulgite. These include some of Australia's major mineral 
resources, including bauxites at Weipa, Gove, Darling Range 
and Mitehell Plateau, and Mn at Groote Eylandt. There are 
potential Ni laterites in the Yilgarn, but the principal past 
producer, Greenvale, has ceased operations. 
Weathering resistates and placer deposits: mineral sands, 
diamonds, alluvial gold. Terrestrial deposits are mostly minor, 
although mineral sands in old marine terraces and shorelines 
are, ultimately, weathering resistates. Rare earth elements 
and apatite sands, accumulated over earbonatites, (e.g. Mt 
Weld, Yilgarn Craton) may be a mixture of primary and 
secondary minerals. 
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Secondary enrichment of primary mineralised systems: 
supergene Au, Cu and U deposits. Most important of these 
are the numerous Au deposits found in Western Australia, 
the Northern Territory and, increasingly, in eastern Australia 
(e.g. Boddington, Mt Gibson, Paddington, Tanami , 
Northparkes). Some of these have developed on significant 
primary mineralisation and others, mostly smaller operations, 
where the primary source is uneconomic. 
Epigenetic enrichment in sediments: Fe, U and, possibly, 
some Au deposits in palaeochannel sediments and shallow 
basins. Iron ores, such as the Robe River deposits, and both 
oxidised (e.g. Yeelirrie) and reduced (e.g. Lake Frome basin) 
styles ofU deposit have formed by precipitation in redox
controlled trap sites in sediments, distant from a dispersed 
source. 
In general, geophysical exploration procedures appear to be 

most appropriate for regional appraisal and area selection. At a 
local scale, apart from the obvious effect of increasing the 
distance between the sensor and the target, the application of 
many techniques at the prospect scale is hindered by certain 
properties of the regolith, which either attenuate responses and! 
or give false anomalies. These include concentration of magnetite 
and secondary maghemite, which mask magnetic and electro
magnetic responses; low resistivity and resistivity contrasts, 
which impair electromagnetic and induced polarisation techniques; 
complex zonation, transitional contacts, and density contrasts, 
which affect shallow seismic and gravity surveys; suppression 
of radiometric responses by transported overburden; and false 
radiometric enhancement by secondary concentration of resistate 
minerals and disequilibrium effects. 

The development and evolution of the landscape give rise 
to several problems in the effective application of geochemical 
procedures that use soil and other regolith materials as sample 
media. These include: 

profound mineralogical, chemical and physical alteration, 
hindering rock identification and mapping; 
strong leaching and dispersion of ore-related elements, 
altering the surface expression of mineralisation; 
the development of spurious secondary concentrations of 
target elements; 
lateral changes in the nature ofthe regolith, owing to erosion; 
the presence of transported overbuqjen, which may itself 
have been weathered after deposition; and 
the superimposition, in a single profile, of the effects of 
weathering under different conditions. 
It is being increasingly recognised that cost- and technically 

efficient geochemical exploration can only be achieved ifthese 
problems are recognised, and if techniques appropriate to the 
target being sought are selected for sampling and data interpreta
tion. A recommended approach is to prepare regolith-landform 
maps and, if possible, conduct geochemical orientation studies 
to identify or develop appropriate exploration models and, hence, 
optimise sampling, analysis and interpretation procedures (Butt 
& Smith 1980, Butt & Zeegers 1992, Anand & Smith 1993). 
This approach has been successfully applied to Au exploration 
in the Yilgarn Craton and has considerable potential for Au and 
other commodities across the continent. 
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Archaean volcanic-hosted massive sulphides 
Mark E, Barley 
Centre for Teaching and Research in Strategic Mineral Deposits, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Western 
Australia, Nedlands, WA 6907, Australia 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Scuddles, Gossan Hill, Teutonic Bore, Sulphur Springs, Mons 
Cupri, Salt Creek (Western Australia) 

Target 
• Typical size: 0.5- 20 Mt. 
• Typical grade: > 10% Zn, 1 % Pb, > I % Cu. 
• Major metals: Zn & Cu. 
• May contain Au & Ag credits. 

Mining and treatment 
• Lensoid shape; flanks difficult to mine. 
• Uniform grades allow cost-effective assessment and mining. 
• High Si02 content increases difficulty of ore extraction. 
• Fine grain size and high concentrations of pyrite and chlorite 

decrease milling efficiency. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Sub-greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism. 
• Archaean greenstone belts. 
• Submarine tholeiitic or calc-alkaline basalt to rhyolite. 
• Volcaniclastic sediments, sulphidic shales and BIF. 
• Close to syn-volcanic faults. 
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Figure 1. Factual cross-section of a typical VMS orebody, 
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Figure 2, Schematic of ore deposit model. 

Local geological criteria 
• Exhalative sediments may provide target horizons, 
• Local structure: seafloor graben. 
• Age ofhost: 3.45- 2.69 Ga. 
• Direct link with submarine volcanic- intrusive suites in deep 

marine basins. 

Mineralisation features 
• Stratiform sulphide lenses with stringer zones. 
• Ore minerals: sphalerite, chalcopyrite, galena. 
• Gangue minerals: pyrite, pyrrhotite, magnetite, arsenopyrite, 

barite (at Sulphur Springs). 
• Ore zoned with Cu below Zn- Pb ± sulphates. 
• Stringer zones developed beneath some deposits. 
• Magnetic pyrrhotite and magnetite present in some deposits. 

Alteration 
• Stratiform or cross-cutting Fe chlorite ± sericite ± carbonate 

footwall alteration. 
• Above zone of feldspar destruction. 
• With deep and distal epidotisation and spilitisation. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• Associated exhalite may be anomalous in Zn and 

chalcophile elements. 
• Zn ratio (lOOZn/(Zn+Pb)) = 70- 100. 
• Trace elements include As, Sb, Bi, Mo, Sn, Se, Ag, Au. 
• Zones of Na depletion , Fe ± Mg enrichment in footwall 

alteration zones. 
• Host volcanics may have distinctive REE patterns. 
• S isotopes indicate dominantly juvenile source for S. 
• Pb isotopes give model ages close to age of host rocks. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Pb typically less depleted than Cu and Zn in gossans. 
• Pathfinder elements, As, Sb, Bi, Mo, Sn, Se, Ag and Au, 

relatively immobile during weathering and elevated in 
gossans and pisolitic laterite. 

• In the Yilgarn, RAB drilling to base of weathering is most 
effective. 

• In areas of less extreme weathering (Pilbara) , deposits may 
have haloes defined by ° isotopes and Na depletion 
(alteration indices useful). 

Geophysical criteria 
• Regional geophysics used to define stratigraphy and locate 

exhalite horizons. 
• Electromagnetics and magnetics generally effective. 
• Some sphalerite-rich ores with low pyrite and pyrrhotite 

contents are poor conductors . 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Moderate salinity <5 wt% NaCI. 
• Moderate temperatures, 200- 350°C. 

• Reduced, H2S > SO •. 
• Source: sea water reacting with footwall volcanic succession 

± magmatic fluids. 
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Comments on genesis 
• Sulphides deposited from volcanic-hydrothermal systems at 

or immediately beneath the sea floor. 
• Sea water reacts with volcanic-intrusive complex, leaching 

metals. 
• May be a magmatic input of metals. 
• Drop in temperature ± mixing with ambient sea water 

causes metal sulphide precipitation. 
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Introduction 
The granite-greenstone terranes of the Pilbara andYilgam Cratons 
in Western Australia contain a number of volcanic-hosted, base
metal sulphide deposits. This type of deposit is an important 
exploration target in Archaean terranes worldwide for Cu-Zn
Pb-Au and Ag. The following brief descriptions of the more 
important Australian examples of this type of deposit are 
presented as aids for exploration. 

The Pilbara Craton 
Greenstone belts in the Pilbara Craton contain volcanic and 
sedimentary successions that range in age from - 3.52 to 2.9 Ga. 
Within the -3.45 Ga Warrawoona Megasequence, in the east 
Pilbara, massive sulphide mineralisation is associated with 
intermediate to silicic calc-alkaline volcanic rocks at Big Stubby 
and Lennons Find. 

Mineralisation at Big Stubby consists of subvertical lenses 
containing sphalerite, galena, pyrite and barite, within chert 
horizons (Reynolds et a!. 1975, Sangster & Brook 1977), 
interlayered with tuffaceous turbidites and overlying a sequence 
of tuff breccias with minor intercalated volcaniclastic conglomerate 
and tuff. The oldest known volcanic-hosted massive sulphide 
deposit, Big Stubby has more in common with Kuroko Zn-Pb
Cu deposits, in terms of its mineralogy and metal contents, than 
it does with most othcr Archaean volcanic-hosted massive 
sulphide deposits (cf. Franklin et al. 1981, Barley 1992). Davies 
& Blockley (1990) quoted rescrves of 0.1-0.2 Mt of 13.8% Zn, 
4.5% Pb, 0.2% Cu, and 305 ppm Ag, with Zn-rich mineralisation, 
which typically contains several per cent barite, stratigraphically 
abovc Cu-rich mineralisation (Reynolds et al. 1975). Lenses of 
conformable Zn-Pb-Cu mineralisation also occur at Lennons 
Find (also called Yandicoogina) in intermediate to silicic volcanics 
that have experienced amphibolite facies metamorphism. Galenas 
from Big Stubby and Lennons Find give model ages of 3400-
3500 Ma (Sangster & Brook 1977. Richards 1983). 

Significant discoveries of massive In- Pb- Cu sulphide 
mineralisation have recently been made at Sulphur Springs in 
the Strelley Belt. approximately 50 km west of Marble Bar. 
Mineralisation at Sulphur Springs has a Pb- Pb galena age of 
3257±8 Ma (Vearncombe et al. 1995). is barite-rich, and occurs 
at the top of a sequence of deep-water silicic volcanic and 
intrusive rocks and associated sedimentary rocks. It comprises 
massive In sulphide-rich lenses with typical upwards zonation 
of Cu to In-Pb and locally developed underlying stringer 
mineralisation (Morant 1995, Vearncombe et al. 1995). Published 
identified mineral resources at Sulphur Springs are 3.3 Mt II % 
In, and 2.9 Mt 4% Cu. 

The mineral assemblage includes pyrite, sphalerite, chalco
pyrite, galena, tennantite, arsenopyrite, barite, pyrrhotite and 
quartz. Barite and galena are associated mainly in the upper and 
outer parts of the deposits. Pyrite is abundant and generally 
encloses the economic sulphides . Cryptocrystalline quartz and 
barite are the gangue mincrals. The massive sulphides display a 
range of macro- and micro-scale textures which are similar to 
those found in black smoker chimneys and hydrothermal sulphide 
mounds on the modcrn ocean floor (Vearncombe et al. 1995). 
The stringer mineralisation comprises veins of quartz, pyrite 
and chalcopyrite, minor sphalerite and carbonate. Alteration 
zones, comprising carbonate, seric ite and chlorite, are confined 
to the footwall volcanic rock. The texture and geochemistry of 
the Sulphur Springs gossan are described by Pickard (1993). 

Surface gossans at Sulphur Springs, though leached and 
depleted in target and pathfinder elements relative to the sulphide 
body, are distinctively enriched in Ag, Sn, Sb, Bi, As, Au, Mo, 
TI, Th, U and Se. The elements As, Ag, Bi and Ba proved to be 
potentially useful in gossan identification for the area. 

In the west Pilbara, -2.99 Ga intermediate to silicic volcanics 
and terrigenous sediments host In-Pb-Cu mineralisation at 
Mons Cupri and Salt Creek in the Whim Creek Belt. At Mons 

Cupri, mineralisation consists ofa subvertical zone of iron-rich 
chlorite and carbonate alteration containing disseminated and 
stockwork chalcopyrite mineralisation overlain by a shallowly 
dipping massive sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite lens in 
volcaniclastic and cherty sediments. The stockwork zone is 
approximately I km long and up to 250 m wide at the surface, 
narrowing to less than 25 m at depth. It extends to at least 
200 m below the present surface, and Miller & Gair (1975) 
estimated that it contains approximately 10 Mt of 1 % Cu. 

Iron-rich chlorite and carbonate (dominantly siderite) alter
ation in the stockwork zone grades laterally into heterogeneously 
altered (with chlorite, carbonate and sericite) volcaniclastic 
rocks. This alteration is similar to alteration described for 
Archaean Mattabi-type Cu-ln deposits in Canada (Morton & 
Franklin 1987). 

The sequence hosting the massive mineralisation is up to 
15 m thick and contains ore grade sulphides, (I Mt of3.6% In, 
2.5% Pb, and 1.0% Cu) over an area of approximately 250 m 
by 400 m (Miller & Gair 1975). Mineralisation comprises coarse
grained pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite and 
trace amounts ofbournonite and Iinnaeite, and lacks mineralogi
cal banding (Tanner 1990). 

At Salt Creek, stratabound Zn-Pb-Cu mineralisation occurs 
in a sequence of pyritic sandstones and shales, immediately 
above volcanic and volcaniclastic sedimcntary rocks which are 
more intensely deformed stratigraphic equivalents of those at 
Mons Cupri and Whim Creek. Indicated reserves are 0.4 7 Mt 
averaging 8.4% In, 3.3% Pb, and 1.25% Cu. A model age of 
2950± I 0 Ma has been obtained from galena from this deposit 
(Richards & Blockley 1984). 

The Yilgarn Craton 
The Yilgarn Craton is dominantly composed of 3.0- 2.6 Ga 
granite- greenstone terranes. AtTeutonic Bore in the Norseman 
Wiluna Belt, massive su lphide mineralisation occurs in a 
-2.69 Ga sequence of sub mar inc mafic and silicic volcanic and 
epiclastic sedimentary rocks (Hallbcrg & Thompson 1985). This 
deposit was discovered in 1976, with reserves of 1.4 Mt, grading 
16.4% In, 1.22°/c, Pb. 4.16% Cu, and 52 ppm Ag (Greig 1984); 
mining commenced in 1980 and ceased in October 1984. 
Mineralisation occurs within a unit of pyritic black shale. chert 
and tuffaceous sedimentary rocks , which thickens from <3 m to 
-20 m in the vicinity of mineralisation, and immediately overlies 
a 100 m thick sequence of pillowed basalts (Greig 1984). The 
basalt unit also contains minor interlayered cherts, pyritic black 
shales and epiclastic sediments, and overlies a thick sequence of 
mildly peralkaline rhyolite lavas and fragmcntal rocks. 

Mineralisation comprises a conformable massive sulphide 
lens 320 mlong, up to 30 m thick, and with a down-dip extension 
of280 m, underlain by irregular stri nger mineralisation. Pyrite, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite and galena are the major sulphide minerals, 
with traces of pyrrhotite, famatinite, cosalite, a ikinite, 
bismuthinite and stannite, with quartz and siderite gangue (Greig 
1984). Massive su lphides are generally banded from <I mm up 
to I m, locally with pyrite nodules, colloform textures and 
sulphide breccia, as well as minor contortions and folds. The 
massive lens had a Zn-rich core with Cu most abundant ncar its 
base and top. The major stringer sulphides are pyrite, chalco
pyrite and sphalerite, which occur as disseminations in veins 
with quartz, siderite (or ankerite) and chlorite. The stringer zone 
contained a further 0.75 Mt of 2.38% Cu, 1.92% In, and 52 
ppm Ag (Greig 1984). 

Proximal alteration beneath the ore body is heterogeneous 
and dominated by chlorite, siderite, ankerite and sericite, with 
chloritoid, andalusite and kyanite probably resulting from 
metamorphism of alteration assemblages. Alteration involved 
enrichment in Fe, Mg, K, residual enrichment in AI, and depletion 
in Ca, Na and Sr (Greig 1984). 

Thc style of mineralisation and alteration at this deposit is 
also similar to that of Mattabi-type deposits in Canada. Nickel 
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(1984) described the mineralogy and geochemistry ofthe weath
ering profile developed on the Teutonic Bore mineralisation, 
which was weathered to a depth of -75 m. In an upward profile, 
the primary ore has initially weathered to a transition zone of 
supergene sulphides (containing abundant secondary ore minerals) 
then to an oxide assemblage, then to leached oxides, and finally 
to gossan. Gossan samples are depleted in Cu and Zn relative to 
sulphide mineralisation, but contain significant Pb, Sb, Sn and 
As where these elements are preserved as stable secondary ore 
minerals. 

In the Murchison Terrane, Cu-Zn massive sulphide 
mineralisation is associated with -2.95 Ga. volcanic and sedi
mentary rocks in the Golden Grove Belt at Gossan Hill, Scuddles, 
and numerous other prospects. The facies association in this 
belt (Clifford 1987, 1992) includes (I) proximal effusive volcanic 
rocks (low aspect ratio lavas and associated autoclastic breccias), 
(2) distal volcanic products (mass flow resedimented pyroclastic 
debris), (3) background sedimentation (reworked volcanogenic 
and terrigenous mass flow sediments, turbidites), and (4) chemical 
sediments (cherts, sulphides, oxides). The epiclastic facies (2 
and 3) comprise a range of mass flow deposits. Primary pyro
clastic deposits are restricted to distal, water-lain, air-fall tuffs. 
Proximal effusive volcanic rocks include lava flows (andesites, 
dacites and rhyolites) and associated autoclastic breccias, with 
abundant syn-volcanic dykes. 

Mineralisation occurs over a restricted stratigraphic interval 
towards the top of a thick sequence of resedimented pyroclastic 
deposits, and immediately preceding the major period of effusive 
volcanism. Geochemical data (Ashley et al. 1988, Whitford & 
Ashley 1992) indicate that mineralisation occurred during a change 
from distal to proximal volcanism, also characterised by a change 
from Zr-rich to Zr-poor magmas. Zones of maximum syn
depositional subsidence (reflected by gross stratigraphic thick
ening) and syn-depositional extensional faults (indicated by 
abrupt thickening of mass flow facies) appear to be most 
prospective (Clifford 1987). The environment of deposition was 
a deepwater (> 1 km) extensional basin. 

Copper-zinc gossans were first discovered at Gossan Hill 
in 1971 (Frater 1983). Mineralisation at Gossan Hill is 
stratabound with a broad concentric ore-mineral zonation defined 
by a central massive magnetite- pyrite--chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite 
association, passing upward and outward into pyrite- magnetite
chalcopyrite-sphalerite-pyrrhotite, and ultimately into a bedded 
pyrite- sphalerite-galena association (Frater 1983). Published 
reserves are 15 Mt ofCu mineralisation @ 3.3% Cu, 0.1 % Zn, 
14 ppm Ag, and 0.1 ppm Au, and 1.7 Mt of Zn mineralisation 
@ 14% Zn, 1.6% Pb, and 0.4% Cu (Frater 1983). 

Mineralisation comprises tabular pods and lenses of massive 
sulphides (pyrite with subordinate chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and 
sphalerite) and magnetite, with magnetite and sulphides in 
approximately equal proportions. Disseminated and vein 
mineralisation is also common, but less abundant than massive 
mineralisation and lenses of massive mineralisation which are 
surrounded by chlorite schist. Alteration in the footwall includes 
iron-rich chlorite, carbonate (siderite, ankerite), talc and minor 
chloritoid, and involved addition of Fe, Mg and CO2, subtraction 
of Na and Ca, and redistribution of Si and K (Frater 1983). In 
the hanging wall, tabular, conformable bodies of sphalerite, pyrite 
and galena mineralisation occur associated with magnetite
bearing chert. 

At the Scuddles deposit, mineralisation occurs as massive 
sulphide lenses with an underlying zone of stockwork zinc 
mineralisation. Mill et al. (1990) reported a total mine recoverable 
reserve oflO.5 Mt ofl1.7% Zn, 0.8% Pb, 1.2% Cu, 89 ppmAg 
and 1.1 ppm Au. The deposit contains three massive sulphide 
ore types: massive sphalerite (>50% sphalerite), which forms 
the stratigraphic top of the deposit and interfingers with the 
massive pyrite zone( <50% sphalerite, <5% chalcopyrite), and 
Cu-rich massive pyrite (>5% chalcopyrite), which is generally 
located near the base of deposit. The magnetite-rich mineralisation 

typical of Gossan Hill is not common at Scuddles, although 
laminated magnetite-bearing cherts (or iron-formation) occur 
immediately above, and distal to, mineralisation. The massive 
ore is underlain by a 40- 50 m wide stratabound zone of 
stockwork pyrite--chalcopyrite mineralisation, varying in inten
sity from >80% sulphide, directly beneath the massive sulphides, 
to <10% sulphide. Intensely altered rocks containing Fe-rich 
chlorite and carbonates are associated with stockwork develop
ment (Ashley et al. 1988, Mill et al. 1990). 

Massive sulphide mineralisation comprises coarse-grained 
sphalerite and pyrite, with lesser chalcopyrite, galena and 
pyrrhotite, and traces of arsenopyrite, tetrahedrite, mackinawite 
and cassiterite. Gangue minerals include magnetite, quartz, 
sericite, talc and carbonate. Sulphides exhibit a range of primary 
and secondary textures, including colloform intergrowths of 
pyrite with sphalerite, chalcopyrite and galena. Ores are variably 
recrystallised and a strong tectonic fabric or banding has generally 
been superimposed on the massive sulphides. 

Mineralisation at Scuddles and Gossan Hill overlies a 10 km 
long by 300 m thick zone of pervasive stratabound quartz
chlorite-sericite--carbonate-sulphide alteration. In this zone, Fe 
and Mg contents generally increase towards mineralisation with 
patchy depletion in Na, Sr and K. Smith et al. (1980) and Smith 
& Perdrix (1983) described geochemical characteristics of 
Golden Grove gossans and pisolitic laterite. The gossans and 
adjacent laterite are enriched in a suite of chalcophile and associated 
elements, such as As, Sb, Bi, Mo, Ag, Sn, and Se. Smith & 
Perdrix (1983) showed that pisolitic laterite is a potentially 
useful sampling medium during regional exploration for deposits 
of this type in areas of laterite cover. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Greisen style , Collingwood (Queensland) ; Vein style , 
Aberfoyle (Tasmania); Breccia pipes, Ardlethan (N ew South 
Wales); Skarn , Mount L indsay (Tasmania); Rep lacement, 
Ren ison (Tasmania) 

Target 
o Replacement deposits, massive greisens, porphyry-style 

stockworks (underexplored in Australia). 

o Target 50-100 Mt @ >0.5% Sn. Replacement deposits have 
the highest grade; greisens and stockworks potentially offer 
the largest tonnages. 

o Sn as cassiterite- mineralogically simple ores. 

o Sn dominant metal , but possibly also Wand Ag. 

Mining and treatment 
o Open cut or underground, depending on location , grade and 

tonnage . 

o Cassiterite grain size and liberation characteristics 
significantly affect recovery (sliming). 

o Sn in silicates, sulphides and oxides (Sn-bearing magnetite) 
irrecoverable. 

o Arsenic causes smelter difficulties: Pb & WO, undesirable 
concentrate impurities. 

Regional geological criteria 
o Areas of known Sn mineralisation. 

o Highly fractionated. felsic granites II ith intermediate to 
reduced oxidation states. 

o Granites of Siluro-Del'onian. Carboniferous. and Permo
Triassic age. 

o Batholith only now being unroofed or sti ll sha llowly buried. 
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Figure 1. Model of greisen and stockwork-hosted Sn-W-basc-metal 
system. Scale very approximate. 
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Figure 2. Plan and section (vertically exaggerated) of Sn systems 
associated with the apical portions of a granite batholith. 

Local geological criteria 
o Spatially associated with the apical portions of granites in 

the roof zones of batholith s. 

o District-scale metal zoning . 

o Contact metamorphism, alteration. structure, dykes and 
geophysics may assist in locating concealed granites. 

o Altcration mapping to locatc hydrothermal altcration zoncs. 

Mineralisation features 
o Greisen bodies in roof of granite or beneath internal 

contacts within granite; transgressive veins ; stratabound 
replacements. 

o Gangue: quartz, m ica, fe ldspars, tourmaline, topaz. 

o Metal zonation (down temperature) may be W Sn base 
meta I s. 

o Cassiterite may occur as infill or replacement. 

Alteration styles 
o Greisenisation, feldspar addition (K and/or Na), 

tourmal inisation, skarni f'ieation. Si I iei fication, chloritisation 
and propylitisation in more distal portions. 

o Width of a lterat ion variable: may be absent or unnoticeable 
adjacent to some mineralised granites. 

o Alteration most pronounced in granite and overlying zones; 
gran ite flanks may be unaltcred. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o Related granites are felsic (SiO, > 70%), highly fractionated 

and enriched in incompatible efements and volatiles (F, B). 

o Alteration zones are also enriched in incompatible elements 
and volatiles. 

o Ore elements include Sn, W, Ag. 

o Trace elements in mineralisation may include F, B. Cs, Bi, 
In , Cd, Sb, As, Cu, Pb, Zn, T1. 

o 0 , S, C isotopes reflect magmatic sources and/or wallrock 
inputs. Nd, Sr, Pb isotopes, either juvcnile or evolved, 
depending on nature of granite source. 
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Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Chemical analysis of granites is a guide to Sn-mineralising 

potential. 
• Rock chip sampling for Sn, W in alteration zones. 
• Soil anomalies (5-20 ppm Sn typical soil content; >50 ppm 

Sn prospective), also As, Pb in soils. 
• Stream sediment sampling for indicator minerals (cassiterite, 

Nb-rich ilmenite, tourmaline), and elements Sn, As, Pb, F, U, 
Th. Stream sediments typically have 5-20 ppm Sn (>20 
ppm being prospective). Sn dispersal train in stream 
sediments may be up to 10 km long. 

• Traditional methods (panning) useful if Sn is present in the 
coarser fraction. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Sn-mineralised granites have low magnetic susceptibility; 

alteration destroys magnetite except in chlorite-magnetite 
lodes and some skams. 

• Sn granites are radiogenic (high K & U) with high Th in I
types, low in S-types. Feldspathic and phyllic alteration 
high inK. 

• Gravity lows indicate granite batholiths at depth. 
• Sulphide-bearing lodes may be electrically conductive; 

pyrrhotite-bearing lodes may be magnetic. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• High salinity: >5 wt% NaCl to saturated brine; fluid 

immiscibility may be present. 
• Moderate to high temperature (250-400°C typical during Sn 

precipitation stage); decreasing T and salinity with time. 
• CO2 ± CH4 typically present; CO/CH4 variable. 
• Fluid IS/I metal ratios are low. 
• Fluids derived from volatile phase separation during magma 

crystallisation; possible role for meteoric and/or highly 
exchanged fluids. 

• Sn precipitation driven by fluid-rock reactions, decreasing 
temperature and/or fluid oxidation. 

Comments on genesis 
• Sn deposits are sourced from magmatic aqueous fluids 

exsolved from crystallising granites; meteoric water may be 
involved. 

• Mantle involvement in Sn-mineralising systems has been 
suggested by Nd isotopes, but direct involvement of mantle 
materials is not supported by other evidence. Exploration 
for Sn systems based on spatial relationships to felsic, 
strongly fractionated and reduced granites is clearly 
preferred. 
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Main features ofSn±W ore bodies 
Types of Sn±W deposits in eastern Australia 
Tin ± tungsten mineralisation in eastern Australia comprises a 
diverse range of deposit styles. All deposit styles, however, have 
a close spatial and genetic relationship to the apical regions of 
granitoid plutons. Deposit styles include pegmatite and magmatic 
segregations within granitoids and adjacent wallrocks, greisens, 
stockworks, skarns and replacement ore bodies (both proximal 
and distal types), and (tourmaline-bearing) breccia pipes. Greisens 
tend to be contained within the roof zones of granitoids, either 
lying directly beneath the upper contact or beneath internal 
contact zones within the cupola. Breccia pipes, veins and 
stock works are usually transgressive to the granitoid contact. 
Replacement and skarn deposits range from proximal (adjacent 
to the granitoid contact) to distal (up to 2-3 km) from the grani
toid contact. 

Other Sn-mineralising styles are under-represented; for 
example, granitoid-related Sn-Ta-Nb pegmatites (e.g. Walwa, 
Lachlan Fold Belt), which are well represented in the Western 
Australian Shield (Solomon & Groves 1994). Non-granitoid
related Sn- Ta- Li pegmatites are absent, but are widespread in 
the Western Australian Shield (Solomon & Groves 1994). 
Porphyry Sn systems of the Bolivian type (e.g. Sillitoe et al. 
1975) are also under-represented, but provide a potential target. 
Tin also forms significant alluvial deposits, which in some 
provinces (New England Orogen and north Queensland) have 
been the main source of historical tin production. 

Grade/tonnage considerations 
Grade/tonnage relationships for economic Sn±W systems range 
from> I % Sn/O.I - I Mt ore for hydrothermal ve in deposits to 
0.8- 1.0% Sn/- I 0 Mt ore in carbonate-replacement deposits and 
-0.3% Sn/> I 0 Mt ore in greisen-style deposits (Menzie et al. 
in Hutchison 1988; Taylor 1979). Greisens potentially provide 
the largest tonnage; however, their typical grade is low relative 
to ca rbonate-rep lacement bodies. which have the advantage of 
both tonnage and grade. Hydrothermal veins. though relatively 
small in terms of tonnage. may have very high grades. 

The largest deposits in eastern Australia (Renison and Mt 
Bischoff. Tasmania) arc of the carbonate-replacement type with 
total resources of around 450 kt and 120 kt Sn. respectively (See 
Solomon & Groves 1994 for grade and tonnage data). Other 
significant hardrock producers have been Ardlethan (Lach lan 
Fold Belt, New South Wales, breccia pipe, -50 kt Sn); Cleveland 
(Tasmania, carbonate replacement, - 31 kt Sn), Anchor (Tasmania, 
greiscn, -20 kt Sn), and Aberfoyle (Tasmania, ve ins, -19 kt Sn). 
Significant potcntial resources are present in several deposits 
that arc not prcsently economic because of grade and/or metal
lurgical problems, e.g . Taronga (New England Orogen, New 
South Wales, stockwork, -64 kt Sn), Sundown (New England 
Orogen, Queensland, stockwork, -30 kt Sn), Doradilla (New 
South Wales, skarn, >33 kt Sn). and Coll ingwood (north 
Queensland , greisen, -28 kt Sn). 

System zonation 
Sn±W systems are usually part ofiarger district (kilometre) scale 
metal zoning, radially arranged around the highest temperature, 
most granitoid-proximal system cores. Zoning typically comprises 
W-dominated systems in the g ranitoid or adjacent overlying 
rocks, with zonation outwards, initiall y dominated by Sn, then 
Cu, Pb--Zn-Ag, then perhaps distal, low-temperature oeeUlTences 
of F, and Hg (Taylor 1979 and references cited therein). The 
proximal (granitoid and pegmatite) portions ofSn systems may 
also contain Ta and Nb mineralisation as well as F, Be and Li. In 
detail, there is variation and in some tin provinces zoning appears 
to be absent (e.g. Wagga, New South Wales, and Cooktown, 
Queensland, tin provinces). In other places, metal zoning is well 
developed, as in the Herberton district of north Queensland 
(Blake & Smith 1970); around the Mole Granite in the southern 
New England Orogen; and in the Zeehan mineral field in western 

Tasmania, where rich Ag-bearing base-metal lodes have been 
mined in their own right (Solomon & Groves 1994). In the Cornish 
tin province of Britain substantial amounts of Cu, Pb, Zn and 
Ag have been mined from distal systems (Willis-Richards et al. 
1989). Small, but potentially high-grade, Ag-rich polymetallic 
systems are a potential target in the periphery of zoned hydro
thermal systems centred on Sn±W mineralisation. 

The scale ofSn systems 
The size of the alteration and mineralisation systems associated 
with Sn±W deposits is small relative to those of porphyry Cu 
deposits (Premoli in Hutchison 1988). Greisen systems in the 
apical portions of granitoid intrusives may have only 200- 300 m 
vertical extent, with little obvious alteration in the overlying 
wallrocks. Thus, the degree of exhumation and preservation of 
the apical portions of granitoids is important. For stockwork 
systems such as Taronga (New South Wales) and Aberfoyle 
(Tasmania), and replacement deposits such as Renison (Tasma
nia), the exposure of the progenitor pluton would mean the loss 
of the deposits, and probably any evidence for them having 
existed. 

Mineralogy and alteration 
The mineralogy of Sn±W stockwork veins can be quite simple 
in the higher temperature parts of the deposits. Ore minerals 
principally consist of cassiterite ± wolframite in a gangue, which 
may comprise quartz, muscovite , feldspar, tourmaline, topaz, 
fluorite and apatite. Sulphides are generally minor and may 
include pyrite, pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite. Stannite may also 
be present. The mineralogy of carbonate-replacement deposits 
can range from relatively easily mineable cassiterite in a silicate
carbonate gangue; cassiterite- pyrrhotite ores (as at Renison); 
to metallurgically difficult ores (particularly in proximal skarns), 
where Sn is bound in silicate minerals such as malayaite and 
pyroxenes. Scheelite tends to occur instead of wolframitc. 
Tourmaline is abundantly developed in somc brcccia pipes. 
and chlorite with base-metal sulphidcs (evcn magnctitc) may 
occur with cassiterite in some lode and pipe deposits. The ratio 
of cassiterite to wolframite in veins may be a function of the 
differing precipitation mechanisms for Sn and W (Jaireth, quoted 
in Solomon & Groves 1994). 

High-temperature magmatic to subsol idus hydrothermal 
alteration of the associated granitoids is common, with higher 
temperature feldspathic alteration (K or Na dominated), 
greisenisation (quartz and muscovite ± topaz, fluorite) , 
tourmalinisation (B) or even topazi sation (F). Feldspathic 
alteration within granitoids can be texturally very subtle (Pollard 
et al. 1983). Chloritisation with base-metal sulphides can be 
present in lower temperature lodes. The mineralogy of Sn
mineralised skarns can be complex, with typical skarn minerals 
being augmented by the addition of F - and B-bearing phases 
(see Kwak 1987). 

Mineralogical and metallurgical considerations are very 
important for the economic viability of Sn prospects. Difficul
ties include: I) fine grain size of cassiterite, leading to 's lim
ing ' during crushing and flotation; 2) presence of Sn bound in 
silicate and sulphide phases; 3) presence of complex sulphide 
and sulphosa lt minerals containing As, Sb, etc; and 4) unusual 
mineralogical properties, e.g. magnetic cassiterite. These factors 
should be assessed during the early stages of exploration of 
Sn±W prospects. At Doradilla (New South Wales), huge amounts 
ofSn in weathered fault and fracture zones (70 Mt @ I wt% Sn; 
Kwak 1987) are contained in secondary varlamoffite, rendcring 
the Sn metallurgically in'ecoverable and the deposit unviable. 

Geological setting of Sn systems 
Rock associations 
Sn±W mineralisation is invariably associated with the upper 
parts offelsic and fractionated granitoid plutons and, in particu
lar, with cupolas and ridges on the tops of batholiths, where 
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exsolved magmatic fluids have evolved, been focussed, and/or 
ponded. Deposits may be intimately associated with a specific 
phase or apophyse of a granitoid pluton. Carbonate-replacement 
and skarn-style deposits require reactive wall rocks, which may 
comprise Mg- or Ca-carbonates. Mafic and ultramafic rocks, 
including serpentinised ultramafics, are also reactive to sn±w 
mineralising fluids. 

Granitoids associated with tin mineralisation tend to be 
chemically distinct from more typical felsic granites and, as such, 
are often referred to as 'specialised' or 'tin' granites. They are 
felsic (>70% SiO), enriched in incompatible elements, such as 
Rb, U, Nb, F, B, Li, Be and Cs (hence the term 'specialised'), 
and depleted in compatible elements (Ba, Sr, Fe, Ti, Ca, Mg, 
Zn, Cu, Ni, etc). Peraluminous granitoids have elevated P and 
low Th and Y, while metaluminous granitoids have high Th and 
Y and low P. These chemical features are the result of extended 
fractional crystallisation mechanisms rather than unique or special 
source materials. Sn±W-mineralising granitoids comprise K-feld
spar, quartz, sodic plagioclase, and minor modal amounts of 
biotite and or muscovite. They are poor in Fe-Ti oxide minerals. 
Accessory mineral phases may include topaz, fluorite, tourmaline, 
apatite, monazite and Li-micas. The granitoids may also be 
texturally variable, indicating that volatile build-up and exsolution 
occurred in a relatively shallow crustal environment (typical of 
tin granitoids in general). 

Sn-mineralising granitoids-distribution in eastern 
Australia 
The distribution ofSn±W -mineralising granitoids is reasonably 
well known in eastern Australia, and forms clearly defined 'tin 
provinces' (Taylor 1979). In the Palaeozoic fold belts of eastern 
Australia, tin provinces are present in both eastern and western 
Tasmania; the central Lachlan Fold Belt (Wagga Tin Belt); the 
southern New England Orogen, in northern New South Wales 
and southeast Queensland; the Carboniferous of the Herberton
Mount Gamet region, west of Cairns and Kangaroo Hills, near 
Townsville; and the Permian granitoids ofthe Cooktown region. 
These provinces correspond to certain 'intrusive metallogenic 
provinces' containing high-K, felsic, highly fractionated, (inter
mediate to) reduced granitic rocks (Blevin et al. 1996). They are 
preferred locations for future exploration, as granitoids else
where in eastern Australia (as far as their chemistry is known) 
are not presently considered conducive to the formation of Sn 
deposits. Both S- and I-type granitoids are prospective for Sn. 
Over 70% of eastern Australia's historical Sn production has 
been derived from I-types and Australia's biggest Sn deposits in 
terms of production (Renison and Mt Bischoff) are both associ
ated with I-types (Blevin et al. 1996). 

Exploring for Sn systems 
General 
Despite the diverse range of deposit styles, there are some key 
features common to all major Sn±W deposits that may be used 
to advantage in exploration for new deposits: 

sn±w deposits are associated with the apical regions of 
strongly fractionated, reduced granitoids. These granitoids 
are chemically distinct and, to be most prospective, should 
be either shallowly buried or, if exposed, have preserved 
roof zones. 

Sn±W deposits occur in distinct provinces, which can be 
defined on the basis of known Sn mineralisation and 
distribution of related granitoids. Recognition of metal 
zonation, where present, on a local to district scale provides 
local guides to high-temperature hydrothermal centres within 
the province. 

Geophysics may also help in the detection of buried 
granitoids (gravity), their compositional character (radiometrics 
to detect high K and U, though Th abundance depends on 1- or 

S-type character), and oxidation state (magnetic lows, indicating 
low oxidation state and/or felsic evolved nature of pluton). 
Alteration associated with Sn mineralisation tends to destroy 
magnetite, while greisenisation and feldspathisation may add K. 
In some sulphide-rich deposits the presence of pyrrhotite, or 
even magnetite in distal skarns and chlorite-magnetite lodes, can 
produce local magnetic highs. 

An exploration strategy 
1. Define Sn provinces, based on historical records. 

2. Determine igneous association (suite/supersuite) related to 
Sn mineralisation. Determine the chemical and geophysical 
properties of the related granitoid suite/supersuite. 

3. Establish the extent ofthis association locally and regionally. 
Does the distribution of related granitoids coincide with the 
known distribution of historical Sn production or are the 
related granitoids more extensively developed regionally? 

4. Within the region of prospective granites so defined, locate 
areas that may indicate just unroofed or shallowly buried 
granitoid cupolas, using structure, gravity, contact aureole 
geometry, dyke swarms, presence of contemporaneous 
volcanics, hydrothermal alteration zones, and metal zoning. 
Cupolas and dykes may form linear belts where they have 
intruded along structural weaknesses to higher levels. 

5. Interpret regional structure to identify potential fluid 
pathways that may have focussed magmatic fluids emanating 
from granitoid cupolas. The distribution and relationship 
of these structures relative to older reactive rocks should 
also be examined. 

6. Consequent stream sampling for cassiterite and elements 
associated with specialised granitoids and related 
mineralisation (As, Ag, F, etc) may define alteration systems 
over buried cupolas. More detailed studies of metal zoning 
may also assist at this stage, as well as mapping of alteration 
at prospect scale. Metal zoning at all scales needs to be 
emphasised. For example, low Sn grades in stockworks 
carrying Zn, Pb and As may indicate the lower temperature 
distal end of an economic Sn system. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL: The Cawse shear-controlled Ni-oxide and associated Mn-Co--Ni 
deposit, Western Australia 

Examples of oxide deposits 
Wingelinna (Western Australia); Claude Hills (South 
Australia); Moa Bay, Nicaro (Cuba); Guri Kuq (Albania); 
Kosovo Region (Balkans); Moramanga (Madagascar); 
Ramu River (Papua New Guinea); Santa Isabel (Solomon 
Islands); Dinagat (Philippines); Sebuku Island (Borneo); 
Goro (New Caledonia). 

Target 
• Typical size: 0.85 Mt of contained Ni, (0.01 - 5 Mt). 

• Smaller deposits combine to make an economic region. 
• Average grade 1.2% Ni, rarely exceeds 1.4% Ni. 

• Low Si & Mg concentrations. 
• High Fe (>40%) and Co (>700 ppm) contents. 

Mining and treatment 
• Shallow enrichment «50 m) allows cost-effective assessment 

and mining. 
• Treatment includes pyrometallurgy (i.e. Ni recovered from 

siliceous flux or as direct feed, e.g. Siberia, Western 
Australia), and hydrometallurgy (i.e. alkaline leach , e.g. 
Cuba; acid leach, proposed for Cawse, Western Australia). 

• Screening of silica to enrich oxide feed. 
• High-Mg clays (e.g. nimites) may cause problems 

by consuming acid. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Developed over unaltered or serpentinised ultramafic 

lithologies: never developed over talc carbonate lithologies. 

• Formed both in stable cratonic platforms (e.g. Yilgarn Block, 
Western Australia) and accretionary terrains (e.g. Cuba). 

• Limonite deposits developed over Mg-rich lithologies, (i.e. 
high MgO, low AI 20) 

• Shear-hosted mineralisation controlled by primary high
angle strike-slip faults that transgress in-situ regolith 
horizons and are perpendicular to ultramafic stratigraphy. 

• Other styles of supergene mineralisation present in district
stratabound Mn- Co- Ni (e.g. Siberia, Western Australia), 
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Figure l, Interpreted section of th e Cawse, shear-controlled, 
Ni-oxide deposit, Western Australia, 
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Figure 3. Interpreted geo logical setti ng of t he Cawse shear
controlled Ni-oxide deposit, Western Australia, 

nontronite-hosted nickel laterite (e.g. Bulong and Murrin 
Murrin, Western Australia) and numerous supergene Au 
deposits. 

Mineralisation features 
• Enrichment ofNi in shear-controlled stac ked lenses devel

oped along strike of fault. Intimately associated with flat
lying, goethite-rich pods. 

• Mn enrichment associated with permeability contrast in 
upper regolith profile. 

• Main mineralisation developed above the Fe redox boundary 
and confined to the ferruginous sapro lite. 
Ni enrichment below redox boundary associated with 
silicate and carbonate, (highly variable in concentration and 
abundance ). 

• Depth control to mineralisation: lenses and pods, 
IS and 50 m depth; Mn-Co-Ni , 5-15m depth . 

• Strong regolith control, with enriched Ni confined to 
ferruginous saprolite. 

• Ni associated with goethite, nimites, various Mn oxides and 
minor magnetite. 

• High free-silica content in ferruginous saprolite. 
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Regolith profile 

Zone Thickn ess Mineralogy Av. Ni 
(* ore zones) (m) (%) 

Duricrust 3 Si-mgt-gt 0.08 

Mn-Co- Ni up to 14 m Mn oxides- Si- 0.96 
horizon* Fe oxides 0.12 Co 
Mottled zone 5 Si--clay- gt 0.02 

Collapsed Fe 13 gt- Si 1.26 
saprolite* 
Fe-saprolite 24 Si- gt 0.46 

Saprolite 18 mgs- serp-Si-dom 0.41 

Saprock 4 serp- mgt- dom- mgs 0.20 

Protore serp, fo , mgt, chr 0.27 

Oxidised shear up to talc- nimite 1.50 
zone* 16 m wide up to 8% 

Shear zone talc- phl-mgs 0.30 

• Chromites may be enriched in goethite pods. 
• Magnetite preserved through in-situ regolith profile. 

Weathering 
• Silica envelope to ore system developed in the ferruginous 

saprolite and immediately surrounding the ore pods. 
• Carbonate, magnesite and dolomite developed in the 

saprock and saprolite. 
• Complete in-situ profile developed at Cawse. 

Geochemical criteria 
• Widespread Ni (>0.5%) ± Co- Mn regolith anomalies 

developed along strike and overlying the dunite unit. 
• Elevated Fe (>40%), Si :Mg ratio (>200) and high Ni :Cu 

ratio (>40: 1). 
• Elevated light-PGEs (Ir, Os, Ru) . 
• Trace elements include Cr, Zn ± Mn, ± Co. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Regional airborne magnetics can be used to define high-Mg 

cumulate stratigraphy, favourable structures, and intrusions 
that act as impermeable hydromorphic barriers. 

• Electromagnetics can assist in geomorphic interpretation. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Limited data available. 
• Present-day meteoric water at Cawse, Ci--rich. 
• Solubility constant for nickel, ct 10-0 25, OH 10-19• 

• Lack of primary sulphides indicates low S02- in meteoric 
waters. 

Climate and geomorphology 
• Developed in seasonally humid regions and modified by dry 

arid climates. 
• Low to moderate topographic relief. 
• Proximal to alluvial systems. 

Comments on genesis 
• Dunitic lithology structurally prepared before weathering. 
• Formed under seasonally humid climate; modified under 

later arid climates. 
• Meteoric waters leach Ni from the upper profile and from 

olivine/serpentine in saprock and saprolite. 
• Main Ni enrichment is shear controlled. 
• Enrichment confined to <50 m depth and above Fe redox 

boundary. 
• Mn- Co- Ni enrichment controlled by permeability barrier. 
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Introduction 
Nickeliferous laterites are residual products derived from chemi
cal weathering of olivine-rich cumulate rocks and their meta
morphic derivatives which have primary initial Ni contents of 
0.2- 0.4%. The characteristics of a Ni laterite, including grade, 
tonnage and mineralogy, are controlled by the interaction of 
climatic and geological factors, such as geomorphological history, 
drainage, structure and lithology, and it is the combined effect of 
these individual factors that, in a dynamic system, allows Ni to 
concentrate in the regolith. 

Dominantly, but not exclusively, located in the tropical and 
subtropical belts of the world, laterites represent over 70% of 
onshore Ni resources (Fig. 4), yet currently account for less than 
30% of annual global Ni production. Nickel laterite operations 
generally require high-tonnage open-cut mining and recent 
metallurgical advances will allow more economic exploitation 
of these resources. Known resources are typically developed 
on sulphide-poor ultramafic rocks, but the regolith overlying 
matrix and disseminated Ni-sulphide deposits can also be Ni 
rich (e.g. Mt Windarra: Watmuff 1974; Perseverance: Nickel et 
al. 1977; Mt Keith: Butt & Nickel 1981), although so far none 
has been exploited specifically for its lateri tic resources. 

Geological setting 
About 85% of the world's Ni laterite resources are located in 
accretionary terrains, developed in the weathered mantl e of 
obducted Miocene and Pliocene ophiolite complexes. These 
harzburgite- dunite olivine cumulates cover thousands of square 
kilometres, have marked topographic re lief, and account for Ni 
laterite deposits in , for example, New Caledonia, the Philippines, 
Indonesia, Australia (Queensland), Colombia, Cuba, the Domini
can Republi c, and western USA. 

The remaining 15% oflaterite resources are located in stable 
cratonic platforn1s, developed on komatiites and layered complexes 
in Archaean and Proterozoic greenstone belts. The komatiitic 
lithologies, dominated by peridotites and dunites, typ ically have 
a moderate to subdued relief. Places where these deposits are 
developed include the Yilgarn Craton of Western Australia and 
parts of Brazil, West Africa, and Ukraine. 

Characteristics of nickel laterites 
Classification 
Various classification schemes exist for Ni laterites, based on 
features such as alteration of the host rock, climate, dra inage, 

geomorphological history, and composition (e.g. Butt 1975, 
Golightly 1981 , Alcock 1988). In this paper, classification is 
based on the mineralogy of the dominant Ni host. There are 
three main types of deposit: 
Type A: silicate Ni deposits , dominated by hydrated Mg-Ni 

silicates (e.g. gamierite), generally occurring deep 
in the saprolite. 

Type B: silicate Ni deposits, dominated by smectitic clays 
(e.g. nontronite), commonly occurring in the upper 
saprolite or pedolith. 

Type C: oxide deposits, dominated by Fe oxyhydroxides 
(e.g. goethite), forming a layer at the pedolith
saprolith boundary. 

The silicate Ni deposits, dominated by type A, account for 
80% of global Ni laterite resources; most Ni laterite deposits , 
however, contain both silicate and oxide ore in varying propor
tions. Manganese oxides , enriched in Co and Ni , probably 
formed during late phases of weathering, are present in each 
type of deposit, but account for only a minor proportion of the 
total Ni. 

Mineralogy 
The mineralogy of type A silicate deposits is highly variable, 
consisting of a mixture of both well-crystallised and poorly 
defined neoformed varieties of Ni-bearing hydrous si licates, 
referred to as 'garnierite ' (Fig. 5), in which the Ni content of 
individual minerals can exceed 20% (Table I). Smectite-dominant 
type B deposits are characterised by Ni-rich nontronite and 
saponite, typicall y containing 1.0- 1.5% Ni , with the Ni fixed 
between the structural layers or in the octahcdrallaycr, substitut
ing for Fe" . 

Iron oxides, commonl y referred to as ' limonite' in the Ni 
laterite literature, dominate the type C oxide deposits. Simil ar 
materials also overlie sili cate deposits and penetrate through 
them in fracture s and joint planes. Goethite and poorly crystal
line Fe oxyhydroxides are the principal Ni host minerals of type 
C deposits. Experimental studies have shown that goethite may 
contain up to 5.4 mole 'Yo N i (Gerth 1990), but the proportion 
ofNi incorporated into the lattice, adsorbed onto the surface or 
present within its structure is still a matter of debate. Other Fe 
oxides, present in minor quantities in the ore zone (e.g. magnetite, 
lepidocrocite and hematite) , have low Ni contents. 

Grade 
The silicate Ni deposits have a grade of 1-2.6% Ni , with a global 
mean grade of 1.53% Ni for hydrated Mg- Ni silicates (type A) 
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Figure 4. World distribution or nickel laterite resources (by country). 
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Figure 5. Si:Mg:(Fe+Ni) ratios for crystalline Ni-bearing hydrous silicates. 

and 1.21 % Ni for smectite-dominated deposits (type B). Parts 
of some type A deposits (e.g. New Caledonia), however, can 
exceed 15% Ni and are typically associated with faults and shear 
zones. Oxide deposits generally have a grade of up to 1.6% Ni, 
(e.g. Goro, New Caledonia), with a global mean grade of l.03% Ni 
(Fig. 6). 

Chemical composition 
During weathering, some elements become leached (e.g. Mg, 
Ca ± Si) and others either are secondarily enriched (e.g. Ni, Mn, 
Co, Zn, Y) or residually concentrated (e.g. Fe, Cr, AI, Ti, Zr, 
Cu) within the profile . Both types of silicate deposit are 
characterised by a low Si:Mg ratio (type A, 2-4; type B, typi
cally <10), < 20% Fe for type A, and up to 30% Fe for type B 
(depending on clay type), and are neutral to mildly alkaline (PH 
7.6-8.7). The type C oxide deposits have low Si and Mg con
centrations, high Fe (>40% Fe), and are weakly acid (PH 5.2-
5.7) . Chromium and Al contents have been increased by relative 
accumulation in the oxide zone. Only Ni and, in places, Co are 
significantly enriched in the supergene phases (Golightly 1981). 

Mn-Co distribution 
Manganese, leached from olivine, pyroxene and their metamor
phic products, precipitates as Mn oxides and is commonly lim
ited to certain horizons, depth and macroscopic habit (Llorca 
1993). Typically, these Mn oxides are concentrated at the inter
face between regolith units, within 20 m of the original land 
surface. High Eh conditions may prevail at such a boundary, and 
the Mn oxides coprecipitate with Ni, Co and other elements 
(Butt 1979). In certain circumstances, high concentrations of 

Mn oxides may precipitate, forming small but significant Mn
Co-Ni deposits , such as those in the Ora Banda-Siberia area of 
Western Australia (Elias et al. 1981) and alluded to by Llorca 
(1993) in New Caledonia. Manganese oxides associated with 
this enrichment include asbolane, todorokite, chalcophanite, 
cryptomelane, lithiophorite and ernienickelite, and are precipi
tated as coatings, veins and impregnations in the clay matrix. 

Nickel enrichment within the regolith 
The regolith hosting Ni laterite deposits is commonly 10- 50 m 
thick, but can exceed 100 m. It typically comprises two main 
zones, saprolith and pedolith, which are further subdivided 
(Fig. 7). Leaching of Mg (±Si) causes Ni and Fe to become 
relatively concentrated in the pedolith, typifying oxide 
deposits. Nickel is released by recrystaUisation and dehydra
tion of Fe oxyhydroxides and is slowly leached downwards 
through the profile, both vertically (De Vletter 1955) and later
ally (Avias 1978), reprecipitating at the base with Si and Mg to 
form an absolute concentration within the saprolith, typical of 
'garnierite' deposits, such as New Caledonia (Trescases 1973). 
Nickel enrichment may also occur high in the saprolith, such as 
at Tagaung Taung, Burma (Schellmann 1989) or transgressing 
the saprolith-pedolith boundary, as in the Dominican Republic 
(Lithgow 1993). Nickel enrichment in smectite-dominated 
profiles is typically high in the saprolith, directly below the 
boundary with the pedolith, (e.g. Bulong, Western Australia: 
Elias et al. 1981). Massive accumulations of free silica and, in 
places, carbonates are abundant in profiles developed over dunite 
lithologies and act as a diluent to Ni (Butt & Sheppy 1975). 
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Controls on occurrence and distribution 
Principle factors 
The occurrence and distribution of Ni laterites depend on the 
combined influences of factors such as climate, geomorphology, 
drainage, lithology and structure acting over time on global, 
regional and local scales. No single factor dominates the forma
tion of Ni laterites, but, combined in a dynamic system, each 
may act as a major influence on the processes and rates of de-

velopment, ultimately controlling the characteristics of any 
deposit. The factors that influence the development ofNi later
ites in one region may be less significant elsewhere. For example, 
in New Caledonia, climate, tectonics and geomorphology appear 
to control the distribution of Ni laterites (Trescases 1973), 
whereas, in the comparatively flat landscape of Western Aus
tralia, primary lithology and structure appear to be more important 
(Brand et al. 1996). 

Table 1. Summary of Ni-bearing hydrous-silicate minerals associated with type A Ni laterite mineralisation. 

Well-crystalline varieties of Ni-bearil/g hydrolls silicates 

Mil/eral 

Lizardite 

Nickeloan Iizardite 

Nepouite 

C linochrysotile 

Pecoraite 

Antigorite 

:--iickeloan 

antigorite 

Berthierine 

Brindleyite 
(Nimni/~) 

Talc 

Willemseite 

Clinochlore 

Nickeloan chlorite 

Nimite 

Sepiolite 

Nickeloan sepiolite 

Falcondoite 

Ideal mil/eral/onl/ula 

Mg,Si, O,(OH), 

(Mg,N i),Si,oj(OH ), 

(Ni.Mg)lSi p ,(OH), 

Mg,Si,O,(OH), 

NijSiPj(OH), 

(Mg. Fe'+)l SiP,(OH ), 

(Mg.Ni),Sip,(OH), 

(Fe.Mg.A I) ,(Si.AI)D, (OH), 

(Ni.AI),(Si.AI),O, (OH), 

Mg,Sip ,"()Hl, 

( Ni.Mg) ,Si,O" ,(OH) , 

R,,T,(\,(OHl, 

R , T, Ol li tOII);R, (OHl}H,Ol" 

(Ni.Mg.AIl,,cSi.AI),O,"(OH), 

Mg ,Si ,01 ,(OH),.611 ,0 

t Mg.:--ii),Si"O 1,c0II),.6H,O 

(Ni.Mg l,Si roO ,,i0H), .6H,o 

Poorly defil1 ed varieties of lVi-hearil/g hydrous silicates 

Mil/~ml Idealmil/eralformula 

7 A garnierile Extreme variation 

10 A gamierile Extreme variation 

1-1 A gami~rile Extreme variation 

Unclassified Extreme varia tion 

garnier;le 
COil/write Ncar Ni, Si,O,,(OH), 

Dewcylite R,SiD I« OH),.xH,O 

Kerolil~ Extreme variation 

Pimeli/~ Extreme variation 

Mil/ eral 

Serpent ine 

Serpentine 

Serpentine 

Serpentine 

Serpentine 

Serpentine 

Serpentine 

Serpentine 

Serpentine 

Talc 

Talc 

Chlorite 

Chlorite 

Ch lorite 

Sepiolite 

Sepiolite 

Sepiolite 

Mil/~ml 

Serpentinc 
Talc 

chloritc 

Hydrous Ni-
Mg silicate 

Hydrous Ni-

Mg silicate 
Hydrous Ni-
Mg silicate 

Talc 

Talc 

Reponed 
mean 
Ni% 

0.15 

6. 1 

32.S 

-l0.5 

0.1 

-l.9 

2.R 

22.6 

(U 
27.1 

OJ 
7.2 

16.9 

OA 
2.9 

n 

Reponed 
mean 
NiO/C 

15.1 
19.9 

3.3 

17.6 

27A 

0.01 

0.05 

15 .7 

C011111lents 

Commonest form of I: I hydrous Mg silicate. 

Variation: presence of colloidal silica (not see n by XRD). 
leaching of M g from octahedral sites. 

Nickel analogue of lizardite. Dimorphous with pecoraite & 
similar to revdanskite. Previously regarded as chlorite 

(Spangenberg 1938; Phillips 1963). 

Nickel analoguc of c1inochrysotile. dimorphous with 

nepouite . 

No nickel analogue recordcd. although Kato ( 1961 ) shows 

'antigorite' with -llJA3'1t NiO. 

Berthierine is Fe 2+ dominant. whereas (flllfsile IS Mg 

dominant. Values from' (If/lesile'. 

Name replace s nimesite. Nickel analogue of herthierine 
(rather than al//elile). 

Nid,el analogue of talc. 

COlllIllOnl) associated with n::rllliculitc. Group include:... 
l·clllIchardlile. 

Ni analogue of c1inochlorc, up to 30'lr Ni. in intcrlayer 
positions. exchange nickel- minor. 

Medium to low crystallinity. 

Nickel analogue of sepiolite, 

C()llllIICIIIs 

Low crystallinity & impurities. Serpentine afllnities. 
Low crystallinity & impurities. Talc affinities. 

Low crystallinity & impurities . Chlorite afilnities (rare in 
literature). 
Low crystallinity. Mixtures of serpentine, talc. sepiolite, 
chlorite, vermiculite. 
Variety of gamierile. 

Nickel poor variety of gamierile. 

Talc affinities. Also known as c~mli/~ Previously regarded 
as a montmorillonite (Faust 1966). 

Nickel analogue of keroli[~ . Talc affinities. 

Bold recognIsed !1lincr~1 :-opccics - CommiSSlOtl 011 r\C\\ l'vl11lcrals nne! \'1mcf<l1 'Jamc~ (Cl\MMN): //a/ic ~ynonyms or vanCllCS (CNl'vIMN). 
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Figure 6. Grade distributiou of nickel laterite deposits 

Climate 
Most known Ni laterite resources and their major mining opera
tions are located in seasonally humid (savanna) climates (e.g. 
Thio, New Caledonia; Niquelandia, Brazil; Bonao, Dominican 
Republic; Moa Bay, Cuba) and in humid tropical (rain-forest) 
climates (e.g. Cerro Matoso, Colombia; Taganito, Philippines; 
Gebe Island, Indonesia). A few, mostly low-grade, deposits are 
known elsewhere, including seasonally humid, Mediterranean! 
temperate climates (e.g. Riddle, Oregon, USA) and warm, semi
arid climates (e.g. Cawse, Bulong and Murrin Murrin, Western 
Australia). In both of these regions, however, warmer and/or 
seasonally humid climates prevailed in the past; hence much of 
the regolith, including the Ni enrichment, is, at least partly, a 
relict from earlier weathering regimes. 

Oxide (type C) deposits are present in all climatic environ
ments, whereas garnierite (type A) deposits occur in humid, 
mostly tropical, regions, and smectite (type B) deposits appear 
to be present mainly in semi-arid regions. The reasons for this 
distribution are not yet clear. Certainly, under the aggressive 
leaching characteristic of the humid tropics, relatively soluble 
elements such as Mg and Si, released from weathering of primary 
minerals, will be leached, resulting in residual concentration of 
Fe and Ni and formation of oxide deposits. This mechanism 
could also have occurred in the past, either under similar climatic 
regimes or, perhaps, under sub-tropical to temperate conditions; 
hence, the widespread occurrence of type C deposits. The occur
rence of type B deposits in semi-arid regions, such as Western 
Australia, fits with the general conditions of formation of 
smectite, but it is unlikely that deep profiles could develop in 
such climates. The thick regolith here is relict, and garnierites are 
rare, so the nickeliferous smectites may be the initial product of 
humid weathering of an unusual lithology or represent arid 
modification of a pre-existing regolith. Similarly, the absence of 
garnieritic deposits from the same region, despite earlier humid 
episodes of deep weathering, implies that other factors are im
portant in the genesis of silicate deposits. 

Geomorphology, drainage and tectonic uplift 
Tectonic activity in a region can control the degree of preserva
tion, distribution and nature of Ni laterites by influencing the 
geomorphology and relief, and hence erosion and drainage status. 
Deep lateritic regoliths are best developed, and/or preserved, in 
warm, humid regions having low tectonic activity, moderate to 
low relief and a high water table. These develop only where 
erosion rates are slow relative to the rate of chemical weather
ing. Tectonic activity, including epeirogenic movements, causes 
rejuvenation of streams and accelerates headward erosion, lead
ing to the dissection of plateaux and lateritic regolith. These 
effects are seen in New Caledonia (Trescases 1973). Complete 
profiles, with garnierite-rich zones beneath oxide ore, are present 

on high, upland plateaux and terraces. These plateaux are now 
being eroded, so that only isolated remnants of oxide Ni ore 
remain and the silicate ores crop out or are at shallow depth on 
the steep, surrounding slopes. 

Tectonic activity may also influence drainage, causing low
ering of water-tables and increasing the rate of water flow and 
intensity of leaching for a given rainfall. Garnierite silicate 
deposits (type A) appear to be associated with freely drained 
environments, generally as a lower zone to a profile hosting an 
oxide deposit. They are widespread in New Caledonia, in high, 
freely drained plateaux, in areas with open, permeable faults, 
and on upper slopes on plateaux margins. It seems that the 
garnierite zone has formed either simultaneously with the oxide 
zone in freely drained sites or as a later modification of the 
profile, following increased drainage due to uplift or river cap
ture. Garnierite formation may be increased by lateral migra
tion ofNi to seepage sites on the slopes. The highest grades of 
Ni enrichment may occur by multiple cycles of leaching and 
deposition, caused by changes in the regional water-tables 
responding to continued uplift. These processes will remain active 
so long as the base of weathering is above the water-table 
(McFarlane 1976). 

Smectite Ni-silicate deposits (type B), in contrast, appear 
to be a product ofless strongly leached and/or less freely drained 
environments and are consistent with the general occurrence of 
smectites. They are found dominantly in areas oflow relief (e.g. 
Bulong, Western Australia; Brolga, Queensland) where drain
age is subdued, forming a closed or partly closed system. They 
occur beneath an oxide zone, generally rather thin and Ni-poor, 
as a layer directly below the saprolith-pedolith boundary, with 
isolated cusps extending deeper, the frequency of which is 
controlled by structure. Smectite Ni-silicate deposits may be an 
original product of deep weathering under impeded drainage or 
be a later modification or development of the profile, following 
a reduction in the intensity and rate ofleaching due, for example, 
to a change in aridity or choking of the drainage system by 
neoformed changes. 

Primary lithological control 
Olivine orthocumulate, mesocumulate and adcumulate litholo
gies form the protolith to Ni laterites. On a local scale, where the 
influence of factors such as climate and tectonic uplift is re
duced, the type of ultramafic lithology appears to have some 
influence on the style of deposit formed. This is shown in the 
Yilgarn Craton of Western Australia, where olivine orthocumulates 
appear to be the precursor to smectite (type B) Ni deposits 
(e.g. Bulong, Murrin Murrin) and olivine meso-adcumulates 
appear to be the precursors to oxide-dominant (type C) depos
its, such as Cawse, Western Australia. 

The degree of primary metamorphism (both hydration and 
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Pedolith 

Saprolith 

Protolith 

Serpentinized 
peridotite 

Serpentinized 
dunite 

Unserpentinized 
peridotite 

Unserpentinized 
dunite 

• Ferricrete 

D Fe-saprolite 

D Saprolite 

II1II Parent rock 
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Lt:t.J garnierite veins I I Zone of Ni enrichment 

(1% Ni) 

1.=:·::·:·1 Manganese oxides IS] Fault zone 

D Smectite accumulation 

Figure 7. Nicke l laterite profiles and distribution of ore type (adopted from Alcock 1988) 

carbonation} has a marked influence on the charac teri st ics of the 
derived Ni laterite. For example, unaltered. olivine-rich lithologies 
form the highest grade Ni laterites in New Ca ledon ia (i.e. 'fac ies 
superieur' Tro ly et a l. 1979). In contrast. talc carbonate-altcred 
ol ivine cumulates do not form economi c concentratio ns ofN i in 
the regolith. although Ni-rich ta lc minera ls (e.g. wi ll emscite) a rc 
known. mainly assoc ia ted \\ith fau ltin g (De Waal 1970). 

Primal), strllctural cOlltrol 

Major (D ,) thrust faults. associated with stablc greenstone plat
forms and cmplacement of ophiolite complexes. form mylonitic 
zones of foliated serpentiniscd and or carbonated ultramafic 
lithologies. These zones. such as the basal thrusts beneath the 
ophiolite com[llcxes in Nev\ Caledonia. and the Luck Downs 
Fault at (jreel1\ale, Queensland (Fletcher & Co uper 1975) act, 
in part, as hydromorphic barriers and undergo only minor weath
ering, and hence are not targets for economic concentrations of 
Ni. More loca li sed shear zones and secondary structures, how
ever. may be significant in the formation ofNi laterites (Brand 
et al. 1996). These may be traced for se\eral kilometres and 
commonly show a decreasing density of microfracturcs and 
joints away from the f~lults. This primary permeability allows 
solutions to penetrate the ol ivine-rich rocks during weatheri ng 
via the shear zone. leaching Mg and Ni (±Si), and either precipi
tating neoformed, hydrous Ni silicates or altering pre-existing 
minerals (e .g. chlorite to nimite). In New Caledonia, many of the 
richest garnierite deposits. particularly those mined in the early 
yea rs. are structurally controlled. 

Weathering of sulphide-rich ultramafic rocks 
The oxidation of massive and disseminatcd Ni sulphides. such 
as those hosted by komatiitic li thologies in Western Australia. 
will, as well as forming Ni-rich goethite. introduce Ni into 
so lution. Once re leased from the su lphides. Ni will follow a 
simi lar path to Ni derived from the weathering of si li cates and 
wi ll enrich serpentines. precipitate as hydrous Ni s il icates, and 
form soluble Ni hydroxides (e.g. nickel hexahydrite) or, in the 
presence of carbonated waters, N i-rich carbonates (e.g. gaspeite, 
reevesite). Minor Ni sulphate minerals have been noted c lose to 
the oxidation front and there is commonly a supergene enrich
ment ofNi in secondary sulphides, such as violarite, at the base 
of the profile. 

In complete profiles preserved above sulphide bodies In 
Western Australia. there is no evidence to indicate greater enri ch
ment of Ni than in N i laterites deve loped on sulphide-poor 
olivine-rich litho logies. Indeed. Butt & Nicke l (1981) noted 
the oppos ite to be the case, w ith higher Ni grades in regolith 
overlying sulphide-barren dunites in the Siberia region than in 
regolith over the disse mina ted su lphide-bearin g ((unite at 
Mt Keith. 

Exploration criteria 
Massifs \1 ith oli\ inc-rich lithologies and their metamorphic de
rivati\cs, large cnough to host Ni laterite deposits that will 
support low-cos\' high-tonnage. open-cut mining operations, 
must initially be idcntified. Airborne magnetic sun·cys. regional 
geo logical mapping and known occurrences of laterite Ni are 
useful to identify likely targets. Later, detailed geo logica l and 
geophysica l surveys (e.g. magnetic and EM) are needed to de
lineate the olivine-rich lithologies and determine their structural 
fabric in order to identify impermeable barriers and faulting . 
which may, respectively. represent sites for shallow. high-grade 
Mn- Co- Ni and garn ierite mineralisation. This must be accom
panied by regolith landform mapping and reconnaissance drilling 
to determine the nature and distribution of the rego lith (i.e., 
whether in situ, concealed or stripped) and, in particular, those 
zones that host Ni enrichment. Thereafter, regional drilling and 
possibly soi l sampling of in-situ regolith (e.g. Ong & Sevillano 
1975) can be used to identify Ni halos (>0.5% Ni) and target the 
most prospective parts of a weathered ultramafic sequence. 
Follo\\-up drilling to delineate Ni-enriched zones will, in as
sociation wi th geochemistry and mineralogy, provide valuable 
infon11ation on the geological and metallurgical characteristics of 
any Ni laterite. For metallurgica l purposes, it is useful to maintain 
a consistent element suite when analysing drill samples (Ni, Co, 
Mn, Cr, Mg, Fe. Si. AI) and to include ignition loss . 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Most gold deposits in terrains dominated by deep regolith 
have weathered mineralisation and/or supergene enrichment 
zones. Deposits having significant lateritic andlor saprolitic 
reserves include: Boddington, Mt Gibson, Plutonic, Mt 
McClure, Granny Smith,Sunrise Dam, Paddington, Panglo, 
Mt Percy, (Western Australia); Redback, Jim's Find, 
(Northern Territory); Urn Nabardi, (Sudan); Syama, (Mali). 
Supergene gold in palaeochannel sediments and underlying 
saprolite: Kanowna, Lady Bountiful Extended, Challenge
Swordsman, (Western Australia), 

Target 
• Typically small; < 1.5 Mt, with grades 1.5- 5.0 glt Au. May 

represent the only mineable reserves over otherwise 
uneconomic primary mineralisation. 

• Commonly only a minor proportion of total reserves of 
major deposits, but yield early cash-flow. 

• Small supergene deposits, generally mined as satellites to 
larger operations, or several combined (eg., in palaeochannel 
systems) to make an economic group. 

Mining and treatment 
• Shallow enrichment (generally < 100 m) allows cost-effective 

assessment and open-cut mining. 
• Treatments include on-site CIP/CIL or, for sma ll deposits, 

heap-leach cyanidisation. 
• Supergene sulphides, especially As- or Cu-rich, may cause 

problems by lowering pH and poisoning carbon. Ore 
generally fi'ee-milling with high total recovery. 

Climate and geomorphology 
• Lateritic deposits: found in prcsent-day rainforest, savanna, 

Mcditerranean and semi-arid climates, but formed under 
seasonally humid conditions , probabl y warm to tropical, in 
regions oflo\\' to moderate relief 

• Saprolitic deposits: found and probably formed in semi-arid 
climates, low relief. Laterally extensive supergene enrich
ment zones in saprolite (and within and beneath palaeo
drainage sedi ments) characteristically form in axes of saline 
drainages. 

Mineralisation features 
• Lateritic and saprolitic deposits may be present in same 

profile, separated by a 'depletion zone' with very low Au 
content. 

• Only la teritic deposits occur in present humid tropics . 

• Saprolitic deposits may be present if a lateritic horizon is 
absent, 'concealed' by the depletion zone. 

• Lateritic deposits: contiguous with the ferruginous and 
mottled zones of the lateritic profile, mostly at the surface 
or buried by shallow sediments «20 m). 

- Commonly 2- 10 m thick. 
- Characterised by fine-grained Au of high fineness 

(Ag <0.5%) and some residual primary Au. 
- Coarse Au as small primary nuggets and inclusions within 

vein quartz and pisoliths, and as euhedral secondary 
crystals developed with Fe oxides. 

• Saprolitic deposits : confined to weathered primary source 
or laterally dispersed in weathered wall rocks as one or more 
sub-horizontal zones, at or below the water-table; 10-
> 70 m depth. 
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Figure 1. Lateritic gold deposit, Callion, Western Australia 
(after Glasson et al. 1988). 

- Matrix commonly clay-rich; groundwaters highly saline. 
-Gold dominantly secondary and of high fineness; residual 

primary grains more abundant with depth. Secondary Au 
as irregular grains, octohedra, dodecahedra, and flat 
hexagonal and triangular plates. 

Regolith 
• No macroscopic regolith features related to presence 

of mineralisation. Mature lateritic profiles commonly 
comprise: 
- Lateritic residuum (ferruginous pi so litic gravels and 

duricrusts), 2- 8 m; Go, He. 0, K, Gi. R 
- Mottled clay zone: 0- 10 m; Go, He, K, 0 
- Unstructured plasmic clays: 0- 10 m; Go, K, 0 

Ferruginous saprolite: 0- 10 m;Go. K. 0 
Saprolite: 20 ->50 m:K , 0, Go. P 

- Saprock: 0 20 m; P, K, 0, Sm 
(0: quartz; K: kaolinite; Gi: gibbsite; He: hematite; Go: 
goethite; Sm: smectite; P: relict primary minerals; R: resistant 
minerals). 
• Muscovite in alteration zones persists through most of profile. 

• Not all horizons always present; mineralogy depends on 
lithology. 
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Figure 2. Saprolitic gold deposit, Han nan South, Western 
Australia (after Lawrance 1992). 
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Geochemical criteria 
• Lateritic deposits: widespread multi-element anomalies 

(Au±As±Sb±W) in lateritic residuum. 
- Gold anomalies (>50 ppb in Yilgam), commonly 

400 00 width of primary source. 
- Crop out in relict regolith-landform regimes (e.g. Mt 

Gibson) or buried in depositional regimes (e.g. Mt 
McClure, Bronzewing). 

- Gold is leached at the surface in humid environments (e.g. 
Boddington and most tropical occurrences), with greater 
enrichment at 2- 5 m). 

• Saprolitic deposits: laterally extensive (to 50 00 width of 
primary source), at 10 - >50 m depth, beneath barren 
weathered wallrocks or depleted weathered primary 
mineralisation. 
- No associated enrichment of pathfinder elements, but Mn 

or Fe oxides may mark redox fronts. Pathfinders retained 
through depleted zone. 

- Surface expression in pedogenic carbonates (Au only) in 
erosional regimes and where overburden is shallow 
«10 m). 

- Palaeochannel-related deposits commonly blind, with no 
direct surface expression. 

- Precipitated by dilution, reduction, increased pH, e.g. , at 
water-table, redox fronts . In some channel deposits, 
precipitation is on lignite. 

Fluid chemistry 
• Lateritic deposits: formed by dilute groundwater in vadose 

zone. Generally, moderately oxidising, weakly acid 
(bicarbonate ion). 
- Gold probably mobilised by organically derived ligands 

(e.g., humic and fulvic acids, CN-, S-rich complexes) . 
- Precipitated by dilution, reduction by Fe2+ oxidation. 

• Saprolitic deposits: formed in saline groundwaters in vadose 
or upper phreatic zones. 
- Gold mobilised as halide (Cl, I) complexes in highly 

oxidising (Eh>550 m V) and acid (PH <4.5) environments. 

Au ppb 

1000 12000 

fa :0 

--1000N 

1000E 

Figure 3. Gold distribution in lateritic residuum, 
Mt Gibson, Western Australia (Smith & Anand 
1992). 
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Introduction 
An understanding of the genesis of supergene Au deposits requires 
an appreciation of the characteristics and origin of the regolith 
and the genetic relationship between the regolith and the Au 
minerali sation it hosts. The regolith in most of Australia is the 
product of a long complex weathering hi story, under a variety of 
climatic conditions. Some parts of the Precambrian cratons of 
the Western Shield may have been exposed to sub-aerial condi
tions since the late Proterozoic. However, much of the land 
surface was subjected to glaciation in the Pennian and the oldest 
identifiable landfonn s, such as the dendritic drainage pattern, 
probably date from the early Mesozoic. 

Because the land surface of the cratons has been subjected 
to continuous weathering during this time, the effects of various 
weathering episodes are superimposed and there is little direct 
evidence to relate specific weathering products to particular 
periods or climatic environments. The regolith is commonly 
lateritic and, when complete, consists, from the base, of sap rock, 
sapro lite, mottled clays or ferruginous saprolite, and an upper
most lateritic residuum that includes nodular and pisolitic grav
els and duricrusts. It may be overlain by a variable thickness of 
transported overburden. 

The regolith on the more tectonically active regions of the 
Tasman Fold Belt is highly variable because the complex his
tory of erosion, deposition and vo lcanic activity has resulted in 
the partial preservation of a multiplicity of o lder land surfaccs. 
Many such surfaces are deeply weathered, but, in areas where 
reliefis stronger, erosion rates are high and the regolith is thin or 
absent. 

The distribution of gold in lateritic regoliths 
Economic or ncar-economic supergene concentrations of Au 
occur in deeply weathered regolith in most climatic zones. They 
are mostly small «1.5 Mt), low-grade (I.:; 5.0 g t) relati\c or 
absolute accumulations. characterised by predominantly second
ary Au, \\ ith some residual primar::- Au and occasional nuggets 
(:v1ann 19X-I, 199X, Butt 19X9a.b). 

Lateritic supergene deposits 
These are more or less flat-lying enrichment zones contiguous 
with the ferruginous and mottled 70nes of the lateritic profile . 
They arc characterised by fine-grained Au of high fineness 
(Ag <0.5%) and some residual primary Au. Partic les of coarse 
Au may be present as primary nuggets and inclusions in vein 
quartz and pisoliths, and as secondary crystals developed with 
Fe oxide segregations. Many accumulations of this type are 
known, but mining has been largely restricted to regions in Aus
tralia with Med iter ranean and arid climates. such as the Yilgarn 
Craton (e.g. Boddington: Davy & EI-Ansary 1986; Mt Gibson: 
Gee 1990, Smith & Anand 1992) and The Granites Tanami In
lier (Rcdbaek and Dogbolter deposits). Similar depm,its are bcing 
mincd in West Africa (e.g. Syama: Bowcll et al. 19l)6) and South 
America . 

Saprolitic supergene deposits 

Relative enrichment of Au, with minor secondary accumulation, 
is common as the result of weathering of Au-bcaring lodes and 
shear zones. Where the regolith IS thick, this may result in 
exploitable reserves, amenable to low-cost open-cut mining. Simi
lar enrichmcnt is also typical of porphyry Cu deposits , e.g., in 
Papua New Guinea (see Ilughes 1990) and at Northparkes. 
NSW. Marked absolute enrichment in saprolite also occurs, com
monly deep in the regolith , either mostly confincd to the source 
unit or laterally dispersed into the weathered wall rocks, as one 
or more sub-horizontal zones. The Au is dominantly second
ary and of high fineness, even in the weathered source unit, but 
residual primary grains become more abundant close to the base 
of the profile. Saprolitic enrichment is known and mined only 
from semi-arid (or once semi-arid ) environments, again princi-

paUy in Australia. Typical of these deposits are Paddington 
(Robertson & Munckton 1995), Hannan South (Schiller & Ivey 
1990, Lawrance 1992) and, perhaps, McKinnons, NSW. 

Palaeochannel deposits 

Numerous, secondary deposits associated with palaeochannels 
('deep leads') are known, mainly in Victoria (Ballarat-Bendigo
Ararat area) and in the Kal goorlie-Norseman area of the Yilgarn 
Craton. In Victoria, Au is associated mainly with coarse basal 
sands and gravels, within 2 m of the unconformity (Swensson 
1990), and is considered to be alluvial, commonly with a well
defined primary source. In the southern Yilgam, Au occurs either 
in the sediments or in the saproli te immediately beneath the 
channel (Fig. 4). Most of these deposits are individually sma ll 
(e.g. Baseline, 0.25 Mt @ 3 glt Au), but they may occur in c lusters 
along a particular palaeodrainage system, thereby forming a 
significant resource, such as at Kanowna (Gibb Maitland 
1919), Lady Bountiful Extended (Devlin & Crimeen 1990), 
and Challenge- Swordsman at Higginsvi lle. In some deposits, 
the Au in the sediments may be alluvial. However, it commonly 
occurs as secondary Ag-poor particles and the enrichment zones 
themselves may transgress sedimentary features, including the 
unconformity. Accordingly, it is considered that, in most deposits, 
the Au is probably a chemical precipitate , derived from a source 
up-drainage or, possibly, from immediately beneath the channel. 
Gold in the saprolite tends to form flat-lying enrichments 5-
10m below thc unconformity; they appe3r to be simi lar in 
geometry and origin to the saprolitic deposits described above. 

In sem i-arid areas, such as the Yilgarn Craton and The 
Granites- Tanami Inlier, lateritic and saprolitic deposits may 
both be present where profiles are complete, separated by a 
zone 5 20 m thick that is barren of Au, (e.g. Mt Gibson, 
Boddington). Within the weathered lode or other source, this is 
commonly referred to as the 'dep leted zone'. The depleted zone 
may be present c\cn \\ 'here the laterite has been eroded, either at 
the land surface or beneath transported o\'crburdcn; as such, it 
presents a considerable hindrance to c\ploration for concealed 
supergene and primary mincralisation. 110\\ c\er. pathfinder 
clements. such as As, Sb, Bi and W. appear not to be leached 
from the depleted Lone; hence, multielement geochemistry has 
\alue \\here strong leaching of Au is sw,pectcd. ]\;either saprolitic 
enrichment nor a depleted zone has been reported from humid 
tropical climates; Au appears to be slightl; leached throughout 
the sapro lite, but there is no dispers ion into wall rocks and little 
or no secondary Au is present. 

This subdivision of supergene Au deposits is part descriptivc 
and pal1 genetic. There arc other enrichments. some of ore grade, 
that do not fit easily into this classification. These include the 
association of Au with pedogenic carbonate, which, in some 
latcritic deposits (e.g . Callion: Glasson et al. 1988), locally 
attains higher grades than the ferruginous fractions. 

Formation of supergene gold deposits 
Gold mobility durillg weathering 

Gold is chemically inert under most weathering conditions, but 
may be chemically very mobile where certain complexing ligands 
are present in soil- and ground-waters (Gray et al. 1992). The 
principal complexes, \\hich are significant undcrdifTerent chemi
cal conditions, are 
thioslIlphate: generated by pyrite oxidation under neutral to 

alkaline conditions; 
orgallic: formed by the interaction of Au \\ ith organic 

matter under oxidising conditions; 
halide: formed by oxidative solution of Au under acid 

saline conditions. 
Precipitation usually occurs as a result of chemical changes 

that destroy the Au-ligand complex. Recent results, howcver, 
suggest that some complexes, probably organic. are very strong, 
such that they precipitate as evaporites (e.g. with pedogenic 
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Table 1. Conditions for gold mobilisation and precipitation during weathering (after Mann 1984, Webster & Mann 
1984, Gray et at. 1992). 

Complex Dissolution conditions Precipitation conditions Product 

Thiosulphate 

Organic 
fineness 

Alkaline, mildly oxidising 

Alkaline- acid, mildly oxidising 

Dilution, acidification, oxidation, reduction 

Reduction 

Electrum 

Fine-grained Au, high 

Halide Acid, oxidising Dilution, increasing pH, reduction Au, high fineness 

carbonates) and will redissolve in water. 
During the long period of development of the regolith in 

much of Australia, Au has been mobilised and dispersed by one 
or more ofthese complexes, leading to the formation of supergene 
Au deposits. The dominant reactions have varied with time, in 
response to the varied environments imposed by successive 
climatic and geomorphological changes. In addition, physical 
movement of Au, as fine particles or in colloidal form, is also 
probable, but the contribution of such processes has not been 
assessed. The principal environments that appear to have con
trolled the mobility and distribution of Au in the regolith are, 
firstly, those associated with the formation of the deeply weath
ered, lateritic, regolith under seasonally humid, temperate to 
warm conditions until the early Tertiary and, secondly, those 
that led to physical and chemical modifications to the regolith 
during the dominantly arid periods since the mid-Miocene. 

Gold mobility during lateritic weathering 
During lateritisation in seasonally humid, probably temperate 
to warm climates, oxidation at the weathering front, deep below 
the water-table, produces neutral to acid conditions, with low 
pH occurring particularly over felsic rocks and rocks with high 
sulphide content. Gold associated with tellurides or held in the 
lattice of the sulphides and other minerals may be released, but 
the free metal remains largely immobile, owing to the absence of 
suitable complexing ligands. Free Au (and Ag) may be mobilised 
if high concentrations of carbonate are present in the primary 
mineralisation, because the oxidation of pyrite in such an alkaline 
environment produces thiosulphate (Mann 1984). However, 
although this mechanism has been implicated in dispersion in 
some locations (e.g. Papua New Guinea: Webster & Mann 1984), 
it does not seem to have widespread significance in lateritic 
environments. Concentrations of chloride ions and, deep in the 
profile, organic matter are very low. Accordingly, although some 
corrosion and reduction of size occurs, primary Ag-rich Au grains 
persist through the saprolite and into the ferruginous zone; lat
eral dispersion into saprolitic wall-rocks is also minimal. 

Lateral dispersion of Au is evident towards the top of the 
lateritic profile in the present humid tropics, particularly in the 
ferruginous and mottled horizons (e.g. Freyssinet et al. 1989a,b, 
Lecomte & Zeegers 1992, Zeegers & Lecomte 1992). The dis
persion is due in part to residual concentration and surface wash 
during land-surface reduction and in part to mobility, either in 
solution or as particulates (e.g. colloids or very fine grains of 
free metal). Some Au may also be contributed directly to the soil 
in organic litter after uptake by plants. Reduction of the com
plexes results in the incorporation offine-grained Au with low 
Ag content in Fe oxides, particularly in the lower part of the 
ferruginous horizon and in the mottled zone. Such mechanisms 
can account for the formation of lateritic Au deposits and Au 
anomalies, with their mixture of high and low fineness Au, that 
form widespread blankets over relatively narrow mineralised 
sources. 

The relative contributions of the physical and chemical 
mechanisms are uncertain, during both this and subsequent 
climatic episodes. The presence of Ag-poor rims on residual 
primary grains suggests that Ag may be completely removed 
from small grains, whereas the Au reprecipitates immediately, 
yielding a product of high fineness. Downward mechanical 
illuviation of Au particles and colloids is also possible, and 

could be responsible for some of the observed distributions. 

Gold mobility in arid environments 
The effects of aridity on Au distribution can be determined by 
comparison with studies of humid lateritic environments (e.g. 
Freyssinet et al. 1989a,b, Gray et al. 1992, Lecomte & Zeegers 
1992, Zeegers & Lecomte 1992). The most prominent differ
ences are: 
1. the development of a zone of marked depletion beneath 

the lateritic horizons; 
2. supergene enrichment deep in the saprolite, characterised 

by secondary Au of high fineness; 
3. in some environments, enrichment in pedogenic carbonate. 
In addition, there is commonly the concomitant formation of 
the palaeochannel deposits. 

The effects of a change to more arid climate, coupled with 
minor uplift, are shown in Figure 5. Lowering ofthe water-table 
results in progressive dehydration of the upper horizons, and 
lower rainfall leads to a general reduction in leaching. The de
crease in vegetation greatly reduces the availability of humic 
complexes for Au mobility, although organic ligands remain im
portant for Au mobility in soils. Alkalis and alkaline earths 
derived from rainfall and continued slow weathering are retained 
in the regolith. These changes cause the mechanisms of Au 
mobilisation to change also. More prevalent alkaline conditions 
increase the possibility ofthiosulphate formation during sulphide 
oxidation, but the rate of weathering is mostly very slow. More 
significant, however, is the development of salinity, for this 
permits the formation of soluble Au-halide complexes. 

In the present warm arid zones, the change from humid 
seasonal climates has taken place since the mid-Tertiary or 
earlier. During this long period, several reversals to humid 
climates have occurred, temporarily restoring conditions con
ducive to deep weathering. Accordingly, the lowering of the 
water-table has been punctuated by still-stands or temporary 
rises. Such events have great significance, for under these 
circumstances, the increased rainfall leaches precipitated salts 
and recreates redox conditions suitable for ferrolysis , thus pro
ducing acid and saline groundwaters. As these waters become 
more strongly oxidising, they can become capable of dissolving 
Au and Ag as halide complexes. Evidence from the Panglo deposit 
in Western Australia (Gray 1990) suggests that the Mn redox 
couple controls this oxidation step and that, there, iodide is 
more important than chloride as the complexing species. That 
such a mechanism is possible is demonstrated in the near-coastal 
Darling Range, where recent humidity has resulted in active 
ferrolysis and leaching by saline waters. Elsewhere in the region, 
the rise in water-table caused by clearing for agriculture has 
mimicked this climatic change. During humid periods, therefore, 
Au may be dissolved and mobilised. 

Gold precipitation will take place in response to a rise in 
pH or dilution of the halide concentration, both of which may 
occur when solutions percolating through the unsaturated zone 
reach the water-table. Precipitation is also caused by the reduc
tion of the Au chloride by dissolved ferrous iron. This reaction 
may occur at the water-table or, probably more commonly, at 
the interface between an upper oxidised aquifer and a lower 
reduced aquifer. Such double aquifer systems have been com
monly observed in the Yilgarn Craton, and precipitation at their 
interfaces has resulted in enrichment parallel to, but below, the 
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These sequences have been weathered, 
initially with strong mottling and 
pisolith development with lateritic af
finities , and later under arid conditions. 
Gold enrichment in the sediments is 
dominantly associated with oxidised 
facies, but is also present in lignites, for 
example in the Officer Basin (Mulga 
Rock : Douglas et al. 1992) and the 
Kambalda- Norseman region. It is not 
known whether such enrich ment is syn
genetic or ep igenetic with respect to the 
sediments. Gold in flat-l ying enrichment 
zones in saprolite beneath the channel s 
is commonly associated w ith an underly
ing primary source. The zone geometry, 
occurrence in hi g hl y sa line e nviron
ments, and hydrogeochemi stry suggest 
formation under co nditi o ns sim il ar to 
those currently preva iling. 
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Figure 4, Location of secondary gold enric hment associate d with palaeochannels 
(deep leads), Yilgarn Craton, West e rn Australia. Sim il ar enrichment of basal 
sands in palacochannels in the Ballarat region, Victoria , is thought to be a llu via l. 

water-table. These mobilisation and precipitation events, occur
ring during the genera l lowering of the water-table and post
lateritic evolution of the regolith . account for sup e rge ne 
enrichment within the weathered mineralisation and in adjacent 
saprolitic wall rocks. Because electrum may be more solubl e 
th an pure Au. primary Au could be preferentially dissolved 
during this process, thus assisting the preservation of pre-existing 
lateritic secondary enrichment. Additionally. the repeated strong 
leaching of the upper saprolite leads to the formation of the 
depletion zone between the lateritic and saprolitic enrichmcnt 
zones. Mobilisation of Au by plants under present-day condi
tions may also causc dcpletion, but is also implicatcd in thc 
association of Au with pcdogcnic carbonatcs. The lattcr is an 
important phenomenon in the southern Yilgarn Craton and the 
Ga\\ ler Craton. whcre calcrete and calcareous soil are the 
preferred hosts for Au in the surface horizons of the regolith 
and are important exploration sample media (Lintern & Butt 
1993. 1997) 

Minor dispersion of Au as a thiosulphatc complex is also 
suspectcd at somc locations. This complex may account for 
high Au concentration in both saline and non-saline groundwaters 
in the Yi lgarn Craton , and the presence of secondary e lectrum in 
some deposits. It does not , however, appear to have been a 
significant mechanism in the fOllllation of supergene mineralisation. 

Whcrc the profile is truncated, any lateritic enrichment will 
have been destroyed; the depletcd zo ne thus becomes the 
uppermost residual material and either forms the parent material 
for thc soils or immediately underlies the transported cover. 
Leaching of the upper horizons can still occur. so the near-surface 
expression of mineralisation is minimal. Gold enrichment in the 
pedogenic carbonates is particularly sign ificant in such circum
stances and may give rise to a surface expression of the 
mineralisation. Where there are no carbonates. however. Au con
centrations may be lower by an order of magn itude. The high 
solubility of Au in surfic ial materials demonstrates dispersion is 
active. although it is probable that the amollnt and, especially, 
the proportion of soluble Au may relate more to surficial 
environmental conditions than to the proximity of mineralisation. 

The A u deposits in palaeoehannel s in southern Western 
Australia appear to bc products of the later, arid phascs of regolith 
evol ution. Stratigraphic relati onships suggest that the channels 
were incised into a deeply weathered landscape. Subsequently. 
they were infilled by eros ion products from that landscape and, 
commonly, they have a sequence that consists of basal sands 
overlain by clay-rich sediments . The latter are appare ntl y 
lacustrine or, in places, estuarine, and may include reduced, 
common ly sulphidic, units, including lignites oflate Eocene age. 

Exploration criteria 
The present distribution of A u in the rego li th is a product of a 
long history of weathering under changing cl imat ic and tcctonic 
co ndition s. A number of physical and chemical dispersion 
mechanisms have been involved , their activity and re lative 
importance changing during this time with the prevailing envi
ronmcntal conditions. Various features of the distribution pattern s 
ca n be related to various stages of regolith evo lution by consid
cration of the probable mcchanisms involved and by analogy 
with re lated tcrrains with diffcrcnt wcathering histories. At the 
simplest Ic\cl, rccognition of the nature of supergene deposits. 
the regolith materials in which they occur and their relationship 
both to the weathering history of the region and the speci fic 
geomorpho logical sctting of the prospective area will benefit 
exploration by aiding thc selcction of sam pic mcdia. choice ofa 
suitablc multielcmcnt analytical suite. and the interprctation of 
geological and geochemical data. The samc approach and 
procedures apply to cxploration for the primary mineralisation . 
since thc supcrgene dcposits are essentially the ncar-surface 
geoche mical expression of such a source. Geomorpho logica l 
control for the prospecti ve areas can be achieved by regolith
landform mapping, whi ch. coupled with ex isting data andlor 
new orientation surveys, can be used to develop landform-based 
geochem ical di spersion models to optimise sampling, analytical 
and interpretational procedures. 

Lateritic deposits and allomalies 

These occur in areas where the laterite profile is preserved. even 
if buried. so that sampling of lateriti c residuum is the most 
appropriate procedure . Other e lements assoc iated with the pri
mary mineralisation may also be present (e.g. As, Sb, B. Bi, Hg, 
Mo. W), giving larger, confirmatory or more readily detectable 
haloes. 100-400 times broader than the primary source (S mith 
et al. 1989). Sampling of lateritic residuum has been success
fully used at in tervals as wide as 3 km on triangular grids to 
reveal regional trends, closing to 100 m during follow-up. Broad. 
multielement anomalies of this type are present at Boddington 
and Mt Gibson (Smith et a l. 1989, Butt & Smith 1992, Smith & 
Anand 1992) and si milar deposits elsewhere, e.g. Callion 
(G lasson et al. 1988); Jim's Find, Tanami (Stott 1994). Duricrusts, 
nodules or pisoliths are the ideal sample media and may be 
collected from the surface or near surface in re li ct landform 
regimes and by drilling in depositional regimes, w here they may 
be buried by a considerable thickness oftransp0l1ed overburden. 
In the latter case, it essent ial to be able to distinguish lateritic 
residuum from transported lateritic debris (Anand & Smith 1993). 
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Saprolitic deposits and anomalies 

Where a complete laterite profile is preserved, whether at the 
surface or buried, a lateritic deposit or anomaly will indicate a 
possible site of saprolitic enrichment. However, if the lateritic 
horizon has been eroded (or never formed), such anomalies may 
be absent or much reduced, particularly if there is a marked 
depletion zone. In erosional areas with residual soils or saprolite 
at surface, sampling of ferruginous lag, soil, or a specific soil 
fraction or component, as determined by orientation surveys, is 
an effective exploration procedure . Lag samples may include 
lateritic pisoliths and nodul es; hence, widespread anoma lies 
associated with these materia ls may be expected. Anomalies in 
soil s, however, may be much more restricted in area. 

In semi-arid parts of southern Australia , pedogenic carbon
ates should be sampled, if present, s ince these materi als concen
trate Au, even in some areas of shallow cover and/or strong 
de pl e ti o n , and g ive a s up e rj ac e nt an o ma ly to co ncea le d 
minera li sation. Where carbonates are absent, surface anomali es 
may be restricted and ofl ow concentration and contrast. Surfacc 
anomali es and specific targets are followed up by close ly spaced 
drilling; the poss ibility of laterally di spersed sapro liti c Au 
enrichment and deplet ion zones more than 40 m decp, espe
cially in sa li ne areas, must be considered, both in plan ning ho le 
spac ing and depth and in the interpretation of data. For examp le, 
at Han nan South, the Au enrichment in sapro lite at about 20 m 
depth is 200 m across, compared to the 3 m wide pri mary source 
(Schil ler & Ivey 1990). Multie lement ana lysis is recommended, 
because e lements such as As, Sb, Bi, K, Pb, Rb and W, com
mo nl y associated with the primary min crali sation or altera ti on 
halo, arc not leachcd in the depletion zone, even where these are 
highl y sa line, as at Hannan South (Lawrance 1992). In deposi
tiona l areas, where truncated profi les are buried by transported 
overburden, a ll samp ling has to be by dril ling. The most wide
spread anomal ies are fo und at or close to the unconform ity, 
pal1icularly in basal sediments and mottlcd or ferruginous sapro
litc, or in the saprolitic enrichmcnt zonc itself. 

Palaeochannel deposits 

Similar procedures to those used for buried saprolitic deposits 
are suitablc for cxploration for channel dcposits, namcly drilling 
to seek sub-horizontal zones of Au cnrichment in the sediments 
or underlying saprolite. Multiclemcnt analysis, howe\er, is prob
abl y of littl e va lue in ox idi sed sedime nts. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Goonumbla, Cadia (Australia); Panguna. Wafi , 
Ok Tedi (PNG) ; Grasberg, Batu Hijau (Indonesia); 
Far South East , Didipio, Dizon, Philex (Philippines). 

Target 
• Size: 10- 1000 Mt (av. 50-100 Mt). 

• G rade : 0.5- 1.4% C u; 0- 1.8 glt Au; 0- 0.1 % Mo. 

• Major metals: Cu, Au. 

• Associated metals: Mo. Ag, Pb, Zn. 

Mining and treatment 
• Large-tonnage low-grade disseminated deposits that are 

commonly mined by open pit techniques. 

• Block caving (e.g. E26N. Goonumbla, New South Wales). 

• Sulphide grain size: typically 0.1 - 2 mm. 

• Pyrite ± arsenopyrite may be present in some ore. and can 
affect recovery; high As penalty in shallow epithermal ore. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Presence of known porphyry mineralisation in region 

indicates favourable sctt ing and thc right Icvcl of crosion. 

• Host rocks gcnerally unmetamorphosed. 

• Cu Au porphyries generally associated with island-arc 
tectonic setting. 

• CuMo porphyries associated with continental margins or 
cratonic settings. 

• Mineralisation assoc iated with oxidised I-type (magnetite 
series) sub\ olcanic intrusions. 

• Ilost stratigraphy generally characterised by volcanic rocks 
and associated \ 'olcaniclastics (may be cogenetic \\ ith the 
intrusive suite). 

• Maar \ olcanisll1 related to post-mineral diatreme formation. 

D potassic 

D propylitic 

o intermediate argillic 

[Jargillic 

SOOm 

lli[] advanced argillic 

G::::.;] tonalite 

o 'supergene' zone 

Figure I. Cross-section through the Batu Hijau porphyry Cu-Au 
depos it, I ndonesia , showing hypogene and supergene alteration 
zones, Cu contours and the host intrusions (aftel' Irianto & Clark 
1995). 

deeper erosion level may expose diatreme breccia pipe that 
contains clasts of porphyry mineralisation. 

• Minor clastic sediments ± limestones may be present. 

• Some deposits locali sed at fault intersections (arc-parallel 
and arc-oblique structures at Grasberg, Batu Hijau, etc.). 

• Spatial association with epithermal, skarn and Carlin-type 
mineral isation. 

Local geological criteria 
• Mineralisation forms during emplacement of cogenetic 

porphyritic intrusions. 

• Porphyritic quartz diorite to monzonite stocks; larger 
biotite-altered parent intrusion at depth (e.g. Goonumbla) 
may provide a bigger geophysical target. 

• Depth of emp lacement: - 1-2 km (can be deeper). 

• Stocks arc e longate, needle-like apophyses that extend up 
from coarse-grained phaneritic intrusions. 

• Mostly subaerial vo lcanic setting. 

• Identifying breccias related to mineralisation can be crucial. 

• Age of ore: Palaeozoic (Australian), Mesozoic Cainozoic 
(western Pacific). 

Au-Ag-~ 
Pb-Zn-Ag 

Pb-Zn-Ag _ _ _ 
Au-Ag-As-Hg 

Mo Mo 
Cu-Au 

~Iimestone 

8 granodiorite/monzonite 

B quartz diorite - dacite porphyry 

~diatreme 

I 
. I 

D intermediate argillic alteration 

~ advanced argilltc allerallon 

D phylhc alleralion 

U potassic alteration 1 km 

Figure 2. Schematic ore deposit model for western Pacific 
porphyry Cu-Au deposits, showing the association" ith diatremes, 
epithermal and carbonate-hosted Au-base-metal mineralisation 
(after Sillitoe 1989). 

Mineralisation features 
• Stockwork and disseminated Cu-Au(-Mo) mineralisation 

generally associated with K-sil icate alteration. 

• Metallogenic associations: Cu-only; Cu-Au; Cu-Mo; Cu
Au(Mo); Mo-only and Au-only varieties of porphyry 
deposits are recognised worldwide; Cu- Au common in 
western Pacific and New South Wales. 
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o Main ore minerals: chalcopyrite, bornite, native gold 
(electrum), molybdenite. 

o Gangue minerals: quartz, orthoclase, anhydrite, magnetite, 
biotite ± sericite ± pyrite. 

o Zonation within deposit: low pyrite, Cu-rich core, outer 
pyrite-rich halo; some deposits have Cu- Au-rich cores 
surrounded by intermediate Mo-rich annulus and outer 
pyrite halo. 

o District scale zonation: Cu-Au-Mo (core) ~ Ag- Pb-Zn ~ 
Au-As-Hg- Sb-Te (peripheral). 

o Sulphides also zoned: chalcopyrite, bornite in core, 
widespread disseminated outer pyrite halo. 

o Magnetic minerals: abundant magnetite associated with 
biotite alteration. 

o Anhydrite present as a vein mineral and in most alteration 
assemblages in the western Pacific deposits. 

Alteration 
o Classic and diagnostic hydrothermal alteration assemblages. 
o Strong lithological controls on local alteration assemblages . 
o Alteration halos can extend hundreds of metres from stock. 
o Supergene enrichment zone may be present (depends on 

local climate, topography and hydrology). 
o Several hypogene alteration types may be present; over

printing relationships are characteristic: 
- K-silicate- biotite, magnetite, orthoclase, quartz, anhydrite, 

chalcopyrite, actinolite; 
- Propylitic- chlorite, epidote, calcite, pyrite, albite; 
- Intermediate argillic (SCC)-sericite, chlorite, kaolinite 

or illite, pyrite, calcite; 
- Phyllic- sericite , quartz, pyrite; 
- Advanced argillic- alunite, kaolinite, pyrophyllite, quartz, 

dickite, gibbsite, pyrite, enargite, covellite; 
- Calc-silicate-garnet, pyroxene, epidote, wollastonite. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o Deposits associated with calc-alkaline to shoshonitic 

volcanic sequences. 
o Alteration and mineralisation halos are diagnostic, so 

geochemical vectors to ore can be devised. 
o 834S values: magmatic; sulphides may evolve to more 

negative values in oxidised systems. 
o 8 180 and 8D values: magmatic in K-silicate zone; commonly 

meteoric in phyllic zone; possibly magmatic in fault-zone 
sericitic and advanced argillic alteration zones . 

o Metal ratios variable; highest AU/Cu ratios may occur in 
core of Au-rich porphyry system. 

o Elevated Cu and S in propylitic zone may be vector to ore. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
o Anomalous Cu, Au, Mo, Ag, Zn, Pb, As, Sb, Hg, Te, Sn, S. 
o Drainage geochemistry (stream sediment, pan concentration 

and BLEG) and float samples most effective in young 
terrains (e.g. discovery ofBatu Hijau). 

o Soil sampling useful at the prospect scale. 
o Bedrock sampling by RAB or aircore drilling in suitable 

areas (e.g. Goonumbla). 
o 8180 depletion in phyllic alteration zone. 
o Alluvial gold fineness potentially useful exploration tool. 
o Hand-held spectrometers can be used to identify high

temperature clays in the lithocap environment. 

District-scale zonation 
o Peripheral styles of hydrothermal mineralisation can be 

associated with porphyry centres. 
o High-sulphidisation epithermal Au- Cu- As systems may 

form above or immediately adjacent to the porphyry system 
(e.g. Lepanto/Far South East), and may be part of a wide
spread lithocap that covers the buried porphyry deposit. 

o Skarns form adjacent to the porphyritic stock if impure 
limestones are present (e.g. Thanksgiving) 

o Low sulphidisation epithermal Au- Ag veins and breccias 
are generally offset laterally by several kilometres, but can 
be 'telescoped' onto porphyry systems (e.g. Lihir, Acupan) . 

o Sediment-hosted Au deposits (Carlin-style) may form 
distally (up to 8 km away) in calcareous sediments (e.g. 
Bau, Mesel?). 

Geophysical criteria 
o Low-level aeromagnetics commonly used in regional and 

district-scale exploration in Australia. 
o Annular or bullseye magnetic highs could be associated 

with biotite- magnetite alteration zones. 
o Magnetic lows (common) associated with widespread 

phyllic and/or intermediate argillic alteration. 
o Deposits can occur on the flanks of granitoid batholiths, i.e. 

adjacent to large gravity lows. 
o Airborne and ground radiometric data can help delineate K

silicate alteration in Australia. 
o IP response variable, but can be useful in some cases 

(especially in areas of high erosion), given the widespread 
and disseminated nature of the sulphides; generally not a 
direct vector to ore. 

o Landsat TM, SLAR and aerial photography can be used to 
identify eroded calderas and regional-scale structures. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
o Initial high-T (>500°C), hypersaline (>30 eq. wt% NaC!) 

brines and low-density vapour derived from crystallising 
stock. 

o Lower T (200°-350°C), moderate salinity «10 eq. wt% 
NaCl) meteoric fluids (phyllic alteration?). 

o High T (>300°C) magmatic volatiles associated with late
stage advanced argillic alteration. 

o Oxidation state: high (H2S '" SO!-). 
o Precipitation mechanism: combination of cooling 

and water-rock interaction causes Cu-Au (+Mo) deposition. 

Comments on genesis 
o Hydrous oxidised magnetite series magmas intrude to 

shallow depths in convergent plate margin settings. 
o Aqueous phase begins to separate and migrates up through 

the frothy magma, ponding beneath a crystalline carapace. 
o Hydrostatic pressure eventually exceeds lithostatic, 

resulting in carapace failure, stockwork formation and 
deposition of high-T Cu- Au- Mo mineralisation. 

o Repeated carapace crystallisation and failure cycles form 
complex cross-cutting vein network. 

o Eventual collapse of the thermal anomaly and ingress of 
meteoric water results in internediate argillic and/or phyllic 
alteration. 

o Late-stage regional faults tap magmatic volatiles from deep 
within the porphyritic stock, resulting in fault-related deep
level sericitic and high-level advanced argillic alteration, 
possibly associated with a lithocap telescoped onto the top 
ofthe K-silicate zone. 
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Introduction 
Much of our current understanding of the characteristics of 
porphyry deposits comes from studies in the 1970s of the 
Laramide porphyry Cu systems (southwest USA). In recent 
years, it has been recognised that Tertiary and Quaternary gold
rich porphyry Cu deposits in the western Pacific and South 
East Asia have their own characteristics, which result from the 
distinctive tectonic setting and host rock lithologies found in 
island arcs (Sillitoe & Gappe 1984). These are typified by the 
Philippine systems such as Santo Tomas n, Dizon, and Far South 
East, but also include deposits such as Grasberg and Batu Hijau 
(Indonesia), and Ok Tedi, the Frieda River deposits, and Panguna 
(Papua New Guinea). Porphyry Cu-Mo (e.g. southwest Negros, 
Philippines) and porphyry Mo deposits (e.g. Pollilo, Philippines) 
are also present, but are less significant economically than the 
Cu-Au deposits, whose importance is exemplified by Grasberg, 
Irian Jaya (> I 000 Mt @ 1.25% Cu, 1.55 g/t Au; T. Kavalieris 
Indonesia, personal communication 1996) and Batu Hijau, 
Sumbawa (1060 Mt @ 0.5% Cu, 0.37 g/t Au; Maula & Levet 
1996). 

Gold-rich porphyry Cu deposits are not restricted to the 
southwest Pacific (e.g. Bingham Canyon, Utah; Mt Milligan, 
British Columbia). Some of the oldest known porphyry Cu- Au 
deposits occur in thc Ordovician volcano-sedimentmy sequences 
of New South Wales (e.g. Goonumbla, Cadia, Copper Hill, Cargo, 
Lake Cowal). Other porphyry-related deposits in Australia 
include the Devonian porphyry Cu- Au- Mo deposits at Yeoval, 
New South Wales , and the Permo-Carboniferous Cu-Mo 
porphyry-related Au depos its of northern Queensland (e.g. 
Kidston, Mount Leyshon). 

The Ordovician Cu-Au porphyry deposits of New South 
Wales and the western Pacific porphyry provinces, while having 
a number of similaritics, al so have several distinctive character
istics. Continuing exploration success relies on understanding 
the variations in geological, geochemical and geophysical 
characteristics of porphyry deposits in both provinces. This 
papcr, therefore, reviews the characteristics of A ustral ian and 
western Pacific porphyry deposits, highlighting features that 
may be important for exploration programs. 

Tectonic setting 
Most of the world 's porphyry deposits are restricted to Mesozoic
Cainozoic orogenic belts and active convergent plate boundaries 
(Sillitoe 1972). The deposits are associated with intrusions that 
range in compos ition from calc-alkaline, to high-K calc-alkaline 
to alkaline. Porphyry Cu-Mo deposits of the eastern Pacific 
have fo rmed mainly in continental margin and cratonic (thick 
continental crust) settings, with the latter generally containing 
the higher Mo and Ag contents (Titley 1990). In contrast, many 
Au-rich porphyry Cu deposits occur in island arc settings around 
the southwestern Pacific rim (particularly in Papua New Guinea 
and the Philippines) . While cxceptions do cxist (e.g. porphyry 
Mo mineralisation at Polillo, Philippines; Knittel & Burton 
1985), it appears that Mo-enriched porphyry deposits are 
general/v associated with magmas that have passed through 
(and intcracted with) a significant volume of continental crust. 
Many porphyry Cu- Au deposits, in cont rast, have formed in 
island arc settings, in association with I-type/magnetite series 
intrusions that have primitive strontium isotopic ratios. These 
magmas have suffered little or no crustal contamination compared 
to their eastern Pacific porphyry Cu- Mo counterparts (Sillitoe 
1987). 

There is an obvious global association of porphyry deposits 
with subd uction-related environments. However, it is debatable 
whether active subduction is necessary for the development of 
porphyry-related magmas or whether post-subduction partial 
melting of metasomatised mantle is the key to metal enrich
ment. Porphyry Cu-Au deposits in any givcn district or cluster 
of deposits can have different Cu/Au rat ios (e.g. Goonumbla, 

New South Wales), indicating that local geological factors also 
strongly influence the final metal contents of specific systems. 

In the Philippines, porphyry Cu-Au mineralisation occurs 
mostly in subaerial volcanic arc settings. Cordon and possibly 
Didipio may have formed in a back-arc setting in northern 
Luzon. The porphyry deposits of mainland Papua New Guinea 
and Irian Jaya have formed in a collisional environment (e.g. Ok 
Tedi, Grasberg). In Australia, the Ordovician porphyry deposits 
of New South Wales occur in two volcano-sedimentary belts 
that are at least partly marine in character (the Junee- Narromine 
and Molong volcanic belts), and the tectonic setting (subduction 
vs post-subduction) is still debated (Wyborn 1994, Glenn et al 
1997). Most of the western Pacific deposits are Tertiary to 
Quaternary in age, whereas the eastern Australian deposits range 
from Ordovician to Permo-Carboniferous. 

The magma that forms a porphyry deposit must be under
saturated with respect to reduced sulphur. If a magma becomes 
sulphur-saturated early in its history, an immiscible sulphide 
liquid may form that scavenges chalcophile elements (e.g., Cu, 
Au) from the silicate magma, resulting in these metals being 
retained in the source regime, instead of being transferred to 
the upper crust. Metasomatised lithospheric mantle, rather than 
oceanic crust, appears to be the most likely source for Au
enriched, S-undersaturated magmas (Wyborn 1994) . 

Solomon (1990) noted that many porphyry Cu-Au deposits 
were fOlmed in island arcs after a period of reversa l of arc polarity 
(e.g., Philippines, Papua New Guinea). ' Arc reversa l' may there
fore be a controlling factor in the formation of at least somc 
porphyry Cu-Au deposits. The cessation of subduction during 
collisional events could result in partial melting of the down
going slab. This might cause the mantle wedge to be hybridised 
and oxidised, resulting in the ge nerati on of Au-bearing I-type 
melts (McGinnis & Cameron 1994), such as those associated 
with the porphyries of the Iri an- Papuan fold-thrust belt 
(Grasberg, Ok Tedi). 

Terrane evolution and metallogeny 

Although the database of information is too limited to allow 
definite conclusions to be drawn, the metallogenic evolution of 
the Lachlan fold belt appears to be rctleeted in thc mctal contcnt 
of the porph yry deposits. Ordovician porphyry mincrali sation 
is exclusivcly Cu- Au in charactcr, and occurs in belts of 
shoshonitic to calc-alkaline volcanics. Originally, these may have 
been oceanic island arcs, accretcd onto the eastern Australian 
contincntal margin after the Ordovician. By the Devonian, eastern 
Australia had evolved to a continental arc setting (Cas 1983), 
which appears to be reflected in the change in metal tenor of the 
porphyry systems. Cu- Au- Mo porphyri es formed at Yeoval 
(New South Wales) in the Devonian, and sub-economic Cu- Mo 
porphyry mineralisation formed as a precursor to the Permo
Carboniferous breccia-hosted Au deposits of northern 
Queensland (Kidston, Mount Leyshon) . 

The inferred temporal evolution of eastern Australian 
porphyry metallogenesis appears to be simi lar to that known 
for the Mesozoic and Cainozoic porphyry deposits of British 
Co lumbia. Many of the Canadian porphyry Cu- Au deposits 
formed in island arc settings before accreting onto the wes tern 
margin of the North America continent at 185 Ma. In the post
accretion setting, a more varied assemblage of porphyry deposits 
formed, including porphyry Cu, Mo, Au, Cu- Mo and Cu- Au
Mo deposits (McMillan et a!. 1995). The more va ri ed metal 
tenor in post-accretion setti ngs appears to relate to the variability 
in basement components, w ith oceanic crust , metasomatised 
lithosph eric mantle and continental crust all present. Accretion 
and amalgamation of exotic terranes may be important for 
developing porphyry deposits of varied metal tenor in a given 
province. In the case of the Philippines, the variable metal 
content, from Cu- Au (e.g., Central Cordillera) to Cu-Mo (e.g., 
SW Negros) to Mo (Polillo), may also relate to variable base-
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ment components, as the Philippines are an example of amalgam
ated exotic terranes in an island arc setting (Mitchell et al. 1986). 

Geological characteristics 
In the past three decades, a large body of literature has been 
publi shed on many aspects of disseminated and vein 
mineralisation associated with emplacement of subvolcanic 
intrusive stocks. The 'porphyry' class of deposits encompasses 
a broad and varied spectrum, all of which are related to one or 
more subvolcanic porphyritic stocks. Stock emplacement occurs 
immediately before and/or during the onset of fracture-controlled 
mineralisation. 

The basic empirical model for porphyry Cu deposits, 
defined by Emmons (1927), Lowell & Guilbert (1970) and 
Sillitoe (1973), continues to be used in district evaluation. This 
model is constantly being refined, with the timing and nature of 
magmatism (e.g. single vs multiple intrusions; significance and 
extent of barren post-mineral intrusions), host rock controls (e.g. 
the effects of metasomatism are subdued in most sedimentary 
lithologies; skarns only form in impure limestones; etc.), depth 
of erosion and exposure, importance and origin of breccias, 
potential for peripheral Au deposits, and the presence, extent 
and possible telescoping of lithocaps now also recognised as 
important features to be considered in any evaluation of a 
porphyry district. 

Sillitoe & Gappe (1984) provided a comprehensive summary 
of many aspects of the Philippines porphyry Cu-Au systems 
that was drawn from a large and, most importantly, consistent 
database compiled for 48 deposits. The Philippines deposits 
share many characteristics with those in other island arc settings 
(e.g. Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Fiji) and 
have been proposed as the type area for island arc porphyry 
deposits (Sillitoe & Gappe 1984). Some of the characteristic 
geological features of Philippines deposits noted by Sillitoe & 
Gappe (1984) are summarised below, along with comments on 
other western Pacific and Australian deposits. 

Porphyritic stocks 
Andesitic volcanism and porphyritic diorite to quartz diorite 
intrusions characterise most of the Philippines and Indonesian 
porphyry deposits that occur in typical 'arc' settings (e.g. Philex, 
Batu Hijau). Hornblende is the characteristic primary mafic 
mineral in these intrusions. In back-arc and collisional settings 
of the western Pacific, more evolved magmas (monzonites and 
monzodiorites) are related to Cu- Au mineralisation (e.g. 
Didipio, Grasberg) . Shoshonitic volcanism and monzonite to 
monzodiorite intrusions are also diagnostic of the Ordovician 
Cu- Au porphyry deposits of New South Wales. Clinopyroxene 
and/or biotite are common primary mafic minerals in both the 
western Pacific and eastern Australian porphyry-related monzo
nites. Porphyry deposits that are enriched in molybdenum tend 
to be associated with more felsic (quartz monzonite to syenite) 
stocks in both the Philippines (e.g. Polillo) and Australia (e.g. 
Yeoval) . The Permo-Carboniferous porphyry-related gold 
deposits of northern Queensland (e.g. Kidston, Mount Leyshon, 
Red Dome) are associated with rhyolitic to trachyitic subvolcanic 
complexes, and are genetically related to subeconomic porphyry 
Cu- Mo mineralisation (Morrison 1988). 

Compared to their eastern Pacific counterparts, the 
mineralised stocks in the western Pacific and Australian provinces 
are small (mostly <0.5 km2 in area). They are, however, either 
known or inferred to have a significant depth, with the known 
vertical extent of the porphyritic stocks at Grasberg extending 
over more than 1500 m (Kavalieris 1994). Many stocks are 
cylindrical and tend to widen with depth, although mushroom
style geometry is also known (e.g. Atlas). The uppermost por
tions of the stocks are probably emplaced at 1- 2 km below the 
palaeosurface, and Cu- Au mineralisation may extend 1.5 km 
vertically (Grasberg), and up to several hundred metres outwards 
from the stock into the wall rocks. 

Deposit clusters 

In the western Pacific and Australian porphyry provinces, some 
deposits occur in clusters. They are common in the Philippines 
(e.g. Atlas, Cebu; southwestern Negros) and Australia (e.g. E22, 
E26N, E27 and E48 at Goonumbla; Cadia Hill, Cadia East, Cadia 
Quarry and Ridgeway at Cadia). There are many cases where 
two or more deposits are situated within 3 km of each other and 
are probably derived from the same deep-seated phaneritic 
intrusion. The outer propylitic alteration halos of these deposit 
'pairs' generally overlap. 

Isolated deposits also occur in both the western Pacific (e.g. 
Panguna, Batu Hijau) and Australian porphyry provinces (e.g. 
Kidston, Mount Leyshon). Porphyry deposits in both prov
inces can be associated with the emplacement of one stock (e.g. 
Ok Tedi, Wafi) or multiple phases of mineralised intrusions 
(e.g. Grasberg, Batu Hijau, E26N). 

Relationship to phaneritic intrusions 
Of the known porphyry deposits and prospects in the Philip
pines, approximately three-quarters have been emplaced within 
4 km of the margin of a large equigranular pluton (Sillitoe & 
Gappe 1984). While there is a close spatial relationship between 
batholiths and porphyry stocks, it is less common for porphyry 
deposits to have been emplaced within plutonic host rocks (e.g. 
Marian, Philippines). In many cases (e.g. Northern Luzon), there 
is a significant time break (> 1 0 Ma) between early batholith 
emplacement and late porphyry intrusion, and the spatial super
position of the intrusive suites is related to the erosion that 
occurred during this time interval. It may be that crystalline 
plutonic rocks and batholiths provide effective barriers to later 
high-level intrusions, which are, therefore, emplaced around the 
weaker (usually fractured) margins ofthe phaneritic intrusions. 

In Australia, the Permo-Carboniferous Kidston breccia pipe 
and Mount Leyshon diatreme (Queensland) have formed partly 
within and on the margin of older, unrelated Palaeozoic granitoids 
(Baker & Andrew 1991 , Morrison et al. 1987). Although there 
is no obvious spatial association between the Ordovician 
porphyries of New South Wales and older batholiths, the quartz 
monzonite porphyries at Goonumbla are interpreted to be 
apophyses from the side of a larger comagmatic intrusion (the 
E31 stock; Heithersay & Walshe 1995). The only Australian 
porphyry deposits contained in a larger (but coeval) pluton are 
the uneconomic Devonian Cu- Au- Mo deposits in the Yeoval 
Monzodiorite, New South Wales (Yeoval- 37 Mt @ 0.23% Cu, 
0.007% Mo; plus minor prospects at Goodrich, Porphyry King, 
Cyclops, etc.; Paterson et al. 1983 , Cooke 1985). The small 
Yeoval deposits share some similarities with the intrusion-hosted 
Highland Valley porphyry deposits of British Columbia, where 
mineralisation occurs in and is genetically related to a zoned 
multiphase phaneritic intrusion (Casselman et al. 1995). 

Porphyry Cu- Au deposits in both provinces can contain 
weakly mineralised to barren intra- or post-mineral intrusions 
(e.g. Goonumbla, Batu Hijau, Grasberg). They are (in most 
cases) petrographically and geochemically similar to the 
mineralised stocks, and it can be difficult to distinguish between 
mineralised, weakly mineralised, and barren intrusions in the 
field . Post-mineral intrusions in the western Pacific include 
weakly altered to unaltered andesite porphyry dykes, post
mineral diatremes and/or dacite domes, all of which may have 
destroyed and/or diluted significant quantities of mineralisation 
when they were emplaced. Diatremes are not present in the 
Ordovician porphyry deposits of New South Wales, suggesting 
that local hydrology (and climate?) did not favour the explosive 
interaction of magma and groundwater. Permo-Carboniferous 
diatreme volcanism occurred at Mount Leyshon (Morrison 
1988). 

Porphyry copper deposits in the Philippines have mostly 
formed above either early Mesozoic greenschist facies 
metavolcanic and metasedimentary sequences or Mesozoic/ 
Cainozoic ophiolites (Sillitoe & Gappe 1984). Cratonic base-
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ment occurs beneath Grasberg and Ok Tedi in Irian Jaya and 
Papua New Guinea, respectively. The nature of the basement 
for eastern Australian porphyry deposits is controversial; both 
oceanic and sialic basements have been proposed (Heithersay 
1994). Porphyry deposits in the western Pacific and Australian 
provinces have generally been emplaced in sequences of volcanic 
and/or volcaniclastic rocks, although the largest known deposit 
(Grasberg) is hosted by a thick platform-carbonate sequence 
(MacDonald & Arnold 1994). 

In both the Australian and western Pacific provinces, some 
porphyry deposits are inferred to have a close association with 
basement structures and/or fault intersections, although the 
structural controls generally remain enigmatic. The Goonumbla 
porphyrics arc aligned along the N-S-trending Endeavour Linear 
(Hcithersay et al. 1990), although relationships to larger regional
scale faults remain uncertain. The intersection of arc-parallel 
and arc-normal structures appears to have been favourable for 
local ising porphyry mineralisation in Papua New Gui nea 
(Corbett & Leach 1995). Strike-slip faulting has been recognised 
as an important factor in the emplacement and localisation of 
some porphyry deposits (e.g. Chuquicamata, Chile; Lindsay et 
al. 1995). There is an obvious spatial association between many 
of the porphyry deposits of the Philippines and the major left
lateral strike-s lip Philippine Fault. In northern Luzon, a zone of 
transpressional uplift in a restraining bend of the Philippine 
Fault appears to have f~1Voured the superposition of porphyry 
and low sulphidation epithermal mineralisation (Cooke & Berry 
1996). This type of structural setting generally appears to be 
favourahle for shal low-crusta l Cu-Au porphyry emplacement. 

Hydrothermal alteration and related 
mineralisation 
The most distinctive feature of porph yry deposits is the Ivide
spread and varied hydrothermal alteration assemhlages localised 
in and around the porphyritic stock. These are intimately 
associatcd II ith disseminated sulphide mineralisation and 
stOCKllork leining. Indil idual alteration assemblages havc a 
hroadly similar paragenesis from deposit to deposit . giling rise 
to SCleral of the 'classic' alteration70nes documented by LOlVell 
& Guilbert (1970). While it is unlikely that any tllO systems 
would produce cxactly the saille aiterationillineral asseillblages. 
01\ ing to I arying lithology and fluid cOIllPosition. sel eral of the 
' type' alteration assemb lages are always recognisable. The 
assemblages common to most porphyry systems are K-silicate 
(or potassic). quartz- sericite (or phyllic) and propylitic. The 
alteration type that is most variable in its extent and distrihution 
is the 'argillic' assemblage. Workers have identified several varieties 
of hypogene argillic alteration assemblages, including phyllic 
argillic, internlediate argillic and advanced argillic types. Sillitoe 
& Gappe (1984) have documented numerous examples of 
intermediate argillic or sericite clay chlorite (SCC) alteration 
from the Philippines. Similar intermediate argillic assemblages 
are present in other porphyry deposits (e.g. cblorite sericite 
alteration at Panguna-Ford 197R; EI Salvador Gustafson & 
Hunt 1975), but their origin has not been discussed in any detail. 

Many of the features of hydrothermal alteration and 
mineralisation assemblages in western Pacific and Aus tralian 
porphyries arc similar to those of their eastern Pacific counter
parts. There are also some noticeable differences. Tourmaline 
is uncommon in western Pacific and Australian deposits. 
whereas some in North and South America contain abundant 
tourmaline. In many North American porphyry Cu deposits, 
anhydrite occurs only in tbe K-silicate zone (Titley 1982). In 
contrast, anhydrite may be present in all alteration assemblages 
of the western Pacific porphyry deposits, and can reach more 
than 5 per cent by volumc in orc zones (e.g. Sill itoe & Gappe 
1984. Kavalieris 1994). 

The six most commonly recognised hypogene alteration as
semblages in western Pacific and Australian porphyry deposits 

are K-si licate, propylitic, phyllic, advanced argillic, cale-silicate 
and intermediate argillic (SCC) alteration assemblages (e.g. 
Sillitoe & Gappe 1984). The first five have been well documented 
in the literature (e.g. Meyer & Hemley 1967, Lowell & Guilbert 
1970). The intermediate assemblage has not been widely reported 
from the classic porphyry Cu districts of the United States and 
South America, although it is present. A seventh variety, sodic
calcic alteration, is uncommon in the western Pacific deposits, 
but occurs in several Australian systems. The following sections 
provide brief summaries of the characteristics of the seven main 
alteration types, based partly on the observations of Sillitoe & 
Gappe (1984) from the Philippine deposi ts. Supergene enrich
ment blankets are also briefly discussed. 

K-silicate alteration is the earliest-formed alteration assem
blage in most porphyry deposits, and is closely associated with 
Cu-Au minerali sation in the western Pacific and Australian 
Ordovician examples. Biotite is the diagnostic hydrothermal 
mineral, together with K-feldspar, magnetite, quartz and anhy
drite. Some K-silicate assemblages also contain actinolite, chlorite, 
albite and/or (rarely) epidote. There is a component oflithological 
control on the mineralogy of K-silicate assemblages, with 
secondary biotite and magnetite more commonly developed in 
mafic rocks, and secondary K-feldspar in felsic units. Sulphides 
(chalcopyrite, bornite, pyrite, molybdenite) are present in veinlets 
and as disseminations in the K-silicate zone. Gold commonly 
occurs as cxsolution blebs in chalcopyrite and/or bornite. 
Molybdenum-rich annuli surround Cu- Au cores at some 
deposits. Generally, Au and magnetite appear to be enriched in 
the more mafic stocks. whereas Mo tends to be enriched in the 
felsic intrusions. The association of anhydrite and magnetite 
with the early potassic assemblage is an indirect indication of 
the oxidised nature of the parent magmas. Both the extensive 
development of magnetite in biotite-altered zones and a positive 
magnetite Au correlation have important implications for 
geophysical exploration. 

Propylitic alteratioll is weakly developed in all other alter
ation 'zones' in the porphyry em ironment. but appears to be 
most closely ,Issociatl'd II ilh K-silicate alteration. It also occurs 
as an outer alteration halo, extending for seleral hundred metres 
up to several kilometres away from the main mineralised centre. 
Propyiitic alteration of barren late- and post-mineral intrusions 
has been noted from a number of deposits. suggesting that this 
alteration assemblage has a protracted or episodic history of 
formation. The mineralogy of the propylitic alteration assemblage 
depends strongly on lithology, but is generally characterised by 
chlorite, calcite, albite , minor pyrite and epidote. 

Intermediate argillic (SeC) alteratioll is not recognised in 
the Australian porphyry deposits, but is common in the western 
PaciJic examples. Intermediate argillic alteration generally make, 
the original host rock pale green. and results in the partial to 
complete replacement of plagioclase by a pale green aggregate of 
sericite ± clays (kaolinite or illite) and the formation of chlorite 
pseudomorphs after mafic minerals. Calcite is a common accessory 
phase and epidote is rare. In the Philippines. Au and Cu 
mineralisation associated with K-silicate alteration do not appear 
to have been remobilised by the intermediate argillic alteration 
event, although Trudu & Bloom (1988) noted that additional Au 
dcposition occurred during the formation of intermediate argi Ilic 
alteration at Tirad. In the Philippines. clay minerals in the 
in termediate argillic assemblages are most likely a later over
print, as the limited available fluid-inclusion data (Cooke et al. 
1993, Trudu & Bloom 1989) suggest that high-temperature 
(>300°C) magmatic-hydrothermal flu ids arc involved in the 
formation of this alteration assemblage. More detailed stable 
isotope and flu id-inclusion research is required into the origin of 
this alteration assemblage. 

Sericite-quartz-pyrite (p/iyl/ic) alteration is typically 
poorly developed in many western Pacific and Australian 
porphyry systems. In most deposits, well-defined 'zones' of 
phyllic alteration are absent. This is a major contrast between 
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the southwestern United States and Chilean porphyries, where 
phyllic alteration zones related to the ingress of meteoric water 
are widespread (e.g. Taylor 1974). Mineralogically and texturally, 
the phyllic alteration assemblage in the western Pacific and 
Australian deposits is identical to phyllic assemblages described 
from North and South American porphyry Cu deposits. Sericite, 
quartz and pyrite are the characteristic alteration minerals. 
Sericite alteration has generally overprinted earlier formed K
silicate and (in the western Pacific deposits) intermediate argillic 
assemblages. In some deposits (e.g. Batu Hijau, E26N, E48), 
sericite vein selvedges occur deep within the potassic 'core' of 
the deposit. Oxygen and deuterium isotope analyses have shown 
that sericite at E48 is most likely magmatic-hydrothermal in 
origin (Wolfe et a!. 1996), in contrast to the meteoric origin 
documented for phyllic alteration assemblages of the eastern 
Pacific (Taylor 1974). 

Advanced argillic alteration occurs in the upper levels of a 
number of western Pacific porphyry Cu deposits, and a silicified 
lithocap may occur as a blanket over the entire district. In some 
cases, high-sulphidation epithermal Cu-Au-As mineralisation 
occurs in the advanced argillic zone (e.g. Lepanto). Where 
present, advanced argillic alteration has invariably overprinted 
all other alteration styles and is interpreted as the last alteration 
assemblage to form. The alteration mineralogy is complex, with 
alunite, kaolinite, quartz, pyrophyllite and pyrite generally being 
the most abundant alteration minerals. Important Cu-Au 
mineralisation can occur in association with this assemblage, 
and enargite, luzonite and hypogene covellite are diagnostic 
hypogene ore minerals. The acid fluids responsible for advanced 
argillic alteration can cause extreme leaching of the host rocks 
(especially in the vicinity of structural conduits), resulting in a 
residual texture known as vuggy silica. All minerals apart from 
quartz are leached from the rock, leaving a porous, residual 
siliceous rock that can act as a favourable depositional site for 
later sulphide-sulphosalt- Au mineralisation. Depending on 
erosion rates, advanced argillic alteration and the lithocap 
environment may be telescoped down into the K-silicate alter
ation zone, resulting in the spatial superposition of high
sulphidation epithermal Au mineralisation onto the porphyry 
Cu- Au system. 

Calc-silicate (skarn) alteration can form in porphyry 
systems if impure limestone occurs near the porphyritic stock. 
Characteristic minerals include gamet, diopside and epidote
many other minerals, including chlorite, pyrite, chalcopyrite and 
magnetite, may be present. Examples include Browns Creek 
(New South Wales), Red Dome (Queensland), Ertsberg (Indo
nesia) and Thanksgiving (Philippines). 

Sodic-calcic alteration is an uncommon alteration assem
blage in porphyry systems. It is well documented from the 
Yerrington district, Nevada, where it consists of Na-feldspar + 
epidote + quartz ± actinolite ± sphene ± rutile ± chlorite and is 
interpreted to be a prograde assemblage related to ingress and 
heating of groundwater (Dilles & Einaudi 1992). Sodic-calcic 
assemblages occur in some ofthe Australian deposits (e.g. chlo
rite-epidote- calcite- sphene- albite- sericite alteration at Cadia 
Hill and Yeoval; Newcrest 1996, Cooke 1985), but they appear 
to be more closely related to ore deposition than at Yerrington. 
Secondary albite in the Australian porphyry deposits can be a 
strong pink colour, which leads to its common misidentification 
as K-feldspar. 

Supergene enrichment is poorly developed or absent in 
many western Pacific porphyry deposits, in contrast to the 
Andean and North American systems. This is probably due to 
the rapid uplift and erosion that can take place in subequatorial 
island arc settings. Partial oxidation of sulphides commonly 
occurs at depths ofless than 100 m (typically 30-60 m), and is 
thickest below ridge crests. Ok Tedi in Papua New Guinea has 
the richest and best-developed supergene blanket in the western 
Pacific, with a resource of 18 Mt @ 2 g/t Au and 0.05 % Cu 
(Rogerson & McKee 1990). 

District-scale zonation 
Zoned mineral districts are associated with some porphyry Cu
Au centres (e.g. Baguio and Mankayan districts, Philippines), 
increasing the prospectivity of this class of deposits. High
sulphidation epithermal Au- Cu- As systems may form above 
or immediately adjacent to the porphyry system (e.g. Lepanto/ 
Far South East). If impure limestone is present in the stratigraphy, 
skarns may form adjacent to the porphyritic stock (e.g. Ertsberg, 
Thanksgiving). Low-sulphidation epithermal Au-Ag veins and 
breccias can be associated with porphyry deposits, but are 
generally offset laterally by several kilometres (Sillitoe 1989). 
Some low-sulphidation epithermal deposits have been 'telescoped' 
onto porphyry systems (e.g. Acupan; Cooke & Bloom 1990; 
Lihir; Sillitoe 1994). Sediment-hosted Au deposits (Carlin-style) 
may form in calcareous sediments distal to the porphyritic 
intrusion (e.g. Bau; Sillitoe & Bonham 1990) 

Exploration criteria 
Explore near known systems 

From a regional perspective, areas of known porphyry 
mineralisation are the most prospective for further discoveries. 
The local environment is known to be favourable for the 
development of porphyry systems, and the level of erosion is 
appropriate for exposure of the deposit at or near the surface. 

Volcanic and regional structures 
Landsat TM, SLAR, and aerial photography can be used to 
identify eroded calderas and investigate regional structures that 
may have influenced magmatism. Understanding the regional 
structural trends is also important for targeting likely sites for 
peripheral epithermal veins. 

Airborne geophysical signatures 
Low-level aeromagnetic data can be used to help delineate 
regional geology and detect magnetic lows related to magnetite
destructive alteration (phyllic, intermediate argillic, etc.) or (in 
rare cases) bullseye and annular magnetic highs related to the 
magnetite-bearing, biotite-altered core zone. Radiometric data 
may also prove useful in delineating K-silicate alteration. The 
spatial association of granitic batholiths and porphyritic stocks 
means that many porphyry Cu- Au deposits occur adjacent to 
large gravity lows. IP anomalies may be associated with porphyry
style mineralisation, although they do not necessarily provide a 
direct vector to ore (Thompson 1993). IP has not been successful 
in areas that contain conductive overburden (e.g. Goonumbla). 

Geochemical signatures 
The most effective method for detecting porphyry Cu-Au 
systems in young terrains is drainage geochemistry (stream sedi
ment, pan concentration and BLEG) combined with float mapping 
(e.g. Batu Hijau; Maula & Levet 1996). Allen et al. (1995) used 
the trace element chemistry of alluvial Au (particularly Pt, Pd, 
Cu and Ag) to rank potential porphyry sources in Irian Jaya. In 
Tertiary and Quaternary porphyry provinces of the western 
and eastern Pacific, identifying porphyry centres beneath zones 
of widespread silicification and advanced argillic alteration 
assemblages remains one of the great exploration challenges. 
Discriminating hypogene lithocaps from supergene leached caps 
may be possible, using alunite chemistry, which can be identified 
by XRD, PIMA or FTIR. Hand-held spectrometers have excel
lent potential for identifying high-temperature clay phases (e.g. 
dickite, some smectites, pyrophyllite) and alunite in the lithocap 
environment. Soil sampling is still a common and effective tool 
in porphyry exploration, although in suitable areas (e.g. 
Goonumbla), bedrock sampling by RAB or aircore drilling may 
prove more effective, because it avoids the enrichment/deple
tion effects of soil profiles and the dilution or masking effects of 
transported material. In the Palaeozoic porphyry provinces of 
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Australia, volcanic geochemistry can help target porphyry sys
tems on the regional scale, as mineralisation is generally associ
ated with belts of calc-alkaline to shoshonitic volcanics. 
Alteration and mineralisation vectors can be designed, based 
on the classic zonation patterns developed around porphyritic 
stocks. For example, Cu and S values are most enriched in the 
cores of porphyry deposits, owing to chalcopyrite/bornite ad
dition, whereas Ca and Mg are lower, because of the breakdown 
of plagioclase and hornblende. 

Stable isotope geochemistry 
Light oxygen and deuterium isotopes are characteristic of meteoric 
fluids associated with phyllic altered zones , whereas magmatic 
8'RO(H20) and 80(1020) values are associated with the K-silicate 
zone . Sulphur isotopes generally range between -5 and +5%0, 
although lighter 834S values may occur in the core of more oxidised 
systems (e.g. E26N; Heithersay & Walshe 1995) and may provide 
a vector to ore. 

Breccias 
Understanding the significance and origins of breccias is a critical 
but often overlooked step in the evaluation of porphyry Cu 
districts. Thus, high-quality geological mapping remains an 
essential component of exploration programs both at the district 
and prospect scales, owing to the complex overprinting and 
timing relationships. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL: Tennant Creek type 

Examples 
Tennant Creek District: Warrego, Nobles Nob, Peko, Juno, 
White Devil, Gecko, Orlando, Argo, TC8 

Target 
• Deposit size 0.04- 7 Mt. 
• Extremely variable Au, Cu and Bi grades: 

- Au 1- 67 g/t; average 22 glt Au; 
- Cu 0.03-4.0 %; average 2.3% Cu; 
- Bi 0.1- 0.6%; average 0.4% Bi . 

• Variable Cui Au ratios between deposits. 
• Key reference : Wedekind et a!. 1989. 

Mining and treatment 
• Au enrichment in secondary zone. 
• Magnetite- Au pods mined by underground open-stope 

methods . 
• Talc-rich Cu zones produce unstable ground. 
• Pyrite content commonly very low. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Turbidite-filled sedimentary rift bas ins (- 1860- 1870 Ma). 
• Turbidites sourced from coeva l hi gh-K rh yo litic volcan ism. 
• Unconformabl y overlain by subaerial volcan ics (- 1840 Ma). 

Hydrothermal mineral zones 

~ Dolomite 

EJ 
~ 
~ 

Talc magnetite 
(copper zone) 
Magnetite chlorite 
(gold zone) 

~ Stringer magnetite 
muscovite. chlorite. gold 

D Chloritised sediments 

Magnetite quartz pyrite 
veins 

Unaltered sediments 

D Greywacke shale turbidites 

~ Hematite shale (BIF) 

30 m 
I 

29-1/11 

Fig ure 1. Factual cross section of Jun o mine (Large 1975). 

1 
Magnetite Series 

Granite 

29-1/12 

Figure 2. Deposit model- r egional charac teri sti cs (from 
Dav idso n & Large 1994). 

• Mineralised ironstone bodies hosted in greywacke-shale 
turbidites toward middle of basin. 

• Regionally extensive rhyolite porphyry sills and dykes occur 
near some ironstones (0-400 m). 

• Ironstones aligned along inferred major blind fold structures 
or reverse shear zones. 

• Turbidite package contains minor fine disseminated magnetite 
and/or hematite (1.5 wt%) . 

• Oxidised magnetite series granitoids and porphyries 
(-1850- 1840 Ma) are synchronous with deformation; Au
Cu- Bi mineralisation at 1830- 1825 Ma is late- to post
magmatic. 

• Numerous 'barren' ironstones in the district. 
Key references: Wedekind et a!. 1989, Rattenbury 1994, 
Compston 1995. 

Local geological criteria 
• Mineralised ironstones ellipsoidal or pipe-shaped and 

aligned parallel to major cleavage. 
• Ironstones located in favourable structures- anticlinal fo ld 

axes or cleavage zones, or reverse shear zones. 
• Hematite-rich shales occur adjacent to some ironstones and 

may have acted as a trap rock . 

Mineralisation features 
• Au, Cu, and Bi occu r in elli psoidal magnetite ± hematite

quartz-chlorite ironstones. 
• Ironstones are replacement and infi ll bodies elongated 

parall el to cleavage and discordant to bedding. 
• Ironstones are zoned from base to top in both gangue 

minerals and ore minerals (e .g. Juno, Fig . I). 
• Metal zonation is Au ---> Bi ---> Cu, passing up through 

ironstone body. 
• Chlorite ± muscovite altcration pipes pass verti call y below 

ironstones (Fig. I) . 
• Best Au grades confined to base or footwall sidc of magnctite 

chlorite zone. 
• Colloform textures common in early ironstone stage, 

indicating low-pressure epithermal to mesothermal environ 
ment. 

• Chalcopyrite, bismuth sulphosalts and native Au are major 
ore minerals. 

• Ore minerals occur in veinlets post-dating ironstones. 
Minor pyrite present in all deposits ; pyrrhotite in some. 
Key references: Large (1975), Huston et a!. (1993), Nguyen et 
a!. (1989), Wedekind et a!. (1989). 

Alteration 
• Ironstone surrounded by narrow envelope of chl oriti sed 

sedi ments ( 1- 5 m thi ck), but a chlori te-rich pipe occurs 
below ironstones for 10 's to 100's of metres. 

• Fe/Mg ratio of chlorite is vector to Au zones in some 
deposits. 

• Muscovite commonly associated with Au- Cu- Bi. 
• Hematite, talc and carbonate occur in minerali sed and barren 

ironstones . 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• Significant primary geochemical alteration halo not present. 
• Trace elements in ores include Ag, Se, Pb, Zn, As, Co, 

U, Mo. 
• oJ4S in ores varies -6 to 6%0. 
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• Lowest 034S values commonly in Au zone. 
.0180 in chlorite varies -1 to 8%0. 
• 0180 vs oD plot of ironstone chlorite allows discrimination 

of Au-bearing ironstones from barren ironstones. 
• Ores show wide variation in 206Pbf04Pb ratio (15-40), 

owing to variable U content. 
• Target signature for low UlPb ores is 206Pbp04Pb = 15.5. 
Key references: Stolz et al. 1994, Huston et al. 1993, Gulson 
et al. 1988, Skirrow & Walshe 1994. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• 120 minor deposits in district discovered by surface 

geochemical sampling forAu. 
• Surface geochemistry has not been important in more recent 

discoveries of subsurface deposits (e.g. Warrego, Gecko, 
Argo, Juno, TC8). 

• Surface ironstones have a mineralogy of hematite, goethite, 
limonite, maghemite, quartz, jasper and clay. 

• Mineralised surface ironstones have anomalous Au, Cu, Pb, 
Zn, Co, Bi and Mo. 

Key reference: Smith 1980. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Regional structure and lithology interpreted from aero

magnetics. 
• Regional gravity gives depth to granites and defines basement 

structures. 
• Ironstones have bulls-eye aeromagnetic signature (only 

where they exist below the watertable -100 m). 
• Drilling targeted on magnetic anomalies has resulted in all 

recent discoveries (Juno, Warrego, Gecko, White Devil, 
Argo, TC8), assisted by gravity surveys to detect ironstones. 

Downhole magnetics have assisted drill targeting. 
Magnetic interpretation is complicated by presence of 

magnetic sedimentary host rocks. 
Orebodies do not give an electrical, gravity or radiometric 

signature. 
Hematitic ironstones may not possess a magnetic signature. 
Key reference: Farrar 1979. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Fluid inclusion studies indicate: magnetite ± hematite 

ironstones formed from saline (10-30 wt% eq. NaCl) fluids 
at approx 150- 250°C; Au ± Cu mineralisation related to 
saline (10-50 wt% eq. NaCl) fluids at approx 300-450°C; 
latest Au deposited from 3-10 wt% eq. NaCI fluids. 

• Au-ore fluids are oxidised (S04' >H2S) in equilibrium with 
magnetite and/or hematite; some examples are reduced. 

• Ironstone-forming fluids are interpreted to be heated 
connate brines. 

• Au-Bi-Cu fluids may be a mixture of connate and magmatic 
fluids (sourced from the oxidised magnetite series granitoids). 

• Cu and possibly Au carried as chloride complexes and 
precipitated due to fD2 changes and pH increase during 
fluid/rock interaction in ironstones. 

Key references: Khin Zaw et al. 1994, Huston et al. 1993, 
Skirrow & Walshe 1994. 

Comments on genesis 
• A magnetite-rich end member of the spectrum of Au-Cu

Fe-oxide deposits. 
• Epigenetic replacement deposits that form very early in 

evolution of oxidised sedimentary basins. 
• Magmatism and deformation early in basin evolution are key 

elements-before complete lithification of sediments. 
• Most deposits result from oxidised and saline high-tempera

ture fluids driven by granitoid intrusion and focused during 
deformation. 

• Chemical and/or physical traps for ironstones are hematite 
shales, porphyry intrusions or sediment breccia horizons. 

• An alternative model (Wall & Valenta 1990) suggests two 
stages of mineralisation: 
-ironstones initially form in dilational structures (e.g. fault 

jogs) by open-space filling, during Dl; 
-Cu-Au fluids are much later (> 100 Ma) and deposit ores 

in reactivated structures in and around the ironstones, 
duringD2. 

Key references: Large 1975, Wedekind et al. 1989, Huston et 
al. 1993, Nguyen et al. 1989, Skirrow & Walshe 1994. 
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Figure 3. Fluid conditions for magnetite Cu-Au deposits 
compared with other types (modified from Davidson & Large 
1994). 



Introduction 
'Proterozoic Cu-Au deposits' are a class of several morpho
logically variable deposit styles, all with similar mineralogy and 
geochemistry, that, in Australia, are confined to the Proterozoic. 
Although some have been mined for decades, such as the Tennant 
Creek deposits , a general continent-wide Proterozoic Cu-Au 
association was not recognised until the 1980s, when university 
(Large & Wedekind 1987 and associated references) and govern
ment (Wyborn et a1. 1988) research was stimulated by a rash of 
Cu- Au discoveries in several different provinces. The most 
significant of these was the Olympic Dam deposit, which has 
brought international recognition to the class (Meyer 1988, 
Hitzman et a1. 1992, Davidson & Large 1994, Barton & Johnson 
1996). 

Similar deposits are known from younger rocks in other 
parts of the world (e.g. Chilean copper belt; Barton & Johnson 
1996), and there are also affinities with high-temperature Fe-oxide 
replacement deposits, such as Kiruna, Sweden (Hitzman et al. 
1992, Williams & Blake 1993). For the purposes of this paper, 
Proterozoic Cu-Au deposits are defined as containing both Au 
and Cu in economically significant amounts. However, Proterozoic 
deposits mined only for Au commonly also contain anomalous 
Cu (Davidson & Large 1994), and the Cu/Au ratio of deposits 
varies widely across districts and even within single deposits. 
Using this restricted definition, over 19 principal representative 
deposits from 7 Australian Proterozoic provinces (Mt Isa Eastern 
Succession, Stuart Shelf, Tennant Creek Inl ier, Glengarry Basin. 
Paterson Province, Gawler Craton, Curnamona Craton) are iden
tified (Fig. I; Tables 1.2). In addition to enrichmcnt in some or 
all ofa Co- Bi-Se-Ag-U-W-F-REE assoc iation, their dcfining 
features arc strong structural control, low sulphide content, high 
Cu/Pb+Z n+Cu ratio , deposition from saline fluids at 200-450°C, 
and a common but not ubiquitous association with concentra
tion s of Fe-oxide minerals. The economic s ignificance of these 
deposit s lies in current stro ng demand for Cu and Au, and in the 
high value of by-products, such as Co. Bi. Ag and U. Some 
deposits in this class arc small and high grade (e.g. 0.45 Mt (a 
56.1 gd Au and 0.3% Cu at Juno, Tennant Creek), whereas others 
are high tonnage and lower grade (e.g. Olympic Dam, total re
source of 2000 Mt (£0, 0.6 g/t Au, 1.6'Yo Cu; Table I). 

Styles 
Proterozoic Au- Cu deposits include the following mineralisation 
styles: 

(1) Large breccia-hosted replacement/infill ~ysteflls , subdivided 
on the basis of oxidation state into two end-members: (A) Fe
oxide dominated- Olympic Dam. Oak Dam prospect, Acropolis 
prospect, Emmie Bluffprospect (Stuart Shelf; Gow et al. 1994), 
Ernest Henry (Mt Isa Inlier); (B) Fe-sulphide dominated- Mt 
Dore prospect (Mt Isa Inlier)-main ly hosted by carbonaceous 
lithologies. 

This deposit style (Fig. 5A) is, in some places, characterised 
by the initial formation of largc, high-temperature, massive 
magnetite ± sideri te or calc-silicate replacement bodies (Oreskes 
& Einaudi 1990), which are surrounded by shell s of phyllic 
(Stuart Shelf) or feldspathic alteration (Ernest Henry; Craske 
1995) at least 1- 2 times the width of the mineralisation. These 
early high-temperature zones are subsequently overprinted by 
intense brecciation, Fe metasomatism and disseminated Fe-Cu
sulphide dcposition. Some examples may contai n significant Fe 
oxides and Fe sulphides, e.g. Mt Elliott (Mt Isa Inlier; Garrett 
1992). In the high-level mesothcrmal to epithcrmal systems, 
better mineralisation occurs where su lphides are concentrated 
into 'blankets ' within breccias, as at Olympic Dam (Reeve et a l. 
1990) and Oak Dam (Davidson & Paterson 1993), whereas in 
moderate-level mesothermal dcposits, mineralisati on is more 
uniformly spread through breccias (e .g. Mt Dore, Beardsmore 
1992; Ernest Henry, Craske 1995). Brecciation and hcmatitisation 
appear to be critical in the development of giant ore deposits of 
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Figure 4. Location of Proterozoic eu-Au deposits and 
their host inliers. 

this type. However, in at least one smaller mesothermal deposit 
(Mt Elliott), mineralisation occurs as discrete zones within larger 
volumes of unminera li sed breccias (Garrett 1992, McLean & 
Benjamin 1993). 

(2) Stratabollnd mineralisation in iron formation (lndfel'mgi
nOlls sediments -Starra, Osborne Monakoff (Mt Isa Inlier), 
Horses hoe, Labouchere (Glcngarry Basin). 

Mincrali sa tion is disseminated within modified iron forma
tion (or in an cxtreme examp le. modifi ed massive sulphide at 
Horseshoe : Parkcr & Brown 1990) or is concentrated in adjacent 
quartz- magnetite sulphide rcplacement zones (Osborne; 
Adshead & Keough 1993) (e.g. Fig. 5B). Large-scale strata
bound albite ± biotite ± magnctitc ± ch lorite alteration occurs at 
Starra and Osborne (Davidson ct al. 1989, Rotherham 1997). 
Large albitic alte ration zones abound in the Mt Isa Eastern Suc
cession (e.g. Wi ll iams & Blake 1993). However, all Cu-Au sys
tems in this category are associated directly with paragenetically 
younger biotite ± magnetite (MonakofT), chlorite (Starra), s ilica 
(Starra, Labouchere, Horseshoc, Osborne) or muscovite (Starra) 
alteration, which may overprint older albitic or albite-biotite 
alteration (Williams 1994, Williams et al. 1995, Rotherham 1997). 

The iron formation association is controvcrsial. For all 
example s there is dispute between a synsedimcntary or an 
epigenetic timing of development for these unusual composit ions 
(e.g. The Granites, Scrimgeour & Sandiford 1993 ; Starra & 
Osborne, Williams 1994; Monakoff, Davidson 1998). Caution 
should be exercised in such reinterpretation, bccause the un
usual reactive character of most sedimcntary iron formations 
would have resul ted in mcta l precipitation at points of epige
netic fluid react ion , resulting in textural and chemical modi fica
tion of the original unit. This has been amply demonstrated in 
the Tennant Creek Inlier, where regional hematite- quartz shales 
acted to loca li se massive ep igenetic magnetite ironstoncs 
(Wedekind et al. 1989). Under these circumstances the most 
accurate conclusions can only be reached by examining strat ig
raphy outside the area of influence of cpigenctic hydrothermal 
activity. 

(3) Fe-sulphide dominated vein-style mineralisatioll associated 
with shearing (llldfaultillg- Moonta , Wallaroo (Gawler Craton), 
Kuridala , Greenmount prospect, Great Australia , Sandy Creek 
prospect (Mt Isa Inlier) , Telfer (Paterson Province; Rowin s 
thi s volume). 

Minerali sation is invariably dominated by gangue mineral
ogy of quartz and/o r carbonate, varying in form from thick veins 
(Kuridala ; Laing 1991) to complex vein network s (Moonta, 
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Greenmount prospect, e.g. Parker 1990, Krcmarov 1995; 
Fig. 5C). Most veins were formed from single episodes of fluid 
introduction at high fluid pressures, or within a structural geo
metry (for instance, breccia) that favoured open-space produc
tion, whereas crack-seal veins are uncommon. Veins are most 
common within carbonaceous sediment, associated with 

envelopes of graphite breakdown, silicification, cryptic felds
pathisation (both albite and K-feldspar), and in places with 
paragenetically older biotite ± magnetite alteration (Cannell & 
Davidson, in press). Later fault movement along the veins pro
duced tabular zones of breccia, consisting ofvein fragments (e.g. 
Great Australia; Cannell 1994). 

Table 1. Ten largest Australian Proterozoic Cu-Au deposits, with grades and tonnes (resources). 

Size 
Example Age (Ma) (Mt) Auglt Cu% Aut Other 

Stuart Shelf 

Olympic Dam 1590' 2000 0.6 1.6 1200 2.4g/t Ag, 0.4 kglt U 308' 

Mt Isa Inlier 

Ernest Henry 14782 132 0.6 1.12 79.2 Co 

Starra <15032 6.9 4.8 1.65 33.1 W 

Osborne <154cr 36 1.0 2 36.0 Mo,Co 

Tennant Creek field 

Warrego 1825-18303 6.95 6.6 2 46.0 0.32% Bi 

Nobles Nob 1825-18303 2 19.5 39.0 Cu 

Juno 1825-18303 0.45 56.1 0.33 25.3 0.5%Bi 

Peko 1825-18303 3.7 3.5 4.01 12.8 0.2%Bi 

White Devil 1825-18303 0.42 20.6 8.6 CU,Bi 

Glengarry Basin 

Horseshoe 1900 2.7 2.8 3.4 13.9 27 gltAg 

Data sources: I Johnson & Cross 1995. 2 Perkins & Wyborn 1996. 3 Compston & McDougall 1994. 

Table 2. Classification of Australian Proterozoic Cu-Au mineralisation according to peak temperature of alteration, 
in which the division between medium and high temperature deposits is placed at -500°C, the approximate lower 
stability field of common Mg-amphiboles and pyroxenes at upper crustal pressures of 1-3 Kb (Tracy & Frost 1991). 
This classification is not intended to correspond with the 4 general styles listed in the text. 

Peak temperature alteration assemblage (temp. °C) 

High temperature (>SOO°C) deposits-reduced 

Eloise: Homblende-biotite-quartz-magnetite (300--544,b) 

Mt Elliott: Diopside-scapolite-magnetite-sphene (500--600c) 

Osborne: Quartz-magnetite-Fe-homblende-biotite-siderite-talc 
(-500e) 

Emmie Bluff: Magnetite-quartz-ampholite ± clinopyroxene ± garnet 
( 400--600e) 

High temperature (>SOO°C) deposits--{)xidised 

Mt Dore: Microc1ine-hematite (>500') 

Medium temperature (<500° C) deposits--{)xidised 

Greenmount: Microc1ine-albite-hematite-rutile-quartz (>348 ') 

Olympic Dam: Magnetite-siderite ± fluorite (-400") 

Oak Dam: Magnetite-quartz-amphibole(?) 

Tennant Creek deposits: Magnetite-hematite--chlorite (-225') 

Starra: Albite-magnetite--chlorite-hematite ± carbonate ± biotite 
( 400--500c) 

Ernest Henry: Magnetite-hematite--carbonate-feldspar-biotite
chlorite-barite-fluorite 
Moonta: Bomite--cpy-hematite-magnetite-tourm--chlorite-K
feldspar-fluorite 

Medium temperature deposits-reduced 

Mt Freda: Fe-dolomite-biotite-ankerite-scapolite (340--510) 

Great Australia: Biotite-magnetite-albite 

Ore-stage 
temperature (OC) 

135-524'b 

-350" 
_300'b 

-250e 

200--40oa 

220--500' 

130--280' 

145-224' 

-350" 

319-36<1' 

not published 

not published 

340--510' 

450± 50" 

Location/Reference 

Mt Isa Inlier; Baker 1996 
Mt Isa Inlier; Garrett 1992 

Mt Isa Inlier; Adshead 1996 

Stuart Shelf; Gow et al. 1994 

Mt Isa Inlier; Beardsmore 1992 

Mt Isa Inlier; Krcmarov 1995 

Stuart Shelf; Oreskes & Einaudi 
1990 

Stuart Shelf; Davidson & 
Paterson 1993 

Tennant Creek Inlier; Khin Zaw 
etal.1994 

Mt Isa Inlier; Rotherham 1997 

Mt Isa Inlier; Craske 1995 

Gawler Craton; Parker 1990 

Mt Isa Inlier; Collett 1989 

Mt Isa Inlier; Cannell & 
Davidson in press 

• Fluid inclusion determination: b uncertain if a pressure correction has been applied; , deduced from mineral assemblages. d mineral chemistry geothermometer; ' oxygen 
isotope geothermometer. 



(4) Replacement bodies along shears, fold axes and compe
tency contacts, subdivided into: 

(A) Fe-oxide dominated- all Tennant Creek field deposits 
(Tennant Creek Inlier); (B) Fe-sulphide dominated-Eloise, ore 
stage, Cloncurry goldfield Mt Freda-type deposits, Monakoff 
East (Mt Isa Inlier), The Granites (Granites-Tanami Inlier). 

A Volcanics/sediments 
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Figure 5. Styles of Aus t r alian Proterozoic C u-Au (see also 
Tennant Creek-type exploration model). 
A. Fe oxide-dominated, breccia-hosted replacement 

(e.g. Olympic Dam). 
B. Stratabound replaceme nt in Fe formations 

(e.g. Starra, Osborne). 
C. Fe sulphide-dominated vein style. 
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Au-Cu ore occurs within a series of symmetric or asymmetric 
replacement zones. Tennant Creek-type ironstone bodies grade 
upwards from chloritic alteration into stringer zones of chlorite
magnetite, coalescing higher into massive ore-bearing magnetite 
± hematite, topped with talc- dolomite-magnetite (Wedekind et 
al. 1989). In the Tennant Creek examples, Au, Bi and Cu form 
separate zones. Chemically reactive host rocks (e.g. iron forma
tion, sedimentary breccia, calcareous sediment, mafic amphibolite) 
commonly intersect the replacement zone. In some instances, 
the reactive material may be earlier hydrothermal facies , such as 
Fe" -rich hornblende- biotite alteration at Eloise (Baker 1994), 
or hematitic sha les, as in the Tennant Creek Inli er. 

General character 
Archaean and Phanerozoic terrains contain far fewer economically 
significant epigenetic Cu- Au examples ofeach of the above ore 
styles compared to the Proterozoic, suggesting that their condi
tions of formation were not commonly repeated in Earth hi story. 
Each style may nevertheless be common in a single area. For 
instance, the Tennant Creek field contains eleven major Fe-oxide 
dominated replacement deposits and a fut1her 130 minor deposits 
(Wedekind et al. 1989). Carbonaceous rocks in the Mt lsa Eastern 
Succession commonly contain small to medium-sized vein-style 
Cu-Au deposits. Breccia-hosted Cu-Au mineralisation is an 
important style on the Stuart Shelf. However. all the styles 
discussed here may occur in a single province, as is the case in 
the Mt Isa Eastern Succession. 

A general feature of the class is the low abundance of quartz 
comparcd to othcr alteration and gangue mineral phases. In somc 
deposits, quartz was probably undersaturated, as evidenced by 
quartz grain corrosion (e.g. Olympic Dam, Oreskcs & Einaudi 
1992). A second explanation is that the large pressure variations 
and fluid boiling, which produced voluminous qual1z veining in 
many mesothermal and epithermal deposits. did not occur in 
Proterozo ic eu Au deposit>. An additional factor i, that the 
ore fluid, generally contained high major-clement abundances. 
owing to greater chlorine-complc\ing. \\ hich led to more abun
dant Na Ca K Mg alteration and dilution of quartz in the 
alteration. This is supported by the ubiquitous documentation 
of high-salinity fluids in tluid inclusions (Da\ 'idson & Large 
1994, and n:fcrences therein). 

The subdi\ ision of stvlcs has similarities \\ ith (but is not 
identical to) the classi fication of volcanic-hostcd mcsothcrmal 
Au deposits proposed by Hodgson (1993). comprising: 
(I) quartz veins and vein let systems; (2) disseminated pyritic 
quartz- albite andlor K-feldspar-ca rbonate replacement zones; 
and (3) breccia, stockwork and bedding replacement zoncs in 
oxide facies iron formation. Both Hodgson's classification and 
our own essentially reflect end-member variation between ore 
deposition in open conduits and deposition in chemically reacti ve 
wallrock adjacent to condu its, a concept also embraced by Laing 
( 1991 ). 

Another classification approach (Table 2) is based on the 
temperatures of alteration , and has been applied to Archaean 
mesothermal deposits (Mueller & Groves 1991). Proterozoic 
Cu Au deposits are likewise here divided into low «200°C), 
medium (200 500°C) and high temperature (>500°C) oxidised 
and reduced groups, according to the peak conditions of alteration. 
Most fall into the medium-temperature oxidised category. No 
system was entirely formed in the low-temperature category, 
although Olympic Dam mineralisation and alteration, which 
severely overprinted earlier hotter alteration, were formed at 
-190°C (Roberts & Iludson 1983). One ambiguity in the classi
fication is that , ill some deposits, ore-stage alteration occurred 
at the thermal peak of the hydrothermal system, either over
printing cooler mineral assemblages or forming only ore-stage 
alteration, whereas, in others, the main alteration occurred at 
high temperature and was overprinted by cooler ore-stage fluids. 
The latter is more common. Additionally, in many systems, the 
oxidat ion state of pre- or post-ore alteration differed from that 
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of ore-stage alteration. For instance, Mt Elliott consists of a 
reduced pre-ore skarn alteration diopside-albite- scapolite as
semblage that formed at 500- 600°C (Garrett 1992), with mag
netite-bearing ore deposition at -350°C, whereas the magnetite 
alteration in Tennant Creek deposits formed at -225°C, consid
erably cooler than ore-stage chlorite- hematite alteration (-350°C; 
Khin Zaw et al. 1994). The difference in the timing of the ther
mal peak relative to ore formation is evidence that Cu- Au sys
tems apparently formed during both the expansion and collapse 
phases of hydrothermal circulation, assuming that pre-ore and 
ore alteration formed closely in time. 

Age 
With the exception of Telfer and associated minor deposits of 
the Patterson Province, most ofthe Cu-Au deposits considered 
here were emplaced in two peaks: 1900-1825 Ma (Tennant 
Creek Inlier, Glengarry Basin), and 1590-1450 Ma (Gawler 
Craton, Mt Isa Inlier, and Stuart Shelf). The first coincided with 
the Barramundi Orogeny (1900-1800 Ma; Rutland et al. 1990), 
and the second with post-orogenic magmatism in southern 
Australia and synorogenic magmatism in northern Australia. 
However, although the Mt Isa Inlier basement rocks were 
deformed by the Barramundi Orogeny, Cu- Au mineralisation 
there is exclusive to the younger Isan Orogeny. Sub-economic 
mineralisation in several significant Cu- Au provinces around 
the margin of the Gawler Craton (for instance, in the Denison 
Inlier) is yet to be dated. 

Tectonic setting, fault zones, and fracture 
systems 
All host inliers originated as sections of rift basins (e.g. Etheridge 
& Wall 1994), but most Cu- Au mineralisation accompanied 
post-rift inversion-related crustal thickening. The greatest 
diversity of deposit styles occurred where several rift cycles 
were superposed, as is the case in the Mt Isa Eastern Succession. 
Rifting was a critical factor in the chain of events that led to ore 
formation. It promoted: 

stacking and juxtaposition of shallow water, chemically 
reactive lithologies, including carbonates, BlFs, carbon
aceous sediments, stratiform feldspathic volcaniclastic and 
epiclastic sequences, and mafic sills and dykes; 
the development of thick volcano-sedimentary sequences, 
which were capable of supplying abundant saline fluids 
during basin growth, subsequent metamorphic dewatering, 
and retrogression; 
fluid generation across >50% of the lower crust, as a 
consequence ofthe generation ofthe high-temperature, low
pressure conditions that typified rapidly deformed 
Proterozoic basins (Scrimgeour & Sandiford 1993); 
the development of trans crustal extensional or transtensional 
faults , which permitted large-scale cross-stratal fluid 
migration (and advective heat transfer) during basin growth 
and deformation; and 
felsic plutonism as a consequence of mafic underplating and 
high-temperature, low-pressure metamorphism. These 
plutons may have supplied metals and fluids, driven 
hydrothermal systems, or both. However, the higher salinity 
of mineralising fluids in evaporitic terrains, such as the Mt 
Isa Inlier, is evidence that the fluids were derived from 
retrogression of host rocks rather than from granite 
fractionation. Further blurring the difference between host 
rock and granite is evidence in several terrains that granites 
experienced significant post-intrusion interaction with 
external fluids (e.g. Reeve et al. 1990, Aslund et al. 1995, 
Mark & De Jong 1996). 
Local tectonic setting is commonly related to prominent 

crustal discontinuities, which are evident as large-scale Landsat 
or gravity corridors (e.g. Olympic Dam: O'Driscoll 1990), or 

deposit-scale fault systems (e.g. Starra: Laing 1991). In places, 
the only evidence for these deep crustal fractures is the align
ment of deposits. For instance, in the Tennant Creek Inlier, 
three well-defined sub-parallel 'linears' 3--4 km apart are defined 
by the distribution and alignment of replacement ironstone 
bodies. The linear zones do not coincide with obvious faulting/ 
shearing and are attributed by Wedekind et al. (1989) and 
Rattenbury (1994) to focusing of fluids along thrust tips at 
depth. Similarly, in the Eastern Succession, the broad alignment 
of the Mt Dore, Mt Elliott, Kuridala, Greenmount, Copper 
Canyon and Great Australia mineralised systems along a corridor 
75 km long is evidence for a major fertile fracture system at the 
inlier scale, a conclusion that is supported by the recognition of 
a major corresponding shear zone in deep seismic profiling 
(Mac ready 1995). 

Relationship to granitoids 
There is a common spatial and temporal coincidence between 
granite intrusion and ore formation, but the accuracy of deposit 
ages must be refined in order to rigorously test any causative 
link. Proterozoic Cu-Au ores are fundamentally different from 
geochemically similar Phanerozoic porphyry Cu-Au deposits, 
in that they occur near but not within granitoids. On an inlier 
scale, however, there is a concentration ofCu-Au deposits within 
5 km of granite, and a significant number occur within thermal 
aureoles. Some granite suites associated with mineralisation have 
an unusual A-type granite chemistry (Collins et al. 1982), 
characterised by high K, HFSE, F, B, U and Li contents, moder
ate to strong fractionation (Si02 = 60- 78 wt. %), wide contact 
aureoles (up to 3 km), magnetite in mafic members, and variable 
radiometric signatures (Wyborn 1992, 1994). Possible I-type 
magmatic input of fluids has been inferred in the Tennant Creek 
field, where oxygen/hydrogen and sulphur isotope evidence is 
consistent with a mixed connate and magmatic parentage for the 
ore brines (Wedekind et al. 1989, Huston et al. 1993, Skirrow 
1993, Skirrow & Walshe 1994, Stolz & Morrison 1994). Recent 
dating of hydrothermal muscovite associated with Cu- Au 
mineralisation and of igneous rocks in the Tennant Creek area 
suggests that these ores formed during the waning stages offelsic 
magmatism (Compston 1995, Compston & McDougall 1994). 

Some breccia-hosted oxide-dominated deposits occur within 
Hiltaba Suite granite on the Stuart Shelf and Gawler Craton, the 
most important being Olympic Dam. Dating at Olympic Dam 
cannot distinguish granite intrusion (1588 ± 4 Ma; Creaser 1989) 
from breccia formation (1593 ± 7 Ma; Johnson & Cross 1991), 
despite geological evidence that the breccias must have formed 
after the granite was unroofed. Mafic to ultramafic igneous 
activity accompanied breccia formation. In addition Nd- Sm 
isotope evidence (Johnson & Cross 1995, Johnson & McCulloch 
1995) indicates that REE within the early ore stages were derived 
from a mafic parent. This information implies that both ore 
formation and granite intrusion were related to mafic igneous 
activity deeper in the crust on the Stuart Shelf, but that there is 
not necessarily a causal link between the observed granite and 
ore formation. Similar breccia-hosted mineralisation elsewhere 
on the Stuart Shelf at Oak Dam and Emmi Bluff is not hosted by 
granite (Davidson & Paterson 1993, Gow et al. 1994). 

Tonnage-grade comparisons 
The tonnage-grade plot (Fig. 6) shows that, as a group, Austra
lian Proterozoic Cu- Au deposits display a broad scatter from 
high-grade-Iow-tonnage deposits (e.g. Juno) to low-grade- high
tonnage deposits (e.g. Olympic Dam, Ernest Henry). In general 
terms, most of the known deposits are higher grade and lower 
tonnage than porphyry Cu deposits and related skarns (in this 
case represented by the field of southwest Pacific examples), to 
which they are most commonly compared. The overall metal 
content of these two deposit classes is similar, with most 
deposits falling in the range 10-100 t Au equivalent. 
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Figure 6_ Tonnage-Au equivalent plot for Cu-Au deposits 
(Proterozoic; porphyry; skarn; VMS) in Australia, Papua 
New Guniea, Indonesia and the Philippines_ 

Exploration concepts 
Historically, thc greatest empirica l exploration success has been 
achieved using aeromagnetics and ground magnetics, since many 
deposits contain magnetite in the ore or alteration assemblagc . 
For example, in the Tennant Creek district, the highcst Au grades 
are commonly confined to the magnetite-chlorite zones of the 
ironstone, usually on the footwall side of thc dcposit. The 
magnetite-rich ironstones characteristically produce a discrete 
'bulls-eye' anomaly, which is detected by aeromagnetics and 
further defined with ground magnetics (Farrar 1979). In the 
period 1960- 70 Geopeko Exploration Ltd discovered seven Au
Cu ore deposits using magnetic targeting. Of 110 aeromagnetic 
anomalies investigated. 67 were surveyed and drilled, 46 magnetic 
ironstone bodies were discovered, of which 27 contained Au
Cu ore-grade intersections and sevcn were dcvelopcd into 
significant underground mines. In more recent timcs, down-hole 
magnctics combined with other geochemical techniqucs (e.g. 
Stolz ct al. 1994) have been used to targct drilling to definc 
mineralised ironstones. 

The aeromagnetic approach docs not necessarily dctect the 
reduced eu Au styles (eg. Telfer, Kuridala. Greenmount pros
pcct), hematitic ores (c .g. parts of Area 222 at Starra) or lower
magnetite zones within the 'shadow' oflarger magnctic bodics, 
such as the Eastern High Grade mineralisation at Osbornc (a 
quartz-sulphide ± magnetite zone, which was intersected 
accidentally by deep drilling; Adshead & Keough 1993). EM 
and IP might be more useful geophysical tools for thcse styles 
(e.g. Brescianini et al. 1992). One novel use for EM is to detect 
connected supergene Cu mineralisation overlying hypogene ore. 
which was achieved accidentally at Ernest Henry (Webb & 
Rowston 1995). 

Other useful exploration parameters may be: 
Location on or adjacent to major structures or mineral 
dcposit lincamcnts that were in dilatant orientations during 
orc- fluid movement events. 
Intersections of altered structurcs (ducti le and brittle) with 
reactive host rocks or with reactive, previously formed , 
hydrothermal alteration . Host rock reactivity is related to 
the composition of the ore fluid; for instance, a reduced 
biotite-stable fluid is unlikely to have reacted with biotite 
schists. Knowledge of the ore-fluid chemistry will influence 
the choice ofreactive lithologies. 
Structural connecti ons (faults, folds, shears, contacts, dykes) 
between reactive host rocks and 'fertile ' granite. Narrow 
vertical granite stocks may have focused fluids away from 
granite heat so urces into cooler regions where fluid mixing, 
cooling, or condensation (or all of these ) may have oCCUlTed. 
Depositional efficiency would have been maximised where 
reactive rocks and fluid conduits were parallel, rather than 
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at high angles to one another. 
Sites where lower temperature hydrous alteration occurred 
within regional high-temperature alteration, as was the case 
at Starra (Davidson et al. 1989, Williams et al. 1995 , 
Rotherham 1997). However, focusing on extensive areas of 
uniform alteration (for instance, regional albite- actinolite; 
De long & Williams 1995) has not been a successful means 
of Cu-Au deposit exploration to date, probably because 
such zones represent either high-temperature or unfocused
flow conditions, neither of which is conducive to ore-deposit 
formation. 
Rheology. In the brittle- ductile regime in which most 
Proterozoic Cu-Au orcs formed, competent lithologies and 
their contacts generated greatest fracture dilatancy during 
deformation, and may have experienced greater fluid flow. 
Early alteration (e.g. feldspar) may have reacted competently 
during later deformation (e.g. feldspar-altered shales may 
have preferentially fractured and experienced fluid flow 
compared to unaltered shales). 
General heterogeneity. Metamorphic fluid flow is channellcd 
by heterogeneity in the crust. Oliver (1995) has demonstrated 
that fluid flow in homogeneous crust containing abundant 
trap environments, such as the Wonga Belt of the Eastern 
Succession (Mt Isa Inlier), leads to the development of 
numerous small, but no large, Cu-Au deposits. Both 
structural and chemical heterogeneity would have to be 
pronounced to enablc focused fluid flow and the concentrated 
mctal deposition necessary for large orebodies. 

The challenges for Cu-Au exploration into the twenty-first 
century are: 

the discrimination ofbalTcn from 'fertile' alteration systcms; 
navigation towards ore within large relatively uniform 
alteration systems; 
the delineation of single ore-related palaeo-fluid-tloll 
systems in terrains characterised by widesprcad and multiple 
fluid-llolI' cvents; 
the dctermination of the connection bct\\ccn granitcs and 
Protcrozoic Cu-Au ores: 
the precise age determination of different evcnts in ore 
provinccs with the aim of improving the weight given to 
particular cvents ; 
detailed comparison of the ore environments of meso thermal 
Archaean Au and Proterozoic Cu-Au systems to determine 
their differences and similarities; 
improving the knowledge of strain history in prospectivc 
telTains to the point that it is a predictivc tool whcn combined 
with the orientation ofstructurcs and thc timing oforc-Iluid 
movement; 
improving the knowlcdge of Cu-Au fluid character and 
transport conditions to permit the predictive modelling of 
ore-deposit systems; and 
understanding the factors which have enriched some 
Australian Proterozoic mobile belts in Cu-Au, but not 
others. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
SE Missouri , Pine Point, San Vicente, Silesia, Polaris, Lennard 
Shelf 

Target 
• Characteristically. small di screte deposits forming a mineral 

district. 

• Deposit range: 2-20 Mt. 
• Average: 2-4 Mt @ 12% Pb + Zn. 
• Locally low- moderate Ag levels. 

Mining and treatment 
• Competent carbonates ensure relatively low cost mining. 

• Tabul ar ore bodies with uniform grades, allowing cost
effective assessment and mining, and steeply dipping, disc
like ore bodies, imposing difficulties in assessment and 
mining. 

• Coarse grain size and simple mineralogy. 
• Low pyrite content in ore means simple processing, giving 

clean concentrate which attracts no penalties. 

• Very high recovery rates, > 95%. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Rift-related intracontinental basin. 
• Basin margin characterised by normal faults and 

accommodation zones- extensional tectonic setting. 
• Deposits located a long margins of scdimentary basins and 

intrabasin highs. 

• Proximity to syn-sedimentary faults . 
• Hosted within platform or marginal-slope carbonate rocks. 

• Evaporites may provide target horizons. 
• Generally. the only style of mineralisation present in the 

province . 

Mineralisation features 
• Stratabound and hosted in faults and hydrothermal cavities. 
• Stratabound, rhythmically banded ore with replacement of 

primary sedimentary features. 
• May be associated with dolomite halo . 

• Calcite most common gangue mineral. 
• Fault and dissolution breccia ore. 

Local geological criteria 
• Half-graben structures and basement highs along basin 

margin are linked via extensional normal faults. 

• Deposits located at or near platform margin. proximal to 
basin interior. 

• Accommodation dclincatcs compartments of sedimentation 
and fluid-flow. 

• Normal faults and accommodation zones can be prospective. 
• Ore formation /emp lacement is temporally assoc iated with 

extensional deformation. 

• Absence of any igneous activity. 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the relatio nships between faults, sedimentary facies and MVT mineralisation on the 
Lennard Shelf (after Playford 1980). 
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Alteration 
• Some deposits may be surrounded by a pyrite/marcasite 

halo. 
• Generally, no host-rock alteration present; however, host 

rocks may be dolomitised. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Prospects well defined by regional stream sediment, soil and 

gossan sample anomalies. 
• However, these anomalies represent regional targets, not 

drill targets. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Gravity and aeromagnetic surveys can be used to delineate 

regional structure and basement highs. 
• Seismic surveys can define structural and sedimentological 

evolution of the depositional setting. 
• Some deposits associated with a marcasite halo which has a 

strong IP response. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Salinity from fluid inclusions varies from 10 to 25 wt% 

NaCl equivalent. 
• Conodont Alteration Indices indicate that host rocks have 

not been exposed to temperatures higher than 70°C for 
extended periods. 

sw 
,-Trough 

+ + + 

• Fluid inclusions indicate ore-forming temperatures of 
70- 130°C. 

• S isotope data indicate mixing between basin-derived, base
metal-carrying fluid and an in-situ S source (e.g. evaporites). 

• Pb isotope data indicate base metals sourced from both 
distal, mature fine-grained siliciclastic sediments and 
proximal, less mature sediments. 

Comments on genesis 
• MVT deposits of the Lennard Shelf probably represent one 

end member in the spectrum ofMVT ore-forming settings, 
which ranges from extensional to compressional tectonic 
settings. 

• The process of ore formation is the result of interaction 
between deformation, sedimentation and facies-distribution 
controlling fluid migration. 

• Extensional deformation generates sedimentary compartments. 
• Reactivation of regional extensional faults exerts a major 

control on fluid migration from the basin towards its 
margins. 

• Each sedimentary compartment generates fluids with 
varying geochemical signatures. 

• Faults allow rapid ore-fluid migration. 
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Figure 2. Interpreted plumbing system for basinal brines, metal and sulphur. Metal-carrying fluids are interpreted to have been 
generated in the deeper part of the trough and to have migrated towards the shallower shelf. 



Introduction 
Mississippi Valley-type (MVT) Pb-Zn deposits owe their name 
to the fact that many of the classical mining districts are located 
in the drainage basin of the Mississippi river, central USA. 
There are also important districts of this deposit type in Europe, 
northern Africa, South America, Canada and Australia. The 
Lennard Shelf of Western Australia, the only Australian MVT 
Pb-Zn mining district, has a relatively young mining history, 
compared with the established Australian base-metal producing 
districts of the stratifoml sediment-hosted type (e.g. Mt Isa) . 
However, thc Australian deposits have the potential to become 
a significant future supplicr of Pb and Zn. 

Mississippi Valley-type mining districts generally contain 
up to 300 small (1--3 Mt) deposits (Sangster 1990). Mineralisation 
is epigenet ic and hosted in carbonate rocks of reefal or platformal 
origin, generally deposited along the margin of sedimentary 
basins. The carbonate rocks are clean limestone or dolostone. 
The deposits are generally stratabound or hosted in deformational 
structures and sho\V no association \Vith igneous activity. 

Geological evolutio1l a1ld setting of the 
Fitzroy Trough/ Len1lard Shelfl/rea 

The Lennard She 1 f formed during the Late Palaeozoic along 
thc northeastcrn margin ofthc Fitzroy Trough. \Vhich is a wcll
defined rili system trending \Vest northwest in the northern half 
of the Canning Basin. The southern margin of the rift is formed 
by the Broome Arch. The Canning Basin is a Phanerozoic 
intracratonic basin \Vhich separates the Archacan Pilbara Block 
to the south\Vcst from the Proterozoic Kimberley Block to the 
northeast. During its evolution. the Canning Basin was subject 
to several successive periods of crustal stretching and subsid
ence: Late Ordovician Early Silurian. Middle Devonian ·Early 
Carboni ferous, and Late Carboni fcrous/Early Permian-Early 
Triassic (Brown ct al. 19X4, Kennard et al. 1(94). The Middle 
De\ onian Early Carboni lCrous phase oj"crustal stretching. relCrred 
to as the Pillara F,,,tension (Kennard et al. 19(4). led to the l(mna
tion oj"thc I'itzroy I rough and Lennard Shell I in 'y,lelll. \\hich 
i, 100 151l kill \\ ide ,Ind ROO kill long. 

Strali~raphy o(the Fit:,/()y 7i-()II~h (llld rellllard Shell" 

rhe I"il/Joy Irough contains mOlc thai I I () klll 01 sedilllental) 
rock of" [·.arly Ordo\ ician Crel<lccous age (\)1 ummond d al. 
1991 . Kennard et al. 1(94). 1 he age and thickness of the lower
most rocks are not known, owing to thcir dcep burial. llow
ever, sedimentary rocks of Early Ordovician age, deposited in a 
shallov.-marinc to continental cnvironment. ovcrlying crystalline 
basement on the Lennard Shelf. mark the onset ofsedimelltation 
on the Lennard Shelf(hg. I), and suggest that rocks of similar 
age can be expected in the trough . An angular unCOnl(JrI11ity of 
10 I)" separates Lower OrdO\ ician rocks fWIll upper Middle 
Devonian sedimentary rocks on the Lennard Shelf. During th e 
Pillara Extension. a thick succession of clastic sediments acculllu
lated in the nft. Interpreted seismic data suggest that up to 6 kill 
of sediments (Diirling et al. 1(95) \\ere deposited in the l'iLaoy 
Trough, v.hereas only 1.5-2.5 kill ofshaIlO\\-lllarine carbonates 
and clastic sediments were deposited on the shelf (Playford 
19XO) 

[he DC\()nl,lll CarbonifCrous sedimentary sllccessioll Oil thc 
Lennard Shelf consists of a second-order cyc lc and is broadly 
divided int o a trallsgrcssional period (Gi\ctian Late frasni;]n) 
with retreating platforl1lmargllls. and a regrcssiollal pCliod (Late 
Frasnian Tournasian) with prograding platform Illargins 
(Kennard ct al. 1994, (ieorge et al. 1(95). rhls sedimentary 
succession is the result of conteillporaneolls e.'i.tensional 
deformation and eustatic sea level changes during the Pillara 
Extension. During this period, carbonate platforms developed 
on basement highs created by horsts and the high points of 
hanging-wall blocks rotated on listric faults. [[ence, platform 
margins cOlllmonly coincide with basement faults active during 
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deposition (Di:irling et al. 1996). Generally, the margin is marked 
by a change from shallowly dipping carbonate rocks of the 
platform to more steeply dipping carbonate debris slopes, which 
thicken to deeper water carbonate- siliciclastic facies on the 
Lennard Shelf and adjacent part of the Fitzroy Trough (Playford 
1980). In places, the margin may also show a narrow « 1 0 m 
wide) reef facies of clean carbonate rocks. 

Following a period of regional uplift and erosion during the 
mid-Carboniferous, the area underwent another phase of subsid
ence, during which a thick succession (>4 km in the Fitzroy 
Trough) of siliciclastic sediments was deposited. Late Cretaceous 
uplift and erosion have left only remnants of Permian siliciclastic 
rocks on the shelf area. 

Structure of the Fitzroy Trough and Lenllard She(( 

Deep seismic investigations show that the northwestern part of 
the Fitzroy Trough is a classic asymmetrical rift, controlled by 
a crustal-scale detachment zone which dips north, away from 
the Fenton Fault (Drummond et al. 19(1). In the northwest , as 
a result, the northeastern margin is a hinge line, whereas the 
southwestern margin is defined by the normal shallowly dipping 
Fenton Fault. The geometry of the Fitzroy Trough changes 
along strike across sub-orthogonal accommodation zones 
(Drullllllond et a1. 1988, Yearncombe et a1. 1995 . Di:irling et a1. 
19(6). which offset both margins of the ri ft. 

Detailed studies (Di:irling 1(96) show that the southeastern 
Fitzroy Trough/Lennard Shelf area is dominated by several 
parallel and en-echelon northwest-trending listric normal Jimlts. 
which are offset by accommodation zones. These accolllmodation 
zones had a profound intluence on drainagc from the hinterland 
and distribution of shelf and basin J:lcies sediments. Sediments 
accumulated in half-grabens in the hanging walls of rotated 
basement blocks. 

MVT deposits o(the Lenllard Shell 

The Lcnnard Shelf MY r mining district currcntly has two 
operating I'b 7n Illincs. tl\O deposits in the initial Sl<lges of 
dc\ elopmen!. and a number of prospects (e.g. R ingrosc 1989, 
Murphy 1(90). [listoricallllining in the area occurred carl) this 
century at the Narlarla deposit, \\ here II (J.13 t of orc at 23.2"" 
Ph. 30.L)",,7n ,llld Ih2gtllg\\asmlncLi(Ringrose 19X9). Ihe 
deposits currently mincd arc the Cadjebut depw-il (initial gco
logical rcsource of 3.2 \It at 14(~" Zn and 4.4~·o Pb) and thc 
Goongcwa (formerly known as the 12 Mile Bore) deposit, with 
a geological resource of2.4 Mt at 10% Zn, 2.7 % Pb and 38 gAg 
(Murphy 19(0) . The Blendevale (with indicated resources of 
20 Mt at ~(1., Zn, 2.5'1., Pb and 17 g. tAg) and Kapok (\\ ith 2.g 
:vIt at 9.6°0 Zn. 7.9% Pb and 14 glt Ag) deposits ale currently 
being developed. Other prospects arc Fossil DO\vns, Brooking 
Springs and Wagon Pass. 

Features ofthe Lennard ShelfMVT deposits 
Reilltiomflips olore deposits 10 lont! stratigraphy alld 
structure 

Givetian to Famennian reefal complexes of the Lennard Shclf 
represent the only coherent MVT provincc in Australia. al
though individual deposits occur at Admiral Bay. in Ordovician 
carbonate rocks. on the edge of the Willara Sub-basin in thc 
southern half of the Canning Rasin (McCrackcn 19(4). and at 
Sorby Ililis (Ringrosc 19X9j , \\here mineralisation is hostcd in 
Lower Carboniferous carbonate rocks of the Bonaparte Gulf 
Basin . To date, most of the known depos its are situated along 
the southeastern portion of the Lennard Shelf in or near faults, 
many of which occur adjacent to the transition from platform to 
marginal-slope facics (Fig. I). Lead zinc ores generally include 
sphalerite, galena and sparry calcite with minor dolomite, 
marcasite and pyrite (Lambert & Etminan 1(87). At Blendeva1e, 
Pb Zn mineralisation is largely hosted in a set of conjugate 
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extensional, north-northeast-trending oblique-slip faults that 
cut the western margin of the Limestone Billy Hills atoll block 
at an acute angle. Fault-hosted mineralisation shows evidence of 
mUltiple brecciation and precipitation. Faults are mineralised 
over a strike-length of > 1.5 km at Blendevale. The host rocks 
surrounding the deposit show no evidence of hydrothermal 
alteration or dolomitisation. The Goongewa deposit is hosted in 
platform carbonate rocks in the hanging wall of the Cadjebut 
Fault. The deposit is described as a hydrothermal cavity
replacement ore-body (Bradley 1994) and has a dolomite halo. 
The Cadjebut and Kapok deposits are both related to the 
regional Cadjebut Fault. Whereas the Kapok deposit is completely 
hosted within a splay structure off the Cadjebut Fault, only an 
indirect link exists between the Cadjebut orebody and the 
Cadjebut Fault. However, a genetic interrelationship between 
the Cadjebut orebody and its structures is implied by the location 
of the orebody near the platform margin and corresponding 
lithofacies types, its proximity «100 m) to a regional fault, and 
the direct association with minor splays related to the Cadjebut 
Fault. The deposit is stratabound and surrounded by a marcasite 
halo, and is described as an evaporate-replacement orebody 
(Tompkins et al. 1994a). Two ore types predominate in the 
mine: breccia ore, ascribed to solution collapse (Klopper 1993), 
and rhythmically banded ore ascribed to replacement of primary 
sedimentary fabric (Tompkins et al. 1994a). The Kapok deposit 
is similar to the Blendevale deposit in that it is fault and breccia
hosted. 

Geochemical signatures of the deposits 
Temperatures, salinity, conodont alteration data. Fluid inclu
sions in sphalerite and calcite of the Lennard Shelf Pb- Zn 
deposits contain dense, saline, aqueous fluids, commonly with 
hydrocarbons (Etminan & Hoffman 1989). The total dissolved 
salts range from 5 to 25 wt% and the predominant ions are Cl-, 
Na+ and Ca2+. Homogenisation temperatures are generally in 
the range of70- 125°C (Lambert & Etminan 1987, Tompkins et 
al. 1994b). Conodont Alteration Index (CAl) studies, conducted 
to assess thermal alteration of the carbonate rocks in the immediate 
vicinity of the ore deposits, indicate that permeable strata 
through which ore fluids could have passed have not been heated 
above 70°C (Ringrose 1989). This discrepancy between ore
fluid temperatures and CAl temperatures suggests rapid migration 
of ore brines through faults to the depositional site. 

Hydrocarbons, sulphur and lead isotopes. Hydrocarbons, 
and sulphur and lead isotope studies provide important insights 
into the composition and origin of mineralising fluids that lead 
to the formation of MVT deposits. 

Etrninan & Hoffman (1989) compared the maturity of hydro
carbons from fluid inclusions in sulphides and diagenetic 
carbonate cements with those of crude oils from the basin. 
Hydrocarbons in the MVT deposits are more mature than those 
in the adjacent host rocks and different from those of oil
producing strata in the basin in that they show different 
maturation levels. Furthermore, these authors detected differ
ences in the biomarker composition of hydrocarbons in fluid 
inclusions, not only between each Pb- Zn prospect, but also 
compared with hydrocarbons in both organic-rich strata and 
oils from the central Fitzroy Trough. This led them to suggest 
that the base-metal-carrying fluids originated from multiple deep 
sources containing organic-rich strata. 

Sulphides from MVT deposits on the Lennard Shelf show a 
relatively wide range in 834S isotope composition for each 
deposit (Lambert & Etminan 1987), with partial overlap be
tween the signatures of all the deposits. However, most of this 
spread relates to the wide range in values of Fe sulphides, which 
have 834S values that are typically higher than associated galena 
and sphalerite in the same deposit, suggesting that they formed 
separately. Lambert & Etminan (1987) recognised an increase in 
834S for Pb and Zn sulphides from the Cadjebut deposit, in the 
southeast, to the Wagon Pass and Narlarla deposits, in the north-

west, and suggested different sources with distinctive S isotope 
compositions. An additional distinction can be made between 
the larger deposits (Cadjebut, Blendevale), which show 834S 
compositions closer to those of Upper Devonian evaporites 
than those of the smaller deposits (Fossil Downs to Narlarla), 
which are depleted in 834S. 

Lead isotope data from Cadjebut, Goongewa, Blendevale, 
Fossil Downs, Brooking Springs, Wagon Pass and Narlarla are 
very radiogenic, a feature that is characteristic of many MVT 
deposits worldwide (Vaasjoki & Gulson 1986). These deposits 
and prospects have very different Pb isotope compositions 
(Edwards 1984, Vaasjoki & Gulson 1986), which show a 
systematic increase in radiogenic lead along the Lennard Shelf in 
a northwesterly direction from Cadjebut to Wagon Pass, a feature 
first recognised by Vaasjoki & Gulson (1986). In addition, the 
deposits in the northwest, such as Wagon Pass, display a more 
heterogeneous signature than those in the southeast. Both these 
features imply that the Pb isotope fields relate to the geographic 
position of the deposits and that each deposit taps a distinct Pb 
reservoir (sediment package). Vaasjoki & Gulson (1986) suggested 
that the variation in the amount of radiogenic Pb reflects 
proximity of ores to either a deep sedimentary basin or crystal
line basement. The highly radiogenic and isotopically hetero
geneous Wagon Pass deposit occurs only a few kilometres from 
the margin of the Proterozoic basement, within an area of 
relatively little syn-sedimentary tectonism, which resulted in a 
thin sedimentary succession, thickening only gradually to the 
southwest. The southeastern deposits, however, from Brooking 
Springs to Blendevale and Cadjebut, are characterised by more 
homogeneous Pb isotopic values. All these deposits occur in the 
hanging wall strata of major syn-sedimentary faults that confine 
thick sedimentary sections, interpreted to be the source of Pb. 
This is consistent with the idea of Vassjoki & Gulson (1986) 
that thick sediment accumulations allowed the homogenisation 
ofPb through prolonged mechanical and geochemical rework
ing. 

Data points for individual deposits plot as clusters in the 
208PbPo4Pb, 207PbPo4Pb and 206Pb/204Pb plots rather than as a 
point on the average basement-Pb isochron. This is interpreted 
to reflect interaction between basinal fluids and basement rocks 
and/or their derived immature sediments with different Pb isotope 
compositions (D6rling 1996). Considering the structure of the 
Fitzroy Trough, there are two potential reservoirs of Pb that 
can be distinguished: sediments in distal, deeper parts of the 
trough and sediments in isolated half-grabens near its margin. 

It is argued (D6r1ing 1996) that the signature in the Pb isotope 
of ore sulphides in individual deposits could be due to mixing of 
Pb from the two different reservoirs. Fluids infiltrating along 
more continuous deeper paths in the trough dissolved isotopically 
homogeneous Pb, whereas more shallowly adventive fluids 
dissolved more heterogeneous Pb from more locally derived 
sediments in marginal half-grabens. During fluid migration out 
of the basin towards the sites of mineralisation, the relatively 
homogenous Pb signature of fluids will be overprinted as fluids 
mix near the trough margin with locally derived Pb of a more 
heterogenous signature. This process is envisaged to have led to 
the complex Pb isotope signature of the Lennard Shelfprovince. 

Genesis of ore deposits 
Fluid flow mechanism and ore emplacement 

Structural analysis of the southeastern Fitzroy Trough indicates 
a rift-setting which features a complex margin with numerous 
half-graben compartments bounded by accommodation zones 
linked to the central trough (D6rling 1996). Syn-depositional 
faults created the compartments, which acted as local depocentres 
containing up to 6 km of pre-mineralisation sedimentary strata 
(including up to 5 km of Middle- Late Devonian rocks), which 
are interpreted to reflect relatively rapid sedimentation and form 
a potential source of metals. Diagenetic studies (McManus & 



Wallace 1992) and recent absolute-age determinations on ore
stage calcite and sphalerite (Brannon et a!. 1995, Christensen et 
a!. 1995) place the ore-forming event in the latest Devonian
earliest Carboniferous. This age for mineralisation overlaps the 
waning stages of Pillara Extension in the Fitzroy Trough. 

Fluid inclusion and isotope signatures, mineral and host rock 
compositions, temperatures of formation, and the association 
with hydrocarbons are features of the Lennard Shelf deposits 
which are common to many MVT districts (Leach & Sangster 
1993). However, the unambiguous association of deposits in 
this district with faults and the formation of mineralisation at 
the same time as extensional deformation are uncommon, and 
widen the spectrum of settings and fluid-flow mechanisms that 
have to be considered for MVT deposit formation. 

As constrained by the structura l, sedimento logical and 
geochemical data, it is likely that brines from deeper parts of 
the trough mixed with fluids within marginal half-graben 
depocentres during fluid flow outwards and upwards towards 
active extcnsional faults at the margin (Fig. 2). Rapid fluid flow 
along faults precluded any thermal equilibration with country 
rocks. Ore precipitation in faults and related structures probably 
occurred as a result of cooling, whereas stratabound ore probably 
formed as a result of fluid mixing and evaporite replacement. 

Several conceptual models have been proposed to explain 
fluid expulsion out of sedimentary basins. With the geological 
constraints on thc Lennard Shelf, none of the concepts proposed 
for the North American MVT deposits can be applied, e.g. gravity
dri ven (Sverjensky & Garven 1992) or tectonically driven (Oliver 
1986) fluid flow. The driving force for mineralisation on the 
Lennard Shelf is interpreted to be rapid subsidence and sedi
mentation in the trough. leading to overpressuring of sediment
trapped water and, possibly. oil and gas through compaction 
(Darling et al. 1995). Episodic faulting is interpreted to have 
released pulses of brines carrying Pb Zn. 

Criteria for exploration 
Key exploratioll criteria/c) I' Lellllard Shelr~)'pe MVT 
deposits 

The Lennard Shelf MVT deposits arc characterised by a num
ber of geological features that can be incorporated into regional 
reconnaissance and focused exploration activity in prospcctivc 
areas. Potential host units are carbonate rocks near the edges of 
platforms where major faults lead from the source rock regions 
of deep depocentres up to basement highs. Fluid focusing and/ 
or ore deposition arc rclatcd to structurcs whosc gcometry reflects 
a linked sys tem with both syn-depositional and syn
mincralisation components. Atthc local sca lc. facies variations 
such as evaporites may be important in the localisation of ore. 

Exploratioll tools (/t the regiol1al (/l1d local scale 

Thc analysis of regional geophysical data is thc most important 
exploration tool in identifying prospective geological settings. 
Combined seismic. aeromagnetic, and gravity surveys are very 
powerful for rcgional analysis. Aeromagnetic and gravity surveys 
can identify features that control mineralisation, such as basement 
highs. carbonate platforms or mounds . and faults (Murphy 
1990). Seismic reflection data, in particular, prmide detailcd 
depth information on structures, structural evolution. sedimen
tation and likely fluid and metal source areas. 

Regional stream-sediment sampling. \\ ith follow-up soil. 
rock chip and gossan sampling, together with geological mapping, 
can define areas on which to focus exploration. 

At the prospect scale, MVT deposits are difficult geophysical 
targets. I P surveys have proved to be an important semi
regional tool in exploration for MVT systems rich in Fe (marca
site), such as Cadjebut and Blendevale (Isles et a!. 1987). 
However, geophysics, like detailed surface geochemistry and 
geology. does not provide drill targets, but delineates favourable 
areas for systematic grid drilling, which, although slow and ex-
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pensive on a regional scale, is the most effective way to test 
anomalies. Grid drilling has proved the most successful method 
in exploring for MVT deposits on the Lennard Shelf, as well as 
in some North American districts . 
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Komatiite-hosted nickel sulphide deposits, Australia 
Sarah E, Dowling & Robin E.T. Hill 
CSIRO Exploration and Mining, Private Bag, PO Wembley, WA 6014, Australia 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples Type J 

Target 

Silver Swan, Nepean, 
Scotia, Windarra, 
Kambalda, 
Maggie Hays 
Digger Rocks, 
Cosmic Boy, 
Perseverance, 
Ruth Well* 

*Pilbara Craton 

(Barnes et al. 1994) 

• Grade 

• Tonnage 

• Metal ratio 

• Metal credits 

Basal accumulation of 
massive and matrix 
nickel sulphide ore. 

Variable, 1.5- 20% Ni , 
massive ore 2- 20% Ni, 
matrix ore avo 2.5% Ni , 
minor disseminated ore 
< 1%N i. 

0.05 50 Mt 

Bulk Ni:Cu 7- 19 

Cu, Ag, Au, PGM. Co 

Mining and treatment 
Type I deposits 
• Undcrground and open-pit mining. 

Type 2 

Black Swan, 
Honeymoon Well*, 
Yakabindie, 
Mount Keith 

*includes type I 
deposits, Gole et al. 
(1996) 

Central accumulation 
of disseminated 
nickel sulphide ore. 

Relatively constant 
low-grade 0.6 1.5% 
Ni, may be layered. 

5-300 Mt 

Bulk Ni:Cu > 19 

Cu. As, Co 

• Bcnefieiation invol\'es 3-stage crushing. followed by 
conventional (ball and rod milling) and autogenous 
grinding, sizing using screens and cyclones. cell flotation . 
drum magnetic separation. thickening. flash spray drying to 
produce a dry nickel concentrate to refinery VI ith a concentrate 
gradc of 12"'0 Ni. 1'\) Cu. 

• Sherritt-Gordon hydrometallurgical refining process. 
Oxidation-hydrolysis using a continuous ammoniacal 
pressu re leac h. producing ni ckel briqucttcs. coppcr and 
ammonium sulphate. 

• Flash furnace smelting and simultaneous sel f-roasting of 
sulphide ore concentrate, producing nickel matte and Fe 
silicate slag and precious meta l collection. 

• BioNIC process piloted by Gencor Ltd at Maggie Hays 
invol ves bacteria l oxidation of nickel sulphide ore with 
concentrate grades up to 14% Ni. A ferro-nickel product of 
variable Fe:Ni can be produced to meet the requiremcnts of 
sta inl ess stee l manufacturers. 

• BioNIC process avo ids smelting and refining steps and 
operating and cap ita l cos ts are one-third of traditional 
metal lurgy. 

Type 2 deposits 
• Open-pit mining. 

• Conventional drill , blast, load and haul system. 

• Primary gyratory crusher, two-stage grinding and ball milling. 
fl otation feed desliming and conditioning, flotation and 
concentrate washing and dewatering. Concentrate produced 
as moist filter cake. Head grade at Mt Keith 20% Ni. 

• Refining and sme lting as above. 

• Activox (Yakabindie) process developed by Dom ini on 
during eva luation of the Yakabindie deposit invo lves fine 

grinding and low-pressure leach to produce a ferro-nickel 
oxide product. 

Economics of mining depend on suppression ofNi arsenides, 
Mg silicates, Ni chlorides, and Ni sulphates during metallurgy. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Age of extrusion ca. 2.7- 3.0 Ga within Archaean greenstone 

belts in Yilgarn and Pilbara Cratons, Western Australia 
(Wang et al. 1996, Claoue-Long et al. 1988). 

• Regionall y extensive komatiite sequences which contain 
thick olivine cumulate flow units . 

• Stratigraphic success ion characterised by coeval komatiitel 
tholeiite and komatiite/felsic-intermediate volcanism. 

• Presence of sulphidie flows and/or sulphidie sediments as 
substrates to komatiite units. 

Local geological criteria 
• Kom at iite flo w unit conta inin g identifiable lava pathways 

now occupied by olivine-rich cumu lates. 

Type I deposits 
• Prese nce of sulphidic substrate to komatiite unit (fe lsic 

inte rmediate volcanics. chemica l-exhalative scdime nts). 

• Transgressive embayment features at base of preferred lava 
pathway- evidence for substrate erosion and/or su lphide 
trap-site. 

• Preferred lava pathway occupied by oliville ortho
mesocumulate flanked by cpisodically emplaced flOlI' units. 

• Podiforlll. ribbon-like shoots. or secolld-order challll.:ls ill 
broad-shalloVl .:mbaymcnts. 

• Thickncss 5 50 m. width 50 300 Ill . dOli n-plullgc .:xt.:nt up 
to :1 kill. 

• Chemical evidence of substrate erosion and imm.:diate host
rock contamillation. 

Type 2 deposits 
• Large, lenticular zones of thickening with transgressive 

basal contacts, up to 800 m thick, 1-3 km wide, down
plunge extent > I km , occupied by olivine meso-adculllulate . 

Mineralisation features 
• Primary sulph ide and oxide minerals: pyrrhotitc. pentlandite. 

pyrite, chalcopyrite. ferrian chromite. magnetite. 

• Massive sulphides contain spinc l-rich zones. commonly at 
orebody contacts, pyrite-rich bands. and variable grain sizes 
and textures influenccd by thermal and structural history. 

• Primary matri x and disseminated sulphide assemblages 
(types 1,2) modified by subsolidus re-equilibration wi th 
si licates and by reaction with metamorphic fluids: 

- talc- carbonate-hosted assemblages include pyrite, 
millerite, vaesite, bravoite, polydymite, arsenic-bearing 
minerals (e.g. gersdorffite); opaque oxidcs are magnetite 
and hematite ; 

- serpentinite-hosted assemblages include nickcl-ri.:h 
pentlandite. heazlewoodite. mill erite, godlevskite, pyrite, 
magnetite . 

• Supergene alteration profiles: 

- oxide (goethite, carbonate) zone above water table (up to 
50-60 m depth); 

- vio larite-pyrite zone (80- 180 m depth); 

- transition zone to primary ore (80 400 m depth). 
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Deposit geochemical criteria 
• MgO (anhydrous) in komatiite host rocks; lavas> 18 wt% 

MgO, host olivine cumulates; 30-50 wt% in type 1 deposits, 
48-53wt% in type 2 deposits, reflecting variation in olivine 
content. 

• Type 2 deposit geochemistry reflects presence of oMc-oAC 
(MgO+FeO/Si02 molecular ratio = 1.95-2.00). 

• Chemical variation in host rocks is due to progressive 
fractional crystallisation of olivine+chromite+clinopyroxene 
+plagioclase from primitive mantle melts. 

• Chemical analyses can be used to identify komatiitic host 
rocks where metamorphism has reconstituted igneous 
textures and mineralogy, e.g. Mg#, M2+/Si, (Barnes et al. 
1988), MgO-CaO-AIP3 variation diagram. 

w 

• Substrate/crustal assimilation + contamination ofkomatiites 
by thermal erosion detected by elevated LREE, Nd, Zr, Y, 
Ti, AI, Fe (Lesher & Arndt 1995, Barnes et al. 1995, 
Perring et al. 1996). 

• PGE contents elevated in sulphides (500-3000 ppb total 
PGE in massive sulphides), also weakly anomalous in Se, 
As (Keays 1982). 

• Scavenging of chalcophile elements, including PGE, by 
sulphide during ascent or after eruption produces Ni 
depletion in parent lava (Barnes et al. 1995). 

• S isotopes match those in substrate sediments (Lesher 1989). 
• OS187/0S186 ratios in ores show chondritic initial ratios. Os 

isotopic evidence suggests that S is derived from mantle 
source, not from sedimentary substrate (Foster et al. 1996). 

E 

l 
Komatiites 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Most deposits buried beneath laterite, alluvial, 

colluvial or lacustrine sediments. 
• Gossans of massive sulphide, olivine- sulphide 

cumulate rare, distinguishable by coincident 
high Ni, Cu, PGE. 

• Essential to use regolith mapping to interpret 
supergene geochemistry sampled by RAB 
drilling. 

• Multi-element scan ICPMS/AAS common 
analytical methods. 

• Ni, Cr, Co, Mn soil/RAB/outcrop geochemical 
anomalies indicate olivine cumulates. 

• Ni, Cu, PGE, Cr coincident soillRAB/outcrop 
geochemical anomalies indicate sulphide 
mineralisation. 

• Cu, As, Zn soillRAB/outcrop geochemical 
anomalies indicate presence of sulphidic 
interflow/footwall sediment. 

100m 

"r Facing 

~DrjllhOle 

~ Olivine adcumulate 

r;:::-l Coarse-grained 
L!.J porphyritic olivine rock 

• Mobile metal ion (MMI) technique useful in 
defining discrete soil geochemistry anomalies 
over massive NiS orebodies (Mann et al. 
1993). 

Figure 1. Interpreted geological cross section through the Mt Keith Ultramafic 
Complex (Dowling & Hill 1993). 
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Figure 2. Interpreted distribution of Ni grade across MKD5 ore body, section 
31525N, Type 2 nickel deposit (same section as geological cross section). Data 
from ACM Ltd, Dowling & Hill (1993). 

Geophysical criteria 
Magnetics 
• Massive sulphide orebodies are magnetic 

(monoclinic pyrrhotite, magnetite). 
• Magnetic susceptibility of komatiite host 

determined by alteration history: 
- serpentinisation increases susceptibility. 

Talc-carbonate alteration produces variable 
to low susceptibilities. Olivine-dominated 
lithologies generally produce higher 
susceptibilities. 

• Regional aerial magnetic surveys used to locate 
and define stratigraphic trends involving 
komatiite sequences: 
- low-level closely spaced aerial magnetic data 

used to define small-scale prospective 
volcanic features, such as lava pathways, to 
resolve structure and detect basal sulphide 
accumulations. 

• Ground magnetic data used for delineating 
lithological contacts in non-outcropping 
terrain. 

Electromagnetics 
• Sulphide ores are poor to good electrical 

conductors. Deposits are targeted and 
delineated using surface and down-hole EM 
techniques. Useful summaries of techniques in 
McCall et al. 1995, Rekola & Hattula 1995. 
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Comments on genesis 
Type 1 deposits~recent models (Lesher et al. 1984, Lesher 
1989, Lesher & Campbell 1993, Barnes et al. 1994, Perring et 
al. 1995) involve thermal and/or physical erosion of sulphidic 
substrate at the base of preferred lava pathways. Droplets of 
immiscible sulphide liquid or a discrete, dense, basal flow of 
sulphide are carried along by, and scavenge Ni, Cu and PGE 
from the komatiite lava and are ultimately trapped on the 
basal contact by a change in flow rheology, change in slope or 

10-1 00 km 

Flood Flow Facies 

direction of preferred lava pathway. 
Type 2 deposits~recognised as extrusive in origin (Hill et al. 
1989) and crystallise within large lensoid erosiona11ava 
pathways. Consistency of the proportion of sulphide and the 
Ni grade is a function of segregation of cotectic proportions 
of sulphide liquid (MSS) and olivine from a lava precisely at 
sulphur saturation (Duke 1986). 

Ponded Flow Facies 

Flow field advance 

===--=> 

Unconstrained continuous sheet 
flow - olivine adcumulate sheets. 
e.g. Walter Williams Formation 

Continuous sheet flow with eroSional 
pathways - olivine adcumulate lenses. 

Compound Flow Facies 
Episodically emplaced compound 
flow - differentiated flow units 
Type 1 deposits - e.g. Kambalda 

Type 1 deposits e.g Digger Rocks. Perseverance 
Type 2 deposits e.g. Mt Keith. Yakablndie 
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Figure 3. Upper Schematic lateral section through a regional inflationary komatiite flow field developing via sustained eruption of lava, 
portraying possible relationships between various volcanic facies, and depicting those eruptive environments (with examples) conducive 
to the formation of types 1 and 2 Ni deposits (after Hill et al. 1995). Lower Vertical sections through the regional komatiite flow field, 
illustrating the various volcanic facies depicted in the upper figure, showing lithological associations and the environments of accumulation 
of types 1 and 2 "'i deposits. 
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Introduction 
The nickel exploration boom of the late 1960s and early 1970s 
led to the discovery of numerous komatiite-hosted Ni-sulphide 
deposits, associated with variably serpentinised bodies of olivine
rich cumulates. Subsequent research has shown the importance 
of volcanological processes to understanding the genesis ofthese 
deposits. Crucial developments have come through consider
ation of the fluid dynamics of magmas and magma-crystal mix
tures, through observation of the dynamics and geometry of 
modem-day basaltic lava flows, through application of theory 
and experimentation on the kinetics of crystal growth from 
magmas, and, most importantly, from extensive detailed field 
mapping ofkomatiitic sequences in the Archaean Yilgam Block 
of Western Australia, and elsewhere. From these studies has 
emerged a new integrated view of the volcanological setting of 
komatiite-hosted deposits, and a recognition that a complete 
continuum of deposit types exists. 

Nevertheless, komatiite-associated magmatic Ni deposits 
generally fall into two overall types, based on the nature and 
abundance of the sulphide ore and the distribution of the sulphide 
relative to the komatiite host (Lesher 1989, Hill & Gole 1990, 
Barnes et al. 1994). 

In the first type (type 1) the bulk of the ore is either massive 
Fe- Ni- Cu sulphide or a variable mixture of massive sulphide 
and an ore characterised by olivine crystals in a continuous 
matrix of sulphide occupying 30- 75% by volume of the rock 
(called matrix ore). Nickel grades of massive sulphide ore range 
from 2 to 20 wt% and those of the matrix ore generally fall in the 
range 1- 5 wt% (average 2.5 wt%). Ni/Cu ratios of the sulphide 
fraction are generally > 10. The sulphide accumulations are at or 
near the basal contact of the ultramafic host rock. 

The second type of deposit (type 2) is characterised by the 
dissemination throughout an olivine ortho- to adcumulate host 
of a consistent proportion of fine-grained sulphide (-2- 5 vol%), 
such that whole-rock nickel grades are generally <1 wt% and 
consistently average 0.6 wt%. 

Both of these styles of mineralisation formed during the 
eruption and emplacement ofkomatiite lava, and the processes 
responsible for their origin form integral components ofkomatiite 
volcanology. Successful exploration, therefore, depends on 
understanding komatiite volcanology and where and how nick
eliferous sulphides accumulate to form orebodies during the 
eruption and flow ofkomatiite lava. 

Komatiite volcanology 
Regionally correlatable komatiite sequences characterise Archaean 
greenstone belt stratigraphy in the Yilgarn Block of Western 
Australia. The komatiite lithology shows a wide range of textures 
arising predominantly from different crystal habits of olivine. 

Dendritic or spinifex-textured rocks are characterised by 
skeletal olivines, which crystallise from lava subjected to high 
degrees of directional supercooling. In contrast, cumulate-textured 
rocks arise from the accumulation of more or less equidirnensional 
olivine crystals, which nucleate and grow in dynamic regimes 
under conditions where temperatures never drop far below the 
liquidus of the lava. 

Cumulate textures are subdivided on the basis of the propor
tion of cumulus crystals to liquid trapped between the crystals. 
Olivine adcumulates have little or no intercumulus material, and 
orthocumulates exhibit high proportions of trapped liquid. 
Olivine mesocumulates are rocks in which the cumulus crystals 
have extensive mutual boundary contact, but which contain some 
primary igneous porosity (Hill et al. 1995). 

In Western Australian Archaean greenstone belts, single 
komatiite flow units display a number of flow profiles. Single 
and compound flows constitute a range of eruptive complexes, 
which have been divided by Hill et al. (1995) into a number of 
mutually gradational facies types. 

Flood-flow jacies 

Unconstrained continuous sheet flow of lava to produce 
thick (up to 500 m) sheet-like layered olivine adcumulate 
bodies and layered ultramafic- gabbro sequences (up to 
3500 km2 in area), e.g. Walter Williams Formation in the 
Norseman- Wiluna Greenstone Belt, Forrestania Greenstone 
Belt. 

Continuous sheet flow with erosional pathways, giving rise 
to regionally persistent concordant sheet-like units of olivine 
orthocumulate (100- 200 m thick) with occasional spinifex
textured flow tops, which flank substantially thicker trough
shaped bodies oflayered coarse-grained olivine adcumulate 
up to 1 km thick and 2 km wide, which fill erosional 
pathways. Komatiite sequences are continuous for over 
130 km of strike length, e.g. Agnew-Wiluna Greenstone 
Belt, Forrestania Greenstone Belt. 

Compound-flow jacies 
Episodic sheet flows, comprising prolonged preferred lava 
pathways flanked by marginal compound flow lobes, giving 
rise to linear trough-shaped features > 1 0 krn long, up to 
200 m wide and up to 150 m thick, comprising olivine 
mesocumulates and orthocumulates with minor harrisite 
layers and thin spinifex-textured flow tops, flanked by 
sequences of thinner (10- 100 m) differentiated spinifex
textured flow units and interflow sediments, e.g. basal Silver 
Lake Member, Kambalda (described by Cowden & Roberts 
1990). 

Vertical scale 
exaggerated 

Sulfidic substrate 

Figure 4. Schematic cross-section of evolving komatiite flow field, 
illustrating the process of thermomechanical erosion of sulphidic 
substrate at the base of a preferred lava pathway and the formation 
of type 1 Ni deposit. 

flow units 

Olivine·sulfide mesocumulate/adcumulate ~ 

Olivine adcumulate forming 
within erosional pathway 

Vertical scale exaggerated 

Figure 5. Schematic cross-section of evolving komatiite flow field, 
illustrating progressive cotectic accumulation of olivine and sulphide 
liquid to produce large type 2 Ni deposit within preferred lava 
pathway. 
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Thin episodically emplaced compo und flow lobes , 
comprising thin differentiated and undifferentiated flow 
units between 50 cm and 10 m thick and tens to hundreds 
of metres wide, with no obvious internal pathways . 

Ponded flow facies 
Extensive units of fractionated komatiitic rocks, including 
pyroxenites and gabbros formed by in-situ crystallisation 
of ponded lava lakes, e.g. Kurrajong (Walter Williams 
Formation). 

Figure 3 shows a highly schematic representation of part of 
a komatiite flow field (after Hill et a!. 1995). It is a generalised 
model to show how the different volcanic facies could re late to 
one another as components of a single sustained sheet-flow 
eruption. 

The komatiite field relationships, flow structures, and the 
distribution of characteristic olivine textures have been interpreted 
by Hill et a!. (1995) and Hill & Perring (1996) as consistent with 
the mechanisms of flow field emplacement postulated for the 
long-lived inflationary basaltic sheet flows by Self et a!. (1991), 
Hon et a!. (1994) and others. 

Relevant features of this model are persistent long-lived lava 
flows, inflation of flow units under composite visco-elastic and 
brittle crusts, and the development of preferred pathways or 
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lava tubes, which serve to focus lava flow, provide thermally 
efficient transport oflava to continuously advancing flow fronts 
and act as the loci for extensive thermal substrate erosion. 

Volcanogenic setting of nickel deposits 
As mentioned above, komatiite-associated Ni deposits commonly 
consist of a mixture of massive and matrix ore or are almost 
exclusively disseminated ore. Type 1 deposits comprise accumu
lations of massive and/or matrix ore at the base of pre felTed lava 
pathways in komatiite flow fields . Type 2 deposi ts comprise 
accumulations of disseminated sulphide in the central zones of 
large olivine cumulate bodies, which occupy prefelTed lava path
ways. 

It is now genera lly agreed that the critical difference between 
the two deposit types lies in how sulphur saturation of the lava 
was achieved, and whether all the sulphur in the immisc ible 
sulphide liquid which formed the orebodies was initially dissolved 
in the parent komati ite melt. 

Lesher & Campbell (1993) postulated the formation of type 1 
deposits by the accumulation of bed-load su lphide liquid which 
has scavenged Ni, Cu and PGEs from the host lava in suitable 
trap sites at the base of lava channels. The immiscible sulphide 
liqui d results from the thermal erosion and assimilation of suit
able sulphidic substrate during prolonged lava flow (Fig. 4). In 
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Figure 6. Selected type I deposits drawn 
to the same scale, illustrating the range 
in scale of their ho sting komatiit e 
stratigraphy (©CSI RO). 
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lithologies occupying a large erosional lava pathway (after Dowling & Hill 1993). 
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type 2 deposits, consistency in the proportion of sulphide and 
Ni grades is interpreted to reflect continuous crystallisation and 
segregation, within lava tubes, of olivine and sulphide liquid, in 
cotectic proportions, from flowing lava which is at the point of 
sulphur saturation triggered by falling temperature, similar to 
that postulated by Duke (1986; Fig. 5). 

Importantly, both types ofNi deposit are hosted by komatiite 
lithologies which occupy preferred lava pathways or lava tubes. 
While the principal variable in the classification scheme de
scribed above relates to the differing sulphide segregation processes, 
an additional variable to consider is related to the size and olivine 
content of the preferred pathway. This varies continuously in 
komatiite flow fields, as shown schematically in Figure 3. The 
massive and matrix accumulations of type 1 sulphide are found 
at the base of the host lava pathways, showing a wide range in 
size, from relatively small channels or tubes to large regional 
sheet flows fed by turbulent lava rivers (e.g. Kambalda to Digger 
Rocks; Fig. 6). In contrast, economic type 2 deposits only occur 
within large lava pathways which are occupied by olivine 
mesocumulate-adcumulate lithologies (e.g. Mt. Keith; Fig. 7). 
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Palaeozoic volcanic-hosted massive sulphide deposits 
J. Bruce Gemmell, Ross R Large & Khin Zaw 
Centre for Ore Deposit Research, University of Tasmania, GPO Box 252-79, Hobart, TAS 700 I, Australia. 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Eastern Australia: Hellyer, Rosebery, Que River, Hercules, 
Mt Lyell , Woodlawn, Thalanga, Wilga, Currawong, 
Balcooma, Mt Chalmers. Other major examples include 
deposits from the Japanese Green Tuff belt 
(Kuroko deposits) , Norwegian Caledonides and Canadian 
Bathurst Group, N .B. 

Target 
o Major deposit s ize : 15- 90 Mt. 

o Medi an depos it size: 1- 5 Mt. 

o Average g rade fo r Cu- Pb-Zn depos its: 1.0% Cu, 12% Zn, 
5% Pb . 

o High Ag and Au credits : average 120 g/t Ag and 2 .0 g/t Au. 

Mining and treatment 
o Massive sulphide nature limi ts dilution effect. 

o Stringer zones on ly m ined where high-grade or large 
tonnage (e.g. Mt Lyell). 

o Po lymetallic nature may cause recovery problems in fine-
grained ores. 

o Metamorphosed- recrystallised ores are easier to treat. 
o Fe content of sphalerite is moderate to high. 

o Pyrite content is high. 
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Figure I. Cross-section of typical mound-style deposit. 
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Figure 2. Regiona l schemat ic (based on Mt Windsor Province, 
Queensland). 

Regional geological criteria 
o Back-arc and inter-arc rift volcanic basins. 

o Preferred ages : Cambro-Ordovician and Silurian. 

o Calc-alkaline submarine volcanics and sediments. 

o Compositional variation : rhyo lite-andesite- basalt. 

• Proximity to syn-volcani c rift faults. 

o Located proximal to vol canic centres (Cu- rich ores) or in 
di stal volcanic faci es (Pb- Zn-ri ch ores). 

• Syn-vo lcanic magnetite-series granites may be present. 

• Rhyolite is most common footwa ll composit ion. 

• Sediment and/or mafic volcanics are most common 
hang ingwall rock types. 

• Regional sericite ± chl orite alteration in footwa ll volcanics . 

Local geological criteria 
• Ore located in favourable horizon between volcanic units. 

o Favourable horizon may be iron-rich exhalite, sulphide
bearing ep iclastic, sha le or carbonate. 

o Ore same age as host volcanic- sedimentary rocks. 

o Deposits vary in shape from blankets to lenses, to mounds 
and pipes. 

o Large (1992) recognises ten different styles ofVHMS 
deposits. 

Mineralisation features 
• Zn- Pb massive sulphide lens is strati form. 

• Massive sulphide may be banded , brecciated or massivc and 
fcaturcless. 

o Cu-rich footwall stringer lone is cross-cuttillg. 

• Chlorite, sericite, quartz. barite, carbonate arc major ganguc 
minerals. 

• Vertical (up-stratigraphy) zonation of Cu, Au--,; Pb. Zn, Ag , 
Au--,;Ba. 

• Pyritc is major sulphidc mineral plus sphaleritc, galena, 
chalcopyrite ± tetrahedrite, arsenopyrite. 

• Magnetite and pyrrhot ite are rare except for strong ly 
metamorphosed deposi ts. 

Alteration 
• Some deposits have zoned alteration pipes be low massive 

sulphides. 

• Stratabound alteration zones are commonly developed in thc 
footwall and extend along strike for 2 - 6 km. 

• Ilangingwall alteration is weakly developed or non-existent. 
• Common alteration zonation toward ore is ser--';scr py--,; 

ser -c h I- py--,;c h I- py --,;qtz - py. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o alteration halo IS defined by Na,O depletion and MgO 

enrichment. . 

o Alteration index [AI = I OO(MgO + K,O)/(Na,O -'- CaO + 
MgO + K20)] is vector toward ore (AI = 30 '> I 00). 

• Ore 100Zn/(Zn+ Pb) = 60 to 80. 

• As, Sb, Hg, TI as trace elements in Zn ores. 

• Bi, Te. Mo, Co as trace elements in Cu ores. 

• 834S sulphides have narrow range, commonly 0 to 15%0. 

• Mean 834S value is 17%0 less than contemporaneous SW 
sulpha te . 

• Pb isotopes form tight cluster for individual deposits that 
may lie on growth curve or reflect heterogenous U/Th/ Pb 
source area ratios. 
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.8180 depletion haloes approaching orebodies. 

.8180 and 8\3C indicate majority of ore fluid is seawater. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Stream sediment anomalies important in discovery of Que 

River, Woodlawn and Wilga. 
• Most deposits have strong Pb soil anomalies. 
• Zn and Cu show dispersed soil anomalies. 
• Gossans present at Mt Lyell, Mt Morgan, Rosebery, 

Woodlawn, Thalanga, Balcooma, Mt Chalmers. 
• Gossan trace elements: Au, Se, Te, As, Sb, Bi, Cd, In, Tl, 

Hg, Sn and Ba. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Regional magnetics define major volcanic units, structures 

and alteration. 
• Regional gravity and magnetics may define position of 

related magnetite-series granites. 
• Ores have no magnetic signature. 
• EM important in discovery of Que River, Hellyer, Wilga. 
• Most deposits have strong EM responses. 
• Cu-rich ores have best EM response 
• Zn-rich, Cu-poor ores have a very weak or non-existent EM 

response. 
• IP defines ore zone and pyritic alteration halo. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Ore fluids 200-350°C, 2- 10 wt% NaCl 
• pH 3-5.5. 
• Reduced conditions in ore fluid, H2S > S04' 
• Metals precipitation by cooling and mixing with sea water. 
• Source of fluid: seawater ± magmatic input. 
• Source of metal: Zn, Pb, Ag leached from volcanics; Cu, Au 

may be magmatic or leached. 
• Zonation in deposits is caused by zone-refining process as 

hot fluids pass up through the sulphide mound. 

Comments on genesis 
• Comparison with black smoker systems substantiates 

previous conclusions that most VHMS deposits are 
synvolcanic seafloor deposits. 

• Seawater depths of 800--4000 m are necessary to form 
deposits. 

• Models for seafloor sulphide formation: 
- sulphide mounds develop above hydrothermal vents and 

grow by upward zone refining of metals; 
- sulphide sheets or lenses may form in seafloor brine pools 

adjacent to vents; 
- synvolcanic sub-seafloor replacement to form stratiform 

massive sulphides. 
• Stringer zones and sulphide pipes form by replacement and! 

or vein-fill processes in sub-seafloor hydrothermal vent. 
• A less-favoured model invokes syntectonic replacement 

unrelated to volcanism. 

Mixture of metal sources 
5°4= 

v sea floor 

, 
rOCk 5 -+ ti2S ~ 
~ magmatic 
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Figure 3. Possible sources of metals for VHMS deposits. 
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Introduction 
Eastern Australian Palaeozoic volcanic-hosted massive sulphide 
(VHMS) deposits have been a major source of Cu ± Au (e.g. 
Mt Lyell and Mt Morgan) and a significant source of Pb- Zn
Ag (e.g. Rosebery, Hellyer, Woodlawn and Thalanga) over the 
last one hundred years. There is a wide range in variability or 
style of Australian Palaeozoic VHMS deposits, including 
mounds, pipes, sheets, layered deposits, stacked deposits, 
stockwork and disseminated deposits, and cyclic layered 
deposits . Although these various styles show a range of features, 
there is a consistent theme which strongly suggests that they all 
belong to the one genetic group of ore deposits. 

Distribution and age 
Most VHMS deposits in Australia (24 of 30) occur within the 
Palaeozoic volcanic belts of eastern Australia (Table 1). The 
major VHMS districts are (I) the Mt Read Volcanics and corre
lates (Cambro-Ordovician) in Western Tasmania, host to Hellyer, 
Que River, Rosebery, Hercules and the Mt Lyell deposits; (2) 
Mt Windsor Volcanics and correlates (Cambro-Ordovician) in 
Queensland, host to Thalanga, Liontown, Reward, Balcooma 
and Dry River South, (3) the Goulbum to Cooma volcanic belt 
(Silurian) in southeastern New South Wales, host to the 
Woodlawn and Captains Flat deposits , and (4) the Enano Group 
volcanic sequence (Silurian) in the Benambra district of north
eastern Victoria, host to the Wilga and Currawong deposits. In 
addition to these four volcanic belts, individual deposits occur 
in the Rockhampton district of Queensland, hosted by the 
Devonian Capella Creek Beds (Mt Morgan deposit), the Permian 
Berserker Beds (Mt Chalmers deposit), and the Permian mafic 
volcanics (Devlin Creek deposit). 

Metal content and classification 
A classification ofVHMS deposits, based on the Cu ratio 100Cu/ 
(Cu+Zn) and the Zn ratio 1 OOZn/(Zn+ Pb), was devised by 
Solomon (1976). Australian YHMS deposits fall into the following 
groups: 
(1) Cu deposits (Cu ratio >60, Zn ratio >60)~the Mt Lyell 

deposits, Mt Morgan, Mt Chalmers, Balcooma, Mt Ararat 
and Reward; 

(2) Zn-Cu deposits (Cu ratio <60, Zn ratio 90 to 1 OO)~ 
Wilga, Currawong and Devlin Creek; 

(3) Zn- Pb-Cu deposits (Cu ratio <60, Zn ratio 60 to 90)~ 
Rosebery, Hercules, Que River, Hellyer, Thalanga, 
Liontown, Dry River South, Woodlawn and Captains Flat. 
The Zn-Cu-type deposits are restricted to the Silurian, 

whereas the Cu type and Zn-Pb- Cu type occur sporadically 
throughout the time span from Cambrian to Permian. 

Tonnage and grade 
Australian Palaeozoic deposits vary in size from I Mt to >90 Mt 
(Table 1). The most common size range is 2- 5 Mt for an indi
vidual deposit, but nine deposits exceed that range: Prince Lyell 
(90 Mt), Mt Morgan (50 Mt), Rosebery (19.4 Mt), Woodlawn 
(17.7 Mt) , Hellyer (17 Mt), Currawong (9.5 Mt) , Thalanga 
(6.8 Mt), Lyell Blow (5.6 Mt) and North Lyell (5.1 Mt) (Large 
1992). The polymetallic Zn- Pb- Cu deposits display the best 
overall grade, with an average of I 1.8% Zn, 4.7% Pb, 1.0% Cu, 
117 ppm Ag, 2.0 ppm Au. By comparison, the Cu-type deposits 
average much lower grades of 0.2% Zn, 0.0% Pb, 1.3% Cu, 8 
ppm Ag, 1.6 ppm Au . 

Nature of volcanic districts 
Deposits occur within the submarine portion of volcanic belts 
that consist of a series of complex volcanic centres with related 
volcaniclastic and epiclastic facies. Important aspects are: 

The volcanic package enclosing the VHMS deposits is 

dominated by rhyolite (usually 60- 80 per cent of pile) with 
lesser andesite, dacite, basalt and sediment. 

The mineralised volcanic suite consists of calc-alkaline 
volcanics. 

The major VHMS-bearing belts have a thick pile of rhyolitic 
volcanics in the base of the volcanic succession, including 
lavas, volcaniclastics and subvolcanic intrusives. The 
rhyolite sequence, which may vary in stratigraphic thickness 
from I to 3 km, either overlies a sedimentary package or its 
base is obscured by younger intrusive granites. 

Recent studies on physical volcanic architecture of the 
VHMS districts indicate that the volcaniclastic and epiclastic 
sequences include porous mass flows, pumiceous sandstone, 
siltstone, breccia and turbidites (Allen 1992, McPhie & 
Allen 1992). Peperitic units are also encountered at Mt 
Morgan and Mt Windsor (Messenger 1994, Doyle 1994). 

A mixed sequence of sediments and volcanics commonly 
overlies the rhyolite sequence and forms the upper part of 
the volcanic pile. The volcanics may be bimodal (e.g. 
rhyolite- andesite at Mt Chalmers), but more commonly 
exhibit a polymodal character (e.g. dacite , andesite, rhyolite 
and basalt in the Trooper Creek Formation of the Mt Windsor 
Volcanic pile). 

Massive sulphide deposits are generally located toward the 
base of the polymodal volcanic-sedimentary sequence or at 
the top contact of the basal rhyolite pile. 

In the Mt Read and Mt Windsor volcanic belts there are at 
least two important stratigraphic levels of mineralisation. 
In other belts only one mineralised horizon has been 
confidently recognised. 

Form and shape of deposits 
Although a completc spectrum of shapes and forms is exhibited 
by the Australian deposits (Largc 1992), it is possible to group 
them into thrce main types: 

Lells alld blallket deposits: low aspcct ratio with dominant 
zinc-rich massive sulphidc lens and subordinate stringer 
zone. Examples are Rosebery, Thalanga, Liontown. Dry 
River South, Woodlawn. Generally these deposits are of the 
Zn Pb- Cu and the Zn Cu type. 

Mound deposits: high aspect ratio, narrow and elongate 
massive sulphide with a well-developed stringer zone and 
alteration system, directly beneath the mound . Hellyer (Zn
Pb- Cu type) and Mt Chalmers (Cu type) are good examples. 

Pipe alld stringer deposits : cross-cutting massive sulphide 
pyrite- chalcopyrite pipe or stringer zones with little or no 
stratiform Zn-rich sulphide lenses. Examples are Prince 
Lyell, Lyell Blow, Highway, Mt Morgan, which all are Cu 
type and contain significant Au credits. 

The regional distribution and the shape of the massive 
sulphide ores have been related to fluid focusing along syn
volcanic growth faults. In the Mt Read volcanic belt the Mt 
Lyell, Hercules and Rosebery deposits are located adjacent to 
structures representing major rift faults associated with the 
development of the volcanic arc (e.g. Large 1990). On a local 
scale, syn-volcanic growth faults have controlled fluid move
ment and the location and shape of deposits such as Hellyer 
(McArthur 1989), Mt Chalmers (Large & Both 1980), Thalanga 
and Reward (Gregory et a!. 1990, Berry et a!. 1992) and Mt 
Morgan (Taube 1986). 

Ore and gangue mineralogy 
Considering the diverse morphology and metal ratios, Australian 
YHMS deposits contain a restricted range of major and minor 
opaque minerals. In addition to the major phases of pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, sphalerite and galena, ubiquitous minor phases 
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Table 1. Total resource, tonnage and grades data for Australian Palaeozoic VHMS deposits over 1 Mt in size (after Large 1992 and 
Beams 1995). 

Size Cu Ph Zn Au Ag 

Deposit Age (Mt) (%) (%) (%) (ppm) (ppm) Status 

Cu type 

Prince Lyell Cambrian 90.0 0.9 nr nr 0.3 2.0 Current mine 

Mt Morgan Devonian 50.0 0.7 nr 0.1 4.7 6.0 Past producer 

Lyell Blow Cambrian 5.6 1.3 nr nr 2.0 61.0 Past producer 

North Lyell Cambrian 5.1 5.3 nr nr 0.4 33.0 Past producer 

Mt Chalmers Permian 3.6 1.8 0.2 1.0 2.0 15.0 Past producer 

Lyell Comstock Cambrian 2.4 2.4 nr nr 0.7 5.2 Past producer 

Balcooma Cambrian 2.1 3.3 nr nr 0.5 19.0 Prospect 

Crown Lyell III Cambrian 2.1 1.4 nr nr 0.3 4.1 Past producer 

Royal Tharsis Cambrian 1.5 1.5 nr or 0.5 2.8 Past producer 

Cape Hom Cambrian 1.4 1.4 or nr 0.4 3.3 Past producer 

Highway Cambrian 1.2 5.5 or nr 1.2 6.5 Current mine 

Crown Lyell OC Cambrian 1.1 1.4 or nr 0.5 3.9 Past producer 

MtArarat Cambrian 1.0 2.7 or nr 0.6 9 .0 Prospect 

Zn-Cu type 

Currawong Silurian 9.5 1.7 0.9 4.3 1.3 38.0 Prospect 

Wilga Silurian 4.0 3.0 0.4 6.2 0.5 23.0 Past producer 

Zn-Pb-Cu type 

Rosebery Cambrian 19.4 0.7 5.0 16.2 2.9 155.0 Current mine 

Woodlawn Silurian 17.7 1.7 3.8 9.9 1.4 80.0 Past producer 

Hellyer Cambrian 17.0 0.3 7.0 13.0 2.3 160.0 Current mine 

Thalanga Cambrian 6.8 2.2 3.9 12.4 0.6 99.0 Past producer 

Captains Flat Silurian 4.2 0.7 6.0 10.0 1.7 55.0 Past producer 

Dry River south Cambrian 3.4 1.0 3.6 10.1 0.7 77.0 Prospect 

Que River Cambrian 3.1 0.6 7.5 13.5 3.4 200.0 Past producer 

Hercules Cambrian 2.6 0.4 5.2 16.7 2.7 159.0 Current mine 

Liontown Cambrian 2.0 0.5 2.3 6.6 0.9 50.0 Prospect 

nr- not recorded (generally known to be less than 0.1% in the case of Pb) 

are tetrahedrite, arsenopyrite, bismuth sulphosalts, cassiterite 
and electrum. Magnetite and pyrrhotite occur as major minerals 
in some Archaean Zn- Cu-type deposits (e.g. Scuddles, Gossan 
Hill), but are present only as minor minerals «I wt%) or are 
completely absent from the Palaeozoic VHMS deposits. Cu 
deposits commonly contain molybdenite, bismuthinite, various 
bismuth sulphosalts, bismuth tellurides and gold tellurides. Zn
Pb- Cu deposits are enriched in arsenopyrite, tetrahedrite, 
tennantite, boulangerite and bournonite. The dominant non
sulphide/oxide gangue minerals are sericite, chlorite, talc, barite, 
quartz, and various carbonates. Barite is a common constituent 
in the upper parts of the massive sulphide lenses of all the Zn
Pb- Cu deposits. Barite is also a common gangue mineral in the 
Cu-type deposits, where it may be relatively abundant in the 
upper parts of the Cu-rich pipe and later Zn-Pb lenses (e.g. Mt 
Chalmers, Large & Both 1980; Reward, Beams et al. 1989). 
Barite is rare in the Zn- Cu group (e.g. Wilga). 

Metal zonation 
The upward-zoning sequence from Fe to Fe-Cu to Cu-Pb-Zn 
to Pb- Zn- Ba is now universally accepted for VHMS deposits 

(e.g. Sangster 1972, Sato 1972, Large 1977, Solomon & Walshe 
1979, Franklin et al. 1981, Eldridge et al. 1983, Huston & Large 
1989). Mound-shaped deposits, such as Mt Chalmers and 
Hellyer, and the thick lenses appear to exhibit the most distinct 
metal zonation pattern, whereas the blanket and sheet deposits 
(e.g. Rosebery, Woodlawn, Wilga) show more complex zonation 
patterns. The Cu-rich pipes and stringer-dominated deposits 
(e.g. Prince Lyell, Mt Morgan) are poorly zoned. 

Alteration 
Although the degree, extent, shape and zoning of hydrothermal 
alteration associated with Australian VHMS deposits are quite 
variable, there are some distinct patterns which are important 
for both their genetic and exploration implications. The most 
significant aspects are that: 

Stratabound or semi-conformable footwall alteration is more 
common than alteration pipes. 

Alteration pipes, especially those with significant Cu stringer 
mineralisation, have a central zone of intense chlorite 
alteration. In some cases silica alteration overprints the 
chlorite alteration immediately below the thickest 
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development of massive sulphide (e.g. Hellyer). The seric ite! 
chlorite ratio generally increases outwards so that the chlorite 
pipe is surrounded by a sericite-rich envelope. Patchy 
carbonate alteration may extend from the outer edge of the 
chlorite zone through the sericite zone (e.g. Rosebery, 
Hellyer, Mt Chalmers). 

Where alteration pipes are not developed, chlorite may be 
concentrated in restricted conformable zones below Cu-rich 
lenses (e.g. Rosebery) or as a blanket of alteration below 
the full extent of the massive sulphide (e.g. Woodlawn) . 

Major confonnable alteration zones occur in the immediate 
footwall of most orebodies and are dominated by quartz
sericite ± pyrite alteration with patchy development of 
chlorite and carbonate. These conformable zones extend 50-
200 m into the footwall volcanic package and may extend 
2-6 km along strike from the orebody. 

Hangingwall alteration is of very low intensity compared to 
footwall alteration, is commonly lacking in sulphides, and 
is best developed above the thickest pOl1ions of the massive 
sulphide body. Weakly developed sericite-chlorite- quartz 
alteration is the most common form and may be developed 
10- 200 m above the ore position (e.g. Mt Cha lmers . 
Woodlawn. Rosebery) . Pipes or plumes of han g ingwall 
alteration (c.g. Hellyer) may be more common than 
previously recognised. 

A number of studies on the chemistry of hydrothermal al
teration associated with Australian VHMS deposits have been 
undertaken (e.g. Petersen & Lambert 1979. Large & Both 19RO. 
Green et al. 1981. Jack 1989. Gregory et al. 1990. Gemmell & 
Largc 1992 . McCioldrick & Large 1992). The consistent 
geochemical patterns arc: 
(1) Sodium depletion is the most common feature of footwall 

alteration. Na,O content generally decreases from 2 4% 
in unaltered , 'olcanics to < 0 .5% in the outer sericite 
quartz alteration 70ne and comlllonly • 0.2°'0 in the 
chlorite-rich alteration. 

(2) The e,tensile stratabound /Ones or rootll,,11 sericite 
quart7 ± chlorite alteration arc characterised by deplctioll 
of Na. Ca. and Sr and sporadic enrichnlt?nt in K. S. Ba 
and Sc. 

(3) Chlorite alteration as pipes or stratabound lOnes is also 
characterised by depiction of Na. Ca and Sr and by 
enrichment in Mg, Fe, Mn and, possibly. S. Ba. Ti and Se. 

(4) At Hellyer, Gemmell & Large (1992) showed that the best 
chemical indicators of proximity to the centre of the 
alteration system are alteration index [(MgO"K,O) 
(Na,O+CaCHMgO + K,O) 00 100 J (Ishikawa et ai. 197(,). 
which increases from 36 to 91, S (increases li'om 2 to 
8%). Sa (increases frolll 700 to 2300 ppm) and Sr 
(decreases from 300 to 20 ppm). 

(5) Scricitc- and chlorite-bearing hangingll'all alteration 
SllO\\ s the same chemical trends as the footwall 7.ones. but 
to a much lesser degree. At Mt Chalmers. Na,O decreases. 
while MgO and alteration index increase as ihe ore 
horizon is approached from the hangingwall (Large 1992). 

(6) REE patterns of altered volcanics may be changed in both 
footwall and hangingwall alteration systems associated 
with VHMS deposits (Whittord et al. 1988). The most 
pronounced changes associated II'ith alteration arc thc 
developnlent of negative Eu anolllalies and low Zr Y 
ratios compared to the primary unaltered volcanics. 

Genesis of sulphide mound styles 
The model for formation of the classic mound-shaped deposits. 
which can bc applied to Australian examples such as Hellyer. 
Que River and Mt Chalmers. is based largely on the previous 
studies by Large (1977). Eldridge et al. ( 1983), Campbell et a1. 
( 1984), Lydon (1988) and Huston & Large (1989). An important 

aspect of the model is the temperature evolution through time 
of the hydrothennal system, demonstrated at the Hellyer deposit 
(Khin Zaw et a1. 1996) and the Kuroko deposits (Pisutha-Amond 
& Ohmoto 1983), from an early intensifying stage, through a 
thennalmaximum, finishing with a temperature decline . This 
thermal regime has a critical control on base and precious metal 
transport and deposition, owing to a strong temperature
solubility relationship for the major ore minerals. 

The mound deposits develop from deposition of metal 
sulphides on the seafloor immediately around the hydrothennal 
vent. Growth of the mound occurs by upward replacement of 
sulphide assemblages stable at higher fluid temperatures, lead
ing to zone refining, and deposition of the less soluble eu 
minerals in the stringer zone and base of the mound. with more 
soluble Pb, Zn, Ag and Au minerals in the outer and upper parts 
of the mound (Large 1992). Immature mounds are commonly 
small, Pb-Zn-rich and poorly zoned (e.g. Hercules) while mature 
mOLlI1d deposits are larger and well zoned with a complete 
spectrum from eu-rich ores through to Pb-Zn and Au Ag-rieh 
massivc sulphide (e.g. Hellyer). However, an alternative hy
pothesis. the brine pool model, has been postulated for the 
Hcllyer deposit by Solomon & Khin Zaw (1997). 

Factors which control variations in VHMS 
deposits 
The spectrulll of deposit styles and the reason for their departure 
from thc classic Illound style are due to variations in a number of 
factors relating to the chemistry of the ore fluid. nature of the 
volcanic pile, and the seafloor environlllent. These factors include 
the salinity of the ore fluid. the permeability of the footwall 
volcanics. composition of the footwall volcanics. the telllpera
ture of the ore fluid. the fO, and aH ,S of the fluid. and the depth 
of seawater. 

Salillif)' !'ariatioll alld the brine pool mode! 

Sato (1972) suggested that ntcnsilc sheet st)le dep"sits ma) 
dCIl:lop from either (a) hi),(h -salinit). 10\\ temperature fluids 
(120 C. >.I m 1\a(I). II hieh. on lenting. forlll a dense bl illc that 
migrates dOlI nslope to aceulllulate in a brine pool. or (b) high
tempcrature. 101ler salinit) fluids (2()() 'C, 2m NaCI). \I hich. on 
lenting. remain buoyant. reslliting in dispersal orfine sulphides 
in the seawater colullln. \I hich lIlay then acculllulate to form a 
thin metalliferous sediment. Solomon & Walshe (1979) and 
McKay & Hazeldene (1987) suggested that sheet-like deposits. 
such as Rosebery and Woodlawn. forllled frolll low-salinity 
buoyant plumes. II hich spread late rally in a shallol\-water 
cnvironment. raining down sphalerite and galena to the seafloor. 
HO\\cver. e\ idence from buoyant black-smoker plullles on tlte 
Illodern seafloor (e.g. Scott 1987) indicates that sheet-style 
Illassive sulphide deposits arc unlikely to accumulate by this 
process, becausc of the 10\1 efficiency of precipitation and the 
rapid dispersal oCthe fine sulphide pal1icles by seawater currcnts. 
Anothcr possible mechanism for developing sheet-style VI 1M S 
deposits within mi'(ed sediment-volcanic host sequences. is by 
stratabound replacement of particular favourable sedimentary 
horizons adjacent to hydrothermal fissure t~\lIlts. 

Perllleabili~)' of the footJl'lIl/l'O/clIllics 

The nature of hydrothermal fluid discharge up through the volca
nic pilc and onto the seatloor is principally controlled by the 
permeability oCthe footwall volcanic package (e.g. Green 1983). 
Within relatively ill1permeable volcanic piles, dominated by mas
sive lava flows, signi [icant fluid flow can only be achiel'cd along 
major fault structures. Under these circumstances. well-focused 
fault-controlled fluids give rise to well-developed and zoned al
teration pipes, with related pipe-shaped, and commonly high
grade. stringer sulphide zones bclow thc massive sulphide Illound. 

In permeable I olcanic scquences. such as those dominated by 
epiclasties or submarine mass flow brcccias. hydrothermal fluid 
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flow would be less focused (e.g. Morton & Franklin 1987) and 
would penneate the sub-seafloor volcanics to produce wide
spread stratabound footwall alteration systems overlain by sheet
style or layered-style massive sulphide deposits (e.g. Rosebery). 

Composition of footwall volcanics 
Volcanic piles dominated by oceanic tholeiitic basalts commonly 
underlie Cu- Zn-rich and Pb-poor deposits (e.g. Cyprus-type 
deposits, such as Devlin Creek) and modem deposits along 
oceanic spreading centres, whereas piles dominated by rhyolite, 
andesite and/or sediments commonly underlie the Pb-Zn-Cu 
type of deposits (e.g. Solomon 1976, Hodgson & Lydon 1977). 

Temperature control on ore styles 
Thennodynamic studies on the solubility of ore metals (e.g. 
Sato 1972, Large 1977, Ohmoto et al. 1983) and fluid inclusion 
research on VHMS deposits (Pisutha-Arnond & Ohmoto 1983, 
Khin Zaw et al. 1996) have clearly demonstrated that temperature 
has a major control on the metal distribution and metal content 
of the deposits . Copper-rich deposits, such as Mt Chalmers, 
Mt Lyell, Mt Morgan and Balcooma are likely to have fonned 
from hydrothennal systems which maintained output tempera
tures of 270- 350°C over a long period of the history of ore 
fonnation, compared to Zn- Pb-rich and Cu-poor deposits (e.g. 
Captains Flat, Rosebery, Hellyer), where ore fluid temperatures 
in the range 175- 235°C were probably more typical of the main 
phase of mineralisation. 

Depth of seawater 
Seawater depth is the primary factor which detennines whether 
or not the rising hydrothennal fluid boils before it reaches the 
seafloor (Haas 1971). No fluid inclusion evidence has been 
found to support the concept of ore-fluid boiling in Australian 
VHMS systems. However, the Cu-stockwork style of deposit at 
Mt Lyell may have formed due to hydrothermal fluid boiling at 
considerable depth below a shallow submarine or possibly sub
aerial volcanic environment. An alternative explanation for 
extensive sub-seafloor stockwork zones, such as Prince Lyell 
and the Au- Ag stockwork zone at Que River, is that they formed 
by interaction of hot hydrothermal fluids with particular 
penneable, seawater-laden, volcanic horizons (Walshe & Solomon 
1981, McGoldrick & Large 1992). 

Source of sulphur and metals 
The consistent parallel variation of sulphur isotope 834S ratios 
in massive sulphide deposits and coeval marine sulphate 
deposits, noted worldwide by Sangster (1968), is well demon
strated in the Australian deposits and implicates seawater as a 
major source of sulphur for these deposits. The large amount of 
sulphur isotope data now available on the VHMS deposits in 
the Mount Read Volcanics and the Mt Windsor Volcanics shows 
patterns that can be interpreted to indicate a combination of 
reduced seawater sulphate and volcanic rock sulphur sources 
(Green et al. 1981 , Solomon et al. 1988, Gemmell & Large 1992, 
1993 , McGoldrick & Large 1992). 

Two alternative sources have been suggested for the metals 
in VHMS deposits: 

Leaching from the footwall volcanic pile and related 
basement rocks by heated seawater convecting above a 
magmatic intrusive or volcanic magma chamber (e.g. 
Kajiwara 1973, Spooner & Fyfe 1973, Ohmoto & Rye 1974, 
Solomon 1976, Large 1977, Solomon 1981 , Stolz & Large 
1992). 

Direct input of a magmatic volatile phase from the magmatic 
system that is the source of the volcanism (Urabe & Sato 
1978, Henley & Thomley 1979, Sawkins 1976, Stanton 
1985,1990). 

A cartoon depicting the possible sources of sulphur and 
metals is shown in the exploration model. The various styles of 

Australian VHMS deposits may be considered to be members 
of a genetic spectrum of deposits which varies from those close 
to the magmatic source or heat engine (e.g. Mt Morgan, Mt 
Lyell) and, typically, Cu- Au-rich, through the gamut of Zn- Cu 
and Zn- Pb-Cu styles, to those in mixed volcanic- sedimentary 
sequences which are well removed from the volcanic/magmatic 
centres (e.g. Woodlawn, Rosebery, Hercules). Based on geo
physical and geochemical evidence, Large et al. (1996) proposed 
a model for Mt Lyell which involves mixing between deeply 
penetrating convective seawater, and Cu-Au- P-bearing magmatic 
fluid released from a shallow Cambrian granite. 

Post-depositional metamorphic and 
deformational effects 
The VHMS ores along with the host volcanic piles have been 
variably metamorphosed from prehnite- pumpellyite facies 
(Hellyer) to lower greenschist (Que River), through upper 
greenschist facies (Rosebery), to amphibolite facies (Balcooma 
and Dry River south). At Rosebery, the Cambrian VHMS 
deposit has been affected by later metasomatic processes 
related to Devonian granite intrusions (Khin Zaw et al. 1997, in 
press). The VHMS deposits are also variably defonned from 
shearing, faulting and thrusting (Rosebery) to tight folding (Que 
River). These later effects have increased the Au tenor of ores 
and metallurgical viability due to remobilisation and recrystall
isation of ore constituents. These later effects often generate 
controversies as to the timing of ore fonnation, and have led 
some workers to interpret a metamorphic origin for the Rosebery 
deposit (Aerden 1994) and pre-, syn-, and post-depositional 
origin for the Woodlawn deposit (Glen et al. 1995). At Mt Morgan, 
Arnold & Sillitoe (1989) considered that mineralisation fonned 
by structurally controlled replacement associated with intrusion 
of the Mt Morgan tonalite. However, research by Golding et al. 
(1993 , 1994) has showed that the Mt Morgan tonalite is younger 
than the age of mineralisation, and that the volcanic setting of 
the deposit, its shape, metal content and isotopic systematics 
are consistent with original volcanogenic mineralisation that has 
been annealed by thennal events due to intrusion of the Mt 
Morgan tonalite. 

Successful exploration techniques 
Before the 1960s, all VHMS discoveries in Australia were based 
on outcropping gossans or mineralisation. Of the ten major 
discoveries since the 1960s, five relied heavily on electromagnetics 
(Wilga, Currawong, Que River, Hellyer, Dry River South), two 
on geochemistry (Woodlawn, Reward) and two on geology/ 
gossan outcrops (Thalanga, Balcooma). Modem exploration for 
VHMS deposits in eastern Australia commonly involves a 
multidisciplinary approach, using geological mapping to define 
volcanic facies, and structure and alteration zones accompanied 
by geochemistry and geophysics to define drill targets. Litho
geochemistry as a vector to ore (e.g. Large 1995) and downhole 
geophysics (Bishop & Lewis 1992) have become more commonly 
used tools in recent years. 
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Platinum-group element mineralisation in Australian Precambrian layered 
mafic- ultramafic intrusions 
Dean M. Hoatson 
Australian Geological Survey Organisation, GPO Box 378, Canberra ACT 260 I, Australi a 

EXPLORATION MODEL: Stratabound PGE-enriched sulphide- and 
chromite-bearing layers 

Examples 
Austra lia: Munni Munni, Weld Range, Windimurra, Panton, 
Eastmans Bore, Lamboo 
Overseas: Merensky Reef, UG-2 (Bush veld), J-M Reef 
(Stillwater), MSZ (Great Dyke) 

Target 
o Resource data for Australian deposits are limited. 

o Size: 0.5-30 Mt (overseas deposits much larger, typically 
> 50 Mt). 

o Grade: 1-6 glt PGE, 0.2-0.3% Cu, 0.1-0.3% Ni, 0.1 - 0.5 glt 
Au; economic grades need >-8 glt PGE. 

o Deposits enhanced by high-value metals Pt , Pd. Au . Ir. Rh. 

o Major metals: Pt. Pd, Cr, Cu. Ni; Au. Rh , Ru. II'. Os. Co 
(minor); As. Bi , Te. Pb, Hg, Sb, Sn (trace). 

Mining and treatment 
o Lack of quantitative information on mining techniques. 

refining and metallurgy of PG E partly due to Republi c of 
South Africa and Russ ia dominating world suppl y. 

o PGE recovery depends on size of PGE minerals 
(-1-20 l.1m). grade. and association (sulphide. chromite. alloy). 

o PGE recovery by gravity concentration. flotation and 
smelting of concentrate to Ni-PGE matte for refining. 

o Chromite and Mg-minerals detrimental in smelting. 

Regional geological criteria 
o V1ajor mineralised intrUSions arc 29-10 I fI-IO Ma. 

o Mineralised intrusions occur in stable Archaean cratons. 
Archaean greenstone belts. and Proterozoic orogens. 

o Intrusions along major lithological crustal discontinuities at 
depths of -8 24 km. 

o Intrusions emplaced along or ncar major crustal lineaments. 

o Intrusions form concordant lopoliths. dipping sheets, 
funnel-shaped bodies, fo lded sills, fault-bounded blocks. 

o Greenschist granulite facics mctamorphism. 
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Figure I. Munn i Munni Complex, wcst Pilbara Craton. 
Wcstcrn Austra lia (from Hoatson et al. 1992). 
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Figurc 2. Munni Munni Complex (from Williams ct al. 1990). 

Local geological criteria 
o Large (> 5 km thick) differentiated layered intrusions 

fa\ourablc for stratabound sulphide deposits: small-large 
intrusions for stratabound chromitite deposits. 

o Prominent layering. cyclic units. and presence of major 
compositional intert~lces: ultramafic gabbroic contacts. 

o Presencc of sparse disseminated sulphides (but not pCl'\'a
sive through whole intrusion) and chromitite layers. 

Mineralisation features 
o Thin «3 m) stratabound layers with great lateral continuity 

(km) of thickness and grades. 

o PGE are associated with disseminated magmatic Fe-Ni-Cu 
su lphides at some appreciable height above the base of th e 
intrusion. often 150 m below to 500 m above the level 
where plagioclase first becomes a cumulus mineral. 

o Mineralised layers may occur at the base of cyclic units or 
show no spatia l relationship with cyclic units. 

o Principal ore minerals: various PGE minerals (sulphides. 
arsenides. tellurides, antimonides. Hg-minerals. alloys). 
chalcopyrite. pentlandite . chromite. millerite. gold; other 
minerals: pyrrhotite. pyrite. galena. ilmenite. magnetite. 

o Sulphide layers: porphyritic. pegmatoidal. coarse-grained 
(often pyroxenite host); chromitites: massive to disseminated 
orthocumu late and mesoculllulate layers (dunite. troctolite. 
and /or orthopyroxenite host). 

o Associated rocks formed from magma mixing include various 
hybrid rocks and accidental s lump blocks. 

o Unconformities in footwall units from magmatic erosion. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o Magma generally reaches S saturation at a late and crucial 

stage in the crystallisation of the intrusion. 

o Parent magmas (containing >-1 000 ppm S) of mafic rocks 
are eOlllmonly S saturated. 

o If the intrusion is S saturated throughout its stratigrap hy. 
embayments in the basal contact beneath the thickest 
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sequence of cumulates should be investigated for Ni-Cu
Co--PGE sulphide deposits; if the intrusion is partly S 
undersaturated, determine the stratigraphic level of S 
saturation for stratabound and other styles of PGE-Cu-Ni 
mineralisation. 

• Composition of parent magmas variable, but high-Mg 
(> 1 0% MgO), high-Cl magmas containing 0.Dl-0.03 glt Pt, 
Pd are favoured for large deposits; MORE-type parent 
magmas appear to be unfavourable. 

• Marked discontinuities in stratigraphic profiles of S, Cs, Zr, 
Rb, Sr, Se, Cu, (Pt+Pd)/Cu, (Pt+Pd)/S, (Pt+Pd)/Zr, 
(Pt+Pd)/Ir, Pt/Pd, CulZr, and Mg/(Mg+Fe) may indicate 
pulses of magma, timing ofS saturation, mineralised 
stratabound layers formed from magma mixing. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Chemical dispersion is influenced by mineralogy: PGE

sulphide associations are chemically less stable than 
PGE-chromite or PGE-alloy associations in semi-arid 
environments. 

• Exploration requires extensive sampling and chemical 
analyses, with initial sampling of intrusions at spacing of 
-10-20 m. 

• Pathfinder elements for rocks, soils, and stream sediments: 
Cu, Ni, Cr, Co, Au, Pt, Pd, Mg, As, Hg. 

• Stratabound sulphide layer at Munni Munni has: 
- weak geochemical signatures for soils (maximum concentra

tions 0.43 glt Pd, 0.09 glt Pt, 0.12 glt Au, 500 glt Cu); 
- localised geochemical signatures for outcrop 

(9 of 15 shallow trenches intersected mineralisation 
(2 m @ 2.3 g/t Pt, 1.7 glt Pd); 

- very weak geochemical signatures for heavy-mineral 
concentrates from stream sediments «0.035 glt Pt, Pd). 

• Stratabound chromitite layers: blocks of chromite in soil and 
abundant chromite grains in drainage. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Disseminated nature, low sulphide content «3 vol.%), and 

narrow thickness of stratabound mineralised layers means 
geophysical techniques are more useful for defining macro
scopic features of intrusions rather than mineralised layers. 

• Aeromagnetics and gravity can delineate regional extent, 
geometry, and major structures of poorly exposed intrusions. 

• Aeromagnetics can help determine gross younging directions 
in gabbroic zones (due to primary magnetite) and the 
intensity of serpentinisation in ultramafic zones (secondary 
magnetite after olivine). 

• Composite gamma-ray spectrometry can define the regional 
distribution of mafic-ultramafic rocks, since these have low 
concentrations ofK, Th, and U. 

• Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper imagery (bands 4, 5,7, and 5/7, 
5/3,5) is extremely useful for discriminating ultramafic, 
mafic, and felsic rock types, lineaments, and major structures. 

• Electrical methods (e.g. electromagnetics, induced polarisation) 
have little application in locating PGE-enriched stratabound 
layers (in contrast to basal Ni-Cu-Co--PGE sulphide 
deposits). 

Comments on genesis 
• Laterally extensive stratabound mineralised layers are 

generally considered magmatic in origin, but late-magmatic 
and hydrothermal processes have also played a role to 
varying degrees in some deposits. 

• Important mineralising processes include: 
- mixing of compositionally distinct magmas; 
- crustal contamination of primitive magma; 
- crystal fractionation; 
- sulphide liquid immiscibility and gravitational settling of 

sulphides and/or chromite; 
- volatile-induced partial melting of cumulates; 
- filter pressing of intercumulus melts; 
- ascending Cl-rich hydrothermal fluids. 

Key references 
Australia: Keays & Campbell (1981), Hoatson & Glaser 

(1989), Barnes & Hill (1991), Sun et al. (1991), 
Hoatson et al. (1992), Frankcombe et al. (1994), 
Glikson et al. (1996); 

Overseas: Economic Geology (vols 71/7-1976, 77/6-1982, 
80/4-1985,8115-1986), Canadian Mineralogist (Vol 28/3-
1990), Macdonald (1987), Stowe (1987), Naldrett (1989, 
1993,1997), Boudreau (1995b), Cawthorn (1996). 



Styles of mineralisation 
Precambrian layered mafic- ultramafic intrusions in Australia 
have generated considerable exploration interest for their 
platinum-group element (PGE: Pt, Pd , Rh, Ru, Os, Ir) potential 
(Table I, Fig. 4). Stratabound sulphide- and chromite-bearing 
layers have been the most attractive targets, since they gener
ally display great lateral continuity (up to about 20 km), have 
uniform grades (1-6 glt Pt+Pd+Au) and thickness (0.5-3 m), 
contain a significant component of the more valuable precious 
metals (Pt, Pd, Rh , Ir, Au), and have potential for large-tonnage 
(up to 30 Mt) multi-element deposits (PGE, Cr, Cu, Ni , Co, 
Au, Ti , V). Five major styles of PGE mineralisation have been 
the focus of exploration. 

I. Stratabound sulphide-bearing layers (e.g. Munni Munni , 
Weld Range: Hoatson & Keays 1989, Barnes et a!. 1992, Barnes 
& Hoatson 1994, Parks 1998). Disseminated Cu- Ni sulphides 
(1-2 vol.%) enriched in PGE occur in latera lly extensive layers, 
1- 3 m thick , at particular stratigraphic levels in the mafic
ultramafic stratigraphy. as in the Merensky Reef of the Bushveld 
Complex. Republic of South Africa (Campbell et a!. 1983) and 
the J-M Reef of the Stillwater Complex, Montana, USA (Todd 
et a!. 1982). The mineralised layers, which are usually pyroxen
itic. generally form porphyri tic or pegmatoidal ' reefs' from up 
to 20 m below (Mu nni Munni . Great Dyke of Zimbabwc) to 
500 m above (Merensky Reef. J-M Reef) the stratigraphic level 
where plagioclase first becomes a cumulus mineral . i.e. the strati
graphic level first dominated by gabbroic rather than ultramafic 
cumulates. 

2. Stratabound chromitite layers (e.g. Panton . Eastmans 
Bore. Lamboo: PelTing & Vogt 1991. Hoatson 1993). Stratabound 
chromitite layers that ran ge in thickness from a few centimetres 
to 2.4 m occur in dunite (Panton). troctolite (Wilagee). and/Or 
near the base of cyclic dunite- bronzitc units (Windim urra) similar 
to the UG-2 chromitites of the Bushveld Comp lex (Naldrett 
19X9). Generally. most sulphide-enriched chrom iti tes close to 
or above the le\el \\ here plagioclase first enters as a cumulus 
mineral arc particularly enriched in PG E. 

3. Basal segregatiolls o/, .Vi- Cu- Co- PGE sulphides (e.g. 
Radio Hill. Sally Malay. Mount Sholl: Thornett 19XI. Hoatson 
et a!. 1992. 1997). Layered mafic and mafic ultramafic intrusions 
that have had early S saturation (i.e. during their emplacement) 
contain ma,sive and disseminated py rrhotite pcntlandite 
chalcopyrite ± pyrite ± magnetite assemblages with low to 
moderate concentration s of PGE «0.6 g/t). The sulphides are 
often localised in or over structural embayments or depressions 
in the footwall contact beneath the thickest sequence of cumulates 
(Radio Hill. Mount Sholl) or in feeder conduits ('JSally Malay). 

4. Hydrothermal remobilisatioll (e.g. Elizabeth Hill. 
Yarawi ndah Brook: Barnes 1995). Subeconomic concentrations 
of Pd. Rh. andlor Pt are associated with precious and base metals 
that were transported by hydrothermal fluids along faults after 
emplacement of the intrusions. These polymetallic deposits 
range from localised remobilisation of sulphides along the basal 
contacts of the intrusions (Radio Hill, Sally Malay) to more 
distal deposits associated with shear zones in the country rocks 
to the intrusions (Elizabeth Hill). 

5. Enrichment il1 the laterite profile (e.g. Weld Range. Ora 
Banda: Witt et a!. 1991. Louthean & Hill 199'+). PGE-enriched 
laterite profiles overlying mafic- ultramafic seq uences contain 
low-grade deposits (3 15 Mt ~ - I g. t PGE). which could bc 
quickly brought into production during periods of favourablc 
metal prices. However, the low grades and metallurgical prob
lems have inhibited mining. Lateritic PGE deposits appear to be 
restric ted to the Yilgarn Craton, the largest being Weld Range 
and Ora Banda (Table 2). 

This paper concentrates on the stratabound mineralised layers 
(styles I and 2) and to a lesser extent basal segregations of 
sulphides (3). Hydrothermal (4) and laterite (5) deposits have 
low potential for la rge-tonnage PGE deposits and are not dis
cussed in detail. 
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Distribution and tectonic setting 
Exploration for PGEs in Australia has generally focused on large 
differentiated layered mafic- ultramafic intrusions in the Archaean 
Yilgam and Pilbara Cratons and tectonically dismembered bodies 
in the Proterozoic Halls Creek and Albany-Fraser Orogens. The 
Munni Munni, Mount Sholl, Andover, and Radio Hill (Pilbara 
Craton), Windimurra, Narndee, Weld Range (Yilgarn Craton), 
Panton, Eastmans Bore, and Lamboo (Halls Creek Orogen) 
intrusions (Fig. 4) all contain significant, though subeconomic, 
concentrations of PGE, Cr, Au, and associated base metals 
(Table 2). 

Faulting in the Archaean cratons was initially important for 
channelling ascending mafic-ultramafic magma into the crust to 
depths of -8-24 km. The magma chambers evolved by lateral 
expansion and/or by lifting of the less dense roof rocks (Munni 
MUllni). The development of large magma chambers and the 
lateral continuity (up to tens of km) of rhythmic layering and 
various textural features in the cumulates indicate that the magma 
crystallised under stable tectonic co nditions. The larger layered 
intrusions are often preferentially emplaced along unconformities 
and major lithological di scontinuiti es in the crust (Munni Munni, 
Windimurra. Narndee). In contrast. most mineralised Protcrozoic 
mafic-ultramafic intrusions are pre- or syn -orogenic bodies 
located in mobile zones and are dismembered, deformed. and 
altered. particularly along their contacts with the country rocks. 
Metamorphic overprinting generally ranges from greenschist to 
amphibolite facies for the Archaean intrusions, and from am
phibolite to granulite facies for the Proterozoic intrusions. 

Barnes et al. (1997) believe that the tectonic setting for the 
development ofNi-Cu- PGE-bearing sulphides associated with 
intraplate magmatism is typically a mantle plume intersecting a 
rift. The mantle plume provides a large volume of metal-rich 
magma and the rift allows rapid tran sport of the magma into the 
crust, ensuring that no sulphides arc lost from the magma during 
ascent. 

Age of emplacement 
The Archaean Munni Munni Comple" in the Pilbara Craton. 
one of the oldest knov. n mineralised (PGt-:) layered intrusions 
in the \\orld. is dated at 2917± 13 Ma (Sm Nd mineral isochron 
age: Sun & Illlatson 1(92). and the Windilllurra intrusion in the 
Yilgarn Craton is dated at about 2800 M3 (Sill Nd age: Ahmat & 
Ruddock 1990). The Palaeoproterozoic PG E-bearing intrusions 
in the Halls Creek Orogen (Panton. Springvale, Sally Malay) 
were emplaced between 1860 and 1840 Ma (SHRIMP II U Pb 
zircon ages: Page et al. 1995). Younger mafic ultramafic intru
sions that contain chromit ites with low concentrations of PG Es 
in the easte rn part of the Albany- Fraser Orogen are correlated 
with the 1300 Ma Fraser Metagabbro Complex (Fletcher et a!. 
1991). The -1080 Ma Mount Davies layered intrusion in the 
Mw,grave Block contains rare thin chrom itites with unknown 
PGE contents (Coats 1956. Glikson et a!. 1996 ). 

The major Australian mineralised layered intrusions cover a 
slightly wider geo logical period (2940- 1840 Ma) than the eco
nomically significant PGE-dominant intrusions overseas, such 
as the Stillwater Complex (270 1±8 Ma, Sm- Nd age; De Paolo 
& Wasserburg 1979). Great Dyke (2461 ± 16 Ma. Rb-Sr age; 
Hamilton 1977), an d the Bushveld Complex (2050±22 Ma. Rb 
Sr age; Hamilton 1977). Ilowever. it is also important to 
recognise that s igni ficant PGE mineralisation can occur in younger 
Phanerozoic intrusions, as shown by the Pemlo-Triassic Ni- Cu 
deposits of Noril·sk-Talnakh. Ru ssia (Naldrett 1989, 1997. 
Barnes et al. 19(7) and the Tert iary Skaergaard Intrusion . East 
Greenland (Nielsen & Brooks 1995). 

General geological setting 
Most PGE-bearing intrusions in Australia are differentiated into 
a lower rhythmically layered ultramafic zone and an overlying 
more massive and thicker mafic zone. Cumu late rock types range 
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Table 1. Precambrian layered mafic-ultramafic intrusions containing platinum-group elements. 

Archaean Pilbara Craton 

Stratabound sulphide association 

Munni Munni (Hoatson & Keays 1989, Barnes et al. 1992, 
Hoatson et al. 1992, Barnes 1995) 

Basal segregations of sulphide 

Andover (Hoatson et al. 1992, Dragon Mining NL 1995) 

Maitland (Hoatson et al. 1992) 

Mount Sholl (Mathison & Marshall 1981, Hoatson et al. 1992) 

Radio Hill (De Angelis et al. 1987, 1988, Hoatson et al. 1992) 

Unknown sulphide association 

Balla Balla (Louthean & Hill 1994) 

Mount Dove (Hunter Resources Limited 1988) 

Sherlock Bay (Hunter Resources Ltd 1988) 

Hydrothermal 

Elizabeth Hill (Barnes 1995) 

Unknown association 

Dead Bullock Well (Pilbara Resources Ltd 1986) 

Lionel (Louthean & Seidel 1988, Hoatson & Glaser 1989) 

Toorare Pool- Dingo (Barnes & Hill 1991) 

Archaean Yilgarn Craton 

Stratabound sulphide association 

Weld Range (Dragon Mining NL 1995, Parks 1998) 

Unknown sulphide association 

Carr Boyd (Purvis et al. 1972, Ahmat 1993, Witt 1995) 

Heron Well (Helix Resources NL 1986, Hoatson & Glaser 1989, 
Witt 1995) 

Jimberlana (Keays & Campbell 1981, Campbell 1991) 

Mount Alexander (Louthean & Seidel 1988, Hoatson & Glaser 
1989) 

Mount Thirsty (Witt et al. 1991, Witt 1995) 

Netty (Louthean & Seidel 1988, Hoatson & Glaser 1989) 

Yarawindah Brook- New Norcia-Julimar (Harrison 1986, 
Cornelius et al. 1987) 

Meredith Well (Aberfoyle Resources Ltd 1989- 92) 

Ora Banda (Witt et al. 1991) 

Ravensthorpe (Louthean & Seidel 1988, Hoatson & Glaser 
1989) 

Windimurra (Mathison et al. 1991) 

Yellowdine (Hoatson & Glaser 1989, Louthean 1989) 

Stratabound chromitite association 

Bulong (Baxter 1978, Louthean 1989, Ahmat 1993) 

Narndee (Hunter Resources Ltd 1987, Ahmat & Ruddock 1990) 

Point Salvation (Louthean 1987, Hoatson & Glaser 1989) 

Windimurra (Ahmat & Ruddock 1990, Mathison et al. 1991) 

Wadgingarra (International Nickel Australia Ltd 1981- 82) 

Yornup (West Coast Holdings Ltd 1985- 88) 

La terite association 

Brown Knob (Newcrest Mining Ltd 1990- 92) 

Corrigin (Dragon Mining NL 1995) 

Ora Banda (Witt et al. 1991, Witt 1995) 

Narndee (Hunter Resources Ltd 1987) 

Weld Range (Dragon Mining NL 1995) 

Yarawindah Brook (Harrison 1986, Cornelius et al. 1987) 

Palaeoproterozoic Halls Creek Orogen 

Stratabound chromitite association 

Big Ben (Hoatson 1993) 

Eastmans Bore (Vogt 1989, Barnes & Hill 1991) 

Highway (Hoatson 1993, Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

Lamboo (Barnes & Hill 1991) 

Melon Patch (Hoatson 1993, Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

Mini (Hoatson 1993, Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

Moola Bulla (Clarke et al. 1982) 

Panton (Hamlyn & Keays 1979, Perring & Vogt 1991, Hoatson 
1993, Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

South Melon Patch (Hoatson 1993, Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

Springvale (Barnes & Hill 1991, Hoatson 1993, Hoatson & 
Tyler 1993) 

West McIntosh (Hoatson 1993, Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

West Robin Soak (Hoatson 1993) 

Wilagee-previously called Toby- (Barnes & Hill 1991, 
Hoatson 1993, Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

Basal segregations of sulphide 

?Corkwood! (Nevill 1974, Wilding 1980, Barnes 1994) 

?Keller Creek! (Gaunt 1977, Hoatson 1993) 

?McKenzie Spring! (McNeil 1991, Hoatson 1993) 

Sally Malay (Thornett 1981 , Barnes 1992, Hoatson 1993, 
Hoatson et al. 1997) 

Unknown sulphide association 

Billymac Yard (Sherrington 1985, Keeley 1991, Hoatson 1993, 
Hoatson & Tyler 1993) 

?Bow Rivd (Marston 1979, Halligan & Harris 1980) 

Dave Hill (Hoatson 1993) 

Palaeoproterozoic Litchfield Province 

Unknown sulphide association 

Sandy Creek (Eupene Exploration Enterprises Pty Ltd 1989) 

Palaeoproterozoic Paterson Orogen 

Unknown association 

Rudall River (Blockley 1971, Hoatson & Glaser 1989) 

Mesoproterozoic Albany-Fraser Orogen 

Stratabound chromitite association 

Buningonia (Growth Resources NL 1988-90) 

Plumridge Lakes (Louthean 1987, Hoatson & Glaser 1989) 

Salt Creek (Louthean 1987, Hoatson & Glaser 1989) 

! Sulphide-bearing intrusions with no published occurrences ofPGEs, but likely to contain low to moderate concentrations ofPGEs. 
The above compilation does not include Precambrian intrusions containing stratabound chromitite layers where the PGE content of the chromitite is not known. These 
intrusions include Coobina, Nobs Well, Pear Creek (Pilbara Craton); Bridgetown, Bunbury, Imagi Well, Taccabba Well, West Bendering (Yilgarn Craton); Mount Davies 
(Musgrave Block). 
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Table 2. Platinum-group element resources in Precambrian layered mafic-ultramafic intrusions in Western Australia. 

Intrusion Type of deposit Resource References 

Munni Munni, (western Stratabound sulphide layer 20-30 Mt @ 2.9 g/t Pt+Pd+Au, 0.3% Hoatson & Keays 1989, Williams et al. 
extent of mineralised CU,0.2%Ni 1990, Barnes et al. 1992 
layer) 
Munni Munni, (eastern Stratabound sulphide layer 5 Mt @ 2.9 glt Pt+Pd+Au Phaceas & Young 1996 
extent of mineralised 
layer) 

1.1 Mt @ 2.5% Ni, 1.8% Cu, _0.3 1 g/t Radio Hill Basal segregations of De Angelis et al. 1987, Hoatson et al. 1992 
PGEs sulphide 

Mount Sholl Basal segregations of 4 Mt @ 0.5% Ni, 0.6% Cu, _0.3 1 g/t Mathison & Marshall 1981, Hoatson et al. 
sulphide PGE 1992 

Sally Malay Basal segregations of 3.8 Mt ~ 1.8% Ni, 0.7% Cu, 0.1 % Barnes 1992, Frankcombe et al. 1994, 
sulphide Co, -0.2 glt PGE Shedden & Barnes 1996 

Panton Stratabound chromitite layer 2.0 Mt @ 6.02 glt PGE+Au, 0.28% Ni Perring & Vogt 1991, Hoatson 1993 
(lnd R+lnf R) 

Yarawindah Brook 2 types: remobilised and 2.9 Mt@ 0.79 g/t Pt+Pd (cut-off 0.5 Audax Resources NL 1986-90 
laterite glt); 0.5 Mt @ 1.44 g/t Pt+Pd (cut-off 

1.0 glt) 
Weld Range Laterite 14.76 Mt @ 1.1 g/t Pt+Pd+Au (cut-off Louthean & Hill 1994, Parks 1998 

0.5 gltPt+Pd+Au) (InfR) 
Mount Carnage (Ora Laterite 10 Mt @ I g/t PGE Louthean & Hill 1994 
Banda intrusion) 

Ind R- Indicated resource; InfR- lnferred resource I estimates ofPGE grades by author 

(5- 50 ppb) and is generally less than 0.01 glt (10 ppb). If eco
nomic grades of at least -8 glt (8 ppm) Pt+Pd are to be achieved 
for a Merensky Reef-type deposit in Australia, concentration 
factors of 100- 1000 are required. Such high concentration fac
tors necessitate a large volume ofPGE-bearing magma and/or a 
very efficient mineralising mechanism. Thus, intrusions thicker 
than 5 km are potentially more favourable for stratabound-type 
PGE mineralisation (Munni Munni, Windimurra) than smaller 
thin bodies. However, it should be emphasised that, ifthe parent 
magma is particularly enriched in PGE (>-0.015 glt Pt, 0.020 glt 
Pd) and/or voluminous amounts of magma are emplaced over 
large areas or through narrow conduits (Noril'sk-Talnakh, Russia), 
intrusions less than 5 km thick may still be prospective for 
other styles of PGE mineralisation. The Noril'sk-Talnakh Ni
Cu ores have higher PGE grades than most Australian PGE 
deposits, but occur in intrusions less than 200 m thick. 

Australian layered intrusions stratigraphically thicker than 
5 km include the Windimurra intrusion (10- 13 km thick : 
Mathison et al. 1991), Narndee Complex (9 km: Ahmat & Rud
dock 1990), Munni Munni Complex (>5.5 km: Hoatson & 
Keays 1989, Barnes & Hoatson 1994), Giles Complex (up to 
8 km: Ballhaus & Glikson 1995, Glikson et al. 1996) and the 
McIntosh intrusion (7.8 km: Mathison & Hamlyn 1987, Trudu 
& Hoatson 1996). 

In contrast, the size of the intrusion does not appear as 
important for those bodies hosting basal segregations of Ni
Cu- Co- PGE sulphides (style 3). Typically, they are sheet-like 
bodies, 0.5- 3 km thick. 

Mineralisation processes and deposit models 
Many hypotheses have been proposed for mineralising processes 
in layered intrusions. Those which may be relevant to the 
Precambrian layered intrusions in Australia include the following: 

Filter pressing. Von Gruenewaldt (1979) argued that the 
PGE tenor of the Merensky Reef sulphides was upgraded by 
ascending, PGE-enriched, late magmatic intercumulus fluids 
which had been expelled during the compaction of the underly
ing cumulus pile. In these ascending fluid models, sulphides 
react with thousands oftimes their own mass ofPGE-undepleted 

magma. Gain (1985) also used the filter-pressing model to explain 
the PGE-enrichment ofthe UG-2 chromitite layer by the upward 
migration of highly fractionated intercumulus fluids under highly 
reducing conditions. 

Crustal contamination. Sulphide precipitation models that 
have been proposed for the driving of mafic magmas towards S 
saturation include the direct addition of S by the assimilation of 
sulphide- or sulphate-bearing country rocks, such as sulphide
bearing iron formations and evaporites, and/or the contamination 
of mafic magmas (e.g. silicification) by crustal melts (Thomett 
1981, Cawthorn et a!. 1985, Barton et a!. 1986, Peltonen 1995, 
Naldrett 1997). 

Crystal fractionation. The incompatibility of Pt, Pd, and 
Rh during crystal fractionation ofS-undersaturated magmas and 
late S saturation in such magmas are important processes for 
the development of PGE-enriched layers at high stratigraphic 
levels in fractionating intrusions (Hoatson & Keays 1989, 
Wilson & Tredoux 1990, Naldrett et a!. 1994, Filho et a!. 1995). 

Magma mixing. Mixing of chemically distinct magmas can 
induce saturation of sulphide and chromite in layered intrusions 
(Campbell et a!. 1983, Naldrett et a!. 1987, 1990, Wilson et a!. 
1989, Hoatson & Keays 1989, Eales et a!. 1990, Wilson & 
Tredoux 1990). Laterally extensive mineralised layers 
(Merensky Reef, Munni Munni) are believed to have formed 
from the mixing of a fractionated density-stratified resident 
magma with a pulse of hotter and more buoyant primitive 
magma, injected into the magma chamber as a fountain or plume 
(Fig. 5) . Campbell et a!. (1983) and Naldrett (1989, 1997) have 
emphasised the importance of a high silicatelsulphide mass ratio 
(R factor) during turbulent magma mixing for the formation of a 
PGE-enriched layer. The PGE tenor of the sulphides will be 
maximised during such mixing because of the large volume of 
PGE-bearing silicate melt involved and the very high sulphide 
liquid/silicate liquid partition coefficients of about 104- 105 for 
PGE (Stone et a!. 1990). 

The timing of S saturation in layered intrusions is critical, 
because, if a host magma attains saturation too early in its 
evolution (i.e. in the mantle or during its ascent into the crust), 
the PGE will be rapidly depleted in the magma, owing to their 
extremely high partition coefficients into sulphide phases. 

Figure 5 (facing page). Schematic representation of the evolution ofthe Munni Munni Complex, west Pilbara Craton, Western Australia. 
The various stages show the enrichment of PGE, Au, Cu, S, and the incompatible lithophile elements (ILE) by crystal fractionation processes in 
the S-undersaturated resident magma (M-magma) in the chamber (stage A), the rapid enlargement of the magma chamber (stages B-C), and the 
formation of the mineralised porphyritic websterite layer (PWL) from the mixing of a fractionated S-saturated gabbroic magma (G-magma) 
with the PGE-enriched M-magma in a prolonged fountain-type injection (stages C-E). Predictive qualitative profiles of temperature and density 
gradients are also shown in stage D. Note that the feeder conduit is not shown in stages A & B. Details of the various stages are described 
by Barnes & Hoatson (1994). 
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Consequently, early S saturation of a magma will inhibit the 
effectiveness of such processes as sulphide fractionation and 
the generation of high R-factor sulphides for the formation of 
PGE-enriched layers. 

Constitutional zone refining. The distribution of breccias, 
pegmatites, plagioclase-rich gabbro segregations and extremely 
fractionated PGE proportions in the Lac des Iles Complex of 
Ontario are believed by Briigmann et al. (1989) to have resulted 
from volatile-induced partial melting of cumulates and subse
quent S saturation of the melt, a process that McBirney (1987) 
has referred to as 'constitutional zone refining'. Mineralisation 
in the complex, which is irregular and not stratabound, is believed 
to have resulted from the interaction of water with hot cumulates, 
causing volatile-induced partial remelting of the overlying 
cumulates and scavenging of PGE by an upward advancing 
melt. The melt becomes progressively enriched in S until S 
saturation occurs and PGE are precipitated. 

Hydrothermal processes. In recent years there has been 
considerable debate about the relative importance of magmatic 
processes, sensu stricto, versus fluid- volatile processes in the 
formation of PGE deposits. Various studies (Boudreau et al. 
1986, 1993, Stumpfll986, Ballhaus & Stumpfll986, Schiffries 
& Skinner 1987, Watkinson & Melling 1992, Boudreau 1993, 
Cawthorn 1994, Boudreau 1995a,b, Watkinson & Jones 1996) 
have shown there is a spectrum of enrichment mechanisms, 
ranging from dominantly magmatic processes, through magmatic 
deposits which have had various degrees of hydrothermal over
printing, to deposits which are largely hydrothermal in origin. 
The occurrence of peg rna to ida I bodies, discordant dunite pipes 
and sulphide zones, alteration veins, high CI/F ratios in apatite, 

high CI in biotite, graphite, intergrowths of sulphides with 
intercumulus hydrous phases, and fluid inclusions have all been 
used as evidence for the importance of fluid-volatile systems in 
the transport and concentration of PGE during the cooling 
history of intrusions. In the hydrothermal systems, hot late
stage fluids exsolve from the solidifying cumulate pile, liberate 
and transport PGE (often by formation of halogen complexes) 
upwards through the cumulates into the overlying intercumulus 
melt where they interact with S to produce the PGE-rich sulphides. 

Exploration considerations 
For stratabound sulphide- and chromite-bearing layers 
(mineralisation styles 1 and 2) 

Stratabound sulphide layers are difficult targets, as they 
are thin (Munni Munni contains a -2.5 m thick mineralised 
layer in a >5500 m thick mafic- ultramafic sequence) and 
have weak geophysical signatures (1 - 2 vol. % disseminated 
sulphides). 

Detailed geological mapping and closely spaced sampling 
(initially 10- 20 m) through the total stratigraphic succession 
are needed to determine the distribution trends of cumulus 
and intercumulus minerals, evidence for crystal fractionation, 
magma mixing, and hydrothermal processes, open or closed 
magma input systems, and, importantly, the stratigraphic 
level of Sand/or Cr saturation. 

Whether magma that formed the intrusion was ever S (or Cr) 
saturated must be established by using parent magma 
compositions (as determined from chilled marginal rocks, 
comagmatic dykes and sills), normalisation ofS contents of 
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Figure 6. Summary ofthe different types ofPGE deposit related to crustal assimilation, crystal fractionation, magma mixing, constitutional 
zone refining, and hydrothermal fluid mineralising processes in an idealised layered mafic-ultramafic intrusion (modified after Naldrett 
1993). Early S saturation of the primitive magma by crustal assimilation, and gravitational settling of the sulphides may form POE-poor 
mass ive sulphide deposits in embayments along the basal contact or in the feeder conduit (example A); localised fountain-type mixing 
(i.e. low R factor) of resident magma with primitive magma before plagioclase has appeared on the liquidus may give rise to a POE-poor 
sulphide layer or chromitite (example B); crystal fractionation of a S-undersaturated POE-bearing primitive resident magma and 
extensive magma mixing (i.e. high R factor) with as-saturated gabbroic magma may give rise to a POE-rich layer not associated with 
the base of a cyclic unit (example C); turbulent plume-type mixing of resident magma with a more primitive magma after the 
crystallisation of plagioclase may give rise to a POE-enriched sulphide layer or chromitite layer (example D); volatile-induced partial 
melting of cumulates (constitutional zone refining) caused by the introduction of water into the hot cumulus pile can concentrate POE 
when the partial melt becomes S saturated (example E); and structurally controlled hydrothermal POE- base-metal deposits can occur 
in or outside the intrusion (example F). The relationship between crystallisation and magma mixing along sulphide solubility curves is 
also depicted for deposit types B, C, and D (for further details see Naldrett 1993). Examples of Australian deposits are shown in normal 
type and the overseas deposits are shown in italics. The latter deposits include the Merensky Reef, UO-2 (Upper Oroup-2 Chromitite), 
and LO-6 (Lower Oroup-6 Chromitite) of the Bushveld Complex, Republic of South Africa; the J-M Reef of the Stillwater Complex, 
Montana, USA; the MSZ (Main Sulphide Zone) of the Oreat Dyke, Zimbabwe; and the Lac des Iles Complex, Ontario, Canada. 



the intercumulus liquid in unaltered cumulates to 100% melt, 
and SISe ratios (Hoatson & Keays 1989). In general, most 
mafic rocks are S saturated when the S content of the parent 
magma exceeds 1000 ppm. If the intrusion is S saturated 
throughout the total stratigraphy, then the basal contact 
region and feeder conduit should be investigated for 
segregations of Ni-Cu-Co- PGE sulphides (Sally Malay, 
Radio Hill) ; if the intrusion is partly S undersaturated, the 
stratigraphic level ofS saturation needs to be determined for 
stratabound PGE-Cu-Ni sulphide mineralisation (Munni 
Munni). 

Sulphides must interact with large volumes of magma (i.e. a 
high R factor through magma mixing, flowing through a 
conduit) to scavenge PGE, Ni, and Cu. 

Magma mixing and crystal fractionation processes are 
indicated by ; 

- rapid changes in the composition of cumulus minerals 
and the vo lume of intercumulus melt in the cumulates 
(rock porosity), presence of sulphide, chromite, graphite 
and halogen-bearing mineral s (apatite, biotite, amphibole); 

- transition from Fe-rich to Cu-rich sulphide mineral 
assemblages with crystal fractionation; 

- the development of porphyritic, pegmatoidal, and 
orthocumulus textures; 

- occurrence of hybrid rocks and accidental blocks in slump 
deposits; 

- lateral variation of rock types that show interfingering, 
thinning, or thickening; 

- unconformities that may represent magmatic erosion/ 
disruption offootwa ll sequences. 

Marked discontinuities in stratigraphic profi les of Cs, Zr, 
Rb, Sr, Y, S, Se, Cu, Pt/Pd, (Pt+Pd)/Cu, (Pt+ Pd)/Se, (Pt+Pd)/ 
S, (Pt+ Pd) Cs, (Pt+Pd)/(Zr+Y). (Pt+ Pd)/Ir, Cuzr, and Mg 
(Mg+ Fe) throughout the total int rusion may highlight major 
new pulses of magma, stratigraphic levels of S saturation, 
and stratabound PGE layers formed from magma mixing 
(Hoatson & Keays 1989). 

With the possible exception of mid-ocean ridge basalt 
(MORB), there appear to be few restrictions on the 
composition of the parent magma for mineralised intrusions. 
However, high-Mg (> I 0% MgO), high-Cl basaltic magmas 
with Pt and Pd concentrations >-0.01 - 0.03 glt appear to 
have the greatest potential for significant PGE deposits 
(Boudreau 1995b). 

Mineralised layers of greatest economic importance generally 
occur near major compositional interfaces involving the 
crystallisation of plagioclase in the intrusion (i.e. the 
ultramafic- mafic contacts): PGE-enriched sulphide layers 
occur up to 20 m below to 500 m above the level where 
plagioclase first becomes a cumulus mineral, and most 
su lphide-enriched chromitites particularly enriched in PGE 
occur up to 150 m below or several hundred metres above 
this same stratigraphic level. 

Mineralisation may occur at the base of cyclic units 
(Merensky Reef, J-M Reef) or show no spatial relationship 
with cyclic units (Main Sulphide Zone (MSZ) in the Great 
Dyke, Munni Munni). 

Thickness and PGE content of mineralised layers may vary 
between the margins and the centre of the intrusion (Great 
Dyke , Munni Munni). 

Thc S/Se ratios of the major PGE-rich stratabound sulphide 
layers overseas are generally less than the inferred mantle 
value of -3000. In contrast, magmatic sulphides with 
relatively low PGE have SISe ratios above the mantle value, 
which may indicate a crustal source of S. 

Orthopyroxene and/or olivine cumulates are more favourable 
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than clinopyroxene cumulates for hosting stratabound 
chromitite layers. 

A flexible exploration approach should be maintained, and 
other styles of stratabound and discordant PGE mineralisation 
at any stratigraphic level in the intrusion should be 
considered. For example, PGE in the Munni Munni Complex 
(Barnes 1995) are associated with sulphides along the basal 
contact, stratabound sulphide layers at low (Judy's Reef) 
and high (porphyritic plagioclase websterite layer) 
stratigraphic levels in the ultramafic zone, and structurally 
controlled hydrothermal deposits adjacent to the intrusion 
(Elizabeth Hill). It took more than 20 years of intensive 
exploration to define the J-M Reef of the Stillwater Complex 
and, only recently, a significant Au-PGE layer (Platinova 
Reef: Bird et a!. 1991, Nielsen & Brooks 1995) was found in 
the Skaergaard In trusion, East Greenland- an intrusion 
which has been thoroughly investigated over many years. 

For basal segregations of Ni-Cu-Co-PGE sulphides 
(mineralisation style 3) 

Establish that all or a significant thickness of the intrusion 
is S saturated. 

Obtain evidence for thermal and chemical interaction and 
contamination of magma with S-bearing country rocks (e.g. 
pyrite, gypsum, anhydrite). 

Massive Ni - Cu- Co- PGE sulphide ores need to be 
concentrated in restricted environments to attain economic 
grades. Such environments include depressions and 
structural embayments in basal contacts beneath the thickest 
sequence of mafic- ultramafic cumulatcs, and ncar the base 
of feeder conduits. Disscminated sulphidc ores may occur 
for several hundreds ofmctrcs above the massive sulphides. 

Remobilised discordant orcs enriched in Cu-Au-Pd may 
occur near the basal contact of the intrusion or in the country 
rocks . 

The dynamics of the magma flow arc important for the 
deposition of sulphides. such as the fluid dynamic contrasts 
associated with the change from narrow vertical conduits 
to a broad open magma chamber. 

Gossan search, stream sediment and rock gcochemistry. 

Ground magnetics, electromagnetics, and induced polar
isation are useful, since most deposits have massive and 
disseminated ores containing pyrrhotite and magnetite. 

Ni depletion trends of crystallising silicates and sulphides 
(variation of Ni with forsterite in olivine: Naldrett 1989). 

Consider other unusual styles of mineralisation and tectonic 
settings, such as troctolite feeder conduit dykes near 
collisional suture s separating Precambrian provinces 
(Voisey 's Bay, Labrador, Canada: Ryan et a!. 1995, Naldrett 
et a!. 1996) and intrusions related to flood basalts in cratonic 
areas (Noril'sk-Talnakh , Russia: Na ldrett 1989, 1997, 
Barnes et a!. 1997). 

Economic potential 
The five styles of PGE mineralisation considered here are be
lieved to have the greatest potential (Hoatson & Glaser 1989, 
Hoatson 1990) in the following domains: 

Stratabound sulphide-bearing layers: Yilgarn Craton, 
Pilbara Craton, Musgrave Block, Gawler Craton; 

Strataboulld chromitite layers: Halls Creek Orogen, 
A I bany- Fraser Orogen; 

Basal segregatiolls ofNi-Cu-Co-PGE sulphides: Yilgarn 
Craton, Pilbara Craton, Halls Creek Orogen, Pinc Creek Inlier, 
Musgrave Block, Gawler Craton; 

Hydrothermal remobilisation: Yilgarn Craton, Pilbara 
Craton, Musgrave Block, Halls Creek Orogen, Gawler Craton; 

Enrichmellt in the laterite profile: Yilgarn Craton. 
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Summary 
Precambrian layered mafic- ultramafic intrusions in Australia 
have generated considerable exploration interest for their PGE 
potential. Stratabound sulphide- and chromite-bearing layers 
are the most attractive targets since they generally display great 
lateral continuity (up to about 20 Ian), have uniform grades 
(1 - 6 g/t Pt+Pd+Au) and thickness (0.5-3 m), contain a signifi
cant component of the more valuable precious metals (Pt, Rh, 
Au), and have potential for large-tonnage (up to 30 Mt) multi
element deposits (PGE, Cr, Cu, Ni, Co, Au). Australian PGE 
deposits are currently sub economic with the largest deposits 
containing at least an order of magnitude less PGE metal than 
the major economic deposits overseas (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3. Grade and tonnage relationships (data for overseas 
intrusions from Naldrett 1989). 

Mineralised layered intrusions are most common in the Ar
chaean Yilgarn and Pilbara Cratons and in the Proterozoic Halls 
Creek and Albany-Fraser Orogens. PGE-sulphide associations 
are usually characteristic of Archaean intrusions (Munni Munni, 
Weld Range), whereas PGE--chromite associations are more typi
cal of Proterozoic intrusions (Panton, Eastmans Bore, Salt 
Creek). Prospective layered intrusions hosting stratabound PGE 
mineralisation are generally 2940--1840 Ma in age, were emplaced 
into the crust at depths of about 8-24 Ian, are thicker than 5 Ian, 
are strongly differentiated, contain multiple magma pulses, and 
have experienced late Sand/or Cr saturation in the magma cham
ber by crustal contamination, crystal fractionation, magma mix
ing, constitutional zone refining, and hydrothermal processes. 
Some smaller intrusions (Sally Malay, Radio Hill, Mount Sholl) 
that have undergone S saturation at the time of their final em
placement contain small-tonnage Ni-Cu-Co-PGE sulphide de
posits (2- 5 Mt @ 1- 3% Ni, 1- 2% Cu, 0.1-0.2% Co, <0.6 g/t 
PGE) with low PGE/(Ni+Cu) ratio. In these deposits, crustal 
assimilation and gravitational settling of dense sulphide melts 
are important processes, concentrating sulphides in or above 
depressions and embayments in the basal intrusive contacts 
beneath the thickest sequence of mafic- ultramafic cumulates or in 
feeder conduits. 

During the exploration of layered intrusions it is important 
not to be 'blinkered' to a particular model. One should maintain 
a flexible innovative approach and consider different styles of 
stratabound and discordant PGE mineralisation at any strati
graphic level in the intrusion. 
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Kimberlite and lamproite diamond pipes 
AL. Jaques 
Australian Geological Survey Organisation, GPO Box 378, Canberra ACT 2601, Australia 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Australia: Argyle (AKl), Ellendale, Merlin. 
Overseas: Jwaneng, Orapa (Botswana), Finsch, Premier, 
Venetia (Republic of South Africa), Udachnaya, Mir, Aikhal 
(Russia), Ekati (Canada) 

Target 
• Volcanic pipes (diatremes) ofkimberlite, less commonly 

lamproite, I OO- ISOO m across; 

- economic diamondiferous pipes have surface areas of 
-I-ISO ha or more (average size 12 ha); 

- dykes and root-zones to pipes have small surface area-
less attractive to mine. 

• Kimberlite pipes typically occur in clusters (-SO km across) 
with up to 100 individual intrusions; percentage of economic 
pipes is highly variable. 

• Deposits 1-3S0 Mt; richest have estimated reserves of 
-SOO MCM ' valued at many billions of dollars. 

• Grades 20- 100+ CM/ IOO t (Argyle 6S0 CMIlOO t, Jwaneng 
ISO CMIl 00 t) ; 
- most economic deposits contain >30% gem quality 

diamonds, wOlth tens to hundreds of dollars/CM; industri a ls 
worth less than a few tens of dollars/CM. 

Mining and treatment 
• Mining mostl y by open cut methods ; 

- Iargc open pits producing for 2- S0 years; 
- about 30% of pipe mines continuc production from 

underground operations below the pit, using bulk mining 
methods. 

• Pipe size , shape and grade limit mining; pipe narrows with 
depth. 

• Major mines typically proccss 3 6 Mt yr to produce 
2- 10 MCM/yr (Argyle processes 10 Mt/yr); 

- Argyle produces >3S MCM /yr (39 MCM in 19(8), 
mostly of industrial grade; 

- cut-off grades typically > I 0 CMIl 00 t, but strongly 
dependent on diamond quality and size; 

- cut-off size typically -I mm; mean diamond size typically 
0.01 - 0.7 ct. 

• Diamonds extracted by crushing, screening, heavy media 
separation (HMS), and X-ray fluorescence separation , 
followed by acid cleaning and hand sorting, according to 
established grading criteria; 
- HMS typically achieves reduction of 1000:1 ore to 

'concentrate ' ; 
- X-ray fluorescence supplemented by vibrating grease 

tables; 
- diamonds hand sorted on basis of size, shape, clarity, 

colour and cutability, according to the Central Selling 
Organisation (CSO) classification. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Economically important kimberlite and lamproite restricted 

to ancient cratons (typically >2.S Ga) or cratonised provinces 
older than 1.8 Ga; 
- pipes in younger accreted cratonised mobile belts rarely 

carry economic diamond grades; 
- non-diamondiferous alkaline ultrabasic rocks at craton 

margin or off craton. 

CM = metric carat; I CM = 0.2g; MCM = million metric carats; 
CMII 00 t = metric carats per 100 tonnes; Mt = million tonnes 

Figure I. Model of idealised kimberlite magmatic system 
illustrating the relationships between crater, diatreme and 
hypabyssal facies rock (after Mitchell , 1986, Reproduced with 
permission of Plenum Press, New York), 

• Structural controls on the distribution and emplacement of 
many k i mberl ites/ lamproites ; 
- association with major lineaments and fault zones suggests 

deep structural control. 
• Multiple periods of kimberlite magmatism in some provinces. 
• Kimberlite fields typically preserved on peneplains or 

plateaux . 
• Preservation (and size) of intrusion related to uplift history 

and level of erosion; 
- presence of platform sediments overlying craton regarded 

as favourable indicator of preservation; 
- only dykes and root zones typically preserved in highly 

eroded basement terrains. 

Local geological criteria 
• Kimberlite distribution commonly associated with 

epeirogenic faulting. 

• Faults and lineaments may locally control emplacement of 
kimberlite as pipes, dykes and blows. 

• Pipes commonly exhibit circular features- depressions or 
mounds-and vegetation anomalies. 
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• Intrusions commonly highly weathered (clay) and recessive; 
-oxidised clays (yellow ground) at surface underlain by 

unoxidised kimberlite 'blue ground' . 
• Intrusions occur as 

- crater facies: tuffs and other pyroclastic and epiclastic 
rocks common, some bedded; 

-diatreme facies: steep-sided bodies containing breccias of 
kimberlite, mantle-derived material and wall rock; 

-hypabyssal facies: hypabyssal intrusions and breccias. 
• Multiple intrusions common in root zones of diatremes; 

-mantle indicator and diamond content vary between 
intrusive phases. 

Mineralisation features 
• Diamonds disseminated in volcanic host (and rarely mantle 

xenoliths); 
-alluvial redistribution from primary source common. 

• Micro-diamond content can indicate macro-diamond grades, 
but is complicated by resorption/growth of multiple 
diamond populations. 

• Grade varies in different phases of body. 
• Crater-facies sequences can contain major amounts of 

country rock with minor juvenile material. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• Kimberlites and lamproites are ultrapotassic alkaline 

ultrabasic rocks with high MgO, Ni, Cr, K, Rb, Sr, Cs, Nb, 
Ta, LREE, Pb, Th, U, Ba, P; 
- LREE abundances typically 200 00 normal ultramafic rocks; 
- lamproites also enriched in Ti, Zr, Hf. 

• High Ni, Cr, Nb and Ta levels in regional stream and soil 
geochemistry close to source. 

Magmatic facies 

~ Phlogopite-olivine lamproite 

[Il Olivine lamproite 

1 
A Geology 

I 

"""'Q'fl'<. .......... !i>i? 0 

Tuff facies 

G Olivine lamproite lapilli-tuff 

~ 'Sandy'lapilli-tuff 

B Ground magnetic contours 

-- 50160nT 

Contour interval- 20 nT 

16·31723 

Figure 2. Geology and ground magnetic contours of olivine 
lamproite pipe Ellendale 9 (after Jaques et al. 1986). 

Comments on genesis 
• Diamond forms in peridotite and eclogite in the lithospheric 

keels to cratons (1S0-2S0 km depth at 9S0-13S0°C). 
• Diamonds carried to surface in deep-seated volcanics 

(mostly kimberlite, less commonly lamproite, rarely 
lamprophyre ). 

• Rare diamonds contain ultra-high-pressure mineral inclusions 
derived from deep mantle; origins in subducted lithospheric 
slab. 
- inclusions dated by Sm-Nd, U-Pb and Ar-Ar: P-type 

>3Ga; E-type 600-2100 Ma, typically much older than 
host eruption age. 

Diamond properties and composition 
• Colour highly variable: white, yellow, brown, grey-black, 

depending on the deposit and history of diamond (Argyle 
diamonds mostly brown, but some highly prized pinks). 

• Occur as single crystals, mostly octahedral, dodecahedral or 
cubic forms, as twinned crystals (macles) and, less 
commonly, as aggregates. 

• Major impurity is N (up to SOOO ppm) in lattice defects; 
- type la (N present as aggregates), Ib (N in single 

substituted atoms); 
-type lla (N absent), lib (boron present). 

• Type ofN substitution is reflected by characteristics of the 
IR spectra. 

• Diamonds contain primary (syngenetic) mineral inclusions 
(typically <100 /J.m) in two paragenesis: 
-peridotite-P-type: olivine, Cr-pyrope, enstatite, chrome 

diopside, chromite, Ni sulphide; 
-eclogite-E-type: omphacitic pyroxene, garnet, kyanite, 

corundum, coesite, rutile, sulphide. 
• Diamond 013C ranges from +S%o to -34%0; 

- P-type diamonds from - 2%0 to - 9%0 (mostly - S%o to - 6%0). 

Indicator minerals 
• Diamond-facies chrome spinel extremely rich in Cr and Mg 

(2:61 wt% Crp3' 11 wt% MgO) and poor in Ti02 «O.S 
wt%). 

• Diamond-facies garnets belong to 2 parageneses: 
- peridotitic with high Mg and Cr (typicallY2l4 wt% MgO, 

2:4 wt% Crp3) and commonly, but not exclusively, low Ca 
«S wt% CaO); 

-eclogitic with >0.7 wt% Nap. 
• Picroilmenite with high Mg (>4 wt% MgO), Cr (0.1- 11 wt% 

Cr20 3 and low Fe3+; typically rounded, with vitreous 
conchoidal fracture. 

• Other kimberlite indicator minerals-chrome diopside, 
enstatite, olivine, phlogopite, rutile and zircon. Lamproite 
minerals- priderite, wadeite and potassic richterite. 

• Morphology of indicator minerals indicates transport 
distance and history: increased abundance of fresh to worn 
grains close to source; 
-highly susceptible to weathering in tropical terrains; 

zircon, ilmenite, chromite most resistant; 
-depending on environment, indicators generally restricted 

to within few km of source. 

Exploration methods 
• Most pipes found by dispersal pattern of diamonds and 

indicator minerals around primary source, defined by heavy
mineral sampling of stream sediments and loams. Main 
indicator minerals: chrome pyrope, picroilmenite, chromite, 
chrome diopside, zircon, diamond; 
-mineral compositions distinctive and indicate equilibration 

under high P and T; 
-diamond grade may relate to relative abundance of mantle 

minerals. 



• Airborne and ground magnetic and EM surveys useful in 
certain terrains, line spacing <400 m; 
-kimberlite and lamproite magnetic susceptibility typically 

200- 200000 106 emu; 
-complicated by highly variable and complex responses 

(anomalies of 1-5 nT common); 
- weathered kimberlite is commonly conductive; 
- use of gradiometer surveys is increasing, <300 m line 

spacing. 
• Micro-diamond dispersal pattern. 
• Remote sensing- Landsat TM, aerial photography, multi

spectral scanning used to define structure (fractures and 
circular structures) and weathering products (clays). 
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Introduction 
Diamonds have been prized as gems since antiquity. Before 
their discovery in kimberlite host rocks, in South Africa in 1869, 
all diamonds were produced from alluvial deposits, mostly in 
Brazil, India and Borneo. Today, more than 75% of the world's 
supply of natural diamonds is produced from primary sources
volcanic pipes (diatremes) of kimberlite I and, less commonly, 
lamproite' . More than 5000 world occurrences of kimberlite 
and lamproite are now known. However, fewer than 1000 
contain diamond, less than 100 bodies are economic, about 50 
have been mined and, of these, only half have produced significant 
quantities of diamond (Rombouts 1995). At present only 15 
major mines are in production, but at least 5 new mines in the 
Canadian North West Territories are scheduled to begin produc
tion, the first of which (the Panda pipe at Ekati) commenced 
poduction in October 1998. Trial mining of four pipes in the 
Merlin field in the Batten Trough, Northern Territory (Austra
lia) is due to begin in January 1999. New production is also 
likely from Russia in the next few years, including new discov
eries north of Mirny and in the Arkhangelsk area, as well as the 
Jubilee pipe, which is currently under development. 

Alluvial diamonds, from gravels and conglomerates eroded 
from primary kimberlite (or lamproite) sources by modern and 
palaeo-drainage systems, are being produced in several countries, 
notably Zaire, Angola and Sierra Leone. Such deposits are 
generally low grade, since grade typically decreases away from 
the primary sources, but the quality of the eventual diamond is 
typically higher (60% or more), because flawed diamonds get 
destroyed by mechanical transport. 

Mining of marine diamonds is becoming increasingly 
important, especially off the west coast of southern Africa 
(Gurney et al. 1991). These diamonds are commonly of high 
value, as marine processes also destroy flawed diamonds. Pro
duction is from former beach deposits and, increasingly, from 
marine gravels in water up to 100 m deep. 

Australia is the world's largest diamond producer (Table I), 
with approximately 40 million metric carats (MCM) a year, 
equivalent to about 35% of the world's supply of natural dia
monds. In terms of value, Australian production represents only 
about 5% of the world figure because the bulk of its production 
is low-value stones (less than US$IO/CM) of industrial and 
cheap gem quality. Production is entirely from the major pipe 
mine and associated alluvial deposits at Argyle in the East 
Kimberley region of Western Australia. Future production from 
the new mines in the North West Territories of Canada will 
establish Canada in the top seven producing countries with an 
initial output of approximately 4% of world production. 

Tectonic setting of pipes 
Diamondiferous pipes are known from most Precambrian cra
tons. The most significant diamond-producing regions (in terms 
of value) are the Kaapvaal Craton of southern Africa and the 
Siberian Platform of eastern Russia, each containing more than 
800 kimberlite occurrences. The economically important pipes 
are restricted to ancient cratons (typically >2.5 Ga) or cratonised 
provinces older than 1.8 Ga (e.g. Clifford 1966, Janse 1994). 
Although diamondiferous bodies have been found in younger 
accreted cratonised mobile belts, they typically do not carry 
economic diamond grades. The Argyle pipe is an exception, 
lying in a Palaeoproterozoic orogenic belt which became part 
of the North Australian craton at about 1800 Ma (Plumb 1979, 
Myers et al. 1996). 

Apart from Argyle, virtually all primary diamond production 

I Modern definitions of kimberlite are given by Clement et al. (1984) 
and Mitchell (1986). 

2 Lamproite is a potash and magnesia-rich lamprophyre, i.e. rock of 
alkaline composition. The review of lamproites by Mitchell & 
Bergman (199i) gives a comprehensive definition and descriptions. 

Table 1. World diamond production 1996 (from the Diamond 
Registry, http://www.diamondregistry.com/world.htm-Oct. 
1998). 

Country Total production Gem industrial Ranking 
(million carats) (by production) 

Australia 41.99 18.90 23 .10 

Russia 18.50 9.25 9.25 2 

Zaire 18.00 3.00 15.00 3 

Botswana 16.00 11.00 5.00 4 

South Africa 11.36 5.36 6.00 5 

Angola 4.00 3.60 0.40 6 

Brazil 1.30 0.70 0.60 7 

Namibia 1.30 1.30 7 

China 1.13 0.23 0.90 9 

Other 3.42 2.06 1.35 

Total 117.00 55.40 61.60 

is from kimberlite bodies. With the exception of Argyle, lamproites 
discovered to date- e.g. Ellendale (Western Australia), Prairie 
Creek (Arkansas), Majhgawan (India}-are either barren or have 
low diamond content «30 CM/IOOt; Mitchell & Bergman 1991 , 
Moore & Gurney 1989, Scott Smith 1992). Traces of diamond 
have also been found in olivine-rich lamprophyres (e.g. Jaques 
et al. 1986, 1989b, Hamilton & Rock 1990), but no economic 
deposits are known. 

Kimberlite pipes typically occur in clusters, forming fields 
about 50 krn across, with up to 100 individual kimberlite intru
sions. Kimberlites are rarely found complete; the more eroded 
deeper pipe (>2 krn) components, including dykes and root
zones, may also contain diamonds, but their small surface area 
generally makes them less attractive to mine. Typically, only I 
in 100 kimberlite bodies is economic, although this figure varies 
greatly- from as low as I in 200, to I in 10 in certain fields, 
such as the North West Territories, Canada. 

Lamproites differ from kimberlite in their petrography, 
mineralogy and chemical composition. They commonly include 
pyroclastic rocks, contain glass, and a wide range ofK, Ti, and! 
or Ba-rich minerals, such as leucite, titanian potassic richterite, 
priderite, and wadeite. In terms of chemistry, olivine lamproites 
are typically richer in SiO" TiO" K,0, Ba, Zr, Rb, and LREE 
and poorer in Fe, MgO, CaO, CO, and Cr than kimberlites. At 
equivalent MgO contents, AI,O) and Na,O are lower than 
kimberlites. Significant differences exist in the mode of emplace
ment of kimberlites and lamproites. Most lamproite bodies are 
volcanic craters (Fig. 2) of up to 1500 m across, which are 
typically less than 300 m deep and commonly infilled by 
pyroclastic rocks and late crater-filling magma (e.g. Atkinson et 
al. 1984, Jaques et al. 1986, Smith & Lorenz 1989, Mitchell & 
Bergman 1991, Scott Smith 1992). 

The economic grade ofkimberlites varies greatly, depending 
on the quality (value) of the diamonds. Most economic deposits 
contain 30% or more gem-quality diamonds and grades of 20 
CM/100 t or better. Tonnage ranges from 1 to 350 Mt; the 
richest deposits have reserves of -500 MCM. Grade- tonnage 
models for kimberlite pipes (excluding kimberlite sills and dykes 
and lamproite) suggest a median resource of 26 Mt and a median 
diamond grade of25 CM/ IOO t (Bliss 1992). With the excep
tion of the Argyle pipe lamproite, diamond grades in lamproites 
are typically <30 CMIlOO t (Scott Smith 1992). 



Australian diamond deposits 
Diamonds were first found in Australia near Bathurst in New 
South Wales, in 1851, and later as scattered alluvial occurrences, 
during alluvial gold and tin mining, in all States except the 
Northern Territory (reviews by Atkinson et al. 1990, Smith et 
a1. 1990). Before mining began at Argyle (alluvials in 1983 and 
pipe in 1985), diamonds were produced only from the Copeton, 
Bingara and Cudgegong alluvial fields in New South Wales 
(MacNevin 1977). Exploration for primary sources of diamond 
began in the 1960s and 1970s in eastern Australia, where alluvial 
diamonds were known to be associated with the dominantly 
Tertiary alkaline basaltic rocks in the Tasman Fold Belt. This 
led to discovery of several alkali basalt breccia pipes of Jurassic 
to Terti ary age and, eventually, to kimberlite dykes and small 
pipes in South Austra lia, but no economic diamond deposits 
(Atkinson et a l. 1990, Smith et a l. 1990). 

The Western Australian diamond fields were di scovered 
following exploration in the Kimberley region by the Ashton 
Joint Venture. Diamondiferous lamproites were found in the 
west Kimberley reg ion in 1976 and the world-class Argyle 
diamond pipe in the east Kimberley in 1979 (Atkinson et al. 
1984, Jaques et a l. 1986, Smith et al. 1990). Large-scale mining 
of the Argy le pipe bcgan in 1985 and in the first year of mining 
(1986) more than 29 MCM were produced (Boxer & Jaques 1990). 

The first generation of Australian diamond explorat ion, 
which relied heavi ly on stream-sediment sampling for heavy
mineral indicators, 

proved that kimberlites similar to those of south ern Africa 
arc present in Australia, although those in northern Austral ia 
are mica-rich compared to those in southern Africa and Siberia; 

demonstrated the diamond potential of Australia's extens ive 
Precambrian tenains; 

resulted in the di scovery of the Argyle deposit and 
established Austral ia as a major diamond producer; 

proved that lamproitc. a prcviously ignored rock type. \\ as 
a second primary source or economic diamonds: 

demonstrated that (traces of) diamonds could also be found 
in other alkaline ultrabasic rocks; 

indicated the presence of diamond-bearing alkaline 
ultrabasic rocks in at least nine separate pro\inces in 
Australia (Fig. 3); and 

demonstrated the usefulness of airborne geophysical surveys 
in diamond exploration in Australia. 

Australian alkaline ultrabasic rocks, including both diamon
diferous and barren types, have been reviewed by Atkinson et 
al. (1984. 1990 ), Jaques et al. (1984a,b, 1985, 1986) and Jaques 
(1994). Features of these suites arc: 

ages of intrusion ranging from Precambrian (Palaeoproterozoic) 
to Tel1iary (1.9 Ga-20 Ma) : 

location in cratonised crust older than 1.6 Ga and at least 35 
km thick; and 

common association of intrusions with major crustal 
structures. some of which can be directly linked with major 
worldwide extension events, such as thc breakup of Rodinia 
(-800 Mal and Gondwana (-160 Ma). 

Distinct assemblages can bc recognised amongst the alkaline 
ultrabasic suites prospected for diamonds in Australia on the 
basis of differences in species and composition of indicator 
minerals (Jaques 1994): 

a kim berlite assemb lage, dominated by pyrope, chrome 
diopside. c hrom e spinel. ± picroilmenite and ± zi rcon. 
comparable to those from kimberlites elsewhere. notably 
southern Africa. Siberia and Ch ina; 

a ianzproite as sembl age, domi nated by chromite with 
subordinate pyrope and sparse chrome diopside without 
picroilmenite. Ti- and K-rich minerals specific to lamproite 
such as priderite and potassic richterite may also be present; 

a lamproplll're sui te. dom in ated mostly by chromite and 
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pyrope, but which may contain abundant chrome diopside, 
ilmenite (mostly Mg-poor), and/or other minerals, such as 
Ti-rich garnet (melanite); 

an alkali basalt indicator suite, which commonly contains 
low-pressure minerals, such as megacrystal kaersutite and/ 
or AI-rich augite, and has indicator minerals with 
significantly different chemistry to those of kimberlites. 

A large body of compositional data exists for indicator min
erals from Australian ultrabasic rocks (e.g. Ferguson & Sheraton 
1979, O'Reilly et a!. 1989, Jaques et a!. 1984a,b, 1986, Lucas et 
al. 1989). Smith et a!. (1994) reviewed the chemistry of indicator 
minerals from the Kimberley region and evaluated the effectiveness 
of predicting diamond grades using established schemes based 
on garnet, chromite and ilmenite composition. These authors 
concludcd that the methods developed for de termining thc 
diamond potential of kimberlite- notabl y thc presence of 
sub-calcic peridotitic garnet, high Na.O in eclogitic garnet, and 
high-Cr, high-Mg chromites and ilmenites-failed to adequately 
predict the di amond grade of Australianlamproites. In addition 
to the above methods, trace-element analysis of indicator minera ls 
is increasingly being used to evaluate the diamond potential of 
pipes, using the Ni and Cr content of garnet or the Zn content of 
chromite (Griffin et a!. 1989. Griffin & Ryan 19(5). 

Recent exploration has been based on more detailed indicator 
surveys and bulk samp ling, and airborne magnetic and electro
magnetic methods. This phase of exp loration has 

resulted in the discovery of the Merlin kimberlites in the 
Batten Trough, where trial mining is proceeding on four 
pipcs; 

resu lted in the discovery of new ki mberl itc dykes and pipes 
in the north Kimberley region, some of which arc currcntly 
being eva lua ted; 

concentrated more detailed surveys in areas wherc diamonds 
had previously been fo und (c.g. the Kim berlcy region): 

indicated the presence of diamond-bearing kimberlitic rocks 
in the Yilgarn Block: and 

focused new exploration in the cratonic regions (notably 
the Yilgarn). although exploration has continued in the Ne\\ 
I:::ngland region in search of primary sources of allu\ ial 
diamonds. 

A new development in the early 1990s was the search for 
alluvial diamonds, especially marine diamonds off the Kimberley 
coast. Exploration was based on the premise that eros ion of 
diamondiferous pipes in the north Kimberley, as well as the 
Argyle pipe, had shed a lluvia l stones in palaeodrainage systems 
drai ning into the Joseph Bonaparte and Cambridge G ul fs and 
that thesc may havc been concentrated in palaeochannels. Dia
monds have been recovered from channel-fill sequences in an 
extensi ve alluvial braid plain, but these are commonly overlain by 
fine-grained marine sediments (Hami Iton 1996). 

To date , the only economic deposit is the Argyle lamproite 
pipe. but production is expected to begin in early 1999 from 
four small kimberlite pipes (Excalibur, Launfal, Palomides and 
Sacramore) in the Merlin tield. The Bow River alluvial deposit 
near Argyle produced some 7.2 MCM in the period 1988-1995. 
Sub-economic deposi ts are hosted by lamproite pipes at Ellendale 
in the west Kimberley. Evaluation of the diamondiferous 
kimberlites in the Bulgurri and Forrest River region of the north 
Kimberley is continuing. 

Argyle 
The geology of the Argyle lamproite pipe has been described in 
detail by Atkinson et a!. (1984), Jaques et a!. (19 86), Boxer et a!. 
(1989) and Boxer & Jaques ( 1990), and summarised by Jaques 
(1994). The 1200 Ma Argyle pipe in tr udes Palaeo- Meso
proterozo ic sed iments overlying the 1. 8- 1. 9 Ga crystalline 
basement rocks of the Lamboo Complex of the Halls Creek 
Province. The pipe has a total surface of 47 ha and is h ighl y 
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elongated, extending some 1500 m in a north-south direction 
and tapering in width from 600 m in the north to less than 50 m 
in the south. The northern part of the pipe is bowl-shaped and 
roughly circular in plan, resembling a volcanic crater, in contrast 
to the remainder of the intrusion, which has a narrow dyke-like 
form with steep westerly dips. 

The Argyle pipe is infilled by diamondiferous olivine 
lamproite pyroclastic and reworked pyroclastic rocks and 
intruded by rare dykes of olivine lamproite. Shales overlie the 
pyroclastic deposits in the northern part of the diatreme. Two 
basic types of volcaniclastics are recognised at the mine: poly
genetic, quartz-rich pyroclastics with sparse juvenile fragments 
(' sandy tuffs' of Atkinson et al. 1984) and largely monogenetic, 
non-quartzose olivine lamproite tuff and breccia, including 
autobrecciated olivine lamproite (,non-sandy tuff'). The geology 
and volcanology are described by Boxer et al. (1989), who 
proposed that the Argyle pipe formed through the action of 
multiple phreatomagmatic eruptions when olivine lamproite 
magma encountered groundwater. 

Detailed petrographic and mineralogical descriptions ofthe 
pipe are given by Atkinson et al. (1984), Jaques et al. (1986, 
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1989a) and Boxer et al. (1989), and the geochemistry by Jaques 
et al. (1989c). Heavy mineral concentrates from the Argyle pipe 
are dominated by hematite and diamond with trace amounts of 
magnesiochromite, gamet, chrome diopside, and orthopyroxene 
(Lucas et al. 1989). Diamondiferous peridotite xenoliths from 
Argyle have been described by Jaques et al. (1990). 

Argyle diamond production is dominated by small (mean 
<0.1 CM/stone), brown, frosted, strongly resorbed dodecahedral 
stones of industrial and cheap gem quality (Hall & Smith 1984, 
Boxer & Jaques 1990). Only about 5% are gem quality, although 
these include rare highly prized pink diamonds. Original reserves 
were 61 Mt @ 6.8 CM/t proven with a further 14 Mt @ 6.1 
CM/t probable (Boxer & Jaques 1990). Annual production in
creased to more than 40 MCM in the early 1990s; in 1997,40.2 
MCM were produced, made up of 38.6 MCM from the Argyle 
AKI pipe and 1.6 MCM from alluvial operations. The alluvial 
deposits, comprising Miocene terrace gravels to Recent flood
plain gravels, have been described by Boxer & Deakin (1990). A 
major underground mining operation, planned for after the cur
rent phase of open pit production, has been deferred in favour of 
deepening the pit to allow open-cut operations beyond 2003. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of kimberlites, lamproites, lamprophyres and diamonds in relation to major tectonic units (from 
Plumb 1979) . 



Merlin 
The diamondiferous Merlin kimberlite field in the Batten Trough 
includes the two Emu I pipes, discovered by CRAE in 1986, 
dated at 360 Ma (Atkinson et a1. 1990), and the pipes discovered 
in 1992 by the Australian Diamond Expedition Joint Venture 
(ADEJV), managed and now wholly owned by Ashton Mining 
Ltd. Some thirteen small pipes occur in a 10 00 5 krn oblate field 
on the eastern side of the Batten Trough, about 6 krn east of the 
Emu Fault and on the projected trace of the Calvert Fault (Lee et 
a1. 1995, 1998). The pipes occur in clusters. Individual pipes 
have a constant diameter of between 100 and 125 m, and are 
infilled by up to 42 m of mudstone and sandstone. 

The Merlin pipes are mainly diatreme-facies kimberlite, 
which is commonly micaceous. They intrude the flat-lying 
Cambrian Bukalara sandstone and underlying Proterozoic rocks, 
and have been dated by Rb- Sr as Devonian (367 Ma; Lee et al. 
1998). Both chrome spinels (some very Cr-rich) and peridotitic 
garnets (mostly oflherzolite paragenesis) are present. Di amond 
grades are 8-129 CMI I 00 t and trial open pit mining on four of 
the pipes (Excalibur, Launfal , Palomides and Sacramore) is 
progressi ng, with first production scheduled for January 1999. 
Approximately 35% of the stones are gem qua lity, dominated 
by sma ll clear and colourless white stones with an average 
valua ti on of -US$70ICM (range US$41- 140). 

Other diamondiferous intrusions 
Kimberley Block 
The Kimberley Block contains the largest concentratio n of 
diamond-bearing intrusions in Austral ia. In addition to the Argyle 
lamproite pipe in the east Kimberley, two other diamondi ferous 
su ites occur-a sui te of -800 Ma kimberlite pipes, dykes and 
fissures in the north, on the eastern margin and in the southern 
central part of the Kimberley Block, and the -20 Ma El lcnda le 
lamproites in the west Kimberley. 

Most kimberlites in the north and cast Kimberley occur as 
deeply eroded dykes and a smaller number of pipes intruding 
Palaeo Mesoproterozoic sediments of the Kimberley Basin. 
Pipes of up to 10 ha occur and, although most previously 
reported bodies are either barren of diamond or sub-economic, 
several recent discoveries (Bulgurri , Ashmore, Seppelt, de 
Lancourt) arc diamondiferous and currently being evaluated. 
The 20 ha Aries kimberlite pipe in the Phillips Range, southern 
central Kimberley Basin , contains sub-economic diamond 
grades (Towie et al. 1994). A feature of the north Kimberl ey 
kimberlites is an abundance of indicator minerals with chemistry 
(e.g. G I 0 garnets) similar to that of diamondiferous kimberlites 
from southern Africa (Ramsay 1996). 

The Ellendale lamproites are part of the Miocene (19-
22 Ma) west Kimberley lamproite sui te, which consists of more 
than 100 separate lamproite intrusions in a broad belt extend
ing from the southern margin of the Kimberley Basin to the 
northern margin of the Canning Basin (Atkinson et al. 1984, 
Jaques et al. 1984a, 1986). The lamproites occur as pipes, plugs, 
sills and rare dykes in three main fields (Ellendale, Calwynyardah 
and Noonkanbah), but the diamondiferous olivine lamproites 
arc largely restricted to the Ellendale field, where they occur as 
poorl y exposed volca nic crater deposits, which were located 
mainly by detailed aeromagnet ic surveys (Jaques et al. 1986, 
Hughes & Smith 1990). Detail s of the volcanic geology of the 
Ellendale pipes are given by Smith & Lorenz (1989), who 
inferred that pipe formation commenced with phreatomagmatic 
eruption and formation of maar-diatreme volcanoes and that the 
craters became progressively filled with base surgc deposits and 
slumped country rocks. A late feature was the risc of magma 
into the craters to form lava lakes or domcs (Fig. 2) . Forty-five 
per cent of the west Kimberley lamproites carry traces of 

footnote- ' Emu is the correct name; the spe lling 'E.Mu' in Atkinson et 
al. (1990) is an error. 
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diamond, but only the more MgO-rich olivine lamproites of the 
Ellendale field contain potentially economic deposits. The highest 
grades (in Ellendale 4 and 9) are 14 and 5 CM/t, respectively, 
(Hughes & Smith 1990). Commercial diamonds from Ellendale 
are yellow, resorbed, rounded dodecahedra with lustrous smooth 
surfaces, and a high proportion (60-90%) are gem quality (Hall 
& Smith 1985). 

Yilgarn Craton 
A suite of alkaline ultramafic lamprophyre intrusions, some 
containing traces of diamond (Hamilton & Rock 1990), and, 
more recently, kimberlites have been reported at the northern 
and northeastern margin of the Yilgarn craton (e.g. Atkinson et 
al. 1990, Smith et al. 1990, Shee et a1. 1996, Smith 1995). Most 
of the bodies are si ll s and dykes , but some are small pipes 
(typically I ha or less). Hamilton & Rock (1990) described four 
ultramafic lamprophyre, pipe or sill-like intrusions, of Carbon
iferous age (305±7 Ma) , near Bulljah Pool. Heavy-mineral 
concentrates from loam sampl es over the bodies contain garnet, 
ilmenite, spinel, and chrome diopside. A further three fields of 
barren ultramafic lamprophyres have been reported from the 
Eastern Goldfields of the Archaean Yilgarn Block (Foster et al. 
1991 ). More recently a s uite of some 12 meta morphosed 
kimberlites, including four diamondiferous bodies of Precambrian 
age (-2 Ga), has bcen reportcd from the Nabberu region (Shee et 
al. 1996). Exp loration is continuing in Nabberu, the Eas tern 
Goldficlds, central Yilgarn, and the Narryer region of the southern 
Yilgarn. 

A sui tc of some 22 a lkaline lamprophyre pipes, dykes and 
sills, of Jurassic age (160 Mal, intrudes the Phanerozoic 
Carnarvon Basin at Wandagee, on the western margin of the 
Yilgarn craton. The Wandagee bodies contai n chrom ite, garnet, 
picroilmenite, chrome diopside, zircon, and enstat ite, and are 
either barren or contain only traces of diamond (Jaques et al. 
1986, 1989b) 

The Yilgarn craton is a classic Archaean granite grecnstone 
terrain with a crustal thickness of >40 km and major crustal 
structures. some of which extend to the mantle. It has been 
tectonically stable since its last tectonism at -800 Ma, and 
contains kimberlite/ lamprophyre intrusions with ages 01'-2 Ga, 
850 Ma, 300 Ma and 160 Ma; some of these have traces of 
diamond. The potential of the Yilgarn craton is concealed by a 
complex ancient regolith, with elements as old as Permian, which 
was partly stripped and overprinted by extensive weathering 
and redistribution during the Tertiary (e.g. Clarke 1994). 

North Australian Craton (excluding Kimberley Block) 
The North Australian Craton is inferred, from airborne magnetic 
and gravity data (Shaw et al. 1996), U-Pb zircon geochrono logy, 
and Nd isotope data, to consist of Archaean basement fragments 
with Proterozoic sedimentary cover (Myers et al. 1996). The 
full extent of the Archaean basement is not known and the overall 
crustal structure is unclear. The Kimberley Block was joined to 
the Granites-Tanami region to form the North Australia Craton 
by conti nental collision at -1830 Ma (Myers et al. 1996). 

The existence of older (Archaean) terrains within the North 
Australia Craton and the presence of major crustal structures 
and diamondiferous kim berlite indicate a potentia l for fUliher 
discoveries in th is craton. Exploration is complicated by the 
tropical- arid weathering regime, regolith cover and the appar
ent ly widespread distribution of micro-diamonds of uncertain 
provenance (Smith et al. 1990). 

Gawler Craton 
Kimberlites are known from the Stuart Shelf (Augusta), Eyre 
Peninsula (Cleve) and the Adelaide Fold Belt (Orroroo). All are 
Jurassic (160- 180 Ma) and occur as dykes, si lls and highly 
eroded small pipes associated with major structures (Stracke 
et al. 1979, Scott Smith et al. 1984, Wyatt et al. 1994). Those 
found in the Adelaide Fold Belt and the Gawler Craton seem to 
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correlate with the earliest stages ofthe breakup of the Gondwana 
continent. Traces of diamond have been recovered in the Orroroo 
kimberlites (Scott Smith et al. 1984), some of which contain 
enstatite and magnesiowustite mineral inclusions, indicating an 
origin in the lower mantle. 

The extensive thick (>40 km) Precambrian crust and major 
crustal structures suggest that the extensive, but largely concealed, 
Gawler Craton has potential for further kimberlite discoveries. 
Exploration by mineral geochemical methods (loam and stream
sediment sampling) is impeded by an extensive cover of wind
blown sand and lack of drainage over much of the craton. Airborne 
magnetic surveys, combined with stream-sediment indicator 
surveys, have proved useful in detecting kimberlites in the Eyre 
Peninsula (Wyatt et al. 1994). 

Pilbara Craton 
Alluvial diamonds were discovered at Nullagine in 1895, but the 
primary source has yet to be found. Until the recent report of a 
kimberlite dyke, no kimberlites or lamproites were known from 
the Pilbara Craton-the only recorded alkaline rocks were Pre
cambrian calc-alkaline lamprophyres (Jaques et al. 1985, Rock 
& Barley 1988). Marked similarities in the tectonostratigraphic 
components of the Pilbara and Kaapvaal cratons (Trendall 1994) 
suggest a similar crustal evolution and, by analogy, a high dia
mond potential in the Pilbara lithosphere. Major structures in 
the north and west Pilbara may provide favourable locations for 
potential diamond host rocks, but exploration there is impeded 
by widespread ironstone. Recent airborne magnetic surveys in 
the Pilbara indicate major NNE and E-trending structures 
transecting the granite- greenstone terrain. 

Tasman Fold Belt 
Despite extensive exploration the primary source, or sources, 
of alluvial diamonds in eastern Australia remains unresolved. A 
number of historical accounts report the presence of diamonds 
(mostly micro-diamonds and single stones <0.3 CM, but in
cluding stones up to 1 CM) in alkali basalt breccia pipes and 
dykes ranging in age from Permian (-200 Ma) to Quaternary (0.4 
Ma; summarised by Sutherland 1996). Detailed sampling by 
company exploration programs since the 1960s has failed to 
substantiate the existence of diamond-bearing source rocks (at 
least of commercial interest). Individual diamonds found in alkali 
basalt volcanics have been widely interpreted as accidental 
inclusions from underlying diamondiferous Tertiary deep-leads, 
which are particularly common in the New England province. 
The composition of megacrysts and xenoliths from both the 
Tertiary and Mesozoic alkali basalt suites indicates derivation 
predominantly from the spinel and rarely from gamet-spinel 
peridotite facies in the mantle under a high geothermal gradient 
(e.g. Ferguson & Sheraton 1979, O'Reilly & Griffin 1985, 
O'Reilly et al. 1989, Sutherland et al. 1994), well above the 
diamond stability field. The New England (Copeton, Bingara) 
diamonds exhibit some unusual characteristics- they are highly 
resorbed, commonly strongly macled (therefore, difficult to cut), 
isotopically heavier than other Australian diamonds, and contain 
an unusual coesite-diopside/omphacite-high-Ca garnet inclusion 
suite (Sobolev et al. 1984, Taylor et al 1990, Meyer et al. 1995). 

Barron et al. (1994) proposed a model for the formation of 
eastern Australian diamonds, involving formation under relatively 
lower pressure in thick cold subducting lithosphere in the 
Palaeozoic and late transport to the surface in erupting alkali 
basalts. An alternative model proposes that the Copeton diamonds 
are derived from older decoupled lithospheric mantle sources 
by now largely eroded and/or buried pre-Mesozoic diamond 
pipes (Taylor et al. 1990). More recent exploration programs, 
involving reconstruction of palaeo drainage systems and further 
bulk sampling of the breccia pipes at Bingara and Copeton, have 
so far failed to identify potential diamond sources of commer
cial interest. 

Conclusions 
Exploration in the 1960s and 1970s resulted in discovery of the 
Argyle pipe and established Australia as a major producer of 
diamond. Exploration since then has discovered more than 400 
occurrences of kimberlite, lamproite and lamprophyre, most of 
which are barren, but at least 5 provinces (Kimberley Block, 
McArthur Basin, Nabberu Basin, Yilgarn Craton, Gawler 
Craton) containing primary (mostly trace) diamond sources have 
been identified (Smith 1995). The most significant of the more 
recent discoveries are the Merlin deposits in the Batten Trough, 
where a suite of 12 diamondiferous pipes is undergoing trial 
mining and testing. Several new diamondiferous kimberlite pipes 
and dykes in the north Kimberley, with classic diamondiferous 
kimberlite indicator assemblages of diamond, are also being 
evaluated. These newer discoveries have emphasised the 
importance of detailed heavy mineral indicator surveys using 
refinements of traditional techniques developed during regional 
exploration in the 1970s and 80s (Hamilton 1996). Airborne 
magnetic surveys have been shown to be useful in defining 
kimberlite bodies in many provinces, particularly in areas of 
cover, such as the Yilgarn Block and Gawler Craton, and com
bined airborne magnetic and electromagnetic surveys are being 
used increasingly. 

Despite the exploration to date, large areas of the Australian 
Shield remain relatively under-explored, notably the Archaean 
Pilbara, Gawler and Yilgarn Cratons . Much of the North 
Australian Craton, where the age of the basement is in many 
areas uncertain, but known to be mostly Palaeoproterozoic 
(though it includes Archaean remnants), is also relatively poorly 
explored. At the time of writing, there was increased exploration 
interest in the Kimberley, Yilgarn and Pilbara . Exploration for 
marine diamonds, especially in the waters off the Kimberley 
coast, is at a much reduced level. Future exploration will benefit 
from improved targeting of areas of potential through new 
insights into the crustal structure gained from continent-scale 
geophysical data sets and tomographic studies, such as the 
SKIPPY project (Zielhuis & van der Hilst 1996), and a better 
understanding of the regolith over much of the Australian Shield. 
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Renison-style carbonate-replacement Sn deposits 
Paul A Kitto 
Centre for Ore Deposit Research, University of Tasmania, GPO Box 252-79, Hobart, TAS 7001, Australia 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Renison, Mt Bischoff, Cleveland, Severn- Montana
Queen Hill (Tasmania) 

Target 
• Deposit size 5-21 Mt carbonate-replacement pyrrhotite

cassiterite mineralisation. 
• Sn grade 0.5- 1.5% Sn; average 1.2% Sn with grain size 

typically 150 /lm. 
• Sn is only economic commodity recovered. 
• Cut-off grades 0.6% Sn for non-fault and 0.8% Sn for 

quartz-rich fault mineralisation. 

• Key references: Cleveland- Collins 1981 ; Bischoff
Wright 1986, Halley 1987; Renison- Patterson et al. 1981 , 
Kitto 1994. 

Mining & treatment 
• Cassiterite mineralisation found disseminated in porphyry 

dykes (Mt Bischoff), quartz-rich feeder faults, and 
stratabound carbonate-replacement ores. 

• Renison underground stoping methods: flatback cut and fill 
in sub-horizontal orebodies, benching in sub-vertical 
orebodies. 

Success Creek Group 

x~··. 
x X A x 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X 

X X X x Pine Hill Granite x x x x 
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Figure I, Renison- regional geology. 

16/K55/20 
Figure 2, Renison-mineralisation model, 

• Quartz-rich fault mineralisation less amenable for milling. 
• Mineralisation typically massive to semi-massive pyrrhotite 

± cassiterite (± talc, siderite, chlorite, quartz, pyrite, 
arsenopyrite , chalcopyrite, fluorite , sellaite) . 

Regional geological criteria 
• Late Precambrian- Early Cambrian dolomitic and clastic 

sediments deposited in Early Palaeozoic Dundas Trough; 
a passive rift basin in Proterozoic continental crust. 

• Sn-bearing post-orogenic Devonian granitoids intruded 
E- W across the N- S axis of the Dundas Trough; topo
graphic highs at the intersection ofNW-trending anticlinal 
highs and E-W-trending Cambrian allochthonous sutures. 

• Sn-bearing pyrrhotite orebodies (distal skarns) hosted by 
favourably replaced carbonate within the Dundas Trough: 

- dolomites of Upper Oonah Formation (Mt Bischoff, 
Queen Hill); 

- dolomites of Success Creek Group (Renison, Montana); 

- limestones of Crimson Creek Group (Cleveland, Severn). 
• Non-magnetic Sn-bearing Devonian granitoids are reduced 

ilmenite series peraluminous intrusions. 
• Thermal metamorphism of the overlying sediments assisted 

their brittle deformation by shallowly emplaced granitoids. 
• Major fault structures and/or porphyry dykes acted as 

conduits for Sn-bcaring magmatic hydrothermal fluids . 

• Mines and prospects delineate di strict-sca le telescoped 
metal zonation away from volatile-rich granite apophyses: 
(Proximal) Sn , W > As > eu > Pb, Zn, Ag > Sb (D istal) 

• Di stal skarn deposits typically 500 1500 m from vo latil e
rich granite apophyses . 

• Key references: Largc 1989, Kitto 1994. 

Local geological criteria 
• Stratabound carbonate-replaccment orcbodics (distal skarns) 

occur in carbonate horizons 500 1500 m from B- and F -rich 
late-stage quartz- feldspar porphyry apophyses/dykes. 

• Residual gravity interpretation of Devonian granitoids used 
to detect granite apophyses and predict locations of major 
structural deformation features in overlying sedi ments. 

• Depth of granitoid emplacement 1- 4 km. 

• Extensional fault geometry in host sediments associated 
with forceful granite emplacement and/or vo lume increases 
in the crystalli sing granite melt. 

• Age of mineralisation Mid-Late Devonian 

Mineralisation features 
• Forceful granite emp lacement resulted in extension of the 

overlying sediments, which allowed hydrothermal fluids 
access to react ive carbonate horizon s via faults/porphyry 
dykes from vo latile-rich granite apophyses. 

• Stratabound replacement minerali sation occurs in carbonate 
horizons proximal to mineralised feeder faults. 

• Stratabound ore horizons are sub-divided by faulting and 
barren carbonate into a number of separate orebodies, 
complicated by internal faulting, minor folding, and zones 
of barren dolomite. 

• These tabular ore lenses may be up to 800 m long, 500 m 
wide, and 30 m thick. 

• Carbonate-replacement mineralisation is the dominant ore 
type, but significant additional fault , ve in stockwork, 
breccia and porphyry dyke mineralisation may also occur. 
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• A typical SnIW vein paragenesis is intimately associated 
with fault reactivations: 
- stage I- oxide- silicate stage (cassiterite ore stage); 
- stage 2- main sulphide stage (cassiterite ore stage); 
- stage 3- late base-metal stage; 
- stage 4- vug-fill carbonate stage; 
- stage 5- supergene stage. 

• Cassiterite deposition is associated with stages I and 2; 
stratabound carbonate replacement dominated by stage 2. 

• Key references: Collins 1981, Patterson et al. 1981, Wright 
1986, Halley 1987, Kitto 1994. 

Alteration 
• Contact metamorphic aureoles within pelitic and arenaceous 

units are characterised by 1-2 mm cordierite spots up to 
100 m from the granite contact, and by biotite hornfels up to 
400 m from the granite contact. 

• Zonal metasomatic alteration assemblages occur in host 
sediments away from volatile-rich granite apophyses: 
greisen zone > proximal skarn zone > amphibole zone > 
biotite zone > talc/chlorite zone > carbonate zone. 

• Zonal replacement fronts associated with host dolomites are 
sharp and pass from: host dolomite > hydrothermal carbonate 
> disseminated sulphide > talc- sulphide > massive sulphide. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• Deposits associated with highly fractionated ilmenite series 

granitoids (major, trace, REE fractionation trends). 
• 034S of deposit sulphides ranges from - 2 to +7 and increases 

in a mineral district away from granitoid apophyses by up to 
12%0 (Sn zone to base-metal zone). 

.0180 fluid values 8- 10%0 (Mt Bischoff 12- 15%0) . District 
0 180 qZ values increase away from granitoid apophyses by up 
to 8%0 (Sn zone to base-metal zone) . 

• 0180 and OD values for stage I and 2 ores are magmatic. 
• Ores show well-constrained 206Pb/204Pb ratios (18 .50-

18.65), which overlap Devonian granitoids. 
• Key references: Collins 1981, Gulson 1986, Halley 1987, 

Kitto 1994. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Anomalous Sn, As, W, B, F, Rb, Cu, Ag, Pb, Zn, S, Sb in 

soil and stream sediments. 
• Drainage geochemistry (stream sediment, pan concentrate) 

and float samples are, historically, most effective in 
exploration. 

• Surface geochemistry not important in more recent discover
ies of subsurface deposits (e.g. Severn, Rendeep). 

Geophysical criteria 
• Magnetic pyrrhotite orebodies detectable by aeromagnetics, 

but conductive black shale horizons in the Dundas Trough 
sediments lead to a multiplicity of false EM targets. 

• Surface IP and EM, and airborne Dighem surveys failed. 
• Non-magnetic Devonian granitoids are characterised by 

regional gravity lows. 
• Residual gravity interpretations give depth to granitoids, 

delineate potential volatile-rich granite apophyses, and 
assist in interpreting the location of major fault structures. 

• Key references: Anderson 1989, Leaman & Richardson 1990. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Initial high-T (350-450°C) magmatic NaCl- KCl- Hp 

brines with salinity 8- 14 eq. wt.% NaCl and fluid pressure 
of 200-500 bars (hydrostatic). 

• CH4 and N2 gas detected by laser Raman spectroscopy. 
• CO2-rich fluids result from carbonate replacement. 
• During carbonate replacement, magmatic hydrothermal 

brines evolved to CaCI2- MgCI- NaCI- Hp-rich fluids. 
• Sn ore fluids reduced (~S > SO;). 
• Precipitation mechanisms: redox and pH changes induced 

by arsenopyrite deposition and carbonate dissolution, 
respectively. Boiling important at Mt Bischoff. 

• Key references: Collins 1981 , Patterson et al. 1981 , 
Wright 1986, Halley 1987, Kitto et al. 1996. 

Comments on genesis 
• Sn-bearing magmatic hydrothermal fluids were sourced 

from highly fractionated, reduced ilmenite-series granitoids 
strongly undersaturated in Hp, owing to high Band F 
concentrations allowing shallow granitoid emplacement 
(1-4 km) 

• Post-orogenic granitoid emplacement occurred at intersections 
of anticlinal highs with Cambrian allochthonous sutures, 
resulting in thermal metamorphism of the host sediments 
and subsequent brittle tensional fractures. 

• Volatile-rich magmatic hydrothermal fluids exsolved from 
granite apophyses, migrated up major feeder faults/porphyry 
dykes and reacted with carbonate horizons, resulting in Sn
rich distal skarn mineralisation. 

• High-temperature (350-450°C), oxide- silicate-stage, vein 
and stockwork mineralisation, typically overprinted by 
economically significant lower temperature (300-400°C) Sn
bearing sulphide-stage carbonate-replacement mineralisation. 

• An alternative model (Walshe et al. 1996) requires interplay 
between magmatic and meteoric fluids . 
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Introduction 
Renison-style carbonate-replacement Sn deposits (distal skarns) 
represent the world's largest exploration targets for primary Sn 
mineralisation. Excluding Dachang and Gejiu Sn provinces in 
southern China, the only remaining primary Sn province to host 
more than 50 Mt of Sn-rich ore is western Tasmania. Devonian 
stratabound massive sulphide- cassiterite ore deposits in west
ern Tasmania were formed by replacement of carbonate units in 
Late Proterozoic- Early Palaeozoic sedimentary sequences, and 
include Renison (24.6 Mt @ 1.2% Sn), Mt Bischoff (10.3 Mt 
@ 1.13% Sn), Cleve land ( 10.3 Mt @ 0.78% Sn, 0.33% Cu), 
and Queen Hill- Severn-Montana deposits at Zeehan (7.3 Mt 
@ 0.7% Sn). The following discussion summarises the con
cepts and exploration criteria associated with such major Aus
tra lian mineral deposits. 

Distribution and age 
Tasmania lies in the Palaeozoic Tasman orogenic belt, which 
extends from Antarctica through eastern Australia (Solomon 
1981). Primary replacement Sn deposits are spat ially and genet
icall y associated with emplacement of syn- to post-orogenic 
Late Devonian- Early Carboniferous granitoids (335-365 Ma; 
Williams et al. 1989). Mineralisation occurs in dolomitic and 
clastic sediments of the north- south-trending Early Palaeozoic 
Dundas Trough. a passive rift basin in Protcrozoic continental 
crust between the Tyennan and Rocky Cape massi fs. The oldest 
favourably replaced carbonate units within the Dundas Trough 
are basement dolomites of the Late Proterozoic Upper Oonah 
Formation. which hosts the Mt Bischoff (Wright 1986. Wright 
& Kwak 1989. Halley 1987) and Queen Hill deposits (Anderson 
1989. 1(90). Dolomites of the overlying Success Creek Group 
host the Renison (Patterson et al. 1981. Davies 1985. Holyland 
1987. Kitto 1992. 1994. Kitto et al. 1(96) and Montana deposits 
(Anderson 1989. 19(0), while younger limestonc units of the 
Crimson Creek Formation host both the Ch;\cland (Collins 1981. 
1983. Collins et al. 1989) and Sc\crn deposits (Anderson 1989. 
19(0). 

General characteristics of Renison-style 
deposits 
As \\ ith most ore deposits. three key factors were important in 
the formation ofRenison-style carbonate-replacement Sn depos
its: (i) a fertile so urce, (ii) an appropriate transport mechanism, 
and (iii) an efficient mode of metal deposition. The fertile source 
in this instancc is represented by the underlying Devonian Sn 
granites; the transport mechanism, a magmatic hydrothermal 
fluid. which required major structures to access the chemically 
reactive host rocks that provided a very effective mechanism 
for cassiterite precipitation. The following discussion highlights 
the salient features of a Renison-style carbonate-replacement 
Sn deposit model. based on geological. geochemical and geo
physical characteristics of the western Tasmanian deposits. 

Devonian granitoids 

The geochemically specialised Devonian Sn granites were the 
fertile source genetically and temporally responsible for supply
ing significant metals. sulphur, water and heat to form the distal 
Sn skarns. Renison. for example. is underlain by the Pine Hill 
Granite. Mi Bischoff and Cleveland by the Meredith Granite, 
and the combined Severn Montana- Queen Hill resources at 
Zeehan are underlain by the Heemskirk Granite. Each of these 
deposits occ urs in the contact aureole of the non-magnetic grani
toid intrus ives. 500- 1500 m from the granite- sediment contact 
(Large 1989). North-northeast-trending regional gravity lows 
associated with the Devonian granitoids cut the north south
trending Dundas Trough and confirm that these Sn deposits are 
underlain by voluminous subsurface intrusions (Leaman 1980, 
Leaman & Richardson 1989). 

The highly evolved (Si02 > 71 wt.%, Kp > 4.5 wt.%, Nap 
> 2.8 wt.%, Rb > 300 ppm, Sn > 10 ppm; Fu 1990), ilmenite-series 
Devonian granitoids were probably derived from partial melting 
of a pelite-rich Precambrian proto lith (Gray 1990). Major, trace 
and REE plots of the unaltered granites show well-developed 
fractionation trends which indicate up to 60% Rayleigh frac
tionation during crystallisation (Hajitaheri 1985, Kitto 1994). 
Low magnetite contents, magnetic susceptibility, and FezO/ 
FeO ratios for the unaltered granites indicate that the magmas 
were moderately reduced (Sawka et al. 1990, Kitto 1994, Bajwah 
et a l. 1991 , 1996) and thi s would have assisted partitioning of 
Sn and other metals into the residual melt. The magmas were 
thought to have been strongly undersaturated in H,O (Burnham 
1979, Burnham & Ohmoto 1990), owing to high- B (± F ± P) 
concentrations inherited from the protolith, and this enabled the 
granites to intrude to with in 1- 4 km of the Devonian 
palaeosurface (Patterson et al. 1981 , Collins 1983 , Wright 1986, 
Hajitaheri 1985, Halley 1987, Kitto 1994). Large vo lumes of 
magmatic- hydrothermal fluids were, therefore, available for late
stage extraction of metals from the melt (Jackson et al. 1989) 
and this process would have been enhanced by protracted 
crystallisation histories resulting from high heat-producing 
elements (Th > 40 ppm; U > 20 ppm; Kitto 1994) associated 
with the granites. 

Granitoid emplacement and structural deformation 

The post-orogenic Devonian grani toids were emplaced syn- to 
post-Tabberabberan deformation (Berry 1992), wh ich produced 
a north-northwest-t rendin g corridor of folds in the central 
Dundas Trough (Williams ct al. 1989). Intrusions occurred at 
the intersection of Devonian anticlinal highs and sutu res related 
to allochthonous Cambrian mafic/ultramafi c complexes. Em
placement initiated brittle deformation features and provided a 
major focus for ascending hydrothermal nuids. resulting in several 
zoned mineral districts. from proximal exogranitic Sn (-tungsten) 
to distal argcntilCrous basc-mctal mineralisation (c.g. Zeehan. 
Farrell. Moina, and Dundas; Waller 1904. Tm.:hetrces & Ward 
1910. Park 1955 . Blissett 1%2. Both & Williams 1%8a.b. Both 
et a!. 1969. Solomon 1981. Anderson 1986. 1990. l.eaman 191\1\. 
Taheri & Green 1990. Kitto 1994. Innes ct a!. 1(96). Thermal 
metamorphism of the host sedimcnts by the granitic intrusions 
assisted formation or brittle tensional fractures. resulting in 
significant extension ("'20"/0) of the overlying sediments (Kitto 
1992. 1994). Wrench reactivations after granite emplacement 
assisted fault dilation and focu ss ing of magmatic hydrothermal 
fluids (Anderson 1990. Kitto 1992, 1994, Kitto & Berry 1991 , 
1992). For example. the largest carbonate-replacement styles of 
mineralisation at Renison occur adjacent to dilationaljogs along 
the Federal - Bassett and Transverse Faults (Kitto 1992, 1993, 
1994). 

At Cleveland and Mt Bischoff, the dominant structural 
controls on hydrothermal fluid access are steeply dipping, 
greisenised. Devonian quartz porphyry dykes associated with 
emplacement of the Meredith Granite (Collins 1983, Wright & 
Kwak 1989. Halley & Walshe 1996). Magmatic fluids from the 
underlying granite are thought to have been channelled along 
the margins of the dykes and to have reacted with the adjacent 
carbonates. At Mt Bischoff, minor mineralisation also occurs 
in hydrothermal breccia pipes that formed synchronously \\ ith 
the porphyry dykes (Wright & Kwak 1989, Halley & Walshe 
1996). 

Greisenisation 
Metasomatic alteration of the Pine Hi II Granite beneath the 
Renisonmine area and at Pine Hill, 3 km south ofRenison, has 
resulted in three distinct alteration zones at both sites (Groves 
1968, Patterson 1979. Ward 1981, Manly 1982, Holyland 1987, 
Bajwah et al. 1991, 1996). From least to most altered, the zones 
arc: (i) albite-rich, (ii) sericite-rich, and (iii) tourmaline-rich . 
The upper tourmalinised zone consists of a massive greisen in 
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which the texture ofthe granite is totally destroyed and metaso
matism has replaced all minerals except quartz. Greisenisation 
involved the precipitation of tourmaline + quartz ± topaz ± 
muscovite and minor molybdenite ± cassiterite ± fluorite. Below 
the tourmalinised cap, the sericitised zone is characterised by 
intense sericitisation of plagioclase cores with the formation of 
discrete muscovite + fluorite crystals. Biotite has been altered 
to muscovite + chlorite. All ofthe least altered granite phases at 
Pine Hill exhibit some form of albitisation of the plagioclase 
feldspars. 

At Mt Bischoff, greisenisation of the narrow quartz K
feldspar porphyry dykes is zoned along and outward from the 
dyke centre. Mineralogical variations, from most to least altered, 
consist of quartz greisen, to topaz + quartz greisen, through 
muscovite + fluorite ± tourmaline greisen (Wright & Kwak 
1989). Mineralisation at Cleveland, however, occurs above a 
quartz + wolframite + molybdenite + fluorite stockwork, which 
overlies a topaz + cassiterite altered quartz feldspar porphyry 
intrusion (Collins et al. 1989). 

A shallow granite cupola has been suggested by numerous 
workers to underlay the Zeehan mineral field, east of the 
Heemskirk Granite, but this has not been tested by drilling and, 
therefore, the nature of greisenisation is uncertain (Both & 
Williams 1968, Both et al. 1969, Solomon 1981, Anderson 1986, 
1989, Leaman & Richardson 1989). 

Mineralisation and metal zonation 
Carbonate-replacement Sn mineralisation occurs within thermal 
metamorphic aureoles associated with Devonian granitoids. As 
the Renison district represents the only region in western 
Tasmania where extensive metasomatic and metal zonation studies 
have been undertaken, the following discussion will concentrate 
on this region and briefly discuss other areas. 

Metamorphism. Contact metamorphism may have changed 
the mineralogy and texture of the host sequence, but not the 
bulk chemistry in the Renison district (Patterson et al. 1981, 
Davies 1985, Holyland 1987, Morrison 1993). Within 100 m 
of the Pine Hill Granite contact, the contact metamorphic aure
ole is identified by the development of 1- 2 mm cordierite spots 
in non-carbonate units and calc-silicate hornfels in calcareous 
units (Patterson et al. 1981). At increased distances from the 
granite contact (200-400 m), biotite hornfels defines the meta
morphic aureole in the non-carbonate units. 

Metasomatism. District-scale metasomatic alteration facies 
at Pine Hill (Manly 1982), 3km south of Renison, are complex 
and highly dependent on a number of factors, including the 
composition of the host sediments, structural preparation of 
sediments for the ingress of hydrothermal fluids, changes in 
fluid/rock ratios, and fluid chemistry evolution (Morrison 1993, 
Kitto 1994). Metasomatic zones overprint the contact metamor
phic hornfels. Within the Crimson Creek limestones a skarn 
zone (tourmaline- quartz- clinopyroxene) extends some 300 m 
from the granite contact at the apex of Pine Hill, where the 
granite crops out (Manly 1982, Morrison 1993, Kitto 1994). 
The amphibole zone (actinolite- tremolite- diopside) extends up 
to 1000 m from the granite contact, with actinolite and tremolite 
in this zone typically occurring as radiating aggregates or matted 
fibres with a carbonate overprint associated with disseminated 
sphene, bladed axinite and hydrothermal apatite. In the mine 
area, the chlorite/talc zone is best developed in and around the 
carbonate-replacement orebodies. When present in the dolomite 
units of the northern region of the Federal-Bassett Fault, the 
chlorite/talc zone grades into the amphibole zone at depth 
(Rendeep orebodies), and gives way to a carbonate zone (sider
ite, ankerite and/or calcite) near surface, distal to the Federal
Bassett Fault. The carbonate zone can be recognised up to 1500 m 
from the granite contact. 

Mineralisation. Intimately associated with the metasomatic 
replacement fronts, and more systematic in nature, are several 
generations of structurally controlled planar NW to NNE-trending 

veins spatially related to greisenised apophyses in the Pine Hill 
Granite. Four distinct stages of telescoped vein mineralisation 
have been recognised in the mineral paragenesis ofthe Renison
Dundas district and are also well developed in the Federal
Bassett Fault at Renison. Similar vein parageneses can be 
correlated elsewhere in western Tasmania. These vein stages 
are: (i) oxide-silicate veins, (ii) main sulphide veins (& carbonate 
replacement), (iii) base-metal veins, and (iv) vug-fill carbonate 
veins. 

At Renison, the early, low sulphur, oxide- silicate vein stages 
associated with initial faulting are characterised by tourmaline 
+ quartz + arsenopyrite ± cassiterite ± wolframite ± pyrrhotite. 
This vein stage occurs in the skarn and amphibole zones and 
overlaps biotite metasomatic assemblages up to 700 m from the 
granite contact. Deposition was from >400°C NaCI-KCl-Hp 
brines with average salinity 8- 12 eq. wt.% NaCl, and fluid pres
sure of 250 bars (hydrostatic). CH4 was detected in the vapour 
phase of all primary fluid inclusions, but CO2 vapor was only 
detected where carbonate dissolution was evident. 8180fluid values 
of 9 per mil and 834Sfluid values of 5- 6 per mil are interpreted as 
magmatic. Similar magmatic fluids were also responsible for the 
earliest stages of sulphur-poor mineralisation at Cleveland 
(Collins 1981) and Queen Hill (Anderson 1990); however, lower 
834Sfluid values from the Queen Hill deposit are apparent. 

The sulphide vein stage is the dominant carbonate-replacement 
stage in the 'distal skarn' environment (Kwak 1987) at Renison, 
but can be recognised in the vein paragenesis throughout the 
mines and prospects of the Renison-Dundas district (Kitto 1994, 
Innes et al 1996, Hughes et al. 1996). The mineralogy is domi
nated by pyrrhotite + pyrite + quartz ± cassiterite ± arsenopyrite 
± chalcopyrite. This sulphide stage overprints the earlier oxide
silicate vein assemblages and is associated with metasomatic 
biotite and talc/chlorite zones up to 1000 m from the granite 
contact. Massive pyrrhotite replacement of host dolomites 
shows zonal features from massive pyrrhotite + quartz ± 
cassiterite > talc/tremolite + pyrrhotite ± cassiterite > dissemi
nated pyrrhotite > siderite/ankerite > host dolomite, which reflect 
a decrease in silica saturation away from feeder faults. Mineral 
deposition was from >350°C NaCI-KCl- Hp brines, which 
evolved to CaCI2-MgCI2-NaCl- Hp-rich fluids during carbon
ate replacement by cassiterite-rich massive sulphides. Salinity, 
vapour phase composition and 834Sfluid values of the hydrothermal 
fluids were similar to those of the oxide- silicate stage. At Cleve
land and Queen Hill, the stratabound sulphide lenses were 
deposited from similar hydrothermal fluids as at Renison, but 
the temperature of sulphide deposition may have been as high 
as 500°C at Cleveland during this stage (Collins 1981). 

At Mount Bischoff, a two-stage pyrrhotite-rich magnesian 
skarn assemblage, associated with dolomite replacement by 
massive sulphide, is outwardly zoned and reflects increased silica 
undersaturation away from the quartz feldspar porphyry dyke 
feeders (Halley 1987). Stage I mineralogy (serpentine to 
chondrodite to Mg-carbonate) was overprinted by a more 
extensive stage 2 assemblage, which shows outward zonation 
from quartz to talc to (Mg, Fe)-rich carbonates. Cassiterite depo
sition was only associated with stage 2 mineralisation, with the 
highest Sn grades in quartz-rich and talc-rich zones, from hydro
thermal fluids similar to those described for sulphide stages in 
other deposits. Stage 1 hydrothermal fluids were significantly 
different, however, as the serpentine and chondrodite assemblage 
formed at 400-460°C from hydrothermal fluids with 30-36 wt. 
% NaCI and 834S,ulf values between -1.9 and 0.0 per mil. 

The final two vein stages, base-metal and vug-fill carbonate 
stages, are characterised by sphalerite + galena + chalcopyrite + 
quartz + rhodochrosite ± boulangerite ± jamesonite ± tetrahe
drite, and calcite + quartz ± pyrite ± fluorite, respectively. These 
final vein stages, unlike the first two vein stages are uneconomic 
at Renison, but have been mined in the Renison- Dundas, Zeehan, 
Farrell and Waratah districts for Ag-Pb-Zn (Blissett 1962, 
Patterson et al. 1981, Collins et al. 1989, Kitto 1994, Hughes et 
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a!. 1996, Innes et a!. 1996). Base-metal deposition occurred 
from <250°C NaCl- KCl- Hp hydrothermal fluids with bimodal 
salinity «2 & -10 eq. wt.% NaCl) and variable amounts of 
CR., N, and CO, detected in the vapour phases of fluid inclusions. 
Fluid-inclusion evidence for phase separation is found associated 
with both base-metal and vug-fill carbonate stages. 

Genetic model for carbonate-replacement Sn deposition 
Under the reduced acidic conditions associated with the Renison
type fluids, Sn speciation was probably dominated by stannous 
chloride (SnC I3 ) and stannic hydroxychloride complexes 
(Sn[OHl,CI, ). Numerical simulations for a Renison-type oxide
silicate stage fluid predict that boiling, cooling, and mixing with 
pure water (25°C) are inefficient depositional mechanisms for 
precipitating cassiterite (Kitto 1994, Kitto ct al. 1994). Fluid
rock interaction appears to be the crucial process for cassiterite 
deposition. Based on numerical simulations of fluid-rock 
interaction, reaction with dolomite provides th e closest 
approximation of the actual oxide- silicate , su lphide, and 
carbonate-replacement mineral assemblages. Numerical 
simulations for dolomite titrations approximate the oxide
silicate stage, the main sulphide stage and the stratabound 
carbonate-replacement assemblage. Sn transport is predicted to 
be dominated by SnCI, and Sn(OH) ,C I, complexcs at 350°C 
and log/O, = 33.5. allowing the hydrothermal fluid to carry 
""20 ppm Sn. At lower temperatures, Sn(OI-I),Cl, complexes 
became dominant. The most effective mechanism for cassiterite 
deposition, predicted by numerical modelling, was by redox and 
pH changes induced by arsenopyrite deposition and carbonate 
dissolution, respectively. 

An alternative model for the Renison-style carbonate
replacement deposits has recently been proposed by Walshe et 
al. (1996), requiring Sn to be leached from the granites by 
reduced, non-magmatic fluids mixed with late-stage magmatic 
fluids. Such a model was needed to exp lain \ariation in the 
sulphur isotopes va lues between stage I and stage 2 mineralisation 
at Mount Bischoff. but the applicability of such a model to 
other \\'estern Tasmanian deposits is questionable. 

Three key factors \\cre important for the generation of 
signi ficant Renison-stylc carbonate-replacement Sn mineralisation: 
(i) a fcrtile source. (ii) an appropriate transport mechanism. and 
(iii) an efficient mechanism for mctal deposition. The fertile 
source for such deposits \\as the geochemically specialised 
Devonian granitoids, which supplied the majority of the metals, 
sulphur, water and heat. Migration of the magmatic-hydrothemlal 
fluid away from the intrusion was facilitated by brittle fracturing 
of the hornfelsed host sequence in response to tension associated 
with the forceful emplacement of the plutons. Structural 
preparation of the host sequence allowed Sn-Iaden magmatic 
hydrothermal fluids access to the overlying dolomite horizons, 
where stratabound carbonate-replacement mineralisation 
prec ipitated . 
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139 glt Ag (Elura); 17 Mt @ 1.3% Cu + 4.5% Pb + Zn 
(CSA); 4.6 Mt @ 8.8 glt Au , 3% Cu + Pb + Zn (Peak). 

• Deposits comprise multiple are lenses ; metal ratios vary 
significantly between adjacent lodes, with vertical and lateral 
zonation within individual lodes. 

• Cu- Au orcbodies are generally much lower in total sulphide 
than Ag- Pb- Zn lodes. 

Mining and treatment 
• Vertical continuity oforcbodies and g rades facilitates 

(After Perkins et a/. , 1994) 
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Figure I. (a) Geological plan of the Peak d eposit at 500 
level (after Perkins et al. 1994) ; (b) geological cross-section 
through the Peak deposit along 10530N section , lookin g 
north (after Hinman 1992). 

• Ag recoveries reduced, owing to association with sulphosalts 
in primary ore at Elura. 

• High orebody delineation costs associated with more vein
like lodes and lateral and vertical metal zonation. 

• Variable, high Fe content in sphalerite can be a problem. 
• Smelter penalties in some orebodies, e.g. As content in Elura 

concentrates and Pb in Peak Cu concentrates. 
• Hardness of gangue silicification is a factor in crushing. 
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and orebody formation 

Pyrrhotite +/ or magnetite in halos up- dip from from deposits 
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Figure 2. Schematic ore deposit model. 

Geological criteria 

29/PJ352 

• Deposits hosted in Late Silurian- Early Devonian Cobar 
Basin, an (inverted) extensional intra-continental ramp 
basin. 

• Host sediments siliciclastic marine turbidites, minor felsic 
volcanics. 

• Mineralisation occurred soon after sedimentation, synchro
nous with Early Devonian basin inversion. 

• Inversion essentially reversed basin-opening stress regime: 
hence, reactivation of existing basin architecture. 

• Deposits localised in steeply dipping, linear, ductile high
strain zones (minor reverse displacement), mostly adjacent 
to eastern basin margin; structures may link to shallow 
detachments at depth. 

• At deposit scale, structural controls (dilational) include sites 
of marked competence contrast, doubly plunging (conical) 
anticlinal fold hinges, and fault jogs; on a regional scale, 
basement heterogeneities, and pre-existing extensional and 
transfer faults may be important. 

• All orebodies elongate in the dominant stretching lineation 
(plunge subvertically-steeply north), and most aligned sub
parallel to or at low angle to (and are syn- to post-) the 
dominant regional cleavage. 

• Lower greenschist facies metamorphism in high strain 
zones; upper diagenetic conditions in lower strain zones. 

• At least one inversion zone reactivated as strike-slip and 
normal faults . 

• Two episodes of mineralisation dated (4°ArP9 Ar) at Peak 
deposit: syn-cleavage Cu- Au at 401.5±1.0 Ma, and 
replacive Ag- Pb- Zn at 384.0±1.4 Ma. 

• No link to igneous rocks, with possible exception of 
McKinnons Au deposit. 

Mineralisation features 
• Epigenetic lodes, highly discordant to stratigraphy, occur as 

vertically continuous (>400 m), narrow « 100 m, com
monly <30 m) pipes, lenses and veins of short strike length 
«300 m) . 

• Regional metal zoning from Au- Cu, Cu- minor Au, and Au
Cu- Pb- Zn deposits in the south, to Cu- Zn-Pb-Ag, then 
Ag- Pb-Zn- (Cu) deposits northward. 

• Vertical and lateral metal zoning common within individual 
lodes. 

• Complex weathering and oxidation (of sulphidic ore bodies in 
particular) has resulted in near-surface depletion zones and 
supergene enrichment zones at depth. 

• Gangue minerals include quartz, chlorite, carbonates, albite, 
sericite, barite. 

• Orebodies mostly sulphidic, but couple are siliceous . 
• Magnetite occurs in some Au- Cu orebodies; pyrrhotite 

occurs in parageneses with Ag- Pb- Zn mineralisation. 

Alteration 
• Lateral and vertical zonation in alteration envelopes: outer 

envelopes characterised by destruction of detrital chlorite 
and albite, and growth of ankerite ± siderite + quartz 
+ chlorite ± pyrrhotite. 

• Proximal «50 m) silicification + chlorite, and quartz
carbonate veining, + albite + sericite, ± stilpnomelane, 
± barite. 

• Late-stage black chlorite occurs in late extensional (Peak) 
and reverse (CSA) shear/fault zones that are host to 
replacive Ag-Pb-Zn mineralisation. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• Visible alteration haloes up to 150 m above, and up to 

1.5 km (typically <200 m) lateral to 'blind' deposits. 
• Lateral depletion haloes ofLi, Na, Rb, Sr and Ba at CSA, 

and Na depletion at Elura. 
• Disseminated pyrrhotite anomaly up-dip, but offset from 

the Peak deposit. 
• Cryptic stable isotope and major and trace element haloes 

developed above and lateral to deposits (e.g. CSA). 
• Significant trace elements: Bi, As, Sb, Ni, Cd, Hg, Ba. 
• S isotopes generally vary from +4 to + 13%0, indicative of 

sulphur source in host Cobar Basin metasediments. 
• Pb isotopes indicate mixing of two end-member components: 

'basement' Au (e.g. stage 2 at Peak) and 'basinal ' Ag-Pb- Zn 
(e.g. Elura); same model age as for basin formation and 
inversion. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Cobar region has undergone complex regolith development, 

with differential erosion or incomplete development of 
primary laterite profiles and differential overprint of 
younger weathering profiles, resulting in significant modifi
cation of primary geochemistry. 

• Multiphase weathering processes have resulted in wide 
dispersion halos (Bi, As, Sb), involving mechanical and 
hydromorphic dispersion. 

• Lag sampling in erosional landforms has identified Pb-Zn
As (Cu) anomalies from known orebodies. 

• Leached gossans with accompanying deeper level supergene 
enrichment in near-surface sulphidic orebodies (due to 
lowering of water tables and salinity increase). 

• Some movement of metals through transported overburden 
by evapo-transpiration and root tapping. 

• Ore discovered as siliceous gossans cropping out as 
erosional topographic highs. 

• Weakly mineralised, strongly silicified zones retain primary 
metal assemblages in near surface. 

• Possible biogeochemical anomalies (e.g. Cypress Pines
McKinnons deposit). 

Geophysical criteria 
• Host high-strain zones can be mapped in high-resolution 

aeromagnetic surveys (after processing to remove effects of 
extensive maghemite gravels). 

• Some lodes have discrete bullseye magnetic anomalies, 
owing to presence and preferred orientation of pyrrhotite; 
e.g. Elura (Tonkin et al. 1988, Clark & Tonkin 1994). 

• Both magnetite and pyrhotite in some deposits; e.g. Great 
Cobar, Chesney. 



(Jeffrey & Thomson 1996). 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• n-alkane, and C2H. hydrocarbons predominate in early 

stages at Elura, with CH. -rich fluids (= CH 4 = 0.3-1.0) 
dominant in later syn-cleavage stages at Elura and Peak. 

• Low- moderate salinity (2- 13 wt% NaCI equi v. ), low
moderate temperature (Th IOO- nO°C), H,O-(n-alkane)
CH.- C02, reduced (H 2S>SO) fluid s interpreted as a ba s inal 
(connate) component; hi gher temperature (Th 350- 400°C ), 
low- moderate salinity (0- 7 wt% NaC I equiv.), high
temperature, pyrite-stable , more ox idi sed fluid inte rpreted 
as base ment (metamorphic) fluid. 

• At basinal scale , multipl e fluid component s recogni sed : 
bas inal (connate ) and basem ent (metamorphic) components 
dominant; possibl e meteo ric and igneou s components a lso 
identified . 

• Relati vel y reduced (pyrrhotite +/or pyrite-stabl e) assem
bl ages in Ag Ph I n( Cu) depos its; morc ox idi scd (pyritc or 
magnetite-stahle) assemblages in somc stages ofCu Au 
de posits. 

• Precipi tation mecha nism: flu id m ixi ng in e'\tcnsional 
structural 70nes (rapid and rcpeated fluid dcprcssurisat ion) 
at rclati\c ly shallo\\ c rusta l leve ls. 

et aI. , noting that the study by Jiang et al. (1995) does not 
satisfy the relative timing criteria established from field 
relationships. The significance of Jiang 's dates is unknown . 

• Jiang et al. (1995a,b) give isotopic data that suggest early 
fluids at Peak and Chesney were meteoric in origin and that 
later fluids were metamorphic. These data contrast with the 
paragenetic, fluid inclusion and Pb isotope data of Hinman 
(1992), which suggest early fluids were derived from the 
basin and later fluids werc of mixed metamorphic- basinal 
origin. 

• Marshall (1989) argued that mincralisation at CSA may be 
prestructural (late diagenetic) on the basi s that much of the 
ore is deformed (although the ore parallels cleavage, and 
some ore cross-cuts cleavage (Brill 1989)). 

Additional comments 
Further isotope and dating studies are required to resolve 
questions over the origin of fluid components within the 
Cobar deposits . The complexity of these deposits 
necessitates that these st udies be structura ll y a nd 
microstructurally constrained, and take into co nsiderati on 
mu lti-stage pa ragenescs and spa ti a l va ri ati ons due to mi xin g. 
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Introduction 
The Cobar district, in western New South Wales, is host to 
several small to medium, sediment-hosted polymetallic precious
and base-metal orebodies (Au-Cu-Ag-Pb-Zn). Gold and base 
metals have been mined there since 1870, and production (to 
end 1995) has been calculated at 2.5 million ounces Au, -0.6 Mt 
Cu, 1500 tAg, 0.6 Mt Pb, and 1.2 Mt Zn (Stegman & Stegman 
1996). The metal content of the known deposits has been esti
mated at 1 Mt Cu, 1.6 Mt Pb, 2.6 Mt Zn, 4000 tAg, and 70 t Au 
(Schmidt 1990). One new deposit (McKinnons) has been dis
covered in the 1990s, while deep drilling at existing deposits 
continues to add to ore reserves. Production in 1997 was from 
the Elura (Pb-Zn- Ag), CSA (Cu-Ag-Pb-Zn), Peak (Au-Cu), 
and McKinnons (Au) mines. 

Cobar deposits differ substantially in orebody characteristics 
and geological setting from the other four main polymetallic 
sediment-hosted deposit types 
(MVT, stratiform shale-hosted 
deposits, Irish style Pb- Zn, 
and Broken Hill-type depos- ~ 
its). While individual deposits, r 
and lodes within deposits, vary N 

in aspects such as metal ratios, I 
there is sufficient similarity in 
their epigenetic character, de-
posit shape and geometry, 
structural control, relative tim-
ing of formation (syn-basin 
inversion), complex multi-stage 
parageneses, hydrothermal fluid 
components and conditions of 
deposition for them to be 
grouped as a distinctive type 
of deposit (Glen 1987, 1995; 
Lawrie 1991a) . The Au-rich 
Cobar deposits differ signifi
cantly from slate belt-hosted 
quartz vein deposits, such as 
the Victorian Au vein deposits, 
in that the latter are derived 
from CO2-rich metamorphic 
fluids and form late in the oro
genic cycle, often after peak 
metamorphism (Phillips & 
Powell 1993). 

This review summarises the 
main features that define 
'Cobar-style' deposits and re
views the key factors critical 
to the genesis of the known 
deposits. Exploration methods 
that might be used to find analo
gous deposits both within the 
basin and in other terranes are 
also reviewed. 

Geological setting 
Basin architecture 

10km 
I 

D Cobar Basin 

_ Synrift edge of Cobar Basin 

- Extensional fault, reactivated 
as thrust during inversion 

- - Tear fault, inferred 

type) granitoids, followed by basin initiation and sedimentation 
from the latest Silurian to the end of the Devonian (Glen et al. 
1996). 

The Cobar Basin is elongate, roughly N-S, about 150 krn 
long and 50 krn across (Fig. 3). Although it has been variably 
modified by crustal shortening, the basin fill is estimated to 
have been originally up to 6 krns thick (Glen et al. 1994). The 
basin is fault-bounded on all sides and structural analysis of 
basin/basement boundaries suggests that all the bounding faults 
are reactivated (inverted) syn-sedimentary growth faults (Glen 
1990, Glen et al. 1994). On the east it has an oblique-slip faulted 
edge, with evidence of both imbricate thrusting and strike-slip 
movement on basin-bounding and within-basin structures (Glen 
et al. 1996). 

Cobar Supergroup sediments in the basin unconformably 
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The Cobar Basin is one of a 
number of intra-continental ba
sins in western New South 
Wales that opened in response 
to widespread back-arc exten
sion of the Lachlan Fold Belt 
of eastern Australia. In the west
ern portion ofthe Lachlan Fold 
Belt, this extension event was 
marked by emplacement of 
Late Silurian (S- and some I-
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Figure 3. Extent of the Cobar Basin and major structural elements and deformation 
zones (after Glen (1990). 
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overlie ductily deformed greenschist- amphibolite facies 
metasediments and minor metavolcanics of the Cambro
Ordovician Girilambone Group and foliated S-type granitoids 
dated at 440 Ma (Pogson & Hillyard 1981). Nymagee Igneous 
Complex (Fig. 4). Cobar Supergroup metasediments also display 
unconformable relationships with a suite of post-kinematic 
Silurian (422--416Ma; Pogson & Hillyard 1981) granitoids that 
are most ly S-type, with one I-type noted. There are no known 
intrusions contemporaneous with mineralisation in the Cobar 
Basin, although the presence of advanced argillic alteration 
assemblages (Bywater et al. 1996) adjacent to the McKinnons 
Gold mine, towards the western margin of the basin, may indicate 
a possible link to intrusions at depth . 
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Host lithology 

The Cobar Basin is filled predominantly with siliciclastic tur
bidites of the Cobar Supergroup. The basin has a crudely de
fined two-stage fill, with a lower part characterised by coarser 
grained clastics and more thickly bedded sediments than the 
upper portion (Glen et al. 1996). A two-stage, fining upwards 
sequence is not expected for extensional ramp basins, and may 
be a response to a higher heat flow regime on a larger crustal 
scale at a late stage in the basin history (Glen et al. 1996). 

Most deposits near the town of Cobar occur in upwards
fining, easterly derived Nurri Group metasediments (e.g. Great 
Co bar Slate and Chesney Formation), which were deposited along 
the eastern margin of the basin. The overlying and more regionally 
extensive westerly derived turbidites ofthe Amphitheatre Group 
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consist of a two-cycle sequence, 
with a lower upwards coarsen
ing sequence and an upper 
thinly bedded sequence offiner 
grained lithologies (Glen et al. 
1996). The lower part of the 
Amphitheatre Group (CSA Silt
stone) is host to the CSA and 
Elura deposits (Glen 1987, 
Schmidt 1980, 1990, Hinman & 
Scott 1990). 

Felsic volcanics are a minor 
part of the sequence; they occur 
in the Chesney Formation on the 
eastern side of the basin and as 
tuff bands in the CSA Siltstone 

Figure 4. Distribution of major structures and granites in basement underly in g th e 
Cobar Basin (after Hinman 1992). 

F ormation. Flow-banded rhyo
lites, interbedded crystal tuffs 
and rhyolitic volcanic breccias 
occur in the Peak deposit 
(ilinman & Scott 1(90); how
ever, there is some debatc 0\ er 
whether these represent 
allochthonous thrust slices 
(Ilinman 1994, Perkins et al. 
19(4) or intrusive bodies (J iang 
& Seccombe 1995. Stegman 
19(8). Importantly. bedding in 
the rhyolites and crystal tuffs is 
discordant to bedding in the sur
rounding sed iments (Hinman 
1(92). While tectonic breccias 
are developed at most contacts 
with sediments (Hinman 1992), 
Stegman (1998) has demon
strated that the rhyolites have 
intrusive contacts and geometry. 
The volcanics are locally altered 
and mineralised within the syn
mineralisation shear zone, and 
contain the regional SI cleavage 
(Hinman 1992, Stegman & 
Pocock 1996. Stegman 1998). 
This would appear to rule out a 
late tectonic intrusive origin for 
the rhyolites (Jiang & Seccombe 
1995) and a pre-D I intrusive ori
gin is favoured (Stegman 1998). 
There is no apparent temporal 
or spatial association between 
any other deposits and known 
igneous intrusions, although 
there is possibly indirect 
evidence at the McKinnons de
posit (Bywater et al. 1996). 
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Structural history 
Within the basin, three distinct structural domains, characterised 
by variation in deformation intensity and structural style and 
orientation, have been recognised (Fig. 3; Glen 1990, 1991). 
Most of the known base-metal and precious-metal deposits are 
hosted within siliciclastic metasediments, in a narrow corridor 
at the eastern margin of the Cobar Basin (structural domain 1, 
Glen 1990). The eastern and northern margins of the basin are 
characterised by penetrative cleavage development, although 
detailed mapping in these domains has identified discrete zones 
of high strain and more brittle faults (Andrews 1913, Sullivan 
1947, Mulholland & Rayner 1961, Glen 1990, Hinman 1991a, 
1992, Lawrie 1989a,b, 1990a, 1991, Gilligan & Byrnes 1995). 
The high-strain zones are up to several hundred metres wide 
(but can narrow to less than 5 m) and can be traced along strike 
for tens of kilometres. Brittle-fault structures are commonly 
located in these high-strain zones, with kinematic analysis sup
porting periodic reactivation and longevity of movement along 
some of these zones (Glen 1990, 1991, Hinman 1992, Stegman 
& Pocock 1996). 

Seismic reflection profiles across the Cobar Basin have 
demonstrated that the ductile high-strain and brittle-ductile fault 
zones dip steeply east or west and appear to link to gently dipping 
structures at relatively shallow crustal depths (Drummond et 
al. 1992, Glen et al. 1994). Synthesis of surface structural data 
and seismic reflection data supports a thin-skinned tectonic, 
linked thrust fault interpretation for the major high-strain zones 
and faults (Glen et al. 1994, Glen 1995). Glen et al. (1996) 
argued that these data, when combined with gravity data (Spencer 
et al. 1992) and analogue modelling (Smith 1992), suggest 
oblique opening and closing of the Cobar Basin to the northeast 
and southwest. Seismic reflection profiles indicate that the Cobar 
Basin is not a classic rift basin, as there do not appear to be any 
faults at the base of the basin that link to the principal mid
crustal reflector. Rather, the basin most likely developed by 
flexure above a ramp in the mid-crustal detachment during crustal 
extension (Drummond et al. 1992, Glen et al. 1994). 

Crustal shortening, which resulted in inversion of the Cobar 
Basin, occurred both along new thrust faults and by reversal of 
movement on existing syn-sedimentary extensional structures, 
which included primary growth (normal) and transfer (accom
modation) faults (Glen 1990, 1991, Glen et al. 1996). Glen (1995) 
discriminated between thrust faults that are significant struc
tural and stratigraphic breaks (thrust 'plates'), and zones of 
imbrication within plates. 

Metamorphism of the basin 
Metamorphism in the area is generally chlorite grade (Glen 1985, 
1990). Based on illite crystallinity studies, Brill (1988a,b) 
established that metamorphic conditions in the vicinity of the 
majority of deposits are transitional between anchizone and 
epizone (transitional between diagenesis and low-grade meta
morphism) and that further north, around the Elura deposit, 
conditions are anchizonal. Similarly, observed changes in bO 
values, which suggest a gradation from low to intermediate 
pressure from north to south, are thought to be related to higher 
strain in structural domain 1 (Glen 1990). 

Vitrinite reflectance data suggest that the basinal sediments 
were heated to conditions of burial diagenesis, but were exposed 
to hotter fluids in the high-strain zones associated with the ore 
deposits (Robertson & Taylor 1987). The timing of metamor
phism is constrained by whole rock 40 Ar/39 Ar dating, which 
indicates metamorphism synchronous with a low-grade cleavage
forming event between 395 and 400 Ma (Glen et al. 1992a). 

Mineralisation and alteration 
Details of metal ratios, orebody shape, ore and alteration mineral
ogy and paragenesis, fluid characteristics and references for more 
detailed studies are presented in Table I. All the deposits are 

paragenetically complex, and structural and microstructural 
analysis has been critical in resolving the timing of mineralisation 
and associated hydrothermal alteration relative to the spatial 
and temporal development ofthe shear zones, and relationships 
to host lithologies (O'Conner 1980, Glen 1987, de Roo 1989a, 
Lawrie 1989a,b, 1990a, 1991a, Hinman 1989, 1991a,b, 1992, 
Hinman & Scott 1990, Stegman & Pocock 1996). These studies 
provide the necessary constraints for understanding the 
geochemical evolution ofthe deposits and give a framework for 
isotopic dating studies (Perkins et al. 1994). Structural analysis 
is also a vital component of exploration models in the area (Lawrie 
1989a, 1990a, Stegman & Pocock 1996). 

Relationship of deposits to structure 
Some of the earliest workers in the Cobar District mapped an 
association between mineralised lodes and gossans, and zones 
of penetrative cleavage development and associated faults 
(Andrews 1913, Sullivan 1947, Mulholland & Rayner 1961). 
There is now a general consensus that the Cobar deposits are 
epigenetic (most orebodies are highly discordant to host litholo
gies), that the bulk of the mineralisation formed synchronously 
with the formation of zones of penetrative cleavage development, 
and that the shortening deformation is related to inversion ofthe 
Cobar Basin (Glen 1987, 1991, 1995, de Roo 1989a, Hinman 
1991 a, Lawrie 1991, Perkins et al. 1994). An exception is a style 
of Ag-rich, Pb-Zn mineralisation that occurs as discrete lodes 
associated with a distinctive, desilicifying, black chlorite
muscovite replacement at the Peak deposit. Kinematic evidence 
and minor normal displacement demonstrates that this style of 
replacement mineralisation is associated with relaxation, normal 
fault reactivation of structures within the shortening zones 
(Hinman 1992, Perkins et al. 1994). 

The high-strain zones that host the major deposits are 
characterised by development of a variably penetrative cleavage, 
which ranges from a slaty cleavage to a solution cleavage. These 
structures are relatively linear in character, but vary in width 
from a few hundred metres to less than 10 m. However, not all 
subparallel high-strain zones are mineralised, and those that are 
tend to be mineralised only in specific segments/volumes of 
extreme high strain. Near Cobar the major deposits occur along 
two principal structures, the Great Chesney Fault and the Great 
Peak Fault (Fig. 3). These are significant structural and strati
graphic thrust 'plate' discontinuities (Glen 1995). Mineralisation 
along these structures occurs primarily where strain heteroge
neities are localised either by intersection with pre-existing 
structures or around lithological heterogeneities or favourable 
bedding geometry (Glen 1987, 1995, Lawrie 1991, Hinman 1992). 

Elsewhere, deposits occur in zones of imbrication within 
thrust plates. Examples of within-thrust plate deposits include 
the Great Cobar, Dapville and Mount Drysdale deposits in the 
central area (Glen 1995). In the northern part of the basin, 
examples include the CSA deposits, which occur in a zone of 
several subparallel imbricate structures, and the Elura deposit. 
Drilling above the deeper northern ore bodies at Elura has 
revealed that deformation intensity, alteration and mineralisation 
die out rapidly upwards away from the orebodies, suggesting 
that the mineralisation is developed at the tip of a blind thrust 
(Lawrie 1989a, Glen 1991). 

Discrete orebodies are localised along the strike of individual 
thrusts/ high-strain zones within a range of dilational geometries, 
where there are anisotropies developed in the stress systems 
during basin inversion. Structural traps include fault jogs, horse
tail splays at fault terminations, and areas where there are marked 
differences in competency (lithology) contrasts across fault 
boundaries (Mulholland & Rayner 1961, Glen 1987, 1995). These 
contrasts led to deformation partitioning and doubly plunging 
folds developed in high-strain volumes (Hinman 1991 a, 1992). 

At the eastern margin of the basin, the most economically 
significant structures trend just west of north, while those in the 
northern half of the basin trend more NW- WNW (Glen 1990, 
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Stegman & Pocock 1996). At Elura, the mineralised high-strain 
zone overall now has a NNW strike, an orientation that is partly 
a function of dextral offsetting by a number oflater subparallel 
NNE- NE-striking transpressional shear zones (Lawrie 1989a). 
In both the Peak and Elura deposits, vein orientations record 
episodic shifts in the principal stress axes within the main 
deformation event, synchronous with mineralisation, with a 
progressive rotation in the stress system also recorded. At Elura, 
the principal stress axis was initially oriented to produce a cleavage 
with a WNW strike, with a shift to a more NW strike during the 
main cleavage-producing deformation event (Lawrie 1989a). 

Not all structures with the same relative age and orientation 
are minera li sed, and orebodies in the same structure may have 
different ore and alteration parageneses (Table I). Where these 
shear zones have been studi ed in detail, as at Elura and at Peak, 
a reverse sense of movement synchronous with most mineralisation 
is indicated by a subvertical stretching lineation and lithology 
displacements (de Roo 1989a, Lawrie 1989a, Hinman 1992). 

A ll the known orebodies are elongate in the dominant 
stretching lineat ion, which plunges steeply to the north in the 
high-strai n zones (Fig. 5; Russell & Lewis 1965, Lawrie 1989a, 
Hinman 1992). Most deposits have considerable vertical extent 
(>400 m, often> I k m) and occur as nan'ow « 100 m, commonly 
<30 m) pipes, lenses and ve ins, of short strike length «300 m; 
see Glen 1995 for maps and cross-sections; Figs 1,6,). 

Orebodies at Elura and Peak arc locali sed where vertical 
extension in the high-strain zones is ext reme, and individual 
lodes form within doubly plunging anticlines that have sheath
like geometry (Figs 1,6, de Roo 1989a. Lawrie 1991, Hinman 
1992). These sheath folds form under anomalously high strain, 
with marked partitioning between high strain in fold limbs and 
relati ve ly low strain within fold hinges. The along-strike hetero-
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Figure 5. Lon git ud inal sections through the main Cobar 
deposi ts viewe d fro m th e west. A steep northe rly pl unge is 
evide nt in mo st ore bod ies. 

geneity in vertical extension is illustrated in long sections through 
the Elura and Peak orebodies (Figs 5, 6d; Lawrie 1990b,e, Hinman 
1992). Low-grade vein-style mineralisation occurs between 
many of the individual orebodies in all the main deposits . 

The geometry of host structures for these orebodies is not 
simple. At upper levels in the Elura mine, both massive replace
ment and vein-style mineralisation are hosted within culmina
tions in an anticlinal hinge zone (Fig. 6). At depth beneath the 
two main orebodies, mineralisation becomes more vein-style 
and semi-massive, with cleavage much less intensely developed 
in the fold culminations. The main fold structure is vertically 
continuous for at least 900 m (de Roo 1989a, Lawrie 1989b); 
however, below 5 level in the mine (500 m below ground sur
face), the principal anticlinal fold structure has degenerated into 
a more complex structure, with up to three principal parasitic 
anticlines present at 5 haulage level (Fig. 6b; Lawrie 1989a). 
Massive sulphide mineralisation is localised in the hinge zones 
of these parasitic structures at depth, wi th the orebodies occur
ring as discrete and subparalle l bodies (Fig. 6b,d). This strong 
structural control on mineralisation is reflected in the outline of 
economic orebodies and metal zonation within the deeper parts 
of the orebody (Lawrie 1990b, 199Ib). 

An earlier suggestion that the two main southern Elura 
orebodies fo rmed in culminations formed by the intersection, 
approximately at right angles, of two sets of upright folds (de Roo 
1989a) is not supported by microstructural or macrostructural 
evidence (Lawrie 1989a,b). At Elura, close fold hinges. which 
parallel (and deve loped synchronou sly with) the mineralised 
structure. do not develop curviplanar hinges. show no evide nce 
of an earlier set of cross-structures. and arc characterised by a 
weakly penetrative cleavage in their limb zones. 

In contrast. the markedly curviplanar fold hinges w ithin 
which the individual lodes occur are bounded by high-strain 
zones of inten sely penetrative cleavage and strongly sheared 
bedding in fold limbs. That these doubly plunging structures arc 
a product of fold development within one shearing event is 
further demonstrated above the northern [Iura orebodies. where 
deformation intcnsity dies out upwards. so that there is little 
evidence for the presence of any penetrative cleavage and no 
doubly plunging fold culminations 150 m above the tops of the 
orebodies (L~l\\ rie 1990; Fig. 6c). The syn-mineralisation (SJ 
clca\agc on the limbs of the anticline is a pcnctrati\·c slaty cic<l\age . 
Ho\\cver, this changes in character upwards and is a spaccd 
soluti on and/or weakly developed slaty cleavage 200 m above 
the orebod ies. Up dip, bedding is re lative ly undeformed , and 
only loca ll y cross-cut by a weak solution, s laty or fracture 
cleavage. At the surface, 450 m above the orebodies, the anticline 
persists with a NW-striking hinge zone; however, the hinge line 
is only weakly curviplanar (Lawrie 1989a. 1990a). Although 
the anticline can be traced, it was not possible to discern a high
stra in zone above that developed at depth. 

NNE- to NE-trending brittle-ductile shear_zoncs offset and 
post-date m in eralisation and alteration at CSA (Scott & Phillips 
1990) and Elura (Fig. 6b; Lawrie 1988, 1989a.b). At Elura, these 
later shear zones tend to partition around the orebodies. owing 
to the si liceous nature of the proximal alteration envelopes. and are 
focussed as narrow «20 m wide) zones into the less-altered 
portions orthe pre-existing mineralised high-strain zoncs. This 
partitioning of strain leads to minimal remobilisation of ore in 
the massive sulphide orebodies during the later shearing event. 

Although there is no apparent difference in chemical com
position between host metasediments in the basin. there are 
important differences in bed thickness and the scale of 
interbedding of sandstone lsi Its tone Ish ale horizons, and thi s also 
contributes to final orebody geometry. Vein-style deposits are 
noticeably developed in relatively homogeneous lithologies with 
little interbedding. More lensoidal orebodies are developed where 
there is greater lithology contrast, and pipe-like orebodies are 
devcloped in rythmically interbedded turbidites (Lawrie 1989a). 
This is almost certainly a function ofshearing across bedding to 



Table la. Orebody characteristics from mines producing in 1997 

Deposit Peak Elura 

Main metals Au-Cu-Pb-Zn-Ag Ag-Pb-Zn-(Cu) 
Tonnage Resources @ July 1995: 4.6 Mt @ 8.8 gjt Au, Production to 1995: 1190 tAg, 0.54 Mt Pb, 

0.8% Cu, 1.1 % Pb, 1.0% Zn, 8.4 gjt Ag 0.89 Mt Zn, 0.012 Mt Cu, 88 000 oz. Au 
Reserves @ 1996: 33 Mt @ 5.6% Pb, 8.6% 
Zn, 135 wt Ag 

Ore body geometry Several discrete lenses and pods 3-25 m wide, At least 7 ellipsoidal pipes; 40--100 m across, 
and dimensions 50--250 m long, 300--700 m deep. Subvertical (N) vertical extent of largest pipe >600 m. Plunge 

Iplunge to lenses. >85° N. 
Metal zonation Crude outward zonation from Cu to Pb-Zn. No Marked lateral and vertical metal zonation 

documented vertical zonation, but internal zoning with similar metal ratios at equivalent 
within lodes. elevations in each pipe; increase in Cu and 

decrease in As, Ag with increasing depth. 

Ore mineralogy and Five-stage paragenesis* (Hinman 1992): Six-stage paragenesis: 
alteration paragenesis (1) disseminated pyrrhotite; (1) carbonate + silicification + chlorite; 

(2) quartz-calcite-pyrite veins; (2) crack-seal + breccia quartz veins + 
(3) silica + Ag-poor, sphalerite-galena; carbonate; 
(4) silica + Au-rich, pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite- (3) framboidal pyrite + quartz; 
(sphalerite-galena}-native Au-eIectrum-chlorite- (4) quartz + pyrite + arsenopyrite + sphalerite; 
muscovite; (5) sphalerite + galena + pyrrhotite ± pyrite-
(5) silica-absent, chlorite-(muscovite), Ag-rich, sericite-chlorite-dolomite; 
sphalerite-galena-pyrrhotite-pyrite- (6) Ag-rich tetrahedrite + tennantite + enargite 
(chalcopyrite). + chalcopyrite + galena + pyrite + Ba-feldspar 
* Jiang & Seccombe (1994) proposed a 3-stage + chlorite + albite. 
paragenesis (7 ore sub-stages). *Cryptic alteration halo extends up to at least 

500 m laterally and 300 m above pipes. 
Fluid-inclusion data (3) Tb 150--360°C, low salinity (2-5 wt% NaCI (2) H20 + n-alkanes (Tb I 20--1 60°C); 

equiv.), XCH4 = 1-0.5 (CH4-C02), L + V = (3) Liquid-rich H20 + CH4 + C2H6 + C02 (Tb 
heterogeneous entrapment, i.e. mixing; <220°C) and liquid-rich, H20 + Ca; 
(4) Tb 300--350°C, max. salinity 4-6 wt% NaCI (5) Liquid-rich, mod. salinity (max. 13 wt%), 
equiv., XCH4 = 1.0, L + V = mixing; H2O-CH4-C02 Tb 220--270°C; 
Max P(formation) = 800--1200 bars. (6) low salinity (max 6%), more vapour-rich, 

H2O-CH4-C02 (Tb 330--380°C). 
Isotope data o (silicified sediments): 11.1-12.6. S: 4.7-12.6 (host sediments) 

0: -4.6 to 1.6 (Pb-Zn-Ag stage); D: -110 to-68 206PbP04Pb = 18.13 
(Cu-Au stage); Pb: mixing of basinal + basement 
signatures. 

Structural control Basement heterogeneity localises high-strain Hosted in NW-trending D2 high-strain zone at 
volume; intersection of NW-trending high-strain tip of blind thrust; orebodies localised in cores 
zones with basin aquifer. Doubly plunging of doubly plunging anticlines, developed 
anticlines. Stage 5 normal faults . where extension is localised at the intersection 

with NE-trending basement heterogeneities. 
Structural timing Stages 1-4 syn to late D2 shortening; All stages syn to late D2 shortening 

Stage 5 syn-brittle extensional faults. deformation. 
References Hinman & Scott 1990, Hinman 1992, Perkins et Schmidt 1980, 1990, de Roo 1989a, Lawrie 

al. 1994, Jiang & Seccombe 1994, 1995, Jiang et 1988, 1989a,b, 1990a,b,c, 1991. 
al. 1995a,b. 

CSA 

Cu-Zn-Pb-Ag 
Production to Dec 1995: 20 Mt @ 2.11 % Cu, 
0.62% Pb, 1.98% Zn, 22 gjt Ag 
Resources @ Dec 1995: 15 Mt @ 3.97% Cu, 
0.15% Pb, 0.55% Zn 
Subparallel, discontinuous veins and lenses 
(locally termed 'systems' ); vertically 
continuous to >2 kIn. 
Each vein 'system' characterised by 
distinctive metal ratios. Marked vertical 
zonation: increase in Cu and decrease in Pb, 
Zn with depth; lateral zonation with Pb, Zn 
peripheral to Cu at depth. 
Multi-stage paragenesis, but no detailed 
description published: 
(1) Early depletion in alkalis and alkali earths 
(Robertson & Taylor 1987); 
(2) Chlorite + silica dominant alteration 
Early-silica + Fe-rich chlorite-chalcopyrite 
± pyrite-sphalerite-pyrrhotite-galena; 
Later-<juartz-poor, black Mg-chlorite + 
chalcopyrite. 
Most ore minerals parallel cleavage AND are 
deformed. 

No published data 

" UOPbP04Pb = 18.11 

Veins and podiform lenses distributed as 
subparallel or en-echelon lodes hosted in 
shear zones 

Early syn-regional cleavage. 

Scott & Phillips 1990, Brill 1988a, Marshall 
1989, McDermott et al. 1996, Binns & 
Appleyard 1986. 

McKinnons 

Au (minor Ag) 
Reserves @ Dec 1994: 2.5 Mt @ 1.73 gjt Au 

Isolated high-grade lodes within lower grade 
envelope. 

Au near surface only «60 m), zoned to 
Au+Ag, then Pb, Zn, Ag at depth and 
northward. 

Multi-stage paragenesis: 
(I) Quartz-pyrite( +Au?}-silicification; 
(2) Pyrite-sphalerite-galena; 
(3) High-grade Au + chalcedonic silica in 
quartz breccias. 
Locally, digenite and covellite occur in 
argillaceous alteration assemblage. 

No published data 

No published data 

Hosted in NW-trending zone; high-grade 
lodes occur at intersection of NW and NE-
trending (brittle-ductile) structures. 

Synchronous with deformation. 

Bywater et al. 1996. 
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Table lb. Orcbody characteristics from historical workings. 

Deposit Chesney New Cobclr New Occidenta l Great Cobar 

Main metals Au-eu Au-Cu Au e u-Au 
Deposit size Production: 28.490 oz Au. > I II 0 kg Ag. Production 242.5 10 oz Au. >860 kg Ag. >5052 t Production: 691 ,420 oz Au. Production 293,470 oz Au, 46,700 kg Ag, 

6214 t eu eu (0.8-1.2% Cu) (0.1-0.2% Cu) 114,826 t eu 
Orebody Four lodes: two pipe-like bodies (Au) 30 x 20 m. Four pipe-like orebodies: 3-6 m x 50-200 m Six di screte lenses within a disc-shaped Three pipe-shaped lodes: 110 x 30 m; 130 
shape/dimensions connected by vein-style lode (eu) 150 x 10 m. deep; 6-12 m x 60-80 m to 400 m deep: 6-12 m orebody 200 x 25 m, continuous to> 1200 m x 25 m and 45 x 15 m. Vertical continuity 

Thcse are contInuous to 250-300 m. Fourth lode x 80->700 m deep: 2-5 m x 50 m. 200->500 m deep. All lenses plunge steeply N. >1000 m. All pipes plunge steeply N. 
200 x 3 m. All pipes plunge steeply N. deep. All pipes plunoc steep ly N. Four smaller lenses to E. 

Metal wning Metal ratios vary between individual lodes. Pyrite halo: Au grades increase as lode dip Discrete lenses have different metal ratios . High- Lateral zoning and vertical zoning-
shallows upwards; little variation in metal ratios grade Au-B i- magnetite in upper portions of decrease in 'basic' ore and increasingly 
between lodes. depos it. 'siliceous' with depth. 

Ore mineralogy and Six-stage paragenes is: Multi -stage paragenesis: Low-sulphide orebody, multi-stage paragenesis: Three ore types recognised: 
alteration Stages 1-5 quartz vei ns + siliclilcation only; (I) silic iflcatlon: ( I) siliciflcation: (A) silicified and chloritised slate hosting 
paragenesis Stage 6: chloritc-chaleopynte- pyrrhotite- (2) pre-c ltavagc quartz veins; (2) quartz ve ining; magnetite-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite (basic 

magnetite-nati ve Au-Ag-native Bi-bismuthinite: (3) chlorite-quartz veins and breccias: (3A) (3) syn-c1eavage quartz veins and breccias, ore); 
minor sphalerite-galena-pyrite. colloform quarv-magnetite-Au-Bi- eo lloform banded quartz-chlorite; (3A) chlorite + (B) quartz-chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite-minor 

bismuthinite; (3B) chalcopyritc-pyrrhotite- magnetite: native Bi-bismuthinite-Au- magnetite (siliceouus ore); 
pyrite; (:lC) galena-sphalerite-pyrrhotite. magnetite; (3B) chalcopyrite- pyrrhotite-quartz- (e) black chlorite + Pb-Zn mineralisation. 

pyrite: (3C) ga lena-Au-sphalerite-pyrite-
pyrrhotite; 
(4) quartz-carbonate veins; 
(5) black chlori te + pyrite. 

Fluid in elusion data (I) 2.5-6.3% Nael equi v .. Th I 79-3 17°C; 206 Pb/2o· Pb = 18.1 No published data No published data. 
(2) 5.2-6.9% NaCI equiv .. Th 15 I-243°C; 
(3) 4 .6-9.1 % Nael equiv., Th 285-38 1°C; 
(4) 6.7-7.6% Nael equiv., 
(5) Th 298--408°C, 

Isotope data (I ) 0:3.8 to 5.6 (chlorite); D -69 to -91.5: No published data No published data No published data. 
(2,3) 0: 5.1 to 6.5 (chlorite): D: -66.6 to -92.8 
(chlorite): 
(5) 0: 8.0: C; 13 .2 to 18.9 (calcite). 

Structural control Shear-zone-hostcd, S of warp in thrust contact and Shear-hosted: syn-shortening or left lateral jog Epigenetic. Shear-hosted at lithology/rheology Epigenetic. 
litholo'!;y contrast. (strike-sl ip reactivation of thrust fault). contact; left-stepping jog. 

Structural timing Syn-cleavage Syn-mai n cleavage Syn-main cleavage (waning stage) Syn-shear zone 
References Jiang et aL 1995a,b, Gilligan & Byrnes 1995, Mullholland & Rayner 1961. Glen 1987 , Hinman Andrews 1913, Sullivan 1947, Mullholland & Andrews 1913, Thomson 1953, 

Stegman & Pocock 1996. 1992, Stegman & Pocock 1996. Rayner 1961 , Glen 1987, Stegman & Pocock Thompson 1969. 
1996. 
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produce dilational geometry. In poorly bedded lithologies, in
ternal shear geometry in ductile shear zones is the dominant 
structural control on mineralisation, whereas shearing at a high 
angle to bedding across rheologically disimilar interbeds permits 
gaping and leads on a larger scale to larger strain heterogeneities 
and the development of anticlinal folds, which may localise 
lensoidal and pipe-shaped orebodies. 

Metal zonation 
Within the Cobar Basin, known economic mineralisation and 
associated alteration are largely restricted to a 50 km long segment 
near the basin's eastern margin (Fig. 3). Metal zoning is recognised 
on a regional scale within this 50 km zone: there are Au-Cu, Cu
minor Au, and Au-Cu-Pb-Zn deposits in the south, shifting 
progressively northwards to Cu-Zn-Pb-Ag, then Ag- Pb- Zn
(Cu) deposits (Mulholland & Rayner 1961). There is an overall 
trend to less Cu-Au northwards (Glen 1987). 

The McKinnons deposit (Bywater et al. 1996), which lies 
towards the western margin of the basin, is essentially a Au
only deposit with very minor Cu. It differs in several substantial 
orebody characteristics compared with the deposits in the east. 

Differences in metal ratios are also observed along individual 
high-strain zones. An example is the Chesney Fault Zone, which 
is continuous for up to 35 km strike length (Stegman & Pocock 
1996) and is host to several minor historical workings and a few 
larger deposits. Deposits include those that are Au-only (e.g. 
New Cobar), Au- Cu (e.g. Chesney), Cu-minor Au (Mt Pleasant, 
Young Australia, Wood Duck, Fort Bourke, East Cobar, Tharsis), 
Cu-only (Burrabungie), and Au-Cu-Pb-Zn (e.g. New Occidental). 
Gold and Cu- Au deposits hosted within the Great Chesney 
Fault and adjacent structures that host the Great Cobar and 
Dapville deposits are distinctive within the Cobar field, in that 
the ore is commonly associated with magnetite ± native bismuth 
and bismuthinite. 

There are also marked differences in metal ratios between 
adjacent lodes within deposits. Moreover, both lateral and 
vertical metal zoning in individual ore lenses are observed 
(Lawrie 1990b, 1991a,b). At the Elura deposit, there is a rela
tively complex three-dimensional metal zonation superimposed 
on three concentric ore types (Fig. 7; Lawrie 1990b, 1991b). 
Vertical metal zonation is particularly well demonstrated at Elura, 
where an increase in Zn, Pb and Cu contents and a decrease in 
Ag and As contents are recorded with depth (Fig. 7). There are 
pronounced Ag caps and rims to the two main ore bodies, with 
the cap zones of the two main deposits affected by supergene 
processes (Taylor et al. 1984). 

Metal zoning in plan view is more complex (Fig. 7). The 
inner massive pyrrhotite-rich core is rich in Cu, Pb (as galena) 
and Zn, and depleted in Ag and As. In the upper levels of the 
orebodies the pyritic inner rims are particularly rich in As 
(arsenopyrite). The outer siliceous pyrite rim to the orebodies 
is notable for its very high Ag (as freibergite) and elevated Pb 
and Cu. The roughly concentric distribution of ore types 
(Schmidt 1990) and metal distribution (Lawrie 1990b) have been 
interpreted as a function of a combination of bedding control on 
replacement and, in particular, the early and preferential re
placement of thicker sandstone beds, which have a similar 
distribution in the core of the sheath-like anticlines (Lawrie 
1 990b). 

Hydrothermal alteration halos 
Studies ofmajor and trace elements and detrital minerals in host 
rocks near the Cobar deposits have identified both extensive 
depletion haloes, linked to destruction of detrital minerals and 
leaching of base metals, and narrower enrichment zones within 
the depletion zones, which are associated with new alteration 
mineral growth and polymetallic mineralisation (Robertson & 
Taylor 1987, Schmidt 1990). Depletion in alkalis and alkaline 
earths (e.g. Li and, to a lesser extent, Na, K, Rb, Sr, Ba) coincides 
with haloes of base-metal depletion in host rocks at the CSA, 

Chesney, Peak, Queen Bee and Tharsis deposits (Robertson & 
Taylor 1987). Alkali depletion has been linked to destruction of 
detrital feldspar and sericite, while depletion in Na and Li at 
Elura is associated with the destruction of detrital feldspar, 
sericite, chlorite and biotite (Schmidt 1980). 

Vitrinite reflectance data show that, in the high-strain zones, 
detrital carbonaceous material is also depleted and is in the form 
of graphite (Robertson & Taylor 1987). However, host rocks 
near orebodies outside the high-strain zones contain minor 
amounts of detrital carbonaceous material, which is bituminous 
with a sub-anthracitic coal rank (Robertson 1974, Schmidt 1980, 
Saxby 1981). Carbonaceous material is locally concentrated in 
poorly developed 'proto- or dewatering cleavage' rather than in 
later penetrative slaty cleavage (Robertson & Taylor 1987). 

The hydrothermal alteration (enrichment) haloes associated 
with the Cobar deposits are variably developed; however, even 
the Au-rich end-member deposits have substantial alteration 
zones relative to other deposit styles, such as slate-belt Au 
deposits. There is an overall similarity in the nature of wall rock 
alteration assemblages in the Cobar deposits (Table 1). Silicifi
cation is common in most deposits, and manifested as topographic 
ridges in the southern half ofthe field. Shale discolouration, the 
product of oxidation of pyrite, is also a common surface expres
sion of alteration. 

Narrower zones of intense silicification, with chlorite and 
sericite, are commonly found within 20 m of ore body contacts 
(Binns & Appleyard 1986, Schmidt 1980). Broader zones of 
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Figure 6. (a) Geological map of the two southerly Elura ore 
bodies at 3 drill level (after de Roo 1989a). (b: facing page) 
The Elura orebodies at 4 haulage level. The massive sulphide 
pods are enveloped by a semi-continuous envelope of 
silicification, semi-massive sulphide and vein ore. An envelope 
of carbonate spots (siderite and/or ankerite porphyroblasts) 
defines a visible outer alteration halo. Insets show a schematic 
cross-section (looking north) and a longitudinal section 
through the same ore bodies. After Lawrie (1988, 1989a). 
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cryptic alteration have been identified by whole rock and isotope 
geochemistry (Robertson & Taylor 1987, Schmidt 1990). Carbon
ate alteration (siderite and ankerite) defines a marked outer halo 
that is co-extensive with the main shear zone at Elura (Schmidt 
1990; Fig. 6b). In contrast, there is no appreciable carbonate 
alteration except within or immediately next to the base-metal 
veins that form a minor component in the Cu- Au deposits. 

Marked decreases in visible alteration are documented above 
the deeper CSA and northern Elura orebodies (Robertson & 
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Taylor 1987, Lawrie 1990). At Elura the decrease in alteration 
correlates with a reduction in cleavage intensity, which dies out 
upwards (Lawrie 1989a, 1990a). Veining and pervasive silicifi
cation die out abruptly, less than 100 m above massive sulphide 
pods, and carbonate spotting and hydrothermal chlorite are 
present only in narrow solution and fracture cleavages 20 m 
above the northern orebodies. 

Chloritic shear zones that post-date the main mineralising 
event are visible in many deposits. At Peak, a post main-stage 
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mineralising event, which comprises chlorite- muscovite replace
ment and Ag-Pb-Zn mineralisation, formed during extensional 
relaxation of earlier contractional structures (384 ± 1.4 Ma at 
Peak; Perkins et al. 1994) that post-date late-stage contractional 
chloritic shear zones. At Elura, orebody-related alteration 
assemblages have been destroyed in NNE-trending post
mineralisation chloritic shear zones (Fig. 6b). The latter are 
transpressional and dextrally offset the pre-existing mineralised 
structure. Focussing of these late shear zones between orebodies 
was due to partitioning of strain into less silicified areas, with 
the result that there was little remobilisation of ore during this 
late event. 

Genetic model 
Each known Cobar deposit is structurally controlled (Glen 1987, 
Lawrie 1991, Hinman 1991), and all appear to have formed at the 
same time relative to the inversion of the Cobar Basin (Glen 1987, 
1990,1991, Glen et al. 1992b, Lawrie 1991a, Hinman 1992, Perkins 
et al. 1994). Although individual deposits differ in the specifics of 
structural controls, the main deposits appear to share common 
structural elements in their genesis. Furthermore, comparison of 
fluid data from the Elura and Peak deposits, which have the most 
extensively documented paragenetic and deformation histories, 
and which lie towards the opposite ends ofthe spectrum in terms 
of metal ratios, orebody shapes and host rocks, suggests that a 
common genetic model links the Cobar polymetallic orebodies. 
The components of this model are discussed below. 

Host rocks 
The Cobar deposits occur in reduced (although not notably 
carbonaceous) siliciclastic turbidite sedimentary units, none of 
which is particularly unusual in chemical composition relative 
to other sequences in the basin. This suggests that Cobar-style 
deposits may occur anywhere in the basin provided the compo
nent fluids are channelled along the requisite (high strain) 
permeability zones. Orebodies form at sites where the key fluid 
components are focussed into favourable dilational structures. 
This contrasts with the other main sedimentary-hosted base
metal and polymetallic deposit types, which require unusual 
host rocks to act as chemical traps to precipitate mineralisation. 
There does not appear to be a favourable stratigraphic horizon 
for Cobar-style deposits. 

Faults and shear zones as basin-scale conduits and 
mixing zones at deposit scale 
Structures have played a crucial role in the genesis of Cobar
style deposits. Ductile high-strain zones. which have been 
interpreted as part of a thrust complex linked to shallowly dipping 
detachment (sole) structures, provided basin-scale conduits that 
tapped fluids from both within the basin and from underlying 
basement sources (Glen 1991, Robertson & Taylor 1987, 
Seccombe 1990). These channelways acted as zones of enhanced 
permeability, which drew in contrasting fluid types, perhaps 
episodically, throughout the inversion of the basin and, locally, 
at Peak, during extensional relaxation (Perkins et al. 1994). The 
structures also provided the necessary extensional geometry in 
otherwise compressional regimes that focussed the fluids into 
zones of non-laminar flow, where the conditions for fluid mixing 
and ore body formation were optimised. 

Compressional reactivation of moderately to steeply dipping 
faults such as in the Cobar Basin requires supralithostatic fluid 
pressures. It is likely that this requires post-seismic flushing of 
fluids upwards from overpressured zones. At the commencement 
of basin inversion, it is envisaged that there was a transition 
from an extensional stress regime, with a high capacity to store 
fluids, to a compressional regime with comparatively low storage 
capacity. This led to preferential reactivation in the area of most 
intense overpressuring and rushing of fluids into pressure release 
zones, i.e. dilational structures. 

This is illustrated by the distribution of alteration and 
mineralisation and quartz-vein textures in several Cobar deposits. 
For example, within the structure hosting the Elura orebodies, 
the zone of penetrative cleavage dies out above the northern 
orebodies. This has led to interpretation of the structure as a 
blind thrust (Lawrie 1988). The presence of such a structure 
near Elura is supported by seismic reflection profiles, which 
show the presence of a basin-floor discontinuity near the 
deposit (B. Goleby, pers com. 1997). Vein development and 
mineral precipitation were localised at the tip of this structure 
in an incipient anticline (Lawrie 1989a). Interconnectivity of 
the fluids in the high-strain zone hosting the multiple Elura 
orebodies is suggested by the similarity of metal grades at 
equivalent elevations in orebodies where vertical zonation in 
metal grades is marked (Lawrie 1989b, 1990b). 

At Elura, early silicification in shales is primarily the result 
of crack-seal vein formation (de Roo 1989b), while in sand
stones there is more pervasive silicification. Crack-seal veins 
were pervasively developed in the upper parts of the orebody 
before sulphidation and base-metal mineralisation, and more 
restricted with time and in the lower levels of the deposit. Sub
horizontal crack-seal veins are dominant in upper levels of the 
orebody (de Roo 1989b), indicating fluctuating fluid pressures 
and fault-valve activity (Cox et al. 1991, Sibson 1995), and 
repeated attainment of supralithostatic fluid pressures alter
nated with discharge episodes. The same crack-seal veins are not 
common at depth in stockwork veins. 

Breccia veins, which are more indicative of catastrophic rup
ture and post-failure discharge, are common at depth. The low 
solubility of quartz and the extensive development of quartz 
veins, over several kilometres in strike length and, vertically, for 
more than one kilometre in some deposits, point to the involve
ment of significant fluid volumes. It is envisaged that formation 
of the Cobar orebodies involved episodic vertical migration of 
large fluid volumes along high-strain zones of relatively small 
displacement. The formation of massive zones of silicification 
up-dip of the tips of blind thrusts, at an early stage in evolution 
of the deposits, may effectively seal zones except in zones of 
maximum extension and structural breakthrough, and lead to 
formation of geochemically blind deposits with no obvious over
lying alteration halo. 

Other discontinuities in deeper level basement architecture 
may also play an important but less obvious role in the 
localisation of orebodies in the Cobar Basin. For example, many 
deposits around Cobar lie along strike from major NE-trending 
basin-scale faults (Fig. 3; Hinman 1992, Glen et al. 1996). These 
structures have been interpreted as transfer faults that were 
reactivated during basin inversion (Glen et al. 1996). A similar 
basement structure may localise the Elura orebodies. 

At Peak and Elura, the doubly plunging anticlines that host 
the massive sulphide orebodies formed as a result of heterogeneous 
and high strains either along the plane of the HSZ/thrust or 
within more discrete high-strain volumes (Peak). Localisation 
of the Peak orebodies may, in part, be attributed to heterogeneous 
strain partitioning where rheology contrasts occur between thrust 
slices of rhyolite abutting sediments (Hinman 1991a, 1992, 
Perkins et al. 1994). However, the location of culminations at 
Elura cannot be related to known rheology contrasts or to the 
intersection of syn-HSZ folds with any pre-existing fold struc
tures, e.g. the F lIF2 domes of de Roo (1989a). Mapping structural 
elements throughout the Elura deposit envelope shows maxi
mum vertical dilation at the southernmost orebody and vertical 
extension and cleavage intensity dying out rapidly to the south, 
and much more gradually northwards (Fig. 6c,d) . 

A later transpressional shear zone, which cross-cuts and off
sets the mineralised structure at Elura, appears to be an along-strike 
continuation of the prominent basin-scale Buckwaroon Fault, which 
has been interpreted as a reactivated transfer fault (Glen et al. 
1996). It is speculated that the maximum extension seen in the 
southernmost orebody, and the similar but smaller scale features 
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associated with the northern orebodies, might coincide with under
lying basement heterogeneities associated with an extension to, or 
splays at the termination of, the Buckwaroon Fault. 

Fluids 
A complex pre-, syn- and post-mineralisation fluid history is 
preserved within and near the Cobar deposits. There is evidence 
of episodic reactivation of key mineralised structures, some of 
which may have originated as syn-sedimentary faults (Glen 
1991). These were reactivated as compressional thrust faults, 
and appear to have acted as channel ways for the expulsion of 
fluids episodically throughout basin inversion. Resolving the 
complexities of these fluid components is important for estab
lishing genetic models and in assessing the use of alteration 
haloes in exploration for analogous deposits. 

Cryptic alteration haloes characterised by alkali element and 
base-metal depletion zones occur in the host rock adjacent to 
several of the Cobar deposits (Robertson & Taylor 1987, 
Schmidt 1980). These depletion haloes are considerably more 
extensive than the high-strain zones of penetrative cleavage de
velopment and, in the absence of cleavage (fracture) permeabil
ity, it has been suggested that formation of these vertically 
extensive zones may be related to flow of acidic basinal fluids 
that created their own secondary permeability channels above 
or near faults at an early stage in the expulsion of fluids from the 
basin (Robertson & Taylor 1987). Robertson & Taylor (1987) 
suggested that dissolution of detrital minerals and stripping of 
base metals was accomplished by basinal fluids containing 
organic acids (carboxylic and/or acetic acids) formed as a result 
of maturation of kerogens at depth within the basement. This 
interpretation is supported by paragenetic evidence, vitrinite 
reflectance profiles, and fluid inclusion data from quartz veins 
in the deposits which show that oilfield brines were generated in 
the basin and expelled through the high-strain zones at a later 
stage. A similar pre-mineralisation, reduced connate origin has 
been proposed for fluids that deposited pyrrhotite haloes up
dip to (and overprinted by) mineralisation at the Peak deposit 
(Hinman 1992). 

The earliest measurable fluid-inclusion data from quartz 
veins in the deposits reveal that, even at a relatively early parage
netic stage in the evolution of the structures, there was complex 
fluid flow and interaction. In both the Peak and Elura deposits, 
two dissimilar fluids, with different homogenisation tempera
tures and compositions, are thought to be present in varying 
proportions through time and have mixed at the site of orebody 
formation. One fluid has a high temperature (Th >350°C at Peak; 
Th >250°C at Elura), with low salinity, contains CO2, and is 
either relatively oxidised (near the pyrite-magnetite buffer; 
Hinman 1992), or had a low H2S activity. This fluid has been 
interpreted to be of basement origin, with a metamorphic origin 
(Seccombe 1990), or either metamorphic or magmatic origin 
proposed (Hinman 1992). 

A second fluid, present at both Peak and Elura, is relatively 
reduced and becomes progressively hotter and more saline 
through the paragenetic sequence of both deposits (Hinman 
1991 a, b, 1992, Lawrie 1990c, 1991 b). At Elura, the earliest 
trapped fluid contains n-alkanes and is essentially an oilfield 
brine (Lawrie 1991 b). An ethane-bearing fluid, interpreted to be 
a more evolved variant of this brine, is observed in the paragenesis 
immediately prior to mineralisation (Lawrie 1990c). A progres
sively more saline (up to 15% wt. equiv. NaCl), hotter (Th up to 
370°C), methane-rich fluid is present in later syn-mineralisation 
paragenetic stages (Lawrie 1990, 1991, Seccombe 1990). Atthe 
Peak deposit, an analogous methane-rich fluid similarly becomes 
progressively hotter and more saline (up to 12.5% wt equiv. 
NaCI; Hinman 1992, Jiang & Seccombe 1995), and hotter through 
the paragenesis (Th 150-350°C, Hinman 1992). The progressive 
(or episodic) shift to less complex n-alkane content with increas
ing salinity and temperature through time is consistent with 
derivation of these relatively reduced hydrocarbon-bearing fluids 

from a basinal (connate) source that evolved with an increase in 
the thermal maturation of basin sediments during diagenesis. 

In both the Peak and Elura deposits, mixing of these basinal 
and basement-derived fluids appears to play an important role 
in orebody formation. Precipitation of metals in these dilational 
sites is most likely due to the mixing of these two fluids, which 
have contrasting temperatures, redox conditions and salinities 
(Lawrie 1990c, 1991a, Hinman 1991a,b, 1992). Although fluid 
inclusions record heterogeneous entrapment, the bulk composi
tions support mixing and cannot be rationalised by unmixing or 
boiling (Hinman 1992). Differences in metal ratios between the 
deposits are most likely a reflection of different relative contri
butions from the two fluids. A more basinal signature is charac
teristic of within-basin deposits, such as Elura, that are also 
higher in the stratigraphic sequence, whereas deposits such as 
Peak are in an area with a greater proportion of acid volcanics at 
depth, and are physically closer to potential basement fluid 
sources. At Elura, the ore paragenesis is initially Zn-rich, then 
Pb- Zn- Ag dominant, and becomes progressively more 
polymetallic and Cu-rich with an increase in temperature of the 
hydrothermal system through time. Mixing with locally derived, 
lower temperature basinal fluids is unlikely to have provided a 
major fluid input into the deposits, owing to the lithified nature 
of the host rocks and the lack of permeability outside the high
strain zones. 

Also of importance is the timing of introduction of metals 
with respect to vein development and remobilisation of ore 
during progressive deformation, synchronous with orebody for
mation. At Elura, preliminary geochemical modelling of metal 
zoning is explained in terms of mixing of fluids, with precipita
tion also considered to be a function of temperature (cooling) 
gradients towards orebody margins. Although the data for the 
northern Elura orebodies are more limited, similar patterns of 
metal distribution are generally noted. The similarity in metal 
values with depth in all seven discrete orebodies is considered 
to indicate that common physico-chemical gradients applied 
throughout the high-strain zone hosting mineralisation. Metal 
zoning in the other deposits, such as Peak, is equally or more 
complex. The presence of magnetite indicates that the orebodies 
around Cobar formed from fluids that were more oxidised, hotter, 
or had lower H2S activity compared with deposits further north. 

Heatflowenvironment 
An important component of the genetic model for formation of 
the Cobar deposits is regional heating ofthe basin and the timing 
of that event synchronous with inversion. Heating on a regional 
scale, together with subsequent cooling, is often synchronous 
with basin inversion events (Green et al. 1995). It is commonly 
a function of regional burial followed by uplift and erosion. 
Telescoping of thermal gradients in inversion zones is common 
as rocks are uplifted and exposed to a cooler environment, and 
hotter fluids are brought from depth. 

The formation of the Cobar deposits links the physical 
effects of basin inversion, (expressed as brittle-ductile defor
mation in restricted high-strain zones) with the telescoping of 
geotherms and mixing of fluids from within the basin with those 
derived externally from the basement (Lawrie 1991, Hinman 
1992). It is suggested that mineralisation began while host rocks 
(at deeper levels) were in the methane generation window (Lawrie 
1990b). Illite crystallinity (Brill 1988b) and vitrinite reflectance 
data (Schmidt 1980) from lower strain domains adjacent to some 
of the deposits indicate that, outside major fluid channels, the 
basin was heated to upper diagenetic conditions. Basin inver
sion synchronous with ongoing sedimentation or shortly after 
cessation of deposition (pre-Mulga Downs Group) is supported 
by Pb isotope data (Jiang & Seccombe 1995, Hinman 1992). 

Structures that host mineralisation were episodic fluid 
conduits over a considerable time, with fluids evolving from 
oilfield brines (and possibly earlier diagenetic fluids) to later 
hotter, methane-bearing connate fluids, preserved in several 
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deposits (Lawrie 1990b, 1991, Hinman 1992). Magmatic input 
at the McKinnons Au deposit is suggested by the presence of 
an advanced argillic alteration assemblage (Bywater et al. 1996). 

basement-derived fluids, and the basinal fluid supplying most 
of the Pb, Zn and Ag. Glen (1991) related differences in metal 
ratios and derived fluids to differences in thrust geometry. 

Metal, sulphur andfluid sources 
The origin of the metals themselves is potentially crucial to 
understanding the relative roles of basinal and basement-derived 
fluids, and in formulating exploration models. Hinman (1994) 
has argued that the metals were derived from different sources, 
with Au, Cu, and some of the Pb, Zn and Ag sourced from the 

Sulphur isotope data suggest that sulphur within the ore bodies 
is sourced from within host metasedimentary Cobar Supergroup 
sediments (Seccombe 1990). Lead isotope data from orebody 
sulphides point to a mixed source, with both basinal and base
ment components evident (Fig. 8a, b). The more Pb-Zn end 
member of the mineralisation spectrum, such as the Elura de
posit, appears to represent basinal dominance, whereas Cu-Au 
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Fig ure 8, (a) Pb isotope data for the Peak deposit, plotted on a ,o'Pb_ '06Pb with samples 
identified by their paragenetic stage, Given the analytical precision, the data fall into three 
groupings. The most radiogenic group (Stage I) is from pyrrhotised sediments up-dip of the main 
minera lisation, the high temperature pyritic Stage 2 and some Stage 4b samples form a distinctive 
low radiogenic group. The bulk of the mineralisation falls within an intermediate radiogenic group. 
The data suggest that two Pb sources were present within the mineralising system and that the bulk 
of the mineralisation represents mixtures of the two Pb sources. (b) Pb data from the Peak and 
other Cobar deposits . The Pb data indicate that the base metal-rich systems are dominated by 
the more radiogenic Pb (e .g. Elura, CSA), while the Au-rich systems (e.g. Peak, Mulga King at Mt 
Boppy), are dominated by the less radiogenic Pb. The data support the presence of two source 
components and the mixing model best illustrated at Peak. All the Pb samples were analysed by 
Graham Carr of SIROTOPE, and his permi ssion to publish the Pb data is acknowledged. 

is basement- metamorphic 
dominant, although still mixed 
(Hinman 1992). 

The occurrence of a greater 
proportion of volcanics at depth 
in the southern half of the basin 
may play an important role in 
the sourcing and transportation 
of different metals in the basin 
(Hinman 1991 a, b, 1992, Lawrie 
1991a) and may partly explain 
the regional zoning in metals 
noted in the basin . 

Timing of deposit 
formation 
Most of the Cobar deposits ap
pear to have formed synchro
nously with basin inversion, 
with channelling of fluids in 
high-strain zones ofpenetrative 
cleavage. Whole-rock Arl Ar dat
ing of regional cleavage dates the 
inversion event at 395-400 Ma, 
and it is likely that the Cobar 
deposits formed within this 
range (Glen et a!. 1992a,b). 
However, two distinct min
eralising events are recognised 
at Peak (Perkins et al. 1994). 
These are (Ag)-Pb-Zn-Cu-Au 
mineralisation, which is syn-in
vers ion and penetrative cleav
age formation (e.g. 401 ± 1.1 Ma 
at Peak); and later replacement 
Ag- Pb- Zn mineralisation , 
which formed during extensional 
relaxation of earlier contractional 
structures (384 ± 1.4 Ma at 
Peak). 

Summary 

The polymetallic deposits of 
the Cobar Basin are complex 
orebodies that formed from the 
mixing of contrasting fluid com
ponents derived from sources 
outside and within the Cobar 
Basin . Essentially, the forma
tion of these Early Devonian 
deposits overlaps with basin 
inversion (Glen et a!. 1992a,b, 
Perkins et a!. 1994), with one 
additional style of mineralisation 
coinciding with a much later 
period of basin extension 
(Perkins et al. 1994). Faults and 
shear zones provide the neces
sary fluid channels and dilational 
zones, with high-strain volumes 
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and zones providing the permeability within which fluids were 
focussed and mixed, and where orebodies thus formed (Fig. 2). 

Alternative theories for the genesis of the Cobar deposits 
have included hydrothermal replacement models (Andrews 1913, 
Sullivan 1951, Mullholland & Rayner 1961); sediment-hosted 
models (Brooke 1975, Gilligan & Suppe11978, Sangster 1979, 
Marshall et al. 1981); and locally remobilised sediment-hosted 
models (Marshall & Gilligan 1993). None of these studies ap
pears to have considered or fully integrated the available struc
tural and microstructural data essential for constraining the 
paragenetic development of these complex orebodies. In addition 
to the involvement of basinal (connate) and basement (meta
morphic) fluids, some evidence suggests the possibility of 
meteoric and possibly even an igneous component in the genesis 
of some ofthe deposits in the Cobar Basin (Bywater et al. 1996, 
Jiang & Seccombe 1995, Jiang et al. 1995a,b). Hinman (1994) 
has proposed that the late-stage, de-silicifying replacment 
mineralisation at Peak may have formed as a consequence of a 
down-flow of meteoric water. 

Comparison with other sediment-hosted base-metal 
and polymetallic deposits 
The Cobar deposits differ significantly from other types of 
polymetallic base and precious-metal deposits, such as SED EX, 
MVT, and Tennant Creek, although there are some similarities 
in individual characteristics within specific deposits. 

A key difference between the Cobar style and SEDEX deposit 
types is in the timing and method of fluid migration through 
host rocks. Most Cobar ore bodies formed from fluids that utilised 
fracture permeability within brittle-ductile shear zones formed 
during basin inversion. In contrast, SEDEX deposits are gener
ally thought to have utilised bedding porosity and permeabil
ity channels and the fluids from which they form are thought to 
have been expelled from basins in response to buoyancy
driven fluid flow (Large 1995). 

Another significant difference lies in fluid composition. 
Basinal brines are recognised as the dominant or sole fluid com
ponent in other base-metal SEDEX deposits (Large 1995). This 
contrasts with the Cobar deposits, in which more than one fluid 
component is recognised. Mixing of these fluid components is 
an important factor in orebody formation in Cobar orebodies. 
Also, unusual host-rock compositions do not appear to play an 
important role in ore precipitation in the Cobar deposits. This 
contrasts with stratiform shale-hosted base-metal deposits, 
which require reduced sedimentary host rocks, MVT and Irish
style base-metal deposits, which are hosted by carbonate rocks, 
and the Broken Hill deposits, which require oxidised host rocks 
(Large 1995). 

In comparison with MVT deposits, the mineralising fluids 
responsible for formation of the Cobar orebodies differ, in having 
a greater temperature range and overall much higher temperatures 
for the Cu- Au end of the spectrum and lower fluid salinities 
(Kesler et al. 1995). One consequence of this is that the fluids 
that formed the Cobar deposits were capable of the transport 
and deposition of more varied metals, particularly higher Cu 
and Au (Sverjensky 1986). 

MVT deposits are generally formed during expulsion of 
saline connate waters and hydrocarbons prior to lithification, 
with high intergranular permeabilities and shale membrane trans
port important for fluid migration. It seems more likely that the 
Cobar deposits represent a deposit type formed intermediate in 
time between classic MVT deposits and solely metamorphic
fluid sourced deposits. This model is consistent with an in
crease in geothermal gradients in the Cobar Basin at the onset of 
basin inversion. 

Similarities between Cobar deposits and Tennant Creek 
orebodies include similarities in pipe-like orebody geometry, 
the multi-stage parageneses, and the proposed sourcing of fluids 
from basinal (connate) and basement (+ igneous) fluid sources. 
The most significant differences would appear to lie in the much 

more oxidised host rocks and (basinal) fluid conditions at Tennant 
Creek (Zaw et al. 1994). These differences may help explain 
differences in metal ratios and mineralogy between Cobar and 
Tennant Creek deposits (Ferenczi 1994). 

Exploration for Cobar-style deposits 
The geophysical and geochemical criteria established for the 
known Cobar deposits are summarised in the introductory pages. 
From these data, it is evident that identification of favourable 
structural geometry within high-strain zones is crucial as a first 
step in target generation, particularly in areas where orebodies 
are buried and have not been affected by near-surface weather
ing. Delineation of possible host structures requires structural 
mapping in subcropping areas, combined with aeromagnetic and 
gravity datasets to identify buried structures and basement 
heterogeneities. 

Other techniques, such as seismic reflection profiling, are of 
use in identifying major structures, but delineation of deposit
scale faults is hampered by lack of velocity contrast in homoge
neous basin sediments, although higher resolution seismic 
reflection profiling may provide information on near-surface 
structures. Aeromagnetic data can also potentially identify the 
point source anomalies of some deposits (Emerson 1980), with 
relatively weak pyrrhotite anomalies in some deposits (eg Elura, 
Peak) and magnetite with some Cu- Au deposits (e.g. Chesney, 
Great Cobar). 

Exploration at depth near existing deposits is assisted by 
collection of oriented structural and bedding data from drill core 
(Lawrie 1988, Hinman 1991a). At Elura, this permitted delinea
tion of the northern orebodies (Lawrie 1988, 1990a), and led to 
recognition of offsetting shear zones south of the main deposits. 
At Peak, structural analysis of drill core assisted with resolving 
the geometry of complex ore bodies and indicated that anomalous 
structure provides a much larger drilling target than any anoma
lous geochemistry (Hinman 1992). The blind nature of the struc
tural geometry hosting the northern Elura orebodies demonstrates 
that structural mapping by itself may not necessarily locate analo
gous deposits. Structural studies have been augmented by the 
use of down-hole magnetics and RIM technology in near-mine 
exploration at the existing mines. 

A range of geochemical techniques shows the presence of 
significant geochemical anomalies (Dunlop et al. 1995, Cohen et 
al. 1996); however, further work appears to be required to un
derstand the dispersion of geochemical anomalies in surficial 
maghemite lags and in subsurface regolith (D. Gibson, pers comm. 
1997). The complexity of the regolith in the Cobar Basin most 
likely adds to concealment of any near-surface deposits (Leah 
1996). 

Within and marginal to the basin, there is the potential for 
other deposit styles sourced from the same fluid components 
present in the Cobar deposits. Examples may include base-metal 
mineralisation hosted by marginal carbonate sequences, and 
Au-Cu deposits in reduced clastic sequences within the adjacent 
basement terrane (Wagga High). These targets are more likely to 
be dependent on precipitation in favourable host rocks. The 
latter model is also dependent on availability of basement-derived 
fluids and continuity of major structures, such as the Rookery 
Fault. 

Elsewhere, exploration for Cobar-style deposits should be 
focussed on reduced sedimentary basins with similar burial and 
inversion histories. These include high heat flow intracratonic 
basins that inverted while source rocks were in the gas generation 
window and inversion zones within some intracratonic rift 
basins. In some scenarios, foreland basins might also be pro
spective for similar deposits. 
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Proterozoic stratiform sediment-hosted Zn-Pb-Ag deposits 
Peter McGoldrick & Ross Large 
Centre for Ore Deposit Research, University of Tasmania, PO Box 252-79, Hobart, TAS 7001, Australia 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Mount Isa Pb- Zn- Ag, Hilton, George Fi sher, Century, 
Lady Loretta, HYC, Dugald River 

Target 
• Large deposits are characteri sti c (average for Australian 

deposits is about 100 Mt @ » 10 wt% Zn+Pb). 

• May contain structu ra lly contro lled higher grade zones 
(> 30 wt% Zn + Pb). 

• Zn/(Zn+ Pb) rati os vary between about 40 and >90. 
• Often with high Ag credits (e.g. Mount Isa 150 ppm, HYC 

60 ppm). 

Mining and treatment 
• Tabular form and uniform grades allow relative ly easy 

assessment and mining. 

• Some fine-grained ores create treatment difficulties. 
• Coarser (metamorphosed and/or recrystallised) ores are 

easier to treat. 

• Smelter penalties can be a problem, owing to high but 
variable As, Sb, Bi, Cd, Hg, In and Tl. 

• Mn in solid solution in sphalerite can cause treatment 
prob lems (e.g. Dugald River). 

Barney 
Creek 

~ Barney Creek Formation 
.. , "Main Talus Breccia" 

HYC Pb-Zn Ore 

~ W-fold shale 

~ 
.. ..: ... :.: Teena Dolomite 

::::. Mitchell Yard Dolomite 
:: Mara Dolom~e 

D Masterton Sandstone 

---- Western Fault Block ----

"Cooley 
Breccias" 

SOOm 

Figure J. HYC geology section at 182900 mN (from Hinman 1995). 

Regional geological criter ia 
• Intracontinental rift or rifted margin (marine) basins. 
• Unmetamorphosed to greenschist-amphibolite transit ion. 

• Continental basalts and felsic volcanics and intrusives form 
an important part of the underlying (older) rift fill. 

• Diverse sedimentary host lithologies deposited in terrestrial, 
peritidal and deep marine settings; in part evaporitic ; 
includes black, grey, brown and red rocks. 

• All major deposits lie within a few kilometres of major 
long-li ved regional-scale fault systems (e.g. Emu Fault, 
Mount Isa Fault, Termite Range Fault). 

• Regional host sequence is often the latest sag phase fill of a 
series of rift-sag cycles. 

• 'Carpentaria Zinc Belt' deposits are in rocks of 1660-
1590 Ma. 

• Evaporites may be needed for high-salinity ore fluids. 

meteoric/gravitationalltectonic 
fluid drive 

I '/1 I 

, I, / ,I 
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carbonate (stromatolit ic) 
, 
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, . • oxid ised (clast ic) 
::.. sediment 

,-;, metalliferous fluids 

:~ ~ 50 2- ~ - . 

+ + gran"e debris ~ ~:br\,--

!!!!!!!! -I-R~~:--'-:'<"'C::'-';-:"C-:'---'-" 
+ +++++++ +++ 

Figure 2. Schematic section showing possible sites for stratiform 
deposits and sources of metals and fluids 

Local geological criteria 
• Host sediments and ores are essentially cocval in most 

deposits, i.e. syngenetic (exhalativc) or carly diagenetic 
tim ing for the introduction of base-metal-bearing fluids 
(Century may be an exception). 

• Host rocks are carbonaceous andlor pyritic black and grey 
(dolomitic) siltstone, mudstone and shale, often with a 
significant clastic carbonate (dolomite) component, i.e. the 
most 'reduced' parts of the local sequence. 

• Turbidite and/or tempestite facies are commonly present. 

• The water depths in which the sediments were dcpositcd arc 
different in different deposits (shallow/emergent to sub
photic zone and sub-storm wave base). 

• Coarse-grained debris flows (breccias) in some deposits 
indicate loca l syn-sedimentary fau lting. 

• Fine-grained tuffaceous component is the only indication of 
(distal) coeval vo lcanic activity. 

Mineralisation features 
• Stratiform (stacked) lenses arc common. 

• Individual lenses have a sheet-like aspect ratio. 
• Base-metal sulphides can be finely laminated and are 

interbedded with or form infillings in clastic sedimentary 
layers. 

• Pyrite is abundant in most deposits, but in detail there is no 
simple relationship between pyrite and base-metal sulphide 
abundance. 

• Pyrrhotite is only common in metasomatised/ 
metamorphosed deposits (e.g. Mount Isa). 

• Wide range of Zn/(Zn+Pb), but most deposits and most 
parts of individual deposits Zn > Pb. 

• Only minor Cu (500- 5000 ppm) 

• Weak (Cu) > Pb > Zn zonation in some deposits. 
• Barite is usually not present (except Lady Loretta and 

Grevillea). 

Alteration 
• Footwall alteration ('feeder') pipes are not recognised in 

Australian deposits. 
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• Carbonates in host sequences become richer in Fe and Mn 
closer to mineralisation. 

• Ankerite and/or siderite halos are recognised in several 
deposits, e.g. HYC (Lambert & Scott 1973); Lady Loretta 
(Large & McGoldrick 1997); Century (Waltho et al. 1993). 

• In low-grade metamorphic deposits, the organic matter 
associated with the ores is more thermally mature than 
organic matter in surrounding host rocks. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• Host sequences are anomalous in Zn, Fe, Mn and Tl. 
• Fe and Mn content of carbonates in host sediments 

increases towards ore lenses in some cases, e.g. HYC 
(Lambert & Scott 1973). 

• Ores contain high but variable Ag, As, Sb, Bi, Cd, Hg, In 
and Tl, but very low Au. 

• Se, low; S/Se ratios of base-metal sulphides and pyrite are 
high. 

• Sulphur isotope signatures of base-metal sulphides and 
pyrite are heavy and highly variable within and between 
deposits. 

• Lead isotopes in the ores are (mostly) non-radiogenic and 
have model ages consistent with the ages of the host 
sequences. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• All deposits crop out at the surface. 
• All (except Century) have prominent gossans. 
• Rock chip and soil samples from the vicinity of all deposits 

return anomalous base-metal values. 
• Soil geochemistry (Pb, Zn) has assisted in targeting drilling. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Processed regional potential field data can be used to define 

basement structures, basin margins, the nature and thickness 
of basin fill (depocentres) and other (?syn-sedimentary) 
structures. 

• Density contrast between ores and host rocks may be 
recognisable from detailed gravity surveys. 

• Ores are generally poor electrical conductors and non
magnetic (pyrrhotite-bearing ores are an exception). 

• Airborne and ground electromagnetic surveys can locate 
carbonaceous and pyritic sedimentary host facies. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Limited direct evidence from fluid inclusions, e.g. Walford 

Creek fluids were 150- 1S0°C (Rohrlach et al. 1996). 
• Indirect evidence from fluid modelling, Au geochemistry, 
o isotopes, and (possible) ore-fluid aquifer characteristics 
indicates base-metal transporting fluids were: 
- high salinity (5-25 wt% NaCI eq.); 
- low to moderate temperature (lOO-200°C); 
- weakly oxidised (Sot »H2S). 

• Base-metal fluid source was basinal brines. 
• Sulphide generation and base-metal sulphide precipitation 

caused by thermochemical and/or biogenic sulphate 
reduction. 

Comments on genesis 
Most existing models for these deposits invoke an exhalative 
process and a syngenetic timing for their formation in which 
sulphides accumulate as (chemical) sedimentary layers at the 
sediment- water interface (Stanton 1972). Mineralising fluids 
are thought to be relatively hot and reduced, carrying all the 
ingredients for precipitating pyrite and base-metal sulphides 
contained in the orebodies (Russell et al. 19S1). However, textural, 
sedimentological and isotopic evidence from some deposits, 
notably HYC (Williams 1 97Sa,b, Rye & Williams 19S1, Logan 
1979, Eldridge et al. 1993, Hinman 1996), has been used to 
support a model in which base-metal sulphide mineralisation 
forms in unconsolidated sediments during diagenesis and signifi
cant amounts of pyrite form independently of the base-metal 
sulphides. The genetic model presented here has some elements 
of both earlier models, but an important difference is that cool, 
oxidised fluids are invoked as the likely base-metal transporting 
fluids (McGoldrick & Keays 1990; D.R. Cooke, CODES, pers. 
comm. 1994). Oxidised fluids moving through or out of the 
sediment pile will precipitate base-metal sulphides if their dis
solved sulphate undergoes reduction to sulphide or if they en
counter another source of reduced sulphur. This could happen 
in several ways: 
• exhalation into an anoxic and/or organic matter-rich water 

body (e.g. HYC, part of Lady Loretta); 
• reaction between transient oxidised brines and organic 

matter or diagenetic Fe sulphides in porous sediments in the 
shallow sub-surface before significant burial (e.g. part of 
Lady Loretta); 

• reaction between transient oxidised brines and organic 
matter accumulations (?petroleurn) in the deep sub-surface 
(e.g. Century). 

An alternative model, developed for the Mount Isa Zn- Pb
Ag deposits, suggests they formed by hydrothermal replacement 
oflithified and deformed pyritic sedimentary rocks (Grondijs & 
Schouten 1937, Perkins 1990, Laing 1990, Myers et al. 1996). 
This model cannot be extended to less deformed and unmeta
morpho sed deposits elsewhere. 
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Introduction 
Late Palaeoproterozoic rocks in northwest Queensland and the 
Northern Territory (the 'Carpentaria Zinc Belt' of Sweet et al. 
1993) host five world-class stratiform sediment-hosted Zn- Pb
Ag orebodies (Mount Isa, Hilton, George Fisher, Century and 
HYC) and two smaller, but significant deposits (Lady Loretta 
and Dugald River). The gossanous outcrop of the Mount Isa 
Zn- Pb- Ag lodes was found in 1923 by Campbell Miles, a 
prospector, and since World War 2, geological exploration by 
mining companies has resulted in a significant discovery in 
every decade except the 1970s. The discoveries were the Hilton 
deposit at M[M's 'Northern Leases' in 1948, HYC in 1956, 
Lady Loretta in 1966, Hilton North (now renamed George Fisher) 
by MIM in the early 1980s, and Century in 1990. All these 
deposits had gossanous outcrop or, in the case of Century, a 
strong soil geochemical signature. No world-cl ass deposits are 
known from other Australian Proterozoic sedimentary basins. 

Discoveries in the Carpentaria Zinc Belt during the last de
cade (e.g. Century, George Fisher and Grevillea) hold promise for 
new major deposits in this region and in similar Proterozoic 
sedimentary basins elsewhere. The following discussion 
emphasises geologica l and geochemical features relevant to 
unders tanding ore genesis and developing better exploration 
modcls. 

Main features of the deposits 
The important geologica l featurcs ofthc Carpentaria Zinc Belt 
deposits are summariscd in Table I. The dcposits comprise 
multiple or single lenses of laminated to massive sp halerite, 
galena, Ag-bearing sulphosalts and pyrite. In the larger deposits 
the mineralisation has sheet-like aspect ratios and consists of 
multip le stacked lenses with indi vidual lenses up to severa l 
hundred metres across and several tens of metres thick. At Mount 
[sa, more than thirty Zn-Pb-Ag ore lenses are present in the 
upper 650 m of the Urquhart Shale Member of the Mount Isa 
Group; at McArthur River the IIYC mineralisation occurs as 
seven orc lenses in 80 m of the Barney Creek Formation, and at 
Century there are two mineralised zones in a 40 m thick 
sequence of Member 4 of the Lawn Ilill Formation. 

Geological setting 
The immediate host lithologies to all the Carpentaria Zinc Belt 
deposits are fine-grained carbonaceous (i.e. organic matter-rich) 
siltstones and shales. However, local and regional facies relation
ships for individual deposits indicate a wide va ri ety ofsedimen
tary settings. For instance, the Lady Loretta host sequence is 
thought to have been deposited in a shallow evaporitic restricted 
water body on a partly emergent carbonate shelf(Dunster 1996, 
McGoldrick et al. 1996). By contrast, sedimentary and geochemical 
halo features in the Barney Creek Formation can be traced more 
than 20 km from HYC and indicate that a substantial water 
body existed at the time of mineralisation (Large et al. 1996). 
Furthermore, the Barney Creek Formation is thickest at HYC 
and the mineralised seq uence was probably deposited in the 
most rapidly subsiding (and deepest')) part of an elongate graben 
adjacent to the Emu Fault Zone (Neudeli & McGeough 1996). 
Microfossils from the ore sequence indicate deposition below 
the photic zone (Oehler & Logan 1977). At Mount Isa, Neudert 
(1983) int erpreted the Urquhart Shale, a dolomitic pyritic 
carbonaceous siltstone, as a ('deeper-water') shelf-slope facies 
ofa large perennial lake. In contrast, the Lawn Hill Formation, 
host to Century, is a siliciclastic-dominated sandstone- mudstone 
unit deposited in a mid to outer shclf or deeper (marine ) sett ing 
(Andrews 1996). 

Sedimentary breccias at HYC (Walker et a!. 1977) and 
Walford Creek (Rohrlach et a!. 1996) indicate local syn
sedimentary faulting contemporancous with deposition of the 
mineralised sequences. These faults may have been conduits for 
mineralising fluids (Williams 1978a, Rohrlach et al. 1996). Other 

deposits (e.g. Mount Isa, Century) are close to major regional 
faults, but the host rocks do not contain sedimentary facies 
consistent with nearby syn-sedimentary faulting. These regional 
structures may have exerted fundamental control on early basin 
architecture and later basin inversion, and hence may have been 
important in controlling (or focussing) hydrothermal fluid flow. 

Deformation and metamorphism 
All the deposits have been deformed, but the intensity of 
deformation varies greatly between deposits. High metal-grade 
zones in some deposits may be due to deformation effects. Syn
sedimentary deformation of unconsolidated ores is recognised 
at HYC (Hinman 1995); and late brittle structures disrupt both 
HYC and Century (Coutts 1996, Waltho & Andrews 1993 , 
Waltho et al. 1993). Although some galena and sphal erite at 
HYC and Century show indications of recrystallisation, much 
of the mineralisation preserves primary depositional textures 
(Broadbent & McKnight 1993 , Eldridge et al. 1993 , Hinman 
1996, Large et a!. 1996). In other deposits, fine-grained pyrite 
retains primary textures, but the base-metal sulphides are mostl y 
recrystallised. The Dugald River Main Lode, a shoot-like body 
of slate-sulphide breccias up to 30 m thick, is interpreted to 
have formed during folding by remobilisation of lower grade 
minerali sat ion (Newbery et a!. 1993). The highest grade parts 
of the Lady Loretta orebody are strongly deformed and form 
the ' keel' of a canoe-shaped orebody corresponding to the hinge 
ofa local D, syncline (Hancock & Purvis 1990, Aheimer 1994). 
The highest grade parts of the Hilton orebodies also display 
strong structura l control (Valenta 1994). The Mount Isa orebodies 
occur in the west limb of a regional upright D, anticline and 
galena-rich orcs show spectacular smaller scale disllarmonic folds. 
These fo lds arc tectonic and formed in response to D, and D, 
deformation (McClay 1979). 

Century and HYC arc essentially unmetamorphosed, although 
slight ly higher organic matter maturity in the immcdiatc \ icinity 
of IIYC suggests a local thermal perturbation (Crick 1992). 
Although a spaced axial planc clca\'agc is prescnt inmorc argilla
ccous host rocks at Lady Loretta, peak mctamorphic conditions 
arc not constraincd, but \\ere probably sub-greenschist gradc. 
Thc host sequcnccs at Mount Isa (and Hilton) arc gcnerally 
ascribed a lower greenschist metamorphic grade on the basis of 
mafic mincral assemblages in oldcr mctavolcanic rocks ncar thc 
mine, and phyllosilicate minerals in thc Urquhal1 Shale. However, 
the metavolcanics are in faultcd contact with the Urquhart Shale, 
and ' metamorphic' phyllosilicates in the mine may be products 
of mineralisation -related hydrothermal alteration (Finlow-Bates 
& Stumpfl 1979). Some phyllosilicate-rich zones can be related 
with cel1ainty to the silica-dolomite metasomatic proccss (Swagcr 
et al. 1987, Waring et a!. 1998). The Dugald River deposit has 
been metamorphosed at upper greenschist to lower amphibolitc 
grades (Newbery et a!. 1993). 

Timing of mineralisation 
Timing of the formation of the base-metal s ulphide s in 
Carpentaria Zinc Belt deposits has been a major point of con
tention. The Mount Isa lodes were originally interpreted as 
hydrothermal replacement deposits (Grondijs & Schouten 1937, 
Blanchard & Hall 1942), but with the acceptance of syngenetic 
concepts in the 1950s and 60s, Mount Isa and HYC were reinter
preted as syngenetic-exhalative deposits (Murray 1961, Stanton 
1962, Croxford 1962, Mathias & Clark 1975). The first descrip
tions of the HYC mineralisation assumed a syngenetic-exhalative 
origin for the dcposit (Croxford & Jcphcott 1972, Lambel1 1976). 
Later, Williams ( 1978a,b) used textural and geochemical evidence 
from HYC and nearby minor depos its (Ridge and Cooley) to 
suggest that the HYC mineralisation formed some unspecified 
distance (centimetres? metres?) below the sediment-water inter
face, from fluids so urced from the direction of the Emu Fault 
Zone. He argued that the formation of the HYC stratiform 
mineralisation was an epigenetic process (us ing the definition of 
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Table 1. Important geological features of northern Australian Proterozoic stratiform sediment-hosted Zn-Pb deposits. 

Deposit Size & grade Mineralisation Host rocks Age (Ma) Metamorphism Evaporites Oxidised sediments Zoning Halos References :-0 
IdeLonnation s;:: 

HYC 8 ore lenses in -70 m; Stratiform, Lg. py. sp, Barney Creek Fm- HYC 1640±3 Essentially Important parts of W-Fold Shale (immediate Small very Cu- Py; TI Logan et aI. 1990, 1993 () 
global res. 227 Mt @ 9.2% minor ch, marcasite, Pyritic Shale; pyritic, unmetamorphosed; basin sequences above f/w to mineralisation) shows rich zone in north; regionally; Fe, & references therein; Cl 
Zo, 4.1 % Pb; current arsenopy; primary textures organic matter-rich (up to inversion, but no and below HYC extensive patchy reddening; general (Cu-)Pb- Moio Crick 1992. 0 
project 104 Mt@ 14.1% well preserved. 7% TOe), dolomitic penetrative deformation. Pyritic Shale are Emu FZ; various units Zn. carbonates. t""' 
Zn, 6.1 % Pb and -60 glt siltstones; coarse evaporitic. elsewhere in McArthur and 0 
Ag. sedimentary breccias; Tawallah Gps. ~ minor tuffaceous () 

coml2onent. ~ 
Walford Creek No published reserves; 3 stacked lenses of Fickling Gp-Mt Les 1641J±7 Sub-greenschist; Pseudomorphs after Cu-rich, late stage Py Rohrlach et aI. 1996; 

fi::> several ore-grade stratiform massive py with Siltstone; dolomitic shale relatively flat-lying, but gp in MtLes mineralisation Page et aI. 1994 ; Sweet 
intersections (Cu, Zn, Pb) sp & g as matrix in pyritic (regionally), highly bounded by major Siltstone. near Fish River et aI. 1981. (d 
of a few metres; covers beds; primary textures carbonaceous, dolomitic regional structure (Fish Fault. t""' 
area 6 x 1.5 km. preserved. and pyritic shales and local River Fault). ;J> 

talus breccias. ~ 
Century 2 main ore zones in 40 m Stratifonn sp, py (5-10%), McNamara Gp-Lawn Hill I 595±6 Sub-greenschist; open Not known. Not known. Highest Zn grades Py envelope; Waltho & Andrews Cl 

mineralised sequence; 118 g, ±ch (intimate Fm- unit Pmh4; folding. faulted ore transgress intense siderite 1993, Waltho et al. tTl 
Mt @ 10.2% Zn, 1.5% Pb, association with organic siliciclastic, carbonaceous contacts; stylolitic mineralised development in 1993, Broadbent et al. 
36 gltAg. matter and authigenic si); (TOC 1-5%), sideritic, layering developed in sequence from SE siltstone. 1996, Page et aI. 1994. 

primary textures preserved. shale & siltstone; minor ore sequence. toNW. 
tuffaceous comQQnent. 

Lady Loretta Single high-grade lens Stratiform py, sp, g, McNamara Gp-Lady I 647±4 ?Sub-greenschist; open- Gp moulds from ore Not known. Pb-Zn core to Zn- Py, siderite, Hancock & Purvis 1990 
with reserves of 8.3 Mt @ tetrahedrite, ba, si, tr he; Loretta Fm; carbonaceous, tight synclinal (?D2) horizon; sulphate Ba flanks of main Mn. Tl. (& references therein), 
18.4% Zn, 8.5% Pb, 125 some primary textures pyritic, dolomitic, sideritic structure locally, more evaporites important mineralisation. McGoldrick et al. 1996. 
glt Ag; mineralised preserved. siltstone & shale. open folding regionally. in lower McNamara 
hori zon -50 m thick, Group (Paradise Ck 
recognisable over several Fm, Gunpowder 
W . Creek Fm}. 

Grevillea No published reserves; Stratiform massive py & McNamara Gp-Riversleigh > 1636 and ? Sub- greenschis~ steep, Pseudomorphs of Sandstone interbeds, and Not known. Py. siderite, Coolgardie Gold Annual 
several ore-grade ba; sp & g in pyritic beds. Siltstone; siliciclastic <1652 westerly dip, fault- mush-textured gpo basal Shady Bore Quartzite. Mn, n. reports. 

intersections (Zn, Pb, Ba). carbonaceous mudstone & bounded. 
sandstone. 

Mount Isa 30 stacked (en echelon) Stratiform py, sp, g, Mount Isa Gp-Urquhart I 652±7 (?Lower) greenschist Pseudomorphs of do Basal Mt Isa Gp; Surprise (Cu-)pb-Zn. Py; TI; ?Fe, Mn Forrestal 1990 & 
ore lenses in - 1000 m tetrahedrite ± po. rare mt; Shale; carbonaceous (now facies; 01-03. after gp in Urquhart Creek Fm (beneath and enrichment in references therein, 
(most in upper 650 m); ores show locally intense gt). pyritic, dolomitic Shale; halite casts in possibly laterally equivalent carbonates. McKirdy & Powell 
pre-production reserves of deformation, but some siltstones; 'tuffaceous' siltstone unit above to Mt Isa Gp). 1974, Page et aI. 1994. 
-150 Mt @7%Zn,6% Pb, primary textures preserved. component. Urquhart Shale. 
150 gitAg. 

George Fisher II stacked ore lenses; As for Mt Isa. As for Mt Isa. As forMt As for Mt Isa. Carbonate As for Mt Isa. Not known. Py. MIM 1995 Annual Rpt; 
108 Mt @ 11.5% ZD. Isa. pseudomorphs in 
5.4% Pb, 93 glt Ag. orebodies 

interpreted as after 
Qrimar~ sulQhates. 

Hilton 7 stacked ore lenses; As for Mt Isa, but with As for Mt Isa. As forMt As for Mt Isa, but As for Mt Isa. Upper olbs most Sideritic Valenta 1994, Mathias 
approx. 120 Mt @ 10.2% higher grade and more Cu- Isa. locally more structurally Cu-rich; (Cu-)Pb- siltstone. et al. 1973, Forrestal 
Zn, 5.5% Pb, 100 glt Ag. rich fault-related ore. complex. Zn moving up-dip. 1990. 

Mount Novit Single py lens up to -20 m Stratifonnlstratabound (Lower) Mt Isa Gp-- Probably Greenschist/amphibolite Not known. As for Mt Isa. Not known. Siderite in Russell 1978. MIM 
thick; strike length 5 kIn; (massive) coarse py, po, Moondarra Siltstone; 1660-1650; transition; DI- D), but mineralisation unpublished data. 
no calculated resource, mt± sp, g. dolomitic, pelitic schists. i.e. slightl y complex due to faulting. 
several intersections of older than 
>10% Zn+Pb. Urqhart 

Shale. 

Dugald River 40 m thick lode; 38 Mt @ Stratabound py. sp. po, g, Dugald River Slates (Shear Uncertain, Greenschist- amphibolite Corella Fm in (?Post-D3 hematitisation of (Cu-)pb-Zn & 5 K. Li, Rb, TI, Newbery et al. 1993, 
13.2% Zn. 2.1 % Pb, 32 glt Lr. ch, pyrargyrite, Zone): black, f.g. but transition; 0 1- 0 3, stratigraphic Corella Fm in the isotopes. Pb, Se,Ag, & Dixon & Davidson 
Ag arsenopy, tetrahedrite; carbonaceous slates; probably refolded isoclinal folds footwall is stratigraphic footwall. Sr enrichment 1996, Muir 1983. 

mostly recrystallised, but stratigraphic position not older than with mineralised scapolite-rich; enhancement in 
some rare primary well constrained. MtIsa sequence overturned; pseudomorphs after hangingwaU & 
textures. Group. mineralisation has ?shortite from the footwall. 

mylonitic contacts. mineralised 
sequence. 

ba, barite; ch, chalcopyrite; g, galena; gy, gypsum; he, hematite; mt, magnetite; po, pyrrhotite; py, pyrite; si , silica; sp, sphalerite; TOe, total organic carbon; tr, trace. 
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'epigenetic' proposed by Tourtelot & Vine 1976). 
Nevertheless, the timing of formation of base-metal sulphides 

was broadly 'syn-sedimentary' (i.e. early to late sedimentary 
diagenesis before lithification and porosity occlusion). Detailed 
textural and structural studies by Hinman (1995, 1996) demon
strated that the bulk of base-metal mineralisation was present in 
the sequence before consolidation of the Barney Creek Formation 
muds, and he favours a replacement process occurring at a shallow 
depth below the basin floor to account for the base-metal sulphide 
and pyrite textural relationships. Recent reinterpretation ofthese 
textures by Large et al. (1996) as a ' layer by layer' paragenesis 
suggests individual base-metal sulphide-rich bands formed at 
the sediment- water interface, hence, mineralisation may again 
be termed 'syngenetic-exhalative' . 

The Lady Loretta deposit is hosted by sediments deposited 
in a shallow to emergent restricted (lagoonal?) setting (Dunster 
1996) and mineralisation probably formed both in the water 
column and in the shallow sediment subsurface by replacement 
and porosity infilling (McGoldrick et al. 1996). Sulphur isotope 
data (Carr & Smith 1977) suggest that large amounts of reduced 
S were generated by biogenic and/or thermochemical sulphate 
reduction processes associated with oxidation of reactive 
carbonaceous matter. High organic C contents preserved in fine
grained host rock s to the Lady Loretta deposit suggest a 
sedimentary-diagenetic environment rich in reactive carbon
aceous matter. 

By contrast, at the Century deposit, Broadbent et al. (1996) 
have described metal zoni ng, distincti ve ore textures, and an 
intimate association of base-metal sulphides with degraded 
hydrocarbons, which, they argue, indicate that mineralisation 
formed in the deep subsurface during late diagenesis, owing to 
the interaction of separate sulphate- and base-metal-bearing 
fluids. The hydrocarbons were thought to have been generated 
in s itu from organic matter deposited with the siltstones, and 
the mineralisation event coincided with the onset of basin 
InverSion. 

Neudel1 (1983. 1984) argued on sedimentological and textural 
grounds that the Mount Isa Zn Pb Ag ores formed below the 
sediment water interface after early diagenesis of the Urquhart 
Shale. Evidence presented included the observation that silt
stones with early carbonate cements arc unmineralised, and base
metal sulphides occur preferentially in coarser grained, 
current-deposited beds. 

A radically different genetic model for Mount Isa Zn-Pb 
lodes extends Perkins' (1984) syntectonic model for the Mount 
Isa Cu deposits (Waring et al. 1998) to include the Zn- Pb-Ag 
ores. Perkins (1990, 1995), Laing (1990) and Myers et al. (1996) 
have argued that the Zn- Pb-Ag deposits formed after the major 
D, upright folding of the Mount [sa Group , during the same 
falilt-controlled metasomatic event(s) responsible for forming 
the 'sili ca dolomite' hosts to the Cu minerali sation. The Mount 
Isa Cu and Zn- Pb- Ag lodes in their model are structurally 
controlled, cogenetic, syntecton ic , zoned hydrothermal replace
ment deposits. [fthis interpretation is correct, then 'Mount Isa 
style' Zn-Pb- Ag mineralisation is a di stinct deposit type and 
should not be grouped with the other Carpentaria Zinc Belt 
stratiform deposits. 

This model has yet to gain wide acceptance and the abundant 
similarities betwcen the deposits described here support a 
common, syn-sedimentation to late diagenetic origin for all the 
deposits, rather than a separate genesis for Mount Isa , Hilton, 
and George Fisher. Additional independent evidence for a common 
genetic process for all the 'Carpentaria Zinc Belt' deposits comes 
from Pb isotope data , which indicate that the Pb in each major 
deposit has a model agc very similar to the depositional age of 
the host sequence (Page et al. 1994). Hence, Pb mineralisation at 
Mount Isa is unlikely to have formed during D2, which occurred 
several tens of millions of years after sedimentation. 

Chemical constraints on ore genesis 
Metal transport 
New thermodynamic modelling indicates that several types of 
near-surface saline hydrothermal fluids can carry sufficient base 
metals to form large orebodies if they are focussed into a suitable 
trap site (D.R. Cooke, CODES, pers. comm. 1994). Hot 
(»250°C) fluids can carry Fe, base metals and reduced S 
together in solution. Cool fluids, however, must be quite acid to 
carry metals and reduced S together. Oxidised, near-neutral, 
high-salinity fluids can carry large quantities of base metals, 
even at quite low temperatures «<150°C), but, by definition, 
cannot carry reduced S. 

Apart from recent work at Walford Creek (Rohrlach et al. 
1996), fluid-inclusion studies of these deposits have not pro
vided direct evidence of the physico-chemical character of the 
hydrothennal fluids responsible for base-metal transport. At 
Walford Creek, fluids at ISO- 180°C precipitated sphalerite and 
galena in primary porosity inside syn-diagenetic pyrite mounds 
(Rohrlach et al. 1996). 

Several lines of indirect evidence suggest that hot reduced 
fluids were not responsible for base-metal transport in these 
deposits. These include: 

the very low Cu tenor of the Zn- Pb ores; 

the lack of well-developed Cu-rich feeder zones; although 
minor chalcopyrite is associated with the ores; 

the lack of indication that boiling occurred in deposits hosted 
by shallow-water sediments; 

thc extremely low Au tenor ofthesc deposits (McGoldrick 
ct al. 1996). 

Nor is it likely that acid fluids could survive transport 
through the carbonate-rich sedimentary substrate without being 
neutralised. In basins hosting the Australian deposits, cool, 
relatively oxidiscd, ncar neutral, saline fluids wou ld be common 
connate brines. and arc the favoured tluids for transporting base 
metals (and possible S as sulphate) to the site of mineralisation 
in these deposits (McGoldrick & Keays 1990). 

Sulphur sOllrce(5j alld base-metal sulphide precipitation 

Sulphur isotopes and S Se ratios indicate that the pyrite and 
base-metal sulphides in these deposits contain S from a 'sea
water ' (or evaporitic) S source, and do not contain magmatic S 
(Stanton 1972, McGoldrick 1986). Pyrite 8'·S values are heavy 
and variable, suggesting biogenic sulphate reduction under 
closed-system or partly closed-system conditions (e.g. Lady 
Loretta; Carr & Smith 1977). At temperatures over about 80°C 
thermochemical reduction of sulphate is a viable alternative to 
biogenic reduction and Painter et al. (1996) have advocated 
this mechanism for sulphide in fine-grained pyrite at Mount 
Isa . Base-metal sulphide S isotope signatures are similar to, and 
overlap, the pyrite values, but are usually more tightly clustered 
and suggest additional S may have been introduced with the 
mineralising fluid (Pa inter et al. 1996, Large et al. 1996). The 
wide range in calculated temperatures from sphalerite- ga lena 
pairs indicates isotopic disequilibrium for the minerali sat ion, 
consistent with a low-temperature «200°C) mineralising process. 

Current genetic model 
The general ingredients needed to form a stratiform sediment
hosted Zn- Pb- Ag deposit are a base-metal transporting fluid 
(relatively oxidised, near-neutral basinal brines), and a fluid 
drive which focusses this fluid into a sedimentary environment 
conducive to biogenic or thermochemical sulphate reduction. 
Base-metal su lphide precipitation occurs in response to redox 
changes. Cooling or mixing with less-sa line fluids will not pro
mote base-metal sulphide precipitation (D. R. Cooke, CODES, 
pers. comm. 1994). 
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The variety in sedimentary settings inferred from host-rock 
facies reflects the diversity of organic matter-rich sedimentary 
facies (e.g. shallow lagoonal carbonates at Lady Loretta, deeper 
water clastic carbonates at HYC, open shelf marine siliciclastics 
for Century). The timing of introduction of metal-carrying fluids 
into these settings can vary from syn-sedimentation (e.g. syn
genetic-exhalative mineralisation at HYC and Lady Loretta), to 
syn-diagenesis (e.g. parts of Lady Loretta formed in the shallow 
sediment subsurface; Mount Isa Zn-Pb-Ag ores may have 
formed at quite some depth in the subsurface, after significant 
compaction and cementation), to syn-early basin inversion (e.g. 
Century mineralisation). Fluid drive and focussing mechanisms 
are not well understood, but the association of some deposits 
with major structures suggests that pre-existing structural grain 
is an important control on fluid movement. Seismic effects may 
cause intermittent high flow rates (e.g. Large et al. 1996). Deep 
convective circulation, which would involve fluid interaction 
with older basement rocks, is favoured by some workers (e.g. 
Solomon & Heinrich 1992), but topographically driven flow in 
shallow aquifers may be a viable alternative (e.g. Garven 1995). 

Key exploration tools 
Because of the diversity shown by these deposits, there is no 
single set of exploration techniques that can be used in the search 
for new deposits. At the basin scale, understanding the structural 
architecture (past and present) and the distribution of organic
rich sedimentary facies can help to define areas of interest. Remote 
field geophysical data will elucidate basin structures and distri
bution of other rock types hidden beneath the sedimentary cover. 

At the prospect scale, geological mapping of structures and 
sedimentary facies is important. Airborne and ground EM surveys 
may be used to locate pyritic and/or carbonaceous facies in the 
subsurface. Surface geochemical surveys and gossan studies give 
useful information, but spurious anomalies and broad Zn dis
persions can make interpretation difficult (e.g. Broadbent 1995). 
Detailed gravity surveys (e.g. Duffett 1996) can reveal the 
presence of high-grade Zn-Pb mineralisation at depths of sev
eral hundred metres. 

Lithogeochemical techniques applied to fresh outcrop and 
drill-core samples can provide vectors to hidden mineralisation 
(Lambert & Scott 1973, Large & McGoldrick 1997). 
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'Unconformity-related' U + Au + platinum-group-element deposits 
T.P. Mernagh, L.A.I. Wyborn & E.A. Jagodzinski 
Australian Geological Survey Organisation, GPO Box 378, Canberra, ACT 2601. 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Jabiluka, Ranger, Coronation Hill , Koongarra, Nabarlek, 
Rum Jungle (Australia); Rabbit Lake, P2 North, Eagle Point, 
Dominique-Peter, Claude, Cluff (Canada) 

Target 
o Typical size: 0.1 - 20 Mt of ore. 

o Both single and mUltiple deposits occur. 

o Grade: 0.2- 12% U. 
o May have up to 200 ppm Au and 30 ppm PGE. 

Mining and treatment 
o U usually in stratiform wedge or tabular form, but Au and 

PGE may be more widespread (Fig . 1). 

o U is readily separated and recovered by ac id leaching of ore, 
followed by solvent extraction. 
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Figure 2. Model of possible relationships between different styles 
of unconformity-related U ± Au ± PGE deposits. 

o Mineralisation of major deposits is older than 500 Ma. with 
the majority 1350- 1750 Ma. 

Mineralisation features 
o Hosted by veins, and open space-filling breccia 

o Primary minerals arc uraninite, Au, Pd, stibiopaliadinite. and 
Pt Pd selenides. 

o Gangue minerals include chlorite. sericite, quartz, carbonate, 
graphite, kaolinite, hematite. 

o Au ± PG E only ore is hosted by feldspathic and calcareous 
rocks . 

o U ± Au ± PGE ore occurs in reduced lithologies, typically at 
or below a regional unconformity. 

o Low sulphide content with minor pyrite, galena, marcasite. 
pyrrhotite, sphalerite, and chalcopyrite. 

Hill prospect. Alteration 

Regional geological criteria 
o Intracontinental or continental margin basins. 

o An oxidised, thick cover sequence (> I km) of quartz-rich 
sandstone. 

o Reduced basement, containing fel dspa r-bearing rocks or 
carbonaceous/ferrous iron-rich un its . 

o Dilatant structures within faults which cut both cover and 
basement sequences. 

Local geological criteria 
o An unconformity or fault separating reduced lithologies 

from an oxidised cover sequence. 

o The largest Australian deposits lie within 100 m of an 
unconformity. 

o Sub-vertical and sub-horizontal pipe-like or ribbon-like 
dilatant structures within faults or sandstones containing 
organic matter or other reductants. 

o Alteration extends over I km from the mineralisation. 

o Alteration characterised by sericite chlorite ± kaolinite ± 
hematite. 

o Mg metasomatism and the formation of late-stage Mg-rich 
chlorite is common. 

o Strong desilicification occurs at the unconformity, and 
quartz is redeposited as veins at higher stratigraphic levels. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o U and Mg enrichment in alteration zones adjacent to 

mineralisation with accompanying SiO,. Na,O, CaO, and Th 
depletion. - -

o Anomalous Th concentrat ions above deposits. 

o Cu, Au, and As precipitate at higher stratigraphic levels and 
phosphatic breccias occur at even higher leve ls. 

o Enhancement of Ni and Cr in mafic rocks, Ba and P,O. in 
felds par-rich rocks, and Mn in iron-rich rocks. -, 
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Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Stream sediments may show anomalous U and/or Au, but 

other trace elements are influenced by the dominant 
lithology in the drainage basin. 

• Soil sampling indicates that U anomalies associated with 
mineralisation can be distinguished from areas of high 
natural U by high U/Th. 

• Rock-chip surveys show enrichment in As, Cu, La, Ce, Nd, 
Sr, Zr, Cr, Ni, Ba, Mn and PP5 associated with 
mineralisation. 

Geophysical criteria 
• U, U2/Th, and U2/K are the most useful gamma-ray 

spectrometry images for highlighting alteration and 
mineralisation. 

• Areas of high Th, but low U and K may also indicate 
mineralisation at depth. 

• Magnetic lows resulting from the formation of hematite 
from oxidised fluids are visible in aeromagnetic data. 

• Some deposits occur in the vicinity of conductive 
(graphitic) horizons, which give a distinct response in 
ground electromagnetic surveys. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Highly saline, Ca-dominated fluids, up to 30 wt % CaCI2• 

• Moderate temperature, 100-200°C. 
• Oxidised and acidic (pH<5). 
• Meteoric fluid with 0180 values between -6 and + 1 per mil. 
• Au ± PGE-only ore is precipitated by moderate decrease in 

pH/f0 2 by interaction with feldspathic or pH-neutralising 
lithologies. 

• U ± Au ± PGE precipitates when an oxidised fluid mixes 
with reduced fluids or directly interacts with reduced 
lithologies. 

Comments on genesis 
• The 'meteoric model' (Johnston & Wall 1984, Wilde et al. 

1989a, Jaireth 1992, Solomon & Groves 1994, Memagh et al. 
1994, Komninou & Sverjensky 1996). Highly oxidised, acidic 

and Ca-rich meteoric brine in a neutral cover sequence flows 
down faults and dilational structures. Fluid interaction with 
feldspathic or calcareous rocks causes a moderate increase in 
pH and reduction in f0 2 leading to precipitation of Au and 
PGE, but little or no U. Mixing with reduced fluids from below 
the unconformity or direct interaction with carbonaceous or 
other reduced basement lithologies causes precipitation of U 
+ Au + PGE. This model explains the observed wider distribu
tion of Au + PGE ore and the restriction ofU + Au + PGE ore 
to at or below the unconformity. 

• The 'diagenetic model' (Hoeve et al. 1980, Sibbald & Quirt 
1987, Ruzicka 1993). Oxidised, ore-bearing fluids form within 
the sedimentary cover during high-temperature prograde 
diagenesis. Some of the fluids enter the basement and are 
reduced before ascending again along faults and fractures, where 
they mingle with laterally moving oxidised fluids . Precipita
tion of U + other metals takes place at the interface between 
the oxidising and reducing fluids (i.e. at the redox front) . High
grade U or polymetallic mineralisation forms directly at the 
unconformity. Medium-grade U mineralisation may form below 
the unconformity and low-grade U mineralisation may form 
within the sedimentary sequence at some distance above the 
unconformity. However, this model does not account for the 
Au + PGE mineralisation (without U) which occurs above the 
unconformity at Coronation Hill. 

• The 'supergene model' (Ferguson et al. 1980, Knipping 1974, 
Ruzicka 1975). U + other metals are leached from Palaeo
proterozoic rocks by surface waters and precipitated when 
they encounter a reducing environment. The timing is presumed 
to be pre-deposition of overlying sediments, i.e., during forma
tion of the regolith at the unconformity, but recent dating 
indicates that mineralisation post-dates the age ofthe overlying 
sediments for most of the 'unconformity-related' deposits. 

• The' hypogene model' (Hegge & Rowntree 1978, Binns et al. 
1980). Heat generated from adjacent granites drives a convec
tive cell of metalliferous fluids. The source of the fluids is 
considered deep-seated, generated during the metamorphic 
event preceeding deposition of the overlying sediments. This 
model cannot satisfactorily account for the spatial association 
of mineralisation with the unconformity between basement 
and overlying sediments. 
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Introduction 
'Unconformity-related' deposits constitute approximately 33% 
of the World Outside the Centrally Planned Economies Area's 
(WOCA's) U resources and they include some of the largest and 
richest deposits (Lambert et al. 1996). Although U is usually 
the principal commodity, many Australian deposits also con
tain significant quantities of Au and platinum group elements 
(PGE), which are paragenetically associated with U mineralisation, 
but not necessarily spatially associated with the U. For example, 
the Jabiluka deposit contains -93 000 t Ups and 8.8 t Au, and 
significant but subeconomic Pd (Wilkinson 1995, Wilde et al. 
1989a). Many of the Canadian deposits also contain significant 
quantities of Au, PGE and other metals, such as Ni, Co, Cu, Zn, 
etc. (Ruzicka 1993). In the Pine Creek Inlier, the mineralisation 
is typically concentrated at the base of a Paleoproterozoic sand
stone, where it is in unconformable contact with older basement 
rocks, which commonly contain carbonaceous and/or ferrous 
iron-rich rocks. In the early 1970s, deposits of this type became 
very attractive exploration targets, but suitable geological 
environments for these types of deposit seem relatively restricted. 
Within the Pine Creek Inlier (see below) there are over 100 U
bearing occurrences, over 70 of these being in the Alligator Rivers 
uranium field (Ewers et al. 1984). This review attempts to 
summarise some of the features common to Australian 
Proterozoic , ' unconformity-typc' deposits and also includes 
some younger U deposits that have similar mineralisation processes. 

Australian regional setting 
Deposits in the Pine Creek Inlier 
The major U occurrences in Australia are shown in Figure 3, and 
those in the Pine Creek Inlier in the Northern Territory can be 
divided into three fields (Fig. 4): the Rum Jungle uranium field. 
the Alligator Rivers uranium field and the South Alligator Valley 
mineral field. Geologically. this region is dominated by 
Paleoproterozoic sedimcntary and volcanic rocks. which werc 
deposited on a basement of dcformed Archaean metasediments 
and felsic meta-igneous rocks. The earliest sedimentation took 
place in intracratonic basins. The basal sequence overlying the 
Archaean Waterhouse and Rum Jungle Complexes. the 
Namoona GrouP. contains sandstone. arkosic conglomerate. 
minor shale and massi\e marble (Needham et al. 1980). In the 
northeast. the Kakadu Group, which is composed of mainly 
gneiss and quartzite, is the basal sequence which surrounds the 
Nanambu Complex. The lower member of the Cahi ll Formation 
overlies the Kakadu Group and is the main host for U 
mineralisation in this region (Needham et al. 1980). It contains 
carbonaceous schist, marble, calc-silicate rock, paragneiss and 
carbonate lenses, which commonl y occur near the ore zones. 
These groups are furthcr overlain by fluviatile and shallow 
marine sequences of psammites and pelites (Needham et al.. 
1980). 

This first period of Paleoproterozoic sedimentation was 
followed by regional metamorphism and a major phase of defor
mation, the Nimbuwah event, at about 1865 Ma (Needham et 
al. 1988). In the South Alligator Valley region, the pre-1865 
Ma sequence is unconformably overlain by the EI Sherana and 
Edith River Groups, which are dominated by felsic volcanic 
rocks. Widespread granite intrusions are associated with broad 
refolding, which occurred around 1830 Ma (Stuart-Smith et al. 
1993). Above the volcanics and the pre-1865 Ma sequence is a 
second regional unconformity and the Katherine River Group, 
which consists of flat-lying. hematitic sandstone of the 
Kombolgie Formation and some interbedded mafic volcanic 
rocks. Note that the Katherine River Group does not extend 
into the Rum Jungle area. 

The RUlli JUI/gle uralliulII field, in the western part of the 
Pine Creek Inlier, was the site of the earliest discovery of U in 
the Pine Creek area in 1949. Subsequently, several small deposits 
(the largest of which contained -2400 t U) were mined in this 

region, e.g. Rum Jungle Creek South, Whites, Dysons and Mount 
Burton. 

The Alligator Rivers uranium field lies in the northeastern 
part of the Pine Creek Inlier and contains the largest known U 
deposits (e.g. -93000 t Ups at Jabiluka) in the inlier. The 
major mineral deposits in this field (e .g. Koongarra. Ranger, 
Jabiluka, and Nabarlek) are located in or adjacent to fault zones. 
These deposits have an outer zone of alteration extending over 
I km from the ore, which is also associated with a more restricted 
inner zone of alteration in the basement, and along and above the 
unconformity below the Kombolgie Formation (Gustafson & 
Curtis 1983 , Wilde & Wall 1987, Wilde et al. 1989a). 
Mineralisation occurs below the unconformity between the 
Cahill Formation and the Kombolgie Formation and is close to 
and often within graphitic horizons in the pre-1865 Ma sequence. 
The earliest phases of mineralisation at Koongarra, Jabiluka and 
Nabarlek have been shown by U- Pb and Sm-Nd age determina
tions to be about 1615 Ma (Maas 1989), but mineralisation at 
Ranger appears to be older than the -1650 Ma Kombolgie 
Formation (-1737 Ma, Ludwig et al. 1987, Maas 1989). 

The South Alligator Valley uranium field lies within the 
major northwest-trending Rockhole- EI Sherana- Palette fault 
system. All deposits are small but high grade and the largest 
production of 192 t U was from ore grading 0.4 7% U from the 
EI Sherana deposit (Battey et al. 1987). The host rocks are 
greenschist facies , but the deposits are also surrounded by 
alteration zones, which may extend for> I km. The alteration is 
characterised mineralogically by quartz + sericite ± chlorite ± 
kaolinite ± hematite, with hematite being the most extensive 
type of alteration. U- Pb dating indicates that mineralisation is 
much youngcr than in the Alligator Rivers uranium field and 
may be as young as 600 900 Ma (Greenhalgh & Jeffery 1959). 

Other similar Australian uranium deposits 

The Tllree Creek area is located in the Pilbara region of Western 
Australia, ncar the southern Illargin of the Hamcrsicy Basin, 
adjacent to the Brcsnahan Basin. The arca contains an estimated 
0.5 Mt Up, with an average grade of 0.45 kg/t (Wilkinson 
1995). The most significant mineralisation is in the Angelo River 
area. at the faulted contact (unconformity'?) between underlying 
dolomite and carbonaceous shales of the Paleoproterozoic Wyloo 
Group and the overlying Mesoproterozoic Kunderong Sandstone. 
Near-surface, oxidised, acidic groundwaters moving along the 
contact are thought to have transported U, which was depos
ited and further concentrated in response to pH increasing from 
interaction of the fluid with the wall rocks (Ewers & Nakatsuka 
1986). 

The Kintyre deposit is located in the Rudall region of the 
Paterson Province, north Western Australia. It was discovered 
in 1985 and has a resource estimate of 36 000 t U]O, with 
grades of 1.5- 4.0 kg/t Up, (Jackson & Andrew 1990). Base
ment rocks in this region consist of high-grade isoclinally folded 
metasediments (Rudall Metamorphic Complex), which are 
unconformably overlain by Neoproterozoic sedimentary rocks 
(Coolbro Sandstone, Ycnecna Group). Unlike the cover sequence 
in the Pine Creek Inlier, the overlying Coolbro Sandstone has 
been tightly fo lded and sheared . The ore is hosted by graphitic 
schist. and chloritic and carbonaceous schist. chert. pelite and 
psammite in the basement Rudall Metamorphic Complex; 
hematite and carbonates occur immediately around mineralised 
veins. Mineralisation occurs as collofoml uraninite in dolomitic 
carbonate veins, with lower grade disseminated uraninite . 
Accessory to trace native Bi, chalcopyrite, bornite, galena and 
Au are associated with uraninite, and platinoids have been 
detected. 

The Westmoreland uranium field comprises a series of sma ll 
prospects and deposits near the southeastern margin of the 
McArthur Basin, near the Queensland/Northern Territory border. 
The estimated reserves for the principal U deposits total 12 000 t 
of ore grading 0.17% U30 S The U mineralisation is located near 
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Figure 3. Major 'unconformity-related' U deposits and prospects in Australia (modified from Battey et al. 1987). 

the Westmoreland Conglomerate, in the underlying Cliffdale 
Volcanics (e.g. Eva mine), the overlying Seigal Volcanics (e.g. 
Cobar 2), or in the Westmoreland Conglomerate adjacent to the 
northeast-trending basic dykes . Hochman & Ypma (1984) 
concluded that U was leached from the Westmoreland Conglom
erate and was precipitated where suitable reducing conditions 
existed. Ahmad (1987) advocated a similar origin and elaborated 
on the precipitation mechanism. 

The Tennant Creek-style of mineralisation has also been 
described as a variant of 'unconformity-related' U±Au±PGE 
mineralisation (Wall & Valenta 1990). At the Edna Beryl and 
Northern Star prospects, U is associated with Au in hematitic 
shale of the Warramunga Group, which is unconformably over
lain by several cover successions, including the Tompkinson 
Creek beds. Wall & Valenta (1990) claim that the ironstone 
bodies formed in tension cracks and dilatant fault jogs. The 
deformation of the chloritic shear-zone envelopes around the 
ironstones allowed ingress of an acidic, oxidised, highly saline 
fluid which was capable of simultaneously transporting Au, Cu, 
Bi and U. Mineralisation is thought to be due to reduction of 
these fluids by reaction with the magnetite-rich ironstones (Wall 
& Valenta 1990). Khin Zaw et a!. (1994) have shown that the 
ore-bearing fluids at Tennant Creek were oxidised, highly 
saline brines, and Huston et a!., (1993) argued that mineralisation 
resulted from the ascent of oxidised high-temperature magmatic 
fluids which mixed with reduced connate brines. The latter 
authors claim that the type of ore formed depended on the ratio 

of the two fluids. Skirrow & Walshe (1994) have proposed 
another model, which has an oxidising, highly saline, basinal 
brine present prior to and during ore deposition, but with Au ± 
Bi ± Cu mineralisation resulting from an ascending, hotter, 
reduced fluid which was subsequently oxidised by the iron
stone bodies. For all cases, however, chemical modelling has 
shown that relatively oxidised fluids (i.e. f02 > hematite
magnetite buffer) are required for U transport (Dubessy et a!. 
1987). 

107 U occurrences (Battey et a!. 1987) are recorded in the 
Eastern Creek Volcanics of the Mt Isa region. The largest of 
these is Valhalla with an indicated resource of 8.69 Mt of ore 
grading -1% U30 g• The U ore occupies a steeply dipping 
ferruginous tuff horizon interbedded with metasediments and 
pyritic shale, and minor Cu mineralisation is present in the form 
of chalcopyrite-silica-dolomite veining (Wilkinson 1995). 
Nearby deposits include the Skal deposit, where U occurs in a 
brecciated siltstone interbedded with basic volcanics, and the 
Anderson's Lode prospect, which contains U mineralisation in 
a lens of altered greywacke interbedded with altered basalt 
(Battey et a!. 1987). Recently, Heinrich et a!. (1995) have shown 
that the district-scale alteration of metabasalts in the Eastern 
Creek Volcanics was associated with the infiltration of bittern 
brines. The high ferric/ferrous ratio of the altered basalts kept 
these brines at moderately high oxidation potentials, which were 
favourable for the transport of Cu, U and other elements that 
could be leached from the source rocks. The oxidised brine is 
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tho ught to have initi a ll y flowed downwards before being 
refocussed along major faults (Heinrich et al. 1995) and , thus , U 
mineralisation may occur at relatively low temperatures wherever 
these downdrawn fluids encounter suitably reduced (i.e. graphitic 
or ferrous-rich) sediments, volcan ics or dolerites. 

The Bigr/yi U deposit in the Nga li a Basin is an example of 
a much younger deposit, which contains -2770 t U10 X (Fidler 
et al. 1990). The ore is hosted by organic-rich sandstone in the 
Devonian- Carboniferous Mount Eclipse Sandstone. However, 
the mineralisation at BigrJyi occurs in the middle of the sedimen
tary basin, approximately 100- 500 m above the unconformable 
contact with the metamorphosed basement, rather than at or 
below the unconformity, as in the above examples. This difference 
is attributed by Fidler et al. (1990) to mineralised, oxygenated, 
meteoric waters descending into the basin and encountering 
reducing conditions induced by the presence of organic matter 
trapped in the sandstone of the basinal sequence. Another 

exam pl e of the Bigryli style of deposit is the Oobagoo/l/(/ 
prospect in thc West Kimberley region (Brunt 1990). This is 
hosted by Late Devon ian- Early Carboniferous sandstone, 
with in a Phanerozoic basin . Groundwater has migrated along 
the palaeochannel and formed a broad tongue of oxidised sand
stone. Uranium mineralisation precipitated in and around con
centrations of detrital organic matter in this oxi dised sandstone. 

T he Frome Embayment in South Australia contains even 
younger deposits. The Beverley deposit (-16 200 t U,Ox) com
prises several large fl at-l y ing lenses of U mineralisation in a 
quartz- feldspar sand unit of the Namba Formation (Miocene). 
Organic carbon ranges up to 0.5% in the mineralised zones 
(Battey et al. 1987). The HoneY/l/oon deposit (-3390 t U30 X) is 
in a paleochannel at the margins of a zone of oxidised sand and 
clay of the underlying Eyre Formation (Palaeocene-Eocene). 
Uranium was precipitated at a redox boundary along the outer 
edge of a broad bend in the channel. The oxidised sand is yellow 
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and orange, owing to the presence of limonite, and the reduced 
sand is grey and pyritic. Carbon, mostly as organic plant mat
ter, remains in the reduced zones (Battey et aI., 1987). 

Controls on mineralisation 
Structural controls 
All deposits appear to be structurally controlled and lie close to 
major faults that intersect both the basement and the overlying 
sedimentary cover sequence (Johnston & Wall 1984, Valenta 
1991). Within these major fault structures U mineralisation was 
localised in kinked, chevron-folded and brecciated regions in 
the basement lithologies. In the South Alligator Valley, 
mineralisation was localised around two types of opening: 1) 
sub-horizontal pipe or ribbon-like bodies, which do not extend 
at depth, but are laterally extensive; and 2) sub-vertical pipe
like features, which have a small horizontal expression, but 
extend to greater depth than the former type (Valenta 1991). 
The faults controlling mineralisation were active after deposition 
of the cover sequence above the unconformity. They may be 
reactivated earlier faults or younger faults post-dating deposition 
of the cover sequence. Generally, there is little post
unconformity displacement on these faults (Valenta 1991), which 
acted as a conduit for the ore-bearing fluids. 

Lithological controls 

The role of the basement lithologies. All known U deposits of 
the Pine Creek Inlier lie below, but within 100 m of the 
unconformity between post-1865 Ma sandstones and felsic 
volcanics and the pre-1870 Ma highly deformed basement. 
Mineralisation in the Rum Jungle region is confined to pyritic, 
chloritic and graphitic phyllites. In the Alligator Rivers uranium 
field, mineralisation at Nabarlek is associated with chlorite and 
white mica in a shear zone in altered schists, while all other 
deposits occur in the lower member of the Cahill Formation, 
which consists of alternating quartz-muscovite-chlorite schist, 
quartz-chlorite schist, quartz-graphite schist, and magnesite 
dolomite. In the South Alligator Valley, U mineralisation is hosted 
in carbonaceous, iron-rich and chloritic shales. In contrast to 
this, Au and PGE mineralisation without U is hosted by felds
pathic and calcareous rocks and, at Coronation Hill, the host 
lithologies for the Au + PGE-only mineralisation include quartz
feldspar porphyry, green tuffaceous shale, diorite, dolomite and 
sedimentary breccias. 

In summary, deposition is related to redox/pH changes 
resulting from either fluid mixing or fluid interaction with host 
lithologies. These lithologies can be divided into those dominated 
by reductants (e.g. graphite, pyrite, etc.), which host mainly U 
deposits, and those capable of neutralising the acidic ore-bearing 
fluids (e.g. feldspars, carbonates, etc.). The latter tend to host 
Au and PGE dominant ore deposits. In higher flow regimes, 
deposition may be totally independent of the host rocks and, 
instead, occurs as a result of mixing between oxidised and reduced 
fluids. 

The role of the cover sequence. A thick, neutral to oxidised 
cover sequence (such as the Kombolgie Formation) played an 
important role in the formation of world-class 'unconformity
style' deposits. Physically, it acted as a thick but permeable cover 
sequence, forming a substantial reservoir which allowed the 
prolonged maintenance and concentration of fluids in an 
oxidised, metal-rich state before migration into more reducing 
environments below (Mernagh et a1.l994). The thick cover 
sequence also acted as an insulating blanket, such that the meteoric 
fluids could attain temperatures around 150°C as they flowed 
down faults towards the unconformity. These temperatures are 
optimal for the simultaneous transport ofU, Au and PGE as the 
solubilities ofU and PGE decrease at higher temperatures (Wilde 
et al 1989a). Thirdly, the thick sandstone cover sequence acted 
as a protective cap which preserved the ore deposits for a con
siderable period of time from the effects oflater erosion. 

The non-reactive nature of the quartz-rich sandstones of 
the Kombolgie Formation ensured that the highly oxidised envi
ronment necessary for optimum U transport was maintained. If 
the solutions were to come into contact with large volumes of 
carbonaceous material, ferrous iron, carbonate, feldspar or 
sulphides within the cover sequence, then precipitation of metals 
from the fluid in a disseminated form would occur throughout 
the cover sequence. The absence of clay in the Kombolgie 
Formation allows the sandstone to maintain its permeability, 
whilst the absence of feldspar maintains the low pH conditions 
needed to keep the metals in solution. As a result, there is no 
mineralisation within the Kombolgie Formation, although some 
alteration extends into it (Gustafson & Curtis 1983). This 
contrasts with the Canadian unconformity-style deposits, where 
ore occurs both in the basement and in the cover sequence in 
sandstones of the Athabasca Formation. This difference is due 
to the presence of reductants such as carbon, organic material 
and ferrous minerals in the Athabascan sandstones, which are 
also believed to have contained a high proportion of feldspar 
and mafics prior to diagenetic alteration (Hoeve et al. 1980). 

What is the role of the unconformity? 
The role of the unconformity is two-fold (Johnston & Wall 
1984). Firstly, it represents a chemical contrast between neutral 
or non-reactive rocks above the unconformity, and chemically 
reactive basement rocks immediately below it. The ore-bearing 
fluid is largely unaffected as it passes through the non-reactive 
rocks above the unconformity and, hence, there is normally no 
mineralisation within the cover sequence. However, chemical 
reactions leading to the precipitation of ore may occur whenever 
the fluid interacts with the feldspathic or reducing lithologies. 
This normally happens when the ore-bearing fluid encounters 
different lithologies below the cover sequence; but there are 
exceptions to this rule (e.g. deposits in the Athabasca Formation, 
Bigrlyi, etc.) which occur when the reductants are incorporated 
within the cover sequence itself. 

The second role is that of strain incompatibility, which occurs 
between the basement and the cover rocks at the unconformity. 
This incompatibility enhances permeability so that the 
unconformity acts as a pathway for mineralising fluids and it 
follows that unconformity-style deposits could also form well 
below the unconformity (e.g. adjacent to faults) in regions where 
there are strong competency and/or chemical contrasts. 

Therefore, although most of the known U deposits are at or 
just below the unconformity, as such, it is not an essential feature, 
as mineralisation will occur whenever there are strong chemical 
contrasts between the ore-bearing fluids and their surrounding 
environment. 

Hydrothermal alteration haloes 
The orebodies are ringed by patchy alteration zones, which 
may extend over 1 km from the site of mineralisation (Binns et 
al. 1980, Gustafson & Curtis 1983, Wilde & Wall 1987). The 
alteration is characterised by sericite-chlorite ± kaolinite ± 
hematite (Binns et al. 1980, Wilde & Wall 1987, Wyborn et al. 
1991). Strong desilicification occurs at the unconformity and 
silica is redeposited as quartz veins at higher stratigraphic levels 
(Wilde & Wall 1987, Wyborn et al. 1994). The alteration zones 
are also enriched in Mg and have high Fe1+/Fe2+ ratios, owing to 
the oxidation of nearly all Fe present in this zone (Ewers & 
Ferguson 1980). They also have high U/Th ratios, and almost 
complete depletion of Nap, CaO and Th (Wilde et al. 1989a, 
Wyborn et al. 1994). Depletion ofTh in the alteration zones 
implies that Th must have been precipitated elsewhere. Th
enriched areas have been located at higher structural levels and 
are generally associated with high concentrations of rare-earth 
elements and Zr (Fig. 2). Thus, zones of Th enrichment and 
silicification may be potential indicators of unconformity
related mineralisation at depth. 

Phosphorus is also markedly enriched at some deposits (e.g. 
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Ranger, labiluka and Koongarra) and at Nabarlek it occurs mainly 
as apatite (Frishman et a1. 1985). In the South Alligator VaHey, 
many deposits have consistently high P values (up to 17 wt.% 
Pp) and high concentrations of phosphate (up to 38 wt.% 
P20 5) are also known to occur in sandstone and breccia in the 
Rum Jungle area (Ingram 1973). This enrichment ofP appears to 
occur at structurally higher levels than the mineralisation (Wyborn 
et al. 1991) and, thus, outcrops ofP20 s' particularly those near 
faults, may indicate mineralisation at depth. 

Ore mineralogy 
Uraninite is the most common primary U mineral, but minor 
brannerite, coffinite, and other secondary U minerals formed 
by weathering may also occur. In the Rum Jungle uranium field, 
U is locally accompanied by base-metal sulphides in various 
proportions (Needham & De Ross 1990). Uranium mineralisation 
occurs as veins, breccia fill and fine-grained disseminations in 
the Alligator Rivers uranium field and the U is accompanied by 
Au at Koongarra and Ranger (Wilde 1991). Both Au and minor 
PGE mineralisation occur with U ore at Jabiluka and Nabarlek 
(Wilde et al. 1989a). At Koongarra and Nabarlek, fine Au grains 
are included in uraninite , implying that Au deposition occurred 
simultancously with that of uraninite (Hills 1973). The distri
bution of Pd is very similar to that of Au (Wilde et al. 1989a), 
imply ing contemporaneous deposition of all three elements. 
Minor chalcopyrite and galena, but no Au, occur with dolomite 
and quartz in veinlets that postdate the uraninite. 

Gold is also prescnt within most of the deposits in the 
South Alligator Valley and two distinct typcs of mineralisation 
have been recognised at Coronation Hill (Mernagh et al. 1994). 
The first is U- Au PGE ore, found at or below the unconformity 
beneath the Kombolgie Formation and generally restricted to 
conglomerates containing carbonaceous clasts and chloritic 
alteration zones in quartz-feldspar porphyry. Visible to micro
scopic grains of Au occur with the U ore, which consists of 
disseminated and patchy uraninite. The second style is Au
PGE ore with very low U content, which is also confined to the 
stratigraphic units below the unconformity, but otherl\ise 
appears to have no lithological control. Au PGE ore is not closely 
correlated with U or pyrite and the overall sulphide content is 
10\\ , with minor pyrite, pyrrhotite. sphalerite , chalcopyrite . 
and galena (Mernagh ct al. 1(94). 

Chemical controls on mineralisation 
Fluid inclusion studies in the Alligator Rivers uranium field (Ypma 
& Fuzikawa 19RO. Wilde et al. 19R9b) were restricted to inclu
sions in pre-ore and late-stage quartz and carbonate, but a fluid
inclu sion study of the Coronation Hill deposit in the South 
Alligator Valley used quartz and carbonate that were intimately 
associated with the main stage of mineralisation (Mernagh et al. 
1994). All these studies produced similar rcsults, which showed 
that the ore-bearing fluid was initially a highly oxidised, acidic, 
calcium-rich brine and that minerali sation occurred at tempera
tures greater than 100°e, but less than 250°e, At these condi
tions, transport of Au and PGE would involve mainly chloride 
compl exes, whereas U may be transported as the oxychloride 
species and, thus, all species could be transported in the same 
fluid. Oxygen isotope and mineralogical evidence (Binns et al. 
1980, Ypma & Fuzikawa 1980, Ewers et al. 1984, Mernagh et 
al. 1994) suggests that the ore fluid originated as saline ground 
water which travelled down subvertical faults before reacting 
with the feldspathic and reduced lithologies below the neutral 
sandstone of the Kombolgie Formation. 

Thermodynamic calculations (Wilde et al. 1989b, Jaireth 
1992, Mernagh et al. 1994, Komninou & Sveljensky 1996) 
indicate that mineralisation may occur by reduction of the 
oxidised fluid andlor by an increase in pH. Chemical modelling 
of the reaction of the orc-bearing fluid with potash fcldspar 
(Mernagh et al. 1(94) results in a moderate decrease in fO" an 
increase in pH from below 4 to 5.1, and precipitation of Au-, Pt, 

and Pd with little or no U. A greater decrease in f0 2 andlor an 
increase in pH is needed to precipitate the U ± Au ± PGE ore 
and this may result from either the direct interaction with highly 
carbonaceous or ferruginous units or from mixing with reduced 
fluids originating from below the unconformity beneath the 
Kombolgie Formation. This model explains the observed wider 
distribution of the Au-PGE-only ore across a number of felds
pathic lithologies and the restriction of the U- Au- PGE ore to 
earbonaceous-chloritic host rocks. 

Geophysical surveys 
Airborne and ground radiometric surveys have been the principal 
exploration tool for U deposits in the Pine Creek Inlier (Ryan 
1972, Tipper & Lawrence 1972, Rowntree & Mosher 1981). 
Self potential geophysical surveys have also been successfully 
used in the region. This technique delineates carbonaceous shales 
(a potential host rock for mineralisation), but, unfortunately, does 
not distinguish between mineralised and barren shales. Ground 
observations have shown that alteration zones surrounding 
mineralisation in the South Alligator Valley have slightly elevated 
U, but are strongly depleted in Th (Wyborn et al. 1994). Air
borne gamma-ray spectrometric data are useful for identifying 
alteration zones associated with the loss or gain ofTh. Wyborn 
et al. ( 1994) found that the most useful gamma-ray spectrometric 
image for defining areas of potential mineralisation in the South 
AlligatorValley was the ratio U2/Th, which highlights the alter
ation zones associated with areas of mineralisation. Unfortunately, 
this ratio may also highlight areas that have naturally high levels 
ofK and U, but no Th (e.g. black shales and black soil plains). 
However. by using the ratio U'/K, these pseudo anomalies can 
be eliminated. Note also that, as a consequence ofTh depletion 
in the alterat ion zonc, there may be enrichment of Th at higher 
structural levels, particularly near faults, and this may indicate 
concealed mineralisation at depth, although care must be taken 
as laterite can also hm c anomalously high Th contents. 

As mentioncd above. hematite is prcsent in many of the 
alteration zones surrounding the mineral deposits. These hematite 
zones have 10\\ magnetic susceptibilities and are visible in the 
airborne data as magnetic lows (e.g. Wyborn et al. 1(94). The 
hematite in the alteration zones surrounding mineralisation has 
formed from the conversion of magnetite by the passage of 
oxidising fluids and . thus , the airborne magnetic data can be used 
to Illap the circulation o I' these oxidised tluids in the Pine Creek 
Inlier. 

Geochemical surveys 
Geochemical surveys indicate that U is the best geochemical 
pathfinder and multi-element surveys have only been of 
secondary impol1ance (Binns et al. 1980). Stream-sediment sur
veys (Wyborn et al. 1994) have shown that other trace elements 
do not define a unique pattern, as results are influenced by the 
dominant lithology in the drainage basin. High Ni and Cr were 
recorded in streams in the vicinity of altered mafic rock s, whilst 
Mn was high in prospects draining ferruginous shales. Ba was 
high where the host rocks included feldspathic rock types such 
as arkose and quartz feldspar porphyry. U was high in areas 
draining carbonaceous shales and, as with gamma-ray 
spectrometry, U anomalies assoc iated with mineralisation could 
be distinguished from areas of high natural background by the 
U'/Th ratio. 

Rock-chip surveys carried out in the South Alligator Valley 
(Wyborn et al. 1994) have shown that the majority of U deposits 
have elevated Au, Pt and Pd. These deposits also showed 
enrichments in As, Cu, La, Ce, Nd, Sr, Zr, Cr, Ni, Ba, Mn, and 
P,O_. Ypma & Fuzikawa (1980) considered that inclusion fluids 
with high concentrations of Mg, Ca and Na chlorides were 
indicators of proximity to U mineralisation. This was based on 
their observations that fluid inclusions in and around orebodies 
contained concentrated saline brines with as much as 5-10 wt.% 
MgCI 2, 20-30 wt.% CaCI 2, and 10-20 wt.% NaCI. 
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Conclusions 
This style ofU ± Au ± PGE mineralisation is best developed in 
reduced basement lithologies, near an unconformity and has 
thus become known as 'unconformity-related' mineralisation. 
It may form when oxidised fluids capable of simultaneously 
transporting U, Au and PGE are reduced and/or undergo an 
increase in pH. Mineralisation occurs when the ore-bearing fluid 
reacts with rocks containing reductants or mixes with more 
reduced fluids, either within the cover sequence, at the 
unconformity or deeper in the basement sequence. 

A thick, chemically neutral to oxidised cover sequence is 
required to act as a reservoir for the oxidised, metal-bearing 
brines and to act as a thermal blanket to allow the fluids to reach 
temperatures of > 100°C. These metal-rich brines typically 
descend along faults until they interact with either the rocks or 
fluids in the cover or basement sequences. If the ore-bearing 
fluids interact with feldspathic or calcareous rocks, then precipi
tation of Au + PGE ore may occur with most of the U remaining 
in solution. A greater increase in the pH and/or reduction of the 
fluid is required to precipitate the U and any remaining Au and 
PGE. This usually occurs when the ore-bearing fluids reach the 
unconformity and react with carbonaceous or ferrous iron-rich 
rocks, or mix with reduced fluids derived from deeper in the 
basement. 

These 'unconformity-related' deposits are restricted to 
specific geological environments, and regional area selection 
criteria for unconformity-style U ± Au ± PGE deposits should 
focus on the following: 

major dilatant structures and zones of brecciation within a 
strike-slip fault system; 

a thick, neutral to oxidised cover sequence; 

adjacent lithologies with contrasting chemical oxidation 
potentials and separated by either an unconformity or a fault; 

evidence of large scale alteration zones and the circulation 
of highly oxidised fluids. 

Note that feldspar-rich lithologies which do not contain 
significant amounts of reductants improve the chances of find
ing Au + PGE mineralisation without U. Alteration zones may 
extend for over 1 km from the deposit and in airborne magnetic 
surveys the mineralised zones appear as magnetic lows, whilst 
for gamma-ray spectrometry, the ratios ofU2/Th or U2/K better 
define the areas of mineralisation. 
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BIF-hosted iron ore deposits-Hamersley style 
R.C. Morris 
CSIRO Exploration and Mining, Private Mail Bag, PO Wembley, Western Australia 6014, Australia 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Metamorphosed supergene: Mt Tom Price, Mt Whaleback, 
Paraburdoo, Channar, Giles (Western Australia); 
Carajas (Brazil); Sishen (South Africa). 
Non-metamorphosed supergene: (Dominant Hamersley 
resources.) Marandoo, BHP OB 29 , Area C, Hope Downs, 
West Angela, Ophthalmias 

Target 
• New find s of outcropping ores are rare. 
• Exploration now includes search for buried ores suitable for 

open pit mining. 

• 5-300 Mt, depending on proximity to established 
infrastructure. 

• >62% Fe < 0.08% P. 

Mining and treatment 
• Stratabound tabu lar bodies-mining is limited only by open

pit design needs. 
• Grade within narrow limits, by on-site and port blending of 

lump (6- 30 mm >64% Fe); fines «6 mm >62% Fe). 
• Typical export specification of::; 0.075% P. 

(,hr 
Water table .., 

o 500 m 
! 

Local geological criteria 
• Simple hydrodynamic (sub)-artesian systems with ElF as 

the aquifer; exposed to the atmosphere along strike (kms), 
with exits for dissolved gangue. 

• Surface-expressed faults or fractures needed to initiate the 
replacement process at depth (ores grow upward). 

• Other pre-ore faulting and thrusting can add considerable 
structural complexity, but are not essential for enrichment. 

Mineralisation features 
• Ores are almost entirely ferric iron . 
• Lamination and texture are preserved. 
• Magnetite oxidises to martite (hematite) . 
• Pseudomorphs of goethite after gangue minerals (includes P, 

from BIF apatite) are characteristic of non-metamorphosed 
ores. 

• BIF residues include chert, with kaolinite from silicate 
horizons. 

• Burial metamorphism converts goethite to microplaty 
hematite, destroying internal texture, but beddingllamination 
remains to high metamorphic grades. 

Section 6 Deposit 
Marra Mamba 

Figure I. Generalised section at MtTom Price, showing metamorphosed iron ore deposits (lIlp/ H) in the Brockman IF and non
metamorphosed deposits in Brockman and Marra Mamba I Fs. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Synforms in BIF sequences of any age. 
• Enrichment occurs at unconformities exposed to an oxic 

atmosphere (post-2000 Ma). 
• Two major periods of ore forming worldwide (Precambrian 

and Mesozoic) with possible Paleozoic (North America). 
• Burial metamorphism (goethite to hematite) is needed for 

premium ores. 

Alteration 
• Weathering of ore produces 3 tiers: 
I. 1- 2 m of hematite-dominated outcrop, texture/bedding! 

lamination preserved. 
2. Deep hydrated zone (hematite forms AI-goethite) with 

destruction of texture and bedding, a type of lateritic 
ferricrete. 

3. Ore zone, with post-enrichment leaching of goethite 
increasing friability. 
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BANDED IRON FORMATION 

I 
I- HEMATITE CARBONATES 

+ SILICATES leaching ~ BLUE DUST + ORES 
MAGNETITE SILICA , 

I oxidation I metasomatic replacement 
~ supergene enrichment -

by goethite 

I , I burial I 
~ HEMATITE-GOETHITE ORE .. regional metamorphism J 

+ l modi~ by leaching 
or ehydration re-exposure ~r1 HEMATITE-RICH ORES I 

+ 
[ contact ] metamorphism , , 

I VARIOUS ORE TYPES I -l MAGNETITE-RICH ORES I 

• [ surficial processes - eluvial concentration J , 
• : .!.1:" I .. ;i'U :r'u::( ... ..{.UI . 

A. System viewed in 3D 

c. Transfer of Fe to anode 

H4SiO 4 Drainage 

E. Transfer of Fe to anode 

' .... . . Figure 2. Schematic of genetic 
modelling for the major BIF
hosted iron ores of the world. 

B. Electrochemical Cathode 
cell 4e- + 02 +2H20 ..... 4(OHr 

D.Trans~rofFetoanode 

F. Final supergene ore body now 
subject to leaching by groundwater 

Figure 3. Model of supergene iron ore growth from below, as erosion removes the surface. 
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Introduction 
Much of the following text is summarised from Morris (1980, 
1985) and Harmsworth et al. (1990), which should be consulted 
for detailed citation . Though based mainly on research in the 
Hamersley Province ('Hamersleys'), experience has shown that 
the basic concepts apply to BIF-hosted ores world-wide. 

Major ore types 
Although the dominant world resources of iron ore are associated 
with the major late Archean- Proterozoic BIF depositories, ores 
are known from the whole gamut of these chemical sediments. 
Because export specifications for Australian bedded ores 
typically call for :0; 0.075% P, iron ores in Australia tend to be 
considered in terms of' low phos or high ph as '. 

BIF-hosted iron ores can be divided broadly into three 
groups: 
I. Leached BIF: i.e. residual concentrates of Fe oxides 

('blue dust ores'). Very low P. 
2. Martite- goethite ores: moderate-high P, typically 0.07-

0.17% P. 
3. Martite- microplaty hematite ores (± residual goethite): 

Low P, < 0.07%. 
Deposits of group 2 and 3 ores are shown in Figure I . 
Weathering affects all three ore types in various ways, 

particularly in tropical areas, and early exploration was typically 
confined to the resulting complex profiles. This, compounded 
by limited communication between rival groups, led to the con
flicting genctic modcls of the past. 

The mature three-ticred wcathering profile of ore in the 
Hamcrslcys includcs: 

({II outcroppillg :;0111' of 12m of hematite-rich ore, the 
'carapacc', with preserved BIF features resulting from 
dchydration of the goethite-replaced matrix. underlain by: 

a highly modified Izl'lll'Uted :;Olle, up to 70 m, dominated by 
aluminous goethite, and marked by destruction of parental 
features. 

These two tiers, comprising the 'hardcap', overlie 
the ore pmper, which retains the original BI F features, but 
is typically affected by moderate scvcre post-enrichment 
groundwater leaching of gocthitc and, Icss onen, ofhcmatitc. 

Leached BIF 
The leached BIF group is derived from BIF by direct dissolution 
of the gangue minerals by grou ndwater to give residual concen
trates of Fe oxides. The ore quality ranges from high-grade residues 
ofmartite (oxidised magnctite = hematite) ± primary hematite 
(so-called 'blue dust orcs'), to highly siliceous but very friable 
BIF, readily upgraded by magnetic or density methods. Ores of 
this derivation , often associated with enrichment ores, are found 
in high-rainfall areas such as Brazil and India, but not in the arid 
Hamersleys. A small deposit of this type is known from the 
wetter southern coastal area ofWestcrn Australia (South Downs 
deposit). 

Martite-goethite 

The martite-goethite group includes a wide range of ores, in 
deposits up to hundreds of millions of tonnes, which show 
residual BlF features, such as banding, as well as goethite
pseudomorphed microtextures. These goethite-rich ores range 
from firmly indurated brown material to very friable yellow 
ochre, all with martite and, often, primary hematite. Deleterious 
phosphorus levels range from around a moderate 0.07% to a 
very high 0.17% P, depending on the apatite content of the 
parent BIF and post-enrichment leaching of goethite, the major 
carrier of P. Because they lack evidcnce of metamorphism, are 
typically related to present erosion surfaces, and contain abundant 
hydrous Fe oxides, these hematite-goethite ores are generally 
accepted as resulting from supergene enrichment. 

M artite-microplaty hematite 

The martite- mieroplaty hematite group includes the premium, 
low-P hematite-rich ores (often inaccurately called specularite 
ores), the origin of which has attracted much debate and which 
are here attributed to metamorphism of post-2000 Ma super
gene ores. The group is characterised by the presence of well
preserved primary banding, but with loss of the internal texture 
found in the non-metamorphosed ores, as a result of the growth 
of abundant secondary microplaty hematite (mpl H) from the 
goethite-pseudomorphed gangue. With increasing metamorphism 
they range to granular or 'micaceous' hematite. The immense 
size of some of these deposits (Mt Whaleback, Western Australia, 
> 1500 Mt; N4E deposit, Carajas, Brazil, >3000 Mt) makes 
them the largest and most concentrated secondary accumula
tions of any single metalliferous element in the Earth's crust, 
approached in scale only by some aluminium orebodies. 

A subgroup comprises small deposits of magnetite-rich ore, 
rarely exceeding a few million tonnes and generally associated 
with mpl H ores. These magnetite segregations can be attributed 
to thermal metamorphism of normal ores by basic intrusives. 

Ore genesis 
There are five features of the BIF-hosted Fe-enrichment 
orebodies that merit special attention when considering their 
ong1l1. 

Scale, Individual deposits range from a few hundred to over 
3 billion tonnes of >64°A, Fe. Thcy may extend along strike for 
five or more kilometres and more than two kilometres down 
structure. Typically, thcy grade abruptly from ore grade 
(>55'Yo Fc) to altered BIF «30% Fe) over distances that are 
negligible compared with the size of the deposits- sometimes 
less than a metrc. 

Purity of the ores, The orcs are dominated by ferric Fe oxides 
and only extremely rarely contain exotic components that cannot 
be attributed to residues from the parent rocks. 

Oxidatioll state o/'the ores. i\ fe\\ rclati\ 'ely small depo"its 
are mainly magnetite: others contain magnetite and hematite, 
but, quantitatively, it is the largely oxidised deposits, comprising 
hematite or hematite goethite ores, that dominate the world 
scene. Despite their oxidised character, these e"tcnd to depths 
well below the normal influcnce of the atmosphere. but there 
arc no signi ficant mineralogical di fTerences bet\\ecn shallow 
(below hardcap) and deep ore. 

Wall-rock alteration, It is generally agreed, even by advocates 
of hypogene models, that none of the major iron deposits con
tains evidence for the upward passagc of fluids through the host 
rocks or associated faults. This is ofconsiderablc importance in 
view of the immense amount of solution necessary for enrich
ment, whatcver mechanism is advocated. 

Stratigraphic situation, Most iron ores are strata-bound and 
there is a total absence of genetically related ' mineralisation' in 
the associated rocks. 

SYI/gel/etic models 

These hypotheses have received minimal endorsement. Modelling 
was based originally on a clastic origin for BIF, and on the 
strata-bound character of the ore zon cs , 'Which werc thus 
considered to be a type of placer deposit. With better access as 
the result of mining, and with the acceptance of the concept of 
a chemical origin for B1F, thc models lost favour. Some unpub
lished support for syngenetic models is still expressed in the 
Hamersleys . 

Supergene models 

Support for supergene models has becn strong in North America 
since the 1960s. However, Morey (1983) probably reflected the 
North American attitude to the variety of local supergene and 
hydrothermal models when he stated that none had proven to 
be entirely satisfactory. Ore formation related to 'weathering 
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crusts' of various ages and to metamorphism of early concentra
tions apparently had considerable support in the former USSR 
(Sokolov & Grigor' ev 1977). A general supergene and supergene
metamorphic model (Morris 1980, 1985, Harmsworth et al. 
1990) is widely accepted in the Hamersleys, largely as a result 
of detailed petrographic evidence. 

Hypogene models 
There are three quite different ore types for which hydrothermal 
origins are proposed. The first of these, the small magnetite 
deposits, such as those found with mp/ H ores in the Marquette 
Range (USA), are possibly acceptable as hypogene, particu
larly with the evidence of massive cross-cutting magnetite veins 
and hydrothermal effects. More convincing are those, such as 
the specular, coarse, platy, micaceous or bladed hematite con
centrations with magnetite, in vertical pipe-like folds affecting 
supergene ore at Koolyanobbing (Yilgarn Block, Western Aus
tralia). These pegmatite-like aggregates are associated with hydro
thermal quartz and include hematite crystals up to 30 cm. These 
'hypogene' ore types are in reality supergene concentrations 
modified locally by hydrothermal solutions. 

Hypogene models have been used for the mp/ H ores, but 
are difficult to justify in view of, among other points, 1) the 
absence of conduits or wall-rock alteration below the orebodies; 
2) the presence oflow-temperature phases, such as goethite, in 
deposits that have not been entirely leached or strongly meta
morphosed; and 3) the absence of hydrothermal minerals. 

To explain the absence of obvious conduits it is usually 
suggested (e.g. Dorr 1965) that diffusing solutions selectively 
dissolved undetectable amounts of iron from the surrounding 
BIF, and transported this to the ore sites. Here the fluids changed 
character to dissolve and remove all the non-Fe components, 
precipitating hematite in their place, again without evidence of 
their passage. Since at least greenschist conditions are stated or 
implied, this process must have occurred under as much as 10 km 
of cover. Ferric iron, in the absence of complexing agents, is 
virtually insoluble at pH >3, even at high temperatures. Data 
from oceanic ridge systems and contemporary volcanic systems 
attest to the efficiency of iron transport in the ferrous form (~1 % 
Fe2+) in supercritical aqueous fluid phases . But, equally, these 
fluids are not discriminating solvents. They invariably leave 
evidence oftheir passage in the form of strongly leached residues, 
a feature not associated with the typical BIF ores. 

Assuming that the absence of conduits can be explained, an 
even greater problem arises in the redox situation. Detailed 
mechanisms for replacement processes are rare, because, as stated 
by Dorr (1965), a primary advocate of hypogene modelling, 'it is 
difficult to imagine possible conditions under which large scale 
and continuing oxidation of ferrous iron at the site of deposition 
might take place ... no large-scale and continuing source of oxygen 
is easily found'. 

Supergene enrichment and metamorphic 
upgrading-modelling 
Nearly two decades of CSIRO- AMlRA research into iron ore 
has shown that supergene enrichment ofBIF, followed in some 
cases by burial metamorphism, is the only mechanism that, 
currently, can reasonably explain the known data from the iron 
ore deposits, without the use of' geological theology rather than 
scientific knowledge', as Dorr (1967) put it so well. 

Figure 2 is a general schematic diagram, modified from Morris 
(1985), outlining the broad model. Essentially, oxidation of 
magnetite and metasomatic replacement of gangue minerals by 
goethite produces hematite-goethite ore. This ore may be modified 
by continued groundwater leaching or, by dehydration due to 
surface exposure, to produce a range of porous to extremely 
dense ore types. These non-metamorphosed ores of the Mesozoic 
comprise over 90% of the resources of bedded ore in the 
Hamersleys, but are little known elsewhere. 

However, the earliest period of enrichment along exposed 
margins of the McGrath Trough probably resulted from the 
change to an oxic atmosphere at about 2000 Ma. Later, burial 
to about 4 km resulted in low-grade 'metamorphism' (ca 100°C) 
of the deposits, converting goethite to form hematite-rich ores 
with some residual goethite. Subsequent erosion in the Mesozoic 
re-exposed the ancient ores to groundwater leaching, which 
removed the bulk ofthe residual goethite, leaving low-P, hematite 
ore. These are the high-grade mp/ H ores of the Tom Price
Whaleback type. The Paraburdoo type is less leached, contain
ing remnant goethite and about 0.07% P. It is these mp/ H types, 
with various metamorphic grades, that comprise the major high
grade ore resources outside Australia. 

Six essential conditions for the genesis of supergene 
iron ore (Figure 3). 
1. An Fe-rich aquifer (i.e. BIF) both as a source of iron and 

a target for enrichment. 
2. Impervious layers, such as shales, above and below as 

aquicludes. 
3. Suitable open structures, such as plunging synclines, 

together with deep-water access to initiate the system at 
depth, e.g. fault-engendered fracture zones or fold-axis 
fractures. 

4. Suitable geochemical conditions, including exposure to 
the atmosphere and exits for dissolved components. 

5. Suitable electrochemical conditions. 
6. Tectonic stability for long periods. 

To form high-grade mp/ H ore of the Tom Price- Whaleback 
type requires a further step: 

7. Burial metamorphism of supergene ore with goethite 
recrystallising to mp/ H, followed by later exhumation of 
ore, and leaching of the remnant goethite with its included 
phosphorus. 
The creation of ore in BIF requires the transfer of iron from 

near surface, by biogenically aided dissolution, into the reacting 
zone at depth. If, as in some models, the ore bodies grew from 
the surface downward, then the ore genesis must have been 
much faster than surface erosion in order to generate the great 
depths of ore typically observed. A more realistic appraisal 
indicates growth upward as the surface BIF erodes (Fig. 3). 

Most deep-seated BIF-derived ferric ores have formed at 
depths beyond the likely reach of oxygenated water. Ferric iron 
is insoluble under most natural conditions . Thus, to have 
concentrated in its present position by pseudomorphous 
replacement of the BIF matrix, it must, presumably, have been 
transported in the soluble ferrous form, followed by oxidation 
and precipitation as ferric iron at depth. Because magnetite is a 
good conductor of electrons, atmospheric effects in the sub
outcrop can drive massive electrochemical cells in BIF (Morris 
et al. 1980). Solution of iron near the surface leaves a friable 
residue of silica, colloquially known as 'denatured BIF'. This 
readily erodes, exposing further material for reaction. Iron is 
transferred in groundwater through pores and fractures to the 
reacting zone at depth, replacing gangue minerals. Thus, the ore 
body grows upward, as erosion removes the surface, which 
forms a topographic low. With the end of the enrichment phase, 
weathering ofthe ore begins, while at depth, groundwater move
ment leaches goethite to produce porous ore. The typical ridges 
of the deposits today reflect the resistance to erosion of the 
hardcap. 

Exploration 
The known Hamersley resources of premium low-phosphorus 
mp/ H ores are likely to be exhausted by the middle of the next 
century and, though the search continues for this ore type, in
creasing attention is being focussed on the ancillary ores for 
blending or development as discrete products. 
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With possible rare exceptions, all significant enrichment 
deposits have been found by their generally extensive outcrop, 
which largely explains why there have been no important premium 
ore discoveries in the past two decades of intensive exploration 
in the known BIF fields. Nevertheless, there is still potential for 
economically viable buried bodies, and the search continues. 
The obvious targets, using supergene-metamorphic modelling, 
are Precambrian unconfonnities, but if the ores have not been 
sufficiently metamorphosed or have not undergone a leaching 
stage, they may retain a significant goethite( +P) matrix. Though 
it could be expected that some phosphorus might have been 
exhaled with water from goethite during metamorphism, the ore 
may not reach the hoped for quality of the best exposed ores. 

Systematic regional mapping is important for this explor
ation, and recognition offeatures equivalent to the Precambrian 
McGrath Trough and their relationship to post-2000 Ma expo
sure and later metamorphism will help to focus the search areas 
for the buried mp/ H ores. Following this, the choice for more 
detailed exploration should be centred on structural situations 
that can be related to suitable pre-ore sub-artesian systems. 
Geophysical techniques have been used more as an adjunct to 
evaluation than for exploration in the past, but the development 
of airborne gravity methods could add a significant tool to the 
search for buried deposits. 

The original cover over mp / H bodies might perhaps be 
expected to show some evidence of an aureole of hydration, 
possibl y with some increase in trace phosphorus, from the 
exhalation of water from goethite. However, since the cover 
sediments themsel ves were originall y saturated with water 
before thi s low leve l of meta morphi sm (ca. 100DC), thi s is 
arguable . Some increase in quartzihematite veining mi ght be a 
more reali stic expectation. 

The best hope for viabl e buri ed mp / H depos its in the 
Hamersleys is those eroded to base level and concealed beneath 
all uvium in the in termontane areas. C lues to these lie in the 
identification of IIlp/ H texture in all uvials around the margins 
of the McGrath Trough( s). 

An alternative exploration model cou ld be based on hypo
gene mode lling. As discussed a lready, there are major difficu l
ti es in app lyi ng this conce pt to a ny known ores in the 
Hamersleys, but that does not invalidate the concept for a new 
ore type so far (1997) not seen . However, care should be taken 
to avoid mistaking post-ore metasomatic events in current ore 
types , such as the secondary magnetite, apatite , and pyrite of 
the Southern Ridge deposit at Mt Tom Price, for hydrothermal 
processes genetically related to iron ore fonnation. 
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Victorian gold deposits 
G. Neil Phillips I & Martin J. Hughes2 

IpO Box 3, Central Park, Victoria, 3145 , Australia. ' PO Box 148N, Ballarat North , Victoria, 3350, Australia. 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Bendigo, Ballarat, Castlemaine, Stawell , Walhalla, Maldon, 
Woods Point (Victoria) ; Hodgkinson (Queensland); Murantau 
(Uzbek) ; Nome, Juneau (USA); Nova Scotia (Canada) 

Target 
·1 - 10 Mt. 
• Few large, many small. 

• Grade: l O- 40 g/t. 
• Major metal is Au, minor Ag. 

• Low Cu, Pb, Zn. 
• Low Agi Au, gold f ineness >900. 

Mining and treatment 
• Mul tipl e ve in s required for economic size. 
• Coarse free Au in quartz is typical and facilitates recovery. 
• High sul phides undesirable, especially if enclosing fine Au. 
• High arsenopyrite or stibnite rare. 

Geological criteria 
• Greenschist facies. 
• Metasedimentary (flysch) package, i.e. 'slate belt'. 
• Subordinate mafic volcanics. 
• Au broadly contemporaneous with acid volcanics, S-typc 
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granites, I -type granites, dioritic lamprophyres, and regional 
metamorphism. 

• Au contemporaneous with close of deformation. 
• Near major reverse faults (i.e. hangingwall). 
• Black slate hosts and Fe-rich mafic hosts, e.g. mafic diorites, 

rare dolerites. 
• Major placers and palaeoplacers near primary depos its. 
• Palaeop lacers beneath Cainozoic basalt and sediments. 
• Pa laeop lacers are linear, few km to tens ofk m long. 

Mineralisation features 
• Quartz veins are mostly hosted by strike fau lts of moderate 

to steep dip. 
• Go ldfie lds and indi vidual deposits para lle l reg ional struc

tura l trends. 
• Quartz veins cluster into h ighly elongate swarms that can be 

> 100 km long. 
• No spatial relationship to granites. 
• Repetitive vein systems in larger deposits. 
• Pyrite- arsenopyrite 1- 3%, up to 10% locally. 
• Pyrrhotite and loellingite in higher metamorphic grade 

domains (e .g. aureoles). 
• Arsenopyrite widcsprcad, stibnitc Icss so. 
• Sphalerite, galcna and chalcopyrite only locally abundant, 

although slightly cnrichcd in many ore shoots. 

GOLD PRODUCTION 

• OVER 100t 
/".( r\ 
~~>@) 

VICTORIA \j) 

~ 

2000km 

o Lachlan Fold Belt 

37 S 
MALLACOOTA 

100 Km 

Figu r e I. Victorian go ld province, sho wing outcrop of the Palaeozoic succession and the separate geological zones. The 
zones are based primarily on age, lithology, metamorphism and deformational history. Goldfields over lOt production 
are confined to west of the Omeo zone and east of the Grampians subzone of the G lenelg zone. The Palaeozoic 
succession is overlain by sediments of the Murray Basin to the north , and Cainozoic basalts and sediments to the south. 
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Alteration 
• Alteration is a function of fluid and host rock (fonner shows 

limited variation). 
• Mafics have distal carbonate- albite- clinozoisite-chlorite

pyrite, and proximal carbonate- muscovite- pyrite. 
• Slates have carbonate-pyrite-muscovite, and some carbonate-

sulphide halo. 
• Felsics have muscovite-pyrite 
• Carbonate type reflects host rock Fe/Mg/Ca. 
• Ankerite common, calcite and siderite less common. 

Geochemical criteria 
• Enrichment of CO2, K, S, As, ± Sb widespread. 
• Minor anomalies of Cu, Pb, Zn, Ag. 
• Bi, W, Mo and Te can occur in those deposits adjacent to 

granite. 
• Cu, Pb, Zn abundant in some small Au deposits in east. 
• B, F, P, Th, U and, probably, Hg negligible overall. 
• S isotopes around 0, e.g. +2 ±5 per mil. 
• C isotopes in carbonates slightly negative, e.g. from 

- 3 to -10 per mil. 
• Pb isotopes variable and not similar to host rocks in most 

instances, although a component of host rock Pb may be 
present (limited data). 

• Various anomalous elements useful in exploration, for some 
deposits just As and Au, for other deposits just Au 
(commonly visible pyrite and/or carbonate halos). 
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Geophysical criteria 
• Regional aeromagnetics and radiometries for stratigraphy 

and structure. 
• Low sulphides in most deposits hinder EM and electrical 

methods. 
• Ground magnetics possibly useful where there is 

mineralisation-related magnetite destruction. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Limited data. 
• Low salinity «5 wt% NaCl eq.) mostly, no daughter 

products. 
• 250°C homogenisation temperature (±500). 
• Reducing conditions overall (pyrite-chlorite, no magnetite, 

H2S, CO2, no barite). 

Comments on genesis 
• Syn-metamorphic, syn-defonnational age suggested by most 

authors. 
• Ramsay & VandenBerg (1986) have implied a significant role 

for seafloor exhalation and granites. 
• All major deposits pre-date 365 Ma magmatism. 
• Some major deposits post-date 395-410 Ma magmatism 
• Au broadly synchronous with Devonian defonnation and 

thennal anomaly. 
• Fluids probably derived from metamorphic devolatilisation. 
• Strong relationship to Fe and/or C in host rocks analogous to 

other Au-only deposit types (e.g. Archaean greenstone Au). 
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Figure 2. Cross-section through major goldfields, showing repetition of mineralised structures and variation between 
fields (vertical and horizontal scales are the same). 



Victoria represents one ofthe world's major gold provinces, 
with a total production of 2500 t Au (i.e. 79 Moz). It is the 
prime example of a Palaeozoic 'slate belt' gold province (also 
known as 'turbidite-hosted', or 'shale-greywacke' gold prov
ince) . Gold mining commenced in 1851, declined dramatically 
around 1914, and has not increased significantly since. Substan
tial production came from quartz veins (1000 t), modem placers 
(1200 t) and palaeoplacers (300 t). Up to 7000 ' mines' pro
duced gold from quartz veins; however, the 168 mines of this type 
which produced over I t Au contributed 68% of the total primary 
gold production. Twelve go ldfi e lds have exceeded 30 t Au 
(approximately I Moz) from all sources, with Bendigo (697 t) , 
Ballarat (408 t) and Castlemaine (173 t) being the largest; these 
twelve largest goldfields have contributed 70% of the combined 
primary and secondary production (see Table I, Fig. I). Much 
of the following description is based upon the larger historic 
producers. 

The Palaeozoic succession of Victoria is part of the Tasman 
orogenic belt. In Victoria, the succession is dominated by Cambrian 
to early Devonian clastic metasedimentary rocks that have un
dergone deformation and low-grade metamorphism, culminat
ing in the Middle Devonian Tabberabberan orogeny. Elongate 
inliers of Cambrian metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks 
are associated with thrust faults , which divide the province 
into several zones containing mostly metasedimentary rocks of 
Early Palaeozoic age. There are extensive acid volcanic complexes 
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of Late Devonian age in central Victoria, and synchronous 
peraluminous granites, which represent high-temperature crustal 
melting. Tertiary to Quaternary basalts conceal some of the 
Palaeozoic gold deposits and several, rich palaeoplacer gold de
posits of Cainozoic age. 

Many larger goldfields, including Bendigo and Ballarat, occur 
in Ordovician slate and greywacke sequences. Primary deposits 
show structural control, although the controlling structural 
features vary between deposits; the most common mineralisation 
control is strike faults of moderate to steep dip which occur 
near major reverse faults (Fig. 2). Wallrock alteration is strongly 
influenced by host rock: in metasedimentary rocks it is restricted 
and subtle, but it is more pervasive in mafic and felsic igneous 
rocks. Carbonates, muscovite and pyrite are the most wide
spread alteration minerals in these rocks, representing addition 
of CO2, K and S. Arsenic (and in some areas Sb) enrichment is 
common, whereas Cu, Pb and Zn are only abundant locally. Bi, 
W, Mo and Te show strong spatial association with granites and 
are rarely associated with gold deposits. 

A single period of protracted and possibly diachronous gold 
mineralisation, culminating at the time of the Tabberabberan 
deformation (Middle Devonian), can explain geological relation
ships at many gold deposits. The possibility that this event 
was slightly older (i.e. Silurian) in the west of the state cannot 
be precluded on the avai lable evidence. The mineralising event is 
temporally linked to granite intrusion, acidic and subordinate 

Table I. Production and features of major Victorian gold producers. Many figures are minima. 

Goldfield Production (I Au) HOSI rock 

Total Prill1(11), Placer Palaeoplacer 

Bendigo 697 540 157' - tlysch-

Ballarat .fOX 65 273 70 flysch 

Cast lclllainc 173 27 1.f6* flysch 

5tawell X2 61 21* basalt. hornfels 

Crcswick XI 27 5.f flysch 

Walhalla 6X 6X - diorite dyke 

Maldon 65 56 9 - hornfelsed flysch 

Woods Point 52 40 12 - diorite dyke 

Clunes 47 37 10* - flysch 

Chiltern 46 I 45 tl ysch 

Maryborough 32 3 - 29 flysch. diorite dyke 

Berringa 30 18 12* Ilysch 

Fosterville 27 27 - - Ilysch 

Egerton 27 16 II hornfelsed flysch 

Harriet vi lie 24 12 12* flysch. diorite dyke 

Avoca 23 18 5 

Ararat 20 1 - 19* Ilysch 

Day1esford 20 17 3* - flysch 

Tarnagulla 13 13 some Ilysch 

5t Arnaud 12 12 some - flysch 

Dunolly-Moliagul 10 4 some 3 Ilysch 

Beaufort 10 - some 8 

Taradale-Lauriston 10 6 some some flysch 

I includes both placer and palaeoplacer gold: ' flysch includes turbidite. sandstone and slate 
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basaltic volcanism, dioritic lamprophyre intrusion, deformation 
and regional metamorphism. 

Granites are an important volumetric component of the 
Palaeozoic succession in Victoria. No large gold deposits are 
within granites, but a few goldfields, including Maldon (65 tAu), 
are within contact aureoles of either S- or I-type granites of 
differing degrees of fractionation and silica content. 

Sulphide-rich gold deposits in the east of Victoria, many of 
which contain significant arsenic and base metals, contrast with 
the rest of the province (gold deposits with lower sulphide 
content), and this eastern area should possibly be viewed as 
separate from the Victorian gold province, per se. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Telfer (Main Dome and West Dome), Western Australia; 
Pine Creek and The Granites- Tanami goldfields, Northern 
Territory; Sabies-Pilgrim's Rest goldfield, South Africa. 

Target 
o Over 4 million ounces (125 tonnes) of Au produced. 
o Current geological Au resources are 355 Mt of ore @ 

0.46 glt Au (5.2 Moz) for open pits, and 2 Mt of ore @ 
17.1 glt Au (1.2 Moz) for underground operations. 

o Current geological Cu resources are 154 000 t for open pits 
and 33 000 t for underground operations. 

Mining and treatment 
o Open pit and underground mining. 
o Thin «3 m), shallowly dipping, stratiform to stratabound 

orebodies ('reefs') are stripped off pit walls by bulldozers 
(reef-mining). 

o Stockwork and pod mineralisation with insufficient grade, 
conti nuity, and thickness to be mined as reefs are removed 
by open-pit block-mining. 

o Underground ore removed by 'drift and fill' mining. 

Regional geological criteria 
o Associated with Neoproterozoic (700- 600 Ma) orogenesis. 
o Located in weakly metamorphosed (lower to sub-greenschist 

facies) and deformed sedimcntary basins. 
o Shallow marine to carbonate-shelf/slope turbiditic sequences 

host mineralisation. 
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Figure 1. Cross-section of the stacked-reef ore system at Main 
Dome. Note the underground mining of the MIO and M30 reefs 
(redrawn and modified from an unpu blished Newcrest Ltd report). 
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Figure 2. Sc hema tic cross-section of the Telfer mineralisation 
model. Arrows represent the various fluid pathways. 

o Strike-slip faults (geophysical expression) may be 
significant. 

o Doubly plunging anticlines (i.e. domes) prominent. 
o Neoproterozoic granitoids in the vicinity. 

o Related sty les of mineralisation in the district include 
porphyry Cu- Au, Au skarn, W- Pb- Zn skarn, and stratiform 
sulphide Au replacement reefs (mantos). 

Local geological criteria 
o Hypogene mineralisation occurs late in the deformation 

event responsible for dome formation. 
o Preferred host rocks generally calcareous and carbonaceous 

siltstones of the -1000- 750 Ma Yencena Group. 
o Local structural controls on ore distribution include zones 

of folding, dilation, and bedding-plane slip. 
o Vertical extent of deposit is at least 1.5 km. 

o Mineralisation is inferred to be 700- 600 Ma, the age of 
proximal regional granitoids. 

Mineralisation features 
o Series of vertically stacked, stratiform to stratabound, high

grade quartz- sulphide (± secondary Fe oxides) reefs centred 
on anticlinal hinges. 

o Reefs linked by lower grade stockwork vein arrays and 
sheeted vein sets. 

o Mineralogy in both reef and vein styles of mineralisation is 
simi lar. 

o Hypogene ore assemblage consists mainly of Au, pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, and pyrrhotite, with lesser galena, sphalcrite, 
scheelite, and Pb- Co- Ni sulphides. 

o Common gangue minerals include quartz , sericite, calcite, 
dolomite , ankerite , tourmaline, and albite. 

o Supergene enrichment important, but not critical , in 
producing high Au and Cu grades. 

o Supergene minerals include chalcocite, bornite, enargite, 
malachite, azurite, and chrysocolla. 

o Mineralogical zonation is weak. Higher concentrations of 
galena, sphalerite, and scheelite are noted at greater depths. 
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Alteration 
• No distinct vertical or lateral zonation. 
• Silicification, sericitisation, carbonatisation, and pyritisation 

dominant, with lesser tourmalinisation and albitisation. 
Minor monazite and xenotime. 

• Original composition of sedimentary host rock influences 
predominating type( s) of alteration. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• Carbonate and silica alteration widespread; lesser sericitic 

alteration. 
• Relative to host rocks, major reefs are enriched in Au, Cu, 

As, Bi, Co, Ni, La, Ce, Y, B, Pb, Zn, W, Mo, and Sn. 
• Sulphide Pb isotopes indicate a small component of 

'magmatic Pb' in the ore fluids. 
• Sulphide S isotopes (-7 to 10%0) consistent with a 

predominantly sedimentary source of S. 
• High S/Se ratios (> I 00 000) of vein pyrite discriminate 

Telfer from porphyry-centred ore systems. 
• Tourmaline B isotopes (-14 to -12.6%0) exclude S of 

marine evaporitic origin in the ore fluids. 
• Carbonate C and ° isotopes indicate C in ore fluids from 

primary marine carbonate in host rocks. Oxygen is a 
mixture of formational, magmatic, and contact-metamorphic 
fluids. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Arid weathering and near pervasive Quaternary and Permian 

sedimentary cover are problematic for soil geochemistry. 
• Silicified and ferruginised gossans typically show enrich

ment in Au, As, Cu, Co, W, Bi, and Sb. 
• Lanthanides, Th, Ti, U, Zr, and Sn are also useful indicators 

in some instances. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Regional geophysics (gravity, magnetics) useful for defining 

regional stratigraphy (i.e. the magnetic Wilki Formation) 
and identifying buried intrusive rocks. 

• The narrowness of the reefs, the deep oxidative weathering, 
and the presence of electrically resistive beds make direct 
detection of mineralisation by geophysical methods very 
difficult (Sexton 1994). 

• Mineralisation has no gravity or magnetic signature. 
• Direct current resistivity techniques were of limited use 

during initial mapping of quartz-sulphide reefs. 
• Electromagnetic pulse surveys at Main Dome detected 

subtle responses coincident with the Middle Vale Reef 
(MVR), but these were too small to be of practical value 
(Sexton 1994). 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Fluid-inclusion studies show ore fluids are complex 

mixtures ofHP, CO2, CH4 and a variety of salts. 
• Moderate to high salinity (-15-54 wt.% NaCI eq.). 
• Contain up to 20 mol.% CO2 and several mol.% CH4• 

• Low /02 (no primary magnetite, hematite or sulphate). 
• pH acid to mildly alkaline. 
• Pressure of ore formation estimated at 2± I kbar. 
• Fluid unmixing ('boiling') very minor or absent. 
• Au and Cu likely transported as chloride complexes. Some 

complexing of Au with reduced S ligands also possible as 
fluid cools. 

• Ore deposition the result of cooling, dilution, and changes 
in pH and /02 due to fluid mixing and interaction with host 
rocks. 

• High salinity due to both heated formational brines and 
evolved granitic fluids. 

• Reduced and carbonic nature of fluids reflects dissolution of 
marine carbonate and oxidation and/or hydrolysis of 
reduced carbonaceous matter in sedimentary host rocks 
(yields CH4 and CO2), 

Comments on genesis 
• Originally considered a syngenetic exhalative deposit 

modified by regional deformation and dome formation (e.g. 
Tyrwhitt 1985). 

• Subsequent studies showed mineralisation replacive and 
epigenetic in origin, with ore fluids probably derived mainly 
from a granitic source (e.g. Goellnicht et al. 1989, Goellnicht 
1992). 

• Dimo (1990) considered Telfer to be the distal Au halo of a 
giant porphyry Cu- Au system. 

• More recent geochemical studies led Rowins (1994) and 
Rowins et al. (1995, 1997) to propose that the ore fluids and 
contained solutes are from predominantly sedimentary 
sources. The granitoids act primarily as a source of heat to 
initiate and drive the hydrothermal convection cells in 
which metal leaching occurs. 

• Appears to be a unique age for major Au mineralisation in 
Australia and the world. 
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Figure 3. Schematic 3-D representation of the stacked-reef ore 
system at Main Dome. View is to the north-northwest and only the 
major reefs are shown (redrawn and modified from an unpublished 
Newcrest Ltd report). 
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Introduction 
The Telfer Gold Mine, in the Paterson Province of north-central 
Western Australia (see fig. I in Goellnicht et al. 1989), is one of 
Australia's largest Au deposits with more than 4 Moz (or 125 t) 
of Au produced since mining began in 1977. Gold is mined from 
a series of vertically stacked, stratabound to stratiform, Au-Cu 
horizons (termed 'reefs') linked by zones of intense stockwork 
and sheeted veining. Mineralisation is localised in two en-echelon, 
asymmetric, doubly plunging anticlines, referred to as Main 
Dome and West Dome. Together, they define the NW-trending 
Telfer Dome. The reef style of mineralisation, the Meso
Neoproterozoic age of the marine sedimentary host rocks, and 
its geological setting within a polymetallic (Au, Cu, W, Pb, Zn, 
U) province distinguish Telfer Dome mineralisation from other 
major Au deposits of the world. 

The origin of the Telfer orebody has been contentious since 
the mineralisation was discovered in 1972. Several genetic 
models have been proposed, including a modified syngenetic 
exhalative hypothesis (Tyrwhitt 1985) and, more recently, an 
epigenetic replacement hypothesis (Goellnicht et al. 1989, Dimo 
1990, Goellnicht 1992). In this latter model, metals, S, and 
alkali e lements in the ore fluid are derived predominantly from 
a granitoid source, as opposed to a sedimentary one. Support 
for an epigenetic origin and the involvement of granitic fluids 
came largely from the recognition that quartz- sulphide reefs 
commonly arc not stratabound, and also the finding that Tel fer 
ore fluids arc saline (up to 54 wt°;', NaCI. eq.), high-temperature 
(22S- 450°C), and contain a small proportion of Pb from mag
matic sources (Goellnicht et al. 1989). Both Dimo (1990) and 
Harley & Charlesworth (1992) proposed that Telfer mineral
isation represents the distal Au halo of a giant Neoproterozoic 
porphyry Cu Au system. Interestingly, such a porphyry deposit 
docs occur - 15 km north of Tel fer at 17 Mile Hill (Rowins ct 
al. 1993, Rowins 1994). 

Ncv\ isotopic and mineral compositional data on sulphides 
and alteration minerals. together II ith reccnt information on the 
morphology of the Tel fer ore body fi'om deep (up to 1.5 kill) 
exploration diamond drillholes. ho\\'eyer. militate against orc 
fluids and solutes being mainly magmatic in origin (Ro\\ ins 
1994, Rowins et al. 1995, 1997). Significantly. deep drillholes 
at Main Dome and West Dome did not intersect clements of a 
porphyry-style' feeder' system. such as more \\ idcspread '/.oncs 
of stockwork veining (as opposed to the restricted zones link
ing some reefs) and intense potassic and propylitic types of 
hydrothermal alteration. In this paper, the role of granitoids in 
the mineralisation process at Telfer is more clearly defined and 
pertinent exploration criteria for the discovery of new Jdle/"
style orebodies a rc discussed. 

District and mine geology 
The Paterson Province (-36000 km') is part of thc -700 Ma 
Paterson Orogen (Williams & Myers 1990). This orogen is cither 
a collisional zone bctween the Western Australian Plate and the 
northern Australian Provincc to the northeast (e.g. Myers 1993) 
or an intracratonic setting with orogeny related to crust- mantle 
delamination and subduction during a period of crustal shortening 
(e.g. Etheridge ct al. 1987. Wyborn et al. 1987). 

Thc Telfer Mine lics in the northeastern tectonic zone (here
after called the Telfer district) of the Paterson Province. It is 
hosted by the Yeneena Group. a >9 km thick Neoproterozoic 
sequence of weakly metamorphosed marine sedimentary rocks 
which overlie the complexly deformed Mesoproterozoic basement 
gneisses of the Rudall Complex (Williams & Myers 1990, Cla rke 
1991). After deposition, the Yeneena Group was intruded by 
dolerite and then underwent lower to sub-greenschist facies 
metamorphism and folding and thrusting during the Paterson 
Orogeny (D4 of Clarke 1991), producing a province-wide nOI1h
westerly structural trend. This trend is cxpressed as regional 

lineaments on Landsat images and image-processed gravity and 
aeromagnetic data. Some lineaments may reflect sub-vertical 
basement faults, but their typical lack of surface expression 
hinders a definitive conclusion. A district-scale NW-trending 
corridor, approximately 15 km wide and centred about the Telfer 
Dome, is informally termed the Telfer Lineament. 

Synchronous with the Paterson Orogeny was the intrusion 
of granitoids in the Telfer district. Nelson (1995) gave ages of 
621±13 Ma (SHRIMP U- Pb zircon) and 633±13 Ma (SHRIMP 
U-Pb zircon) for the Mt Crofton and Minyari monzogranites, 
respectively. Goellnicht (J 992) gave an age of617±64 Ma (Pb
Pb mineral isochron) for the O'Callaghan Granite. Some h'fanitoids 
truncate D4 structures in the Yeneena Group, implying that 
felsic magmatism continued after cessation of major defonnation. 
Volcanic rocks are not recognised in the Telfer district. Detailed 
descriptions of the granitoid plutons are given in Goellnieht et 
al. (1991) and Goellnieht (1992). 

From 1977 until 1992, mining at Telfer focussed on the 
shallow quartz- sulphide reefs and low-grade stockwork vein 
arrays in the' Mine Sequence' of the Telfer Formation (see fig. 3 
in Dimo 1990). The Mine Sequence is an informal term for the 
succession of calcareous, arg illaceous, and locally carbonaceous 
siltstones, sandstones, and dolomitic rocks which host 
mineralisation in the upper SOO m of the mine. The major Au
bearing horizon, the Middle Vale Reef(MVR), is hosted by the 
Middle Vale Siltstone Member. and the EI,\' E" and E, reefs 
(collectively, the E-reefs) are hosted in the stratigraphically 
higher Outer Siltstone Member. The MVR, described in detail 
by Goellnicht et al. (1989), is a laterally extensive, semi
conformable, thin sheet of mass ive pyrite mineralisation. Thc 
highest grades occur in quartz pyrite chalcopyrite minerali sat ion 
on the steeper northeast limb of Main Dome. The highest strati
graphic section of the MVR comprises laminated, crudely banded 
or massi ve pyrite, with minor chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, galena, 
sphaleritc, free Au. and interstitial quartz. The lower sect ion 
comprises fractured. milky II hite, coarse-grained \ein quartz 
II ith minor interstitial sulphides. Along strike. the reef thins to 
a concentration of concordant and slightly discordant quartz 
veins. The lateral stratigraphic equivalents (i.e. down-dip) of 
both the MVR and the E-reefs are carbonate and mixed chert
carbonate units II ith sparsely disseminated pyrite and carbonaceous 
material. Carbonate C and 0 isotope studies indicate that the 
mudstones and siltstones of both the Middle Vale Siltstone 
Member and the Outer Siltstone Member were preferentially 
replaced during infiltration of epigenetic mineralising fluids, 
which resulted in the formation of the bulk of the quartz and 
pyrite in the concordant reefs (Rowins 1994). Thus, stratabound 
reef formatio n is controlled not only by bedding-plane slip, but 
also by replacement of favourab le sedimentary horizons. 

Oxidation and supergene enric hment have enhanced ore 
grades in the Mine Sequence (up to 90 glt Au an d 20% Cu), 
although hypogene fe±Cu sulphide ores may possess similar 
grades. Mining was open cut until early 1990, but now includes 
both open cut (West Dome) and underground (Main Dome). 

The deeper level mineralisation in the Malu and Isdell For
mations underlying the Telfer Formation is referred to as the 
'Te lfer Deeps' (Figs 1,3). In many cases, reefs cannot be corre
lated between Main Dome and West Dome. Because the deep 
reef's have not always undergone intensive supergene Au enrich
ment, their ore grades may be low (5-25 glt Au) relative to the 
supergene ores higher up the sequence. Some of the highest ore 
grades (10- 30 g/t) and thickest parts (1 - 3 m) of the deep reefs 
occur along the inferred hinge zones of both domes, coincident 
with zones of extensive brecciation and axial planar faulting. 

The deep reefs and associated vein mineralisation arc petro
graphical ly and mineralogically similar to stratigraphically higher 

equivalents, with several minor exceptions. Galena, sphalerite, 
scheelite, and a combination of Pb, Co, and Ni sulphides are 
more abundant in several of the deeper reefs, as is hematised 
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albite in some deep discordant veins at West Dome. 
The main alteration assemblages at Telfer are silicification, 

sericitisation, carbonatisation, and pyritisation; tourmalinisation 
and albitisation are minor. The original composition of the 
sedimentary host to mineralisation has influenced which types 
of alteration are predominant. Reefs and veins in argillaceous 
(pelitic) sandstones and calcareous and dolomitic siltstones of 
the Isdell Formation are associated with sericite and carbonate, 
whereas mineralisation in quartzose sandstones of the Malu 
Formation is more closely associated with quartz. 

The relative timing of mineralisation at Telfer can be deduced 
from interrelationships between metamorphism, deformation, 
and the main stages of veining and host rock replacement. Based 
on microstructural studies of the MVR, and constant orientations 
of Main Dome stage veins (vein descriptions in Goellnicht et al. 
1989) across limbs in both Main Dome and West Dome, 
Goellnicht et al. (1989) inferred that mineralisation formed 
either after or late in the doming event. 

Genetic model 
Sulphur, C, 0, B, and Pb isotopic studies on ore sulphides and 
related alteration minerals (carbonate and tourmaline), in con
junction with tourmaline and pyrite mineral chemistry, led 
Rowins (1994) to conclude that solutes in the ore fluid were 
derived chiefly from the sedimentary host rocks rather than the 
Neoproterozoic granitoids. Support for this interpretation 
includes: 
(l) a wide range of 034S values from hypogene pyrite in veins 

and reefs from Main Dome (-2 to 9.3%0) and West Dome 
(- 7 to 10%0), which overlaps those of diagenetic/ 
syngenetic sulphides in carbonaceous host rocks (- 23.8 to 
11.2%0, most between 3 and 11 %0); 

(2) S/Se ratio of > 1 00 000 in hypogene pyrite, implying a 
sedimentary source of Sand Se in the ore fluids; 

(3) Pb-isotope compositions of ore-associated sulphides from 
Main Dome and West Dome, which are almost as 
radiogenic as those of the upper Yeneena Group host 
rocks, implying Pb contributions from magmatic sources 
were minor; 

(4) carbonate o i3C and 0180 values from mineralised veins and 
reefs, which typically range from -3 to 3%0 and 13 to 
18%0, respectively. The calculated oi3C and 0180 values of 
coexisting equilibrium fluids (250-450°C) are consistent 
with C derived via dissolution of primary marine 
carbonate in the host rocks (i.e. rock-buffered), with 0 
comprising a mixture of formational, contact
metamorphic, and lesser magmatic fluids (i.e. fluid
buffered); 

(5) mineralisation-related dravitic tourmaline, which is 
consistent, based on major-element source-rock 
discrimination diagrams, with Ca, Mg, AI, and Fe having 
been scavenged from pelitic and psammitic rocks; 

(6) calculated OIIB values of fluids (- 9.0 to - 0.6%0) in 
equilibrium with mineralisation-related tourmaline (- 14.0 
to - 12.6%0), which excludes B of marine evaporitic origin 
in the ore fluids, and implies that B is liberated from 
clastic host rocks during the Paterson Orogeny. 
In the model for Telfer-style mineralisation, granitoids are 

interpreted to act essentially as heat sources that drive thermal 
convection cells in which heated contact-metamorphic/saline 
formational fluids scavenge Au, Cu, and S from the surrounding 
sedimentary wall rocks (Fig. 2). Although this model has simi
larities to the convective porphyry copper model of Cathles 
(1981), the Main Dome and West Dome deposits cannot be 
considered distal parts of a giant porphyry Cu- Au deposit. 
The vertically stacked, replacement reef style of mineralisation, 
together with the lack of hornfels, proximal granitoids, and 

potassic and propylitic alteration assemblages characteristic of 
porphyry Cu deposits, indicates that the Telfer Dome deposits 
did not form in the near-porphyry environment. These data do 
imply, however, highly focussed fluid flow to the domal sites of 
mineralisation after an initial period of extensive deep fluid 
circulation, in which S and metals were scavenged from the 
sedimentary wall rocks adjacent to the pluton(s). A regional
scale structure capable of focussing fluids may be the NW-trend
ing Telfer Lineament, upon which the Telfer Dome is situated. 
During the Paterson Orogeny, periodic reactivation of this base
ment structure would allow for episodes of widespread fluid 
circulation at depth under essentially litho static fluid pressures, 
followed by rapid ingress of fluids into the structure, triggered 
by a decrease in fluid pressure during reactivation. 

Evidence for efficient fluid focussing on a mine scale comes 
from the extensive brecciation and axial planar faulting along 
the anticlinal hinge zones of both Main Dome and West Dome. 
This locus of brecciation and faulting suggests strongly that the 
anticlinal hinge zone is the central conduit through which pulses 
of hot, buoyant, hydrothermal ore fluid ascended, before infiltrat
ing upward into chemically favourable horizons (carbonaceous 
and calcareous siltstones) and structurally favourable sites 
(dilational zones) where deposition of metals occurred. Gold 
and Cu likely are transported as chloride complexes, with 
reduced S complexes possibly transporting Au upon cooling of 
the fluid (e.g. Huston & Large 1989). The uncertainty conceming 
Au transport arises from apparent changes in the solubility of 
Au chloride complexes at lower temperatures. Meinert (1989) 
advocates a switch from Au transport as a chloride complex to 
a reduced S complex to explain the distal position of Au 
mineralisation, relative to base-metals, in many skarns and 
porphyry Cu systems. Solubility data for Au suggest that it is 
transported as a chloride complex above ~300°C in fluids with 
suitable CI activity (Huston & Large 1989). However, near 
300°C, there is a solubility minimum of chloride-complexed Au, 
and reduced S complexes become more effective ligands. Conse
quently, Au solubility in the fluid increases again and Au is 
transported further away from the plutonic heat source. Gold 
may be deposited from these cooler fluids by any mechanism 
that destabilises reduced S complexes. At both Main Dome and 
West Dome, pH and redox changes are most likely, given the 
abundance of carbonaceous and calcareous lithologies in the host 
Telfer, Malu, and Isdell Formations. Transport of Cu and other 
base metals is probably dominated by chloride complexes 
throughout all stages of fluid evolution (Burnham & Ohmoto 
1980). Mechanisms that destabilise base-metal chloride complexes 
are not necessarily the same as those that destabilise Au 
bisulphide complexes and, therefore, complex metal zonation 
is a possibility at Telfer and in similar ore systems. 

To summarise, the formation of Telfor-style mineralisation 
requires the coincidence of a number of important geological 
factors . These include: 
(I) emplacement of a large plutonic complex near a 

periodically reactivated, regional-scale, fluid-focussing 
structure; 

(2) permeable sedimentary host rocks, in which heated 
formational and contact-metamorphic fluids can circulate 
in large, thermal convection cells and leach metals and S; 

(3) host rocks with background Au of the order of ~2-7 ppb 
(see Romberger 1988 for leaching requirements and 
background concentrations of Au in potential source 
rocks); 

(4) abundant aquifers of saline formational waters in the 
sedimentary sequence (to provide the ligands required for 
Au and Cu transport as chloride complexes) and; 

(5) chemical (calcareous and carbonaceous lithologies) and 
structural traps (anticlinal hinge zones) for the deposition 
of Au and Cu sulphides from ore fluids. 
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Once a dome is identified, its potential to host replacement 
reefs and associated veins will depend on the interaction of a 
complicated set of geological factors (which include its proximity 
to a granitoid pluton). In hindsight, it is clear why the origin of 
the Telfer deposit generated such controversy. The complex 
nature of ore formation renders simple models inadequate and 
probably means that Telfer-style deposits will be rare. For 
example, a dome may be only weakly mineralised iflocated too 
far from a plutonic complex; insufficient heat and/or conductivity 
problems would prevent transport of ore fluids to the domal 
hinge areas and, consequently, fluids would deposit their metals 
at an early stage of evolution and not necessarily in the concen
trations required to form an orebody. Too small a plutonic com
plex would inhibit the development of the large-sca le thermal 
convection cells needed to scavenge metal s and S from the 
surrounding sedimentary rocks. In other cases, convecting fluids 
simply may not leach source rocks with adequate background 
metal and S abundances or protores before their upward flow to 
favourable sites in the domes, where deposition of metals 
occurs. 

Geochemical data particularly useful in discriminating between 
whether a dome contains jJorphrrr ell AlI-s/r/e or Telfer-slr/e 
mineralisation include: 
(I) hypogene sulphide Pb-isotope compositions; 
(2) hypogene sulphide O'''S va lues and; 
(3) hypogene sulphide S/Se ratios. 

The sulphide Pb-isotope data for Main Dome and West 
Dome contrast with those from the 17 Mile Hill porphyry Cu 
(Au) deposit in that ore sulphides contain very little Pb from 
magmatic sources. Similarly, if the 034SsUI hide values cluster 
tightly together within the range of magmatic sulphides, such 
as occur in miarolitic cavities of the Mt Crofton Granite (0 to 
2%0; Rowins 1994), and in sulphides from 17 Mile Hill (0±3%0), 
then a porphyry Cu- Au deposit can be inferred. Te/(er-sllofe 
minerali sation shows much wider scatter. Similarly, sulphide 
S/Se ratios are <20 000 for porphyry Cu- Au deposits, whereas 
ratios > lOO 000 are likely for Telfer analogues. 

Analogues of Telfer-style mineralisation 
A survey of the literature shows that analogues of the Main 
Dome and West Dome deposits, in terms of both process of 
formation and style of mineralisation , arc rare or nonexistent. 
The location of mineralisation in fine-grained si liciclastic sedi
mentary rocks at or near anticlinal hinge zones does raise the 
possibility that the ores are in part saddle reefs, simi lar to those 
in the Victorian and Hill End goldfields in Australia (e.g. Cox 
et a!. 1991 , Lu & Seccombe 1993, Forde & Bell 1994) and the 
Nova Scotia Meguma Group in Canada (Keppie 1976, Kontak 
& Smith 1989). The source of Au in saddle reefs is uncertain 
and there is lively debate on the evolution of the vein system 
(e.g. Cox et a!. 1991, Forde & Bell 1994). In both Victoria and 
Nova Scotia, early workers regarded the mineralisation as 
genetically related to granitoids. More recently, however, Au 
and quartz in reefs are being attributed to fluids derived through 

metamorphogenic model as applied to saddle reef mineralisation. 
The Main Dome and West Dome deposits also have been 

compared to the Palaeoproterozoic 'flat reef' gold deposits in 
the Sabies-Pilgrim's Rest goldfield of South Africa (Goellnicht 
et a!. 1989, Harley & Charlesworth 1992, Boer et a!. 1993). 
Like Telfer, these reefs are epigenetic in origin, consist of quartz
pyrite- carbonate assemblages, and form centimetre to metre 
thick, shallowly dipping bodies, localised along bedding-plane 
shear zones (i.e. reefs are conformable to bedding) up to several 
kilometres long. Bedding-discordant veins and stockwork vein 
systems link some reefs. Silicification, sericitisation, and 
pyritisation are the dominant alteration styles associated with 
both reef- and vein-style mineralisation. The composition and 
physiochemical condition of the ore fluids also show many simi
larities to those at Telfer, although there is evidence from fluid
inclusion studies (Boer et a!. 1993) for phase separation (i.e. 
boiling) in ore fluids at the Sabies-Pilgrim 's Rest goldfield. Mod
els emphasising magmatic processes, akin to those for porphyry 
Cu- Au systems (e.g. Harley & Charlesworth 1992), supported 
by stab le isotope evidence for mostly magmatic fluid (e.g. Boer 
et a!. 1993), conflict with those emphasising fluid mixing 
processes. akin to those for Telfer-s/r/c deposits discussed above. 
based on fluid-inclusion data (e.g. Anderson et al. 1992). Thus, 
detailed genetic comparisons with Telfer are difficult. 

Geographically closer Au deposits with similar structural 
controls. and controlling structures that approach the scale of 
those at Tel fer, are those of the Pine Creek goldfield in the NOl1hern 
Territory. There, a variety of mineralisation sty les, which 
include both bedding-subparallel saddle reefs/replacement bodies 
and discordant vein stock works, are located commonly in doubly 
plunging anticlines, with discontinuous Au mineralisation extend
ing several kilometres along hinge lines (e.g. Alexander et al. 
1990, Matthiii et al. 1995). Fluid-inclusion studies (e.g. Sheppard 
1992, S. Ho pers. comm. 1995) indicate that ore fluids were 
complex mixtures of H20, CO2 , CH 4 and a variety of salts, with 
moderately to highly saline fluid associated wi th Au deposition 
at -250-400°C; i.e. similar to Telfer. Furthermore, genetic models 
that involve granitoids as heat sources , not major reservoirs of 
ore metals, have also been proposed for these deposits (e.g. 
Wall 1989). Gold deposits of the Granites- Tanami Inlier in the 
Northern Territory also share some features with Telfer (Wall 
1989), and warrant further investigation as possible Telfer 
analogues. 

Conclusions 
There are no exact analogues of Telfer, but some smaller scale 
deposits, particularly those at Pine Creek, have several features 
in common. Mineralisation in the Telfer Dome consists of a 
series of vertically stacked, semi-stratiform to stratabound reefs , 
partially linked by stockwork and sheeted vein sets. These 
morphological data for the Telfer ore body together with the S, 
C, 0, B, and Pb isotopic data, and the tourmaline and pyrite 
compositional studies, indicate that most components in the 
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ore fluid are leached from surrounding sedimentary rocks by 
formational/contact-metamorphic fluids circulating in granitoid
driven thermal convection cells. Deep basement faults permit 
the focussing oflarge volumes of ore-bearing fluids to the even
tual sites of mineralisation in the domes (favourable sedimen
tary lithologies and structures) away from the near-porphyry 
environment. Although granitoids are not a major source ofthe 
S and metals in Telfer-style deposits, they do playa critical role 
in their formation and cannot be disregarded in any exploration 
model. 
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Weathered-profile-hosted precious opal deposits 
B.R. Senior 
Senior & Associates Pty Ltd, ' Woodside' , RMB 246 Gundaroo Road, via Bungendore, NSW 2621 , Australia 

EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
M intabi e, Coober Pedy and Andamooka (South Austra lia); 
White Cliffs and Lightning Ridge district (New SouthWales) ; 
Kynuna, Winton, Quilpie and Cunnamulla di stricts 
(Queensland). 

Target 
• Widespread deposits , within or close to the Eromanga and 

Surat Basins. 
• Variable from a few square metres to several square 

kilometres in area (opal field s). 
• Deposits within 25 m of surface in kaolinitic weathered 

profiles. 

• Stratigraphic or structura l traps in the vicinity of former 
groundwater permeability barriers. 

Mining and treatment 
• Hi stori ca lly. a cottage industry (imposed by State legislati on). 

• Open cutting and shallow undergrou nd methods to depths 
of <25 m. 
~Open cutting (scrapcrs. bulldozers and excavators). 
~ Undergro und (hand too ls or mcchanica l d iggers, blowers. 

conveyors and se lf-tipping hoists). 
• Treatm ent inc ludes hand sort ing. wet processing (puddling). 

' blocking out' and trimmin g with di amond saws. 

• Spec iali sed gemmol og ica l equipment fo r shap ing and 
po lishing opal for the jewe ll ery in dust ry. 

Underground 
workings 

Tertiary sediments 
~ 
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Palaeochannel 

Fault 

Joint 

Siltca in groundwater 
leading to opal 
entrapment site 

t Upward fining 
sequence 291Ai358 

Fi gu re 1. Cross-sect io ns of typica l op a l fi elds : Coober Pedy 
( uppe r ; a ft e r Barnes & Tow nsend 1982) , Li ghtn ing Ridge 
r egion (lower). 

Os 

(Klg) 

Griman Creek Formation 
(upper idurated part of profile) 

Griman Creek Formation 
(lower kaolinitic part of profile) 

1 km 

Oa 

29 Ai359 

Fi g u re 2. Ae rial photog raphic interpretation o f t he 
di stribution of minin g activity in 1990 in the Coocooran opal 
fi e ld . NSW. The s inuous . divergent and co nvergent pattern 
rese mhl es a nas to m os in g channels and probab ly indi ca tes th at 
th e d epo sit s follow an early C retaceou s estuarin e palaeo
cha n nel. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Opal deposits are the product of widespread late Mesozoic 

and Cainozoic deep chemical \\'eathering. 
• Enclosing profile is dOlllinantly kaolinitic \\'ith silicilicd and 

fcrruginiscd components. 

• Palaeomagnetic (Idnurm & Senior 1978) and oxygen 
isotope studies (Bird & Chi vas 1993) indicate opalisation 
involved two weathering events . 

• Deposits occur in faults or joints, or in cracks induced 
through swelling of former smectite clays. 

• Opal entrapment sites lie close to former groundwater 
permeability barriers. 

Mineralisation features 
• Depos ited from Si-rich groundwater. 

• Occur within fau lts. veins or cracks. or as replacements of 
fo nner so luble minerals and organic fragments. notably 
shell . bone or wood. 

• A meniscus. flow structures and colour layering shown by 
some specimens indicate an initial aqueous phase followed 
by dehydra tion of a si lica-gel. which hardened into opal. 

• Prec ious opal occurs on ly in entrapment sites where 
condit ions favoured development of a microstructure of 
sil ica spheres. whic h refract white light. giving a play of 
colours (Darragh et al. 1966). 

• Gypsum, alunite and hollandite are common secondary 
minera ls. 
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Local geological criteria 
• In Queensland the deeply weathered profile in which opal 

deposits occur is known as the Canaway profile (Senior et 
al. 1977). 

• In New South Wales the opal deposits occur in the Lightning 
Ridge profile (Watkins 1985). 

• The weathered profiles may be unconformably overlain by 
quartzose pebbly sandstone of early- middle Tertiary age 
(Eyre Formation, Glendower Formation & Cumborah 
Gravel). 

• These younger sedimentary rocks are commonly silicified 
(silcrete) and the silicification has led to induration in the 
upper part of the underlying kaolinitic profile. 

• The silicification event contributed silica to groundwater 
which percolated downwards to potential opal entrapment 
sites. 

• The host deeply weathered profile has cut across rocks of 
various age within the Eromanga and Surat Basins. 

• Palaeozoic host rocks at Mintabie (Mintabie beds). Lower 
Cretaceous hosts include the Marree Formation at 
Andamooka, Bulldog Shale at Coober Pedy, Griman Creek 
Formation at Lightning Ridge, and the Winton Formation in 
Queensland. 

Alteration 
• Weathered profiles up to 30 m thick. 
• Zonation of Fe, Si02 and Al oxides frequently present. 
• The upper portion of the profile is usually strongly 

indurated. 
• Ferruginisation may increase towards the basal one-third of 

the profile, particularly in the Queensland (Winton Formation) 
deposits (Senior 1979). 

Geophysical criteria 
• SIROTEM, resistivity and seismic refraction could assist in 

outlining the geometry of a potential opal-bearing structure, 
such as a palaeochannel or fault/fracture zone. 

• Detailed magnetic surveys show promise in locating 
remanently magnetised sandstone bodies and, thus, indirectly 
locate potential ironstone-hosted (boulder) opal deposits 
(Senior et al. 1977). 

• The profiles appear to be too resistive for successful 
application of ground impulse radar. 

• Anomalously high radioactivity recorded in gamma ray logs 
of drill holes in the Lightning Ridge opal fields offers 
potential for development of a purpose-designed, spectral, 
down-hole logging tool. 
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All precious opal deposits in the Eromanga and Surat Basins lie 
within a weathered profile which is likely to have undergone 
more than one phase of development. Opaline silica has accu
mulated in host rocks of various ages within open spaces 
associated with vertical and lateral permeability barriers. These 
barriers are associated with intraprofile structural and stratigraphic 
conditions. Although the distribution of precious opal can be 
equated with these common genetic parameters, there exist 
marked gemmological differences between opal types at both 
regional and local levels. For example, the southwest Queensland 
fields are characterised by opal veins within rounded, concretion
ary, ironstone nodules (opal boulders) ranging in size from a few 
centimetres to one or two metres across . In the Lightning Ridge 
area, small nodules (nobbies) up to 3 cm across may consist 
almost entirely of opal. The highly prized black opals are sourced 
from these nodules. Dark or black opals are also obtained from 
Mintabie, although there they are found in silicified joints. 
Coober Pedy opals, by contrast, are generally paler in colour 
and display colours emanating from a white or milky back
ground. However, a wide range in variation from the dominant 
type is usually found in individual deposits. 

Australia produces about 97% of the world's precious opal 
and, according to Olliver & Townsend (1993), the value of 
Australian rough opal production for 1990 was about 
$111 million. New South Wales is the largest producer, with 
$62 million, followed by South Australia ($47 million) and 
Queensland ($2 million). Value-adding during manufacturing and 
retail sales brings the total value for 1991 to $420 million. 
Potential reserves are difficult to quantify, owing to a lack of 
factual data, but, on current rates of extraction, arc likcl y to last 
at least another 100 years. 

Historical data and calculated grade measurements from 
known fields show that the majority of opal deposits have a 
grade of $100 per cubic metre or greater (Redfire Resources 
1995). On this basis, the Lightning Ridge or Coober Pedy fields 
would have an inground value, at today's prices, in excess of 
$1 billion. 

NT 

WA 

• Major opal field 

• Opal deposit o ~ 

'eJ 29/A1360 

Figure 3. Location of Australian opal deposits . 

In the past, company-style exploration for precious opal 
throughout South Australia and within the Lightning Ridge 
reserve (approx. 4500 km2) was not possible, owing to legisla
tive prohibition and the restricted form of title available. In 
Queensland, the Minerals Resources Act 1989-1990 treats opal 
equally with other minerals. Similarly, in 1996 the South 
Australian State Government passed a new Opal Mining Act, 
allowing exploration licences for the first time. These legislative 
changes could lead to exploration and mining for opal using 
modern exploration and mining methods, utilising economies of 
scale prerequisite to establishment of a viable mine and organised 
marketing. 

Redfire Resources NL (1995) undertook systematic explo
ration of the northernmost extension of the Lightning Ridge 
trend (Thomby Range) in Queensland. Grid drilling and innova
tive sampling techniques, which recovered and quantified both 
micro (0.05- 5 mm) and macro (>5mm) opal, were used to 
establish opal mineralisation grades. 

The wide distribution of known deposits across the 
Eromanga and Surat Basins (Fig. 3), which is a region characterised 
by poor outcrop, indicates that other potentially economic opal 
deposits are likely to be found. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Broken Hill Main Lode (New South Wales) , Cannington 
(Queensland), Zinkgruvan (Sweden), Aggeneys-Gamsberg 
(South Africa), possibly Sullivan (Canada) 

Target 
• Too few economic examples to develop a robust average; 

examples used range from 30 to >250 Mt. 

• Large sing le deposits dominating a district are the norm. 
• Economic grades in order of 10-20% Pb+Zn. 

• Strong Pb- Zn zonation trends a feature. 
• High Pb:Zn and very high Ag credits (> I OOppm) 

characteristic. 
• High Cd, Sb, Mn and Fe, with localised elevated As, Cu, 

W, Bi and Au. 

Mining and treatment 
• Complex, variable and highly deformed nature of minerali sa ti on 

can make cost-effici ent mining diffi cult . 

• However, often include zones of extremel y hi gh-grade, 
structurally remobili sed minerali sati on. 

• Coarse grain si ze enhances recovery and reduces milling costs. 

• High Fc and Mn in sphalerite is a probl em. 
• Hi gh F in flu orite, flu orapatite and sili cates. 

E · · . 

~ Amphibolite 

D Potosi gneiss 

Pelite 

Garnet quartzite 

Zn lodes 

Pb lodes 

w 

Figure 1. Simp li fied cross-section of the Broken Hill 
Main Lode, looking south , in the region of the Zin c Co rp 
main shaft (after Haydon & McC onachy 1987). 

• Low pyrite can be a smelting advantage. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Restricted age range in lower-mid Proterozoic mobile belts 

with a long thermal history. 
• Hosted in amphibolite- granul ite facies metamorphic terranes. 

• Rift-related tectonic setting, wi th transition from quartzo
feldspathic-dominant lower stratigraphy to psammopelitic 
and pelitic sequences in upper stratigraphy. 

• BHT mineralisation concentrated at transition from lower to 
upper sequences. 

• Oxidised clastic metasediments most probable host lithology, 
although metamorphism is a complicating factor in interpre
tation of protoliths. 

Local geological criteria 
• Thin exhalite units (e.g. quartz-gahnites) define lateral 

markers and prospective packages. 
• Multiple 'exhalitc ' hori zons common. 

• Graphite and pyrite not common in near-ore cn vironments. 
• Other sty les of minerali sation occur in BHT di stricts, in 

particular ironstone-assoc iated Cu- Au in lowcr stratig raphy. 
• Concentration of amphibolites and possible ac id volcani cs in 

near-ore and footwa ll sequences. 

Mineralisation features 
• Minerali sati on hosted by di verse range of skarn-like 

Ca- Mn- Fe-P- F ri ch assembl ages. 

• Ga lena spha lerite dominant wit h subordinate pyrrh otite and 
minor pyrite; var iab le magneti te. 

__ -,-__ -,-·'_·-,1 t-500 m 

.. t-5 km 

. Host quartzofeldspathic 
. gneisses. minor amphibolite 

D Stratabound incipient silica ± garnet, sillimanite, K-feldspar 
alteration zone 

~ i12cJ Siliceous alteration and thin exhaliles ± garnet. gahnite 

• Economic mineralisation ± magnetite 

~ Thin 'Banded Iron Forma tions' 

Figure 2, Schematic BHT ore environment. 
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• Coarse-grained recrystallised and annealed textures, with 
complex ductile breccias. 

• Stacking oflow-aspect ore lenses common. 
• Strong Pb- Zn zonation, rapid internal variation. 
• High Mn- Ca-Fe expressed as garnets, pyroxenes and 

pyroxenoids, e.g. bustamite, pyroxmangite, rhodonite and 
spessartine. 

• Structural upgrading and complex retrograde metasomatism 
characteristic features. 

Alteration 
• No obvious focussed footwall feeder zones with intense 

alteration. 
• More abundant sillimanite and disseminated garnet fonn 

large-scale stratabound alteration envelopes in host quartzo
feldspathic sequences. 

• High levels of K -feldspar in alteration halos are associated 
with 'lode pegmatite' sweats, often with pale-green Pb
bearing microcline. 

• Fe-Mn garnet 'quartzites' and 'sandstones' fonn immediate 
envelope to ore system. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
• High levels ofMn-Ca- Fe- P- F in gangue, high As, Bi, Sb 

and Ag in minor sulphide phases. 
• Extreme zonation between siliceous Zn-rich and more 

Mn- Ca- Fe 'calc-silicate' Pb- Ag-rich end-members. 
• High F and Cl associated with fluorite, apatite and amphiboles. 
• Widespread Pb-Zn- Mn anomalism in thin regional marker 

horizons. 
• Elevated base metals in non-sulphide phases, e.g. gahnite, 

feldspar, magnetite. 
• High Ag:Pb ratios with argentiferous galena and freibergite 

the most common primary Ag-bearing phases. 
• Strong fractionation ofREE, in particular Eu. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Of the main examples listed, all except Cannington were 

discovered on the basis of historical prospecting of prominent 
outcrops. 

• Ca- Fe-Mn-rich zones can give rise to spectacular gossans 
with Pb-rich Mn oxides. 

• Large routine soil and stream sediment anomalism associated 
with outcropping examples. 

• Thin lateral markers easily overlooked in widely spaced 
surveys. 

• The Zn-spinel, gahnite, is a characteristic mineral in regional 
markers, but a resistant phase not easily digested in routine 
analysis. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Magnetite a variable association of economic mineralisation, 

with only minor magnetite in the Broken Hill Main Lode. 
However, magnetite is an important component at Cannington 

and in the Aggeneys group of deposits, producing a direct 
magnetic target. 

• Pyrrhotite the dominant Fe sulphide, but tends to occur in 
discrete zones, which gives rise to variable EM responses. 

• Graphite not a common association with ore. 
• Abundant garnet and Fe-rich pyroxenes, pyroxenoids and 

amphiboles together with galena-rich mineralisation give 
strong gravity contrasts. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Due to metamorphosed nature of BHT deposits, it is 

difficult to define fluid chemistry. 
• Low levels of Cu suggest temperatures below 250°C. 
• Lack ofMg-rich alteration assemblages. 
• Nature of host sequences and general lack of pyrite indicate 

probable oxidised ore fluid. 
• Most BHT deposits characterised by extensive retrograde 

metasomatism, which may involve externally derived fluid 
overprints. The economic role of this metasomatism and 
the nature of the fluids involved are currently under 
debate. 

Comments on genesis 
• Most authors have considered Broken Hill to be exhalative, 

based on the fonn, chemistry and regional relationships of 
the mineralisation. 

• However, there is little in the way of unequivocal relict 
textures or key pre-metamorphic relationships which can be 
used to demonstrate this 'beyond reasonable doubt' . 

• Haydon & McConachy (1987) proposed a modified 
'inhalative' or sandstone-replacement model based on 
detailed studies at Broken Hill. 

• Textures dominated by coarse-grained, equigranular and 
annealed skarn-like assemblages, with indications of several 
generations of metasomatism- these are not pristine deposits! 

• Restriction to mobile belt type settings indicates a relation
ship between rifting, metamorphism and mineralisation 
which is not fully understood at this stage. 

Is there a BHT classification? 
• Most previous classification systems have not generally 

recognised a discrete or robust 'Broken Hill Type' category. 
• Most authors still consider Broken Hill to be a metamor

phosed variant of the Sedex family, despite a range of critical 
differences regarding chemistry and setting. 

• Any model which emphasises the recognition of inferred 
pre-metamorphic relationships in amphibolite- granulite 
terranes is unrealistic. 

• Exploration strategies are different for Sedex versus BHT 
deposits. On a pragmatic level they need to be differentiated 
accordingly. 

• The recent discovery of the Cannington deposit, offers the 
chance to refine the classification using a new world-class 
example. 



Introduction 
Broken Hill-type (BHT) deposits represent an important but 
not widely appreciated category of stratiform base-metal 
mineralisation , which includes the world-famous Broken Hill 
Main Lode, New South Wales. Characteristic features include a 
fundamental association with lower-middle Proterozoic mobile 
belt terranes , and a direct relationship with a variety of unusual 
lithologies often referred to as 'exhalites '. While this can include 
classic thin banded iron fonnations (an association which is 
often emphasised, e.g. Stanton 1976), these are a minor part of 
a much more diverse suite ofFe-Si-Mn-Ca-rich host lithologies, 
with coarse-grained skarn-I ike textures and mineralogy. 

As a consequence of the mobile belt settings, all BHT terranes 
have undergone a prolonged history of complex deformation, 
metamorphism and metasomatism, which makes the study and 
interpretation of BHT deposits and districts difficult and often 
controversial. This is reflected in the general absence ofa distinct 
Broken Hill-type category in the majority of well-established 
classification schemes for stratiform base-metal deposits (e.g. 
Gustafson & Williams 1981). Most authors have generally 
regarded the Broken Hill Main Lode as a metamorphosed 
example of 'Sedex' mineralisation, such as the Mount Isa or 
McArthur River Pb-Zn-Ag deposits (e.g. Sangster 1990, 
Goodfellow et al. 1993). However, Beeson (1990), Parr & Plimer 
(1993) and Walters (1996) have proposed and defined a separate 
Brokcn Hill-type classification. 

The most important di stric ts considered to be representati ve 
of the Broken H ill type (Table I) include the Broken Hill Block , 
New South Wales (Stevens et al. 1988), Aggcncys-Gamsberg, 
South Africa (Joubert 1986, Rozendaal 19 86), Bergslagen, 
Sweden (Parr & Plimer 1993) and the Soldiers Cap terrane of 
the Mount Isa Eastern Succcssion, including the recently discov
ered Cannington deposit (Blakc 198 7, Walters & Bailey 1996). 
Within Australia, othcr prospcctivc BHT terranes, with as yet 
only sub-economic occurrences, include thc Georgetown Inli er 
(e.g. Mount Misery; Stanton 1982) and parts of the Arunta 
Inlier (e.g. len ois; Mackie 1984). 

The Sullivan deposit (B.C., Canada) is generally regarded as 
an example of Sedex mineralisation (Goodfellow et al. 1993). 
However. its overall early rift-fill setting with an immature clastic 
host sequence; associations with intcnsc alteration, including 
tourmalinite. garnet musco\ ite and quartz albite zones; and 
relationship to voluminous high-level basic intrusions (Hami lton 
et al. 1982), suggest some affinities with BHT deposits (Parr & 
Plimer 1993). 

Despite the obvious difficulties of establishing genetic models 
for mineralisation which has undergone complex prograde and 
retrograde overprints, there are clear differences in exploration 
strategies between Sedex and BHT deposits, which provide 
pragmatic support for a separate and meaningful classification. 
Key aspects of a BHT exploration strategy in vo lve the selection 
of specific styles of rift-related 'transition zone' lithostratigraphic 
sequences on a regional scale, and the recognition of a range of 
unusual rock-type associations as lateral markers and indicators 
towards prospcctivc BHT systcms on a deposit scale. 

Regional lithostratigraphy ofBHT districts 
Broken Hill Block- Willyama Supergroup 
The premier example of the Broken Hill-type is the Broken Hill 
Main Lode (New South Wales). Estimates of the pre-erosion 
and mining size a re in the order of300 Mt grading in excess of 
15% Pb+Zn and 150 glt Ag, including a resource of around 150 
Mt in excess of 20% Pb+Zn (Haydon & McConachy 1987). 

As a result of a long hi story of mining and research, and a 
number of regional mapping initiatives, the Broken Hill Block 
represents one of the most intensively studied and documented 
BHT districts. The vast amount of published literature on the 
Broken Hill Block reflects this status, with key papers including 
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Stevens et a1. (1988), Barnes (1988), Haydon & McConachy 
(1987), Stevens (1986), Willis et a1. (1983), and Stevens (1980) . 
The lithostratigraphic characteristics of the Willyama Super
group in the Broken Hill Block, and relationships to 
mineralisation have been summarised in Stevens et a1. (1988), 
Parr & Plimer (1993) and Walters (1994), and can be used as a 
comparative model for the setting of other major BHT districts 
and deposits. 

The dominant lithostratigraphic trend in the Willyama 
Supergroup (Fig. 3), is from quartzo-feldspathic-rich sequences 
in the Thackaringa Group and lower formations into clearly 
metasediment-dominated sequences in the Sundown and Para
gon Groups. The Broken Hill Group represents a transition 
between these end members, with mainly metasediments and 
subordinate quartzo-feldspathic and basic gneisses associated 
with the maximum development and diversity of BHT 
mineralisation and ' lode horizon' marker units such as quartz
gahnite lithologies (Fig. 3). This can be interpreted as a progres
sion from early syn-rift clastics and volcanics to a thermal 
subsidence phase of more uniform clastic sedimentation above 
the Broken Hill Group, in an intracratonic setting (Parr & Plimer 
1993). There is a distinct absence of significant regional carbon
ates or calc-silicates in this rift-fill sequence. 

However, it should be noted that due to amphibolite-granulite 
facies metamorphism, all sequcnces are highly deformed and 
protolith interpretation , particularly regarding depositional 
environments, is a difficult and contentious process (e.g. Wright 
etaI.1993). 

A characteristic feature ofcarly rift-rclatcd lithostratigraphic 
sequences in the Thackaringa Group, Thorndale Gnciss and 
Redan Gneiss (Fig. 3), is a dominance of unusually sodic 'a lbitite ' 
gneisses and migmatites, which can display banding tcxturcs 
with locally abundant magnetite- albite quartz hornblende 
(Stevcns & Corbett 1993). These have bcen variably intcrpreted 
as arkosic sed iments (Ilaydon & McConachy 1987) or sodic 
alteration of glassy vo lcanic s in a sabkha or playa lake evaporitic 
setting (Stevens et al. 1988). Similar lithologics in the adjacent 
Olary Block associated with scapolite, tourmaline with isotopi
cally light B, and possible pseudomorphs after anhydrite, arc 
also interpreted as indicating cvaporitic conditions in a contincnta l 
rift (Cook & Ashley 1992) 

The role of evaporites in providing high-salinity oxidised 
Iluids related to hydrothermal activity in thc overlying Broken 
Hill Group has been suggested by a number of authors (e.g. 
Plimer 1994). This may be linked to the intrusion of high-level 
granitic si lls in the Thackaringa Group, sueh as the Alma Gneiss 
(Fig. 3), coeval with the Main Lode mineralisation (Plimer & 
Parr 1993). 

The Broken Hill Group is marked by the widespread devel
opment of metasediments, interpreted to represent a sudden 
deepening of the rift and the onset of more significant hydro
thermal act ivi ty (Plimer 1985). The Parnell Formation (Fig. 3) 
is characteri sed by dominant metasediments, with a distinctive 
spatial association of subordi nate basic gneiss and garnetiferous 
quartzo-feldpathic 'Potosi' gneiss, with widespread minor lode
hori zon- type lithologies and subeconomic BHT prospects. 
Stevens et al. (1988) interpreted this as an episode of bimodal 
volcani sm of rhyodacitic- tholeiitic affinities, with associated 
base-metal and Mn- Fe- Si-enriched exhalative activity. 

This association is also repeated in the stratigraph icall y 
higher Hores Gneiss, which hosts the Main Lode. U-Pb zircon 
dating of' Potosi' gneiss lithologies from the Hores Gneiss in 
the northern part of thc Block (Page & Laing 1992), g ives an 
interpreted magmatic age or 1680- 1690 Ma, which is widely 
quoted as the inferred age of mineralisation at Broken Hill. How
ever, high-resolution age dating in complex BHT metamorphic 
terranes is a difficult and contentious process, and the 
' mineralisation age' of all the BHT deposits listed in Table I 
remains open to interpretation. 

In the area of the Main Lode, the Hores Gneiss comprises 
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Figure 3. Lithostratigraphy of the Willyama Supergroup and distribution of main 
mineralisation styles (from Parr & Plimer 1993). 

two main units of 'Potosi' gneiss, enclosing a sequence of pelitic 
and psammopelitic metasediments grading into blue quartz-rich 
cherts, garnet-spotted psammopelite and garnet-quartzites 
enclosing the Main Lode. Rapid variations in thickness of the 
'Potosi' gneiss units and gradations into more siliceous lithologies 
are evident, with an inverse spatial relationship between the 
Main Lode and 'Potosi' gneiss thickness (Haydon & 
McConachy 1987; Wright et al. 1993). 

Basic gneiss and garnetiferous quartzo-feldspathic 'Potosi' 
gneiss in the Parnell Fonnation and Hores Gneiss, tend to display 
a greater range of more unusual geochemical trends compared to 
similar lithologies in the Thackaringa Group. Basic gneiss in the 
Broken Hill Group is notably more Fe-rich, interpreted as an 
igneous differentiation trend (James et al. 1987) or a result of 
pre-metamorphic hydrothennal alteration (Phillips et al. 1985). 
'Potosi' gneiss represents one of the most contentious and 
controversial lithologies in the Broken Hill Block. Its close 
association with numerous lode-horizon occurrences and, in 
particular, the Main Lode points to a significant genetic link or 
marker for stratifonn mineralisation. Haydon & McConachy 
(1987) summarised the wide range of proto lith interpretations 
proposed for Potosi gneiss over the past 100 years, which range 
from calcareous greywackes, rhyodacitic tuffs to arkosic sediment 
wedges. The unusual and variable geochemical trends and the 
close spatial association with, rather than actual hosting of, 
mineralisation suggest that the Potosi gneiss may have acted as 

semi-regional fluid channels for hydrothennal activity (Haydon 
& McConachy 1987). 

The overlying Sundown Group (Fig. 3) is dominated by 
turbiditic muds and silts, with graphite-bearing pelitic schists 
and fine-grained psammites in the Paragon Group. There is a 
marked absence of bimodal volcanics or lode horizon above the 
Broken Hill Group, and the sequences represent late rift-fill and 
sag phase sedimentation. 

Bergslagen district, Sweden 
The progression from a quartzo-feldspathic dominant early rift 
fill with unusual sodic versus potassic enrichments to more sag 
phase clastic sedimentation, via a transition zone associated 
with maximum exhalative activity, is a common theme in other 
well-studied BHT districts. This is particularly evident for the 
Bergslagen district, Sweden (reviews in Parr & Plimer 1993, 
Walters 1994). However, there are significant differences in set
ting between the Broken Hill Block and the Bergslagen district, 
which emphasise the variations incorporated within the current 
BHT classification. 

Supracrustal sequences in the Bergslagen province fonned 
as juvenile crust during the early Proterozoic Svecofennian 
Orogeny, and occur as domains within extensive synorogenic 
granitoids (Oen 1987, Baker et al. 1988). These sequences 
give consistent radiometric dates in the range 1880-1900 Ma, 
representing a significantly older rift setting compared with 
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Table 1. BHT districts with size and grades for selected deposits (after Parr & Plimer 1993). 

Location Age (Ma) Deposit Ph Zn Cu Ag Fe Size 
(%) (%) (%) (glt) (%) (Mt) 

Broken Hill Block, 

NSW 

1.67-1.69 Broken Hill 10.0 8.5 0.14 148 -8 280 

Bergslagen, Sweden 
Namaqua Belt, South 
Africa 

1.87-1.89 
-1.6 

Zinkgruvan 5.5 10.0 100 40 
Gamsberg 0.55 7.1 0.02 6 -30 150 

Broken Hill 6.35 2.9 0.45 82 -35 38 
Black Mtn 2.67 0.59 0.75 30 -30 82 
Big Syncline 1.01 

Mount Isa Inlier, Qld 
Purcell Basin. Canada 

-1.68 
1.4 

Cannington 11.1 
Sullivan 

the Willyama Supergroup. 
There is a common lithostratigraphic progression in the 

supracrustal belts, comprising a thick (5~ I 0 km) lower sequence 
of fine-grained quartzo-feldspathic gneisses or ' Ieptites', which 
are generally interpreted as felsic volcanics, ignimbrites and coarse 
pyroclastics deposited in shallow-water (Parr & Rickard 1987). 
These grade into a sequence of more bedded tuffaceous lithologies 
with fewer coarse pyroclastics and more abundant basic volcanics, 
with interbeds of clastic metasediments and carbonates. This is 
overlain in turn by a sequence of dominant metasediments, with 
greywackes, shales and mass flow deposits (F ig . 4). 

Extreme Na:K variation is characteristic of the leptite 
seq uences, with a general subdivision into lower sodic and upper 
potassic units. This is generally regarded as a regional hydro
thermal alteration process, related to diagenesis and seawater 
interactions within the porous volcanic pile (Baker et al. 1988). 
Shallow water, evaporitic lithologies associated with the over
lying tuffite-rich bedded sequences may also have been important 
in contributing saline groundwater during diagenesis, analogous 
to the mechanism noted earlier for the lower sequences of the 
Willyama Supergroup. 

Three distinct sty lcs of stratiform basc-metal and Fe- Mn 
mincrali sat ion sty les occur in the Bcrgslagcn district. Extcnsive 
but thin Mn- P- Ca-rich iron formations with e levatcd base 
metals (e.g. Langban- Bostrom et al. 1979) have historicall y 
been exploited for iron ore, and mainly occur in association with 
metasedimcntary packages in thc leptite-dominant lower 
scqucnccs. Thc Falun type of Zn Pb Cu- Ag- (Au) dcposit is 
hosted by altered metavolcanics with marble and metasediment 
interbeds, close to the transition zone with dominant clastic 
metasediments. Lensoid stratiform massive sulphide mineral
isation in the Falun type is pyritic and associatcd with footwall 
stockwork zo nes and Mg-rich alteration zo nes , which are 
characterised by cordierite~anthophyllite-chlorite-dolomite 
assemblages, analogous with metamorphosed vo lcanic-hosted 
massive sulphide (VHMS) deposi ts. 

The Ammeberg type of Zn~Pb-Ag deposit (Sundblad 1994) 
is more comparable with a BHT occurrence and includes the 
economically significant Zinkgruvan deposit (Hedstrom et al. 
1989). Mineralisation is hosted by marbles, calc-silicates, tuffites 
and migmatitic metasediments (Fig. 4), close to the transition 
into the upper metasediment-dominant package, and occurs as a 
tabular lens 5~25 m thick and over 5 km strike length . Sphalerite 
and galena are the dominant sulphides , hosted in siliceous 
metatuffite with minor garnet, tremolite, diopside and calcite. 
Garnet-quartzite and calc silicate/carbonate interbeds occur in 
the ore zone, which is overlain by lensoid units of garnet-quartzite, 
marble and calc-silicate bedded metatuffite with fine-scale 
interlayered quartz, metatuffite and diopside-calcite~garnet rock 
with minor base-metal sulphides . The transition zone from 
metatuffite to biotite-rich sillimanite bearing metasedimentary 
gneisses is marked by concordant zones of disseminated 
pyrrhotite with anomalous Zn- Pb (Hedstrom et al. 1989). While 
large irregular zones of intense K -rich microcline-quartz alteration 
occur, focussed Mg-rich alteration is not a feature at Zinkgruvan 
compared to the Falun type. 

6.1 

2.45 0.09 13 -35 101 
4.4 0.05 500 -15 45 
5.9 68 28 155 

The Bergslagen district differs from the Broken Hill Block 
(and other BHT districts such as Aggeneys-Gamsberg and the 
Soldiers Cap terrane) in the close spatial occurrence of two 
distinct BHT and VHMS style variants, an older Palaeoproterozoic 
age, and a greater dominance of marbles and calc-silicates in the 
rift-fill sequence. Within Australia comparable features occur 
within the Arunta Inlier, with a division into Mg-rich Oonagalabi
style and more BHT lervois-style mineralisation (Mackie 1984, 
Stewart et al. 1984, Warren & Shaw 1985). 

-------

-------

-------

Pelitic schists, thin psammites 

Mixed metasediments and metavolcanics 
with calc-silicates, magnetite units, 
cherts, Pb-Zn sulphides 

Impure dolomite-calcite marbles with 
forsterite, serpentine, magnetite and 
calc-silicate, chert bands 

Mixed metasediments and meta volcanics 

Banded magnetite/hematite-quartz IF 

Rhyolitic metatuffites 

200 m 

Feldspar-phyric metavolcanites 

29/04/4 

Figure 4. Schematic lithostratigraphy of the 8ergslagen 
dis trict, Sweden, showing distribution of main mineral
is ation types. 
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Table 2. Mineralogy of principal 'exhalite' types in BHT districts (after Plimer 1986). 

Type Dominant phases Minor phases 

Siliceous 

Manganiferous 

Quartz (commonly blue) 

Spessartine-almandine, quartz, rhodonite, 
bustamite, pyroxmangite 

Spessartine, gahnite, sulphides, magnetite, muscovite 

Apatite, gahnite, scheelite, sulphides, arsenopyrite, 
biotite, sillimanite, magnetite, piedmontite 

Ferruginous 

• Sulphide 

• Carbonate 

• Silicate 

• Oxide 

Zincian 

Ba-rich 

Pyrite, pyrrhotite, quartz 

Fe-Ca-Mn carbonates 

Grunerite, Ca-Fe pyroxene, quartz 

Quartz, magnetite 

Gahnite, quartz 

Barite or celsian, hyalophane 

Muscovite, Ca-Fe pyroxene, fayalite, rhodonite 

Sulphides, grossular-spessartine, epidote 

Magnetite, fayalite, almandine-spessartine, sulphides, 

Sulphides, fayalite, grunerite, spessartine-almandine 

Sphalerite, Pb orthoclase, spessartine-a1mandine, 
galena, sillimanite, apatite, tourmaline, muscovite 

Calcareous Grossular, diopside, wollastonite, plagioclase, 
calcite, idocrase, quartz 

Sulphides, quartz, sillimanite, biotite, muscovite 

Tremolite-actinolite, fluorite, graphite, scheelite, 
sphalerite, epidote, c1inozoisite, sulphides, gahnite 

Boron-rich Quartz, tourmaline 

Unusual rock-type associations related to 
BHT mineralisation 
BHT deposits are characterised by an association with a great 
diversity of unusual rock types, which contrast markedly with 
their enclosing host sequences. In most instances there are no 
obvious igneous or sedimentary protoliths. Plimer (1986) 
recognised seven principal geochemical associations, based on 
dominant mineralogy (Table 2). 

These associations can be regarded as a diverse suite of 
Si- Fe- Mn- Ca-dominant meta-exhalites and alteration-related 
lithologies. Recognition and interpretation of these unusual 
lithologies is one of the key routine aspects ofBHT exploration. 
This is complicated by a highly diverse range of skarn-like 
mineralogy and rapid variation, partiCUlarly near major BHT 
centres. 

Thin, laterally extensive, siliceous units with variable minor 
gahnite, apatite, sulphides and garnet are the most common lateral 
markers in BHT districts rather than any direct ElF-type 
association. Envelopes of Mn- Fe-rich 'garnet quartzites' and 
silicification are characteristic of increasing proximity to more 
significant BHT centres. Diverse Ca-Fe-Mn-rich assemblages, 
comprising pyroxenoids, hedenbergitic pyroxenes, grunerite 
amphibole, fluorite, spessartine garnet, fayalitic olivine and 
carbonates, are a distinctive association of highly prospective 
proximal BHT systems. Retrograde metasomatism is also 
common and involves phases such as pyrosmalite, ilvaite, chlo
rites and garnet. 

Strong zonation is a characteristic feature of large BHT 
systems, with more Zn-dominant mineralisation associated with 
siliceous zones, and Pb-Ag-dominant mineralisation with Ca
Fe- Mn-rich mineralogy. This is particularly evident for the 
Broken Hill Main Lode with a series of stacked Pb- and Zn
dominant ore lenses (Johnson & Klinger 1975). Extreme Pb
Zn- Ag zonation and stacking also occur in the recently 
discovered Cannington deposit (Walters & Bailey 1996; Table 3). 

Large scale stratabound but unfocussed alteration zones are 
associated with many BHT deposits, but are generally difficult 
to recognise, owing to metamorphic overprints. Alteration is 
characterised by garnet spotting and a greater abundance of 
sillimanite-K feldspar in the host quartzo-feldspathic sequences 
(Wright et al. 1993), and the recognition of these relationships 
can represent useful regional exploration tools. 

Feldspars, spessartine-almandine, biotite, muscovite, 
graphite, sillimanite, apatite, sulphides, magnetite 

Geochemical exploration techniques 
Geochemical anomalism is widespread in individuallode-horizon
type marker units or alteration zones, and routine geochemical 
techniques are a useful first-pass tool. However, primary 
geochemical anomalism is often confined to thin «2 m) units in 
a distal setting and represents a restricted target. A number of 
phases, such as gahnite or Mn-garnets, can be useful resistate 
indicators in regional exploration. Whole-rock REE systematics 
also show distinctive variations related to proximal and distal 
settings, in particular, involving positive versus negative Eu 
anomalies and, to a lesser extent, Ce fractionation (Lottermoser 
1989, Parr 1992). 

A range of other geochemical criteria has been used or 
proposed as exploration techniques, which includes NaIK. ratios 
on a regional scale (e.g. Beeson 1990); geochemistry and B isotope 
systematics of tourmaline (Slack et al. 1984, 1989); Mn content 
of garnets (Stanton 1976); and Pb isotope systematics (Gulson 
et al. 1985). Radiometrics can be used to detect the more intense 
potassic alteration zones associated with some BHT deposits 
(e.g. Zinkgruvan). 

Geophysical exploration techniques 
One of the key exploration tools within BHT terranes in recent 
years has been the use of high-quality regional aeromagnetics. 
Given the complex nature of deformation and the difficulties of 
mapping and correlation in poorly exposed areas, regional mag
netics can provide the essential overview of lithostratigraphic 
and structural trends (e.g. Whiting 1986). Prospective transition
zone sequences between metasediment-dominant and felsic
dominant packages often have a distinctive magnetic signature, 
characterised by extensive linear responses largely due to magnetic 
amphibolites in an otherwise subdued metasediment response. 

Economic BHT deposits are characterised by high base metal 
to sulphur ratios, with Pb- Zn in a variety of non-sulphide 
phases. Pyrrhotite is the dominant Fe sulphide and occurs in 
restricted zones, which can limit the application of EM 
techniques as a direct targeting tool in many districts. However, 
some exceptions occur; in particular, the Aggeneys-Gamsberg 
deposits are associated with more abundant pyrrhotite- pyrite 
and locally significant graphite (Rozendaal 1986, Ryan et al. 
1986). 

The magnetic response of economic mineralisation is also a 
highly variable feature. While the Broken Hill Main Lode and 
Zinkgruvan are essentially non-magnetic, Aggeneys-Gamsberg 
and Cannington show strong direct magnetite associations, which 
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Table 3. Mineralogy and typical grades of mineralisation types, Cannington deposit. 

Ag Sb Fe Mn As Cu F P Au Pb 
% 

Zn 
% ppm ppm % % ppm ppm % ppm ppm 

Nithsdale 

A. Galena, fluorite. hedebergite, 
pyroxmangite, magnetite 

M. Sphalerite, pyrrhotite, Mn fayalite, 
pyrosmalite, il vaite, quartz, hornblende, 
talc. chlori te 

T. Arsenopyrite. chalcopyrite. 
friebergite 

Cuckadoo 

A. Quartz. sphale rite 

1\1. Arsenopyrite. loellingite. 
chalcopyrite. pyrite. galena. chlorite. 
garnet. carbonates 

T. Gahnite. epidote. apatite. il va ite. 
fe ldspar 

Col well 

A. Sphalerite. hedenhergite. magnetite. 
pyrrhotite. fluorite 

1\ 1. Galena. Mn fayalite. pyrosmalite. 
ilvaitc. hornblende. arsenopyrite. 
loellingite. pyrite. quartz 

Glenhulme 

A. Sphalerite. galena. quart/. 
carhonatcs 

M.Apatite. chlorite. montmorillonite. 
fluorite. talc 

T. FriL'hl'rgill'. p::. rarg) rill' 

Burnham 

A. Galena. riuorite. hellenbergite. 
p) ro\mangitl'. magnL'lilc 

!\l. Sphalerite. Mn jayalite. 
p)roslllalite. Iilaite . quart/. hornhlende. 
talc. chlorite 

1~ Arsenopyri te. pyrrhotite. 
chalcopyrite. frieilerg ite 

Broadlands 

A. Galena. hedenhergitc. pyroxmangite. 
garnet. quartl 

M. Sphalerite. pyrosmalite. ihaite. 
quart/. hornhlende. talc. chlorite. 
tluoritc 

11.0 

0.8 

0.2 

II.X 

1-lX 

15.-1 

2.7 

* Gll'nhollllC Brl!ccia Lode \\ lthin Brolga I'<lult / olle 

1.8 720 

5,4 35 

5.5 2-1 

X.O .\h7 

l)O 570 

2 ,) 7hO 

O.S 82 

in the case of the non-outcropping Cannington deposit provided 
the key discovery technique (Skrzeczynski 1993). 

Genetic models and speculation 
Current genetic models for BHT deposits are heavily biased 
towards concepts developed at Broken Hill, and generally invoke 
a syngenetic or. in more recent times, a modified 'inhalative' 
model with mineralisation controlled by primary porosity in 
clastic wedges (Haydon & McConachy 1987). However, as a 
result of granulite-facies metamorphism, current paragenetie and 
textural relationships within the Main Lode ore lenses cannot 
be used to unequivocally resolve either of these models. The 
more regional field relationships of'lode horizon' in the Broken 
Hill Block, established by dccades of mapping and research (e.g. 
Stevens et al. 1988), are c ri tical in providing support for a 
strati form/stratabou nd Illodel. 

630 19.1 1.6 490 5005 4.40 1000 0.51 

44 4.9 0.1 1700 860 0. 1 510 0. 18 

28 I-I.l) 0,4 1780 1260 0.6 1000 0.23 

-156 -1.2 0.2 [3::; 3l)O 0.2 2300 ()()X 

7-15 .n 0.2 123 320 (U 2hOO 0.01' 

5-10 22.1 12.2 hlO 520 -It) 7')0 O.OX 

110 7.1 O.l) 150 120 0-1 2150 0.02 

Howe vcr, many ofthc mincralogical and textural associations 
ttl BIIT deposits are also comparable with distal Zn skarns, 
with no direct intrusive associations (Meinhart 1992). Ongoing 
debate regarding the application ofa descriptive skarn terminol
ogy \'ersus skarn genetic models to BHT deposits is largely the 
result of current research in the Eastern Succession of the Mount 
Isa Inlier (e.g. Williams & Heinmann 1993, Williams & Blake 
1994, Bodon 1996, Walters & Bailey 1996). 

As in all highly deformed and metamorphosed mineralised 
environments, the origin and paragenesis of the economic 
sulphides are contentious issues, with tcxtural relationships 
large ly reflecting the last significant overprin t. On a mining sca le, 
it is evidcnt that the economics of BHT deposits largely reflect 
metamorph ic, structura l and metasomat ic controls. T hi s may 
be a function of ducti Ie and fl uid rcmobi lisation of a pre-existing 
syngenetic Ag- Pb- Zn deposit or reflect externally derived syn 
and post peak-metamorphic mineralisation events, invo lving 
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metasomatism of a reactive Mn-Ca- Fe-rich precursor. 
Notwithstanding this debate, empirical exploration models 

can be developed, based on observational lithostratigraphic as
sociations and the recognition of unusual direct ore-hosting 
lithologies. The recent discovery of Canning ton as a prime ex
ample of a world-class BHT deposit indicates the exploration 
potential of this approach (Skrzeczynski 1993). 
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Proterozoic metamorphic copper deposits 
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EXPLORATION MODEL: Mount Isa 

Examples 
Mt Isa, Nifty. Possible analogues: Sheep Creek, Ruby Creek 

Target 
• Large relatively high-grade deposits. 
• Mt lsa sulphide ore 255 Mt @ 3.3% Cu; 

Nifty sulphide ore 17 Mt @ 4.9% + oxide ore 4 Mt @ 3% 
Cu. 

• Mt Isa Mines achieves consistently high Cu recovery from 
froth flotation concentration. 

• Pyrite dilution of concentrate is the main problem. 

• At Nifty, oxide ore is extracted by solvent. 
• Minor As in concentrate. 

Regional geological criteria 
• Carbonaceous dolomitic shale host. 

• Cu is the only significant metal; very low Au/Cu. 

• Minor Co credits. 
• Regional metamorphic grade is greenschist facies , with T in 

excess of Kf + 3Ank + H20 = Bio + 3Cc + 3C02 equilibrium. 

• Complex 3D orebody form with high-grade core includes 
lobate, tabular and pipe-like forms. 

Mining and treatment 

• Close proximity to regional-scale fault with high-contrast 
metamorphic grade across fault (Mt Isa). 

• Presence oflarge volume of deformed, metasomatically 
alterered and metamorphosed basic volcanics (Mt Isa ). 

• Good 3D grade continuity allows for mining by open pit or 
underground open stoping. 

• Regional fault and basic volcanics not identified at Nifty, but 
may be present. 
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Figure L Mt Isa 1100 Cu orebody, section through 34200mN lookin g north, The Buck Quartz Fault Zone underlies the 
11 000b, Dolomite ox ygen isotope contours vary from 11%. close to ore to 15%. 1 km away near the surface , There is a 
strong regional positive correlation between Cu and Pb- Zn- pyrite mineralisation, 
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Mineralisation features 
o Cu ore bodies stratabound vein networks. 
o Zonation from sparse outer Dol- Cpy veins, to more intense 

Dol- Qz- Cpy veins with overprinting coarse Dol grain 
growth, to a replacive siliceous core. 

o Cu grade correlated with intensity of silicification. 

Local geological criteria 
o Cu ore localised around Kf + FeC03 anomalies in dolomitic 

shale adjacent to associated stratiform pyrite (±Pb- Zn) 
o Stratiform pyrite also spatially associated with stratiform 

Pb-Zn-pyrite mineralisation. Two generations of stratiform 
pyrite precede regional deformation, metamorphism and Cu 
mineralisation at Mt Isa. 

o Contrast in lithology provides site for extension during 
deformation, i.e. Dol Shale vs Bas Volcanics (Mt Isa). 

o Smaller secondary faults provide ore-fluid feeder pathway 
from regional fault to local sites of metamorphic vein 
networks. 

o Ore fluids introduced during continuous deformation at or 
after peak of regional metamorphism. 

Dolomitic shale 

Alteration 
o +2 km halo of 8180 depletion in visibly unaltered Dolomitic 

Shale surrounding visible Silica Dolomite alteration and Cu ore. 
o Sparse Dol ± Cpy veins are first visible indication of 

periphery of Silica Dolomite Cu alteration system, increasing 
inwards in intensity to massive sparry dolomite- ankerite
quartz- chalcopyrite at the core. 

o Subtle Na for K exchange in sedimentary diagenetic feldspar, 
and fine-grained phlogopite-chlorite in shears. 

o Minor talc ± trace Cc zones present about intense silicification 
of sedimentary and sparry dolomite. 

o Metamorphic Po-Chi ± Bi ± Mt common in high-Fe 
stratigraphy, which may host Cu ore laterally. 

o Variably oxidised alteration in regionally associated metabasalts 
at Mt Isa. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o Regular dolomite 8180 depletion halo extends much further 

than any other chemical or geophysical detection method. 
o Components added in order of greatest % change: Cu, Co, 

As, S, Fe, Si02, MgO (Mt Isa). 

Metasomatic 
assemblage 

Qtz, Dol, Alb, Ser, 
Chi, Cpy, Py, Po 

29/Q/3 

Figure 2. Composite schematic section through Mt !sa orebodies, showing local negative correlation between Cu and Pb
Zn-pyrite mineralisation. Cu ore is localised where there is greatest metamorphic vein development. This is in stratigraphy 
with the greatest diagenetic Kf-FeC03 concentration, which is often adjacent to associated Pb-Zn-Py mineralisation. 
These zones develop Fe-rich metamorphic assemblages, which include Bi-Chl-Stilp-Mt-Po-Py-Sid-Ms. 
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• Components depleted in order of greatest % change: Zn, 
Kp, Pb, A120 3, CaO (Mt Isa) . 

• (Na20) Ag, CO2 and C approximately constant. 
• Cu, Co, and As show ± 1000% addition ; other components 

show % change 10 times smaller. 

• Kp/~0+Na20 depletion halo extends beyond visible 
Dol-Cpy veins and any other mineralogical or chemical 
element a lteration halo. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
• Regional Pb-Zn soil and stream-sediment geochemistry 

useful to identify favourab le host rocks, or stratigraphy 
(values regular). 

• Cu stream-sediment and soil geochemistry useful for any 
minerali sed system with a surface expression (values low 
and irregular). 

• Unweathered Dolomitic Shale dolomite 8'80 va lues show a 
strong consistent depletion close to Cu ore (Cu ore values 
< 12%0 to background Dol Shale >20%0). 

• No carbonate or silicate isotopic values ava il able for Nifty. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Ore fluid NaCI-rich, 8- 15 wt %. 

• Ore-fluid temperature approx 300°C (250- 340°C). possibly 
going from higher end of range to lower through Ii fe of 
system. 

• Relatively oxidised ore fluid compared with host graphitic 
dolomitic sha le (SO. "",,, > or = H,S). 

• Evolved basin brines with surface recharge likely to be 
ultimate fluid source, with subslantialmodi i'ication due 10 

low fluid/rock interaction (dol shale + basalt), and melamOlvhic 

fluid contribution. 
• pH increase and reduction of relatively oxidised ore fluid are 

likely chalcopyrite precipitation mechanisms. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Direct geophysical detection ofCu ore is not reliable 

beyond scale of visible mineralisation. 

• Regional magnetics are useful for structural interpretation 
and may show demagnetisation of basement volcanics with 
ore fluid interaction. 

• Radiometric and spectroscopic data are useful for detection 
of local favourable host stratigraphy with high Kf and 
FeC03 concentration. 

• Electrical methods are less effective because graphitic shale 
is conductive at metamorphic grades likel y to host Cu-ore. 
Can detect stratiform Py-Pb-Zn. 

Comments on genesis 
• Mt Isa Cu ore formed later than nearby stratiform Pb-Zn

Ag ore from a completely separate syntectonic, syn-post
metamorphic hydrothermal system. 

• Localising genetic factors: 
- large reactivated fault (metamorphic grade jump); 
- contact mildly oxidised silicate rock (e.g. metabasalt) 

against metacarbonate host rock (pH grad ient) ; 
- FeCO,-Kf anoma lous host mctasediments (metamorphic 

vein initiation) ± graphite (CH. as reducant; perhaps not 
cssentia l) ± pre-existing sulphide (Fe. S contribution; 
perhaps not essential) associated with earl y diagenetic 
Pb- Zn Ag mineralisation as ground preparation for 
syndeformational. late-metamorphic Cu mineralisation. 
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Introduction 
This paper presents a brief overview of the Mount Isa copper 
deposit as a type example of a group of rare but high-grade 
deposits, whose formation appears to be linked to regional meta
morphism. Mount Isa is a large Cu deposit on a global scale. It 
has a long history of research effort, excellent exposure and, 
consequently, provides some understanding of the mechanisms 
of ore formation. The Nifty deposit in the Patterson Province 
of Western Australia is a recent discovery (Haynes et al. 1993) 
possibly of similar type. An ongoing research effort has yet to 
fully define Nifty's petrographic, structural, geochemical and 
geophysical relationships, but there are sufficient similarities 
from a cursory examination of available data, core and pit expo
sure to include Nifty as another example of Proterozoic meta
morphic Cu deposits. 

Most aspects of Cu ore formation at Mount Isa have been 
addressed by major studies in the last 25 years. Perkins (1984) 
presented a clear geological and structural framework demonstrat
ing syntectonic Cu ore formation, which challenged previously 
preferred concepts of syn-sedimentary reef-facies accumulation 
of Cu (Bennett 1970). Detailed studies include the geochemistry 
of fresh and altered rocks (Smith & Walker 1971), the sedimentol
ogy of the host rock (Neudert & Russell 1981), vein and 
metamorphic microstructure (Swager 1985), 0, H, C, S isotopes 
(Smith et al. 1978, Heinrich et al. 1989, Andrew et al. 1989, 
Waring 1991), fluid inclusions (Heinrich et al. 1989), metamorphic 
and alteration petrology, mass-balance estimations and mass
transfer geochemical modelling (Waring 1990), studies of regional 
metabasalt alteration in relation to mine-scale processes (Hannan 
et al. 1993, Heinrich et al. 1993, 1995) and many regional investiga
tions (e.g. Blake et al. 1990, for further references). 

The most puzzling feature, common to both Mount Isa and 
Nifty, as discussed by Heinrich et al. (1995), is the mine-scale 
association of spatially and texturally distinct Cu ore with 
stratiform-diagenetic pyrite and Ph-Zn- Ag mineralisation. This 
clear association has been difficult to explain by just coincidence 
for those advocating, at Mount Isa, two giant ore systems next 
to each other, but separated in time by about 150 m.y. and a 
major orogenic event (Page & Bell 1986, Perkins et al. in press). 
This association, and the comparative rarity of Mount Isa type 
Cu deposits, are best rationalised by a process in which the 
specific geochemical, mineralogical and/or mechanical proper
ties of the rocks created by the early diagenetic Ph-Zn-Ag sys
tem were required in some way as essential triggers or controlling 
factors for later Cu mineralisation. Several chemical and struc
tural factors probably unite at Mount Isa, as discussed by 
Heinrich et al. (1995) . 

A new and probably important link proposed here is depen
dent upon the widespread K-feldspar-siderite- ankerite alter
ation surrounding stratiform pyritic Pb-Zn-Ag mineralisation 
at Mount Isa (Croxford 1962, Waring 1990). This early K-Fe 
alteration, which also occurs at similar stratiform pyritic Ph
Zn- Ag deposits without a metamorphic-related Cu overprint 
(HYC; Logan 1979, McGoldrick & Large this issue, with refer
ences), is suggested as a key feature that later localises the initial 
formation of a prograde metamorphic network of carbonate 
veins. The metamorphic vein network forms preferentially in 
K- Fe alteration because of the lower temperature of the meta
morphic FeC03 decarbonation reaction compared to the 
CaMg(C03)2 reaction (Eqn. 2a, b). Development of the meta
morphic vein network provides an intricate hydro-fractured path 
(C02 release) for the focus of retrograde-metamorphic fluids 
causing copper mineralisation. The mineralising system evolves 
through time and temperature from a closed CO2 -fluid dominated 
prograde metamorphic system to an open retrograde hydrothermal 
brine system, with considerable mass transfer, including Cu. 

Relationships of vein-hosted eu to stratiform Pb-Zn
Ag-pyrite 
A schematic diagram (Fig. 2) summarises many of the salient 
relationships between Cu and Ph-Zn- Ag ores: 

Tightly folded stratiform Pb- Zn- Ag- Fe in near-vertical 
bedding position is overprinted by an undeformed Cu
mineralised vein network, which is pipe-shaped with a 
horizontal elongation perpendicular to the section shown in 
Figure I . This vein network or hydrothermal breccia is zoned 
from a central quartz-chalcopyrite- pyrite mineralogy at the 
base, to an outer zone of dolomite/ankerite-chalcopyrite
pyrite. Zones of massive (> 10m thick) coarsely crystalline 
dolomite/ankerite with minor chalcopyrite are present in 
the northern part of the Cu alteration system, sometimes 
forming dilatant lobes between stratiform Pb- Zn ore. 
Stratiform Pb-Zn-Ag- Fe is folded by D2, with almost 
coaxial D3 minor tight folding concentrated close to major 
D3 shears (Perkins 1984, Swager 1985, Valenta 1994). 
Metamorphic mineral assemblages (including stilpnomelane, 
magnetite, siderite, biotite), developed in metasediments 
anomalously enriched in FeC03 and K-feldspar, owing to 
diagenetic alteration during Pb- Zn- Ag mineralisation, are 
overprinted by the Cu-mineralising vein system, indicating 
that peak regional metamorphism temporally separates Pb
Zn- Ag- Fe and late-metamorphic Cu-mineralisation (Waring 
1990, 1991). 
A localised peak metamorphic calcite-vein network develops 
in stratigraphy previously affected by diagenetic K- Fe 
alteration. The metamorphic vein network is then replaced 
and overprinted by dolomite ± chalcopyrite associated with 
Cu ore. 
High-grade Cu ore and intense vein-network/breccia 
development are often adjacent to highly pyritic stratiform 
sulphide bands . Stratiform iron sulphides are cross-cut by 
dolomite- chalcopyrite veins, but chalcopyrite is only rarely 
seen to replace pre-existing stratiform pyrite. Regionally 
(> I km scale), there is a positive correlation between pyritic 
stratigraphy and Cu ore. 
At Mount Isa, a major regional fault zone is nearby, with a 
secondary fault connection to the dolomitic metasediments 
hosting the Cu orebodies. 
Dolomite is strongly depleted in 180 throughout the Mount 

Isa Cu system alteration compared with marine carbonate, and 
an 180-depletion halo extends much further than the visible vein 
network (Waring et al. 1998). Maximum 180 depletion coincides 
with maximum Cu ore grades, and with D3 shears and faults 
(Fig. 1) that have conducted the ore-forming fluid (Waring 1991). 
No dolomite 180 data are available for Nifty Cu mine. The 
regional dolomite 180 values are similar to Mount Isa, but any 
potential 180-depletion pattern associated with Cu mineralisation 
at Nifty may have been disrupted by a deformation event later 
than Cu mineralisation (Anderson, CODES, WMC, pers. comm. 
1995). 

Ore-genesis model for Mount Isa eU 
The present model for the genesis of the Mount Isa Cu ores 
draws on details of the studies listed above, and attempts to 
present a consistent summary and interpretation for the copious 
petrographic, structural, and geochemical data available. The 
model is not unique and is subject to ongoing research, and even 
the authors of this paper currently put different weights on the 
relative metallogenetic importance of the geological factors 
described below. 

Regional fluid history and possible source of ore fluids 
Heinrich et al. (1993) have used ° and H isotopes and Br/Cl 
ratios as fluid tracers in an attempt to identify the ultimate 
source of the Cu ore fluid. All samples from the Mount Isa Cu 
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ores (fluids with total salinity mostly between 10 and 25 wt% 
NaCI eq.) have consistently high Br/Cl ratios, between 0.008 
and 0 .018, on average 3.5 times higher than modern seawater. 
Fluids associated with district-scale alteration of metabasalts 
up to 30 Ian away from the deposit also have high Br/Cl ratios, 
identical to those of the ore fluids. This indicates a common 
source of the salts and supports a tentative correlation between 
mine and district-scale alteration events. The high Br/CI ratios 
and mass-balance considerations are difficult to reconcile with 
single-pass ascent of metamorphic fluids that derived their 
salinity by prograde metamorphism of salt-bearing Palaeo
proterozoic metasediments (Heinrich et al. 1993). More likely, 
the high Br/Cl fluids may have originated above the present 
level of erosion, as basin brines which infiltrated the terrain 
during the waning stages of regional metamorphism. They may 
have formed in an inferred evaporitic cover sequence of Meso
proterozoic age, as residual bitterns or by diagenesis and partial 
dissolution of halite, similar to modern Br-enriched basin brines. 

All regional fluids are moderately to highly saline NaCI fluids , 
variably Ca-enriched compared to modern seawater, and iso
topically most akin to modern evolved basin or low-grade meta
morphic brines. Structural timing criteria and fluid-tracer 
observations, in conjunction with thermodynamic equilibrium 
calculations, pcrmit the following correlation between district
scale alteration processes and the mine-scale hydrothermal events 
associated with Cu deposition at Mount lsa. 

District-scale epidote-sphene alteration of metabasalts 
temporally overlapped with the peak of greenschist facies 
metamorphism and deformation. The alteration was 
associated with calcic brines (Ca/Na+Ca - 0.3) with similar 
isotopic signature to those associated with syn-D3 dolomitic 
alteration at the Mount Isa mine. Thermodynamic modelling 
suggests that both alteration types involved moderate 
integrated fluidlrock ratios. 
Kilometre-scal e fracture zones associated with carbonate
Fe oxide alteration (calcite + albite + magnetite ± hematite ± 
biotite ± chlorite) and evidencc for strong Cu mobility 
postdate all plastic deformation in the metabasalts east of 
Mount Isa, and arc temporally (Perkins et al. in press) 
correlated with the main chalcopyrite-quartz mineralisation 
stage at the mine on the basis of structure and fluid 
characteristics. Both hydrothermal processes involved 
medium-salinity NaCI-rich fluid inclusions (8- 23 wt% 
NaCI eq.) with overlapping OI H isotopic signature. 
Carbonate- Fe oxide alteration is interpreted to mark 
channelways of infiltration by oxidised (sulphate-bearing) 
brines from an overlying evaporitic cover sequence into the 
mctabasalts. 
Mg-chlorite-rutile alteration is restricted to metabasalts 
immediately below the Cu deposit and the vicinity of the 
Mount Isa Fault Zone, where higher grade amphibolite-facies 
metabasalts were upthrust against the greenschist-facies 
metabasalts, and the metasediments now hosting the Cu ore 
bodies. These hi ghly reduced metabasalts contain minor 
sulphide with anomalously high 834S and minor dolomite 
with the lowest 8 'lC in the Mount Isa area. 

The regional feature of greatest significance to ore formation 
at Mount Isa, and to exploration for similar hi gh-grade Cu 
deposits elsewhere, is probably not the somewhat elevated initial 
Cu content of the metabasalts (Smith & Walker 1971) nor their 
locally significant Cu depiction, but their moderately high 
oxidation potential (evident from the ubiquitous occurrence of 
Fe-rich epidote and the large-scale Fe-oxide altered fracture 
zones), which favoured high Cu solubility along extensive 
transpol1 paths. This high oxidation potential goes back to the 
aerial extrusion of the basalts and the subsequent accumulation 
of sulphate evaporites in the overlying Mount Isa Group. 
Circulation of sulphate-rich connate basin brines during diagenesis 
may have caused further regional oxidation of the underlying 
basalts. Besides long-lived fluid-focusing structures like the 

Mount Isa Fault Zone, this evaporite connection provides a 
regional-scale genetic link of late metamorphic Cu to early 
diagenetic Pb-Zn-Ag mineralisation. At Nifty there appear to 
be abundant sulphate pseudomorphs in the Cu orebody stratig
raphy, but basic volcanics have not been identified from the 
limited outcrop in the region (Haynes et al. 1993). 

Ore fluid focusing: a petrologic rationale for Cu ore 
localisation 
Late metamorphic Cu mineralisation, recharged by a fracture
controlled fluid-flow system from above the present erosion 
level, would ease the mass-balance problems faced by metamor
phic devolatilisation models (water, Cl, Br availability; Heinrich 
et a!. 1993) and explain the fluid inclusion, stable isotopic and 
alteration mass-balance data presented by Heinrich et al. (1989), 
Waring (1990) and Heinrich et al. (1995). It is unknown at this 
stage whether thermally driven convection or fault-driven pump
ing can provide an adequate energy source for a multi-pass fluid
flow process able to explain late metamorphic addition of 22.5 
Mt Cu, 43 Mt S, and approximately 200 Mt SiO, to the Mount 
Isa mine area (Waring 1990). Irrespective of the ultimate energy 
source for this giant mass transfer, ore formation requires a 
highly effective fluid-focusing mechanism at the large scale, and 
this is probably provided by the Mount Isa Fault Zone. This 
structure has been long lived and may have been active as a 
steep thrust, along which high-grade metamorphics were uplifted 
over the Cu-mineralised metasedi ment package. At the mine 
sca le , active D3 folding and secondary steep faults, extension 
along the horizontal section of the earlier Paroo Fault, thc Buck 
Quartz Fault and thc zone of Mg-chlorite rutile-altered 
metabasa lts immcdiatcl y underlying the Cu orcs were clcarly 
controlling fluid flow, as shown by structura l and stable-isotopic 
investigations (Perkins 1984, Waring 1990). 

At the orebody to samp lc scalc, a dense network of veins, 
allowing intimate contact for reaction between ore fluids and 
mctasediments, was essential for effective Cumineralisation by 
fluid /rock reaction (see below). The initial formation of this vein 
network is discussed in this section, because it provides another 
likely, but so far little-stressed, mechanism contributing to the 
spatial coincidcnce of the Cu and Pb- Zn- Ag deposits at Mount 
Isa. 

From the generally stratabound nature of the Cu oreboclies, 
and from detailed observations of metamorphic textures outside 
the Cu orebodies, Waring (1990 , 1991) suggested that the dense 
vein network hosting the Cu mineralisation was initiated by 
metamorphic reaction in a particular part of the metasedimentary 
stratigraphy. This stratigraphic location was detcrmined by the 
anomalous (K-feldspar-FeCO,l, pre-metamorphic, bulk rock 
composition of the sed iments. 'The unusual composition was, 
in turn, the result of the earlier, sedimentary diagenetic pyrite 
Pb- Zn- Ag mineralisation event, thus creating a structural- pet
rologic link between the two ore-depositing systems. 

K-feldspar- siderite assemblages are abundant throughout 
the stratiform Pb- Zn- Ag-mineralised metasediments. Within 
the dolomitic shale, all diagenetically sulphide-enriched beds 
(stratiform pyritc- Pb- Zn- Ag, disseminated framboidal pyrite) 
are associated with subtle, but extensive, stratabound alteration, 
involving K-feldspar (adularia; Croxford 1962) and Fe carbon
ate (siderite, ankerite). At Mount Isa, the K-Fe-rich layers are 
now composed of peak metamorphic assemblages, including 
biotite- phlogopite, chlorite, magnetite, stilpnomelane, pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, K-feldspar, magnesite- siderite, ankerite and quartz 
in various combinations. Abundant metamorphic pyrrhotite is 
the most obvious mineralogical expression of the Fe enrichment 
throughout Pb- Zn-Ag-mineralised stratigraphy. 

Petrographic observations are supported by detailed 
chemical- lithological mass-balance calculations (Waring 1990) 
indicating that the dolomitic Urquhart Shale approximately 
1000 m (drill hole F968) from visible silica-dolomite alteration 
has K20 3.68 wt%, Fe 4.44 wt%, averaged from 124 analyses 
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covering 247m of core. Comparable analyses from within Pb
Zn-mineralised stratigraphy, typically <500 m from silica
dolomite alteration, are ~O 2.81 wt%, Fe 11.28 wt%, averaged 
from 55 analyses covering 1493 m of core. The slight depletion 
in Kp from Urquhart Shale to Pb- Zn-mineralised stratigraphy 
is interpreted as indicating proximity to silica- dolomite alter
ation (~O 0.31 wt%, 349 analyses and 6534 m of core, K 
exchange for Na). The anomalously high K-feldspar and/or Fe 
carbonate content of the sediments is a result of syndiagenetic 
K- Fe alteration, which is also observed in less-metamorphosed 
stratiform Pb-Zn deposits, including McArthur River (Logan 
1979). 

Selectively, in Pb-Zn-mineralised lithologies, remote from the 
Cu mineralisation, early metamorphic veins containing calcite are 
observed. The whole rock is fractured microscopically wherever 
there is sufficient K-feldspar and siderite-ankerite for the de
carbonation reaction (Eqn. 2b) to proceed. Microfractures com
monly coalesce to form narrow planar calcite veins. These 
observations may be easily explained by the composition
dependent metamorphic history of the metacarbonates. 

During closed-system prograde metamorphism of a normal 
impure dolomite, the first major decarbonation reaction to occur 
is generally: 

3dolomite + 4quartz + H20 = 3calcite + talc + 3C02• (1) 

Dolomite + quartz was ubiquitously stable at Mount Isa, 
whereas talc is rare and only locally developed, indicating that 
the progress of reaction (1) was negligible for most of the 
metasediments surrounding Mount Isa. These sediments are 
generally low in K, consisting dominantly of dolomite + quartz 
+ albite ± sulphides, and are, in fact (in contrast to local termi
nology), not ' dolomitic shales', but metamorphosed dolo-argil
lites. 

In sediments emiched in K-feldspar and/or Fe carbonate, 
decarbonation reactions such as 

K-feldspar + 3dolomite + H20 = phlogopite + 
3calcite + 3C02 (2a) 

K-feldspar + 3ankerite + Hp = biotite + 
3calcite + 3C02 (2b) 

progress to a greater extent at lower temperatures than reaction 
(1) (Puhan 1978). From the mineralogical and textural observa
tions, it is, therefore, suggested that the relatively large release 
of CO2 by reaction (2) causes initial hydro-fracturing preferen
tially in the Fe- K(- S- Pb-Zn)-rich parts ofthe metasedimentary 
package. Reactions involving the anomalously high Fe content 
of the diagenetically altered rocks may further add to 
stratigraphically localised decarbonation. An ankeritic component 
in dolomite lowers the equilibrium temperature of reaction (2) 
at a given X co, (by approximately 50°C at X C'F'(CO,), = 0.10) or 
enhances initial reaction progress at a given temperature (Waring 
1990). More complex decarbonation reactions involving Fe 
phases are indicated by widespread pseudomorphs of pyrite or 
pyrrhotite after metamorphic biotite, magnetite or stilpnomelane, 
which occur preferentially in FeC03 rich layers. High abundance 
pyrrhotite zones are common through the Pb-Zn- Ag ore stratig
raphy at Mount Isa and as occasional disseminated blebs away 
from Mount Isa mine, but are absent from compositionally 
equivalent unmetamorphosed rocks at McArthur River. This 
indicates that pyrrhotite at Mount Isa largely formed during 
metamorphism, possibly by reaction of FeC03 and C with pyrite 
to form pyrrhotite + CO2, In the mine environs at Mount Isa, 
direct sulphidation of FeC03 is also possible. 

Once an initial metamorphic vein network is developed, it 
acts as a self-enhancing site for focusing external fluids into the 
mine area. A pathway for expulsion of CO2 is established adjacent 
to faults. Ifveining is sufficiently intense to connect two faults, 
then the CO2-rich fluid will be expelled to the lower fluid pres
sure fault and fluid may be drawn into the vein network from 
the higher fluid pressure fault. If the fluid drawn into the vein 
network has a lower CO/HP activity ratio than the one cor-

responding to the local carbonate/silicate/sulphide equilibrium, 
ingress of water into the vein network will drive additional 
decarbonation and, hence, the flow path becomes self-reinforcing 
(see, for example, Ferry & Dipple 1991). 

For the Nifty deposit, no detailed petrographic or metamor
phic studies are available. However, an FeC03-rich stratigraphic 
interval close to stratiform pyrite-Pb-Zn mineralisation broadly 
correlates with the stratigraphic position of stratabound Cu 
mineralisation. Core examined from Nifty shows a range of 
alteration lithologies associated with Cu mineralisation similar 
to the alteration lithologies and metamorphic assemblages 
described for Mount Isa. Narrow planar veins with the same 
morphology as metamorphic calcite veins at Mount Isa have 
been observed, overprinted by coarse-grained irregular dolo
mite- chalcopyrite veins, consistent with a similar sequence of 
metamorphic vein development noted at Mount Isa. Important 
petrographic components ofthe metamorphic Kf-FeC03 genetic 
link between Pb-Zn-Ag and Cu ores defined at Mount Isa also 
appear to be present at Nifty. 

Mine-scale alteration and Cu deposition 
Most authors accepting a metamorphic and syntectonic origin 
for the Cu ores at Mount Isa (Perkins 1984, Swager 1985, Bell 
et a1. 1988, Heimich et a1. 1989, 1995, Waring 1990) would 
agree that, in addition to mechanical processes focusing late 
fluids into the site of an earlier Pb-Zn- Ag deposit, some specific 
chemical mechanism must contribute to the precipitation of high
grade chalcopyrite in a vein network overprinting a giant Pb
Zn- Ag- Fe sulphide deposit some 150 m.y. later. It is generally 
suspected that the chemical contrast experienced by fluids flow
ing from the regionally altered greenstones to the dolomitic 
metasediments somehow contributes to this chemical mecha
nism. An essential element of any ore-depositing mechanism 
driven by disequilibrium with wall rocks is an intimate chemi
cal contact of the incoming hydrothermal fluid with the pre
existing host-rock minerals, to change the fluid composition 
compared with the fluid-dominated conditions of the transport 
paths. A closely spaced hydrothermal vein network, initiated 
by a metamorphic vein network adjacent to an extensional fault 
contact, is ideal for achieving intimate mixing ofthe hydrothermal 
fluid and dolomitic shale host rock. 

The initial stage of veining at Mount Isa is not recorded in 
published fluid-inclusion studies, but the subsequent stages are 
characterised by very detailed, although in part somewhat 
conflicting, fluid compositional and other geochemical data. 
Intensive dolomite redistribution and coarse recrystallisation 
are observed in the outer and northern part of the late-tectonic 
alteration system. This coarse dolomite is related to CaCl2-rich 
brines, represented by inclusions similar to those associated 
with regional epidote alteration of basalts. Net dolomite addi
tion in some areas probably occurs by mixing of an infiltrating 
calcic brine with local metamorphic, relatively CO2-rich fluid (in
clusions with <5 wt% salt and up to 17 mol% CO). Dolomite 
loss in shear zones is noted in some areas adjacent to the lobes 
of coarse-grained dilatant dolomite. Fluid mixing in the vein net
work is probably aided by active tectonic extension above the 
ParoolBuck Quartz Faults at this stage. The main stage of siliceous 
chalcopyrite ore formation is associated with further development 
ofthe input-fluid composition towards a medium-salinity NaCl
dominated fluid (-15 wt% N aCI eq.). The temperature decreased 
from about 330°C (CaCI2-rich brine) to about 250- 300°C (NaCI
rich fluid, Cu introduction) through the evolution of this pre
sumably long-lived, retrograde-metamorphic hydrothermal 
system. 

Robertson (1982), Andrew et a1. (1989) and Heimich et a1. 
(1995) emphasised the role of pre-existing pyrite as a S source 
localising chalcopyrite deposition. At a broad scale, this appears 
a reasonable hypothesis, because of the association of pyritic 
stratigraphy and Cu ore, both at Mount Isa and at Nifty. 
However, at a closer scale of individual mine cross-sections 
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(Figs I, 2) to thin section, Cu ore surrounds or is adjacent to 
pyritic stratigraphy rather than replaces it. Detailed mass-balance 
measurements (Waring 1990) indicate that approximately twice 
the amount of S contained in chalcopyrite was added to the Cu 
system to form chalcopyrite as well as additional pyrite. 
S isotope studies (Andrew et al. 1989, Waring 1990) suggest a 
heavy (834S = -22%0) input S compound has mixed with a large 
light (8l4S = 2- 30%0) but highly variable (Eldridge 1985) reservoir 
of pre-existing S, contained mostly in stratiform pyrite, to give 
the current range for chalcopyrite of 10-16%0. These two data 
sets in conjunction suggest that a signifi cant contribution of 
diagenetic pyrite S was supplied to the Cu ore, but that S ava il
ability was not a limiting and critical factor in chalcopyrite depo
sition. Several the rmodynamic reacti on models were explored 
and indi cated that severa l prec ipi tation reactions are feasibl e. 

Heinr ich et a l. ( 1995) emphas ised the ro le of pre-ex isting 
pyr ite and reduced carbon (graphite precursors or derived CH) 
in the dolomitic shale as a possible reductant fo r a mildly oxidised 
Cu- SO 4- H2S-bearing fluid that had previously equilib rated w ith 
hematite- magneti te- ca lcite-( ±chl orite, ±Fe-epidote). Thi s 
modcl is strongly based on the unusual geochemical characteristics 
and the extreme isotopic compos iti on (extreme ly low 8 13C 
togcthcr w ith extreme ly hi gh 814 S) of the reduced Mg-chl orite
rutile alteration of the metabasalts adjacent to input feeder faults, 
such as the Mo unt Isa Fault and the Buck Quartz Fau lt below 
the mi ne. The h igh 8"S is interpreted to indicate complete 
reduction of a sulphate-dominant (SO~ > H,S; seawater- or 
evaporite-sulphate derived) S component. Thermodynamic data 
used in the modelling by Heinrich et al. (1995) indicate that the 
metabasa lts at about 300°C have an oxidation potent ial too high 
to permit reduction ofS04 to H, S, and reduced carbon ultimately 
derived from thc mctascdiments was suggested as the most likely 
reductant (Heinrich et al. 1995). Oxidation ofCll, flowing back 
from the reduced metasediments into the oxidising metabasalts 
would also explain the low 8 'lC carbonate component (He inrich 
et a l. 1995). 

There is no petrographic ev ilknce for signifi ca nt loss of 
red uced carhon (graphite precursors) from the fluid channel
ways, the Cu orebodies and their alteration enve lope. Supporting 
mass-balance ca lculations by Waring ( 1990) show that in-situ 
reduction of sedimentary C was in suffi c ient for high -grade 
chalcopyrite deposition. These observations would suggest that 
chalcopyrite precipitation at Mount Isa, which is associated 
with repl ac ive s ili c ifi ca ti o n of coarse-gra ined do lomi te, was 
contro ll ed by pH neutra li sa ti o n rather than redox reactions. 
Reducti on of some sulphate perhaps occ urred before the arriva l 
of the fluid at the deposition site. In a thermodynamic mass
transfer model designed to test this scenario, Waring (1990) 
assumed sericite-· albite alteration of the metabasalt beneath the 
mine by NaCI-rich brine, followed by cooling of this fluid from 
380 to 300°C and then reaction with the dolomitic metasediment. 
The results suggested that , at such a relatively high input-flu id 
temperature, a pJ [ increase from 4 to 5 across the metabasalt/ 
metadolomite boundary would be sufficient to cause a major(- I 00-
fold) decrease in Cu solubility and chalcopyrite precipitation. 

A third possible factor local ising chalcopyrite precipitation 
has not yet been fully invest igated. An increase in the Fe 
concentration of the hydrothermal fluid by di sso lution of FcC OJ 
or metamorphic FeS would assist chalcopyrite precipitation 
efficiency and also help explain the link between Pb Zn Ag 
and later Cu ores. The recently developed decp (3000 3500) 
Cu orebodies occur in Fe (pyrrhotite- Pb- Zn- Ag)-rich stratig
raphy, but with less intense silicification compa red with the 
southern main (I 100- 1900) ore body. This ill ustrates that there 
may be cons iderable variation in the exaet Cu precipita ti on 
reactions within the Mount lsa Cu orebody system. 

Comparison with other carbonate-hosted Cu 
deposits 
Mount Isa is apparently unique in its late, retrograde-metamorphic 
emplacement, which postdates the regional folding of an 
immediately adjacent sedimentary diagenetic Pb--Zn- Fe sulphide 
deposit. Nifty is, potentially, the closest known analogue to the 
relationships at Mount Isa, although Cu emplacement at Nifty 
probably predated at least the last phase of regional folding . 
Other Cu deposits, including Ruby Creek in Alaska (Hitzman 
1986, Bernstein & Cox 1986), the Cooley breccia in the McArthur 
River Pb- Zn deposit (Hinman et al. 1994) and, poss ibly, the 
Sheep Creek prospect in the Belt Supergroup, Canada (Rankin 
& Zieg 1990), show evidence offault-controlled Cu deposi tion 
in vein s or breccias hosted by full y lithified (meta-)carbonates. 
A ll these deposits contain reduced carbon (graphi te, hydrocar
bons), as well as pyrite and/or other su lph ides of sedimenta ry 
di agenet ic or early hydrotherm al ori g in , whose accumul at ion 
preda ted the hydrotherma l int roduc ti o n of chalcopyr ite ± 
born ite. Textura l repl acement of Fe su lphi des by Cu-Fe 
sulphides is common and abundant at Sheep Creek, Ruby Creek, 
and Coo ley, less obvious at Nifty, and rare at Mount [sa. 

Vari able involvement of early Fe sulphides in Cu deposition 
in these examples may primari ly re late to the temperature of 
hydrothermal Cu mobi lisation. At the relative ly high temperatures 
indicated for Cu minera lisation at Mount Isa (-300°C), Cu(!) 
so lubi li ty in moderate ly oxidised bri nes, in eq uil ibrium with 
common si licate rocks such as the metabasalts at Mount Isa, is 
probably sufficient to co-transport at least some reduced S (H,S, 
HS ) together with chloro Cu( l) and Fe(ll) comp lexes. Giv-en 
such a high-temperature fluid, a simple p[ [ change upon reaction 
with carbonates may suffice to induce chalcopyrite precipitation. 
At lower temperatures (e.g. 125- 215°C for Ruby Creek; [ [itzman 
1986), the possibility of effective Cu([) transport together with 
H, S + HS decreases, so that pre-existing sulphides become 
increas ingl y essential for Cu Fe sulphide prec ipitation from a 
fluid with Cu >'> H,S + HS . Finally, at near-surface temperatures 
« 100°C), Cu is only transp0I1abie as Cu([ I) spec ies in completely 
ox idi sed sulphide-free brines, which give rise to sedimentary or 
early diagenetic Cu deposits at the redox front between redbeds 
and reduced organic-rich sediments (e.g. Kupferschiefer: Vaughan 
et al. 19R9). 

The widely different styles of Cu deposits in (Illeta-)sedi
ments reflect d i fferent temperatures of mi neralisation, the 
di ffe rent structural history of each reg ion, and the different 
sources fo r fluid s, sa lts, S and metal spec ies. Mount Isa-type 
metamorphic Cu mineralisation may, therefore, be viewed as a 
high-temperature 'end-member ' of a range of Cu-mineralising 
processes, all of which are II/tim ate/v dri ven by the interaction 
of saline brines with rock s of contrasting redox potential. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
KunwararalYaamba (40- 70 km north of Rockhampton), 
Marl borough and Herbert Creek (100 km north of 
Rockhampton), Thuddungra (near Young, New South Wales) 

Target 
o Large to very large, up to 1000 Mt. 

o Magnesite content over 5%. 

o Magnesite (MgCO,) dominant; accessory dolomite 
(CaMg(C03)2)' ' 

Mining and treatment 
o Tabular form, thin overburden. 

o 1- 26 m thick. 

o Variations in vertical and lateral grade and magnesite content 
complicate assessement and mining. 

o Conventional open-cut truck and shovel mining. 

o Beneficiation by crushing, screening, scrubbing and heavy 
media separation. 

o CaO contamination from dolomite. 

o May be largely beneath water table. 
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Figure I. Typical orebody cross-section , Ku nwarara. 
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Figure 2. Mod el of formation of sediment-bosted deposit. 

Regional geological criteria 
o Tertiary- Quaternary terrestrial environment. 

o Adjacent to Paleozoic ultramafic comp lexes. 
o Contained in silty to gravelly fluvial sedimentary sequence. 

o Other related minera li sation present in area: vei n magnesite 
in ultramafics; minor magnesite in weathering profiles of 
diverse rock types adjacent to ultramafics. 

Local geological criteria 
o Age uncertain, but overlies Eocene oil shales in part of 

Yaamba deposit. 

o Located in present-day topographically low areas. 

o No structural deformation present. 

o Sinuous deposit outline reflects Tertiary flu vial channcls. 

o Tertiary sediment package 2 3 kill across, lOs of kill long 
and 10- 40 m thick. 

o Overlain by black clay overburden. 

o No surface exposure. 

Mineralisation features 
o Stratabound within upper parts of flu\ ial sequcnce. 
o Chemical deposit. 

o Magnesite occurs as concretionary nodules up to 60 cm 
diameter. 

o Dolomite generally smallcr nodules. 

o Magnesite nodules have siliceous outer skin. 

o Magnesite cryptocrystalline (1-10 microns) . 

o Magncsite nodulcs range from hard, dense 'bone' to softer 
porous chalky magnesite. 

o Fluvial sedimentary features of host rocks disturbed by 
nodule growth. 

o Host rocks include mudstone, si ltstone , sandstone (domi
nant) and conglomerate. 

o Dolomite nodules formed by replacement of clay cement in 
host sandstone. 

Alteration 
o Upper parts of ore body may be silicified. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o MgO up to 98.5% (LO I free). 

o Main contaminants SiO" CaO. 

o Minor contaminants Fe,O" AI ,O), MnO. 
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Geophysical criteria 
• No anomalous geophysical characteristics. 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Magnesium sourced from weathering of adjacent ultramafic 

rocks during Tertiary. 
• Precipitation of magnesite from Mg bicarbonate-rich waters 

triggered by mechanisms such as mixing with high-alkalinity 
groundwater or concentration through evaporation. 

• Nodule formation initiated during deposition of fluvial 
sequence. 

Comments on genesis 
• Characteristics of host sediments and association with 

present topography indicate fluvial origin for the sedimentary 
sequence. 

• Magnesite is a syndepositional chemical deposit within the 
sedimentary sequence with nodule growth continuing after 
deposition due to diagenetic processes. 

• Earlier models suggested lacustrine origin (Schmid 1987), 
but exposures during mining indicate a higher energy fluvial 
regime. 



Introduction 
In Australia, the majority of past magnesite (MgCO)) mines 
worked localised vein deposits found in ultramafic complexes, 
and only limited production was achieved. Numerous small 
deposits of this type of magnesite occur in Queensland (Jones 
1995). In New South Wales, relatively small-scale production 
occurs at the partly sediment-hosted magnesi te deposit at 
Thuddungra (Anon 1993). However, most of Australia 's pro
duction now comes from deposits in central Queensland. 

In 1985 , Queensland Metals Corporation discovered a very 
large magne site deposit beneath fl at bl ack so i I p la ins at 
Kunwarara, north of Rock hampton in Queensland . Located near 
a signifi cant ultramafi c complex, it is a large sedi ment-hosted 
minera l depos it. Mining has been in progress since 199 1 on part 
of the Kunwarara depos it . The magnesi te is processed into 
various grades of magnesia (MgO) for use in the refrac tory 
industry (M ilburn & Wilcock 1994). 

Other deposits of thi s type in the same region occ ur at 
Yaamba, Herbert Creek and Marlborough (B urban 1990). 

Regional geological setting 
The magnesi te deposits are found in Late Tertiary (post Eocene) 
to Quaternary sediments deposited in a fluvial environment, 
and are associated with Paleozoic ultramafic complexes. The 
ultramafic complexes are the source of the Mg required for deposit 
formation. In the central Queensland deposits, the ultramafics 
are part of the Marlborough terrane, a component of the north
ern New England Fold Be lt. The rocks are part of an ophiolitic 
assemblage that separates the Carboniferous Yarrol terrane from 
the Devonian-Carboniferous Wandilla terrane. The exact mode 
offormation of these basement rocks is still a matter of debate 
(Lei tch et al. 1994). Serpentinites are a common component of 
the ultramafic assemblage. 

During the late Tertiary and Quaternary, a sinuow, fluvial 
system developed adjacent to the ultramafic complex and the 
resulting sedimentary sequence has formed the host for the 
magnesite deposits . Three semi-continuous deposits ha\'e been 
recognised, stretching from Yaamba (near the present-day Fitzroy 
River) through Kunwarara to Herbert Creek (adjacent to Broad 
Sound), a distance 01" approximately 60 km. 

Deposit geology 
Sediment-hosted magnesite depos its can be very large. The 
Kunwarara dcposit has a measured resource of 1200 Mt with 
greater than 5 wt% magnesite content (Queensland Metals 
Corporation 1995). 

The magnesite has been derived from the weathering and 
erosion of the adjacent ultramafic complex during the Tertiary 
and Quaternary. The ultramafic complex is, in some places, im
mediately adjacent to or underlying the magnesite deposit . At 
most, the deposits are within 10 km of the ultramafics. The 
ultramafics are characterised by hilly landforms rising 40- 200 
m above the surrounding plains. They also host lateritic Ni- Co 
deposits, one of which was mined by QN] over a 2 year period, 
ending in 1995. The ultramafic rocks have provided the source 
of Mg-rich fluids which have been transported into the palaeo
fluvial system where the deposits are now found. The magne
site deposits are located in topographically low areas, and there 
is no outcrop. 

The Tertiary-Quaternary fluvial sequence is up to 40 m 
thick. It generally fines upwards from gravel and coarse 
unconsolidated sand at the base, through finer grained weakly 
cemented sandstones, to siltstone and mudstone. The magnes
ite orebodies are found in the upper half of the sedimentary 
sequence, within the weakly cemented sandstone and siltstone. 
The sediments are overlain by 1- 4 m of black clay, which has 
been deposited by periodic sheet-flood events, which continue 
today. 
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No fossils have been found in the sediments, so the only age 
indication comes from the fact that they overlie Eocene oil shales 
near Yaamba and may be partly overlapped by Holocene alluvial 
sand deposits at Kunwarara. 

Earlier depositional models for the host sediments indicated 
a lacustrine depositional environment (Schm id 1987, Queensland 
Metals Corporation 1992). However, exposures in pit wall s 
during mining at Kunwarara and data from extensive exploration 
drilling have shown higher energy sedimentary features than 
would be expected in a purely lacustrine environment. These 
include gravel bars, erosionally based sandy channel deposits, 
and clay-fi lled abandoned channels. In additi on, the sinuous 
nature of the deposits indicates that a more like ly depos iti onal 
environment is a low to moderate energy fluv ial system. 

The hos t sediments are on ly weak ly cemented, but form a 
competent rock mass which causes few geotechnica l problems 
during mi ning. The magnesite is fo und in the upper parts of the 
sedimentary sequence and is 1- 26 m thick. Ore thi ckness at the 
Kun warara mine has averaged 12 m over the 5 years of mining 
operations. Magnesite content in the depos it var ies from 5 to 
90 wt% (Queensland Meta ls Corpora ti on 1995). Test work 
during mining operat ions at Kunwarara has shown an average 
magnesite content of around 35 wt%. 

The magnesite is cryptocrystalline and pure white. Scan
ning electron microscope (SEM) studies show crystal sizes of 
1- 10 microns. Inclusions include amorphous si lica, clays, and 
Fe and Mn oxides. The magnesite occurs as distinctive concre
tionary nodules and as a stockwork of veins and sheets. The 
nodules range in size from a few millimctres up to 60 cm. 
Concentric growth rings arc not normally visible, but in a rare 
nodule type where Fe contcnt is higher, the rings become evident. 
The nodules have a conchoidal fracture. 

Magnesite texture ranges from hard , pure, porcellanous 
'bone' type through to softer, less dense , porous and chalky 
types. Bone magnesite most commonly forllls the most distinc
tive nodules . The porous and chalky types arc more common as 
\eins and sheets. All nodules have a skin of amorphous silica, 
which forms a rough crusty surface. In bone magnesite, the 
interior of the nodules can be up to 98 .5°0 MgO (LOI free). In 
the more porous types , amorphous silica penetrates deeply 
into the nodules along cracks and around pores, leading to lower 
MgO content. 

In the upper parts of the on:body, additional silicification 
has occu rred and the nodules may show deep des iccation cracks 
and hi gher leve ls of sil ica. Larger bone nodu les often have an 
egg-sized smaller nodule inside, separated completely from 
surrounding deeply cracked bone magnesite . This is believed to 
indicate at least two growth stages. 

Lime occurs in solid solution in magnesite. It ranges from 
around 1% CaO to 2.5°;;) CaO (LOI free) in different parts of the 
deposits. The more significant source oflime is from the mineral 
dolomite (CaMg(C0 1)) which ranges in abundance from nil to 
1 00% of the carbonate assemblage. Dolomitc often occurs as 
separate nodules, although intergrowths with magnesite are 
locally common. Dolomite nodules are generally smaller and 
more ilTegularly shaped than magnesite nodules. They also ditTer 
in that they are characterised by inclusions of quartz grains, and 
have higher amounts of Fe and Mn oxides. As a result, dolomite 
has higher silica values than magnesite (around 10% SiO, LO] 
free) and higher A 1,0" Fe,O, and MnO. Dolomite is generally 
more abundant in th-e I~wei' p~rts of the ore zone and may form 
a pure dolomite layer (within host rocks) at the base of the 
deposit. 

Variations in the host rock are related to variat ions in quality 
of magnesite . At Kunwarara, bone magnesite is more abundant 
in a red-brown fine-grained sandstone, whereas the porous types 
of magnesite are more common in the grey siltstone facies. It 
wo uld appear that this distribut ion is related to higher 
permeability in sandstone allowing greater circulation of Mg 
rich flu ids. 
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Deposit formation 
The close spatial association of the magnesite deposits with a 
large ultramafic complex gives an obvious pointer to the source 
ofthe Mg. No studies ofMg dissolution from the Marlborough 
terrane serpentinites have been undertaken, but studies over
seas give valuable pointers as to the likely mechanisms operating 
for this class of deposit (e.g. Zachmann & Johannes 1989). 
Weathering of the ultramafic complex during the late Tertiary
Quaternary has mobilised Mg in groundwaters. 

Cryptocrystalline magnesite formation has been linked with 
selective dissolution ofMg from serpentinite under the influence 
of waters rich in atmospheric and biogenic CO2• Hydrated Mg 
carbonates precipitate in suitable environments, given an 
appropriate trigger mechanism, such as mixing with high-pH 
waters or by concentration through cyclic evaporation. The 
hydrated Mg carbonates are transformed to magnesite by diagenetic 
processes (Zachmann & Johannes 1989). 

A modem-day analogy for this type of deposit, albeit in a 
lacustrine environment, has been documented at Salda Lake in 
Turkey (Schmid 1987). The lake is flanked by serpentinite hills, 
which shed Mg-rich waters and particulate matter into the lake. 
Magnesite is currently being deposited around the lake shore 
and occurs in rubbly dunes up to 10 m high. Cryptocrystalline 
nodules and lumps ofMg carbonate and hydroxide are forming 
at the mud- water interface under the influence of seasonally 
varying water levels. Field evidence shows that magnesite 
crystallisation can occur very rapidly, given an adequate source 
of Mg (Schmid 1987). Chemically precipitated nodules from 
Salda Lake are very similar to Kunwarara nodules. 

In the case ofthe central Queensland deposits, the magnesite 
precipitated in situ very soon after deposition of the host 
sediments. Evidence for this is shown in mine pit exposures
channels have eroded nodule aggregates and formed pebbly 
channel-floor deposits. In-situ precipitation continued above 
such minor hiatuses. It would appear that nodules and veins 
continued to develop for some time after sediment deposition. 
The original sedimentary structures are still visible in pit expo
sures, but are heavily disrupted and distorted by the growth of 
nodules and penetration by veins. These processes are diagenetic. 
The nodules of magnesite do not incorporate any of the host 
sediments. Field observations show that they displace the host 
sediments. 

Conversely, dolomite appears to be at least partly replacive. 
Field observations show gradations from fine sandstone to 
dolomite, and SEM studies show abundant quartz grains in 
dolomite, indicating that dolomite has replaced the clay cement 
in sandstone. 

Magnesite nodule precipitation (in situ) is very common in 
the vicinity of ultramafic complexes. In the central Queensland 
region, magnesite nodules have been observed in numerous 
locations in the weathering profiles above diverse rock types 
within a few kilometres of serpentinite bodies. This indicates 
that magnesite will readily precipitate out of solution, given a 
suitable trigger mechanism. 

Within the serpentinites, veins of magnesite are locally very 
common. This type of magnesite is related to weathering of 
serpentinite and deposition of magnesite through interaction of 
weathering products with descending meteoric waters loaded 
with atmospheric and biogenic CO2 (Zachmann & Johannes 
1989). 

Exploration techniques 
A requirement for the formation of sediment-hosted magnesite 
deposits is the local presence of an ultramafic complex contain
ing serpentinite. With such a body available, weathering will 
release abundant Mg into the environment. Magnesite will readily 
precipitate where the conditions for deposit formation, dis
cussed above, are satisfied. However, for an economically 

viable deposit to be developed, the magnesite needs to precipi
tate in an accumulating sedimentary sequence with good perme
ability. The presence of magnesite at shallow depths in soil 
profiles, as well as vein magnesite in serpentinite bodies, is a 
good indication that conditions are suitable for magnesite 
accumulation. 

Late Tertiary-Quaternary terrestrial sedimentary sequences, 
such as those hosting the central Queensland deposits, are located 
in topographically low areas with no outcrop, (i.e. in shallow 
sedimentary basins). The preferred exploration method for initial 
discovery commences with an examination of geomorphological 
features. Air photos and satellite imagery are useful at this stage. 
Target areas are of low topographic relief and water bore records 
may be a source of subsurface data. 

The most cost-effective technique for exploration in a target 
area is open-hole rotary drilling. Experience with the central 
Queensland deposits indicates that a 400 m spaced drill pattern 
gives the minimum necessary data for initial evaluation. In areas 
proved up for mining, drill spacing is gradually closed to a 
25 x 25 m grid. 

Drill-hole sampling provides data only on the presence of 
magnesite and gross chemistry. Magnesite yield data are also 
necessary and can only be obtained using bulk sampling techniques. 
In central Queensland, bulk samples up to 500 t have been 
routinely gathered and 1 m diameter Caldweld drilling has also 
been used to collect bulk samples. 

Conclusion 
Sediment-hosted cryptocrystalline magnesite deposits have 
become a source of magnesite of world-scale importance since 
the discovery of the Kunwarara deposit in 1985. The mode of 
formation of these deposits is broadly understood, although the 
reasons for some localised, but practically important features, 
such as dolomite distribution within the ore bodies, require 
further study. 

Magnesite deposits will only form where an ultramafic 
complex with common serpentinite is present to provide a 
source of Mg. Tertiary-Quaternary weathering ofthe ultramafics 
produces Mg-rich groundwaters that may precipitate economi
cally important deposits in permeable Tertiary- Quaternary 
terrestrial sedimentary sequences. 
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EXPLORATION MODEL 

Examples 
Golden Mile, Norseman, Sons ofGwalia, Mt C harlotte , 
Hill 50, Wiluna, Victory-Defiance, New Celebration, Jundee, 
Kanowna Belle, Bronzewing, (Australia); 
Hollinger-McIntyre, Dome, Hemlo (Canada) 

Target 
o Typical size: 0.5- 1600 tAu. 

o Most common size: 1- 20 tAu. 

o Grade: > I g/t (open cut); >5g/t (underground). 

o Low Cu/Au; low- medium Ag/Au; low- medium Te/Au; rare 
high Sb/ Au ratio. 

Mining and treatment 
o Deep surface weathering allows low-cost open-cut mining of 

otherwise uneconomic deposits. 

o Mineralisation generally free milling, but can be refractory 
where gold is associated with fine-grained pyrite or 
arsenopyrite. 

o Low Cu content allows optimum treatment of ore. 

Regional geological criteria 
o Generally hosted in greenstone part of Archaean granite 

greenstone terrane, particularly in linear belts. 

o Structurally late , sy n- to post-peak metamorphic timing. 

o In areas of sub-greensc hist to granulite-facies metamorphism, 
a lthough most sign ificant deposits are in areas of greenschist 
facies. 

o Diverse structural settings, but common ncar major regional 
shear zones in secondary faults and ncar hinge areas of 
gently plunging upright antiforms. 

Local geological criteria 
o Potentially in any host rock, but noticeably common in 

competent lithologies with high Fe, (Fc+Mg), such as BIF 
and granophyric gabbro. 

o Sheared margins of competent lithologies, such as granitoid, 
feldspar-porphyry, or dolerite. 

o Jogs or splays in brittle-ductile shear zones. 

o Inte rsection of shear zone with favourable host rock (see 
above) or other structures. 

o Competent rock unit in less-competent rock sequence; exact 
host depends on lithostratigraphy. 

Mineralisation features 
o Epigenetic , structurally control led, late-tectonic. 

o Quartz- carbonate gangue with typically 1-6°0 sulphide. 

o Mineralisation may be present in veins and/or distinct 
wallrock alteration zones. 

o Broad correlation between temperature of mineralisation and 
regional metamorphic facies. 

o Pyrite (±arsenopyrite) main sulphide species at low 
metamorphic grades with pyrrhotite (±arsenopyrite) 
prominent at medium high grades. 

Alteration 
o Zoned alteration halo 0.2- 200 m wide; sma ller, poorly 

zoned halos near high-T deposits. 

o Alteration related to K20 , S and CO2 metasomatism 

o Low-T deposits in mafic host: sericite- carbonate (proximal); 
chlorite-carbonate (distal). 
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Figure I. Hampton-Boulder (New Caledonia) deposit, cross
section 3440 mN. Alteration and mineralisation (hatched 
pattern) are hosted in a brittle-ductile shear zone (Boulder
Lcfroy Fault) and localised near the margins of competent 
felsic dykes "hich intruded parallel to the shear, but predate 
Au mineralisation (modified from \'anderhor & Groves 1995) 

o Medium-T deposits in mafic host: biotite amphibole 
plagioclasc ± carbonate (prox imal); biotite ch lorite 
hornblende ± carbonate (distal). 

o J-1igh-T deposit in mafic host: diopside- Kfeldspar- garnct
hornblende ± biotite. 

Deposit geochemical criteria 
o Subtle distal K-CO, metasomatism can be exp lored using 

alteration indices (3"K/AI; CO/ Ca; CO / Ca+ Mg+ Fe) and 
trace-element distribution." " 

o Trace elements include Ag, As, B, Bi, Mo, Pb, Sb, Te, W. 
oS isotopes -5.7 to 5.0%0 (Yilgarn Craton) . 

o C isotopes 8.1 to - 2.7%0 (Yilgarn Craton). 

o Pb isotopes (zircon) give ages of ca. 2630 2600 Ma in the 
Yilgarn Craton. 

o Typically, very low base-metal content, but some unusual 
deposits (e.g. Boddington- Cu, Mt Gibson-Cu, Zn, Pb) 
contain anomalous base-metal contents. 

Surficial geochemical criteria 
o Exploration relies heavily on geochemiealmethods because 

of widespread deep weathering profiles (20- 100 m deep) 
and the prescncc of lateritic horizons in the Yilgarn. 

o Depletion of Au in soil profile is common to up to 40 m 
depth, but redox fronts and in-situ lateritic horizons can 
retain the mineralisation signature. 

o Soil, rock-chip, and regolith geochemistry surveys are the 
most widely used regional exploration tools. 

o Au, As, Bi, Sb, Pb, Wand Mo are the main pathfinder 
elements. 
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FACIES DEPOSIT STYLES RITICAL WALLROCK MINERALOGY EXAMPLES 
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Figure 2. Variation of deposit style, critical wall-rock alteration 
assemblages, and examples of lode-Au deposits at meta
morphic conditions ranging from snb-greenschist facies, near 
surface «1 km depth) deposits to granulite facies, lower crustal 
(approx. 25 km depth) mineralisation (modified from Groves 
et aI. 1992). 

Fluid chemistry and source 
• Low-to moderate salinity. 
• Near neutral fluids : HP-C0 2 ± CH4 • 

• XC02 = 0.1- 0.2. 
• T = 200- 740°C; P = 0.5- 5 kbar. 
• Reduced to slightly oxidised primary fluids; late-stage fluids 

can be highly oxidised (e.g. Lawlers). 

• Au generally transported as bisulphide complex; chloride 
complexes may be important for higher T deposits. 

• Au precipitation due to one or more of desulphidation 
(reaction with Fe-rich host rock), phase separation, or fluid 
mixing. 

• Metamorphic or magmatic origin postulated for hydrother
mal fluids and Au. Isotopic data indicate deep crustal source 
for primary ore fluid, although the fluid has been modified 
by the wallrocks in hydrothermal conduits, and there is 
evidence of mixing with surface waters at high crustal levels. 

• Magmatic fluids may be important for higher T deposits. 

Geophysical criteria 
• Orebodies normally have very weak (or absent) geophysical 

signature. 
• Geophysical techniques mainly used to define host rocks 

and structural targets under cover. 
• Airborne and ground magnetics most widely used geophysical 

exploration techniques. 

Comments on genesis 
• Archaean lode-gold deposits occur in a broad range of 

structural settings, and at different crustal levels, but they 
share a similarity in ore fluid characteristics and a relatively 
late-orogenic timing of mineralisation, which occurs after the 
main phases of regional thrusting and folding and after, or 
late-syn, peak metamorphism. Many deposits are related to 
the reactivation of earlier structures. 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the nature of Archaean lode-Au mineralisation, illustrating variable structural 
styles, host rocks and metamorphic settings (from Groves et al. 1990). 



Introduction 
Archaean lode-Au deposits are sited in the greenstone belts of 
all Archaean shield areas, and account for almost 20% of cumu
lative world Au production (Roberts , 1987). In Australi a, this 
sty le of mineralisation is the single most important source of 
Au , with annual production in 1994 close to 180 t from 
approximately 100 mines. The majority of Australian deposits 
are located in the Yilgam Craton of Western Australia. However, 
a small but significant number of deposits also occur in the 
Pilbara Craton and in small Archaean outliers between the Yilgarn 
and Pilbara Cratons. Given the focus of mining (and exploration) 
on the Yilgarn Craton, much of the fo llowing discussion is biased 
to lode-Au m inerali sation in that craton. However, references 
are made to other areas where appropriate . 

Size and grade 
The giant Go lden Mil e deposit at Kalgoor lie in the Norseman
Wiluna Belt of the Yilgarn Craton is the best-known Archaean 
lode-A u deposit in Austra lia. The deposit has an estimated content 
(mined and resources) of 1600 t Au, maki ng it one of the largest 
Au deposits in the world. The size of the Golden Mi le, however, 
is somewhat anomalous in the Australian context, and the average 
Au content of currently mined Western Australian Archaean 
lode-Au deposits is approximately 2 t (Yanderhor & Groves 
1995). 

Since the first discovery of Au hosted by Archaean rocks in 
the late 19th century, the average grade of the dcposits has fallen 
steadily, from more than 40 glt in the 1890s to less than 5 glt Au 
in 1988 (Groves et al. 1990). Current major underground mincs 
typicall y havc head grades of 4-9 glt, with the noticcable 
exception of the Mt Charlotte mine at Kalgoorlie , which oper
ates economically at an average head grade of 2.7 glt Au. The 
majority of near-surface deposits that can be exploited by open
cut mining have gradcs below 5 glt Au and the economic cut-off 
may be as low as 0.5 glt in stro ngl y oxid ised surface material. 

Classification and general characteristics 
As a direct result of the surge in Au exploration in the 1980s, the 
understanding of Archaean lode-Au deposits has increased 
dramatically in the last decade. The Archaean lode-Au style of 
mineralisation has traditionally been associated \\ ith Au-only, 
brittle-ductilc shear-related 'mesothenna l' deposits that formed 
at mid-crusta l levels, typica lly at greenschist-facies metamorphic 
conditions (e.g. Groves et al. 1989). Although corrcct for the 
majority oflode-Au deposits, recent stud ies (e.g. Ilagemann et 
al. 1992 , Knight et al. 1993, Neumayr et a l. 1993, Bloem et al. 
1994) have described an increasing number of deposits from a 
wider range of crustal conditions, varying from sub-greenschist 
to granulite facies. Less commonly, Au deposits have been 
described with genctic affinities to other styles ofmineralisation, 
such as volcanic-hosted massive sulphide (YHMS) deposits 
and porphyry deposits . 

Based on Canadian examples, Robeli (1996) recognised two 
broad groups of deposits, based on the composition of their ore: 
Ag-rich deposits, in which the concentration of Ag exceeds that 
of Au, and Au-rich deposits, in which thc concentration of Au 
exceeds that of Ag. Ag-rich deposits are furthe r subdivided into 
three styles of mineralisation which can be regarded as auriferous 
end-members of other deposit types: YHMS, Cu-Ag-Au veins, 
and porphyry deposits (Robcrt 1996). All these three styles are 
generally rich in sulphides, particularly chalcopyrite, which 
further scts them apart from the typically Cu-poor Au-rich (or 
Au-only) deposits, which Robert (1996) subdivided into two 
styles: quartz-carbonate veins and disscminated- replacement 
deposits. 

The Ag-rich styles of mineralisation are rare among the 
known Australian Archaean lode-Au deposits . Thc Boddington 
deposit in thc SW Yilgarn is possibly an Australian example of 
a porphyry-style Ag-rich deposit (Roth et al. 1990), but a post-
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deformational timing has been suggested (Allibone et a1. 1996). 
Golden Grove and Mount Gibson in the Murchison Province of 
the Yilgarn Craton are the only known significant Australian 
Archaean Au-rich VHMS deposits. However, textural studies 
at Mount Gibson (Yeats & Groves 1998) have shown that the 
majority of the Au was introduced late in the tectonic history of 
the greenstone belt and that the syngenetic massive sulphides 
only provided a rheologically favourable horizon for later Au 
deposition. 

The vast majority of known Australian Archaean lode-Au 
deposits fall into the category of quartz-carbonate vein-style 
Au-rich deposits and, consequently, much of th e foll owin g 
d isc ussion re lates to this group. In the Yilgarn Craton, the 
deposits are interpreted to represent a coherent genet ic gro up 
deposited late in the tecton ic and structural history of the craton 
under metamorphic conditions wh ich range from sub-greenschist 
to granulite facies (Groves et al. 1995). The deposits are structur
a lly contro lled and generall y occ ur in or adjacent to late or reac
tivated structures. They are consistently enriched in Au, Ag, 
As, and W, variably enriched in Bi , Sb, Te, and B and, typ ically, 
only slightly enriched (ifat all ) in Cu, Pb and Zn (Perring et a l. 
1991 ). Lateral zonat ion of hydrothermal alteration is characteris
tically present on the scale of centimetres to tcns of metres. 
However, vertical zonation, where recognised, is nornlally more 
subtle and on a scale of hundreds of metres (e.g. Mikucki et al. 
1990). In addition, as dctcrmincd from fluid-inclusion studics, a 
low-salinity, H,O- CO, ± CH. fluid is important at most of 
these depos its. Although H,O:CO,:CH. ratios are variable lor 
d ifferent deposits, most havc a calculated XCO , of O. I 0.2 
before phase separation or mixing with other fluids (cf. Groves 
et al. 1992). Alteration assemblages vary in mineralogy with 
host rock and metamorphic setting, but enrichment in CO" S 
and K(±Na), plus the ore mctals, is characteristic. -

Structural setting and timing 
There is a gross relationship bctween thc location of Archaean 
lode-Au deposits and crustal-scale deformation zones in the 
Yilgarn Craton. A similar relationship has been noted in the 
Superior Province of Canada, whcre lode-Au mineralisation is 
associated with the so-cal led 'breaks' (Robert 19(0). Despite 
this large-scale association, AUlllineralisation is rarcly hosted in 
first-order structures, and deposits arc instead hosted in second 
and lower order struc tures, whi ch mayor Illay not show a di rect 
geometric re lationsh ip to the largc-scale deformati on zones (e.g. 
Eisen lo h r et a l. 1987, Wi tt 1993). T he ge ne ra l lack of 
Illineralisation within the major structures suggests that, if the 
structures are interlinked and the major structures acted as fluid 
conduits, they did so at deeper crustal levels than those currently 
ex posed in Illost Au deposits. 

The structural styles of individual Au deposits broadly 
reflect the metamorphic conditions under which they formed. 
At low Illctalllorphic grades, brittle tensional quartz vcins and 
breccias dominate (e.g. Wiluna: Hagemann ct al. 1992). These 
give way to brittle-ductile laminated quartz veins at mid to 
uppcr greenschist-facies conditions (e.g. Kalgoorlic: Phillips 
1986) and ductile shear-zone-hosted mineralisation at amphibolite 
and granulite-facies conditions (e.g. Southern Cross: Blocm ct 
al. 1994). Au mincralisation occurs syn- to post-peak regional 
mctalllorphism and is synchronous with major fault or shear
zone Illovcment. Importantly, however, it is commonly associated 
with the last significant movement on these structures (Groves 
et al. 1995), meaning that the geometry of the host scquences 
has not changed significantly since the time of mineralisation. 

The majority of published geochronological data for the 
Yilgarn (summarised in Yeats & McNaughton 1997) is consistent 
with -2640- 2630 Ma Au mineralisation. Several studies, how
ever, suggest that Au may have been introduced at other times. 
Yeats & McNaughton (1997) presented new data for the Jundee 
and Mount McClure deposits in the Yandal greenstone belt, 
which require Au mineralisation to have occurred prior to -2660 
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Ma. Mueller et al. (1996) dated the main Au mineralising event 
at Big Bell in the Murchison Province at 2662±5 Ma, using U
Pb in garnet thought to have formed during Au mineralisation, 
and a later, secondary event (±Au) has been dated at 2614±2 
Ma, using titanite . However, the structural timing of 
mineralisation at the Big Bell Au deposit remains controversial 
and the textural relationship between the minerals used for the 
geochronology and the Au mineralisation is equivocal. At Lawlers, 
a SHRIMP U-Pb titanite study by Fletcher et al. (submitted) 
has dated the later of two Au mineralising events at 2592±9 Ma, 
distinctly younger than any other mineralisation reliably dated 
elsewhere in the Yilgarn. A number 0[39 Ar-40 Ar plateau ages for 
hydrothermal muscovite from the eastern part ofthe craton also 
give younger ages for Au mineralisation. However, given the uncer
tain cooling history of the Yilgarn, the validity of this method 
remains a matter of debate. Nevertheless, clear evidence is emerg
ing that lode-Au mineralisation occurred in the Yilgarn Craton at 
times other than -2640-2630 Ma. At this early stage of re
search, pre- and post- -2640-2630 Ma mineralisation appears 
to be much less widespread than the main event. However, 
further work is needed to confirm this. 

At Mount York in the Pilbara Craton, Neumayr et al. (1993) 
recorded similar general structural and relative temporal relation
ships to those observed for lode-Au mineralisation in the Yilgarn. 
However, no research has been done on the absolute timing of 
Au mineralisation in the Pilbara. 

Host rocks 
Any lithology may host lode-Au mineralisation within an indi
vidual greenstone sequence, but spatial analysis of Au 
mineralisation on a district or craton scale reveals that specific 
rock types are preferential hosts (Groves et al. 1990). Two 
factors are considered to be important in the mineralising process. 
The rheological properties of the host rock may physically 
localise fluid flow, with relatively brittle lithologies more prone 
to fracturing and veining and, consequently, mineralisation. The 
chemical properties of the rock may also play an important 
role. For example, Fe-rich rocks and/or rocks with a high Fe/ 
Fe+Mg ratio are capable of destabilisingAu bisulphide complexes, 
causing the formation of Fe sulphides and coprecipitation of 
Au. Not surprisingly, the contribution to total Au production 
from deposits in relatively Fe-rich mafic volcanic and intrusive 
rocks is by far the most significant in the Yilgarn Craton, although 
this figure is strongly influenced by the giant mafic-hosted 
deposits at Kalgoorlie and, to a lesser extent, Kambalda. In these 
districts, granophyric zones in thick layered gabbroic intrusions 
combine a high degree of competency with a high Fe/Fe+Mg, 
providing a physically and chemically ideal site for Au 
mineralisation. BIF and other Fe-rich sedimentary units are also 
relatively important contributors as host rocks (e.g. the Hill 50 
deposit at Mount Magnet), particularly when their low overall 
abundance in greenstone belts is taken into account. 

In contrast to the Yilgarn Craton, sedimentary and ultramafic 
rocks are the major hosts to known Au mineralisation in the 
Pilbara Craton (Groves et al. 1990). However, as stated earlier, 
Au mineralisation in the Pilbara is minor, when compared to 
that in the Yilgarn Craton. 

Wallrock alteration 
Wallrock alteration associated with Archaean lode-Au 
mineralisation, as stated above, varies according to host rock 
and metamorphic grade. However, mineral assemblages indica
tive of carbonation, K±Na metasomatism and sulphidation are 
common across a broad range of metamorphic conditions, ranging 
from sub-greenschist to granulite facies. 

In lode-Au deposits in sub-amphibolite-facies domains, 
laterally zoned alteration assemblages may be split into chlorite
muscovite and biotite-muscovite stable sequences, broadly 
reflecting formation at the chlorite and biotite subzones of the 

greenschist facies, respectively (Mikucki et al. 1990). In tholeiitic 
mafic rocks (by far the dominant hosts to Au mineralisation), 
chlorite-muscovite stable alteration is typically characterised 
by distal chloritic alteration which grades into proximal carbonate 
(ankerite ± siderite)-sericite-pyrite ± pyrrhotite alteration 
adjacent to mineralisation. Alteration patterns in mafic-hosted 
biotite- muscovite stable alteration zones broadly parallel those 
in the lower temperature types, with the notable differences 
that up to 40% biotite may be developed in intermediate alter
ation zones (cf. Phillips & Groves 1984, Clark et al. 1989) and 
that sericite is much less extensively developed. Deposits which 
are hosted in ultramafic, intermediate, felsic or metasedimentary 
rocks show alteration assemblages that reflect the same chemical 
changes as those noted for the mafic-hosted examples. However, 
mineral species and absolute abundances reflect the nature of 
the host rock. For example, highly magnesian phases, such as 
talc and tremolite, are commonly present in alteration assemblages 
in ultramafic rocks (Mikucki et al. 1990). 

Lode-Au deposits hosted in amphibolite and granulite-facies 
domains exhibit wall-rock alteration assemblages which are 
geochemically consistent with those in lower metamorphic grade 
deposits, although alteration is less extensive and lateral zonation 
is generally poorly developed or absent. Carbonate species are 
not major alteration minerals under these conditions, reflecting 
the instability of ankerite-quartz-bearing assemblages at higher 
temperatures and pressures (Ridley & Barnicoat 1990). In the 
Southern Cross greenstone belt, mafic-hosted Au mineralisation 
in an amphibolite-facies domain is associated with quartz- pyrite
pyrrhotite ± plagioclase veins with diopside- calcite or fibrous 
tremolite ± chlorite rims, which are surrounded by biotite
pyrrhotite ± amphibole ± chlorite alteration haloes, several 
centimetres wide, in the wall rock (Bloem et al. 1994). The 
deposits of the Coolgardie Goldfield display similar alteration 
assemblages, with the addition of garnet (Knight et al. 1993). Au 
mineralisation in a granulite-facies domain at Griffins Find is 
associated with a quartz- diopside-microcline- pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite-Ioellengite assemblage (Barnicoat et al. 1991), again 
reflecting similar chemical changes to those seen at lower meta
morphic grades. 

Exploration strategies 
Exploration for Archaean lode-Au deposits relies heavily on 
geochemical methods in Western Australia (in particular the 
Yilgarn Craton), owing to widespread deep weathering (generally 
20-100 m deep) and the presence of surficial laterite. Lode-Au 
mineralisation generally has a poor geophysical signature. Air
borne and ground magnetics have been used extensively as a 
mapping tool, to define exploration targets such as Fe-rich host 
rocks and favourable structures by designating areas of pro
spective geology beneath residual or transported cover. In addition, 
at some localities, there may be positive magnetic anomalies 
associated with Au mineralisation (owing to the presence of 
magnetite as an alteration phase), or negative anomalies due to 
sulphidation of primary magnetite in strongly magnetic host 
rocks (e.g. BIF). 

Soil, rock-chip, and regolith geochemistry are the most 
widely used regional exploration tools, followed by shallow 
RAB drilling of surface targets (cf. AMF 1995). In areas overlain 
by transported regolith, exploration may proceed directly from 
regional magnetic target generation to RAB drilling. Au itself, 
analysed to low (Ppb) levels, is generally the most effective 
pathfinder element. However, As, Bi, Sb, Wand Mo have also 
been utilised in exploration. Au is commonly depleted within 
the saprolitic profile up to 40 m depth, but both in-situ and 
transported lateritic material may retain the signature of primary 
mineralisation (Butt et al. 1993, Lawrance 1993). Consequently, 
an understanding of regolith evolution and chemistry is of vital 
importance to lode-Au exploration in Western Australia. More 
sophisticated geochemical techniques, such as the mobile metal 
ion (MMI) method (cf. Mann et al. 1993), are beginning to be 



applied to Au exploration, but their effectiveness is yet to be 
proven. 

The late tectonic timing of Archaean lode-Au mineralisation 
allows the possibility of geomechanical modelling (or 'stress 
mapping ' ) as a targeting tool in camp-scale lode-Au exploration. 
Au mineralisation is associated with areas of high fluid flow, 
which is focussed in areas of low mean stress (Ridley 1993). 
Geomechanical modelling at Kalgoorlie (Holyland 1990), Granny 
Smith (Ojala et al. 1993) and Coolgardie (Knight et al. 1993) has 
illustrated a good correlation between known lode-Au 
minerali sation and modelled areas of low mean stress. Th is 
method could be used to defi ne drill targets in camps where the 
basement geology is we ll understood. 
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Practical uses of chemical modelling-defining new exploration targets in 
sedimentary basins 
David R Cooke! & Ross R Large! 

Numerical simulations of geochemical processes can help in the design 
of exploration programs for a variety of geological environments. 
Chemical modelling can be used to predict (i) the maximum metal 
carrying capacity of hydrothermal fluids, (ii) the alteration and vein 
assemblages that will form during fluid flow along faults and aquifers, 
and (iii) the likely sequence of mineral deposition and relative 
abundance of mineral phases precipitated in the trap environment. 

We have numerically modelled the transport and deposition of 20 
chemical components in 4 high-temperature (250°C) metalliferous 
brines (10 wt% eq. NaCl), focusing on processes that may occur in 
sedimentary basins. The results show that sign ificant amounts of base 
metals (> 1 ppm) can be transported in acidic oxidised, alkaline 
oxidised, and acidic reduced brines. Alkaline, reduced brines are 
predicted to be incapable of carrying sufficient quantities of base metals 
to be important in the formation of sed iment-hosted base-metal 
deposits. Hematite-bearing quartz sandstones can be unreactive aquifers 
for oxidised metalliferous brines, allowing metals to remain in solution 
during transport. Potassic and/or propylitic alteration assemblages are 
predicted to form when the brines interact with mafic volcanics. High
temperature mineralised brines can potentially migrate long distances 

Introduction 
Thermodynamic modelling of geochemical processes has been 
under-used as a tool in mineral exploration. Using chemical 
modelling techniques, hypotheses can be tested about the source 
area, transport system and trap environment of an ore-forming 
system (Fig. I). Chemical modelling can be used in the project 
generation stage of exploration to help define new (previously 
unrecognised) types of targets in a geological province. It can 
improve our understanding of the chemical processes invol ved 
in hydrothermal ore formation, which can also lead to improved 
and refined exploration programs. In this study, we review the 
current capabilities of thermodynamic modelling, show how 
numerical simulations can help to investigate a variety of 
processes important for the formation of hydrothermal ore 
deposits, and discuss potential applications for mineral 
explorat ion. 

As an example of the predictive power of chemical 
modelling , we have chosen shale-hosted Pb- Zn massive 
sulphide (SEDEX) deposits and their sedimentary environments 
as the focus of our discussion. In this paper, we calculate the 
maximum metal-carrying capacity of a variety of hypothetical 
sedimentary brines, identifying brine composi tions that may be 
capable of precipitating Pb-Zn ore, and those that should not 
be capable of transporting sufficient Pb and Zn to form ore
grade mineralisation . We will show how the chemical and 
mineralogical changes that take place during fluid transport 
along aquifers and within faults can be sim ulated using 
thermodynamic modelling techniques, allowing alteration 
assemblages in the source and transport regions to be predicted. 
Calculations that simulate a variety of depositional processes 
are also discussed, to illustrate the spectrum of mineralisation 
styles that can be generated when brines enter different trap 
environments. 

The purpose of this exercise is not to solve the origin of 
SEDEX deposits. We merely intend to illustrate how 
thermodynamic modelling can be used to test a variety of 
hypotheses on hydrothermal o re deposit genesis, and to show 
that the results of these simulations can be used to predict the 
existence of previously unrecognised ore deposit types. Previous 
workers who have used thermodynamic modelling to gain 
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(> 1 kIn) along faults without dumping their base-metal load, provided 
the fluids remain chemically isolated from the surrounding wall rocks 
(e.g. silica mantling). Cooling and/or boiling of metal-rich brines during 
cross-stratal transport may result in the precipitation of barren quartz 
veins with traces of hematite or pyrite, depending on the oxidation 
state of the initial fluid. 

For the trap environment, mixing of metalliferous brines with 
anoxic seawater is predicted to be efficient at precipitating Zn- Pb
rich massive sulphide mineralisation. Mixing of the same brines with 
oxidised seawater can result in the formation of si liceous Cu-Ag-rich 
exhalites. Replacement-style Zn-Pb-rich su lphide mineralisation is 
predicted to precipitate when reduced acidic brines interact with pyritic 
dolomitic sediments. Complex alteration assemblages are predicted to 
form concurrently with base-metal su lphide deposition when the 
replacement process involves oxidised brines. 

Our chemical modelling technique allows rapid testing of various 
hypotheses about trap sites and depositional mechanisms. It is probably 
most useful in the project generation stage of a regional exploration 
program. 

insights into the formation of sediment-hosted Pb- Zn and Cu 
deposits include Sve!jensky (1984, 1986, 1987, 1989), Haynes 
& 8100m (1987a,b), Reed & Haynes (1991), Plumlee et al. 
(1994) and Heinrich et al. (1995). 

Variables that control metal transport 
Hydrothermal ore transport and deposition in any geological 
setting will be affected by the nature of fluid flow (structural 
controls, permeability, etc.), heat flow and a variety of 
phys icochemical parametcrs, such as tcmperaturc, pressurc, pH , 
salinity, rcdox state , total S concentration (IS), etc. Although it 
is necessary to have an integrated understanding of all these 
parameters to fully decipher the processes of ore transport and 
deposition, most researchers focus on aspects related to fluid 
flow or fluid chemistry, owing to the inherent difficulties asso
ciated with undertaking fully integrated studies of mineral sys
tems . In this paper, we focus on the physicochemical controls 

3: TRAP 
Factors causing metal deposition 
• Mineralogy of most effective traps 
• Rock/fluid interaction 
• Key chemical reactions 
• Metal zonation 
• Alteration zonation 

... ,. ...... ~ .. 
~:~. 
~ 

~~Jf~j§7f 2: TRANSPORT 

trap , 
• • • 

~ • Preferred aqUifer mineralogy 
• Metal carrying capacity of flUid 
• Factors enhancing metal transport 
• Alteration of aquifers 
• Alteration along faults 

1: SOURCE 
• Composition of primary fluid 
• Capacity to leach metals from source 
• Alteration mineralogy in source area 
• Assessment of potential source rocks 

Figure 1. Factors that can be addressed by chemical modelling 
of hydrothermal systems. 
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on ore transport and deposition, by using thermodynamic mod
elling to calculate the effects of various processes (e.g. cooling, 
boiling, fluid mixing, water-rock interaction) on mineral solubil
ity in selected brines. 

Integration of information on mineral paragenesis and fluid
inclusion characteristics, with thermodynamic modelling meth
ods has advanced our understanding of the controls of fluid 
chemistry on a range of hydrothermal base- and precious-metal 
deposits. The principal factors controlling the metal-carrying 
capacity of crustal fluids are temperature, salinity, pH redox 
and LS concentration. Temperature and salinity are the critical 
factors for a range of deposits (Huston 1998), as shown in 
Figure 2 and summarised in Table 1. They control the concen
tration of metals in the ore fluid and metal ratios in the resultant 
deposits. The redox state of the ore fluid also has a significant 
influence on ore type, controlling the metal association, metal 
ratios and gangue mineral type (Table 2). 

Thermodynamic modelling techniques 
Geochemical modelling of hydrothermal systems has been 
possible since the mid-1960s due to the compilation of high
temperature thermodynamic properties for minerals, gases and 
aqueous species. Two methods are now commonly employed 
to investigate processes of hydrothermal ore formation, which 
we informally refer to as 'static' and 'dynamic' chemical 
modelling. Conventional 'static' modelling techniques involve 
the construction of a variety of activity diagrams that can be 
used to help interpret the likely conditions of ore formation. 
These activity diagrams are 'frozen slices' in pressure
temperature-composition (P-T -X) space. In conjunction with 
detailed petrographic, fluid inclusion and/or stable isotope 
research, 'static' thermodynamic modelling helps to interpret 
the spatial and temporal evolution of a variety of hydrothermal 
ore deposits (e.g. Barnes & Czamanske 1967, Large 1977, 
Barton et al. 1977, Beane & Titley 1981, Huston et al. 1993, 
Cooke et al 1996). Using simple balanced chemical reactions 
and carefully constructed activity diagrams, it is possible to 
interpret the significance of mineral paragenesis, determine the 
predominant chemical species in solution, and develop chemical 
models for ore deposition. However, in using static modelling 
techniques, it is difficult to interpret processes associated with 
ore deposition, and it is necessary to construct several activity 
diagrams to gain an understanding of hydrothermal fluid evolution. 

pH 

450 

400 

'Dynamic' modelling takes the techniques used in static 
modelling one step further, allowing us to undertake computer 
simulations of reaction paths and fluid evolution. A variety of 
computer programs (e.g. CHILLERISOLVEQ, THERMO
CHEMISTRY SYSTEM, EQ3/EQ6, etc.) are available as tools 
that we can use to simulate chemical changes induced by 
processes such as conductive cooling, heating, boiling, 
condensation, fluid mixing and water-rock interaction. This 
allows us to determine theoretically the most effective means 
of ore deposition in a given hydrothermal system (e.g. Helgeson 
1970, Reed & Spycher 1985, Spycher & Reed 1989, Bowers 
1991, Cooke 1992, Plumlee et al. 1994, Heinrich et al. 1996). 
Currently available software for chemical modelling can 
simultaneously calculate equilibria for hundreds of chemical 
reactions involving aqueous species, gases and minerals, 
allowing us to more accurately simulate 'real' geological 
situations than currently possible using activity diagrams. Each 
simulation can take only a short time to compute, allowing the 
testing of multiple hypotheses. 

Base and precious metal concentrations in brines 
The maximum amount of zinc and lead that can be transported 
in hydrothermal fluids is controlled by the solubility of sphalerite 
and galena. These sulphides are most soluble under high 
temperature, high salinity, low pH and low total S conditions in 
reduced fluids. Under oxidised conditions (aSO~-/aH2S >1), 
galena and sphalerite solubilities are independent of pH and (to 
a lesser extent) temperature, and are strongly dependent on 
oxygen fugacity (Fig. 3). 

At 250°C and at high salinities (>5 wt%), silver chloride 
complexes predominate over bisulphide complexes (Gammons 
& Barnes 1989). Consequently, acanthite/argentite solubility is 
controlled by the same variables that affect galena and sphalerite 
(salinity, temperature, LS, pH and redox state). In low salinity, 
H2S-rich fluids, Ag(HS); is important for Ag transport (Gammons 
& Barnes 1989). 

In neutral brines, chalcopyrite solubility is mostly controlled 
by the same variables that influence galena, sphalerite and 
argentite. This causes copper to approximately mimic the 
behaviour of other base metals in solution, although the presence 
of Fe in chalcopyrite and the occurrence of other copper miner
als such as bornite and chalcocite results in more complicated 
solubility relationships (Huston et al. 1993). Over the 'common' 
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Figure 2. Temperature-salinity diagram demonstrating the relationship between fluid chemistry, metal-carrying capacity and ore 
deposit style. The zones of Au (1-100 pbb) and base-metal deposition (1-100 ppm) are based on thermodynamic modelling of a solution 
with LS = O.OOlm, LH,SILSO;- = 10 and pH = 3.5 to 5. After Large (1992). 
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Table 1. Temperature-salinity conditions for selected hydrothermal ore deposit types. 

Ore type 

Porphyry Cu- Au-Mo 
MVT; Shale-hosted Pb-Zn-Ag 
VHMS Cu-Pb-Zn-Ag-Au 
Mesothermal Au 
Epithermal Au-Ag-Te 

Salinity 

high (> to wt % NaCl) 
high (> 10 wt % NaCl) 
moderate (5-10 wt % NaCl) 
low (0-5 wt % NaCI) 
low (0-5 wt % NaCI) 

Temperature 

high (>300°C) 
low «250°C) 
moderate (200-300°C) 
high (>300°C) 
moderate (200-300°C) 

Table 2. Relationships between temperature and redox conditions for selected hydrothermal ore types. 

Ore type Gangue Temperature Redox conditions 

Cu-U-hematite hematite moderate (200-300°C) highly oxidised (So.=-rich fluids) 
Cu-Au-Fe oxide magnetite/hematite high (>300°C) oxidised (SO/-rich fluids) 
Sediment-hosted Cu hematite/pyrite low «200°C) ox idised (SO. = -rich fluids) 
Au + pyrite; no Cu pyrite moderate (200-300°C) reduced (H~-rich fluids) 
(epithermal & mesothermal Au) 
Au-Cu-pyrrhotite pyrrhotite high (>300°C) highly reduced (HB-rich fluids) 

range of hydrothermal conditions (2 < pH < 8; all . S = as(l, ), cop
per generally has a lower solubility than lead and zinc. Unless 
supersaturation occurs, the maximum amount of copper that 
potentially can be transported will therefore be less than the 
corresponding amounts of lead and zinc. 

Gold is transported primarily as bisulphide complexes 
(Au(HS)~ and/or AuHS) at temperatures below 300°C and near
neutral pll conditions (Seward 1989, Benning & Seward 1996), 
whereas lead, zinc, silver and copper are transported as chloride 
complexes. High gold solubilities arc favoured by high total 
sulphur concentrations, low salinities and neutral pH condi
tions. Oxygen fugacity must be between the pyrite hematite 
and pyrite-pyrrhotite buffers for the highest gold solubil ities as 
a bisulphide complex. 
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Figure 3. Log f.o,,-pH diagram at 250"C, showing the stability 
fields of the common Fe-O-S minerals (hematite, magnetite, 
pyrite, pyrrhotite), the predominance fields of S-bearing 
species and solubility contours for ga lena and sphalerite at 
100 and 1 ppm Pb" and Zn'+, respectivel y. Also shown are 
brines I, 2, 3 a nd 4 (compositions listed in Table 3). This 
diagram has been constructed for 10 wt% eq. NaCI solutions 
that contain 0.001 molal IS and 0.256 molal IC (-I wt% 
CO"",). Thermodynamic data from SUPCRT92 (Johnson et 
al. 1992). 

The 'ore-forming window' 

Previous workers (e.g. Roedder 1960, Cooke et al. 1993. Huston 
1998) have suggested that to form an economic mineral deposit, 
hydrothermal waters must be carrying at least 1- 20 ppm Zn, Pb 
or Cu, or I- 10 ppb Au in solution (the 'ore-forming window', 
Fig. 2). Ifmetal concentrations are below these levels, then an 
unreasonably large quantity of water is required to form 
economic mineralisation in a single-pass fluid flow system. 
Alternatively, continual dissolution and re-precipitation of ore 
minerals would have to occur in a multistage system. This would 
require long-lived hydrothermal activity. with fluid conduits that 
remained open (or were repeatedly reopened). and sulphides 
that were redissolved and upgraded to economic concentrations, 
or possibly vapour phase transport of metals (e.g. in high 
sulphidation epithermal gold deposits). 

Waters that can carry in excess of I ppl11 base l11etals or 1110re 
than I ppb Au arc potential ore-forl11ing solutions. b idence for 
the existence of high metal solubilities in hydrothermal fluids 
includes analyses of fluid inclusions in sphalerite 1'1'0111 the Cave
in-Rock fluorite district. IIlinios (up to 1.1 °0 Zn and 0.9°" eu; 
Skinner 1979) and analyses of the Salton Sea geothermal brines 
(up to 506 ppm Zn and 95 ppm Pb; McKibben & William s 
1989). High solubilities can, however, lead to a source rock 
problem, where there is not enough metal avai lab le to be leached 
from the source rocks to a ll ow saturat ion of the fluid with re
spect to ore minerals. In these cases. the lluids are likely to 
remain undersaturated (more than 2- 3 orders of magnitude in 
some cases) until sufficien t chemical changes occur to lower the 
solubilities of the metals in solution. If the trap mechanism for 
undersaturated fluids is inefficient. the fluids may gradually 
precipitate or disperse their base-metal load, resulting in a large 
(even basin-wide') geochemical anomaly but no economic 
mineralisation. Possible examples where this may have occurred 
are the metalliferous black shales from the Upper Pennsylvanian 
of Indiana, Kansas and Missouri (up to 0.34% Zn regionally, 
but no economic concentrations), and the Upper Devonian
Lower Mississippian New Albany Shale, which contain up to 
0.92% Zn, 0.1 O(~o Pb and 0.02% Cu (Schultz 1991). 

Methods 
Computer software 

Sophisticated thermodynamic modelling software packages are 
now available to und ertake detailed studies of complex 
multiphase systems. Numerical modelling of hydrothermal pro
cesses allows us to simulate the transport and deposition of 
precious and base metals and related gangue in hydrothermal 
systems. A variety of computer algori thms have been devel
oped that can deal with multicomponent heterogeneous and/or 
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homogeneous equilibrium calculations (e.g. CHILLERISOLVEQ: 
Reed 1982, Reed & Spycher 1985, Spycher & Reed 1989, 
1990a,b, Cooke 1992, Plumlee et al. 1994; EQ3IEQ6: Wolery 
1992, Wolery & Daveler 1992, Sverjensky 1984, Bowers 1991; 
THERMOCHEMISTRY SYSTEM: Turnbull & Wadsley 1986, 
Heinrich 1990, Heinrich et al. 1995). 

In this study, mineral solubilities have been calculated using 
SOLVEQ to estimate brine compositions. Numerical simula
tions of transport and depositional processes (cooling, boiling, 
fluid mixing, water-rock interaction) have been calculated using 
CHILLER (Reed 1982, Reed & Spycher 1984, 1985, Spycher 
& Reed 1989, 1990a,b). SOLVEQ is designed for calculating 
homogeneous aqueous species equilibria, but it can also 
incorporate partial heterogeneous equilibria, by forcing 
equilibration between an aqueous solution and a solid phase 
(Spycher & Reed 1990a). CHILLER is designed to calculate 
multicomponent heterogeneous chemical equilibria for solids, 
gases and aqueous species (Spycher & Reed 1990b), and is 
capable of calculating the effects of boiling, cooling, fluid 
mixing, water-rock interaction andlor condensation on 
hydrothermal fluids . 

In our simulations, minerals have been fractionated in each 
calculated increment of water-rock interaction, cooling, boiling 
or fluid mixing. Simulations involving mineral fractionation 
mimic the processes of precipitation within a fluid conduit, with 
chemical components left behind as the fluid continues to 
migrate toward the trap environment. Only those minerals that 
are abundant throughout the aquifer or along the walls of the 
fault (e.g. quartz) can be expected to 'remain' in contact with 
the water during its migration. Consequently, we believe that 
simulations involving mineral fractionation are more 
representative of natural geological processes with regards to 
trace elements (e.g. Pb, Zn, Au, etc.) than allowing the relevant 
minerals to back-react with and redissolve into water. 

In open-system boiling, gases are physically removed and 
can no longer interact with the residual water. Closed-system 
boiling may occur when gases cannot physically separate, owing 
to the local hydrologic environment, so that gases may, therefore, 
back-react with the residual water. Reality probably lies 
somewhere between these two end-members (Drummond & 
Ohmoto 1985, Seward 1989). Owing to its lower density, the 
gas phase should physically separate from water during boiling. 
However, the physical structure ofthe conduit may impede this 
process, allowing some interaction of the two phases before 
physical separation of the gas phase. Consequently, for the 
purposes of our calculations, gases have not been fractionated 
in boiling simulations. 

Thermodynamic database 
Difficulties associated with numerical modelling of geological 
processes include the internal consistency of the database of 
thermodynamic properties, and the identity of the important 
chemical species. Because we are interested in a large number 
of elements and chemical reactions, no single, consistent source 
is available from which to obtain all of the necessary 
thermodynamic properties. CHILLER and SOLVEQ use the 
SOLTHERM database, which contains thermodynamic data 
from a variety of sources (Spycher & Reed 1989, 1990c). For 
this study, SOLTHERM has been modified, using thermo
dynamic data generated from SUPCRT92 (Johnson et al. 1992), 
which has removed some of the internal inconsistencies. 
However, many discrepancies remain and some of the 
thermodynamic properties used in this study may have been 
incompatible. 

To fully simulate geological processes, we need to include 
thermodynamic properties for all naturally occurring chemical 
species in our thermodynamic database. In reality, this is limited 
by the availability of experimental and theoretical high-tem
perature thermodynamic properties for aqueous and mineral 
species. Our calculations are, therefore, biased by the informa-

tion contained within the thermodynamic database, and we are 
forced to ignore other species that may be important for metal 
transport or mineral deposition, for which high-temperature 
thermodynamic properties are not yet available. 

Brine compositions 
In thermodynamic studies of the origins of sediment-hosted 
base-metal deposits, previous workers have used a variety of 
methods to generate or obtain starting fluid compositions. In 
his numerical simulations of chemical processes associated with 
the formation of Mississippi Valley type (MVT) Pb-Zn, 
sandstone-hosted Pb and redbed Cu deposits, Sverjensky (1984, 
1986, 1987, 1989) used a modified oil field brine composition 
from the Gulf Coast region as his starting solution. Haynes 
(1986) estimated a fluid composition by averaging the 
composition of a variety of modern saline lakes for use in 
numerical simulations of the formation of stratiform Cu deposits 
(Haynes & Bloom 1987a,b). Plumlee et al. (1994) used 
quantitative fluid inclusion data from MVT deposits in the Ozark 
Region for their initial fluid compositions. In their study of the 
Mt Isa Cu system, Heinrich et al. (1995) assumed an initial 
salinity and temperature, and calculated the concentration of 
all other components by equilibrating their brine with altered 
metabasalts that underlie the ore deposit. 

For this study, a chemical system has been selected that 
contains most ofthe important major and trace elements present 
in sediment-hosted base-metal deposits. The component species 
(Reed 1982) included in all of our calculations were: 

H+ H2O cr HC03 - sol-
Ae+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Pe2+ Na+ 
Zn2+ Cu+ Pb2+ Ag+ AuCh-
HS- (reduced fluid) or D2 (aq) (oxidised fluid). 

Si02(aq) 
K+ 

Ba2+ 

Four initial brine compositions have been generated: acidic 
oxidised (brine 1), acidic reduced (brine 2), alkaline oxidised 
(brine 3), and alkaline reduced (brine 4; Table 3). These hypo
thetical brines have been calculated by making initial assump
tions about the initial fluid parameters (temperature = 250°C; 
salinity = 10 eq.wt.% NaCl; NalKiCa ratios - 811/1; pH = 4.1 or 
6.1; a(H2S/a(SO~) = 0.01 or 1000, LS = 0.001 molal; LC = 1.0 
molal). The temperature and salinity values were chosen based 
on fluid-inclusion data from the Tom and Jason SEDEX depos
its in the Selwyn Basin, Canada (Sangster 1990). The tempera
ture value is also similar to that estimated from S isotope 
geothermometry by Rye & Williams (1981) for the HYC de
posit. With regards to redox and pH, values were arbitrarily 
chosen to give a spectrum of brine compositions that may be 
encountered in sedimentary basins, thus allowing us to investi
gate redox and pH controls on metal transport in sedimentary 
brines. LS and LC concentrations were estimated initially by 
comparison with Barnes (1979) and Cooke et al. (1996), and 
then adjusted by undertaking preliminary calculations to test 
the effects of our initial estimates on metal concentrations and 
mineral solubilities. For example, ifLS concentration is too high 
in reduced fluids, base-metal solubilities will be too low for 
effective Pb, Zn and Cu transport, Au solubility will become 
too high for typical Australian SEDEX deposits (which have 
Au contents indistinguishable from background sedimentary 
lithologies; McGoldrick et al. 1996), and sulphosalts will be 
stabilised in preference to sulphides. 

SOLVEQ was used to calculate the concentrations of addi
tional component species (AI, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ba) using a ' forced 
mineral equilibration' technique. This involved calculating the 
concentration of the relevant chemical component (e.g. Fe2+) 
with respect to saturation of the stable mineral phase (e.g. pyrite), 
based on the initial temperature and compositional estimates 
for the water. To maintain charge balance, Na+ concentration 
was adjusted in each forced mineral equilibration step. If a com
ponent was extremely soluble (e.g. Ba2+ can have concentration 
»1 wt % in some reduced fluids) , forced mineral equilibration 



calculations generally failed due to numerical convergence prob
lems. In those cases, the concentration of that component has 
either been estimated by comparison with a modem brine compo
sition (e.g. the Salton Sea brines), or has been arbitrarily assigned 
a value (Table 3). 

Zn, Pb, Cu, Ag and Au concentrations were determined by 
calculating mineral equilibrium for low metal solubility fluids 
(e.g. brine 4; Table 3). For brines capable of carrying more than 
100 ppm Zn, Pb, or Cu (e.g. brine I) , the base-metal concentra
tions have been fixed at 100 ppm, allowing various depositional 
mechanisms to be tested for their effectiveness at extracting 
large quantities of base metals from solution (Table 3). This 
method allows us to assess whether a particular mechanism is 
capable of efficiently extracting base metals from solution. If 
the process cannot precipitate economic sulphide minerali sation 
from a metal-rich solution, then it is unlikely to produce an ore 
deposit from less metalliferous brines. Using the same logic , an 
upper limit for Ag has been set at I ppm. 

The upper limit for Au has been set at 0.0 I ppb, lower than 
the ' ore-forming window ' values of 1- 10 ppb. However, our 
two reduced fluids could potentially carry sufficient Au (> I ppb) 

Table 3. Modelled brine compositions at 250°C. 

Brine I: acidic Brine 2: acidic 
(}xidised hrine redllced hrine 

pH .+.i 3 4 . 13 

Sa linity 10.0 wt '7r 10.0 wt '7r 

IS O. OOIM O. OOIM 

log I;()~) -3 1.50 -34.--17 

H+ 22'}. 1 22,},} 

HD I kg I kg 

C I 6()7 1 ~.2 60 7:l3 .--I 

SO. '" K5.5.' 2.1'}() 

HCO , 13~61.5 13K65.0 

HS ~t).2X 

SiO"."" 3l8.3 328.-1 

AI" . I!-I 7 UO-l9 

Ca" 361--1.--1 3615.--1 

Mu2+ 
e 36 .03 36.04 

Fe~+ 629.1 77.89 

K+ 52--1 '} .7 525 1.0 

Na+ 302,}8.3 30758.4 

Mn'+ 13'}1.2 13'} 1.5 

Zn2+ 100.1 100.1 

Cu+ HHU 1.71)1) 

Pb2+ 100.1 100.1 

Ag+ l.OO 1.00 

AuC I' 0 .0000 14 0 .0000 14 

Ba' - 1.001 1.001 

02 Wql 
~,. 4.'}g E-35 7 .--18 E-38 
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to precipitate economic mineralisation. A value of 0.01 ppb was 
chosen because Au is not present in economic concentrations in 
Australian sediment-hosted base-metal deposits (McGoldrick 
et al. 1996). The fluids that form northern Australian SEDEX 
deposits are either (i) incapable of carrying ppb Au, (ii) under
saturated in Au (i.e. there is a source rock problem that prevents 
fluids from leaching enough Au to attain ppb levels), or (iii) an 
appropriate trap mechanism (e.g. boiling, oxidation) is not en
countered and the Au solution does not precipitate (e.g. it is 
dispersed into seawater). Based on the problems with Au trans
port vs . Au content of SEDEX deposits, we believe that the 
high-temperature reduced fluid compositions modelled here are 
probably poor analogues for the Northern Australian SEDEX 
deposits (because they can carry Au), but are probably good 
analogues for the SEDEX deposits of the Selwyn basin. 

Advantages and limitations of this technique 

Our approach to calculating fluid compositions and modelling 
hydrothermal systems has several advantages and di sadvan
tages over previous approaches. By testing a large number of 
chemical and physical parameters, this technique allows us to 

Brine 3: alkaline Brine 4: alkaline 
oxidised brine reduced hrine 

6.1 3 6.1 3 

10.0 wt <7r 10.0 w t 7r 

O.OOIM O.OOIM 

-33.50 - 36. 50 

20--1.--1 206.0 

I kg I kg 

60675.7 606~,} .3 

K5.--I7 

1."lX51.~ 13X5--1.'} 

2'}.26 

330.7 330.6 

0.0-1 I 0.0-1] 

58.72 M05 

0. 390 0.422 

0.245 0.236 

5246 .0 52--17.1 

36680.2 367 1'}.3 

19.6l 21.-15 

100.0 0.092 

6.48-1 0.008 

100.0 0.036 

1.00 0.158 

2. 46 £·07 0.0000 14 

1.001 1.00 I 

4.95 E-37 6.'}1 E---IO 

Component concentrations are in ppm. except for 0, and S. which arc given as molal units. Brines I and 3 are oxidised fluids (hematite 
stabl e: a(H , S) a(SO;) = 0.01) . Brines 2 and 4 are '~~duced fl uids (pyrite stable: a( H,S)/a(SO;) = 1000). Bri ne compos itions have been 
ca lcu lated based on the assumptions outlincd abovc. Bold type indicates that although the fl uids are undersaturated with a given metal. the 
concentration of that metal has been set at the upper limits of the ore-forming window ( 100 ppm for base metals, I ppm for Ag). i.e. the fluid is an 
exce ll ent transporting solution for that metal. !ralin' indicate that tota l concentrations of component species have been cal culated by forcing 
equilibration between the brines and the following Illincrals: SiO",q,-quaI1z; AI' - muscovite (brines I and 2) or K-feldspar (brines 3 and 4); Ca' 
calc ite (brines 3 and 4): Mg' do lolllite (brines 3 and 4); Fe' hemati te (brines I and 3) or pyrite (brines 2 and 4); Mn' - rh odochros ite (bri nes 3 and 
4); Z n' -sphalerite (brine 4); C u - chalcopyrite (brines 2 and 4 ) or chalcocite (brine 3); Pb'-galena (brine 4 ); Ag -acanth ite (brine 4); AuC I, 

gold (brine 3). Na has been adjusted to maintain charge balance in the fluids. and Ba' concentrations are set at I ppm. For brines I and 
2. Mn' and Mg' concentrations arc sct at 1390 pPIll and 36 pPIll , respective ly. based on Illeasured concentrations fro m th e Salton Sea 
geoth erlllal brines (McKibben & Wil li ams 1989). 
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predict what types of brines are capable of forming hydrothermal 
ore deposits in a given geological setting. This is particularly 
useful for areas where primary fluid-inclusion information is 
difficult to obtain (e.g. 'SEDEX' -style mineralisation; deformed 
and/or metamorphosed hydrothermal ore deposits, etc.). Testing 
a wide variety of depositional processes allows us to establish 
which mechanisms (cooling, boiling, water- rock interaction, fluid 
mixing) are likely to be effective at extracting metals from solu
tion. We can also predict likely mineral assemblages in the fluid 
conduits and the trap environment. This technique can be used 
to test the depth offormation for 'syngenetic' and 'diagenetic' 
ore deposits from a different perspective, by examining what 
mineral assemblages would be produced if the fluids boiled in 
the subsurface. By chemically modelling water-rock interaction 
between brines and known lithologies from sedimentary basins, 
it is possible to assess whether a given brine can be transported 
along an aquifer within the basin without undergoing significant 
chemical modification. Where the brine compositions are modi
fied, we can predict how the brine should evolve during interac
tion with that lithology. The approach has significant 
implications for exploration, because it is capable of predicting 
new types of exploration targets that have not previously been 
recognised. 

A number of important assumptions must be made when 
undertaking thermodynamic modelling, including: 

equilibrium is achieved, 
P-T- X conditions are well known, 
the thermodynamic properties are reliable, 
metal speciation is understood, 
activity coefficients are valid, 
reaction kinetics are fast. 
When these criteria are met, the powerful predictive capacity 

of thermodynamic modelling techniques makes them essential 
for interpretation of the genesis of, and to assist exploration for 
hydrothermal ore deposits (e.g. Haynes & Bloom 1987b, Haynes 
et al. 1995). However, if one or more of the initial assumptions 
(e.g. l:S, l:C, T, salinity, etc) we have made is incorrect, then 
the mineral assemblages predicted in our simulations of 
depositional processes may be unrealistic, and the actual brine 
compositions responsible for the formation of deposits such as 
HYC and Mt Isa may never actually have been simulated, 
because of the vast array of possible fluid compositions . 
Depending on basin lithologies, the hypothetical brine 
compositions may never have been able to form within that 
sedimentary basin (this could be tested by chemically modelling 
brine-aquifer interaction; e.g. Heinrich et al. 1995). Full 
equilibrium may never have been attained by the fluids (e.g. 
SO;-!H2S disequilibrium in low-temperature fluids), although 
local equilibrium will have been achieved between species with 
rapid reaction kinetics. 

Other potential problems not currently resolvable include 
the quality of thermodynamic data (ranges from good to poor 
to non-existent), our understanding of metal speciation in 
hydrothermal fluids (good to poor), precious-metal substitution 
into sulphide lattices (e.g. argentiferous galena, chalcopyrite 
and sphalerite, Mn substitution into carbonates), reaction 
kinetics (important at low temperatures) and the current methods 
for calculating activity coefficients for aqueous species 
(calculations become unreliable at higher ionic strengths). 

Even with all the potential problems outlined above, the 
technique still yields interesting (even provocative!) results that 
provide useful insights into processes that might occur during 
metal transport and deposition. They also provide an insight 
into the behaviour of elements such as Fe, Mn and Ba, which 
can form halos around mineralisation (e.g. Large et al. in press). 

Results of chemical modelling 
To understand the general geochemical controls on base-metal 
mineralisation in sedimentary basins, there are three factors to 
be considered. Firstly, it is necessary to know or estimate the 

composition of the sedimentary brines responsible for metal 
and/or sulphur transport. In the case of sedimentary brines, this 
is related primarily to the basin stratigraphy, because a long 
repose time as pore waters will favour equilibration between 
the fluids and their surroundings via water-rock interaction. It 
is also necessary to assess any modification to the brines as 
they migrate through the basin along aquifers, fractures and 
faults. Finally, we need to understand how and why a metallif
erous brine will precipitate its metal load at the site of ore 
formation (Fig. I). To this end, a series of numerical simulations 
have been completed for each of the four brines listed in Table 3. 
These calculations have tested the effects of various transport 
and depositional processes on the brines, and can be subdivided 
into three categories: aquifer transport, cross-stratal transport 
and depositional processes. The metal-carrying capacity of each 
brine is also discussed. 

Owing to the large amount of information generated by 
CHILLER in each numerical simulation, it is not feasible to 
report on the predicted behaviour of each of the individual 
aqueous species, component species, gases and mineral phases 
that were involved in each calculation. Instead, the following 
discussion is restricted to the extraction efficiency of various 
processes for the base metals (Zn, Pb, Cu), precious metals (Ag, 
Au), and two halo-forming components (Ba, Mn) of the brines, 
and, in some cases, to the solid phases predicted to precipitate. 
Extraction efficiency is defined here as the proportion of an 
element extracted from solution, expressed as a percentage of 
the initial brine concentration. The most efficient processes for 
extracting metals from a brine are most likely to be important 
depositional mechanisms in hydrothermal environments. 

Metal-carrying capacity o/the brines 
Three of the 250°C 10 wt% eq. NaCI brines listed in Table 3 are 
capable of transporting large quantities (> 100 ppm) of Zn and 
Pb (brine I, acidic oxidised; brine 2, acidic reduced; brine 3, 
alkaline oxidised; Fig. 3) . Brine 1 is also capable oftransporting 
more than 100 ppm Cu, and two of the other brines (2 and 3) 
are capable of carrying sufficient quantities of Cu (> I ppm) to 
form economic mineralisation, provided that chalcopyrite is at 
or close to saturation levels in the fluids. Brine 4 (alkaline 
reduced) is incapable of carrying significant Zn, Pb or Cu, and 
a much higher salinity would be required at 250°C for an 
alkaline, reduced brine to be able to carry ore-forming quantities 
of base metals in solution. Alkaline, reduced brines of this nature 
are, therefore, unlikely to be important in the formation of base
metal mineralisation in sedimentary basins. However, significant 
Ag (0.2 ppm) and Au (> I ppb) can be transported by brine 4 as 
bisulphide complexes, and there may be potential for this type 
of brine to form economic Ag or Ag-Au (epithermal style?) 
mineralisation. 

Aquifer transport 
In sedimentary basins, groundwaters and connate brines can 
migrate large distances (> I 00 km) along aquifers, dissolving and 
precipitating minerals, modifying the water composition and 
changing the porosity and permeability characteristics of the 
unit during diagenesis. CHILLER does not have the capability 
to model fluid flow or to simulate the effects of changing poros
ity via mineral precipitation/dissolution. CHILLER can be used, 
however, to test whether a potential aquifer will react with and 
chemically modify a brine during aquifer transport. 

To test whether our hypothetical brines could pass along a 
stratigraphic aquifer in a sedimentary basin without undergoing 
major chemical modifications, a series of water-rock interaction 
simulations were calculated at 250°C. The lithologies chosen 
for these calculations are (A) a carbonaceous (e.g. stromatolitic) 
'evaporite' (80% anhydrite, 10% quartz, 10% graphite); (B) 
hematitic quartz sandstone (80% quartz, 10% muscovite, 10% 
hematite); and (C) mafic volcanic (50% anorthite, 10% albite, 
35% pyroxene, 5% magnetite). The abundance of potentially 



reactive minerals (e.g. graphite, magnetite) was deliberately ex
aggerated to test the reactive nature of the aquifer. Where pos
sible, calculations continued to the point where the fluid had 
equilibrated with the aquifer. Many other lithologies could have 
been tested by this technique (e.g. felsic volcanics, dolomites, 
limestones, red shales, etc.), but have not been included for the 
sake of brevity. 

Table 4 lists the percentage of total metal calculated to be 
extracted from solution when the brines interact with each 
aquifer lithology. Equilibrium was only achieved between the 
brines and the hematitic quartz sandstone (B). Although the 
brines could not fully equilibrate with the evaporite and the 
mafic volcanic because of convergence problems, these simula
tions progressed far enough to allow comment to be made about 
the potential of the units as aquifers for each brine type. 

A: Evaporite. Based on the results of our calculations, an 
anhydrite-rich carbonaceous evaporite would be a poor aquifer 
for metalliferous brines because of its reactive composition. 
Instead, it would act as an efficient trap to fix base metals from 
solution. If a metal-rich brine similar in composition to brines 
1-3 interacted with an anhydrite-rich evaporite for any 
significant time, the metal-carrying capacity of those brines 
would be effectively destroyed as the fluids came into 
equilibrium with the wall rock, and elevated SO~ concentra
tions forced su lphide precipitation. Similarly, interaction of the 
evaporite with a metal-deficient reduced brine (e.g. brine 4) 
will also fix metals out of solution, further lowering the metal
transporting capability of that fluid. Note that in these 
simulations, reaction kinetics are not considered, and so 
sulphate/sulphide equilibrium is achieved instantaneously. In 
reality, kinetics may prevent sulphate dissolved from the 
evaporites equilibrating with the brines (especially at lower 
temperatures), and so base-metal transport may still occur, owing 
to su lphate/sulphide disequilibrium. 

The 'evaporite' lithology chosen for these simulations is 
probably not representative of typical evaporites because it 
contains abundant graphite (10 wt%), an organic matter 
analogue. Complex silicate (quartz ± muscovite), sulphide 
(pyrite, alabandite, sphalerite, galena, acanthite, Cu sulphides) , 
carbonate (calcite ± dolomite) and sulphate-bearing mineral 
assemblages were predicted to precipitate in reaction o f brines 
I 4 with the evaporite . In addition , reaction o f the ac idi c brines 
(I and 2) with thi s lithology is predicted to result in the depos i
tion of abundant alabandite (MnS). Stratabound Mn-sulphide 
deposits are not recognised in the geological record, indicating 
either that the predicted mineral assemblages are unreali stic , or 
that as yet unrecognised alaband ite ore bodies could have formed 
in some evaporite sequences. Note, however, that substitution 
reactions with carbonates can substantially reduce Mn solubil-
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ity in hydrothermal fluids. Consequently, the concentrations of 
Mn estimated for our brines (Table 3) may be too high, and the 
amount of alabandite predicted by these simulations would there
fore also be exaggerated. 

B: Hematitic quartz sandstone. Hematitic quartz sandstones 
are predicted to act as unreactive aquifers for oxidised 
metalliferous brines because the brines are close to equilibrium 
with the lithology. Despite carrying 100 ppm Zn, Pb and Cu, no 
metals were predicted to precipitate if brine I interacted with 
the sandstone (Table 4). Figure 4A illustrates that the fluid and 
wall rocks equilibrated at the end ofthe first reaction increment 
(0.01 g), and that no additional minerals were deposited (i.e. no 
wall rock alteration produced). 

Oxidation of the pyrite-stable acidic, reduced brine (brine 2; 
Table 3) is predicted to occur when it interacts with the hematitic 
quartz sandstone. A pyritic alteration zone is predicted to form 
as the reduced brine first comes into contact with the sandstone 
(Fig. 4B). Almost half the Pb in solution is predicted to 
precipitate as galena, and subeeonomie chalcopyrite deposition 
occurs (Table 4). At the end of the simulation , the brine still 
contained 100 ppm Zn, >50 ppm Pb and I ppm Ag, and retained 
its potential to form base-metal mineralisation, although the Zn/ 
Pb ratio of the brine changed. These results are similar to those 
of Svetjensky (1989), who investigated water-rock interaction 
of an acidic reduced brine in a quartz sandstone that had traces 
of calcite, K-feldspar and albite, and found that the pH increase 
associated with the breakdown of trace minerals in the aquifer 
could result in the formation of a sandstone-hosted Pb deposit 
as the brine migrated along the sandstone aquifer. 

Hematitic quartz sandstones could be an efficient, mostly 
unreactive transporting medium for alkaline, oxidised 
metalliferous brines (Table 5), with no base-metal deposition 
predicted to occur as brine 3 comes into equilibrium with the 
wall rocks. However, the presence of muscovite in the sandstone 
caused the pH of the solution to decrease until the brine 
equilibrated with its surroundings. Thi s resulted in K-feldspar 
replacing detrital muscovite . until the pH decreased to 
muscovite-stable conditions (Fig. 4C). An arkosic and or 
calcareous hematitic quart z sandstone would pro\ ide a better 
aquifer for alkaline sedimentary brines. 

Brine 4 (alkaline. reduced) is out of equilibrium with the 
hematiti c quartz sandstone. and reacti on of th e fluid \\ 'ith the 
wa ll rock is predicted to produce an extensi\'e K-feldspar
carbonate alteration zone (Fig. 40). Minor chalcopyrite depo
sit ion was predicted by this simulation. 

C: Mafic volcanics. The mafic volcanic used in th is simula
tion has a reactive mineralogical composition (anorthite, albite, 
diopside, magnetite). and full equilibrium between the brines 
and the lithology could not be calculated , owing to convergence 

Table 4. Percentage of total metal in solution extracted during water- rock interaction calculations. 

Aquijer Brille CII('7c) Pb(c!c) ZII(%) Ag('7r) AIII 'k ) Bal'7,) Mllio/r) 

Evaporite acidic oxidised * 100 100 99 71 97 

acidic reduced * 84 100 99 73 R5 
alkaline oxidised '" 100 100 100 RR 4 
alkal ine reduced * 41 5 15 

Hematitic acidic oxidi sed 
sandslol1e acidic reduced 65 45 

alkaline oxidised 
alkaline reduced 33 

Malle acidic oxidised * 95 86 100 71 
volcanic acidic reduced * 63 63 27 40 84 0.3 

alkaline oxidised * 72 67 35 54 0.4 

alkaline reduced * 33 

For each simulation, small increments of rock (0.1 , 0.5 , I and 5 g) were progress ively titrated into -I kg of brine until equilibrium was 
reached. ' Indicates the reaction did not progress to completion. Numbers in bold type indicate efficient extraction of a metal over a small 
titration increment (i.e. the process is an efficient trap mechanism, which could result in the deposition of economic concentrations of 
that metal). Numbers in italics indicate that the metal was extracted inefficiently (i.e. over a large number of titration increments)-the 
process is an inefficient trap mechanism, which is unlikely to form an ore deposit. Numbers in plain type indicate that the metal was never 
present in sufficient quantities in the initial solution to be deposited in economic concentrations. 
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Figure 4. Mineral precipitation sequence calculated for interaction brines 1 to 4 with a hematitic quartz sandstone at 250·C. 
A, brine 1 (acidic oxidise d). B, brine 2 (acidic reduced). C, brine 3 (alkaline oxidised). D, brine 4 (alkaline reduced). The 
dashed vertical lines indicate the point at which equilibrium is attained between the fluid and the wall rock. Note that the 
reaction between brine 2 and the sandstone was not taken to completion, so muscovite did not stabilise. 

problems. Much of the Cu and Pb and approximately one-third 
of the Zn was extracted from brines 2 and 3 in the initial stages 
ofthe simulations (over 70 g of rock added; Table 6). No metals 
had been extracted from the acidic, oxidised brine up to the 
point where the simulation ended (after 421 g of rock had been 
reacted with I kg of solution). However, it is not possible to 
conclude that the mafic volcanics would pass a fluid of this 
composition without causing it to dump its metal load, because 
the metals may have been precipitated in later stages of water
rock interaction. Brine 4 (alkaline, reduced) precipitated minor 
Cu mineralisation and abundant carbonates by the time 81 g of 
rock had been added. 

Biotite , talc , actinolite, epidote and carbonates were 
predicted to precipitate in conjunction with quartz, sulphides, 
feldspars and muscovite by the brine/mafic volcanic interaction 
simulations. Overall, the alteration assemblages predicted to 
form via interaction of the brines with the mafic volcanics are 
K-silicate (K-feldspar and/or muscovite-bearing), and propylitic 
(with talc predicted instead of chlorite, possibly due to prob
lems with the thermodynamic data for chlorite). Similar alter
ation assemblages are present in the mafic volcanic units in the 
upper Tawallah Group of the McArthur Basin (Cooke et al. 
1995), and water- rock interactions of this type may have been 
occurring in the stratigraphy underlying the HYC stratiform 
Pb-Zn deposit. 

Cross-stratal transport 
Chemical changes that may occur as brines migrate along faults 
and fractures have been investigated by simulations of: (D) con
ductive cooling (2S0- S0°C) and (E) isoenthalpic boiling (2S0-

100°C). Cooling without boiling is a likely scenario for the sub
surface feeder zone to a SEDEX-type deposit, provided that 
the overlying basin is deep enough to maintain single fluid phase 
conditions. The boiling simulation was undertaken to determine 
what would happen if confining pressures were not sufficient 
to prevent subsurface brines from boiling. 

In these simulations, the fluids have been assumed to be 
chemically isolated from the surrounding wall rocks. Such a 
situation could arise if the fluids rise rapidly along the fault, or 
if quartz is precipitated along the walls of a fault. This 'silica 
mantling' can effectively seal any later fluids from interaction 
with the wall rocks adjacent to the fault. More sophisticated 
simulations of fluid flow along faults, where ' simultaneous' 
water-rock interaction and cooling have been simulated by 
Heinrich et al. (1996) using THERMOCHEMISTRY SYSTEM. 

Table S lists the total metal predicted to precipitate in con
ductive cooling (2SO-S0°C) and isoenthalpic boiling simulations 
(2S0- 100°C). Each simulation was calculated using SoC cooling 
increments. Note that boiling simulations for the alkaline oxidised 
brine failed, owing to convergence problems (Table S). 

D: Conductive cooling. Cooling of brine I (acidic oxidised) 
from 2S0° to SO°C did not remove any of the 100 ppm Zn or Pb 
or the I ppm Ag from solution (Table S). Furthermore, only 
0.0 I % of the 100 ppm Cu in solution was predicted to 
precipitate. Similarly, brine 3 (alkaline oxidised) retained all its 
Pb and Zn in solution, and only 0.3% total Cu (as chalcocite) 
and 10% total Ag (as native Ag) were predicted to precipitate 
via cooling (Table S). These results are due to the oxidised con
ditions in the starting fluids (SO 4> H2S), which were main
tained throughout the cooling simulations, owing to the lack of 

Table 5. Percentage of total metal in solution extracted during cooling and boiling simulations for brines 1 to 4. 

Process Brine Cu(%) Pb(%) Zn(%) Ag(%) Au(%) Ba(%) Mn(%) 

Cooling acidic oxidised 0.01 100 
(250°-50°C) acidic reduced 92 94 100 100 

alkaline oxidised 0.3 10 100 
alkaline reduced 0.5 100 100 100 

Boiling acidic oxidised 1.9 100 
(250°-100°C) acidic reduced 88 27 93 100 

alkaline oxidised * * * * * * * 
alkaline reduced 100 100 100 100 100 98 

Cooling increments of 5°C were used for each simulation. Numbers in bold type indicate efficient extraction of a metal over a small 
temperature interval (i.e . the process is an efficient trap mechanism, which could result in economic concentrations of that metal). 
Numbers in italics indicate that the metal was extracted inefficiently (i.e. over a large temperature range)- the process is an inefficient 
trap mechanism, which is unlikely to form an ore deposit. Numbers in plain type indicate that the metal was never present in sufficient 
quantities in the starting solution to deposit economic concentrations of metals . *Indicates that the simulation was unsuccessful. 
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Table 6. Percentage of total metal in solution extracted during water-rock interaction calculations. 

Process Brine Cu(%) Pb(%) Zn(%) Ag(%) Au(%) Ba(%) Mn(%) 

Mix with acidic oxidised 41 96 >100 70 
oxidised acidic reduced 73 6 72 >100 70 
seawater alkaline oxidised 0.3 / >100 71 

alkaline reduced >100 >100 >100 100 71 

Mix with acidic oxidised 100 99 64 100 98 
reduced acidic reduced 96 100 100 100 100 
seawater alkaline oxidised 100 100 100 90 98 

alkaline. reduced 54 92 87 98 

Pyriti c acidic oxidised 100 88 77 

dolomitic acidic reduced 83 86 72 
siltstone alkaline ox idi sed 100 100 100 70 6 

alkaline reduced 0.3 

Pyritic acidic ox idised 100 86 72 
dolomite ac idic reduced 84 86 72 

alkaline ox idi sed 100 100 100 75 6 
alkaline reduced 0.-+ 

Py-rich acidic oxid ised 100 94 89 
carbo acidic reduced 91 97 94 

dolostone alkaline oxid ised 100 100 100 86 2 
alkaline reduced 55 2.5 I 

For each simu lati on. small increments of fluid (-0.05 and 0.5 g) or rock (0. 1. 0.5. I and 5 g) were progressively titrated into -I kg of brine 
until equilibrium was reached. Numbers in bo ld type indicate efficient extraction of a metal ol'er a small titration increm ent (i.e. the 
process is an efficient trap mechani sm. \\hich could result in economic concentrations of that metal). Numbers in ill/lies indicate that the 
meta l was ext racted ineffi c iently (i.e. over a large number of titrati on increments) the process is an inefficient trap mechanism. wh ich 
is unlikel y to form an ore deposit. I\umbers in plain type indicate that the metal was never present in sufficient quantities in the starting 
solution to deposit eco nomic co nce ntrations of metals. > I 00 indicates that the relel ant metal was scavenged from seawater during the 
simu lati on. 

a reducing agent. Ox idi sed saline conditions favour high solubili
ties of base metal s, even at low temperatures (e.g. redbed Cu 
deposits), and base metals wou ld only be extracted from these 
fluids if they encountered a reductant or underwent sign ificant 
dilution . 

ror the acidic oxidised brine. conductive cooling is predicted 
to result in quartz deposition ('1'1.7 0 '0 of total material precipi
tated) II ith minor Illuscovite, chalcocite and Au. Similarly, cool
ing of brine 3 (alkaline oxidised) produced quartz ('I'I.x%) and 
minor K-fcldspar, silver, chalcocite, hematite, Illuscovite and 
gold. Cooling of either bril1l~ type II ithout any significant II all
rock interaction Ilouid produce barren quartz I'eins. The major 
implication frotll these results is that barren quartz veins in an 
oxidised basin (e.g. quartz~hematite-fi lled t~IUItS in the sa nd
stones of the Tawa ll ah Group in the McArthur Basin; Rogers 
1996) could have actcd as feeders for heated meta l-ri ch ox idi sed 
brines that dumped their loads in stratigraphica ll y higher posi
tions, when a suitable trap env ironment was encountered. 

Cool ing of brine 2 is predicted to resu lt in the prec ipitation 
of a quartz (70(Yo)~galena (24%) pyrite (5%) vein with traces 
of chalcopyrite, acanthite, graphite, bornite,muscovite, chalcocite 
and Au. Most of the Pb, C u and Au in solution was inefficient ly 
extracted (Table 5) over a wide temperature interval. probably 
equivalent to deposition OIer a I ~2 km vertical interval along 
faults through the upper crust. Ag is completely extracted over 
a 15 a C cooling intcrval. and could form economic mineralisation 
by this process. Note that Zn is again predicted to remain in 
solution throughout the cuuling ,imulatiol1. In this case, the 
acidic pI! (which is predicted to decrease as the solution cools) 
and high sali nity of the brine, rather than the oxidation state of 
the fluid, lead to high Zn sol ubility at low temperature. 

Precipitation of a quartz vein (97% quartz) with traces of 
graphite ("'3%), pyrite, K-feldspar, calcite, sphalerite, acanthi te, 
galena, chalcopyrite, dolomite and muscovite is predicted to 
occur via 200°C of cooling of brine 4. This process is pred icted 
to completely remove all Pb, Zn and Ag from so lution (Table 
5) , but the low initial metal concentrations in the fluid only 
allowed traces of base-metal sulphides to be deposited. Ag is 
extracted as acanthite over a small temperature interval, equiva
lent to a restricted vertical interval of mineralisation in a fault. 

The major implication of this sim ulation is that economic 
epithermal-style Ag-(Au'J)-rich quartz veins cou ld theoretically 
form by cooling of brines of similar compositions to brinc 4. 

E: /soellfhalpic boilillg. In our simulations of isoenthalpic 
boiling. temperature was decreased from 250 0 to I ooae, corre
spondi ng to a pressure drop from go. I to I bars. Initial confin
ing pressures correspond to a depth of first boiling of -155 m 
(hydrostatic) or "'170 m (Iithostatic) belml the surface. A total 
of 27.1 "/0 of the water is predicted to be converted to ste3m by 
the completion of boiling. 

The results of the boiling simulation for brine I (acidic 
o'(idiscd) \lere similar to those from the conductile cooling 
simulation. The only min e ral s predicted to prec ipita te over 
150a C of boiling- induced cooling are quartz (96°;;,), hematite 
(3%), and traces of chalcoc ite (0.8%), muscov ite and gold. On 
mineralogical grounds. a vein precipitated from a boiling brine of 
this nature would be indi stinguishabl e from a vei n deposited by 
cool ing of the same brine, although vei n textures or fluid inclu
sions may provide some indication that boiling had occurred. 
Once again, no signi ficant base-metal deposition occurred (only 
1.9% total Cu, no Pb, Zn or Ag; Table 5), although Au was 
complete ly stripped from so lution, owing to the strong tem
perature dependence of the stability of AuCI"" 4i ' Acidic. oxidised 
metalliferous brines could, therefore, travel significant distances 
(k ilometres) along structures, cooling anciJor boiling along the 
way, without dumping their base-Illetal loael provided no reac
tive lithology or subsurface groundwater was encountered . 

Deposition ofCu, Pb. Ag and Au is predicted to occur when 
brine 2 boils, but only Ag lIas deposited oler a narro\V enough 
temperature interval to possibly form economic vein-style 
mineralisation (Table 5). The simulation predicts a quartz 
(89%)~galena (9%, but dispersed over a large temperature inter
va l)~chalcopyrite (I %) vein, with traces of muscovite. acanthite, 
bornite and Au. As for the equivalent cooling s imulation, Zn 
remained in so lution, causi ng the brine to el'olve to higher Zn/Pb 
ratios by the end of the boiling process. 

The boiling simulat ion for brine 4 produced an argentifcrous 
vein that conta ined quartz (59%), calcite (3 1 %), rhodochrosite 
(9%) and traces of pyri te, K-fe ldspar, talc, sphalerite, galena, 
acanthi te, witherite, magnetite, chalcopyrite, dolomite, Ag and 
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biotite. Boiling effectively removes each of the metals and halo 
elements except for Au from the brine (Table S); however, only 
Ag is predicted to precipitate in potentially economic concentra
tions (i.e. over a small temperature interval). Quartz-carbonate 
vein assemblages are common products of boiling in low sul
phidation epithermal precious-metal deposits, and the results of 
this simulation bear some similarities to the Ag-rich spectrum 
of this deposit class. However, there are some important differ
ences, including the deposition of biotite, talc and witherite, which 
may mean that the fluid is not truly 'epithermal' in composition. 

The appearance of witherite (BaC03) in the boiling simula
tion for an alkaline, reduced brine is worthy of some comment. 
This is one of the few simulations undertaken during this study 
where Ba has been predicted to precipitate from solution, and it 
is the only simulation where Ba is extracted as a carbonate. 
Barren barite ± witherite occurrences are scattered through the 
Selwyn Basin of Canada (Rhodes, Cominco, pers. comm. 1993), 
and boiling of alkaline, reduced to near-neutral fluids may have 
played some part in the formation ofthose mineral occurrences. 

Depositional processes at the trap site 
Canadian Palaeozoic SEDEX deposits are believed to be synge
netic, forming by exhalation of brines onto the sea floor (e.g. 
Came & Cathro 1982). In contrast, many workers on Northern 
Australian Proterozoic SEDEX deposits (e.g. Gustafson & 
Williams 1981, Eldridge et al. 1993) favour a syn-diagenetic 
replacement model. Consequently, we have conducted simulations 
of potential base-metal depositional processes for sedimentary 
brines that test both syngenetic (fluid mixing, cooling) and 
diagenetic (replacement) depositional models. 

Many fluid mixing and water-rock interaction scenarios can 
be envisaged for the sediment-hosted environment. In our fluid 
mixing simulations, we have calculated the effects of inc rem en
tally adding small amounts ("'S g) of seawater to 1 kg of brine. 
Our simulations of water- rock interaction are carried out in a 
similar manner, with small amounts of rock ("'S g) incrementally 
'titrated' into the brine. 

Table 6 lists the percentage of total metal extracted from 
solution in simulations of mixing with SoC aerobic and anaero
bic modem-day seawater. Also listed are the results for water
rock interaction simulations involving reactions at 2S0°C with: 
pyritic dolomitic siltstone (40% quartz, 40% muscovite, 10% 
dolomite, 10% pyrite); pyritic dolomite (80% dolomite, 10% 
pyrite, 10% quartz); and pyrite-rich carbonaceous dolostone 
(40% dolomite, 40% pyrite, 10% quartz, 10% graphite). Table 7 
lists the seawater compositions used in the mixing simulations. 
The pyrite-rich carbonaceous dolostone has been designed to 
contain abundant reactive components (e.g. graphite, pyrite), to 
establish whether these phases can enhance base-metal deposi
tion in comparison with the more 'typical' pyritic dolomite and 
dolomitic siltstone. The lithologies were chosen as approx
imations of the host rocks from HYC (McArthur River). 

F: Mixing with oxidised seawater. For acidic brines, mixing 
with aerobic seawater was predicted to be effective at extracting 
Cu andAg from solution (Table 6). Figures SA and 6A schemati
cally illustrate how discharge ofthe acidic oxidised brine into an 
oxidised basin is predicted to produce a zoned exhalative deposit 
with four distinct mineralogical zones extending from the feeder: 
(I) proximal anhydrite-quartz-hematite-chalcocite; (2) quartz
hematite-barite-Ag (-kaolinite); (3) hematite-Ag (-kaolinite ± 
muscovite); (4) distal hematite-Ag-chalcocite (-muscovite). The 
total proportions of minerals predicted to precipitate within 
the exhalite deposit are 34% anhydrite, 31 % quartz, 28% hematite, 
6% chalcocite, 0.2% barite, 0.1 % acanthite, and less than 0.1 % 
muscovite, kaolinite, gibbsite and Au. No Zn or Pb minerals are 
predicted to precipitate via the mixing process. Instead, the high 
base-metal concentrations within the brine are predicted to be 
dispersed into seawater, where they could produce basin-wide 
anomalous background base-metal values in time-equivalent 
sediments. 

Table 7. Modern-day oxidised and anoxic seawater 
compositions used in the mixing simulations (note the 
difference in oxygen fugacity for the two waters). 

pH 

logf(o~ 

If 

H2O 

cf 

SO,>-

Hcd-

HS-

SiQ, .. 

Af+ 
ci+ 
Ml+ 
Fe2+ 

K' 
Na 
Mn2+ 

Zn2+ 

Cu+ 

Ph'+ 

Ag+ 

Aucf 

Bi+ 
02, .. 

Oxidised seawater 

8.02 

-2.71 

0.001 

1 kg 

15205.8 

2726.2 

142.8 

0.503 

0.0009 

120.9 

11.9 

4.22 E-08 

401.1 

10821.9 

0.0002 

0.002 

0.0005 

0.00003 

0.00004 

0.000005 

0.002 

0.101 

Anoxic seawater 

7.50 

-76.40 

0.101 

1 kg 

21306.1 

80.8 

27.9 

9.7 

411.1 

1286.7 

4.23 E-ll 

379.1 

10741.6 

0.269 

0.000006 

0.003 

5.63 E-14 

1.50 E-07 

All concentrations expressed as ppm, with the exception of H20 
(kg). The composition of oxidised seawater is taken from Drever 
(1984). Note that the seawater analysis as originally published is 
supersaturated with muscovite, hematite, calcite and dolomite at 
5°C. Consequently, the concentrations of K+, Fe2+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ 
have been reduced to 90% of saturation levels. Anoxic seawater 
composition compiled by D. Huston (pers. comm. 1993), mostly 
from data on the Black Sea. 

Similar results were obtained from simulations of mixing the 
acidic reduced brine with oxidised seawater, although some ga
lena was predicted to form (Table 6, Figs SB, 6B). In this case, 
the ex halite is characterised by the following zones: (1) proxi
mal anhydrite- quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite; (2) quartz- galena
chalcocite-acanthite; (3) quartz- hematite- barite; (4) distal 
hematite (Figs SB, 6B). The total mineral proportions are 43% 
anhydrite, 42% quartz, 10% pyrite, 3% hematite, I % galena, 
O.S% chalcopyrite, 0.2% barite, and less than 0.1 % acanthite, 
muscovite, kaolinite, gibbsite, bornite, chalcocite and Au. Zn 
remained in solution throughout the simulation. 

Mixing of the alkaline oxidised brine with oxygenated sea
water is predicted to produce a barren quartz- hematite-barite 
exhalite with traces of Cu and Ag (Table 6, Fig. SC). The base
metal load of this brine would most likely be dispersed into 
seawater. 

A silver-bearing siliceous pyritic exhalite with traces of mus
covite, K-feldspar and base metals is predicted to form when 
the metal-poor, alkaline reduced brine mixes with oxygenated 
seawater (Table 6, Fig. SD). While this type of exhalite 
mineralisation could be prospective for Ag, the sulphide minerals 
would not be preserved within an oxidised ocean unless rapid 
burial occurred, isolating them from the oxygenated marine 
environment. 

Barite precipitated in all four oxidised seawater mixing simu
lations, but not in any ofthe other simulations carried out in this 
study. It appears that barite is most effectively extracted from 
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Figure 5. Mineral precipitation sequence calculated for mixing of 
-\ kg of brines I to 4 (2SO"C) with aerobic seawater (S"C). 
Simulations were taken to the point where the temperature of the 
resultant mixture was 47°C, by which time the bulk of mineral 
precipitation had occurred. A, brine \ (acidic oxidised). B, brine 2 
(acidic reduced). C, brine 3 (alkaline oxidised). D, brine 4 (alkaline 
reduced). The dashed vertical line indicates the point at "hich 
mineral precipitation ceased in C, A, Band D were stopped prior 
to the cessation of mineral deposition. Howeve r, most oftbe mineral 
load had been precipitated by this time . 

hydrothermal solutions where large quantities of aqueous sul
phate become available, such as in oxidised marine basins . 

G: Mixing with reduced seawater. Mixing metalliferous 
brines with anoxic seawater is an efficient trap mechanism for 
base-metal sulph ides (Table 6), owing to the combined effects 
of cooling, dilution , and the presence of reduced sulphur in the 
basin water. The process is efficient at extract in g base metals 
over a small mixing increment, irrespective of the starting brine 
composition (Fig. 7). The main differences between the four 
simulations are the minerals predicted to precipitate via the 
mixing process, and the amount of metals lost through disper
sion into the overlying water column. 

Three mineralogical zones are predicted to develop by mix
ing of the acidic ox idised brine with seawater (Figs 7 A, 8A). A 
quartz- chalcocite- hematite zone should form at the site of ini
tial mixing (ei ther within the feeder or at the mouth of the vent). 
This gives way laterally to a galena- acanthite zone and finally 
to a distal pyrite- sphalerite ± galena zone (Fig. 8A). The miner
als predicted to be deposited by this process, and their total 
proportions, are quartz (30%), pyrite (27%), chalcocite (16%), 
galena (14%), sphalerite (12%), hematite (0.7%), acanthite 
(0.1 %), and less than 0.0 I % bornite, muscovite and gold . High 
initial solubi lity of Zn, Pb and Cu in the starting solution 
(Table 3) favours the formation of a high-grade polymetallic 
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Figure 7. Mineral precipitation sequence calculated for mixing of 
-1 kg of brines 1 to 4 (2S0°C) with anaerobic seawater (SoC). 
Simulations were taken to the point where the temperature of the 
resultant mixture was 47°C, by which time the bulk of mineral 
precipitation had occurred. A, brine 1 (acidic oxidised). B, brine 2 
(acidic reduced). C, brine 3 (alkaline oxidised). D, brine 4 (alkaline 
reduced). The dashed vertical line indicates the point at which 
mineral precipitation ceased in D.A, Band C were stopped before 
the cessation of mineral deposition. However, the bulk of the 
mineral load had been precipitated by this time. 

massive sulphide body. Sphalerite has an extremely high solu
bility in brine 1 (» 100 ppm), accounting for Zn's 'distal' 
position in the precipitation sequence. Because sphalerite is 
grossly undersaturated, mixing needs to progress to the point 
where Zn solubility drops to 100 ppm until precipitation be
gins. The high solubility accounts for the loss of36% of the Zn 
in solution through dispersal into seawater, because sphalerite 
saturation did not occur early enough in the mixing process. 

The predicted zonation for a massive sulphide body pro
duced by mixing the acidic reduced brine with anoxic seawater is 
a proximal siliceous Cu-rich core (quartz + pyrite + bornite), an 
intermediate quartz- galena- sphalerite--acanthite--cha1cocite ± Au 
zone, and a distal Zn-rich massive sulphide zone (pyrite + 
sphalerite ± galena ± acanthite ± covellite; Figs 8B, 9B). Based 
on our modelling results, it appears likely that this process will 
be efficient at precipitating metals from the brine, with most of 
the Zn, Pb, Cu, Ag and Au extracted from solution (Table 6). 
The total proportion of minerals precipitated is 37% quartz, 
23% sphalerite, 22% pyrite, 18% galena, 0.3% bornite, 0.2% 
acanthite, 0.03% chalcocite and less than 0.01 % covellite and 
Au. 

The results of this simulation bear some similarities to the 
metal content and metal zonation observed in some sedimen
tary exhalative Pb- Zn deposits. The overall Pb and Zn grades 
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Figure 8. Mineral zonation and possible deposit morphology 
predicted for mixing of (A) 2S0°C oxidised brines with cool (SoC) 
reduced seawater; and (B) 2S0°C reduced brines with reduced 
seawater. 



(15.4% Zn, 15 .7% Pb) are twice the grades for a typical SEDEX 
deposit, such as Mt Isa (6.1% Zn, 7.1% Pb). However, it is 
important to remember that there are no pelagic sediments 
'diluting' our chemical precipitates. In addition, the low Cu 
grade (0.2%) is similar to Lady Loretta, HYC and many other 
SEDEX deposits , and the Pb/Zn ratio is also similar (e.g. Mt 
Isa, Sullivan, Tom, etc.), as is the zonation ofCu near the feeder 
fault , followed by Pb and then Zn (e.g. Large 1983). The major 
differences between the typical SEDEX mineralogy and those 
predicted by this simulation are: (1) bornite rather than chal
copyrite is predicted as the dominant mineral ; (2) Au is precipi
tated in the Pb- Zn zone; and (3) quartz rather than pyrite and/ 
or carbonate is predicted to be the dominant gangue mineral. 
Choosing a higher total sulphur and/or Fe2 ' concentration in the 
initial brine, or a more reduced seawater composition, would 
have stabi lised chalcopyrite in place of bornite. Precipitation of 
Au could be prevented using a more reduced brine composition. 
Precipitation of carbonate could be enhanced by increasing the 
CO2, Ca2+ and/or Mg2+ content of the brine. 

Mixing alkaline oxidised brine with anoxic seawater is 
another efficient process for precipitating base-metal sulphides 
(Table 6). However, because the si licate minerals predicted to 
precipitate in conjunction with the su lphides are not generally 
recognised in SHMS (sediment-hosted massive su lphide) or 
volcanic-hosted massive sulphide (VHMS) deposits (e.g. phlo
gopite, talc, magnesite; Fig. 7C), this scenario is probably not 
geologically realistic. 

The mctal-poor, alkaline reduced brine was predicted to 
precipitate a talc (37%) + dolomite (29%) + magnesite (19%) + 
quartz (15 % ) + calcite (0.5 %) + pyrite (0.1 %) ex halite that 
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contains reasonable quantities of Ag, but only traces of base 
metals when mixed with anoxic seawater (Table 6, Fig. 7D). 
This appears to be another geologically unrealistic simulation, 
based on the unusual mineralogy predicted for the exhalite body. 

H: Reaction with pyritic dolomitic siltstone. Replacement 
reactions between oxidised brines (1 and 3) and a pyritic 
dolomitic siltstone at 250°C are predicted to strip base metals 
(especially Cu) effectively from solution (Table 6). However, 
the sulphides should be intergrown with a variety of silicate, 
carbonate and oxide minerals (quartz, hematite, magnetite, 
dolomite, talc , muscovite, K-feldspar) that are not typical of 
sedimentary Cu or Pb-Zn deposits (Fig. 9A,C). The tempera
ture offormation will affect the mineralogy of the gangue phases, 
and lower temperature calculations may predict a more typical 
sedimentary Cu-mineral assemblage via this type of replacement 
process. 

More geologically reasonable results are predicted for the 
acidic reduced brine, which will precipitate a quartz- muscovite
pyrite-sphalerite- galena- chalcopyrite assemblage in a series of 
metasomatic fronts before final equilibration with the siltstone 
at 250°C (Fig. 98). This replacement process is effective at 
extracting base metals, dumping 72% of the total Zn, 86% Pb, 
and 83% Cu from solution (Table 6). In contrast, no Pb and Zn 
and only a small proportion of Cu were extracted when the 
metal-poor, alkaline reduced brine interacted with the siltstone 
(Table 6; Fig. 90). 

I: Reactioll with pyritic d%lllite. The results obtained for 
these four simulations are similar to the simulations involving 
pyritic dolomitic siltstone (compare Figs 9 and 10). Thc main 
differences are caused by the lack of muscovite in the dolomite, 
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Figure 9. Mineral precipitation sequence calculated for interaction of -1 kg of brines I to 4 with pyritic dolomitic siltstone 
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Figure 10. Mineral precipitation sequence calculated for interaction of -1 kg of brines 1 to 4 with pyritic dolomite at 250°C. A, brine 1 
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which leads to the precipitation of only minor muscovite and/or 
K -feldspar (Fig. 10). Base metals are predicted to be efficiently 
stripped from the three metalliferous brines, while the metal
poor, alkaline reduced brine precipitates only minor Cu 
mineralisation (Table 6). The dolomite was predicted to be less 
reactive than the siltstone, equilibrating with the fluids after 
smaller amounts of water- rock interaction (compare Figs 9 and 
10). Only the acidic reduced brine produced a simple, sulphide
rich replacement mineral assemblage (quartz- pyrite- sphalerite
galena-chalcopyrite-muscovite; Fig. lOB). The oxidised brines 
produced more complicated mineral assemblages, including 
hematite ± magnetite ± talc (Fig. 10A,C). The alkaline reduced 
brine is close to equilibrium with the dolomite, requiring only 
0.02 g of rock to be reacted before attaining equilibrium with 
-I kg of brine (Fig. 10D). A pyritic dolomite could, therefore, 
act as an aquifer for an alkaline reduced brine of this nature. 

J: Reaction with pyrite-rich carbonaceous dolostone. The 
presence of abundant pyrite and graphite in the dolostone 
marginally improves the base-metal extraction efficiency ofthis 
replacement process (Table 6). Improved base-metal extraction 
is most likely a result of the presence of abundant reduced 
sulphur (within pyrite) in the wall rocks. Similar mineral assem
blages to the dolomite- and siltstone-brine interactions are pre
dicted to form (compare Figs 9, 10 and II), although one 
important difference is that abundant Fe in the wall rock (as 
pyrite) leads to the development of secondary magnetite and 
Fe-rich biotite when it interacts with the oxidised brines (Fig. 
lIA,C). Graphite is reprecipitated in the later stages ofinterac
tion between the oxidised brines with the wall rocks (Fig. IIA,C). 
Surprisingly, the dolostone proved less reactive than the siltstone 
in all four simulations (compare Figs 9 and II). 

Discussion and conclusions 
Although none of these preliminary simulations has produced 
what could be called 'classic' SEDEX-style mineralisation, 
insights have been gained into a variety of processes that may 
occur in sedimentary basins. The major conclusions to be drawn 
from our simulations are: 

Brine composition 
250°C oxidised metalliferous brines are efficient transporting 
solutions, because they can carry in excess of 100 ppm Cu, 
Zn, and Pb, and more than I ppm Ag as chloride complexes. 
Au will only be transported in large quantities at 250°C as 
AuCl; ifthe brines are sufficiently acidic (kaolinite-stable), 
oxidised (ms~- > mH2S)' and/or of high salinity. 
Reduced (mH2S> mso;-)' moderately acidic (-muscovite
stable) brines can carry sufficient amounts ofPb, Zn and Ag 
in solution at 250°C, but Cu can only be transported in large 
quantities under more strongly acidic conditions (--kaolinite
stable). Au transport as Au(HS); is favoured under near
neutral pH conditions in reduced brines, so significant Au 
may be transported in weakly acidic reduced sulphur-rich 
brines. 
Alkaline reduced brines (10 wt% eq. NaCl) cannot carry 
sufficient Cu, Pb or Zn at 250°C to precipitate economic 
base-metal mineralisation. Higher salinity fluids will be ca
pable of transporting greater quantities of base metals, but 
calculations have not been undertaken to ascertain whether 
this would bring base-metal concentrations in the fluid up 
to the 'ore-forming window'. Ag and/or Au may be trans
ported in large quantities as bisulphide complexes by alka-
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Figure II. Mineral precipitation sequence calculated for interaction of -I kg of brines 1 to 4 with pyritic dolomitic carbonaceous 
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line reduced brines, provided thc fluid s are not too alkaline 
or too reduced (e.g. pyrrhotite-stable). 

Aquifer transport 

Permeable hematitic quartz sandstones can act as unreac
tive aquifers for oxidised, metalliferous brines, allowing them 
to retain their full metal load during fluid migration (pro
vided no significant cooling occurs). Muscovite, K-feldspar 
and/or carbonate could buffer the pH of the fluid, with alka
line, oxidised brines best transported by permeable arkosic 
hematitic quartz sandstones. 
Metal-poor, alkaline reduced brines can exist within a dolo
mitic aquifer without undergoing significant chemical modi
fication. 
Potass ic and/or propylitic-style alteration is produced when 
250°C sedimentary brines interact with mafic volcanics 

Cross-stratal transport 

Conductive cooling of 250°C oxidised (hematite-stable) 
metalliferous brines in isolation will not cause significant 
base-metal deposition. Base metals will begin to precipitate 
only if the redox state of the fluid is buffered by some 
external process (such as interaction with a reduced lithology 
or fluid mixing). If the initial brine has a more reduced 
composition (e.g. pyrite-stable), base-metal deposition can 
occur during cooling, although the pH of the fluid becomes 
important in controlling the amount of base metals that re
main in solution. Metalliferous brines that cool without 
boiling or mixing could precipitate fault-hosted barren quartz 
veins (e.g. faults in the Tawallah Group of the McArthur 

Basin; Rogers 1996). 
Boiling oxidised and reduced metalliferous brines wou ld pro
duce barren quartz veins that are mineralogically (but prob
ably not texturally) indi stinguishable from veins deposited 
from coo ling fluid s within a sedimentary basin. Depending 
on initial saturation levels, base metals may not be deposited 
from boiling oxidised brines . Boiling an alkaline, reduced 
brine will produce quartz-carbonate veins reminiscent of 
Ag-rich epithermal deposits. 

Depositional models 
Mixing 250°C metalliferous brines with oxidised seawater 
can produce economic Cu-Ag-(Ba) mineralisation, possibly 
as some form of Fe- and sulphate-rich exhalite. Pb and Zn 
are likely to be dispersed into the overlying water column, 
producing anomalous background concentrations in the sur
rounding time-equivalent sediments. These are the only simu
lations that predicted barite deposition, probably due to the 
presence of abundant sulphate in oxidised seawater. 
Mixing sedimentary brines with anoxic seawater is an effi
cient trap mechanism for base-metal sulphides. A Zn- Pb
rich massive sulphide, with CU-7Pb-7Zn zonation away 
from the feeder fault, which is reminiscent of some SEDEX 
deposits, will precipitate when a 250°C acidic reduced brine 
mixes with anoxic seawater. Oxidised brine will produce 
more Cu-rich mineralisation, characterised by the presence 
of abundant chalcocite or bornite. 
Interaction of acidic, reduced sedimentary brines with various 
dolomitic and pyritic lithologies at 250°C should produce 
simple, zoned base-metal sulphide-rich mineral deposits. In 
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contrast, oxidised metalliferous brines that interact with the 
same lithologies will precipitate more complex zoned as
semblages, reminiscent of distal skarns. Overall, replace
ment reactions are efficient at extracting base metals from 
solution, and the best results are obtained when the brine is 
reduced and acidic. 
By integrating hypothetical chemical models of ore transport 

and deposition into exploration programmes for hydrothermal 
mineral deposits, we can potentially increase the number and 
style of possible targets being sought in a given tenement. We 
have shown that the variety of potential targets in a sedimentary 
basin can be enhanced simply by testing hypotheses about 
sources and sinks (e.g. a reduced trap in contact with a fault 
carrying oxidised brines, etc.). By systematically modelling the 
effects of varying temperature, salinity and oxidation in 
hydrothermal systems, it is possible to account for the spectrum 
of major ore types in nature. Using static modelling techniques, 
we should be able to make important predictions that can help 
refine an existing exploration program before detailed deposit 
studies. For example, it is possible to predict whether ore 
deposits in a given district are likely to contain magnetite or 
pyrrhotite, thereby providing magnetic targets for geophysical 
exploration. We can also evaluate why a given orebody is Cu
rich, but Pb-Zn-deficient, and predict where the Pb- Zn 
mineralisation should be. Dynamic modelling of depositional 
processes (e.g. cooling, fluid mixing, fluid- rock interaction, 
boiling) allow us to test a range of scenarios, and to investigate 
hypothetical deposits with modelled mineralogy, paragenesis 
and metal zonation. These chemical models can be used in a 
predictive capacity to generate exploration plays related to 
particular geological environments favourable to the generation 
of ore fluids with defined temperature- salinity-fo, charac
teristics. In this way, chemical modelling can be used as a double 
edged sword-firstly, to develop a better understanding of the 
geological and geochemical controls on the location of ore 
deposits in a given mineral province and, secondly, to test 
whether deposits of a related or different style may be viable 
exploration targets within the province. For example, based on 
the results of our numerical modelling, it is theoretically possible 
to generate a Cu- Ag-anhydrite- quartz-hematite-rich exhalite 
in an oxidised basin during passage of an oxidised sedimentary 
brine (Fig. 6a). By making a number of assumptions that are 
based on the current exploration model for a given tenement, 
(e.g. geological setting at the time of mineralisation, likely fluid 
compositions, etc.) dynamic modelling can be applied to specific 
geological problems to determine which lithologies or geological 
boundaries could act as suitable aquifers for mineralised fluids, 
or to evaluate whether particular lithologies or boundaries are 
likely to have constituted chemical traps for ore deposition. 
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Palaeomagnetism and mineral exploration related studies in Australia: a brief 
overview of Proterozoic applications 
Mart Idnurm I & Lesley Wyborn I 

Recent improvements to Australian apparent polar wander paths 
for the different geological periods allow palaeomagnetic analysis 
to contribute increasingly to reconstruction of mineralisation 
environments and the study of ore formation processes. This paper 
looks at the application of palaeomagnetism to the timing of 
regional chemical alteration, mapping of hydrothermal fluid flow 
paths , identification and timing of intraplate tectonism (which 
controls the evolution of sedimentary basins that host 
mineralisation as well as the circulation of mineralising fluids in 
the upper crust), location of displaced metallogenic provinces of 
formerly single tectonic units, and dating of strata. 

Numerous examples are available of the application of 
palaeomagnetism to mineralisation studies, especially in North 
America. An Australian example is the discovery in the southeastern 

Introduction 
Initial attempts to use palaeomagnetism for ore deposit studies 
go back to thc early 1960s, soon after the publication of the 
first, rudimentary, apparent polar wander paths (APWPs) 
(DuBois 1961 , Gross & Strangway 1961, Hanus & Krs 1963). 
These attempts conccrned mostly the dating of mineralisation, 
and were limited by the low sensitivity of magnetometers of the 
time to the more strongly magnetised deposits, such as iron 
orcs. Since the 1960s, palaeomagnetic measurement and analysis 
techniques have improved vastly, expanding the range of deposit 
types and problems that can be investigated. Nevertheless. the 
full potential of the method remains unrealised because the 
APWPs are still not defined well enough for many geological 
periods. Currently, the best-developed A PWP is for North 
America. where, also, most palaeomagnetic il1\ estigations of 
mineralisation ha\'e been reported. 

The definition and reliability of the Australian APWP difler 
between the geological periods, but, in general, both decrease 
with increasing age. The most securely defined pole path is 
for the Cainozoic (Idnurlll 19R5, 19(4). but this is preceded 
by a large gap already in the Late Cretaceous pole data. Because 
of its complexity, the Mesozoic APWP (Schmidt & Emblcton 
1981 , Embleton 1981) needs to be defined in greater detail 
than permitted by the existing palaeomagnetic poles. Very 
considerable advances have been made in the past decade on the 
Palaeozoic APWP (e.g. KlootwiJk & Giddings 1993, Li et al. 
1993, Schmidt et al. 1993). Howevcr. remagnetisation duc to 
tectonism in eastern Austral ia, where the most s u itable 
Palaeozoic outcrops for palaeomagnetic studies are located, has 
caused ambiguities, leading to divergent interpretations of 
the origin of the remanences and, therefore, to different versions 
ofthe APWP (Klootwijk & Giddings 1993, Schmidt et al. 1993). 
Only the Cambrian and early Ordovician path segments, which 
were last revised in 1990 (Schmidt et al. 1990), have remained 
uncontested; however, even for the Cambrian path the possibility 
of errors caused by magnetic overprinting cannot be discarded 
(Schmidt et al. 1993). As discussed below, most parts of the 
current Precambrian APWP are outlined only sketchily. An 
exception is the path segment for the last 100 m.y. of the 
Palaeoproterozoic (Idnurm et al. 1995), which is moderately 
well defined and, therefore, offers good prospects fo r 
pal aeomagnetic applications. This paper focuscs on the latter 
period to illustrate the significance of palaeomagnetism to 
the mineral industry. 

I Australian Geological Survey Organisation, GPO Box 378. Canberra 
ACT 260 I, Australia 

McArthur Basin of magnetic overprint signatures that suggest wide
spread circulation of fluids during the general period when the HYC 
Pb-Zn deposit formed. Another Australian example is the dating of 
the Au-bearing Quamby Conglomerate in the Cloncurry region: the 
date is substantially older than the earlier, tentatively estimated ages, 
opening the possibility that the mineralisation occurred within a large 
fluid circulation system that existed at the time of intrusion of late 
Palaeoproterozoic granites. Palaeomagnetism has also been used 
to establish a geological framework that integrates tectonic, 
magmatic and mineralisation events in northern Australia. A 
recent palaeomagnetic reconstruction suggests the proximity 
during the Palaeoproterozoic of the Pacific margins of the 
Australian and No rth American cratons, with implications for 
mineral exploration in both continents. 

Australian Proterozoic APWP 
Since it was last reviewed (Idnurm & Giddings 1988) , the 
Proterozoic APWP for Australia has been updated by new data. 
This has improved the 1800 600 Ma segment (Fig. I), which 
now includes new poles from the Kulgera Dykes ofthe Musgrave 
Block (Camacho et al. 1991), mafic dykes of the Mount Isa 
Inlier (Tanaka & Idnurm 1994), clastic, carbonate and volcanic 
successions of the McArthur Basin (Giddings & Idnurm 1993, 
Idnurm et al. 1995), and clastic deposits of the Elatina (Schmidt 
& Williams 1995) and Bunyeroo (Schmidt & Williams 1996) 
Formations of the Adelaide Geosyncline. The path is constructed 
using data from different cratonic units, and is based on the 
assumption that the present configuration of cratons had been 
assembled by the beginning of thc Proterozoic. Besides the 
question of\'alidity of this assumption (e.g. Myers et al. 1996), 
the Proterozoic APWP contains two other uncertainties. The 
tirst concerns the procedure of constructing the path by joining 
adjacent palaeomagnetic poles by the shortest possible segments. 
1'0110\\ ing the principle of simplest interpretation of available 
data. This procedure can lead to omission of important features 
in the path if the poles are as \\ 'idcl)' spaced as they are for 
many parts of the Australian Proterozoic. For example, the 
Mesoproterozoic Australian APWP contains no counterparts 
of two well-defined loops in the North American APWP (Fig. 2), 
but if the Rodinia configuration of these two continents is correct 
for Mesoproterozoic times, these loops should appear in the 
Australian path (Idnu rm & Giddings 1995). No other way of 
determining the APWP is available \Ii ithout quantitative data 
from hot spots or seafloor spreading. The second problcm 
concerns the scarcity of reliable geochronological ages for the 
poles, limiting the time-calibration of many parts of the path to 
merely broad age-bracketing. Lack of ages also introduces the 
possibility that poles have becn inadvertently allocated to the 
wrong path segments because they happen to plot ncar those 
segments. On the whole, therefore, the Australian Proterozoic 
APWP is a first order reconstruction and needs to be used with 
caution (Idnurm & Giddings 1988). 

Late Paiaeoproterozoic APWP and its tentative 
extension to the Mesoproterozoic 
In contrast to other parts of the Proterozoic APWP, the late 
Palaeoproterozoic path has a moderately high polc density and 
good age constraints (Figs 1,3). Moreover, the data come from 
a single tectonic province, the McArthur Basin, avoiding the 
uncertainty of whether the different provinccs were in their 
present-day relative positions. (For examplc, it is possible that 
northern and southern Australia were apart until the late 
Mesoproterozoic (Myers et al. 1996) and, therefore, have 
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Figure 1. Apparent polar wander path for Australia for the period 1800--600 Ma (after Idnurm et al. 1995). The parts of the 
pole path considered to be first order approximations are distinguished by lighter shading from parts considered more 
secure. 

different APWPs.) The segment is defined by ten stratigraphically 
controlled primary poles from the Tawallah, McArthur, and 
Nathan Groups in the southeastern part of the basin (Fig. 3), 
with support from six overprint poles from the same sequences 
and four from the Kombolgie Formation in the westem McArthur 
Basin. Time calibration comprises two U- Pb zircon microprobe 
dates (Page & Sweet 1998). The first date, I 725±2 Ma, is from 
the Hobblechain Rhyolite near the beginning of the path (HR, 
Fig. 3); the second, 1640±7 Ma, is from a tuffbed in the Barney 
Creek Formation towards the end (OP2, Fig. 3). These dates 
suggest that the segment covers the period 1700- 1600 Ma, a 
total time span of 100 m.y. Although it represents only 5 per 
cent of the Proterozoic, this period was one of the most impor
tant in the geological evolution of the northern Australian ba
sins, including the formation of major base-metal deposits at 
HYC (McArthur River) and Mount Isa, as well as numerous 
smaller deposits. The Century Zn- Pb-Ag deposit only slightly 
postdates the period. 

The McArthur Basin APWP may be tentatively extended 
by 100 m.y. to the Mesoproterozoic. However, the extension is 
through poles with either minimal geological age constraints or 
with isotopic ages of very low precision (Fig. 3). The most reliable 
date is probably for the pole 1M at the younger extremity of the 
extension. 1M is from a magnetic overprint prevalent in the 
Mount Isa Inlier, which is interpreted to have been acquired in 
the late stages ofthe last regional metamorphism ofthe inlier, at 
around 1550- 1500 Ma (Tanaka & Idnurm 1994). 

Exploration techniques usingAPWP 
Tracing basinal fluid pathways 
Migrating basinal fluids may leave trails of authigenic Fe minerals 
with stable remanent magnetisations that record the direction of 
the geomagnetic field at the time of fluid circulation. The remanence 
direction is determined by the palaeolatitude of the sampling 
region and the orientation ofthe region relative to the geographic 
pole (Fig. 4). Because of plate movement, these coordinates 
and, therefore, the remanence directions are unique to each 
period (except where the paths intersect), providing a means of 
identifying the same event in different areas and, therefore, a 
method for mapping the fluid-flow pattern. Even if fluids circu
lated during several periods, palaeomagnetic analysis can some-

times separate their respective magnetic signatures. Although 
not essential for tracing fluid pathways, an APWP can provide 
additional information about the timing of the fluid flow. 

An excellent example of a multidisciplinary study of fluid 
flow in a mineralising system comes from the Proterozoic 
Athabasca Basin in Canada (Kotzer et al. 1992). This basin, 
which contains Canada's major uranium reserves, comprises 
thick, clastic and carbonate sequences that unconformably overlie 
a part-Archaean and part-Palaeoproterozoic crystalline basement. 
Previous investigations had indicated several periods of fluid 
flow, one of which produced the high-grade U deposits. 
Palaeomagnetism in combination with fluid inclusion, stable 

Figure 2. Comparison of the Mesoproterozoic Australian and North 
American APWPs. The North American APWP has been 
rotated into the present Australian geographic reference 
frame using the Rodinia type reconstruction discussed in 
the text. The Australian APWP contains no equivalents of 
the 900-1000 Ma and 1250 Ma loops in the North American 
path. This may be due to the sparseness of poles, shown by dots, 
on the Australian path. 
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isotope, geochemical and petro
graphic studies identified three 
generations of authigenic hema
tite and provided a regional 
model of fluid pathways along 
fault zones, permeable beds and 
the basal unconformity. In particu
lar, palaeomagnetism provided 
age estimates that confirmed 
difficult-to-obtain isotopic ages 
for the flow episodes. 
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An Australian example where 
palaeomagnetism has provided 
evidence for a period of wide
spread fluid flow is from the 
McArthur Basin. The primary 
magnetisations in the southeast
ern part of the basin were found 
to be overprinted near prominent 
north to northwest-trending 
faults that intersect the Tawallah 
and McArthur Groups south of 
the Abner Range (Idnurm et al. 
1995). The overprint poles plot 
on the APWP segment where, 
stratigraphically, the pole for the 
Barney Creek Formation is ex
pected to lie (OP2 overprint 
group in Fig. 3). Since the 
Barney Creek Formation hosts 
the epi- or sy n-depositional HYC 
Pb- Zn deposit. the fluids that 
produced OP2 circulated during 
the same general period as the 
ore-bearing fluids at HYC. located 

• McArthur Basin primary pole 0 McArthur Basin overprint pole 
20·7/257 

• Poles from other tectonic units 

Figure 3. Late Palaeoproterozoic and early Mesoproterozoic segment of the apparent polar wander 
path for Australia, with the more tentative part shown by striped pattern (after Idnurm et al. 1995 
and Idnurm & Giddings 1995). The you nger (upper) part of the doubled APWP loop northeast of 
New Zealand is perforated to show poles that lie on the older (lower) part. OP- overprint group; 
I- bend in the path ; AME, AMEOI, AME02-A melia Dolomite; BDB, BDBO- Balbirini 
Dolomite; EMM, EMMO-Emmerugga Dolomite; GA, GB-Gawler Craton dykes; GR- Gawler 
Range Volcanics (overprint); HR, HRO- Hobblechain Rhyolite; HD- Hart Dolerite; IM- Mounl 
Isa Inlier dykes; IMP, IMN- Iron Monarch ore ; IP- Iron Prince ore; MG2, MGJ-I - Mt 
Goldsworthy ore; KFAb, KFAi, KFAh, KFO-Kombolgie Formation; LC- Lunch Creek Gabbro; 
MAS, MASO-l\1asterlon Sandstone; MYR- Myrtle Shale; P:\1GO- Packsaddle Microgranite; 
SCVO-Settlement Creek Volcanics; TAT - Tatoola Sandstone; TOO- Tooganinie Formation; 
TP- Mount Tom Price ore; WFK, WFKO- Wol\ogorang Formation; YA-I - Yilgarn Block dykes . 

70 kmnortheast of the OP2 sampling sites (Fig. 5). An overprint 
pole similar to OP2 has since been obtained from outcrops ncar 
the HYC orebody and within the orebody itself (although it is 
not clear if this o\'erprint is causally associated with the Pb Zn 
mineralisation). Also. preliminary results from the Settlement 
Creek Volcanics at the Mallapunyah Dome. 70 km southeast of 
HYC (Fig. 5). indicate a possible OP2-like O\'crprint at fractures 
and Joints that arc surrounded by haloes of potassic alteration. 
Geochemical analysis shows these haloes to be depleted in base 
metals, owing to leaching by basinal fluids (Cooke et al. 1996). 
Therefore, the picture that emerges is ofa period of fluid circula
tion that cxtcndcd well beyond the HYC area (Emu Fault zone), 
with HYC providing a focus for the fluids and a geochemical 
trap for the base metals. During this period of fluid circulation, 
base metals were removed from some parts of the basin and, 
possibly, from extrabasinal sources, to be deposited at other 
parts . 

Dating of chemical alteration 

With the APWP method the age of the rock is determined by 
measuring its remanence direction. This yields the contempora
neous palaeomagnetic pole, which is then plotted on the APWP. 
The age is estimated by interpolation between isotopically dated 
poles that ca librate the path. The time-resolution of the method 
clearly depends on the density and precision of the calibration 
poles. For Australia, this varies from a few million years for 
parts of the Cainozoic to many tens of millions of years for 
most of the Precambrian. Although these ages arc rough, their 
importance should not be underrated: they can provide clues 
that help to narrow the range of possible genetic models of 
minerali sat ion , as well as independent cross-checks on age esti
mates obtained by other techniques. Examples arc the dating of 
the Mississippi Valley-type Pb- Zn deposits hosted by early 
Palaeozoic sequences of the southeastern United States. These 
deposits give late Pennsylvanian to Early Perl11ianlllagnetic ages, 

ruling out proposed models of mineralisation that require the 
fluids to have circulated either much earlier (e.g. fluid flo\l due 
to syn-depositional compaction) or much later (e.g. fluid flo\\' 
from compaction due to continental ice sheets) (Symons & 
Sangster 1994). As noted below. minerals associated with ore 
deposits arc commonly unsuitable for isotopic dating (Wyborn 
1993). leaving no other options for age determination. 

Often it is not the ab,olute age, but the age relative to 
another geological event that is needed. For example, in seeking 
the primary source of metals in an orebody, it is important to 
know when mineralisation occurred relative to the times of 
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Figure 4. Dependence of palaeomagnetic poles on palaeolatitude 
(A) and way the continent faces the pole (B). Upper part of diagram 
shows the palaeogeographic positions of the continent at different 
times (pole lixed, continent moves); lower part shows the movement 
of poles as seen from the APWP reference frame (Austra lia fixed 
in present position, pole moves). 
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deposition of the host sequence, regional deformation, and 
magmatism. A single absolute date, no matter how precise, is 
insufficient. Of the current methods, the one most likely to 
provide relative age information for widely different geological 
phenomena is palaeomagnetic dating. Under favourable conditions 
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Figure 5. Sampling localities in the McArthur Basin, shown on a 
generalised geological map (after Pietsch et at. 1991). 
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Figure 6. Preliminary pole (QC) and antipole (QC-I) for the 
Quamby Conglomerate compared with the MesoproterozoicAPWP 
for Australia. QC plots close to overprint pole 1M, which is 
interpreted to represent the final stages of metamorphism in the 
Mount Isa Inlier, suggesting a magnetic age of about 1500 Ma for 
the conglomerate. Because of poor definition of the 
Mesoproterozoic pole path, a younger Mesoproterozoic age, 
represented by the antipole pole QC-I, cannot be ruled out. 

(e.g. known tectonic tilt and partial or no remagnetisation; Trench 
et al. 1992) the palaeomagnetic pole for the mineralisation event 
can be compared with the corresponding pole for its unaltered 
host rock (or of a stratigraphically equivalent formation) to 
determine when the mineralisation occurred relative to the time 
of deposition-a fold test (Graham 1949) can indicate if it was 
syn-, epi- or post-depositional. As a secondary dating method 
for mineralisation and rock strata, palaeomagnetic dating resembles 
biostratigraphic correlation of sedimentary successions, which 
is widely used in oil exploration (Wyborn 1993, Wyborn et al. 
1993). 

Palaeomagnetic dating has the advantage over current isotopic 
methods in that it can be used on authigenic Fe oxides and 
sulphides, which are often genetically related to mineralisation. 
The most important of these authigenic minerals are hematite 
and magnetite, which occur often zonally around massive sulphide 
orebodies (Large 1992). Hematite and magnetite also appear to 
be by-products of a common chemical alteration in northern 
Australia (Wyborn 1993). Both ot these Fe oxides can have highly 
stable remanences. A relatively common Fe sulphide in orebodies 
is pyrrhotite, which has a monoclinic magnetic phase. Although 
this phase has the relatively low Curie temperature of 320°C 
and is metastable below 250°C (ultimately converting to the 
non-magnetic hexagonal phase), it can exist and retain a remanence 
over geologically long periods, provided the rock has not been 
heated (Clark 1983, Clark & Tonkin 1994). Palaeomagnetic studies 
on Precambrian pyrrhotite remanences are rare, but, recently, 
Werner & Borradaile (1996) have reported such a remanence 
that dates back to the Archaean. 

Since the early 1960s, many palaeomagnetic age determina
tions have been reported on mineralisation and on chemical 
alteration in general. All have assumed a genetic relationship 
between the mineralisation and the associated Fe oxides that 
carry the remanence. In the past decade, the reports have averaged 
two each year and have included a variety of deposits: fluorspar 
(Symons 1994), barite (Symons & Sangster 1991), Au (Parry & 
Geissman 1991, Costanzo-Alvarez & Dunlop 1993), Cu- Ag 
(Jowett et al. 1987), Cu (Browning & Beske-Diehl 1987), Fe 
(Schmidt & Clark 1994) and Pb- Zn (Bachtadse et al. 1987, 
Urrutia-Fucugauchi & luardo-Chichay 1989, Pan et al. 1990, 
Symons & Sangster 1992, Symons et al. 1993, Lewchuk & 
Symons 1995). In Australia, only six age determinations have 
been reported: five on Precambrian Fe orebodies in the Gawler 
Craton (Chamalauan & Porath 1968, Chamalauan & Dempsey 
1978), Pilbara Blocks (Porath & Chamalauan 1968) and 
Hamersley Basin (Porath & Chamalauan 1968, Schmidt & Clark 
1994), and one on U mineralisation in Palaeozoic breccias of the 
Mount Painter Inlier (Idnurm & Heinrich 1993). 

An example from work in progress, which illustrates as well 
a current deficiency with palaeomagnetic dating in Australia, 
comes from the Au-bearing Quamby Conglomerate, northwest 
of Cloncurry. The conglomerate, occurring in narrow graben
like structures, appears from petrological studies to postdate 
the last period of regional metamorphism, which terminated at 
1500 Ma. There are no other age constraints, although ages of 
late Proterozoic (Carter et al. 1961 , Wilson et al. 1979, Connor 
et al. 1990) and Phanerozoic (Derrick 1980) have been tentatively 
suggested. The palaeomagnetic pole (QC) from hematised arenite 
lenses within the conglomerate plots close to the Mount Isa 
overprint pole (Fig. 6), and the randomness of remanence 
directions between individual cobbles within the conglomerate 
supports post-metamorphic deposition. Collectively, this evi
dence implies that the conglomerate was deposited soon after 
the metamorphism, and that the deposition was followed closely 
by hematisation. It also opens the possibility that the Au was 
introduced within a large fluid circulation system that was active 
during the intrusion of granites in the Cloncurry region at 1500 
Ma. However, a possible alternative age, corresponding to the 
antipole (QC-I) that plots near the 1200 Ma segment of the 
APWP (Fig. 6), cannot be completely ruled out, because ofthe 
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present poor definition ofthe Mesoproterozoic APWP. Although 
a fold test indicates that the conglomerate predates deforma
tion, it does not resolve the age ambiguity, because tectonism 
affected rock units as young as the Cambrian in the Eastern Fold 
Belt (Wil son et al. 1979). Current work on the Mesoproterozoic 
APWP is expected to e liminate the ambiguity. 

Identification of large-scale tectonic events and 
intraplate stresses 
Horizontal stresses due to plate boundary interactions can both 
mobi lise basinal flu ids (e.g. van Balen & Cloetingh 1994) and 
have a major infl uence on the pattern of sedimentation within 
basins. Times of intraplate tecton ism are, therefore, important 
in understanding how a mineral system was created (Loutit et 
al. 1994). These times can be determined from the shape of the 
APWP. 

The tectonic imp lications of APWP shapes were first 
discussed by Irving & Park (1972), who noted that the North 
American APWP comprises hairpin bends separated by quasi
linear segments (tracks). A d iscontinuity in the APWP, such as 
a hairpin or an inflection, represents a change in the direction 
of movement of the plate and implies tecton ism (Fig. 7). Irving 
& Park (1972) counted five hairpin bends in the North American 
APWP for the period 2500 Ma to the present, and tentatively 
assigned each of those to an orogeny in North America. Simi
larly, Valencio et al. (1983) identified four hairpins in the South 
American APWP, which they related to regional tectoni sm in 
South America. Gordon et al. (1984), May & Butler (1986) and 
Tarling & Abdeldayem (1996) extended the discussion to subtler 
discontinuities in the APWP, suggesting that lithospheric plates 
move in a z igzag fashion, with periods when the plate maintains 
a constant course (represented by small circle segments of the 
APWP) followed by sudden changes of course (marked by cusps), 
which lead to the next period of steady movement. They note 
that thc cusps represent tectonism. This type of motion is 
exemplified by the Hawaiian-Emperor seamount chain with the 
well-known bend at 43 Ma that corresponds to a change in 
course of the Paci fic plate. 

Loutit et al. (1994) applied the APWP method to the Prot
erozoic of Australia, focussing on the best-defined late 
Palaeoproterozoic path. in which they noted three promincnt 
bends (inflections II. 11.5 and 12 in Fig. 3). Each ofthesc bends 
was assigned to a major unconformity in the McArthur Basin
Mount Isa region in an attempt to establish a stratigraphic frame
work that integrates tectonism, magmatism and mineralisation. 
The infl ection, labelled I~ at the pol e group AME, TAT and 
TOO in Figure 3, indicates a likely fOUlih episode of tectonism, 
with corroborati ve evidence o ffaulting during the deposition of 
the Tatoola Sandstone (Jackson et al. 1987). Inflections were 
also noted at positions 13 and 14 on the tentative early 
Mesoproterozoic APWP. Another inflection appears to occur 
near the poles YA-I and MG3-1. 

It is instructive to compare the 100 m.y. segment of the 
Australian late Palaeoproterozoic APWP with that of the last 
100 m.y. (Cretaceous/Ca inozoic). The former contains four 
major bends; the latter has just one bend, at the Cretaceous
Cainozoic boundary (ldnurm 1985). This implies that , of the 
two periods, the late Palaeoproterozoic was tectonically much 
more active. The frequency of major inflections in the pole path 
suggests a new predictive method for identifying geological 
periods with high potential for metallogenesis. 

APWP shapes, basinal fluid pulses and mineralisation 
Geochemical studies and thermodynamic modelling may indi cate 
that a mineralising system has satisfied all essential chemical 
criteria to create a deposit-source rock, basinal fluid, and trap
but leave uncertain which event triggered the mineralisation pro
cess or what fonn of energy sustained it. For example, the trigger 
may remain conjectural in modcls with a built-in energy source, 
such as a heat-producing granite for driving hydrothennal fluids 
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram illu strating a sharp change in the 
travel di rection of a continent (A) and t he APWP record of the 
same event (B) (after Louti t et al. 1994). 

(Solomon & Heinrich 1992). On the other hand, the trigger may 
be known, but not the source of energy that mobilised the fluids. 
An examp le of the latter is Cu minera lisation at Mount Isa by 
precipitation from upward-flowing fluids, where the flow is 
initiated by brittle fracturing (Heinrich et a!. 1995). Knowledge 
of both the trigger mechanism and the energy source is important 
for regional studies, since, together, they determinc thc scale of 
the fluid flow and. therefore, the likelihood of finding sim ilar 
coeval ore deposits in different palis of the metallogenic province. 

The timing of inflections in the APWP may provide c lues 
about large-scale fluid movements as well as the deve lopment 
of suitable stratal architecturcs for mineralisation systems (Loutit 
et al. 1994). An inflection implies thc action of a new force on 
the plate and. therefore , a change in intraplate stress (e.g. 
Cloetingh & Kooi 1992). Such a change can propagate into the 
plate over distances of the order of 1000 km (Ziegler 19 78. 
Goleby et al. 1989, Peresson & Decker 1997) with a two-fold 
effect on mincralisation. Firstly. it may deform the plate. creating 
new basins as rcceptaclcs for minerals. Deformation of an existing 
basin may also change the accommodation space (Etheridge et 
al. 1991) that controls the basin stratigraphy reservoirs. seals 
and traps of mineralising fluids (Loutit et al. 1994). Secondly. 
the change in stress may produce an episode of basinal fluid 
flow. becausc ofa hydraulic ovcrhead due to differential uplift 
or because of compaction due to sediment load derived from 
newly uplifted areas (van Balen & Cloetingh 1994). Also, if 
thrusting occurred, then fluids may be expclled from the under
lying sediments, forcing them to the plate interior (Oliver 1986). 

Loutit et al. (1994) discussed the correlation of inflections 
in the Australian Palaeoproterozoic pole path with major 
minera lisation events and felsic magmatism. Examples are the 
inflection 12 in Figure 3, which coincides with the general period 
of mineralisation at HYC (as well as with magnetic overprinting 
OP2), and inflection 13, which appears to correlate with 
unconformity-related U mineralisation in the Alligator rivers 
area (Giddings & Idnurm 1993). More spec ulati vely, the bend 
at YA-IIMG3-1 ( 1600 Ma) may be associated w ith the Pb- Zn
Cu- U- Au- Ag mineralisation at the Century and Olympic Dam 
deposits, and 14 with Cu mineralisation at Mount Isa. The other 
bends can also be related to major deformation events or epi
sodes of fluid movement. 

Displaced metallogenic provinces 
Palaeogeographic reconstructions of crustal units can be used to 
locate displaced metallogenic provinces, thereby helping to 
formulate exploration strategies. However, such reconstruct ions 
require well-defined APWPs that span the same period for at 
least two tectonic units. Although the definition of even individual 
pole paths is often lacking, some progress has been made on 
such reconstructions for the Proterozoic of Australia. 

Palaeomagnetic reconstructions are made by comparing the 
APWPs of the respective tectonic units-rotating one of the 
APWPs so that it superposes on the other. A good match indicates 
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Figure 8. Reconstruction of Proterozoic Australia and North 
America by comparison of the Late Palaeoproterozoic-Early 
Mesoproterozoic APWPs of the two continents (after Idnurm & 
Giddings 1995). The eastern boundary for Australia is the Tasman 
Line and the western boundary of North America is its Proterozoic 
margin. MI, BH and BP show the location of the Mount Isa Inlier 
and Broken Hill Block in Australia and the Belt-Purcell Basin in 
North America. The proximity of the Proterozoic margin of western 
Canada to northeastern Australia may help mineral exploration 
through exchange of geological data and mineralisation concepts 
between the regions. 

that the regions moved in unison relative to the geographic pole 
and were, therefore, probably part of the same tectonic assem
blage. In that case, the units can be rotated to their former relative 
positions using the same rotation parameters as for the APWP 
superposition (crustal shortening would require also palinspastic 
restoration) . This procedure has been applied to the late 
Palaeoproterozoic- earliest Mesoproterozoic APWPs of the 
northern Australian and North American cratonic assemblages 
(Idnurm & Giddings 1995). Although the APWPs contain gaps 
without poles, the match is good. This suggests that Australia 
and North America were contiguous in the late Palaeoproterozoic, 
a period that spans the formation of major Proterozoic base
metal sulphide and U ore deposits in northern Australia and the 
Pb- Zn deposit at Broken Hill. The reconstruction (Fig. 8) 
closely resembles the Australia- North America configuration 
proposed for the Proterozoic Rodinia supercontinent (Moores 
1991), but disagrees with an alternative version that interposes 
the South China block between the continents (Li et al. 1995). If 
Rodinia disintegrated 700 m.y. ago (Powell et al. 1993) or, alter
natively, at 560 Ma (Veevers et al. 1997), this suggests the 
possibility that north Australia and North America may have 
been contiguous for at least 1000 m.y., from 1700 Ma onward, 
including the formation of other deposits, such as the Olympic 
Dam Cu-U-Au-Ag deposit at Roxby Downs. 

The Australia- North America reconstruction has implications 
for mineral exploration. As noted by Powell (1996), Australia 
separated from its eastern neighbour along the Tasman Line 
with possible removal of large parts of the original Mount Isa 
and Broken Hill metallogenic provinces. If, as suggested by 
Idnurm & Giddings' (1995) results, the Pacific margins of the 
Australian and North American cratonic assemblages were 
contiguous in the late Palaeoproterozoic, then the displaced 
fragments are now likely to be found in western Canada, possibly 
under the Phanerozoic successions of the Rocky Mountains 
(Powell 1996). Another implication is that mineral exploration 
studies at one conjugate margin may be used to develop exploration 
strategies at the other margin. For example, Bell & Jefferson 
(1987) suggested that studies in northwestern Canada, which 
are facilitated by excellent exposures, may be applied to formerly 
contiguous regions in Australia, where exposures are not as good. 
Similarly, Australian exploration experience can be exported to 
North America. 

Conclusions 
Remanence directions record the palaeolatitude of the sampling 
region and its palaeoazimuthal orientation relative to the geographic 
pole. The record also contains a time component, because the 
plates move continuously. 

The dual spatial and temporal information content of rem a
nence allows palaeomagnetism to be applied to a wide range of 
problems. These include recognition of chemical alteration, timing 
of mineralisation, recognition oflarge-scale tectonic events that 
control the evolution of the host sedimentary basins and the 
mobility of ore-bearing fluids, reconstruction of continents to 
identify formerly adjacent mineral provinces, and dating of strata. 
The duality of information allows palaeomagnetism to provide 
a link for integrating mineralisation, hydrocarbon generation, 
magmatism, metamorphism, tectonism, and stratigraphy in 
comprehensive basin analyses. Palaeomagnetism also provides 
a powerful tool for identification of periods when stratigraphic 
or structural conditions were favourable for mineralisation. 
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Outcrop and drill core gamma-ray logging integrated with sequence stratigraphy: 
examples from Proterozoic sedimentary successions of northern Australia 
Andrew A. KrassayI 

Outcrop and core gamma-ray logs have been successfull y used to 
correlate Proterozoic units in northern Australia . This paper highlights 
the benefit s of integra ting gamma-ray data and traditional 
sedimentology for defining large-sca le depositional cycles and 
depositional geometry. Gamma-ray logs of outcrop and cored intervals 
provide exce llent strati graphic and sedimentological information for 
areas where conventional down-hole geophys ical surveys are lac king. 
Both tota l count (sc int ill ometer) gamma-ray pro file s and spec tra l 
gamma-ray profil es ena ble recognition of subtl e changes in lithology 
and sedim enta ry cyc li c ity th a t mi ght have been mi ssed during 
customary section measuring. Li thofac ies described from measured 
sect ions and core may be characterised by their gamma-ray signatures, 
and the signatures may then be used as prox ies fo r down-hole gamma
ray logs obta ined from the subsur face where di rect litho log ica l 
in forma t io n is sparse or absent. Th e integrat ion of trad itio na l 

Introduction 
In this paper, techniques and some initia l resu lts of outcrop and 
drill core gamma-ray logg ing of Protcrozoic sedimentary 
successions are presented . Thi s research has been carried out 
as part of AGSO's North Austra lian Basins Resource Eva luation 
(NABRE) p roject, a m u lti d iscip l inary project a imed at 
cons tru cti ng an integ rated s tratigrap h ic framework for 
Proterozo ic basins of northern Australia. The genera ll y poor 
chronostratigraphic control of Proterozoic rock succcssions in 
northern Australia caused great difficulty, and ambiguity, in the 
early stages of the project during attempts to correlatc previously 
defined rock units on the basis of lithostratigraphy alonc. An 
innovative technique was needed to minimisc the problcm of 
poor chronostratigraphic control, and to enhance detailed 
correlation between areas. Gamma-ray logging was chosen 
because it is easy to usc, relatively inexpensive, and results arc 
obtained in a short time. Also, gamma-ray measurements are 
generally closely related to grain size, clay con ten\. and 
mineralogy of sedimentary rocks , and , thus, by comparing 
surface gamma-ray cun'es with detailed descriptive logs onc 
ca n readi ly 'gro un d-tru t h ' ga mm a- ray readin gs aga in st 
lith o fac ies. Prev io us s tudi es ( Lo u t it et a l. 1990) have 
de m o nstra ted th e a ppli ca ti o n of ga mm a-ray logg in g fo r 
correla ti on between outcrop and subsurface stratig raphic 
intervals. It was, therefore, anticipated that gamma-ray 
corre lation between outcrops and the subsurface would bc 
possible in northern Australian basins and that gamma-ray logs 
could in turn be correlated to seismic sections, using synthetic 
well ties (Bradshaw et al. 1996b). 

Numerous accessible outcrops occur in the region studied, 
and a large amount of core exists from extensive base-metal 
exploration programs that have been conducted during the past 
three decades. Two different gamma-ray techniques were 
developed, one for outcrop and one for core. The first technique 
emp loys small , portable, hand-held gamma-ray spectrometers 
used as scintillometers to log outcrop measured sections (bagged 
samp les of rock chips from percussion drill holes may also be 
measured using this techniq ue). The second technique involves 
gamma-ray logging of cored stratigraphic intervals, using a lead
shielded, spectral gamma-ray spectrometer system which records 
mul ti-channel data. 

The validity of outcrop gamma-ray logging for correlation 
has been proven by previous studies of sedimentary rocks of 
many different ages- Palaeozo ic and Mesozo ic units, USA 
(Chamberla in 1984); Carboniferous fluvio-del taic units, Ire land 
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lithostratigraphic descriptions with surface and subsurface gamma
ray logs result s in a more robust and sophisticated stratigraphic 
framework than either data set can yield independently. Use of sequence 
stratigraphic principles enables gamma-ray log trends and their stacking 
patterns to be interpreted as part of larger sedimentary cycles that refl ect 
changes in sediment suppl y and relati ve sea leve l. Abrupt shi fts in 
gamma-ray va lues occur at important stratigrap hic sur faces that defi ne 
sedimentary sequences of va rious sca les. Systematic va ri at ions in 
sedimentary thi ckness and gamma- ray stac king patterns between areas 
are related to changes in depos itional geometry of sequences. Reg iona l 
' mapping' of strati graph ic surfaces and sequences by the correlation 
of ve rtica l gamma-ray profiles and corresponding descriptive logs 
allows a pred icti ve chronostratigraphic framework to be const ructed 
for a region. 

(Davies & Elli ott 1996); Cretaceous sandstones, Utah (Howe 
1989); Namurian deltaic un its, Yorkshire (Myers & Bristow 
1989); Jurassic mudrocks, Dorset (Myers & Wignall 1987); 
Jurassic mudrocks, England, Germany and Portugal (Pa rkinson 
1996); Pe nnsylvan ian turb idites, Arkansas (Slatt et al. 1992). 
Publ ished examples of the gamma-ray method for logging core 
are rare, but Lovborg et al. (1972) used this technique to analyse 
uranium mineralisation within a large Proterozoic igneous 
intrusive complex (largely syenite) in Greenland. However, 
Lovborg et al. (1972) did not use gamma-ray logging for 
correlation purposes. The two techniques above are not new, 
but to the author's knO\\ ledge, gamma-ray logging of drill chip 
samples has not been pre\ ' iously reported. Similarly, the 
combination of the techniques and their integration \Iith 
sequence stratigraphy for the study of Proterozoic rocks is a 
new application of the technique. 

When arranged into vertical profiles plotted against thick
ness (across strike through outcrop) or depth (down-hole along 
drill core) gamma-ray measurements obtained by either of the 
techniques above commonly show systematic vel1ical va riations, 
whic h he lp to defi ne sedimentary cyc les at a ll sca les. Individual 
sedimentary cycles and groups of cycles can be cOITelated between 
differcnt localities on the basis of their gamma-ray patterns. 
Trends recognised on gamma-ray curves commonly correspond 
to changcs in grain size, c lay content, and mineralogy, indicative 
oftransgrcssive and regressive episodes in sedimentation. 

Sequcncc strat igraphic models define sequences on the basis 
of important stratigraphic surfaces (sequence boundaries, 
parasequence boundarics, maximum-flooding surfaces. 
transgressive surfaces), and these surfaces common ly exhibit 
distinctive gamma-ray signatures (Van Wagoner et al. 1990). 
Major gamma-ray peaks within the rocks studied typically relate 
to shale-prone parts of the section where condensed sedimen
tation OCCUlTed in areas of clastic starvation during maximum 
transgression (Loutit et al. 1988). Abrupt decreases in gamma
ray counts are associated with sharp-based lithostratigraphic 
units that were incised into underlying lithologies during 
shoaling episodes. Sequence stratigraphic interpretation based 
on gamma-ray curves fac ilitates basin-wide chronostratigraphic 
correlations; commonly these chronostratigraphic correlations 
differ from previous lithost ratigraphic schemes and reveal the 
diachronous nature of many mapped li thostratigraphic units. 
The distribution of major sand-prone poro us intervals (potential 
reservoirs and fluid conduits) and shale-prone impermeable 
intervals (regional seals and likely sites for mineralisation) within 
depositional sequences can then be predicted with greater 
confidence. 
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Methods 
Outcrop logging (portable, hand-held scintillometer) 
For this type oflogging, a lightweight, portable EDA (Scintrex) 
GRS-500 gamma-ray spectrometer is used. The instrument has 
a 0.124 L NaI crystal volume and is adjustable to measure gamma 
radiation due to total radiation or any of the other three main 
contributors to natural radioactivity (K, Th, U). However, the 
instrument cannot record data for all four channels simultaneously. 
For most outcrop work, only total radiation (scintillometer) 
measurements were made. The recording period is adjustable at 
1 or 10 seconds. A 10 second count period was used throughout 
for this study. The instrument is calibrated at hourly intervals 
using a screw-on I33Ba source, and adjustments may be made 
using both short-term and long-term gain controls. 

Stratigraphic successions are first measured at true thickness 
in outcrop, using a Jacob's staff and Abney level, and then total 
radiation gamma-ray readings are recorded up-section at 0.5 m 
intervals. Selected stratigraphic intervals may be measured with 
closer sample spacing as required (e.g. thinly interbedded 
intervals or those with discrete tuffs or mineralised beds). The 
recording 'area' of the instrument approximates a half-sphere 
penetrating at least 30 cm into the rock (see Lovborg et al. 1971, 
fig. 2, their uncollimated curve), and so measurements on thin, 
closely spaced beds will be affected to some degree by gamma
radiation from adjacent strata. The scintillometer is allowed to 
stabilise for three count periods before a measurement is 
recorded. It is important to maintain a consistent instrument to 
bedding angle during measurement so that source geometry 
remains constant, and also to avoid rock outcrops with overhangs 
or bumps that might affect the amount of rock the detector' sees' . 
For further discussion of these factors refer to Myers & Bristow 
(1989) and Parkinson (1996). 

In this study no attempt was made to measure background! 
cosmic radiation at each site because it was considered that 
absolute measurements of gamma radiation are not as important 
as relative changes for outcrop work (cf. Chamberlain 1984). 
To calculate absolute measurements one would need to 
continuously measure background radiation, record all four 
channels, subtract background from the initial readings, and 
apply energy calibrations. Absolute measurements are necessary 
only if one wishes to convert count rates into gamma-equivalent 
concentrations (% K, ppm U, ppm Th), and such a conversion 
process is complex for non-shielded field detectors (see Killeen 
& Carmichael 1970, Lovborg & Mose 1987). For portable 
detectors with small crystals and short count times conversion 
from counts to concentrations is likely to be relatively inaccurate. 
In this study gamma-ray measurements obtained by the 
instrument in the field are plotted as raw values in counts per 
second. 

Drill chip logging (portable, hand-held scintillometer) 
The instrument used for drill-chip logging is exactly the same 
as for outcrop logging. In the study area, percussion drill chips 
in large bags (10- 20 kg) are commonly stored at the drill site. 
Typically, bags of chips are collected at 1 m intervals and 
numbered sequentially over the entire depth of a drill hole. The 
plastic or cloth bags do not affect gamma-radiation measurements, 
and so the instrument is held against the side of a bag for about 
30-40 seconds and when stabilised a 10 second reading is taken. 
Total gamma radiation is recorded as raw values in counts per 
second, and background radiation is assumed to be constant 
over the site. 

When plotted as vertical profiles, gamma-ray readings from 
drill chips enable a quick analysis ofa single drill hole or series 
of holes. Potential problems with this method are related to the 
type of material analysed. Firstly, it is difficult to obtain much 
useful lithological information from sub-centimetre sized drill 
chips, and so it may only be possible to roughly check lithology 
against gamma-ray response. Secondly, one should be mindful 

that each sample represents a stratigraphic interval rather than a 
single measuring station, and so there is inherent averaging of 
gamma-radiation over the interval that chips are collected. 

Core logging (lead-shielded, multi-channel spectrometer) 
The spectrometer system used to measure gamma-radiation 
emitted from drill-core is far more sophisticated than that used 
for outcrops. When measuring drill core the volume of rock 
available for measurement (a stick of core) is much smaller than 
for outcrop work. Therefore, a spectrometer shielded from 
background radiation and with greater sensitivity and larger 
crystals is needed. Also, the geometry of cores is such that 
gamma-emissions occur in all directions, and a detector that 
surrounds the source is desirable. 

In this study an Exploranium GR-320 Envispec spectrometer 
equipped with twin GPS-21 detectors (each with a 0.351 L NaI 
crystal) was used. The twin detectors are horizontally opposed 
and housed inside a measuring chamber surrounded by a pure 
lead shield, 2 cm thick (Fig. I). Only the 'active' ends of the 
detectors are exposed to the measuring chamber, and the central 
part of the measuring chamber is shielded from the outside 
environment by a lead tunnel. The 'active' end of each detector 
points into the tunnel, which extends perpendicular to the 
detectors, and the 'active' ends of the detectors are separated 
by 16 cm across the tunnel. Sticks of core are passed manually 
along the tunnel into the measuring chamber on aluminium 
trolleys and positioned between the detectors. Once stationary, 
each sample is measured for a period of 1- 2 minutes, depending 
on core diameter. The trolley is then pushed through the tunnel 
to the other side and retrieved. The next trolley loaded with 
core is positioned inside the measuring chamber, measured, and 
so on. Each measurement is a 256-channel spectral reading 
stored in memory, and blocks of readings are periodically 
downloaded to a PC in digital format. The spectrometer system 
weighs approximately 350 kg (due largely to the weight of the 
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Figure 1. Plan view and 3-D sketch of lead housing and setup for 
core logging with GR-320 multi-channel gamma-ray spectrometer. 
Arrows show direction of movement of cores (loaded on trolleys) 
entering and leaving the measuring chamber. 
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lead shielding), and is mounted on a hydraulic trolley. The whole 
device is transported on a trayback vehicle between core 
repositories. 

Measurements of background radiation in the chamber are 
made at regular intervals. Similarly, calibration standards are 
measured periodically with 5 minute count times at different 
times of the day in between measurement of normal core 
samples. The calibration standards are specially designed 
concrete cores of known radioactivity. A set of concrete 
calibration cores has been made for each of the standard core 
diameters studied, HQ (63.5 mm), NQ (47.6 mm), and BQ 
(36.5 mm). Each set of concrete calibration cores comprises a 
mixed source, a K-rich source, a U-rich source, and a Th-rich 
source. Imp ortantly, the ca libration cores have the same 
geometry and sim il ar density to the rocks of interest. The 
radioactivity of the calibration cores was chosen to be close to 
API standard (2% K, 13 ppm U, 24 ppm Th), and of a su itable 
level to g ive good counting statistics for reasonable count 
periods. 

Digital files for each gamma-radiation measurement are 
processed with software designed by Data Science Pty. Ltd. 
and Exploranium. Gamma-ray spectra recorded for each measure
ment are energy calibrated for 256 channels over 0-3 MeV, even 
though the GR-320 spectrometer is se lf-stabili sed on an inter
nal '''Cs source. Count files are created after windowing counts 
into the four standard regions of interest (total count, K, U, and 
Th). Adjusted count files are then available for plotting against 
depth to give gamma-ray profil es. 

Further processing is needed to convert count files into 
concentration values. Using spectral measurements obtained 
from the concrete calibration cores and knowing background 
radiation , one can calculate stripping ratios to convert individual 
counts for rock cores in the four channels into concentration 
va lues expressed as % K. gamma-equivalent U (ppm eU). and 
gamma-equivalent Th (ppm eTh). 

Relationships of gamma radiation to grain 
size, clay content, and mineralogy 
The general assumption when interpreting gamma-ray profiles 
is that there is a direct relationship between grain siLe and clay 
content , and that gamma-radiation correlates with clay conte nt. 
Lo\\ gamma-radiation \'alues should. theref()I'C, indicate coarse
grained rocks, and high gamma-radiation va lues fine-grained 
rocks. Obviously, this is not true for all lithologies. Figure 2 
illu strates typical gamma-ray responses of common lithologies, 
and readers are referred to Rider (1986, 1990) for more details. 

Mineralogy can be the main contributor to natural gamma
radiation from rocks, independent of grain size or clay content. 
Spectral gamma-ray surveys have been specificall y conducted 
to test the effects of particular minerals on gamma-ray response 
in the field. K-feldspars , mi cas, detrital clays, and phosphatic 
cements have all been shown to produce measurable gamma
ra y responses within otherwise relatively homogeneous 
lithologies (Humphreys & Lott 1990). Similarly, heavy minerals 
(Th-rich) of both sand- and silt-size within sandstones are known 
to produce significant variations in gamma-ray response 
unrelated to the framework grain size or clay content of the 
sandstones (Davies & Elliott 1996, Myers & Bristow 1989). 

Potential problems exist when simply equating gamma-ray 
response to grain size for lithologies that are rich in feldspar, 
micas, heavy minerals and, possibly, those with mangani ferous 
or phosphatic cements (Hurst 1990). Correct interpretations of 
gamma-ray data require an appreciation oj'the mineralogy of 
the rocks and also rely on field analysis oflithofacies to establish 
the local relationship between clay content and grain size. 
Spectral gamma-ray logs can minimise problems in inter
pretation by enabling identification of anomalous gamma
radiation due to pat1icular mineralogies. 

Simple gamma-ray log trends 
Despite the potentiallimitations discussed in the previous section, 
the gamma-ray technique is a powerful tool for sedimentary and 
stratigraphic analysis. For many lithologies, gamma-ray response 
can indeed be correlated with grain size after calibration with 
outcrop and core. In these cases, gamma-ray logs can be inter
preted through the identification of three widely recognised 
signatures (Fig. 3) that correspond to individual sedimentary 
cycles: 

funnel-shaped gamma-ray curve segments with gamma 
counts decreasing upward, which commonly indicates a 
coarsening-upward succession ; 
bell-shaped gamma-ray curve segments with gamma counts 
increasing upward, which commonly indicates an overall 
fining-upward succession; 
blocky gamma-ray curve segments with vertica lly unchanging 
gamma counts, which commonly indicate unifollll grain size. 
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Figure 2. Typical resp onse of gamma-ray log to common 
sedimentary rock types and minerals (after Rider 1986). F, 
feldspa r; M, mica. 
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Sequence stratigraphic interpretation of 
individual gamma-ray profiles 
Interpretation of gamma-ray curves is not based on identifying 
individual 'spikes' on the curves. Rather, it is the overall trends 
of the curve that are important for regional correlation. In this 
way, individual funnel-, bell-, or blocky-shaped segments on a 
gamma-ray curve become important because they commonly 
stack to form larger trends, which may have regional 
significance. 

In sequence stratigraphic terms many of these individual 
gamma-ray segments equate to parasequences. A parasequence 
is 'a relatively conformable succession of genetically related 
beds or bedsets bounded by marine-flooding surfaces or their 
correlative surfaces' (Van Wagoner et al. 1990, p. 8). 

Parasequences stack vertically in three main ways (Fig. 4) 
to form larger scale cycles (parasequence sets): 

Stacking of progressively sandier cycles, which are related 
to shoaling and overall regressive sedimentation. Such a 
stacking pattern is termed progradational to denote the 
basin ward movement of a shoreline over time (Van Wagoner 
et al. 1990). 
Stacking of progressively more shaly cycles (though each 
is coarsening upward), which are related to drowning and 
overall transgressive sedimentation. Such a stacking pattern 
is termed retrogradational to denote the landward movement 
of a shoreline over time. 
Stacking of constant lithology packages, which are related 
to progressive building up of the sediment pile over time. 
Such a stacking pattern is termed aggradational to denote 
no significant movement of a shoreline over time. 
Many gamma-ray logs can be quickly interpreted by 

identifying progradational, retrogradational, and aggradational 
trends. Log trends are then compared with descriptive 
sedimentological logs to enable interpretation of depositional 
environments and facies stacking patterns. Sequence boundaries 
and flooding surfaces can then be recognised on the basis of 
changes in stacking patterns on the gamma-ray logs, by the 
juxtaposition oflithofacies in measured section or core, and by 
relative or absolute values of gamma-ray lows and highs 
compared to the rest of the profile. 

Sequence stratigraphic surfaces of differing significance 
typically occur within one measured section or cored interval. 
Gamma-ray response (events and shifts) and log trends (funnel, 
bell, cylinder) can be used to identify breaks in the rock record, 
changes in sedimentation rates, and infer changes in stratal 
geometry and the relative importance of sequence stratigraphic 
surfaces and cycles. Spectral gamma-ray curves provide 
additional information, which commonly helps to distinguish 
major sequence stratigraphic surfaces from minor ones. For 
example, major maximum-flooding surfaces commonly occur 
as large gamma-ray peaks in the upper part of major 
retrogradationallog trends, and might correspond in outcrop to 
shale-prone sections enriched in organic matter due to anoxia 
and clastic starvation accompanying significant transgression. 
Uranium is commonly enriched in these fine-grained sections 
(largely due to adsorption onto clays). Maximum-flooding 
surfaces can be distinguished from minor flooding surfaces that 
occur at the base of small cycles by their U peaks on spectral 
logs, and also by the difference in ThiU ratios (Davies & Elliott 
1996). In comparison, a minor flooding surface at the base of a 
small para sequence might only exist as a small 'kick' on the 
total gamma-radiation log without a pronounced retrogradational 
log trend, and may only be represented as a bed-scale silt or 
shale interval in outcrop. 

Abrupt decreases in gamma-ray values on logs are com
monly related to sharp lithological breaks associated with 
unconformities and sequence boundaries. In many cases the trend 
on the gamma-ray curve immediately beneath a sequence boundary 
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Figure 3. Three signatures commonly recognised on gamma-ray 
logs. The whole bell, funnel, and cylinder shapes are apparent when 
the gamma-ray log is paired with another log; in this case, 
resistivity (after Rider 1986). 

is progradational, indicating coarsening-upward grain size accom
panying a shoaling event that culminated in submarine or sub
aerial erosion. At such breaks, coarser grained, shallower water 
or fluvial facies commonly overlie finer grained, deeper water 
shaly facies. In some cases, similar facies lie immediately above 
and beneath a sequence boundary and there may not be an abrupt 
shift in the gamma-ray signal, but, typically, there is still a 
change in trend of the stacking pattern on the gamma-ray log. 

Results 
The following section illustrates a series of examples of gamma
ray profiles and their application to regional correlation and 
stratigraphic interpretation. The data represent only a very small 
part of the gamma-ray and measured-section database being 
compiled for the NABRE project. More comprehensive corre
lations and sequence stratigraphic analysis will follow as pro
cessing and interpretation are completed for the various 
stratigraphic intervals and sub-regions. 

It should be stressed that interpretations presented are not 
solely based on gamma-ray profiles. Basic lithostratigraphic 
information on lithology, grain size, clay content, mineralogy, 
sedimentary structures, lateral continuity in outcrop, nature of 
sedimentary contacts, and knowledge of three-dimensional 
facies geometry are critical for confident correlation and 
sequence stratigraphic interpretation using gamma-ray profiles. 
Correlation based solely on gamma-ray profiles may lead to 
erroneous interpretations, especially when two-dimensional 
gamma-ray profiles are used to infer three-dimensional facies 
architecture (cf. Slatt et al. 1992). 
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Outcrop gail/ilia-ray profiles.' Palaeoprotero7.oic 
Lower 1'\11('/\'([11/([1'([ GrollI' 

Palaeoproter()/ic rocks of the LOllel' :vtc~amal'a Ciroup arc 
exposed throughout the Lawn Ilill Platform to the north of 
Mount Isa (Fig. 5). The LO\ler McNamara Ciroup lies 
unconformably on the Kamarga Volcanics and older successions 
of the Myally Subgroup and also nonconformabl: oll:r the 
Yeldham (iranite (Slleet & Ilutton 19X2) The Torpedo Creck 
Quartzite at the base of the group is a tluvial to shallow marine 
intertidal succession and grades into interbedded si lt stones. 
sha les. and dolomitic sandy carbonates of the Gunpowder Creek 
Formation. A transgress ion in the upper Gunpowder Creek For
mati on cu lmin ates in a d isti nctile. relatil ely thin chert horiLon 
(Mount Oxide Chert Member of the Paradise Creek Forma
tion). and is overlain by thick fi ne-grai ned carbonates of the 
Paradise Creek Formation (Southgate et a l. 1995). 

There are three major sequences evident on the gamma-ray 
log for the lower half of the Lower McNamara Group (Fig. 6) . 
Their boundaries are indicated by an abrupt decrease in gamma
ray values, sharp lithological contacts (sharp-based sandstones 
or intraclastic carbonates overlying the sequence boundary). 
evidence of erosion. and a change in log trend from progradational 
to retrogradational or aggradational. 

The first major sequence (45 415 m) exhibits an aggra
dational trend for the lower Torpedo C reek Quartzite. a 
retrogradational trend up to a peak in gamma-ray values 
(maximum-flooding surface) within laminated s iltstone of the 
lower Gunpowder Creek Formation at 280 m. followed by an 
overall progradationa l trend up to the sequence boundary at 
415 m (Fig. 6). This sequence boundary is overlain by a ferrugi
nou s, intrac lastic. sandy carbonate facics. wh ich correlates lat
erally with a thicker cobble conglomerate . indicative of significant 
erosion at this level. The log trends for thc basal sequence indi
cate initial high sediment supp ly and shallo\1 water conditions 

in ea rly Torpedo Creek Quart/ite time. Ilhich resulted in a thick 
succession of coarse-grained. cross-bcdded. quart/ arenites. 
(iradual dl'llllning occurred from mid Torpedo Creek Quart/ite 
time untilma.'\imummarine transgression lIas reached in early 
(iunpowder Creek Formation time. foll(Jlled by progressile 
shoaling as accommodation space dccn:ased during mid late 
(iunpolldcr Creek Forl11ation tlI11C. 

The second 111 aj or sequcnce (-+ 15 5-+5 111) has a Imler stro ng 
retrogradational log trend. indicating rapid drolVning. up to a 
maximum-flooding surface at 435 m. followed by progradation 
up to the sequence boundary at 545 m. The sequence boundary 
hcrc is indicatcd by a sha rp-based. eros ional sandstonc facies 
that corresponds to an abrupt decreasc in gal11ma-ray lalucs 
(Fig. 6). The third l11aJor sequence (base at 545m. top not :,hown 
on Fig. 6) has a strongly retrogradational log trend up to a 
maximum-flooding surface at 595 m. corresponding to deepest 
water conditions developed in latest Gunpowder Creek 
Formation time. This regional maximum-flooding surface at 
595 m is associated with gamma-ray values of about 550 cps 
for this outcrop section. However, in the Mount Oxide minc the 
samc stratigraphic interval is better exposed and organic matter
rich shales there have higher gamma-ray values of700 cps (Fig, 6, 
dashed peak) . 

Within these major sequences, thinner. higher-order 
sequences. around 50 m thick, are also evident on the gaml11a
ray log (Fig. 6), The Torpedo Creek Quartzite comprises several 
higher-order seq uences marked by subtle changes in log trcnus. 
grain sizc, and sedimentary structures. Within these. maximum
fl ood ing surfaces are associated with thin, recessil'c. silty to 
shaly intervals that correspond with local peaks in gamma-ray 
values. Minor seq uence boundaries are defined by changes in 
log trends and subtle regional lows in gamma-ray val ucs, These 
sequence boundaries are not marked by significant changes in 
facies or extensive erosion. 
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Figure S. General location of sites in the McArthur Basin and Lawn Hill region (after Sweet & Hutton 1982). 

The Gunpowder Creek Formation comprises at least seven 
of these higher-order sequences. The basal three sequences 
(-260- 310 m, 310- 355 m and 355-405 m) are well-defined 
shoaling marine cycles that stack to form the progradational 
part of a major sequence (Fig. 6). Each minor cycle comprises 
mid-shelfal, laminated to hummocky cross-stratified siltstone 
and very fine sandstone grading up into shallow-marine, coarser 
grained sandstone or intraclastic, sandy, cross-bedded dolostone 
(Southgate et al. 1995). Maximum-flooding surfaces occur 
within the fine-grained parts of the cycles, and sequence bound
aries occur within or at the base of the carbonate facies. Carbon
ate facies between 405 and 415m represent a small erosional 
remnant of another minor sequence that has been truncated by 
the overlying major sequence boundary at 415 m (Fig. 6). 

Between 415 m and 550 m, the Gunpowder Creek Forma
tion comprises very fine to fine-grained hummocky cross-strati
fied and lenticular quartz sandstone interbedded with slightly 
micaceous ripple-laminated siltstone. Other than sandstone
siltstone bedding pairs, sedimentary cycles are very difficult to 
distinguish in these rocks on the basis of lithology alone . 
However, three minor sequences are clearly identified on the 
gamma-ray log over this interval (Fig. 6). The change from 
retrogradational to progradational log trends marks maximum
flooding surfaces, which correspond to relatively thin siltstone 
intervals in outcrop. Sequence boundaries at the top of 
progradational log trends correspond to thin, sharp-based, fine 
to medium-grained sandstone facies that appear similar in out-

crop to sandbodies above and beneath the sequence boundary. 
Above 545 m, there is a gradual change in facies, firstly, 

from shallow-marine, medium-grained sandstone to ripple
laminated siltstone deposited in slightly deeper water, and then, 
secondly, to phosphatic, stromatolitic, dolomitic siltstone and 
black carbonaceous shale deposited in the deepest water 
conditions for the area. Black carbonaceous shales and siltstones 
are overlain by grey, laminated to massive chert of the Mount 
Oxide Chert Member. Within this interval there are two minor 
sequences that stack in the retrogradational part of a major 
sequence. Above the maximum-flooding surface, at 595 m, there 
is a progradational log trend up to a marked fall on the gamma
ray log at the base of the Mount Oxide Chert Member. 

Drill chip gamma-ray profiles: Palaeoproterozoic 
Riversleigh Siltstone 
The Palaeoproterozic Riversleigh Siltstone (Upper McNamara 
Group) is generally poorly exposed on the Lawn Hill Platform 
and forms a recessively weathering siltstone and shale-domi
nated unit up to 3200 m thick (Sweet & Hutton 1982). The 
Riversleigh Siltstone was deposited largely in mid to outer shelf 
environments, but there were intermittent shoaling and deepen
ing episodes beyond this range of environments (Andrews 1996). 
The Riversleigh Siltstone is considered a likely host for stratabound 
base-metal mineralisation, and recent exploration drilling pro
grams have produced large amounts of drill chip and core. 
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Lower McNamara Group Outcrop Section 
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Figure 6. Composite total-emission gamma-radiation outcrop log and schematic sedimentological log for the lower half of the Lower 
McNamara Croup (Mammoth Mines 1:100000 sheet, northwestern Queensland). Major sequences are shown by broad arrows to the 
right of the gamma-ray log, minor sequences are shown by thinner arrows to the left (after Jackson et al. 1996). T, tuffaceous interval. 
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The sedimentary log of percussion hole RVRCO 19 (see Fig. 5 
for location) shows a relatively uniform sedimentary succes
sion (Fig. 7). However, the total gamma-radiation log displays a 
range of 200-400 cps and distinct sedimentary cycles appear 
on the log. The major events interpreted on the gamma-ray log 
are a sequence boundary at 103 m, a generally retrogradational 
trend up to a maximum-flooding surface at 82 m, followed by an 
overall progradational trend to the top ofthe hole. Other events 
and trends are also apparent on the gamma-ray log, but the shift 
in gamma-ray values is not as large for these events and they 
represent higher-order (less significant) sedimentary cycles. 

The abrupt decrease in gamma-ray values at 103 m, which 
marks a sequence boundary, corresponds to the upper part of a 
slightly coarser grained interval. The log trend above the 
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Figure 7. Total-emission gamma-radiation log measured from drill 
chips. Stratigraphic unit is the Riversleigh Siltstone, Upper 
McNamara Group (Lawn Hill 1:100 000 geological map area). 
Instrument count period is 10 seconds (after Krassay 1996). 

sequence boundary is aggradational for a few metres, then changes 
to a retrogradational trend up to a peak in the gamma-ray log at 
about 82 m. This gradual increase in gamma radiation to a peak 
that correlates with the middle of a fine-grained interval is typi
cal of the response of siliciclastic depositional settings to a 
marine transgression. 

Above the major maximum-flooding surface there are two 
minor cycles characterised by a change in log trend from 
retrogradational to progradational. The minor lows in the log at 
50 m and 25 m are interpreted as higher-order para sequence 
boundaries. The minor gamma-ray peak at 45 m is probably a 
marine flooding surface and correlates to a fine-grained pyritic 
part of the section. The upper part of the log, from 25 m to 8 m, 
is retrogradational, suggesting another minor transgressive 
episode towards the top of the section. 

There is a good correlation between gamma-ray response 
and grain size. The middle to upper parts of each progradational 
trend are characterised by coarser grained rocks, as would be 
expected with shoaling of depositional environments. The rocks 
surrounding the sequence boundaries are typically coarser than 
elsewhere (except for the parasequence boundary at 50 m). 
Again, this is what would be expected, because sequence 
boundaries represent parts of the section where there is an 
increased likelihood of an influx of coarser detritus derived from 
erosion, and there is also an overall increase in grain size 
accompanying the increase in the energy of depositional 
environments caused by shoaling. Conversely, gamma-ray peaks 
correlate with the finest-grained parts of the section, as would 
be expected for drowning of previous depositional environments 
where the dominant sedimentation would be clay-sized particles 
settling from solution. 

There are parts of the log that appear problematic. For 
example, there is an isolated gamma-ray peak at 70 m which 
does not appear to correspond to an unusually fine-grained 
lithology. It is possible that this spike on the log is due to a thin 
tuff bed or cemented horizon, in which case the log response is 
due mostly to mineralogy rather than grain size or clay content. 
Closer examination ofthe drill chips might explain this variation. 

Gamma-ray logs are potentially important for interpretation 
and correlation of percussion drill holes where little lithological 
information is available. Ifpercussion drill chips were routinely 
gamma-ray logged in this fashion it is probable that individual 
sedimentary cycles could be more confidently correlated across 
a region than on the basis of lithostratigraphy alone. 

Core gamma-ray profiles: Mesoproterozoic Roper Group 

Spectral gamma-ray logs were obtained from cored drill hole 
BMR DDH Urapunga 4, which penetrates the Mesoproterozoic 
Roper Group in the southern McArthur Basin. From base to 
top, the drill hole intersects interbedded sandstone and mudstone 
(Corcoran Formation), a mature medium-grained quartzose 
sandstone (Bessie Creek Sandstone), thick organic-rich 
mudstone (Velkerri Formation), and interbedded siltstone and 
sandstone (McMinn Formation). These formations generally 
represent shallow marine to mid-shelf depositional environments 
(Jackson et al. 1987). 

The gamma-ray logs for BMR DDH Urapunga 4 (Figs 8, 9) 
show significant shifts and events that correspond to sedimentary 
cycles bounded by chronostratigraphic surfaces. The entire 
section can be subdivided into 4 complete major sequences and 
one part sequence at the top (Fig. 9). Also, at least 8 minor, 
higher-order sequences are identified in the section. 

The first major event identified on the total-emission gamma
ray log (Fig. 9) is a gamma-ray peak and maximum-flooding 
surface at 465 m in the Corcoran Formation. Above this surface 
there is a progradational log trend, indicating progressive 
shoaling, until an abrupt decrease in gamma-ray values occurs 
at the base of the Bessie Creek Sandstone. On all logs, quartz 
sandstones of the Bessie Creek Sandstone are clearly visible as 
lows, and the abrupt nature of this contact is interpreted as a 
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Figure 8. Spectral ga mm a-ray log (TOT, K, U, Th) measured from core of drill hole BMR DOH Urapunga 4 through the Roper Croup 
in the southern McArthur Basin, Northern Territory. In strument count period is 60 seconds. Total organic carbon (TOe) and 
sedimentological data are from Sweet & Jackson (1986). 

sequence boundary. In the well completion report, Sweet & 
Jackson (1986), in fact, described sharp-based cross-bedded sets 
rich in mudstone intraclasts at the base of thc Bessie Creek 
Sandstone, which attest to erosion of the underlying deeper water 
facies. 

The pronounced retrogradationallog trend at the top of the 
Bessie Creek Sandstone indicates rapid transgression and 
drowning until deepest water conditions were reached early in 
Velkerri Formation time. Thc maximum-flooding surface at about 
370 m is 10m above the base of thc Velkerri Formation and 
correlates with a carbonaceous mudstonc with elevated U log 
signal and high-TOC (total organic carbon) values (Fig. 8). 
Mudstones above the maximum-flooding surface arc also highly 
carbonaceous and occur as highs on the total and U logs, indicating 
the development of a thick condensed section. 

Above the maximum-flooding surface at 370 m, the logs 
show general progradation until the 180 m level, although there 
are smaller progradational-retrograda tional cycles in this 
interval. The up-hole part of the log is dominated by t\\ 0 smaller 
aggradationa I- retrogradational-progradationa I sequences. The 
maximum-fl ooding surface at 140 m occurs within a broad 
gamma-ray high on the total gamma log and corresponds to 
peaks in the U log and TOC curve (Fig. 8). This combination of 
factors suggests significant transgression and anoxia in relatively 
deep water with the development of a condensed section in an 
area of clastic starvation. The maximum-flooding surface at 75 
m is not as pronounced. does not involve a broad gamma-ray 
high on any of the logs, and does not correlate with a zone rich 
in organic matter, suggesting that the upper sequence involved 
transgression on a smaller sca le . The sequence boundaries at the 
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base of both sequences (185 m and 120 m) are illustrated on all 
four logs as gamma-ray lows, and on the TOC curve as low 
values. Another sharp-based sandstone, and sequence boundary, 
at 45 m is highlighted by abrupt falls in the total-emission and K 
gamma-ray logs. Above this sandstone there is a retrogradational 
log trend, indicating the beginning of another transgression. 

Throughout the section the close resemblance of the U and 
Th logs, and the small range in Th values, suggests that there are 
no significant concentrations of heavy minerals or phosphatic 
units. However, the K log shows some interesting variations. 
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Figure 9. Sequence stratigraphic interpretation of the spectral 
gamma-ray log from Figure 8 showing only the total-emission 
gamma-ray log. 

Gamma-ray peaks at about 360-370 m, 220 m, and 60- 70 m on 
the K log occur without peaks on other logs, or where the other 
logs show lows. This suggests that the total gamma-radiation 
response of these particular intervals is not due solely to grain 
size. A check of the core confirms this; all three intervals contain 
glauconite. The high K content ofthe glauconite is affecting the 
gamma-ray logs independently of grain size. This is just one 
example of the advantages of using spectral gamma-ray logs in 
interpretation. 

Recognition of common gamma-ray log trends and subsequent 
sequence stratigraphic interpretation in this example reveals that 
sequences do not all occur within the one lithostratigraphic unit, 
and sequence boundaries do not necessarily correspond to 
lithostratigraphic or lithofacies boundaries. The largest sequence 
in the section includes the Bessie Creek Sandstone and the lower 
half of the Velkerri Formation, and these formations are now 
genetically linked within one major sedimentary cycle. This 
highlights an important difference between sequence stratigra
phy and lithostratigraphy. Lithostratigraphy is based on the 
definition of rock bodies, sequence stratigraphy is based on 
rock bodies bounded by chronostratigraphic ally significant strati
graphic surfaces. Many mapped lithostratigraphic units are 
diachronous, and this makes correlation based on lithostratigraphy 
difficult in regions where there are marked vertical and lateral 
facies changes. 

Outcrop to subsurface gamma-ray correlation: 
Palaeo proterozoic Riversleigh Siltstone 
This example illustrates gamma-ray correlation based on logs 
collected using both outcrop and conventional down-hole 
logging techniques. The stratigraphic interval of interest is Shady 
Bore Quartzite- Riversleigh Siltstone transition from a faulted 
outcrop on the Lawn Hill Platform (Fig. 5). In this area the 
Shady Bore Quartzite comprises shallow-marine quartz arenite 
and minor subtidal/intertidal intraclastic dolomite and dolomitic 
siltstone. The Riversleigh Siltstone comprises thick intervals 
oflaminated marine siltstone and dolomitic siltstone, enclosing 
thinner, but significant, shallower marine sandstone intervals. 

Comparison ofthe total-emission gamma-radiation logs for 
outcrop section BA/96-1I4 and adjacent drill hole CM45 
(Fig. 10) reveals a close correspondence between the logs with 
regard to log trends and events. Significant highs and lows, 
representing maximum-flooding surfaces and sequence 
boundaries, respectively, are identified on both logs. Important 
events identified on the logs include a local peak in gamma-ray 
values, representing a maximum-flooding surface at 230 m 
(BA/96-1I4 and CM45), an abrupt decrease in gamma-ray 
values, representing a sequence boundary at 255 m (BA/96-
1/4) and 250 m (CM45), and the regional peak in gamma-ray 
values, representing a major maximum-flooding surface (used 
as a datum for the logs) at 425 m. In drill core, this regional 
maximum-flooding surface corresponds to laminated car
bonaceous siltstone and shale. 

Although the logs have a good match, gamma-ray values at 
minima and maxima in each of the logs are not identical, and 
some events are slightly more prominent on one log than the 
other. These variations are due to a combination of factors, 
including the nature of the samples (unweathered samples 
surrounding a drillhole versus weathered outcrop at the surface), 
different sample geometry, different instruments, and perhaps 
slight lateral facies variations. In addition, the emission of 
gamma-rays over time is not a linear function, and there will 
always be small variations even if the same sample is measured 
repeatedly by the same instrument (cf. Rider 1986). Notwith
standing these variations, detailed correlation is possible by 
comparing simple outcrop gamma-ray logs with conventional 
down-hole log data (Fig. 10). 
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Figure 10. Outcrop to subsurface correlation based on total-emission gamma-ray logs. Outcrop section and drill hole are approximately 
100 m apart in the same small fault-block. The schematic lithological column represents only the outcrop section. Instrument count 
period is 10 seconds. Drill-hole gamma-ray log was recorded with a conventional down-hole gamma-ray tool. The down-hole gamma
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Sequence stratigraphic correlation based on outcrop 
gamma-ray profiles: Palaeo-Meso proterozoic Upper 
McNamara Group 
Gamma-ray techniques and sequence stratigraphy can be useful 
for correlation at the scale common in detailed basin analysis 
or mineral exploration. The stratigraphic interval of interest here 
is the upper Termite Range Formation and the lower half of the 
Lawn Hill Formation of the Upper McNamara Group (latest 
Palaeoproterozoic- earliest Mesoproterozoic). These two 
formations occur directly above the Riversleigh Siltstone in the 
same general region of the Lawn Hill Platform (Fig. 5). 

The Termite Range Formation comprises thickly bedded, 
generally coarse-grained sandstone and minor shale up to 
1300 m thick . The formation is divided into two major fining
upward sequences, and deposition occurred largely in 
subaqueous fan systems bcneath storm wave base (Andrews 
1996). The Lawn Hill Formation appears to overlie the Termite 
Range Formation with a sharp, conformable contact. The lowcr 
mapped member of the Lawn Hill Formation (Pmh I) consists 
of carbonaceous silty shale, tuffaceous shale, and rarc finc
grained sandstone. The second member (Pmh2) consists almost 
entirely of tuffaceous s iltstone, shale, and shale rip-up hori zons. 
Thc third mcmbcr (Pmh3) consists of fine to medium-grained 
quartz arenite with volcanic glass shards and shale pebble units 
(Andrews 1996). Rocks of all three members were deposited in 
a shel f environment, with shale and si ltstone of Pmh I and Pmh2 
being deposited in relatively deep water beneath storm wavc 
base. Sa nd stone of Pmh3 was deposited in a shal low she lfal 
environment dominated by storm waves (Andrews 1996). 

A cross-scction through paI1 of the Upper McNamara Group 
(Fig. II) revcal s s ignificant variations in relative total-emission 
gamma-radiation response, with valucs ranging from about 
100 cps in coarse sandstonc of the Termite Range Formation 
(Pmt) up to 600 cps in shale of the lower Lawn Ilill Formation 
(Pmh2). At the broadest scale one can obscnc an olcrall 
retrogradational pattern (alTolI I) from the base of Pmh I up to 
a gamma-ray peak in the upper part of Pmh2, folll)lyed by a 
s li ghtly progradational log trend (arrow 2) towards Pmh3, then 
a pronounced progradational trcnd II ithin Pmh3 (arrow 3). These 
log trends arc interpreted as shOll ing a major transgression. II ith 
prolonged deep lIater conditillns throughout mueh of Pmh I 
Pmh2 time, followed by shoaling and incrcasing energy II ith 
change in depositional environments culminating in s ignifi ca nt 
e rosion and inci s ion at the base of Pmh3 . However, there arc 
numerou s important sedimentary cycles superimposed upon the 
longcr-term cyclic ity. 

In gcncral, thcre is good correlation between gamma-ray 
responsc and grain s ize. Sandstone and pebble conglomerate 
correlate w ith gamma lows , and shale corre lates w ith gamma 
highs. However, there are several exceptions which a re due to 
local fcatures of scdimentation. The base of Pmh3 is general ly 
marked by a gamma-ray low, but thc fall is not as abrupt or 
significant as might be expectcd for the change from siltstone 
to conglomcratic sandstone; indeed, in the case of sect ion BA/08 
the contact occurs as a gamma-log high . This is beca use clasts 
at the base of Pmh3 arc derived almost entirely from underlyi ng 
tuffaccous s iltstone of Pmh2, and so the composition of the 
pebbles masks the ac tual g rain s ize of the pcbbles and the 
surrounding fine to mcdium-graincd host sandstonc. 

The abrup t rise in gamma-ray log values at the contact 
between the Termite Range Formation and th e Lawn Hill 
Formation at site BA /06a indicates a major change in 
depositional environmcnt and a corrcsponding changc in facies. 
An abrupt fall in log va lucs (sequence boundary A) occurs about 
20 m abovc the base of Pmh I. The gamma logs at sites BA/06a 
and BA/06b arc almost idcntical and show a rc trogradational 
trend above sequence boundary A up to a broad gamma-ray 
peak. This peak (maximum-flooding surface X) corrc lates w ith 
a thick carbonaceous shale, typical of a condensed section. 

Log values remain high throughout carbonaceous shale and 
siltstone of Pmh l, but there are several small highs and lows, 
marking higher-order cycles within the shale. In the upper part 
ofPmhl the log trend is progradational up to a significant gamma 
low that corresponds to a pebble conglomerate (sites BA/06b 
and BA/08). This laterally correlative horizon marks sequence 
boundary B and the base of Pmh2. The log trends are 
aggradational, then retrogradational up to maximum-flooding 
surface Y in the shale, followed by progradation up to a gamma 
low (sequence boundary C) marked by another pebble 
conglomerate. Above sequence boundary C , the log trends are 
aggradational or slightly retrogradational over 20- 30 m towards 
a prominent gamma peak (maximum-flooding surface Z) near 
the top of Pmh2. This sequence stratigraphic surface is obvious 
on all three available gamma logs, and is used as a datum for 
the c ross-sect ion. The log trends are progradational above 
maximum-flooding surface Z , and become st rongl y pro
gradational above sequence boundary D, which marks the base 
of Pmh3. 

The lithostratigraphic succession of the upper Termite Range 
Formation and lower Lawn Hill Formation can thus be 
subdivided into at least four sequences, and it is like ly that 
additional scquences exist in the middle to upper parts of Pmh I 
(Fig. I I). Corrc lation of the field sections w ith outcrop gamma
ray profiles shows s ignificant e rosional reli ef on the base of 
Pmh3 (up to 15 m over a strikc distance of <5 km). Although 
the facies in each measured section are simi lar, sign ifi cant latera l 
facies changes do occur. Generally, faeies become thinner and 
coarser grained to the north , and the degree of interbedding 
increases. By combining gamma-ray profiles with th e 
sedimentologica l logs , it is poss iblc to correlate individual 
cycles, even indi vidual beds, across thc region and hence ach ieve 
a much morc refincd gcological hi sto ry at a very detailed sca le. 

Conclusions 

I. Ciamma-ray log trends correspond to changes in grain 
sile, clay content, and mineralogy. Log trends may be 
calibrated to particular facies patterns and depositional 
environments in corc or outcrop. Then, stack ing patterns 
on gaillma-ray logs arc interpretcd as changcs in 
depositional systcms O\ 'cr time. On a rcgional scale, 
changes in gamma-ray stacking patte rns reflect variation, 
in the ovcrall dri ving mechani sms for sedimentation in a 
basin (e.g. relati ve sca Icvc l, sediment supply, 
palaeogeography) . 

2. The hicrarchy, thickncss, and stacking pattcrns of 
sedimentary cyc les are commonly difficult to distinguish 
through trad itional facies descriptions of outcrops, 
because they involve incremental changes in rock 
properties. A unit with re lati ve ly littl e li thological 
contrast or cxpression of sedimentary cyc les in the ficld 
(e.g. Ri versleigh Siltstone, Fig. 7) may often be divided 
into a series of stacked sedimentary cyc les of di ffercnt 
o rders through the use of gamma-ray logs. 

3. Gamma-ray logs are relatively quick and easy to generatc, 
and thcy provide excellent detail for stratigraphic 
corre lation betwee n outcrop secti ons and cored 
stratigraphic interva ls at all sca les. By corre latin g series 
o f gamma-ray logs across a region, one can construct a 
regional stratigraphic framework, place individual 
'events', and cyc les into a regional context, and provide a 
test ofpre\ ious lithostrat igraphic corre lation schemes. 

4. Where conventional down-hole geophysical logs are 
lacking, outcrop, core and percussion drill-chip gamma
ray logs provide better regional correlation of sedimentary 
cyc les than does lithostratigraphy a lone. Thickness 
variations and facies geometry can be interpreted with 
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more confidence, which may enable more accurate, 
predictive assessment of source- trap- seal systems for 
mineralisation. 
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Use of 0, C, and S stable isotopes in regional mineral exploration 
C,L Waringl,AS, Andrew2 & G,R, Ewers3 

In many ore-forming and surficial environments, fluid- rock interaction 
can be identified using isotopic methods, especially H, 0, C and S 
stable isotopes, The isotopic fingerprint or halo related to fluid- rock 
or fluid-ore interaction can be used in mineral exploration. Three 
examples demonstrating different mineral exploration scenarios in 
Australia are presented. 

First, a 9 km by 2 km 8 180 depletion halo surrounding Cu ore at 
Mount Isa demonstrates an isotopic geochemical anomaly providing a 
direct vector to ore. The regular isotopic anomaly at Mount Isa is 
detectable much further from ore than any other geochemical or 
geophysical anomaly, at a measured distance of> I km and, poten
tially, 2 km from the closest eu ore. A significant benefit of the 
regular isotopic distribution pattern is an ability to estimate the 
maximum size of the target mineralisation from a small number of 
samples. Criteria for discrimination are provided which distinguish 
between Cu-ore related dolomite veins on the periphery of a large 
system, dolomite veins related to minor Cu mineralisation and 
metamorphic calcite veins. Other base-metal and Au ore types formed 
by granitic intrusion into a carbonate-bearing sequence are likely to 
also have a 8"0 depletion halo surrounding ore. 

Secondly, a study of the association of epithermal Au mineralisation 
with 1'0 depletion in Devonian-Permian volcanic and high-level 
intrusive rocks from the Drummond Basin, the Featherbed Cauldron 
Complex, the Coen Inlier and Cape York-Oriomo Inlier (Torres Strait) 
shows regional 0 isotope depletion patterns. In the northern Drummond 
Basin these are associated with known epithermal mineralisation. In 
the high-level environment of the northern Coen Inlier, the regional 
o iso tope depletion pattern points to the potential for ep ithermal 
mineralisation. In the more deeply eroded Featherbed Cauldron 
Complex, 0 isotope depletion patterns are loca li sed in the margins 

Introduction 
Stable isotopic data have become fundamental to the determina
tion of the sources of ore-forming fluids, temperature of mineral 
formation, and the geochemistry of ore-fluid interactions with 
their environments. Many modern studies of ore deposits in
clude isotopic analyses of 0, C, or S with other geological, 
geochemical, petrographic and structural data to form a genetic 
model. Such models have become tools used in mineral explora
tion, particularly in target definition and mine-scale exploration. 
This paper presents several examples of how stable isotopic 
data may be used directly in early reconnaissance regional ex
ploration, rather than used to support a genetic model. Although 
the demonstration of isotopic haloes has genetic significance for 
any ore formation model, this paper places an emphasis on 
addressing many of the pragmatic problems encountered in de
sign and interpretation of stable isotopic geochemical surveys. 

While 0 (Beaty & Taylor 1982, Criss & Taylor 1983, Green 
et al. 1983, Heaton & Sheppard 1977, Ripley & Ohmoto 1979, 
Taylor & South 1985) and S (Gulson et al. 1988) isotope haloes 
have been recognised around mineralisation for some time, 
systematic regional mapping of isotopic variations as a vector 
to ore has not been widely reported in the literature and is not 
yet used routinely in mineral exploration. 

The most thoroughly described examples of 0 isotopic 
haloes a re those associated with volcanic-hosted massive 
sulphide (VHMS) deposits, with more recent papers dealing 
exclusively with Canadian deposits, including the Kidd Creek 
deposit (Beaty et al. 1988, Huston et al. 1995) and the Noranda 
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Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, 
Division of Petroleum Resources, PO Box 136 North Ryde, Sydney 
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J Australian Geological Survey Organisation, GPO Box 378, Canber ra 
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of the Late Carboniferous collapse structures and suggest that any 
epithermal systems that may have existed have been removed by 
erOSIOn . 

Thirdly, a new approach to mineral exploration aims to inte
grate conventional hydrogeochemical exploration with the power
ful fingerprinting abilities of S, Pb and Sr isotope geochemistry. 
The isotopic approach to hydrogeochemistry focuses on finding 
buried and blind exploration targets, one of the major exploration 
problems into the 21 st century. Menninnie Dam, one of the major 
case histories studied, is blind and the geology is complex. Isotopic 
analyses provide information that is complementary to that deri ved 
from major and trace element ana lyses. In particular, using S isotope 
analyses of sulphate in groundwater, sources of S in the water can 
be defined and, where mixing has occurred, it is possible to broadly 
quantify the contributions. 834S values indicate a contribution of 
sulphide-related S in almost all sampled groundwater over the pros
pect. These values contrast strongly with the regional, background 
814S values. The ore-S signature can be detected hundreds of metres 
from known mineralisation occurrences and could be a useful future 
exploration tool particularly in covered and deep weathering 
environments. 

For particular ore types , isotopic detection methods are more 
sens itive than standard geochemical methods, and do not suffer from 
the nugget effect common for Cu and Au geochemical exploration 
techniques . Howeve r, scope for misinterpretation is greater, because 
of the reliance upon an indirect measurement of fluid related isotop ic 
exchange or dispersion, rather than direct measurement of ore metals. 
False positive anomalies are possible. Careful , thorough orientation 
can remove most uncertainties and allow confident application of a 
very sensit ive geochemical exploration technique. 

district (Cathles 1993, Hoy 1993 , Paradis et al. 1993). Several 
of these studies have demonstrated the association of 0 " 0 and 
Na-depletion zones as well as the association of 0" 0 enrichment 
with hangingwall alteration lacking Na-depletion zones. The 
isotopic haloes are largely a result of differences in the isotopic 
fractionation in a strong thermal gradient. Subtle depletions in 
0"0 values have been reported around the Que River and 
Hellyer VHMS deposits in Tasmania (Green & Taheri 1992), 
but the small variation in more distal areas may limit its use in 
regional exploration. All these studies have demonstrated that 
the isotopic halo may survive later metamorphism of the 
deposits. 

Regional zones of " 0 depletion have also been mapped 
associated with precious-metal mineralisation in Mesozoic 
epithermal systems (Criss et al. 1985, Conrad et al. 1995). The 
large zones of ISO-depleted rocks result from large-scale 
interaction of the host rocks with hydrothermal fluids primarily 
of meteoric origin. For Mesozoic epithermal systems, there is 
generally a spatial correlation between ISO-depleted rocks and 
widespread propylitic alteration and mineralised veining, but 
the detailed isotopic relationship of veins and host rocks is 
complex and reflects the longevity of the hydrothermal systems. 

The examples given in this paper have been chosen to 
demonstrate three different approaches to the application of 
stable isotope haloes to regional-scale mineral exploration in 
Australia: 

direct detection of a Proterozoic " O-depletion halo in 
dolomite surrounding Cu ore; 
detection ofregional 180-depletion patterns associated with 
Palaeozoic hydrothermal systems and their implications for 
epithermal Au exploration; and 
detection of modern groundwater sulphate with a low o14S 
signature derived from weathering of Proterozoic Pb- Zn
Ag- Fe sulphides. 
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The first two examples show the application of primary 
isotopic haloes. In the first, a giant orebody formed by reaction 
between a hydrothermal fluid and a host rock under essentially 
isothermal conditions. In the second, overlapping hydrothermal 
systems related to mineralisation are recorded in complex 
volcanic terrains. The third example uses isotopic haloes 
generated by the interaction of present-day groundwater with 
blind mineralisation. 

A Proterozoic 8180 depletion halo surrounding 
Mount Isa copper ore 
Mount Isa eu ore geology 
The Mount Isa Cu ore bodies are hosted by the deformed (Perkins 
1984) and metamorphosed (Waring 1990b) carbonaceous dolo
mitic shales of the Mount Isa Group (1653 Ma; Connors & 
Page 1995), which overlie altered basalts (Heinrich et al. 1995) 
of the Eastern Creek Volcanics. A syn-tectonic late-stage meta
morphic hydrothermal alteration system, termed locally as the 
'silica-dolomite' (1520 Ma; Perkins et al. in press), shows a 
zonal alteration pattern from outer sparse ptygmatic dolomite 
veins, to dolomite-quartz-chalcopyrite veins that are associ
ated with coarsening of dolomite in metasediments, to massive 
dolomite bodies, and to a siliceous quartz-chalcopyrite core. 
Most economic ore zones occur in the siliceous core of the 

ISAMINE GEOLOGY & Cu SYSTEM ALTERATION 
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alteration system that replaces dolomite. Minor talc-rich zones 
are present in partially silicified dolomitic alteration. Chalcopyrite 
is present throughout the silica- dolomite. Stratiform pyrite and 
Pb- Zn- Ag ores are distinctly separated from, but adjacent to, 
the Cu alteration system, representing different mineralising 
events. Figure 1 shows the spatial relationships between the 
silica-dolomite alteration zones, Cu mineralisation, and stratiform 
pyrite and Pb- Zn-Ag mineralisation. 

An ore genesis model which explains the close spatial rela
tionship, but separate genetic history, of these two large ore 
systems is presented elsewhere in this volume (Waring et al. 
1998). The association is dependent on the localisation around 
stratiform pyrite and Pb-Zn-Ag sulphides of an early meta
morphic (calcite) vein network, which formed as a result of 
lower temperature metamorphic K-feldspar and ankerite-siderite 
decarbonation reactions, which formed biotite, calcite and CO2, 

As the CO2-rich metamorphic fluid escaped, the metamorphic 
system was no longer closed. The metamorphic vein network 
drew in external H20 from intersecting faults and evolved into 
an open hydrothermal system. Introduction of external Hp 
promoted further decarbonation reaction, and the fluid flow 
through the system became self reinforcing. Heinrich et al. 
(1989) described a fluid inclusion petrographic sequence, and 
Waring (1990a,b, 1991), a supporting metamorphic-hydrothermal 
mineral petrography consistent with this interpretation. 
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Figure 1. Cross-section through 34200mN Mount Isa Cu mine, showing geology and alteration lithologies. 
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o and C isotopic data 

Smith et al. (1978), Heinrich et al. (1989), and Waring (1990a) 
demonstrated the narrow range of dolomite 0 isotopic values 
within the silica-dolomite alteration (01 80 = 10- 12%0 Standard 
Mean Ocean Water (SMOW), 8 13 C = - 8 to - 3%0 Pee Dee 
Belannite (PDB), contrasted with analyses from texturally un
altered background dolomitic shale (0180 = 20- 22%0, 8 13C = - 2 
to 0%0). Isotopic data from dolomite in apparently unaltered 
dolomitic shales near Lake Moondarra and from exploratory 
drill holes south of the 1100 Cu orebody (Waring 1990a) show 
that there is a progressive, consistently large shift from relatively 
180-enriched (20- 22%0) background dolomitic shales to 
relatively ISO-depleted (10-12%0) dolomites associated with Cu 
ore. The magnitude of the defined 8 1'0 difference (-10%0) 
between ore and unaltered host rock is one reason why isotopic 
detection techniques are so se nsit ive in thi s ore-forming 
environment. 

Dolomite veins and adjacent carbonaceous dolomitic shales 
close to or included within the s ili ca- dolomite a lteration 
envelope have isotopic values that are indistinguishable. 
However, a progress ive difference emerges between dolomite 
veins and host dolomit ic sha le in zones distal from Cu ore. At 
SOO-IOOO m from Cu ore, dolomite ve ins typically have 8 1'0 
val ues I .S%o less than adjacent dolomitic shales (Waring 1990a). 
Dolomitic sha les up to I km fro m Cu ore, which show no other 
indicati on of proximity to Cu mineralisation, such as elevated 
Cu (> I 0 ppm) or visib le dolomite veining, are relatively depleted 
in 1"0, ow in g to interaction with the mineralising hydrothermal 
fluid. 

Within the main I 100 orebody, a trend towards dolomite 
with relatively enriched 81'0 values from south (10 II %0) to 
north (II 12%0) is suggested from a comb ination of data sources 
(Waring 1990a, Heinrich et al. 1989). The inferred southern 
hydrothermal input is further supported by mineralogical data, 
such as talc and calcite chalcopyrite zones not observed further 
north (Waring 1990a). 

C- O isotope trelld: temperature I'{lriatioll or/luidlrock 
variatioll ? 

Isotopic data for dolomites from the 1900 eu orebody. northern 
200 Cu orebody, and adjJcent 8 and II Pb Zn Ag orebodies 
(Smith et al. 1978) ha\'e been interpreted ill th e COil tnt of 
separate early, sedimentary accumulation of Pb-Zn- Ag ore and 
late post-metamorphic emplacement of Cu ore. Isotopic data 
for dolomite and quartz from the Cu orebodies (Heinrich et a l. 
1989, Waring 1990a) suggest dolomite-qua rtz isotopic 
equilibrium was ac hi eved during mineral deposition (dolomite 
qUaJ1z 81' 0 difference = -O-I.S %0). Concurrent isotopic studies 
by Heinrich et al. (1989) and Waring ( 1990a) concluded that the 
Cu orebodies result from interaction of the Cu ore-forming hydro
thermal fluid with dolomitic host rock. Heinrich et al. (1989) 
suggestcd that a linear trend through the data could be explained 
by a temperature variation of about 60°C. Further analyses 
(Waring 1990a) show that the data set is extended by ana lyses 
of rocks affected by extremely high fluid/rock, such as dilatant 
dolomite veins in the core of the silica-dolomite. They have 
very low C and 0 isotope values (813C =-8 to - I 0 %0 PDB, 8 1' 0 
= I 0 to 12 %0 SMOW), relative to rocks such as background 
dolomitic shale (8 11C - 2 to 0 %0 PDB, 81' 020 to 22 %0 SMOW) 
with a vcry low fluidlrock, unaffected by interaction with the 
hydrothermal fluid. These two groups represent samples at either 
end of a mixing curve (Fig. 4) between a hydrothermal brine 
containing C and the host-rock dolomite. Model mixing curves 
similar to thc one shown in Figure 4 have been calculated and 
fitted to the do lomite isotopic data (Waring 1990). The curve is 
non-linear bccause the C/O mass ratio in the fluid is ve ry low, 
such that the C isotope va lue in the hydrothermal dolomite is 
dominated by the large reservoir ofC in the host rock. Tempera
ture change is not necessary to cxplain the isotopic data. 

Another possible interpretat io n of the isotopic data is a 

fluid mixing model, which is supported by distinct carbonic 
(XC02 = 0.17) and NaCI brine fluid-inclusion populations in 
hydrothermal dolomite (Heinrich et al. 1989). However, the 
carbonic inclusions are restricted to massive dolomitic breccia 
and barren quartz-dolomite veins pre-dating quartz-chalcopyrite 
veining and the associated NaCI brine fluid inclusions. A tem
poral evolution of the hydrothermal system from metamorphic 
(carbonic inclusions) to an open Cu-mineralising (NaCI brine) 
system with trace concentration of introduced C is consistent 
with the fluid inclusion, petrographic, and stable isotope data 
(Waring et al. 1996). 

Spatial definition of the 0 isotopic depletion halo 
surrounding Cu ore 

Isotopic data presented in Figure 4 define the full range of 1"0 
depl etion surrounding Cu mineralisation (Heinrich et al. 1989, 
Waring 1990a), but not the areal extent or subt leties of the spatial 
distribution. In 1990- 9 1 a major anal yti ca l program (S43 
isotopic and major e leme nt analyses on carbona tes) was 
undertaken with thc aim of defini ng the spatial ex tent of isotopic 
depl etio n around the main Mount Isa Cu mineralisation and 
other known Cu mineralisation and Cu prospects in the district 
(Waring 1991). Only unoxidised and un leached carbonate
bearing samples were chosen for analysis, so samp li ng was 
lim ited to the area l extent of drill holes and underground exposure. 

Three basic types of sample were used: ( I ) compos ite 
samples, which arc sub-samples of a continuous length of crushed 
half or quarter core over approximately 20 m, (2) whole rock 
(WR) spot samples, which, lithologicall y, typically represent 
half-core approximately 30 cmlong, and (3) vein (V) samples, 
which consist of vein carbonates only. The underlying goal of 
the sampling strategy was to maximise spatial coverage for a 
minimal number of representat ive samp les, while collecting 
suftlcient vein wallrock pairs for interpretation and discrimina
tion (Table I). Isotopic \'a lues \'ary less than other geochemical 
techniques and require fe\\ 'e r ana lyses to be represe ntative . At 
Mount Isa the earlier studie s by Heinrich et al. (IYX9) and 
Waring (19YOa) \\ere used as orientation for the large-seak spatial 
isotopic sUI"\'ey (Waring 1991). 

Jl011llt /S(I Clllllille elll'irolls 

T\\ o hundred and forty-four additional analyses (Waring 1991) 
were used to define the spatia l extent of the Mount Isa Mine 
8 " 0 anoma ly, using peripheral drill ho les and previously 
unanal ysed Cu orebody zones. The dolomite 8 1' 0 depletion 
anoma ly is sufficientl y well defined to construct contours on 
many Mount Isa Mine cross-sections and on a conto ured sur
face pl an (Figs 2, 3). Surfacc conto urs were constructed fro m 
near-surface drill-hole data prOjected to the surface, and by ex
trapolating contours from cross-sections to the surface. Data 
were projected or interpolated from adjacent cross-sections to 
infer isotopic patterns around known structures (e.g. Mount 
Isa Fault Zone data from 34S00mN werc projected to 34200mN 
section , Fig. 2). Contours represent 81' 0 values of dolomite 
from dolomitic shales, not whole-rock values. Where only ve in 
samp les were analysed, an inferred dolomitic shale value was 
estimated, using the regular relationship between dolomitic veins 
and wallrock. Dolomite from veins is depleted in 1'0 compared 
with shale dolomite by 1- I.S%o at SOO- IOOO m frol11 ore: the 
values are approximately equal close to ore (Waring 1990a). 

There are some striking features apparent on the contoured 
sections and plan. 

The projected surface 8 1' 0 anomaly surrounding the eu 
orebody system is enormous, at 9002 km. 
The projected surface 8 1' 0 anomaly and isotopic halo sur
rounding the Cu orebodies are extremely regular. 
The contoured plan and cross-sections reveal extreme IXO deple
tion approaching some major faults: the Mount Isa Fault Zone, 
the Buck Quartz Fault, the S48 family of southwest north
east faults, the Racecourse Shear, and the Urquhart Shear. 
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Figure 2. Cross-section through 34200mN Mount Isa Cu mine, showing 0 isotopic contours. 

These faults are interpreted to have acted as major channels 
for the Cu-bearing hydrothermal fluid. The Mount Isa Fault 
appears to be the primary structure, with the other faults 
subordinate. The 8180 anomaly is bracketed in the west by the 
Mount Isa Fault, and to the east by S48 and the Urquhart Shear. 
A projected surface zone of maximum 8180 depletion occurs 
asymmetrically on the western side and adjacent to the 
Racecourse Shear, approximating a projection of the 200 and 
500 Cu orebodies to the surface. At depth, this zone broadens 
adjacent to the contact with the underlying greenstone and 
envelops the lower 1100, 1900, 3000, and 3500 orebodies. 

Gradients of 8 180 

Cross-sectional profiles of the isotopic gradient from near the 
surface to the southern 1100 Cu orebody have been calculated 
for the southern exploratory drill hole Q 152 (0.8%0 per 100 m), 
and for 4200mN section (0.4%0 per 100 m, Waring 1990a). Q 152 
represents a significant difference in isotopic gradient approaching 
subeconomic mineralisation, compared with the lower gradient 
approaching the larger ore zone of the continuous Cu 
mineralisation, separated north-south by 2.7 km. This regular 
progressive relationship is confirmed by data collected from the 
intervening drill holes U200, U250, Q250, De300, and V334 
(Fig. 3) . Isotopic values of dolomites from near-surface dolo
mitic shales from V334 are extremely homogeneous. They show 
a small but significant regular depletion in 8180 values (0.7%0 per 
100 m) approaching Cu mineralisation within the narrow interval 
47 .0-143.4 m down-hole. The isotope values from near-surface 
samples from V334 are a reliable guide to the isotopic gradient 
approaching the 1100 orebody. Given the isotopic gradient 
and a known isotopic range for target mineralisation, a distance 

to mineralisation may be estimated. 
Isotopic gradients do exhibit significant anisotropy about 

major D3 structures, interpreted as the ore fluid channels, and, 
to a lesser extent, are influenced by stratigraphy (e.g. S48 fault, 
Buck Quartz Fault, Fig. 2). 

Local gradients in 0 isotope values are calculated by 
comparison with adjacent analyses (summary Table 1). Data 
from Mount Isa Mine show a remarkable homogeneity, with 
local 8180 gradients universally <2%0 per 100 m. Samples very 
close to one another may show a large isotopic gradient, and 
are presented as a difference rather than a rate of change. 

Discrimination between Cu-mineralised hydrothermal 
dolomite veins and metamorphic calcite veins 

The distribution of dolomite, calcite and quartz veins is irregular 
throughout Mount Isa Group rocks, depending on proximity to 
mineralising hydrothermal systems and intensity of metamorphic 
reaction. Dolomite veins are spatially associated with Cu 
mineralisation, and often contain minor chalcopyrite close to 
the Mount Isa Cu orebody system and at Cu prospects 
throughout the district. Calcite veins commonly occur in 
unmineralised Mount Isa Group rocks and, occasionally, in the 
vicinity ofPb--Zn- Ag and, to a lesser extent, Cu mineralisation. 
Dolomite veins are generally distinguishable from calcite veins 
on the basis of morphology, grain size, and colour. 

Dolomite veins typically have a ptygmatic form caused by 
syn-tectonic cleavage formation and heterogeneous carbonate 
dissolution in rock adjacent to the vein. Successive vein-forming 
episodes often overprinted earlier dolomite veins within a single 
deformation event. Calcite veins are more planar, typically have 
parallel sides and are interpreted to be dilational veins. The 
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relative contribution of dilation versus wallrock assimilation for 
dolomite vein formation is difficult to determine, but appears to 
be considerably higher than for calcite veins. 

Dolomite vein grain size is typically coarse with a 
saccharoidal texture. There are extreme examples of individual 
grains larger than 15 mm across. Calcite vein grain size is often 
microcrystalline. Colour is perhaps the easiest diagnostic 
criterion to see in hand specimen. Calcite veins are always white. 
Dolomite veins are typically off-white to grey, and sometimes 
display a blue tinge. Weathered dolomite vein samples show a 
creamy to brownish colour, owing to surface oxidation of the 
FeC03 component. Exceptions to these generalisations are the 
rare calcite-do10mite-chalcopyrite veins above the Buck Quartz 
Fault and talc zones south of33000mN. Minor calcite inclusions 
occur in dolomite from the silica-dolomite alteration. These 
distinctions are important because dolomite veins imply 
proximity to Cu mineralisation, whereas calcite veins are due 
to heterogeneous district-wide metamorphism. 

Carbon and ° isotope values from dolomite veins in Cu 
prospects around the district all plot very closely to the Mount 
Isa Mine isotope exchange line (Fig. 4), and are likely to have 
formed from the same style of Cu-bearing hydrothermal fluid
host rock interaction as the Mount Isa Mine example. Calcite 
veins and some unusual whole rocks have a much wider and 
apparently non-systematic distribution unrelated to Cu 
mineralisation. 

Close examination of the calcite vein data and wall rock 
relationships is possible by using two examples which appear 
to be unaffected by Cu-mineralising fluids, yet show significant 
180 depletion. These are from Isa South drill hole Ze 541 , which 
occurs in an exploration area 10 km south of Mount Isa, and 
Hilton Nth K920, 23 km north of Mount Isa. Pairs of whole
rock samples were taken from the few centimetres next to the 
vein and, typically, a few more metres away. There is a distinct 
difference in the vein- wallrock relationships between the two 
spatially separated drill holes, yet for each drill hole there is an 
internal consistency within each data set. 

Calcite veins from Hilton Nth K920 are depleted in 180 by 
-1.3%0 compared with their adjacent wallrock; ol3C values for 
calcite veins are only 0.1 - 0.2%0 lighter than the wall rock. Each 
vein- wallrock pair has a much greater difference in 0180 than 
ol3C, which implies interaction with or formation from a fluid 
low in XC02 (±CH.). Although Mount Isa Mine samples also 
have a greater difference in 0180 than oi3C, vein samples are 
dolomitic and have 0180 values 5- 10%0 lower than background 
values. Four of the six calcite veins from K920 have 0180 values 
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greater than 19%0, which are similar to background values and 
extremely high for vein-carbonate samples in the Mount Isa 
district. Another difference between the isotopic pattern shown 
by the Mount Isa Mine mineralising hydrothermal system and 
K920 is the degree of 0180 heterogeneity as measured by the 
0180 gradient (~01 80 per 100 m). Mount Isa Mine samples are 
extremely homogeneous with a 0180 gradient of less than 
2%011 00 m, reflecting the large-scale pervasive nature of the 
fluid-rock interaction. By contrast, K920 is relatively heteroge
neous, with 8 of the 18 samples having a 0180 gradient greater 
than 2%0/100 m. K920 calcite vein samples are likely to be 
locally derived (high absolute 0180 values, high 0180 gradient) 
from the initial onset of metamorphic dehydration and 
decarbonation reactions (low CO2) . 

Isa South Ze541 shows quite a different calcite vein
wallrock relationship. Most calcite veins are depleted in 180 
and i3C compared with the adjacent wallrock. Two pairs of 
calcite vein + wallrock samples display extremely high oi3C 
values, greater than 3%0. Features common to all high oi3C 
samples are their low carbonate content «10 wt% carbonate) 
and the presence ofphlogopiteibiotite/muscovite (XRD). These 
factors indicate metamorphic decarbonation reactions 
proceeding nearly to completion (high progress of reaction). 
High oi3C values may be attributable to isotopic distillation 
effects (Rayleigh 1896) of nearly complete metamorphic 
decarbonation reactions. Mass balance dictates that if isotopic 
fractionation produces lighter calcite-C02 during a metamorphic 
reaction, then the residual carbonate must get heavier. During 
progressive metamorphism, residual carbonate and successive 
vein calcite- C02 generations will get heavier, owing to the loss 
from the system of light CO2 . At the onset of metamorphism 
this effect will be small, but as the reaction progresses the 
distillation effects will be amplified, resulting in extreme 180 
enrichment seen in these samples. The size of the Rayleigh 
fractionation depends on the extent of the metamorphic reaction, 
which varies with host rock mineralogy, temperature, and XC02• 

In any vein sample the isotopic composition was determined 
not only by the isotopic value of immediately adjacent wallrock, 
but also by the degree of metamorphism in the source region 
for the metamorphic fluid and by the degree of isotopic exchange 
with wallrocks along the fluid pathway. 

An interesting indicator ofthe degree of vein-wall rock iso
topic exchange is the apparent similarity between adjacent 
wallrock samples centimetres to several metres away from a 
calcite vein, which are, in tum, distinctly different to samples 
10- 50 m from the same calcite vein. Calcite vein samples do not 
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Figure 4. Mount Isa Mine environs carbonate isotopic data, from Smith et al. (1978), corrected 
Heinrich et al. (1989), and Waring (1990a). 
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Table 1. Criteria for discriminating between a Cu-mineralising hydrothermal system and metamorphic effects. 

Vein type 0180 ol3 C 

%0 %0 

Mount Isa Mine dolomite 9- 12 - 10 to-4 
eu-Ore 
Mount Isa Mine dolomite 10--17 -6 to-1 
Host Dol Sh 

Hilton calcite 11- 20 - 6 to - 1 
K920 
Tsa South calcite 13-20 -7 to +9 
Ze54 1 

show a consistent isotopic shift from these wallrock samples. 
This pattern suggests that, for these samples (139, 251 , 447 m), 
calcite veins formed from an external metamorphic fluid, some 
of which was derived from further away than the vein's adjacent 
wallrocks. 

Hypothetical 8 180 anomalies associated with an 
economic Cu target 
A premise implicit in the following discussion ofCu targets is a 
proportional relationship between the amount of Cu contained 
within the hydrothermal alteration system and the size of the 
hydrothermal alteration system measured by isotopes (fluid 
passed through the system integrated over life of the system). If 
the upper limit of Cu solubility in a hydrothermal fluid is the 
same for both the known and target system (same chemistry), 
and the si ze is known by isotopic measurement. the maximum 
amount of Cu transfer possible can be estimated. Assuming a 
mechanism of Cu deposition is operat in g with the same 
efficiency for target prospccts as it is for the known style of 
mineralisation , an uppcr limit on the mass transfer is roughly 
proportional to the size of the hydrothermal alteration system. 
Empirical cvidence from Cu prospects in the Mount Isa va ll ey, 
suc h as Nativc Bee, Stony Creek, and Hilton. supports this 
proportional relationship (Waring 1991). 

The 81xOanomaly in dolomites from shales surrounding Cu 
mineralisation at Mount Isa is approximately 9 km long north
south and 2 km wide at the surface and extends downward at 
least I km, making a halo larger than any other geochemical 
expression. At a hypothetical ground surface 500 m above the 
present ground surface, a smaller anomaly of approximately half 
the size is projected. The size of the 8180 anomaly in dolomite 
from shales associated with a minimum size economic Cu target 
may be approximated by scaling down the known Mount Isa 
anomaly. If an economic target is one-tenth the size (2.2 Mt Cu 
metal) of the Mount Isa Cu system, then it might produce a 
8 180 surface anomaly 3.5 km by 0.6 km from mineralisation at 
a depth of 0.6 km. With mineralisation at a depth of I km, the 
8 180 anomaly should bc detectable with a grid spacing of I km 
north- south and 200 m east- west. 

However, other less elongate anomaly forms produced by 
fault intersections or other scenarios for dilation are just as 
plausible. This hypothetical exercise is merely one of the many 
situations possible for an economic Cu target. It is very useful 
as a guide to the selection of optimum sample spacing. 

Application of 0 and C isotopes to regional mineral 
exploration 
Isotopic geochemical exploration is most suited to broad-scale 
system definition, because it can detect changes in 0 isotope 
values in dolomites further from mineralisation than any other 
geochemical technique in the Mount Isa district. All dolomite 
samples from Mount Isa district prospects show major 8 180 
depletion close to Cu mineralisation . Any economic Cu target 
in the Mount Isa district is also expected to have a large associ
ated 8180 depletion halo. A 8 180 isotopic survey is capable of 

Gradient L1 Progress of 
0180lJOOm X CO2 metamorphic 

reaction 

homogeneous <2 low <0.02 na 

homogeneous <2 low na 

heterogeneous 0- 17 low- medium low 

heterogeneous 0- 12 high high 

detecting an alteration halo at a great distance from ore through 
barren rock (measured > I km, potentially >2 km). The isotopic 
definition of the mineralising system includes a measure of the 
size of system. The 8180 depletion halo in dolomite from shale 
is directly related to the size of the hydrothermal system that 
may produce Cu mineralisation. In practice, the characteristics 
of 8 180 distribution enable distinction between the periphery of 
a major mineralising system and a small-scale system. The iso
topic method provides a means of categorising sparse dolo
mite-chalcopyrite veining into small-scale systems or the margins 
ofa much larger economic system. An isotopic anomaly is likely 
to be much more extensive and regular surrounding Cu 
mineralisation than is the Cu geochemical anomaly itself. Using 
petrographic and isotopic criteria, metamorphic carbonates may 
be distinguished from carbonates related to mineralisation. 

Regional 0 isotope depletion patterns as a 
guide to epithermal Au exploration in North 
Queensland 
The di scovery orextensivc cpithcrmal Au mineralisation in the 
northern part of the Late Devonian Ear ly Carboniferous 
Drumlllond Basin (economic deposits at Pajingo, Wirralie and 
Yandan, plus numerous prospects) was followed by a regional 
investigation of the 0 isotope composition ofvoIcanic and associ
ated intrusive rock s, as part of the joint AGSO- GSQ National 
Geoscience Mapping Accord North Queensland Project (Ewers 
at a!. 1991 , 1994a,b). The aim of the study was to identify and 
relate zones of 1'0 depletion (particularly in volcanic rocks that 
suggest a sha ll ow, near-surface environment) with known and 
potential regions of epithermal activity. In addition to the northern 
Drummond Basin, samples were anal ysed from the Permian
Carboniferous Featherbed Cauldron Comp lcx and there was 
reconnaissance sampling of the Palaeozoic Coen Inlier and Cape 
York-Oriomo Inlier (Fig. 5). 

o isotope patterns in Palaeozoic terrains 
The Drummond Basin is a large (25 000 km 2) intracratonic basin 
of Late Devonian- Early Carboniferous age (Olgers I 972). The 
sequence consists of thick units of predominantly terrestrial 
volcaniclastic sandstone and mudstone, and intermediate to felsic 
lavas and pyroclastic rocks. The stratigraphy is complex, with 
numerous facies changes, internal disconformities and poor age 
control (McPhie et a!. 1990). Widespread Late Carboniferous 
felsic to intermediate igneous activity followed deposition in 
the northern part of the Drummond Basin and produced the 
relatively deformed, compositionally diverse welded ignimbrites, 
lavas and conglomerates of the Bulgonunna Volcanic Group 
(McPhie et a!. 1990). The southern and western parts of the 
Drummond Basin are obscured by younger sedimen t cover. 

Relatively fresh, unweathered volcanic rocks have a wide 
range of 8 180 values (8180 = - 8.2 to 10.4; n=24) compared with 
granitic to gabbroic intrusive rocks (8 180 = 1.3 to 8.8; n= 16), 
most of which have similar values to pristine intrusive rocks 
elsewhere (Fig. 6a). ISO-depleted samples occur throughout the 
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Figure 5. Map of northern Queensland showing location of the 
Drummond Basin, Featherbed Cauldron Complex. Cape York
Oriomo Inlier and Northern Coen Inlier. 

volcanic sequence, but pyroclastic rocks and lavas are generally 
more depleted than intrusive rocks. 

The Featherbed Cauldron Complex (Mackenzie 1993) is 
the largest and best-exposed coherent accumulation of mainly 
felsic volcanic and associated rocks in northern Queensland. 
The complex consists of a composite of at least three Late 
Carboniferous subsidence structures and remnants of associated 
outflow sheets, a Late Carboniferous- Early Permian subsidence 
structure, and a superimposed fault and ring dyke-bounded 
composite of three calderas of Early Permian age. The complex 
overlies and intrudes a thick sedimentary flysch sequence and 
minor igneous rocks near the western margin of the Silurian
Devonian Hodgkinson Fold Belt and is mostly confined to a 
volcano-tectonic depression of about 3000 km2• The extrusive 
rocks have been subdivided into two groups. The Late 
Carboniferous volcanics (I-type) are rhyolitic to andesitic 
ignimbrites and minor andesite lava, which crop out in the 
southeastern, southern and southwestern parts of the complex, 
associated with coeval dioritic to granitic intrusive rocks. The 
Early Permian volcanics (A-type) are rhyolitic ignimbrites with 
minor rhyolitic lavas, which make up most of the complex to 
the north and northwest. They have been intruded by a peripheral 
ring dyke of porphyritic microgranite and by high-level, 
resurgent-type plutons of porphyritic microgranite and 
microgranodiorite. 

The Early Permian rocks have 8180 values (8180 = 3.4 to 
11.7; n = 32) which are generally similar to pristine volcanics 
elsewhere and show little evidence of large-scale interaction 
with meteoric fluids at high temperature (Fig. 6b). Several 
samples are 180 depleted and one sample is markedly enriched 
in 180 (8180 = 17.2). This latter sample, a partially devitrified 
crystal-poor vitrophyre, with the enriched 8180 values, suggests 
low-temperature alteration. 

The Late Carboniferous rocks have a similar but larger range 
in 8180 values (0180 = -1.0 to 9.0, n = 2S) with many less than 
+S.S per mil (Fig. 6B). There are no significant variations between 

the Late Carboniferous volcanic subgroups, but there is clear 
evidence that high-temperature meteoric water interaction occurred 
during this earlier phase of igneous activity and is confined to 
the southern areas ofthe Featherbed Cauldron Complex. Within 
this area, 180-depleted values are concentrated along the Carbonif
erous caldera margins, particularly where they are intersected 
by faults, and this points to the importance of structural control 
on fluid movement. 

The Coen Inlier has been widely intruded by Siluro
Devonian granites of the Cape York Peninsula Batholith and, 
in its northern part, has been intruded by Permo-Carboniferous 
granites and overlain by coeval volcanics interbedded with 
fluviatile and lacustrine sediments. The volcanics are 
predominantly rhyolitic welded tuff and lesser rhyolite, breccia, 
agglomerate, rhyodacite and dacitic welded tuff, andesite and 
metabasalt. 

Permo-Carboniferous igneous activity is also evident in the 
Cape York-Oriomo Inlier in the Torres Strait region. The rocks 
consist mainly of rhyolitic welded tuff and rhyolitic to andesitic 
lavas and volcanic breccias. The volcanics are intruded by the 
Late Carboniferous Badu Granite and are regarded as no older 
than Carboniferous. 

A reconnaissance set of analyses of predominantly volcanic 
rocks shows that although several samples from the Torres Strait 
are 180-depleted, most have values similar to pristine volcanic 
rocks (8180 = 1.2 to 9.6, n = 7). By contrast, most samples from 
the northern Coen Inlier have markedly depleted 8180 values 
(8180 = - 2.7 to 1.3, n = 8) and give rise to a zone of consistent 
180 depletion, which is neither a function of volcanic stratigraphy 
nor rock type (Fig. 6c). 

Implications for epithermal Au mineralisation 
The recognition of regional 0 isotope depletion patterns in high
level igneous rocks provides a means to discriminate areas which 
could be prospective for low sulphidation (adularia- sericite type) 
epithermal Au mineralisation. Unaltered primary igneous rocks 
typically have a narrow range of 8180 values between about +S 
and +12 per mil (Taylor 1974a) relative to SMOW. However, 
there has been a recognition that some volcanic and plutonic 
rocks are regionally 180-depleted relative to 'normal' igneous 
values (Taylor 1971, 1973, 1974b, Larson & Taylor 1986). The 
only plausible means of producing this depletion requires the 
interaction between low-180 meteoric fluids and rocks at high 
temperatures, because other fluid sources (e.g. magmatic or 
metamorphic) will either increase or only slightly decrease 'nor
mal' whole-rock igneous values. This meteoric water- rock in
teraction could occur either at the subsolidus stage during cooling 
(the most likely scenario) or at the magmatic stage, through 
direct interaction with meteoric fluids or the assimilation of 
rocks already depleted in 8180. An association between epithermal 
mineralisation and regional 180 depletion could be anticipated: 
low-sulphidation epithermal systems almost invariably involve 
meteoric water, and hydrothermal systems dominated by meteoric 
water could be expected in volcanic terrains during the waning 
stages of igneous activity. 

The association of an extensive regional 0 isotope depletion 
pattern over most of the northern Drummond Basin (> ISOO km2) 

and its coincidence with a recently recognised epithermal district 
is consistent with a similar association for younger, highly 
prospective epithermal districts in the United States (Ewers et 
al. 1994a). These depletion patterns provide a potentially useful 
tool to assess areas which could be prospective for low
sulphidation epithermal mineralisation in other areas of north 
Queensland with late Palaeozoic igneous activity. 

Exploration data for the Featherbed Cauldron Complex 
indicate no known epithermal mineralisation. Tin, W, Cu, Pb, 
Ag and some Au are associated with the Late Carboniferous 
volcanics, and sparse base-metal, Au, U, Wand Sn are related to 
the Early Permian volcanics. The absence of regional-scale 180 
depletion patterns, particularly in the Early Permian volcanics, 
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suggests that any hydrothermal fluid circulation was small scalc 
and unlike ly to have been associated with epitherma l systems 
of significant size. With estimates of 1-2 km of material removed, 
it is possible that epitherma l systems in the Late Carboniferous 
volcanics may have been eroded or lie obsc ured beneath the 
Early Permian vo lcanics. 

The igneous environment that makes up Torres Strait and 
the northern Coen Inlier consists of volcanics and coeval 
subvolcanic felsic intrusives that have been only partially un
roofed by erosion. Such an environment shou ld be highly pro
spective, but limited geoscientific investigation and exploration 
activity have led to a poor understanding of its mineral poten
tial, even though mineral occurrences with epithermal character
istics are known to occur in the area. The regional 0 isotope 
depletion pattern in the northern Coen Inlier correlates (in part) 
with regional stream-sediment geochemical anomalies normally 
associated with epithermal deposits (Ewers et al. 1994b). The 
data suggest that the northern Coen Inlier is a region of high 
epithermal potential and worthy of more systematic explora
tion. 

Because epithennal deposits typically form near the sur
face, their preservation will be critically dependent upon the 
level of erosion. Therefore, an area wh ich appears favourable on 
the basis of isotopic data could be unprospective because the 
level of erosion has been too great. 

It should also be recognised that regional 1RO depletion can
not be taken in isolation as an indication of epithermal potential
hydrothermal activity that involves late-stage meteoric fluids 

can lead to 180 depletion patterns unrelated to epithermal 
systems. Clearly, the nature of the geological environment and the 
results of previous exploration activity are important in any 
assessment of epithennal potential. 

The regional 0 isotope depletion patterns in high-level late 
Palaeozoic igneous rocks of North Queensland provide a means 
to recognise areas which could be prospective for low sulphidation 
(adularia-sericite type) epithermal Au mineralisation. Young 
terrains are less likely to be eroded or overprinted by later 
events and, in this sense, regional 0 isotope signatures should 
be more obvious. However, the technique is worth testing e lse
where in favourable geological provinces (possibly much older 
than the late Palaeozoic) that have potenti al for low-sulphidation 
epithermal deposits. 

S isotope composition of groundwater in 
exploration for blind mineralisation, Eyre 
Peninsula, South Australia 
At Menninnie Dam significant Pb-Zn-Ag mineralisation is 
blind, the host Hutchison Group metasediments being 
unconformably overl ain by a variable thickness ofGawler Range 
Volcanics. Outcrop is poor and weathering is deep. The 
topography and resulting exploration problems are typical of 
those encountered on the ancient peneplaned Australian surface. 
Furthermore, the non-mineralised Gawler Range Volcanics 
cover adds another dimension to exploration difficulties. 

Geology 
The Menninnie Dam deposit occurs in the Archaean to 
Mesoproterozoic Gawler Craton of South Australia. The host 
sequence is the Middleback Subgroup of the Hutchi son Group. 
which was deposited on an Archaean basement about 1900-
1850 m.y. ago (Higgins et al. 1(90). Th e supracrustal sequence 
was repeatedly deformed and metamorphosed to upper 
amphibolite facies during the Kimblan Orogen) (1850 
1600 Ma) and overlain by the relati\ely flat -lying Gawler Range 
Volcanics (GRY. 1590 Ma). 

The Pb Zn Ag mineralisation occurs conformably within 
a steeply wcst-dipping sequence (Higgins ct al. 1(90). The 
sulphide bodies arc hosted primarily b) magnetite ankerite 
marbles. diopsidic calc-silicates and caleic l11arbles \\ ith 
inter\' ening schists and quartL + magnetite ± garnet iron 
formations. There are at least two narrow (0.5-2.0 m) layers of 
pyrite-sphalerite-galena ( 10- 40% Pb + Zn; 50 Pb:50 Zn) and 
a 15 m thick zone of more variab le grade (5-13°;', Pb + Zn) and 
mineralogy (quartz-ankerite sphalerite- galena ± pyrite). There 
is a central zone, approximately 700 m long. where continuity 
appears most persistent, but the geology is complex and strongly 
disrupted by faulting. The dominant fault strikes north- south 
and separates Suite 5 (ST5) gneisses and schists from Suite 4 
(ST4) carbonate/sulphide-dominated lithologies (Fig. 7). 

The unconformity between the Hutchison Group and the 
Gawler Range Volcanics is very uneven, dips to the south, and 
in the area under study has a total reliefofabout 300 m. Locally, 
the Gawler Range Volcanics vary in composition between dacite 
and rhyodacite and commonly have a coarse breccia texture 
with abundant Hutchison Group clasts, some of which contain 
base-metal and Fe sulphides. 

At the northern end of the prospect, the Gawler Range 
Volcanics cover is thin «60 m) and totally leached to white 
clay with 1-2 m of calcrete or silcrete caps common beneath a 
thin red soi l. Here, underlying carbonates and calc-silicates are 
leached and oxidised to vuggy secondary carbonates, Fe oxides 
and clays, usually to a depth of about 80 m, but as much as 
250 m adjacent to faults. The sulphide zones have apparently 
been leached to form th ick mushroom-shaped dispersions of 
hydromorphic pyritic clays to a depth of30 m, overlying primary 
sulphides. Whcre the Gawler Range Volcanics are thicker to the 
south, the vo lcanics are uniformly weathered to 30 m, and the 
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Figure 7. Diagrammatic section through the Menninnie Dam 
prospect, showing the stratigraphy and major structures. The 
approximate depth of the watertable (WT) is superimposed on the 
geology, together with the location of the main aquifers. The dilute 
aquifer (DA) is perched on the saline aquifer, which can be 
subdivided into permeable zones within weathered Gawler Range 
Volcanics or non-carbonate Hutchison Group (SAG) and within 
leached, cavernous ST3 and ST4 carbonate-rich rocks (SAC). On 
a local scale, SAC and SAG may be separated by intervening, 
relatively impermeable volcanics or metasediments, such as 
intersected by hole B, or they may be contiguous where the 
unconformity is relatively shallow. 

underlying Hutchison Group, beneath the Mesoproterozoic 
unconformity, shows only thin (10- 20 m) karst-style cavities 
and possible supergene sulphide recrystallisation. 

Hydrology 
Movement of groundwater in a fractured rock terrain is difficult 
to characterise. However, within the area of drilling at Menninnie 
Dam, the surface of the watertable slopes gently from north to 
south (Fig. 8), as does the regional topography. Local surface 
drainage varies considerably over the prospect. Three perme
ability types are recognised on the prospect (Andrew et al. 1994): 

I. The weathered zone, principally within the Gawler Range 
Volcanics, is the most extensive permeable zone. 

2. Cavernous, leached Suite 4 carbonates and calc-silicates 
represent a significant aquifer, with permeability induced 
by weathering and restricted to <200 m below surface. 

3. Unhealed, open spaces induced by faulting, which may 
penetrate to great depths. The main north-south fault 
zone separating ST4 and STS is locally permeable. 
Types I and 2 may be separated by impermeable Gawler Range 

Volcanics or quartzo-feldspathic rocks, but, on the prospect scale, 
all three permeability types are connected. Based on the major 
element geochemistry (Andrew et al. 1994), it is also possible 
to recognise a dilute aquifer and a saline aquifer within types 1 
and 2. By combining the physical and chemical characteristics 
of the aquifers, we have derived a threefold classification (Figs 7, 
8). The dilute aquifer (DA) appears to be restricted to the north 
of the prospect, where the watertable is highest and is perched 
on the more saline aquifer. The saline aquifer (SA) can be subdi
vided on the basis oftwo distinct permeable zones within which 
it is found . The most widespread aquifer (SAG) is confined to 
the zone of weathering, principally of Gawler Range Volcanics, 

and occurs within about 100 m ofthe land surface. Permeability 
in this zone is probably quite variable and would depend in part 
on the weathering enhancement of primary permeability asso
ciated with structures such as shears, faults and joints. The 
second permeability zone in the saline aquifer occurs where 
ST4 carbonates have been leached to form large cavernous 
structures (SAC). Water flow through these zones appears to 
be significantly higher than in the zone of weathering of the 
Gawler Range Volcanics or non-carbonate sequences of 
Hutchison Group. Waters with major element composition 
intermediate between DA and SAG suggest that the dilute 
aquifer (DA) mixes with SAG as it moves south along the 
hydraulic gradient. 

S isotope composition of ores, and of rocks and 
groundwater remote from ore 

A small S isotope database of sulphide minerals (pyrite, pyr
rhotite, chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite) from the mineralisation 
indicates 834S values are in the range - 2.S to S.6%0 Canyon 
Diablo Troilite (CDT, Andrew et al. 1994). The S isotope com
position of unweathered dacitic volcanics or granites of the 
Gawler Ranges is unknown, but a typically igneous value is 
assumed (834S-O- 3%0 CDT). The importance of this value is 
small, as the total S content of unmineralised Gawler Range 
Volcanics and granites is low. 

The predominant source of S in the surficial environment 
of the Eyre Peninsula is that derived from marine aerosols 
(Chivas et al. 1991). The S isotope composition of aerosol fallout 
and the regional groundwater remote from mineralisation can 
be obtained using published data from surficial gypsum and by 
measuring groundwater sampled from stock bores. 

The 834S values for lacustrine and regolith gypsum from 
southern central South Australia vary from +20.1 %0 near the 
coast (near Wirrulla) to + IS .6%0 in Lake Torrens. Gypsum from 
lakes that overlie the Gawler Range Volcanics are in the range 
+ 17 .S to + 16.6%0 (Lakes Acraman, Everard and Gairdner). 
Gypsum from Lake Gilles has a 834S value of 18.6%0. It is the 
closest lake analysed to Menninnie Dam and is underlain by 
Lower Proterozoic sediments. Gypsum precipitated from a brine 
has a slightly more positive 834S value than the 834S of dissolved 
sulphate in the parent brine. Based on experimental crystal
lisation, Thode & Monster (I 96S) suggested a small equilibrium 
enrichment in 34S of gypsum compared with aqueous sulphate 
(IXgypsum.so,(aqJ = 1.6S) at surficial temperatures. Thus, the brine 
which preCIpitated the gypsum at Lake Gilles had a 834S value 
close to 17%0. Because of its proximity to Menninnie Dam, the 
834S value for the Lake Gilles brine is assumed to be close to the 
value for background groundwater with a level of uncertainty of 
about ±1 %0. 

The 834S values for sulphate in the waters collected in August 
1993 from regional bores and a percussion hole (Fig. 8) range 
between 16.3 and 19.5 and confirm the value for 834S sulphate 
of meteoric fallout of 16- 18%0, predicted from studies of local 
playas . 

S isotope composition of groundwater at the Menninnie 
Dam prospect 

Samples from the dilute and saline aquifers (DA, SAC and SAG) 
at the Menninnie Dam prospect were collected in May 1992 
from uncased drill holes that had remained open to a significant 
depth (Carr et al. 1992). Some drill holes intersected significant 
sulphides. Other borehole groundwater samples were chosen to 
give an areal spread around the mineralisation and to include the 
lithologies of Gawler Range Volcanics and Hutchison Group. 
The dilute aquifers are of limited extent and have insufficient 
sulphate for isotopic analysis. The regional groundwater and 
the saline aquifers (SAC and SAG) have similar major element 
compositions (Andrew et al. 1994), with the saline aquifers 
only distinguished by their sampling horizon. 

The 834S values for sulphate in the saline groundwater from 
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Figure 8. Regional and prospect scale maps of Menninnie Dam mineralisation , showing 
generalised geology, projection of mineralisation to surface, distrihution of aquifers, height 
of groundwater surface and 8"S values measured on sulphate in water from hores 
and drill holes. 

Detecting ore/sulphide 
signatures 
The 834 S value of groundwater sul
phate appears to be a very good re
gional indicator of mineralisation (Fig. 
8). The 834S variation over the pros
pect is significantly g reater than 
would be expected ifall sulphate had 
been derived from seawater aerosols. 
The depleted 834S values can be con
fidently ascribed to oxidation of 
sulphides, but the very light values 
(approximately 12%0) about I km 
south of the southernmost known 
mineralisation are not so well under
stood. The southernmost extent of the 
anomaly has not been determined and 
Eh- pH relationships suggest active 
oxidation in all samples. The pattern 
may result from aquifer mixing, a frac
tionation effect related to pre
cipitation of sulphate minerals within 
the aquifer, the kinetics and pathway 
of the oxidation of sulphide to sul
phate, to oxidation of as yet unknown 
mineralisation in the south or a com
bination of the above. 

The highest 8" S values occur in 
the western part of the prospect and 
in the regional No rth Grid hole 
(- 2 km to the north of the mineral
isation), where groundwater has al
most certainly not interacted with 
significant mineralisation. Thc high 
\ alue (8 14S= 15.4 ) in the centre of the 
prospect is not easily ex plained , but 
may reflect the complex movement 
of groundwater at the very local scale, 
minor local sulphate reduction, or ki
netic effects . 

The important conclusion that 
deri\es from these obsenations is 
that the relatively low 8 14S values in
dicative of sulphide oxidation should 
be maintained for significant distances 
to the south (downstream). Once the 
aqui fer 8H S value has been modified 
by sul phide oxidation, only large-

the prospect area vary from 11.9 to 17.5%0 CDT (Fig. 8). Ex
cept for the highest 8 '4S value at the Menninnie Dam prospect. 
which lies in Suitc 5. well to the west of known mineral isation. 
the 8'4S values all show some depletion relative to the assumed 
regional background. with the lowest values occurring in the 
south. The distribution of 8 14S values suggests a cumulative 
contribution by weathering sulphides from north to south, con
sistent with the slope of the water tabl e. Sulphate content does 
not show such variation and is controlled by precipitation and 
dissolution of sulphate minerals. Using a simple mass balance 
calculation, and assuming the regional groundwater 8'4S values 
to be - 16 18%0 and sulphidc average values of about 3%0, it is 
estimated that the most )4S depleted groundwater at Menninnie 
Dam (8 14 S = 11.9) has about 35% of its sulphate derived by 
oxidising sulphides. With the high salinity and high sulphate 
content of the groundwater of up to 3600 mg/L, a minimum of 
1200 mg/L su lphate derived from weathering of sulphides is 
implied. 

scale sulphate reduction or dilution 
with regional groundwater would change this signature . The 
interaction of the gro undwater with aqui fer rocks would have 
little effect on its 8 '4S value wh il st aquifer Eh- plJ is maintained. 

Conclusions 
These examples show that for particular ore deposit types, 0 , 
C, and S stable isotopic haloes around ore can be reliably detected 
at a much greater distance than conventional trace-metal anoma
lies. Other suitable ore types may be included with further 
work. However. with this greater power to detect bl ind 
mineralisation comes a greater risk of misinterpretation. 

A sequence of steps fami I iar to exploration geologists using 
standard trace-metal geochemica l techniques is suggested for 
usc in isotopic geochcmical surveys, with a much greater emphasis 
on an initial orientation survey. An orientation survey should 
include analysis of any known target mineralisation in the district. 
To minimise ambiguity, sample only fresh rock, or water with 
an explicit derivation. If this is not possible, there are geochemical 
and petrographic techniques for detecting sample contamination. 
These data derived during orientation should be compared with 
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literature values for the target ore type. An understanding ofthe 
regional structural and metamorphic geology and isotope systemat
ics of the target ore type will help to resolve any discrepancies. 
This phase of the survey is crucial to the eventual outcome. 
Even ifthe type of target mineralisation is well known isotopically, 
variations in temperature of the mineralising fluid may shift 
the unknown target isotopic range significantly. Later deforma
tions, with a further hydrothermal or metamorphic event may 
distort or obliterate original isotopic patterns associated with 
ore formation. 

Some ore deposits have zones of deep weathering over ore, 
which may hinder direct detection of a primary isotopic halo in 
a host rock (see example 1) or may assist in dispersal of isoto
pically altered aquifer water (example 3). Each application of 
regional isotopic exploration techniques requires careful assess
ment in the planning stage to determine if isotopic detection is 
technically feasible. 
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